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I. On the xihsorption of dark Heat-rays hy Gases and Vapours.

By Ernst Lecher and Joseph Pernter*.

[Plate I.]

MAGNUS and Tvndall, who, as is Avell known, have in-

vestigated (the latter through a long series of years)

the absorption of radiant heat by gases and vapours, arrived,

on some points, at very different results. Other investigators

also have devoted time and trouble to this investigation, and
in particular to the absorption of heat-rays by aqueous vapour,

without being able to arrive at any final decision.

The difficulty of the observations in question, perhaps on few
other questions of experimental physics so great as on this,

hardly permits the employment of a method entirely free from
objection; hence the explanation of the fact that hardly ever

do we meet with such differences, and even contradictions, as

here. Thus, for example, T\Tidall f finds that a layer of pure
dry air of 1"22 metre thickness transmits all the rays of heat

given off by a source of heat at 100° Ct Magnus §, on

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author,
from the Sitzb. der k. Akad. der Wissensch. in Wien, July 1880.

t Tvndall, * Contributions to Moleciilar Physics in the Domain of

Eadiant Heat.' (London, Longman, Green and Co., 1872.) We cite

this work whenever possible for the investigations of Tyndall, since he
has himself carefully collected all his different researches en the subject

in this work.

X Loc. cit. p. 19. § Pogg. An7i. cxii.

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 65. Jan. 1881. B
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the contrary, finds lliat a layer of air 275 niilliins. in thick-

ness is snllieient to al)sorb 11 percent.; and, lastly, ]>tiff"*

believes he has observed an absorption of 40 per cent, by a layer

only 45 niillinis. in thickness. It is remarkable that these

results arc in inverse proportion to the lenfrth of the absorb-
ino; layer, and so illustrate only the more strikingly the inex-

plicable difference in the results of such excellent experi-

menters.

The uncertainty which these results left on the one hand,
and on the other the indubitable absorption of heat-rays in

the atmosphere, especially as shoAvn by the pyrheliometric in-

vestigations of Viollef and CrovaJ, induced us to undertake
the present investigation. If it should lead to the conclusion

that the question can hardly be decided by absolute measure-
ments in the laboratory, yet the results obtained may at least

furnish definite starting-points for its decision. Further,

the numbers given by TynduU for the vapours have been sub-

jected to accurate investigation; so that some new points of

view present themselves in respect to physics.

When, in what follows, we give numbers which for the

most part deviate from those previously found, we are well

aware of the difference, and wish at the outset to emphasize the

fact that the values in question, in spite of their deceptive

coincidence with each other, are to be regarded as only some-
what rough approximations. But we shall show immediately
that all numbers hitherto given, including those of Tyndall

which relate to vapours, are vitiated by important errors

resulting from the mode of observation employed.

Ile7na7'ks on Methods 2'>'>'€vioxisJy employed.

There are two essentially different methods which may be
employed : the thermopile and the source of heat may be
placed in the same chamber in which the gas or vapour under
examination is placed; or one, or both, may be outside of the

space filled with gas. The first method has been employed
especially by Magnus §, and then by Garibaldi|| and by
BufFIT.

* Phil. Mag. [5] iv. ; Pogg. Ann. clvii.

t Comp. Hend. t. Ixxxii. 18G8, 1.

X Mcsiires de tinfcnsiie (Its radiations solaircs, par M. A. Crova. Paris,

1876 (Gauthier-Villars),

§ Pogg. Ann. cxii.

II
It nnoro Cimento, ser. 2,t. iii. This work was accessible to us only

by means of the reports in the Katnrforschir, Jahrg. iv. lS7J,Nr. 33, and
in Furt<(hrittv dor I'hysih, 1871.

H PhU. Mag. [5] iv.
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'

Without entering into details, we may remark that Tjndall

has shown that, with the source of heat in the experimental

space, currents of air and conduction of heat are unavoidable;

and this source of error is obvious. Moreover, so far as the

literature of the subject is known to us, Magnus does not

return to this question; so that apparently he has himself

recognized this source of error.

Butf endeavoured to avoid this error by rapid heating of

the surface which serves as source of heat ; but the duration of

the experiment is always much too great, and, especially, cur-

rents of air and conduction are not avoided. The most striking

proof of this is found in BufTs tables, since the greater deflec-

tion always takes place after the heating has been interrupted

for some time, which could not have been the case if the heat

radiated by the heated surface had been the sole cause of the

deflection, as is required by the conditions of the experi-

ment.
Garibaldi moreover employed a concave mirror to concen-

trate the heat-rays ; and we suspect that in this is to be found

the reason of the incredible result which he obtained of an
absorption of 92 per cent, by aqueous vapour.

Tvndall*, as is well known, first employed the second

method. Since the space containing the gas is closed and
yet must be open to heatr-rays, the tube employed must bo

closed on both sides by diathermanous substances. Tyndall

employed plates of rock-salt. Dr. Franz f had previously

employed glass plates, which, in consequence of the great

aljsorption which glass exerts upon dark heat-rays, must
clearly lead to A'ery fallacious results. Tyndall's method was
also employed by Wild| in determining the absorption of

aqueous vapour ; but since the arrangement was precisely the

same as Tyndall's, the results must be open to the same
objection.

Since the perfect diathermancy of the plates which close the

tube can never be attained, there niust always remain a source

of error in this arrangement. And even if the original objec-

tion of Buff's, that rock-salt and air are of similar colour for

heat-rays, is not confirmed, it is at any rate clear from Tyndall's

own researches § that rock-salt absorbs 16 per cent, of the ra-

diation from a lampblack surface, and indeed, as he expressly

maintains, in opposition to Melloni and Knoblauch, that rock-
salt does not transmit all rays in equal proportion.

Buff has maintained that Tyndall found no absorption pro-
duced by air, simply because air and rock-salt absorb the

* Loc. cit. Memoir I. t Pogg. Ann. xciv.

X Ibid, cxxix. § Loc. cit. p. 322.

B2
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sninc rays in almost exactly eqvial proj)ortionf!. Tlic diatlier-

maiicy of rock-salt lias always been exaiiiiiied in air, and tlion

the iliathcnnancy of air between rock-salt ])lates. This

objection is completely justified in the employment of Tyn-
dalfs method ; and it is necessary that the diathermancy of

rock-salt should be examined in vacuo. But our experimonts
made without rock-salt plates have shown that TyndalTs
numbers, so far as they relate to air, are perfectly correct*.

Tlie employment of rock-salt plates may therefore be allowed

ill exjieriments with dry gases, since the ]>ercentage of rays

absorbed does not aj)pear to be materially influenced by the

imperfect diathermancy of the rock-salt.

The case, however, is altogether different witli vapours.

TyndalTs numerous replies to the objection made by Magnus,
that on the walls of the polished tube and on the inner sur-

faces of the rock-salt plates vapour-adhesion must take place,

are by no means con^ incing.

AVe wish from Magnus's deductions from particular expe-
riments, according to Tyndall's own data, to collect a convin-

cing proof of the magnitude of vapour-adhesion. Tyndall

has remarked that it may not be a matter of indift'erence

whether the interior of the tube be polished or not. He
recognized that exact investigation alone can set at rest the

doubt whether the results will remain in the same proportion

amongst themselves if the tube be blackened instead of being

polished. It would have been the safest to make similar

experiments with similar tubes, in the one case polished and
in the other blackened, and to take special care that all other

conditions remained unaltered. But Tyndall blackened only

the half of the tube, and, in the ex])erimont with this last,

emjiloyed only a vapour-pressure of O'o inch, whilst in the

experiments with the polished tube 4 feet long the vapour-

pressure was 0'5 inch.

With such an inequality in the conditions, it can be only a

chance that the numbers given in Tyndall's table for the ab-

sorption of the vapours examined are in the same proportion

for the blackened and for the polished tube. Tyndall flnds

that it is only necessary to multiply the numbers found for

the blackened tube by 4*5 in order to obtain the numbers for

the polished tube.

Moreover the numbers given do not agree so very well

together. Table XV III. f contains nine substiinces, for which
the numbers are as follows:

—

* Moreover Tyndall has recently directly refuted Buff's objection (Proc.

Roy. iSoc. vol. XXX. p. Id). This paper is kuuwu to us only by the report

in Autuiforschei; Jahr>r. xiii. No. 10,

t Loc. cit. p. '6b, This and all following translations are as literal as
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Absorption per 100*.

f

'- •
V Absorption in

Blackened tube. Polished tube. blackened tube
Vapour. Pressure 03 inch. Pressure Oo inch, proportioufd to

Sulpliide of carbon... 5 27

f

23
Iodide of metbvl lo'S 60 71
Benzol ' 17-5 78 79
Chloroform 17-5 89 79
Iodide of ethyl 21-5 94 97
Wood-spirit." 2G-5 123 120
Methyl alcohol 29-0 133 131
Chloride of amyl 30-0 137 135
Anivlene 31-8 157 143

The last column gives the values of the first column multi-

plied by 4*5. Of these nine substances, we find three for

which the results deviate considerably from proportionality.

Thus, the number for iodide of methyl in the last column dif-

fers by 16 per cent, from that in the middle column, the num-
bers for chloroform by 11 per cent., and for amylene by 9 per

cent. If three out of nine substances (that is, one third) do
not show this proportionality, it is to be expected that, by in-

creasing the number of substances experimented upon, other

deviations would be brougrht to lio-ht—deviations which mioht
make it im})ossible to maintain the theory of proportionality.

Tyndall himself singles out the following cases:

—

" With the blackened tube the order of the following sub-

stances, beginning with the lowest, was

Alcohol, Sulphuric ether, Formic ether. Ethyl propionate,

Avhereas with the polished tube the order was

Formic ether. Alcohol, Ethyl propionate, Sulphuric ether"

—thus altogether different ! But we and in other tables values

for the absorption of these substances in a polished tube at

0'5 inch pressure as follows:

—

Formic ether (Table XIV. p. 32) . . . 133
Alcohol (Table YIL p. 33) . . . . . 15 7 J

Ethyl propionate (Table XV. p. 32) . . 168
Sulphuric ether (interpolated) . . . . lc>0

possible [The reader is requested to bear in mind that, although in
" '", the words used are not precisely those employed by Dr. Tyndall, but
a literal translation of the German version.

—

Eds. Pliil. Mag.
J

* The numbers mider " absorption per 100 " are obtained from the de-

flection of the galvanometer, a deflection of 1° being taken as unit. Else-

where *' absorption per 100 '' denotes the percentage of the total radiation.

t According to Table \T. p. 27, we should have expected 14'8 instead of

this number.

X At the place cited the number is given as 175, which must certainly
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Tills last number (18(>) is interpolated from Tyndall's expe-
riments, and intentionally taken as unfavourably tor our case

as })ossible—that is to say, as small as possil)]e. In order that

sulj)huric ether should stand before formic ether, the deflection

of the galvanometer must have fallen from 1<S0 below 133. If

we take the total radiation as (unfavourably) small as possible

(say at 300), then we find that even with an absorption of 50
per cent, the result may vary about 30 [ler cent, of its value,

accordincrly as we employ blackened or polished tubes.

The numbers given above are values actually me;isured, and
moreover with the full accuracy of which the method is capable.

Tyndall believes that the reversal of the order may perhaps

be explained by the impurity of the substances employed with

the blackened tube; but it is clear that we have nothing to do
with impure substances and their absorption. But that this

explanation is not correct is seen from later experiments, where
Tyndall employs glass tubes instead of tubes of brass. Now,
since glass is '' much weaker in reflecting-power than brass"*,

the less-powerfully reflecting glass tube ought to behave nearly

as a partly blackened metallic tube. And, in fact, Table III.

of the second memoir gives exactly the same order for the

quantities of heat absorbed as we have previously (juoted for

the half-blackened metallic tube.

Exact calculations in this direction are not ]iossible, since

unfortunately Tyndall only very seldom gives the total radia-

tion. We believe, then, that we have shown, from Ti/ndaWs oxen

nmnhers^, that the absorption of radiant heat found ichen a
polished metallic tube is employed is different from that obtained

wlien partly-blackened tidies, or tubes of (/lass are employed. It

follows, then, at once that neither of the above cases yields

correct results, since in both reflection takes place.

How important a source of error vapour-adhesion was, can

be seen from a closer examination of Tyndall's method of

measuring the vapour admitted into the tube. The arrange-

ment to fill the large experimental tube with vapour wa^
shortly as follows :—A glass tube was cemented onto the ex-

perimental tube, Avhich carried a small chamber (which we will

call ]\I) closed by two ta})S. One tap allowed communication
to be made with the large tube, the other with a space in which
the fluid to be experimented upon was contained without air.

Evidently, when this tap is open and the upper one closed, M
be a niispriut (see Phil. Mag. (4) x.xii. p. U'i, where the rig-ht number is

found). It should be 157; for this value corresponds to a deiiection of 00°

(see Tyndall, p. 2U). Also p. lo? : "For the usual pressure of 05 inch,

alcohol absorbs exactlv twice a« much heat as benzol." Benzol = 78
(Table XII. p. ai ), and 2x78= 150.
* Loc. cit. p. 71. t Li'c- cii. p. 78.
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"will become filled with vapour. If the tap leading to the fluid

be closed and the other opened, communication is made between
M and the large tube, and the vapour contained in M expands
throughout the whole tube. This process may be repeated as

often as desired; and so the tube maybe gradually filled with

continually increasing quantities of vapour. The ratio in

which the vapour contained in M expands when it comes into

the large tube may be obtained from the cubic contents of the

latter, which Tyndall gives incidentally as 220 cubic inches.

For the sake of clearness, we will take an example (that of

ether-vapour) in Tyndall's own words. Let us assume that

M contained yo^jf) cubic inch:—"The vapours, on entering

the tube, have only the tension corresponding to the tempera-
ture of the laboratory, viz. 12 inches. This must be multiplied

by 2*5 in order to give the atmospheric pressure. If, then,

the jooo cubic inch, whose absorption, as shown, can be mea-
sured, expands into a space of 220 cubic inches, it would have
a tension of 111 1

X T^r-P X
220 2-5 1000 500000

of an atmosjdiere !

"

To examine the accuracy of this method, we will choose as

examples sulphide of carbon and benzol, because the tables

admit of a control for these substances.

From the table for sulphide of carbon we take :

—

(Table VI.) Sulphide of Carbon. Unit volume = ^ cubic inch.

Volumes . 1-0 2-0 .. . 7-0 8*0 9-0 13-0 14-0 15-0

Absorptions 2-2 4-9 .. . 13-8 14-5 lo'O 17-5 18-2 IS'O

Moreover, Tyndall gives for the absorption at a mercury-
pressure of ^ and 1 inch the numbers 14"8 and 18'8.

Now there can be no doubt of the conclusion that, whenever
equal absorptions take place, there must be present equal

numbers of molecules of vapour, and hence at the same tem-
perature there must be equal vapour-pressures. At ^ inch

pressure the absorption was 14'8 ; and the same absorption

takes place, according to the table, when M has been emptied
into the large tube about 8*6 times; and there must then have
been in the tube a pressure of ^ inch. From this we can
easily calculate what the pressure in M must have been each

time for this result to have been obtained.

If X denote the pressure in M, then when M is put into

communication with the large tube there will be a pressure of

^^ in the tube, since the vapour ej^ands into a space 220

times its own volume, supposing M to have a volume of
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1 cubic inch ; but as in our case the volume of M is only

^ cubic inch, tbe volume of tbe tube is 440 times tbat of M,
and tbe vapour mustbave expanded into 440 times its volume;

so that the pressure becomes j-77t> But after a repetition of

the process 8*6 times (tbat is, after tbe pressure in tbe tul>o

has become jj-- x 8"6), tbe total pressure in the tube, accord-

ing to tbe tables, had become half an inch of mercury. We
have therefore the equation

—r X 8*6= ^ inch, or .r= 25'6 inches mercury.

If we make tbe same calculation with tbe numbers wliicb cor-

respond to a pressure of 1 inch in tbe table, we find x from
tbe equation

^j- X 14"8= 1, or .7;=29*9 inches mercury.

We see, then, tbat there must have been a vapour-tension of
sulphide of carbon amounting to an entire atmosphere. But
as this is only possible at 4G°, we have discovered some error,

the cause of which must be sought for.

For benzol the calculations are still more surprising. The
table gives us tbe following data :

—

(Table XIL*) Benzol. Unit volume = -,Jj cubic inch.

Volumes . 1 ... 18-0 19-0 20-0

Absorptions 4-5 . . . 67'0 69-0 72-0

Further, the absoiqition was 78 at a mercury-pressure of ^ inch.

If we extrapolate a little, we find tbat if M were emptied
22*5 times into tbe tube, an absorption of 78 would be ob-
tained, which corresponds to the absor})tion at ^ inch mercuiy.
A similar calculation to tbe former one gives

X
2-200 ^ 22*5= 0*5, or a'=99"3 inches mercury

;

tbat is to sa}', the temperature must have been about 100° C.
Tlie explanation of these impossibilities may perhaps be as

follows. Eegnaultf has observed tbat the tension of vapours is

less in vacuo than in a space filled with air, and be explains
this as the result of condensation on tbe walls ; this causes a
diminution of tbe tension of the vapour ; so that, whilst in a
vacuum comj)ensation is instantly made by the liquid, in a
space filled with air this re([uires time, and the full vapour-
tension is never reached. In tbe same way tbe results of the
above calculations may bo explained.

* Loc cit. p. 31, t Pogg. Ann. xciii.; Memoires de FAcad. t. xxvi.
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When vapour forms in the empty chamber M from the

liquid contained in the space below it, a portion condenses on
the walls and runs down unseen. When the chamber is shut

off from the liquid, therefore, it does not contain only vapour,

but also the liquid which has condensed on the walls. Hence
when communication is made with the large tube, not only

does the vapour diffuse itself through the tube, but the liquid

condensed in M also evaporates. There can be no doubt that

condensation takes place in the large tube also ; but since the

evaporation is limited, equilibrium is attained. Hence it

seems to us we have an explanation of the results of the above
calculations; and at the same time we see that vapour-adhesion

is so important a source of error in TyndalPs experiments that

all his results must be considered doubtful. Still further, in

his later experiments Tyndall changed the method of introdu-

cing the vapour into the tube, allowing it to enter directly from
a small flask in which the liquid was contained free from air,

the tension being measured by a mercurial manometer. The
enormous condensation which we have previously found on
the walls of the small chamber M, now takes place in the large

tube.

Another inaccuracy must be pointed out in Tyudall's method
of dealing with percentages. It is the result of the method
of compensation which he employs. The sensitiveness which
is attained by giving the absorption in units of the galvano-
meter, the first degree =1, is more than compensated by the

inaccuracy in determining the deflection produced by the total

heat in these units, since these deflections amount to 70° or

80°, and one degree in this position is equal to about 20 units.

Possibly this is the reason why Tyndall scarcely ever gives

the deflection produced by the total heat. His tables hardly
ever permit of our obtaining in any case of interest any thing

else than the ratio of absorptions in such a case ; so that it is

impossible to express the absorptipns in percentages.

We are acquainted with only one other research on the ab-
sorption of radiant heat by vapour, besides the numerous
researches of Tyndall in this direction, that, namely, of Hoor-
weg*. This experimentalist endeavoured to avoid vapour-
adhesion by allowing a stream of vapour to rise freely in the
room between the source of heat and the thermopile. It is

obvious that as a quantitative determination this method must
yield less accurate results than that which we shall immediately
describe. Moreover, Hoorweg's chief object was to observe the
behaviour of aqueous vapour, and his results are much less in

contradiction with ours than are those of Tyndall. We shall

* Pogg. Ann. civ.
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return to this subject iu speaking of tlio absorption of nqn(>ons
va[)our.

Description of the Apparatus employed and of the Methods
of Research.

Guided by the considerations already given, and tauglit by
many failures, we finally arranged method and apparatus as
follows :— It was necessary to do away with rock-salt plates
antl all reflection, and yet to have the thermopile as well as the
radiating-surfuce which served as source of heat in the same
experimental space, so that there should bo no conduction and
no currents of air. We believe, then, we have solved this

problem by means of a piece of apparatus which is represented
in the accompanying plate on a scale about one tenth of the
actual size.

A is the special experimental vessel, an inverted glass bell-jar

with the open end upwards. The thermopile S is placed on
the bottom of this glass vessel on a wooden support b, and is

without conical reflector or any similar arrangement for col-

lectijig the rays. Its upper face, carefully covered with lamp-
black, is directed upwards towards the source of heat. The
lower face is protected by a packing of cotton-wool against
any possible sudden change of temperature. The aperture of
the vessel A is closed air-tight by a special vessel B, Avhich

carries an arrangement for radiating heat to the thermopile.
This consists of a bottom plate of metal c, in the centre of
-which there is a round hole in which a metallic tube I, 3*5

centimetres in diameter, is soldered. In this tube, at about one
fifth of its height, there is a thin metal plate a, which, as well
as Z,is carefully covered with lamp-black. The distance from
a to S was 310 millimetres. Into the bottom plate c a second
tube, ?', is soldered, into which the india-rubber stopper (which
carries the manometer-tube e, the conducting-wires, and the
tube r leading to the air-pump) is cemented air-tight. Besides
these, the plate c carries a glass ring h, cemented round its

outer edge, which is open at both sides and enables a current
of water to circulate constantly about the tube /. The whole
vessel A was placed in an ice-calorimeter C, as used by
Lavoisier and Laplace. The water from the water-tap q flows
into the inner space round the vessel A, then flows over into
the outer space and runs off by the tube s. This arrangement
ensures that the whole of the vessel A shall be surrounded by
water always of the same temperature; so that the thermopile
is always exposed to equal radiation froin the glass walls

of A. Tlie tap ji for the upper cooling vessel-terminates in a
leaden tube which surrounds the tube /, and is pierced with
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holes like a sieve; so that / is continually exposed to a current

of water, which flows over the edge of h and runs otf by the

tube s. It need hardly be remarked that the temperature of

the water was observed from time to time. In the course of

months a slight change occurred ; but during the time

occupied by an experiment the temperature was absolutely

constant.

After the temperature of the whole has become uniform,

the little plate a is suddenly to be increased in temperature by
a certain amount. We sought to accomplish this by suddenly

directinof a current of steam against a. In the arranoement

of the heating-apparatus it was necessary above every thmg
to consider that the thin copper plate a in a series of experi-

ments mustalways be equally heated. But since, in consequence

of the close neighbourhood of the large quantity of cooling-

water, the loss of heat by conduction was considerable, it was

only possible to secure equality in the radiation towards the

thennopile (which was to be suddenly set in action) by always

directing upon a equal quantities of vapour with equal velocities,

and also in the same direction and at the same distance from

a. Hence it was necessary that equal quantities of vapour

should be generated in equal times. Hence, when ebullition

commences, there must always be nearly the same quantity

of water in the apparatus M employed for the generation

of steam, and the flame should always be of the same size.

The first object was attained by emplopng the arrangements
for keeping M filled with water to the same level represented

in the plate. The flask K, about five sixths full of water and
inverted over the funnel T, has two tubes, passing air-tight

through an india-rubber sto{»per, which dip below into the

water in the funnel, and which terminate at different levels

inside the flask, one just inside the stopper, the other reaching

into the air in the upper part of the flask. This arrangement,

as is well known, secures a constant level in the water in T.

Each time, on beginning to heat the vessel M, the tube was
closed at o by means of a clamp, which was opened again at

the end of the experiment. In order to have a constant source

of heat under M, a manometer, m, containing petroleum, was
used to measure the pressure of the gas supplying the burner
z, the current of gas being regulated by means of the screw-

clamp y. Another manometer, d, indicated accidental excess

of pressure in M. The production of vapour was allowed to

become so rapid that the steam issued briskly from the

end of the tube v. This tube began and ended in glass tubea

which were connected by a j)iece of caoutchouc tubing ; and
the whole was wrapped round with linen to prevent premature
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condensation of the vapour. Tlio whole flexible tube ended
in the stopper w, by nicnms of which it could bo adjusted in

tlie brass tube /, as shown in the plate at tt/. The stopper

has incisions in it at the sides, through which the steam
escaped after inipingiiifr upon the little plate a. The whole
of the apparatus for the production of vaj)our was separated

from the apparatus A B C by means of screws not shown in

tlie [)late.

The pressure in A could be read off on the mercurial mano-
meter 11. The air-pumj) D, a good Ekling's pump, served for

the exhaustion of A. In the experiments with vapours the

tube N, arranged after the fashion of a wash-bottle, was
employed, which contiiined the liquid the vapour of which was
to be examined, and which was placed in a bath connected
with the water-tap, so that its temperature might be kept con-

stantly the same as in the vessel A. In this way the precipitation

of the vapour in the vessel A was avoided. Dry and pure air

was allowed to pass slowly through the fluid in small bubbles,

so as to ensure its saturation with vapour at the temperature

of tlie experiment.

Whilst A could have been filled with air in about a minute
and a half, we opened the tap b so little (g was closed) that

it required two hours to fill A completely. The apparatus A
will then be full of vapour at the maximum tension corre-

sponding to the temperature. A small quantity may have
condensed on the walls, and so reduced the tension slightly.

This is, we believe, the only source of error in our method
which has not been completely removed ; it can, however,

hardly have much influence on the results. That a little

vapour may have condensed on the thermopile and on the

radiating surface a is of no consequence, since though j)ossibly

a small part of the radiation may be absorbed by it, yet the

very fine, thin layer of fluid will act like a slight increase in

the la3'er of lamp-black.

The air destined to serve as the carrier of the vapour came
from the gas-holder G, into which it was brought direct from

the court of the Institute. From G it goes through several

chloride-of-calcium tubes, and then through tlu; three special

pieces of apparatus, 0, P, Q. In P and Q are pieces of glass

the size of hazel-nuts, which have been allowed to soak for a

day in boiling suljihuric acid, and have then been placed in

the vessels P and Q. After repeated washing with distilled

water, the corks were adjusted and made air-tight, and then

dry pure air was drawn through them for three weeks by
means of a Bunsen's filter-pump. Next, the whole ajtparatus

was tilled with chemically pure sulphuric acid by means of
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the siphon-shaped glass tubes. After standing 24 hours, the

sulphuric acid was blown out the same way, and the end of

the glass tube carefully cleaned.

In 0, on the other hand, pieces of marble were placed which
had been cleaned on the surface with hydrochloric acid, then

washed and dried, and moistened with a solution of caustic

potash. This kind of purifying-apjiaratus is mainly ado})ted

from Tyndall *, and should be employed in all researches in

which the chemical purity of gases is required, instead of the

usual Bunsen's wash-bottles. Lastly, the tube x must be
mentioned, which was filled with pure cotton-wool and the

upper portion with asbestos, to separate the organic germs,
which, according to Tyndall f, can only be separated in this

way.
The galvanometer, an ordinary thermo-multiplier, the copper

wire of which was covered with white silk free from iron, was
placed several rooms away from the rest of the apparatus.

It was observed, in fact, that the galvanometer altered its zero-

point considerably with change of temperature ; so that the

room in which it was placed, on a small table attached to the

wall, Avas kept with the windows closed in order to avoid change
of temperature as much as possible. The instrument was
provided with a mirror, and a scale at a distance of about
3 metres from the mirror. A board was placed horizontally in

front of the the scale, on which a small gas-flame could be
moved by the observer at the telescope by means of cords, so

as to adjust the illumination of the scale. In this way the

scale was easily illuminated, even when the deflection was very
great, without any elaborate arrangement.

The coil of the galvanometer consisted of copper wire
3*5 millims. thick. No binding-screws were employed. At
the points where this wire was to be connected with the wires
leading from the thermopile, the wires, after being carefully

polished, were twisted together ; then the joint was carefully

varnished and plunged in water coming from the tap, so as to

prevent the production of any thermo-cun-ent.

One of the two conducting-wires was completely insulated;

for Ave had occasion to confirm an observation already made
by Lament I, that perfectly dry wood is no insulator for

feeble currents.

* Lov. cit. p. 74. t I-oc. cit. Memoir, 10, p. 341.

X Lamont, Be?- Erdstrom, Leipzig (published by Voss), p. 7. When
the one wire of our galvanometer was connected with the water-pipes,
and the end of the other (insulated accorc|ing to ordinary views) was held
in the hand, a considerable current was produced in the apparently open
circuit, producing a deflection of nearly 100 divisions of the scale.
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Tho nielhod of condnctinor tlio oxporimonfs was as follo'.vs:

—

Al'ter the quantity of water in tlie li('atiiin;-aj)i)aratns and the

])ressuro of tho gas liad boon adjusted and the water made to

boil rapidly, one of us observed the galvanometer, whilst tlie

other held himself ready to adjust the tube through which
the steam was issuing in the tube /. At a signal from tho

observer at the galvanometer the steam-tube was put into its

place. Tho position of rest of the galvanometer was observed

at the moment of giving tlu^ signal ; the current produced

drove the needle away; and the first (U^floction^and three re-

versal-points besides were noted. The whole observation

occuj)i('d about H minute. We believe that in this way we
have completely avoided all errors resulting from air-currents

produced. In fact, it could be seen from intentionally pro-

tracted observations, of which we made many for the pur])ose,

that when the maximum was reached at the time of the third

reversal-point it remained constant at the time of the fourth,

but that generally a slight increase could be observed in the

time from the third to the fourth. Not until the sixth, and
sometimes not until the eighth reversal, did the air-currents

become perceptible. The logarithmic decrement for the

vibrations of the pair of needles was determined as often as

possible ; and the true deflection calculated from the three

reversal-points, after the lirst deilection had taken place, by
means of the formula

defectionJj^^}^^p±^^-n,

where k is the ratio of the amplitudes of two consecutive

vil)rations, R the original position of rest, and p^, ps, Pi the

reversal-points. The first deflection is not employed, since

the rapidity witli which the steam-tube was placed in I and
similar accidents might aft'ect it.

Calculation showed that it was unnecessary to reduce parts

of the scale to corresponding arcs. After each experiment
was concluded in the manner described, the tube v was
brought again into its original position, and by opening the

clamp o for a time the original level of the water was re-

stored ; the small space above a was also carefully dried.

A whole series of experiments was so arranged that the first

three experiments were made in vacuo at intervals of 30
minutes. Then the galvanometer was put out of the circuit

by connecting the conducting-wires with each other by a
copper bridge so that A could be exhausted. If the galva-
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nometerhad remained in the circuit, tlie cooling of the thermo-

pile by the rarefaction of the air in A would have produced a

powerful thermo-current injurious to so delicate a galvano-

meter. After A had been filled with the gas or vapour to be

investigated an interval of two hours was allowed, so that its

temperature, which had been raised by the gas rushing into it,

miofht have sunk again to that of the surroundinor water.

Then the separate experiments were made again, in the same
manner as already described.

As some of the more extended series of experiments re-

quired 12 to 14 hours, and so long a time was seldom at our

disposal during the day, we almost always made our experi-

ments at night—a plan which had other advantages also, in

consequence of the very unfavourable position of the In-

stitute. The vibration from the crowded street visibly affected

the galvanometer in the daytime ; and its position of equili-

brium was much more constant at night.

Results of Experiments.

I. Pure dry Air.

The absorption of heat by this mixture of gases is of the

highest physical interest, especially in questions of radiant

heat. The results we obtained at first differed very much
among themselves ; and it was not until we had learned to

take all the precautions which have been described that we ob-
tained agreeing results. Of the large number of our experi-

ments, in part of which snow was employed as cooling-agent,

we give two series.

In all the following Tables, Rq denotes the position of rest

of the galvanometer before the heating took place, R^ the

calculated position of rest after steam had been allowed to

stream against the little plate a ; J gives the radiation which
has passed through the medium, the intensity of the original

radiation being put equal to 100 ; k denotes the ratio of two
consecutive amplitudes, and t the temperature of the water-
bath in centigrade degrees.

It must be remarked, with reference to the arrangements
of this and following Tables, that, in order to save space, two
quite different series of experiments are often separated only
by a line.
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of the third three, and compare "with the middle three, and so

also of the second and fourth with the middle three, we obtain

for J:—
In vacuo... lOO'OO 99-95 I 100-00 99-75

In air 99-85 99-56 |
99-78 99-49

or, as mean result, that of 100 incident rays 99*78 pass

through. The ditference between these numbers is unques-

tionably not more than the unavoidable errors of observation.

II. Moist Air.
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gas-holdor, and this moist air then passed throurrh several

wash-bottlos into the experimental space, but with the same

negative result. This result was so much the more surprising,

since all experiments show absorption of the heat-rays of the

sun by the atmosphere, which, since it cannot be ascril)ed to

the pure air, has universally been put down to the account of

the aqueous vapour.

In opposition to this result is that obtained by Tyndall,

who found an absorption of 4-6 per cent. * with a source of

heat at 100° C, as also at higher temperatures.

It was shown above that vapour-adhesion must take place

on the rock-salt and on the polished inner walls of the tube.

To this we have nothing more of importance to add ; only the

remark may be allowed that Tyndall himself does not con-

sider his experiments in air, Avithout a tube, decisive, and

that the reflectors of the thermopile were allowed to remain,

thus partially replacing the tube—an objection which applies

also to Hoorweg's t work.

"We would express in the form of a question a thought

which has frequently occurred to us during the study of this

subject. Why did not Tyndall take the simplest way of

setting aside the objections of Magnus, and simply use a

blackened tube provided with diaphragms instead of the

polished one ? Why did he content himself with making one

experiment (in a case so readily open to objection) with a half-

blackened tube, and then take his stand upon the proportion-

ality of the action ? The matter seems so simple that we have

never been able to understand why Tyndall did not experiment

with blackened tubes.

A statement which will possibly be quite convincing we
leave till further on.

In what follows we give the results of our experiments on

gases and vapours.

As far as the fiist are concerned, our numbers differs very

little from those of Tyndall ; whilst with vapours we have

almost always obtained' different values. Many of them were

* Loc. cit. pp. 133, 134.

t Loc. cit. p. 131. The experiments repeated by Fraukland, at TyiidaH's

request, lead to the same result (loc. cit. p. 183). For air saturated with
aqueous vapour at a temperatiu-e of about 12° C. he gives 5^ per cent.

Iloorweg (Vogg. A7u>. civ.) found also an absoi^ition for aqueous vapour,

though only about half as much as TpidaU gives. The method of blow-
ing air saturated with aqueous vapour to rit^e freely does not appear to

us to be free from objection. AVould not invisible globules of water form
there very easily ? and would the walls of the reflectoi'S and of the ther-

mopile actually remain unaffected ?
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measured with the same minute accuracy and care as the two
ah-eady given, since we hoped to draw conclusions on the rela-

tion between pressure and absorption. Nevertheless, from the

experiments with ether vapour, carbon dioxide, &c. this much
may be concluded with certainty, that the well-known law of

absorption J= lOOe"''^

does not apply here, since the coefficient a: always becomes
smaller as the thickness d of the layer becomes smaller. Hence
the absorption is selective even with a source of heat at 100° C.

The results will be discussed at the end of this paper.

I.
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II.

21

1. Ethyl Alcohol.
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3. Ether,

Name and
pressure

of vapour.

Vacuum.

12"8 milliuis.

(C.,H-,),0,

41-2 uiiilims.

(c,n,),o,
78"(j milluns.

(C,H-,).P,-
125"2 milliuis

(C^TIg),©,

2o3y millims.

R.,.

Reversal-points.

Pr Ih- Pi- Ih

434-0 12(;810r.l 11831109
4:'.r.-o:i27o iocm iis'Jlu:

437-U 1273 101)3 llSalll3

(C,H3),0,

25o'8 millims.

(C,H,),0,
68'5 millims.

19-0 millims.

Vacuum.

4370
43.5

437-5

433
43o
435

43fi

435
43()

43('.

438
437

440
435
430

61

59
69

60
62
64

56
60
56

64
03
59

1198
1200
1204

1128
1132
1135

1071

1075
1078

1001

1007
1009

915
911
908

1022
1024
1022

11401094
11451091
11441089

9.\S 1000 1020
902' 1077 102.-

952 10C.9 102.^

Ri.

Dedec-
tion, in

divi-

sions

of the

scale.

919
910
920

8.57

85(i

864

789
774
774

1015
1010
1015

946
958
955

595 452
595 448
580 445

797
796
788

880
884
870

625
619
630

700
701

698

980
975
972

910
918
917

884 848
860 855
800 854

1138-4

1141-2

1141-2

1105-0

1400-8

1100-3

1032-7

1040-5

1035-8

987-3

982-7
984-8

919-2

927-7

927-2

850-2

847-0
840-7

1048 804
1013 8tX)

10181 789

522
518
512

710
729
722

811
811
805

927
921

911

500
494
501

079
683
684

705
703,

700

851

853
849

5030
498-3

497-2

088-5

095-3
094-0

7775
7767
775-8

881-2

878-2

870-0

701-0
706-2

704-2

6080
671-8

668-3

599-7

605-5

600-8

551-3

547-7

548-8

484-2

489-7

490-7

416-2
412-0

410-7

Mean.

442-0
439-3
438-2

628-5
633-3

630-0

721-5

716-7

719-8

817-2

815-7

811-0

704-8

069 3

001-

549-3

488-0

412-9

100-00

94-90

4393

630-3

719-3

814-4

94

69 24

58-59

.54-(K)

•7-43

88-32

100-00

4. Ethylene (Olefiant gas).

Pure dry air.

751 millims.

Pure dry air.

212
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III. Fermentation—Butyl Alcohol.
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liore to do with wave-lengths which are ahnost all greater

than thoh^e which have been examined in the laboratory.

Hence all conclusions and remarks in this direction are

only atlmissible on the assumption tliat the absorjition-ratios

found hold good for the neighbouring less-refrangible region

of the spectrum ; and this, however probable it may appear,

lias never been proved.

The opposite generalization, to the case of the absorption of

the sun's radiation is just as little justifiable ; only here there is

somewhat more reason for the ])roceeding, since some of the

wave-lengths in the sun's radiation coincide with those exa-

mined by Tyndall. That portion of the total solar radiation

must of course first be found which is caused by waves of

shorter length than those of Tyndall's source of heat (270°).

It is at present only possible to make a very rough estimation

of this ratio, which may perhaps be reached as follows :—The
incandescence of a body begins, according to Draper*, at a

temperature of 525° C. In order to find the ratio between

the radiation at 270° C. and at 525° C. we will emjjloy a law

which Stefan f has stated as the result of all the experiments

made in this direction.

The quotient is found to be

(273 + 270y-(273)^ : (273 + 525y-(273y

;

that is, as 1 : 4. The radiation of the body increases, there-

fore, in the ratio of 1 to 4 when its temperature is increased

from 270° to 525°; but the greater radiation is partly due to

increase in the intensity of the old wave-lengths. We have

therefore the discrepancy that at least the fourth part of the

radiation of a blackened surface at 525° C is due to wave-

lengths which were already present at a temperature of

270° C. Now Wm. W. Jacques % has shown that from the

temperature of low redness up to the most intense white heat

the relation of the energy of radiation is nearly the same.

Consequently, at least the fourth j)art of the dark radiation

nmst be produced by rays such as Tyndall investigated. If

now we assume, in accordance Avith the experiments of

Muller§, that the dark jiortion of the sun's radiation is only

twice as great as the luminous portion, we shall have at least

I X ^ of the intensity of the total solar radiation due to such

wave-lengths as Tyndall employed. (If the emission-coefticient

of the sun were not equal to unity, the above fraction

* Phil. Map. (4) xxx.

t Sitzum/shericltte, Ixxix. Abth. 2.

X Proceedings of the American Academy, new series, vol. vi. 1879.

§ Pogg. Ann. cv.
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would only have to be slightly altered, as may be seen from

the research of Jacques.) The discrepancy will be still

further increased by the improbable assumption that absorp-

tion tiikes place only in the part of the spectrum investigated,

and that therefore the percentages of absorption found are

distributed over the whole higher portion of the spectrum

without undergoing increase there.

When, therefore, Tyndall finds /or any medium an absorp-

tion of X per cent, by use of a source of heat at 270° C, the

iV

same length of the same medium must absorb at leat -~r per cent,

of the solar radiation.

With the question thus simplified, the discussion of the

meteorological results becomes very simple. The most accu-

rate measurements are those of Yiolle *, who, as is well known,
made experiments on the intensity of solar radiation on the

summit of Mont Blanc and at its foot, on the Glacier des

Bossous. He obtained an absorption of 16 per cent, in the

intervening air.

We can easily calculate from this what absorption one metre

of air such as that on the top of Mont Blanc would exert, if

we employ the law of absorption, as we may certainly do for

such an approximation as this.

The height of the barometer on the summit was 430 mil-

lims., on the Glacier des Bossons, 661 ; hence the intervening

column of air, reduced to atmospheric pressure, would have

a thickness of 2428 metres. From the formula

A= Ee-''-,

where A denotes the emergent heat, E the incident heat, and
d the thickness of the layer, in metres, x is found to be 0*00007;

and hence for one metre A = 99*9930, or there is an absorp-

tion of 0*0070 per cent. But now, according to Tyndall, a

column of air of one metre thickness should absorb 0*086 per

cent.f, and then Yiolle should have found for this length at

least 0*086 x ^, or 0*0147 per cent. Hence it follows that the

absorption by air alone is sufficient to account for the absorp-

tion of the sun's rays in our atmosphere.

After what has been said, Tyndall's result, that aque-
ous vapour in a length of one metre absorbs 4 to 6 per

* Co7)ipt. Rend. 1876, i. pp. 662 & 729. The heat received from the
sun amounted to 2-392 cal. per minute and square centimetre on the
summit of Mont Blauc, and 2022 at the foot of the mountain.

t This number is calculated from Table I. p. 80. There, exceptionallv,
it is possible to calculate the percentage, since ammonia is given as com-
pletely opaque, the corresponding number 1195 representing therefore the
total radiation.
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cent., will appear altogether unintelligible (Hoorweg finds

I'D per cent., and Garibaldi even 92 per cent ; this last, it is

true, at a lower temperature) ; and still less intelligible the

constant reference to the absori)tion of the sun's rays by the

action of aqueous vapour—a fact which Secchi*, for example,

amongst others, supports. It is true that Tyndall employed
aqueous vapour of nmch higher tension than could be present

on Mont Blanc.

The weight of vapour present in the layer of air between

the Glacier des Bossons and the summit of Mont Blanc may
be calculated by means of a formula given by Hannf. The
data required are the difference in height A = 3(3 10 metres,

and the tension of the aqueous vapour po, in millimetres, on

the Glacier des Bossons, which, according to Violle's measure-

ments, was 5"3 millims. ; also the temperatures of the upper

and lower stations t^ and t2, which, according to Violle's data,

were 1° C. and 9°-5 C.

Q=5^^^^^^^poxO-2832|l-10-6^7l=ll-3kgrni.

Then 11 kgrm. would saturate a layer of air of 1040 cubic

metres at a temperature of 12°, which was the temjierature in

lyndall's laboratory. One metre of this layer would absorb

0*017 per cent, if the whole of the absorption were due to the

aqueous vapour: this number must be multiplied by 6 to make
it applicable to Tyudall's experiments; and then, from the

equations
99-90= 100 e-'-^,

95 =1006-y-^,

we find that, talcing Violle's measurements as correct, a 5-per-

cent. ahsorption of heat-radiation from a hody heated to 270°

ivould require a length of at least 50 metres ofsaturated aqneoxis

vapour at 12° C, ivhilst Tyndall {and, in a smaller degree,

Hoorweg)finds the same ahsorption for a length of 1'22 metre.

From what has been said it is clear that a definitive solution

of the question of the actual absorption in our atmosphere can-

not be given at present—the more so, since the carbonic acid

and the vegetable and animal organisms in the air must be

tiiken into account in deciding this question.

A decisive solution can only be obtained when the absorp-

tion is known for the different parts of the spectrum.

For the absorptions, so far as they have been measured, are

* Pogg. Ann. cxxvi.

t Zcit&chrift der osterr. Ges.fiir Meteor. Bd. ix.
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certainly made up of many portions, possibly compensating

each other. On this account the results obtained in physical

experiments are not applicable to the explanation of any mo-
lecular condition of matter whatever, and in future the inves-

tigation of absorption-spectra must be extended to the domain

of heat-radiation.

These considerations induce us to attach but little value to

the connexion between chemical composition and absorption

which we have pointed out in this investigation.

Hence it follows that a comparison of the absorption-coeffi-

cients of different substances is only possible at equal pressures.

Since, as already said, in no one of the cases examined was
there any regular connexion between pressure and absorption,

we chose a graphical method, in which we represented the

pressures as abscissae and the absorptions as ordinates. The
absorption-coefficients of the substances examined, which be-

longed to the fatty series (containing nearly equal numbers of

molecules) Avere, for the radiation of a source of heat at lOC^,

approximately in the following order:

—

I. Methyl alcohol, formic acid, carbonic oxide, carbonic acid,

chloroform.

II. Ethvl alcohol, acetic acid, ethvl ether, ethylene.

III. Butyl alcohol.

IV. Amyl alcohol.

Whilst the absorption of the substances placed in any one
line appeared to us nearly the same (with exception of the

probably not quite pure acetic acid), the absorption appears to

increase rapidly with increasing percentage of carbon ; and,

further, the absorption appears to be essentially dependent on
the number of carbon atoms directly combined with each other

by simple linking. Thus, for example, benzol, in spite of its

six carbon atoms, exerts only a very small absorption, pro-

bably in consequence of the mode in which the carbon atoms
are combined.

Yet all these relationships may be purely accidental ; not
until we have a spectroscopic investigation of the ratios of
absorption shall we be in a position to draw conclusions on the
modes of vibration of the atoms. The extraordinary difficulty

of investigations of this sort would be richly repaid by the
attainment of quantitative results; whilst the corresponding
optical investigations (immeasurably easier) will always remain
more of a qualitative nature.

Physical Institute of Vienna.
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II. A Relation between the j\Ieliin(j-points of the Elements

and their Solid Binary Compounds and the Heats of Forma-
tion of the latter. By Thomas Carnelley, D.Sc., and
L. T. O'SuEA, Firth College, Sheficld*.

THE numerous detonninations which have been made by
Bertbelot and Tbomsen of the beat evolved in various

cbemical reactions liave led us to compare the numbers so

obtained for the solid halogen compounds of the elements with

their meltino;-points and those of their constituent elements,

as it appeared not improbable that some interesting relations

might be detected between these physical constants.

In the present paper are detailed the results which have

been obtained by such a comparison.

(1) lu any chemical reaction such as

Ag2 + CI2= 2 AgCl + heat evolved,

the sum of the energies on one side of the equation is equal to

the sum of the energies on the other side. The chemical

energy of a body is measured by the inverse of the heat ne-

cessary to separate the atoms constituting the molecule—or,

in the case where the molecule consists of but one atom, of

unlocking in that atom the athnities which mutually saturate

one another. Therefore the inverse of the heat necessary to

separate the two atoms of silver + the inverse of that required

to separate the two atoms of chlorine = twice the inverse of

the heat required to se[)arate one atom of silver from one atom
of chlorine + the heat evolved.

(2) After many attempts to obtain a numerical measure of

the chemical energy of a molecule of any substance, we finally

came to the conclusion that it might be approximately repre-

sented by the melting-point of the body in such a way that

the chemical energy of a molecule of any solid substance is

inversely as its melting-point measured from the absolute

zero (- 273° C).
Before proceeding further, we wish expressl}' to state that

the inverse of the melting-point of a substance is taken merely

as an empirical measure of its chemical energy, because as yet

a true measure of it has not been discovered ; and by using it

in this way we have been led to the relations given below.

Assuming, then, tentatively that the inverse of the melting-

• Communicated by the Authors.
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point is such a measure, it wUl follow that in the equation

Ag2 + Cl2= 2AgCl + heat evolved,

the inverse of the melting-point of silver + the inverse of the

melting-point of chlorine — twice the inverse of the melting-

point of silver chloride will give a number proportional to the

heat evolved. Let x be this number ; then

Ag2 + Clo =2AgCl + heat evolved/1.12 >..(!)
+ TTT3 = ^T7n +'^.

1273 198 724

Therefore

}

_J_. J 2_
^~ 1273 ^ 198 724

By carrying out calculations in this way for all the solid

chlorides, bromides, and iodides of those solid elements (inclu-

ding K, Na, Li, Ag, Cu', Mg, Zn, Cd, Ba, Pb, Sn", Sn-, Cu'',

Al, Tl, and Sb) of which the necessary melting-points and
heats of formation have been determined, we obtain numbers
for the heats of formation which follow the same, or nearly

the same, order of size as the experimental heats of formation.

The numbers, however, though following the same order of

magnitude, are xxoi proportional to those found by experiment.

This is due to the fact that this relation strictly applies only

when all the reacting and resulting bodies are solid at the ordi-

nary temperature, to which the experimental heat-determina-

tions are generally referred. For the iodides among them-

selves the relation is a quantitative one ; but for the chlorides

and bromides this is not the case, since chlorine is a gas and
bromine a liquid at the ordinary temperature, so that their

chemical energy in these physical conditions will not be repre-

sented by the inverse of their melting-points. They have,

however, been calculated as follows from the experimental

heats of formation of KI, AgBr, and AgCl, and the melting-

points of K, Ag, I, KI, AgBr, and AgCI, thus :

—

Let a= the value required for CIg,

h= „ „ Bra.

Then from equation (1) we have

2K + 12- 2 KI heat of formation of KI
Ag2 + (Jlj— 2 AgUl heat of formation of AgCV (2)
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Equation.

2K + CI., =2Ka4-lieat

2Xa+ CL

3i +-00460= J-3+

=2IS"aCl+lieat]
9

.
J

( 2K + Br, =2KBr+beat1

1 A+ -0O4O4= A + .r f

•

I 335 972 J

r 2Na+ Br^ =2NaBr4-ljeat i

r2Li+ CI2 =2LiCH-heat

1 ^- +-00460= pr^ + J7

L453 870

r2K + I, = 2KI +lieat
J 2 1 _ 2

1
335"*" 383 ~ 907

"^ '^'

f2Na+ I, =2NaI + heat

-^2 1" _ 2

1 369 "'"383 ~ 902
"'"

^'

|TU+ C\ =2TlCl+heat

\ J_+-00460= J^ + X
1 563^ 700

rTl2+ Br, =2TlBr+heat1

\ J_-|- -00404= — + a- f
L563^ 731 ^ J

rT]2+ I2 =TLI„ +heatl

L563^ 383 712 ^ J

CL =
-4^+00460=
1-/3

Cu, + CI., :

Cu., + Br.,

2AgCl+heat

^2CuCl+ heat

: -^ + a'

707

=2CaBr+ beat

782 ^
.

M=
a-xl(X)00

Heat of formation.

no. of atoms
of halogen

Calculated

=Mx2-5. N= found.

M
Constant.

43-0

40-6

39-8

371

33-6

31-9

291

17-5

15-5

14-9

131

12-6

11-1

107

101

99

93

84

80

73

44

39

37

33

32

1050 (B)

;

105-6 (T)
104-5 (A)
1010 (F&S)
,102-7

i

97-3 (B)
97-7 (T)
94-8 (F & S)

ll00-4 (B)
99-0 (B)
95-3 (T)
90-2 (F&S)

I

89-2

!

90-6 (B)

I

90-4 (B)
85-7 (T)

93-8 (T)

85-2 (B)
85-4 (B)
80-1 (T)
77-3 (F & S)
76-3

74-2 (B)
74-1 (B)
691 (T)

48-6

46-4

35-6

29-4 (B)
29-2 (B)
34-8 (F & S)

33-1 (B)
35-6 (B)
32-9 (B)
32-8 (T)

28 ( 30-0(B)

1 ,

29-0 (B)

V2-4(105)

I-
2-4 (97-3)

J

I

}-2-5(99)

I

;

;. 2-4 (90-6)

2-7 (93-8)

I

). 2-5 (80-1)

1.2-5(74)

2-7 (48-6)

2-9 (46-4)

2-4 (35-6)

[2-6(34-8)

[
2-6 (33)

I
2-6 (29)
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Table (continued).

Equation.
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Table (co7itimied).

Equatioa.
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From the above table it is seen that, by dividing the expe-

rimental heat of formation (N) by the number in the second

column (M), a nearly constant number is obtained, which is

N
given in the last column. The mean of the numbers for ^
= 2*46 or about 2*5, which latter has been assumed as correct.

On multiplying M by this number 2"5, we obtain the calculated

heats of formation as shown in the third column; and these

agree fairly well with the experimental heats of formation in

the fourth column. The bracketed numbers in the last column
represent those values of N which have been used in finding

the constant ^jt^*M
In the following table are given the percentage differences

between the calculated and experimental heats of formation:—

•

first (column I.), as referred to the experimental numbers given

in brackets in the last column of the preceding table ; and
second (column II.), to the nearest extreme experimental

number, when the calculated number is either greater or less

than all the experimental numbers. For comparison, there is

given in column III. the percentage difierence between the

greatest and least of the experimental values reckoned on the

bracketed numbers in the last column of the preceding table.

KCl
NaCl

,

KBr
NaBr
Li CI
KI ...

^"aI

TIC]
TlBr
Til ...

AgCl
OuCl
CuBr

Cul....

Agl....

MdCla
MgBr,
BaBr„.

I.
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points is 11 per cent., whilst the average difference between

the heats of formation as found experimentally for the same

compound by different observers is 8 per cent.; which shows

that the method of calculating the heats of formation from the

melting-points gives results as near as could be expected, and
especiallv when we take into consideration :

—

(1) That no less than three separate melting-points are

employed in each calculation, thus rendering the latter liable

to three sources or error.

(2) That the size of the molecules in the solid state, both of

the elements entering into the reaction and of the compounds
produced, are in most cases quite unknown.

(3) That many of the melting-points employed are subject

to considerable uncertainty; thus those for Ba vary between
450° C. and the melting-point of cast iron, those for Cu be-

tween 950° and 1330°, those for Ag between 916° and 1040°,

for Mg between 433° and 750°, those for Al between 600° and
above 890°, for Cd between 228° and 325°, for Zn between
360° and 450°, for Pb between 320° and 335°, for Sn between
2^0° and 246°, and for Sb between 425° to 621°.

(4) That the high average difference between the calculated

and experimental heats of formation is chiefly due to large

errors in a comparative!}'" few cases ; for only about one third

(14 out of 38) of the whole number of instances give differ-

ences above the average, and in 6 out of the 14 only one expe-

rimental determination of the heat of formation has been made,
whilst in four of the remaining 8 the difference between the

experimental numbers themselves is very great. Further, in

8 of the 14 instances in which differences above the average
occur, the determinations of the melting-points of the metals

differ by as much as 100° to 400° C, and in the case of Ba
even about 1200°.

On the other hand, in some cases it is only by adopting
molecules of a size different from that usually ackowledged
that numbers agreeing with our theory are obtained. Also in

. N
calculating the ratio ^^ we have in a few instances used that

heat of formation most favourable to the theory.

In the tables we have given all the examples to which our
method of calculation can be applied ; but whether the above
relation does exist or not requires confirmation in other
cases, for which, however, the necessary data are at present
wanting.

D2
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III. On Action at a Distance. F^ '1

By Oliver J. Lodge, D.Sc* C f^l)

^r^HE idea of imiiiediate action at a distance has been so
A thoroLifrhly condemned by Newton, Clerk Maxwell, and
other leaders of science in this country, that one cannot but
rejoice that Mr. Walter Browne has thought it worth while to

undertake its defence and to plead wliatever can be pleaded on
its behalf, because there is a danger that in discarding too

completely any point of view some valuable truth may be

temporarily lost sight of at the same time.

In his carefully constructed argument, communicated by
the Physical Society of London to the December number of

the Philosophical Magazine, Mr. Browne has mainly occupied
himself with certain views concerning the rether, more especi-

ally with the one whose propoundment at the present time is a

natural consequence of the striking success of the kinetic

theory of gases, the one, namely, which regards every pheno-
menon in the universe as due to the bombardment of freely

flying atoms of various sizes and length of path.

I am not anxious to defend this interesting hypothesis, which,

whether it ultimately maintain its ground or not, is sure to

find supporters; and I do not see that it very materially affects

the question as to whether there is or is not such a thing as

direct action of one body or another across a distance—because,

as Mr. Browne and others have observed, the magnitude of

the distance across which the action takes place is of no mo-
ment whatever. The real point in Mr. Browne's argument in

favour of action at a distance consists, I think, in the meta-

physical dithculties which he finds in assuming the existence

of immediate contact between two bodies under any circum-

stances.

But I venture to think that, putting metaphysics entirely

on one side, we may prove in a perfectly simple and physical

manner that it is impossible for two bodies not in contact to

act directly on each other ; in other words, we can show that

action at a distance is incompatible either with the law of the

conservation of energy, or with Newton's '' third law," or with

both.

Let us state these two axioms, with the necessary definitions,

thus :

—

1st. If a body A act directly and solely on a body B, the

force with which A acts on B is equal and opposite to the force

with which B acts on A.
2nd. If B yield to the force exerted by A, A is said to do

* Communicated by the Author.
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" work," and B to have work done upon it—the work done in

each case being measured by the product of the force exerted

into the distance moved through in the direction of the force

;

and A is said to have lost an amount of " energy " numerically

equal to the work done by it, and B is said to have gained an

amount of energy equal to the work done upon it. But there

is no loss or gain of energy on the whole ; so the energy is

simply transferred from A to B by the act of work; or the work
done by B upon A is equal and opposite to the work done by
A upon B.

Xow, if these premises are granted, it follows at once, since

the forces (F) are equal and opposite, and the works (Fs) are

also equal and opposite, that the distances (s) must be equal

but not opposite; that is, that the two bodies must move over

precisely the same distance and in the same sense ; which
practically asserts that they move together and are in contact,

so long as the action is going on.

All this is utterly at variance with what happens when the

earth pulls a stone, or when a magnet attracts a piece of iron,

or when a gun fires a bullet. The distances moved through

by the two bodies are by no means the same, and are even in

opposite senses ; so that, so far from energy being transferred

from one bodv to the other, some enero;v is o-ained bv both

bodies, though very little by the larger one.

Hence, admitting the premises, we are bound (and of course

perfectly willing) to conclude that the gun does not fire the

bullet, but that the powder fires both the bullet and the gun :

the gun, in fact, has no direct action on the bullet at all, it

does not touch it ; it is the powder which is in contact with

each, does work on each, and communicates some of its energy
to each.

But we are equally bound to conclude that the earth has no
direct action on the stone, nor the magnet on the iron, but
that the medium surrounding both presses them together : it

is in contact with each, does work on each, and communicates
some of its energy to each. The nature of this medium and
of its contact happen to be both utterly unknown ; but other-

wise the three cases are analogous.

I could illustrate my meaning more fully by examining
these examples in greater detail or by taking others ; but I

believe it to be unnecessarv. I mav, however, be permitted

to refer Mr. Browne to a short paper on Energy which appeared
in the Philosophical Magazine for October 1879.

University Conege,"London.
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IV. On Action at a Distance. By S. ToLVER Preston*.

IN the last Number of the Philosophical Magazine is a paper

by Mr. Walter R. Browne, " On Action at a Distance"!,

in which some conclusions of mine relating to the explanation

of gravitation, or the general ])henomena of approach, under
the kinetic theory of the jsther, are noticed.

Although some of the objections cited by ]\[r. Browne do

not appear to me to be of much weight, and some will, I think,

be found to be answered in my previous papers $, I will never-

theless comment upon a few points here.

First, on page 440, a difficulty originally brought forward

by Dr. Croll§, in a notice of my papers, is alluded to, relating

to the porosity of matter required by the kinetic theory of

gravity. It should be observed, however, that this difficulty

was considered by me (Philosophical Magazine, Feb. 1878),
and a means suo-ffested for surmountinfj itll.

Secondly, Mr. Browne concludes, apparently rather gra-

tuitously, on page 441 as follows, viz.:
—" Hence our concep-

tion of the gravity-gas must practically be that of an indefinite

number of indefinitely small particles moving in all directions

with indefinitely high velocities—a conception from Avhich it

hardly seems safe to draw any definite conclusion whatever."

It is scarcely necessary to add that the number of particles

in unit of volume, their dimensions, and meanH velocity, are

not actually assumed by me to be indefinite (but strictly

finite). Any finite values, however great, are still an unli-

mited distance from indefinite values.

Thirdly, on page 442, the fact is seemingly overlooked that,

according to the vortex-atom theory (alluded to in the context),

it appears that molecules would be elastic**; so that it would
not seem necessary to assume that the molecules of a solid bar

are normally at a distance from each other in order to explain

* Communicated by the Author.

t Read before the Physical Society, November 13, 1880.

X Philosophical Magazine, Sept. and Nov. 1877, Feb. 1878.

§ Ibid. Jan. 1878.

II
It is obvious tliat if the molecules of mutter themselves have an open

structure, then matter may possess any degree of porotr^ity (or permeability

to the particles of the gravitic aether) that observed facts may require.

The open structure of molecules is only a priori natural, since a solid

(block) structure of molecules would involve useless waste of material.

% The high velocity of the particles is the perfectly natural consequence

of their minute mass.
** It is suHiciently clear that if " elasticity '' were not yet explained, the

first step towards this end would have to be tlie rejection of " action at a

difitance," since the retention of an occult quality would render any expla-

nation hopeless.
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the contraction of the bar (within certain limits) under an

applied pressure—the bar being elastic partly through the

elasticitv of the open structure of its molecules*.

Fourthly, it appears to be assumed by Mr. Browne that

the postulate of " action at a distance " atfords an alternative

explanation of facts, as on page 444 it is remarked as fol-

lows, viz.:— . . . .
" it must be held to be demonstriited that

the phenomena of cohesion cannot be explained] except on

the hypothesis of action at a distance."

It may, surely, well be asked here how that which is in itself

inexplicable can explain any thing, or how the assumption of

an occult quality can throw light upon any problem whatever.

In conclusion, it cannot fail, I think, to be apparent (as an

important fact) to an impartial observer, that a movement in

accordance with the kinetic theory is the only possible (or con-

ceivable) motion that can naturally maintain itselfamong pai'-

ticles of matter left to themselves in free space (if we refrain

from attributing to matter occult and mystical qualities, which

only involve every thing in obscurity).

The application of the kinetic theory to the phenomena of

5K)und, lightj, gravity, and (possibly) to the motions of the

larger-scale stellar masses of the universe^ immersed in the

kinetic aether (as developed by me in former essays in this

Journal and elsewhere) would seem to atibrd some hope of

ultimately correlating a wide range of phenomena under one

fundamental cause of extreme simplicity.

* To afford some rougli idea of the mode in which molecides of open
structure may be conceived to be held together (in cohesion) by the pres-

sure of streams of particles, I would refer to my paper entitled " A Sug-
gestion in regard to Crystallization/' Phil. Mag. April 1880.

t The italics are mine.

X 'Nature,' Jan. 15, 1880, ''On a Mole of Explaming the Transverse
Vibrations of Liirbt."

§ Philosophical Magazine, August 1879 and November 1880.

The diihculty ofthe explanation of magnetism (alluded to by Mr. Browne
on page 444) may be freely admitted. But magnetism is a somewhat
special phenomenon, dependent possibly on special (or secondary) condi-
tions. It would surely be scarcely reasonable to expect that the theory
shoidd be capable of giving full satisfaction in all cases. It would be even
strange if some difficulties did not present themselves at the outset. We
can only say that by explaining some important or fundamental facts (such
as gravitation, some effects of cohesion, ^c), the hope may be reasonably
entertained that an addition to knowledge will throw light upon others

—

so long as we hold to strict mechanical conceptions, and do not close the
door to discovery by postulating the mystery of " action at a distance."

(See also paper " Oii Method in'Causal Research," Phil. Mag. May 1880,
in connexion with this.)

Among all the arguments expended on '• action at a distance,"' it cer-

tainly appears strange that the one firm and indisputable fiict is not more
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V. Tmj'yUcational and Eqnational Logic.

By Hugh McColl, B.A., Universit// of London*.

"pROF. JEVONS, in his new work, ' Studies in Deductive
-- Lofric/ of which he has kindly sent me a copy, refers

to my papers in ' Mind ' and in the ' I'roceedings of the London
Mathematical Society' in terms which might give rise to

some misapprehension as to the real nature of my symbo-
lical method. He says that " I reject equations in favour of

iinplicatio7is,'''' and in so doing " ignore the necessity of the

equation for the api)lication of the Princij.le of Substitution."
Now, it is quite true that I reject equations in favour of

implications in those classes of logical problems (and they are
very numerous) in which implications lead to the sinqjlest,

shortest, and most elegant solutions ; but there are other
classes of problems, especially in mathematics, which necessi-

tate the equational form of statement ; and in these I do not
hesitate to adopt it. The simple truth is, Ihat my method
admits of both forms ; and, as a matter of fact, I employ both,

sometimes even in the same problem. In my first paj)er in

the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society (which
treats of the limits of multiple integrals) I adopt the equational
form throughout; in my second and tliiid papers, whicli relate

entirely to (juestions of pure logic, I generally adopt the im-
plicational form, as the simplest and most effective ; while in

my fourth paper, which treats of probability, 1 mainly adopt
the equational form.

As to the statement that "I ignore the necessity of the
equation in the aj)plication of the Principle of Substitution,"

1 am not quite sure that I understand what it means. I cer-

tainly recognize the jirinciple that if a = /3, then/(a)=/(;8),
or, as the rule may be expressed symbolically in my notation,

(a = /3) : |/'(a) = /(/S)[ ; but 1 cannot in the least understand

what bearing this has upon the advantages or disadvantages
of my system of implications.

The question whether the imj)lication a : yS, or its equiva-
lent, the equation a=a/3, should be j)referred in a symbolical
system of logic, nmst be decided on the broad grounds of prac-
tical convenience. I believe it may be taken as a useful

clearly kept in view, viz. that this assnmptiou or tlieorv, by openinjr out
an absolutely linlitle!^s field of speculative hypothesis, completely annihi-
lates all method ur rational system in pliysical inc^uiry, and therefore that
all progress or insijrht into the physical processes nnderlyino- pjienomena
is absolutely brought to a standstill so long as this theory is adhered to.

* Communicated by the Author.
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principle in symbolical reasoning generally, that conventional

symbols of abbreviation should be adopted for all expressions

which have to he employed frequently. On this principle a^ was

probably used as a convenient abbreviation for aaa, a* for aaaa,

and so on, before the discovery of the important law expressed

by the equation a'" x a"= a"'+". The same necessity for sym-
bolical abbreviation originated the useful symbols /(.i'),/(.i',?/),

f'{x), and many others. On this principle, since I find that

such statements as " If « is true /3 is true," or " a. implies /S,"

are extremely common in all reasoning, I use the simple symbol
a : /3 as a very convenient abbreviation*. Granted that the

equation «= ay3 will also accurately express the statement "a
implies /3," it is a much less simple and suggestive expression

for it. Compare, again, the implication, ujS -\-yh : ah + cd,

with its equivalent, the equation afS + 'yS= {cil3 + ^S)(ab + cd),

and the superior simplicity of the implication will be still more
striking. But the abbreviating power of my symbol of impli-

cation becomes most conspicuous in what may be called itji-

plications of the second order, as in the syllogism

(a : ^)(/3 : y) : (a : y).

May I ask Prof. Jevons how be would express this syllogism

in his equational notation, in pure symbols and entirely icith-

oiit loords. I can only see one way in which he could do this

consistently with his views, namely by the very clumsy equa-

tion

(a= a/3)(/3= /37)= («=.«^)(/3= ^7)(«= «7).

Tliis looks so exceedingly like a reductio ad absurdiim, that I

cannot help hoping that it will lead Prof. Jevons to reconsider

his opinion that the equational form alone should be employed
in symbolical logic.

So far I have argued on the assumption that my a : /S is

equivalent to Prof. Jevons's a= a/3 ; and both Prof. Jevons and
I agree, 1 believe, in the opinion that pi'actically this is the case.

At the same time, it must be borne in mind that, for this

assumption to be strictly true, the letters a and ^ must have
the same meanings in the implication a : /3 as in the equation

a= u^; and therefore either each letter must in both forms

* The equivalence oi ec : jS and cc^ci0 may be proved formally in my
notation as follows :

—

From the formula

(«=/3) = («:/3)(/3:«)
we get

(ct= ec^) = {x: «/3)(«^ : «)=(«: a)(« : /3)('«^ : «) = («: ^) ;

for the factors » : ct alid «/3 : « are each equal to unity—that is to say,

always tnie, whatever the statements « and /3 may be. (See formula 3
of this paper further on.)
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denote a statement, as in my system, or else each letter must
in both forms denote a qnalitij or thinf/, as in Prof. Jevons's

system. On the supposition that each letter denotes a state-

ment, my notation exhibits clearly the very remarkable fact

that in the syllooism (a : /S)(/3 : -y) : (a : 7), the very same
relation which connects a. with /3, and ^ with 7, connects also

the combined premises (a : /3)(/9 : y) with the conclusion a : y.

On the assumption that each letter denotes a statement. Prof.

Jevons's notation (as I have shown) could only show this co-

incidence of relation in a very clumsy and roundabout manner;
while, on the assumjition that each letter denotes a thing or

quality (as in his system), his notation could scarcely be used

in this extended way at all.

The same remarks apply to many other useful and symme-
trical formuljB, which, so far as I can see, are altogether unin-

terpretable on Prof. Jevons^s hypothesis that each letter

should denote a thing or quality ; while on my liypothesis,

that each letter should denote a statemcint, every formula con-

veys a clear and precise meaning, which it is scarcely possible

to misunderstand. Take, for example, the formulie:

—

(1) (A:a)(B:^)(C:c)... : (ABC . . . : aZ>c. . .);

(2) (A : a)(B : Z*)(C : e) . . . : (A +B + C + ... : a + Z> + c + . . .)

;

(3) {x : d){x : h)(^x : c) . . .= {x : abc . .
. )

;

(4) (a : x){b : x)(c : x) . . . = {a-^h + c-\- . . . : x);

(5) (a : x) + (b: x) + {c: x) + ... : (abc . . . : .r),

(6) (x : a) + {x : b) + (x: c) + ... : {x : a + b + c + ...).

These formnloe express logical laws of undoubted truth, which
Prof. Jevons could scarcely express in his notation without the

help of words.

Prof. Jevons jipproAes to some extent of my accent to ex-

press denial, and occasionally adopts this notation in his new
work ; but he finds it ditficult, he says, to believe that there is

any advantage in my innovations in other respects, and he is

of opinion that " my proposals tend towards throwing Formal
Ijogic back into its ante-Boolian confusion." To this general

condemnatory opinion it is difficult to make any definite re{)ly;

I can only express my regret that Prof. Jevons has nowhere
throughout his book given a single example of this tendency in

my proposals " towards throwing Formal Logic back into its

ante-Boolian coniusion." Abundant materials were at his

disposal for comparing my method with his own in the fairest

and most decisive wav possible, namely in the actual solution

of problems. Out of the various problems of which I have
published solutions he might surely have found one with which
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to point and illustrate his criticism. Friendly contests are at

present being waged in the 'Educational Times' among the

supporters of rival logical methods ; I hope Prof. Jevons will

not take it amiss if I venture to invite him to enter the lists

with me, and there make good the charge of '•' aute-Boolian

confusion " which he brings against my method.

Xovember 29, 1880. PM r/ZI^Z C g^; J^. )

VI. JS^ote on Prof. Exner's Papers on Contact Electricity.

By W. E. AYKTOxam/ John Perry*.

I. "I^N the autumn of 1879 Prof. Fleeming Jenkin drew
-*- our attention to a paper by Prof. Exner, read before

the Vienna Academv of Science, and appearing in the July
number of their ' Transactions ' for that year. This paper will

also be found reprinted in this year's April number of Wiede-
mann's Annalen der Pliysik und Chemie ; and quite recently

an English translation, prepared by Mr. Brown, has appeared,

in the October number of the Philosophical Magazine.

As then, this paper has been deemed of sufficient import-

ance to be printed at least three times ; and as the reasoning

employed in it is of so plausible a nature as to mislead a casual

reader, and to give him erroneous notions on the subject of

contact electricity, we have thought it worth while to draw
attention to the inaccuracies it contains.

The calculation given in the Phil. Mag. for 1851 by Sir

Wm. Thomson of the electromotive force of a Daniell's cell,

based on the principle of the conservation of energy, is of

course well known. The method employed, which was due
to Dr. Joule, is as follows :—Tlie work done by a quantity of

electricity Q passing between two points at a ditference of

potential E is EQ. Now if this electromotive force is pro-

duced by a Daniell's cell, the preceding quantity of work must
be equal to the energy-equivalent of the chemical changes
that take place in this cell when a quantity of electriciy

Q passes through it. And since this latter can be deter-

mnied from the heats of combustion of the products decom-
posed and formed, and from a knowledge of Joule's mecha-
nical equivalent of heat. Sir Wm. Thomson was enabled to

calculate the electromotive force of the Daniell's cell from the

supposed known chemical reactions taking place in it. It

has been pointed out by Dr. "Wright t, and by others, that

the great coincidence between the electromotive force of the

* Communicated h^ the Physical Society, having been read at the
Meeting on November 13, 1880.

t " On the Determination of Chemical Affinity in Terms of Electromo-
tive Force," by C. R. Ahler Wright, D.Sc, PhU. Mag. April 1880, p. 247.
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Danieirs cell, tbus calculated, and the value obhiined by a

direct ineasurenient with an absolute electi-onieter would not

have been arrived at by Sir William had he had at his disj)Osal

the more accurate determinations that have since been made
of the heats of combustion. This, however, as we think may
be gathered from Dr. Wright's papei', does not in the least

disprove the accuracy or detract from the utility of Sir Wm.
Thomson's, or rather Joule's, theory, but merely shows that

the products of combustion in the Daniell's cell are not exactly

what have usually been supposed ; for it has to be remem-
bered that if energy is developed or absorbed by occlusion of

gases, or by any other physical action that has not hitherto

been included in chemical actions, this must all be taken into

account in the calculation of electromotive force.

II. Now Prof. Exner expresses the o])inion that the so-

called contact electricity is produced by the oxidation of the

metals in contact with the oxygen of the air, in the same way
as electricity is evolved by the oxidation of the zinc in gal-

vanic cells. He says he has proved that this is true, and

states, in consequence, that the electromotive force between

two metals in contact with the air must be measured and

expressed by the heats of combustion. The exact relation-

ship which, in his opinion, ought to exist between the contact

electromotive force of, say, zinc and copper and the diti'erence

of the heats of combustion of equivalent quantities of these

metals is the fundamental part of his pa}>er.

He says, at the bottom of page 598, Heft 4, Band ix. Wiede-
mann's Annalen, 1880, as we have translated it :^' We know
that in cells each chemical jirocess produces a potential-dif-

ference which is proportional to its heat-value ; and in the

case of the oxidation of a metal in air, we should expect

that the potential-ditference between a metal and the oxide

produced would be proportional to the heat of combustion.

Therefore any metal which, when insulated in the air, oxidizes,

must contain a certain quantity of separated positive and

negative electricity ; and it is obvious that these charges are

inactive towards outside bodies. These separated electricities

cannot surpass a certain tension-ditference ; for the observed

tension is always a constant, no matter if the oxidation con-

tinues or not. From this it would appear that the quantities of

electricity produced in excess through continual oxidation are

neutralized again with the production of the corresponding

quantity of heat.
" If now, for example, a piece of zinc through oxidizing in

the air has a potential +E, the oxidized layer, or rather the

layer of air Avhich is in contact with it, has, on the contrary,
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the potential — E; so that the potential-difference is equal to

2E, which must be measured by the heat of combustion of the

zinc. If we now unite the zinc with anj indifferent metal,

for example platinum, then a part of the electricity will flow

over to the platinum until both the metals have a common
potential +P. The free tension on the zinc becomes now
—E + P, that of the platinum +P; therefore the potential-

difference between zinc and platinum is now — E, which is

measured by half the heat of combustion of the zinc. If,

therefore, the heat-value of the Daniell's cell be A (the heat-

values, as is well known, must have reference to the chemical

equivalents of the substances), and the heat of combustion of

the zinc be B, then the potential-difference between zinc and
"P

platinum would be equal to ^y^. If the metal connected with

the zinc is oxidized in the air, the manner of considering

the subject still remains the same, or the potential-difference

between the metals is measured by half the difference of the

heats of combustion."

It will be observed that Prof. Exner speaks of the differ-

ence of potentials between a metal and its oxide as deter-

minable from the heat of combustion ; we presume, then, this

difference must be a constant, what in fact he calls 2E. Now
let us consider the second part of his statement given above;
and we find that by joining platinum metallically to zinc the

platinum and zinc have a common potential which he calls

+ P; yet the difference of potential between the platinum
and the oxide of zinc is now only +E, or half the previous
difference between zinc and its oxide. Although, then, he
commences by saying that the difference of potential between
zinc and its oxide is measured by the heat of combustion,
which we know, per chemical equivalent, is a constant, he ends
by concluding that the difference of potential is not a constant.

But it may be suggested that as his language is a little

vague, and not in accordance with that employed in the
modern mathematical theory of electricity, perhaps he means
that there is a certain charge of electricity in the oxide which
is a constant. This, however, does not appear to be his mean-
ing, since a very simple consideration will show that if the
charge of electricity in the oxide were a constant, the differ-

ence of potentials between zinc and platinum in metallic con-
tact, as measured by the Volta experiments, would not be, as

experiment shows, fairly constant for clean dry zinc and plati-

num (viz. 0-981 vok), but would be a variable depending on
the condensing-arrangement employed.

\_Addition, Dec. 21st.—This latter argument, Mr. Brown
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says, in the ' Electrician ' for Dec. 4th, he does not follow.

If, however, he will refer to Prof. Exner's own description of

the nieasnrino;-a{)|)aratus employed, he will, by applyincr the

ordinnry ni:ith(Miiatical laws, see that the method of attaching

a DanielPs cell to the zinc and platinum jilates in Yolta's

condenser, first with its {)oles one way and then reversed,

measures, in terms of the Daniell's cell, the ditference of
potential between a point in the air close to the zinc plate and
a point close to the platinum; but cannot possibly give any
measurement of the actual electric charge in the zinc oxide

or in ]\Ir. Brown's "condensed compound gas-film," or in the

platinum plate itself, unless wo know the actual distance

between the plates forming the condenser.]

III. We are justified, then, in concluding that he means
that there is neither a constant diflf'erence of potentials between
zinc and its oxide, nor a constant quantity of separated elec-

tricity. What, then, is his assum])tion ? As far as an atten-

tive study of his paper on our part can lead us, it is simply
this :—The potential-difference between two metals in con-

tact in air is measured by lialf the dilference of the heats

of combustion—an assumj)tion which, in s})ite of the sem-
blance of reasoning employed in the previous sentences, our
knowledge of electricity gives us no basis for making. But
Prof. Exner's sets of exju'riments I., II., III., consisting of

direct measurements with Kohlrausch's apparatus of the elec-

tromotive forces of contact of zinc and platinum, copper and
platinum, and iron and platinum, combined with J. Thomsen's
determinations of the heats of combustion, a})pear to lend a
most powerful support to Prof. Exner's assumption. Are we
not justified, then, in accepting it as a conclusion proved by
experiment, although it could not have been previously arrived

at from our existing knowledge of electricity ? Kow it is

unfortunate for this conclusion that Prof. Hoorweg, in the

Annaleii der Pliysik und Cliemie, No. 9, Band xi. Heft I.

pp. 133-155, 1880, has taken exception to Prof. Exner's expe-

riments themselves ; and, to make this plain, he gives the fol-

lowing table:

—

Ayrton and Perry
Kolilrausch*. Ilaukel. Exner. (18S0).

Zn
I

Pt . . 0-1184 0-984 0-881 0-981

Cu
I

Pt . . 0-184 0-184 0-3(57 0-238

Fe
1
Pt . . 0-384 0-312 0-704 0-369

* Prof. Exner says that since the time of Kohlrausch " only isolated

and untrustworthy contact experiments have been made."' As, however,
those even carried out by Kohlrau.«ch himself with metals appear to dis-

agree with those of Prof. Exner, while they agree with the results obtained

by Cither experimenters, Prof. Exner niijrht consistently have included
Kohlrausch's name in his sweeping condemnation.
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Our results as given above by Prof. Hoorweg are in terms

of a volt, and not in terms of the electromotive force of a

Daniell's cell, which is the standard employed by the pre-

vious observers. To reduce our numbers to the same stan-

dard, they must be diminished by about 10 per cent. They

become then :

—

Ayrton and Perry.

Zn
Cu
Fe

Pt . . 0-883

Pt . . 0-214 V of a Daniell's cell.

Pt . . 0-332 J

From these numbers it will be seen that while Kohl-

rausch, Hankel, and ourselves, although making the experi-

ments in quite different ways, and with necessarily dif-

ferent specimens of the metals, have obtained fairly consistent

results, those of Prof. Exner, with the exception of the

first, stand by themselves. Nevertheless all his results agree

with surprising accuracy with the numbers required by his

theory'.

IV. On page 597 of his paper. Prof. Exner refers to the

early experiments of Pfaff, which proved that the measured

electromotive force of contact of two metals was independent

of the gaseous medium surrounding them, provided, of course,

visible chemical action did not take place ; and Prof. Exner
states that the subsequent experiments of De la Rive, which

he thinks proved that chemical action was necessary, nega-

tived those of PfafF. We have not been able to find any thing

about Pfaff" in the reference given by Prof. Exner, which is

perhaps due to a misprint in the Annalen ; but Pfaff"s letter

to Gay-Lussac, which we have come across in the Annales de

Cliimie et de Physique, vol. xli. pp. 236-247, 1829, gives an

account of experiments made with as great accuracy as was
possible with the instruments in use at the time, and which

led to the result that the difference of potential, measured in

A'olta's way, between zinc and copper metallically connected

was not influenced by atmospheres of dry or damp air, oxygen,

nitrogen, carbonic-acid gas, hydrogen, and olefiant gas. This

is still one of the most valuable papers in the history of

contact electricity; and, with all due respect for Prof. Exner's

opinion, we are compelled to attach much more faith to the

careful work of Pfaff' than to experiments of De la Rive, who,

we find, actually coated his plates thickly with varnish to pre-

vent oxidation, and, because with such plates he obtained but

little difference of potentials, concluded that the well-known

Yolta effect was produced by oxidation. This experiment,

indeed, is only equalled in vagueness by the one described by
Prof. Exner at the end of his paper, made with silver in chlorine
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and silver in air, and wliich, as lias been recently pointed out by
Prof. Hoorwe^, proved notliing but the well-known fact that

silver chloride is an electrolyte. For Prof. Exiier's arranfje-

nient was this:—"A short glass cylinder was closed air-tight

at its upper end with a plate of silver, which did not, how-
ever, touch the glass, as there was a collar of paraffin-wax.
The bottom of the vertical glass tube was closed air-tight

with a cork, through which jiassed two small glass tubes to

admit the gas and allow it to escape, and also a phitinum wire
Avell insulated by paraffin-wax, and the inner end of which
touched the silver plate. This latter was only for making
metallic connexion with the condenser.

"A second silver plate, of the same dimensions as the

first, could be placed on this condenser in the same way as in

the earlier experiments.
'' Now, if the condenser-plates were connected, there was

naturally not the least charge. But as soon as the interior

of the glass tube was filled with dry chlorine, the condenser
showed at once a considerable and quite constant electromotive

force."

Of course it did, we should reply, seeing that a galvanic cell

had been formed of platinum, chloride of silver, and silver.

If, however, the platinum wire had been soldered to the silver

])late, instead of merely loosely touching it, no such effect

would have been observed.

Prof. Exner refers to Mr. Brown^s most interesting series of

experiments*; but we feel that, although carefully made and
faithfully described, they cannot throw much light on the rela-

tive values of the so-called contact and chemical theories. For
Mr. Brown's zinc and copper plates were coated with zinc sul-

phide, copper sulphide, or zinc chloride and copper chloride

;

and every supporter of the contact theory is prepared to admit
that there is a difference of potential between a metal and its

oxide, chloride, or sulphide, or any other of its salts in a dry or

wet state. In fact, in Sir Wm. Thomson's earliest experiments
on contact, he refers to the great change produced in the mea-
sured difference of potentials of a point in the air close to the

zinc, and of a point close to the copper, if the copper be allowed

to oxidize f. Had Mr. Brown's apparatus enabled him to

make quantitative experiments instead of only qualitative ones,

his results would have been of great value in connexion wilh

the electromotive forces of galvanic cells such as we have

* "Theory of Voltaic Action," by J. Browu, Tliil. Mag. Aug. 1878,

pp. 142-140, and Feb. 1879, pp. lOD-lll.

t " New Proof of Contact Electricity," by Sir Wm. Thomson, Proc.

Lit. and Phil. Soc. of Manchester, Jan. 21, lb62.
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used, in whicli the ordinary water between the zinc and copper

plates is replaced by glass, paraffin-wax, mica, shell-lac, &c.*,

or by dry metallic salts, such as have recently been employed

by Prof. Hoorweg. Mr. Brown's experiments, however, must

not be regarded as confuting PfafFs work of 1829.

V. We are therefore reluctantly compelled to conclude that

Prof. Exner's experiments described in his first paper are in-

accurate, and that their striking agreement with his assump-

tion is due to a fortuitous combination of errors. And it may
be observed in passing, that the same kind of conclusion has

been arrived at by Prof. Young, of Princeton, regarding the

result communicated to the Vienna Academy of Sciences, that

thermoelectricity is also due to oxidation, since he has recently

shownt experimentally that the thermoelectric power of metals

is the same in air at a millionth of an atmosphere as at ordi-

nary pressures.

We may mention that, for the purpose of testing whether a

gas has any important effect at all in contact action, we have

for some time been arranging apparatus to try Volta's original

experiments in a Crookes's vacuum.
VI. The succeeding paper of Prof. Exner's was given in

the last December number of the Transactions of the Vienna

Academy of Sciences, and again in No. 6, B. x. H. 2, pp. 265-

284, of Wiedemann's Annalen. The ideas contained in it are,

we think, based on some misconception of the contact theory

of electricity. It has long been known that when the dilute

acid of a simple cell is saturated with oxygen there is a pri-

mary great electromotive force, which diminishes as the evolved

hydrogen begins to collect on the negative plate, not finding

any more free oxygen to combine with. It has also been

known that, if the metal from either plate is carried over and

deposited on the other, the electromotive force of the cell goes

down. Prof. Exner, however, sets himself to make careful

experiments with a Smee's cell, in which deposition of zinc on

the negative plate is rendered impossible by having the plates

in separate vessels connected with a glass tube drawn out to a

fine point; and he found that the primary electromotive force

was 1-15 that of a Daniell's cell, and that it diminished

after a current produced by short-circuiting had deposited

hydrogen on the platinum plate—also that, whatever was the

negative plate, there was the same working electromotive

force. " The preceding results," says Prof. Exner, " connect

* " Contact Theory of Voltaic Action," Part 11., by W. E. Ayrton and

John Perry, Proc. Eoy.^oc. No. lOG, pp. 26-34, 1878.

t " On the Thermoelectric Power of Iron and Platinum in vaciio^'' by
Prof. E. A. Young, Phil. Mag. vol. x. p. 450 (December 1880).

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 65. Jan. 1881. E
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tliciiiselves intimately with the consequences of the chemical

theory; they contradict entirely the conhict theory." For
he reasons :

—" The contact theory requires that tlie electro-

motive force of a Sniee's element sliould begin with a value
0"73 of that of a DanielTs cell " [this is derived from the

heat of combustion of zinc in oxygen, the combination of the

oxide with sulphuric acid, minus the energy required for the

decomposition of an equivalent quantity of water] " and then

sink to a lower value, which depends on the amount of pola-

rization—that is, on the amount of resistance,—and, further,

that it depends on the nature of the negative plate. The
chemical tlieory, on the contrary, requires that the Smee's
element should tirst have an electromotive force between 0*732

and 2*15 of that of a Daniell " [2*15 is derived from only
considering the heat of combustion of zinc with oxygen and
the combination of the oxide with sulphuric acid], "and that

this value should fall to 0"732 of a Daniell and then remain
perfectly constant, no matter what be the metal forming the

negative plate, as long as it does not give rise to chemical

changes. Further, the value 0*732 of a Daniell must also

depend on the resistance of the element."

Now what is correct in this was all given by Sir Wm.
Thomson as fiir back as 1851; but the greater part is incorrect.

First, it is quite a mistake to say that " the contact theory

requires that the electromotive force of a Smee's element

should begin with a value 0*73 of that of a Daniell's cell."

What the " SH7n7nafion /rnf "* of the contact theory says is,

that the electromotive force of a complete cell is equal to the

algebraical sum of all the difierences of potential, each mea-
sured separately, at the separate contacts—of metals with any
layer of gas on them, gas with liquid, one liquid with another,

&c.; and what these latter are in a Smee's water element, for

example, can be found from the table at the end of our paperf.

For, taking water, we have

Pt
I

Ha . . 0-285 to 0-345 voltt,

PI2O
I

Zn . . -0-156 „ 0-105 „

Zn 1 Pt . . 0-981 „ 0-981 „

1-110 to 1-431 volt,

Mean . . . 1-270 volt,

* " Contact Theory of Voltaic Action," Part I., by Professors W. E.

Ayrton and John Perry, Proc. Roy. Sec. No. 18(5, p. 23, 1878.

t
'• Contact Theory'of Voltaic Action," Part III., by Professors W.

E. Ayrton and John Perry, Phil. Trans. Eoy. See. part i. pp. 15-34,

1880.

X The variations observed in nioa.mrin<r the electromotive iorcc of con-

tact of a metal and a liquid are due to the etiect ofgas absorbed, and being
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or about what Exner found it for a dilute sulphuric-acid

Smee's cell*.

Secondh/, as regards the variations of the electromotive

force of a Smee's cell, Sir Wm. Thomson calculatedf from Dr.

Andrews's experiments that, if we consider the oxidation of the

zinc and the combination of this oxide with strong sulphuric

acid, minus the energy necessary to decompose the equivalent

quantity of water, we obtain as the electromotive force of a

Smee's cell 2,056,200 British absolute units, which corresponds

with 0*82 Daniell [with more modern data Exner gives 0'73],

since the electromotive force of a Daniell's cell as determined

experimentally by Joule is 2,507,100 British absolute units.

Sir William adds :
—" It is to be remarked that the external

electromotive force determined for a single cell of Smee accord-

ing to the preceding principles, by subtracting the chemical

resistance " [this latter being due to the evolution of hydrogen
upon the platinized silver] " from the value Jde, is the perma-
nent u'orking external electromotive force. The electrosta-

tical tension which will determine the initial working external

electromotive force depends on the primitive state of the plati-

nized silver plate. It could never be greater than to make
the initial working force JxlGTOxe, or 5,444,500 " [2*17

Daniells according to the above reduction], " corresponding to

the combination of zinc with saseous oxvo;en. and of the oxide

with sulphuric acid. It might possibly reach this limit if the

platinized surface had been carefully cleaned and kept in oxy-
gen gas until the moment of immersion, or if it had been used
at the positive electrode of an apparatus for decomposing

absorbed, by the liquid &c., and will always be noticed if the measuring-
apparatus be only sufficiently delicate. Such differences have nothing in

common with the great discrepancies referred to at the commencement of
this note, on the results obtained by Prof Exner and by other experimen-
ters for the electromotive force at the contact of metals, since the latter is

fairly constant at a constant temperature, so that any great discrepancies
in such measui-ements can only arise fi'om errors in experimentiug.

* We are unable, from our results at present published, to calculate
exactly the electromotive force of Smee's dilute-acid cell, since, as
regards liquids, it was only with distilled water and with strong acids
that the electi-omotive force of contact of platinum was measured in our
experiments. We can, however, from these latter approximate to limiting
values of the electromotive force of a Smee's dilute-acid cell ; that is,

using the values of the contact electromotive forces of platinum with Tvat«r
and with sti-ong sulphm-ic acid, and assuming that the contact of platinum
with dilute sulphuric acid is somewhere between these two, it follows
that the electromotive force of a Smee's dilute-acid cell, as deteraiined
from the simi of the separate contact differences of potential, must at
first be gi-eater than 1»67 volt.

t " On the Application of Mechanical Effect to the Measurement of
Electromotive Forces," by Prof Thomson, Phil. Mag. Dec. 1851.

E 2
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water immediutely before being connected with the zinc plate;

and then it could only reach it if the whole cliemicjil action

were electrically ctticient, and if there were no chemical resist-

ance due to the utKnity of the platinized surface for oxygen.
" It is also to be remarked, that the permanent working

electromotive force of a crulvanic element consisting of zinc

and a less oxidizable metal immersed in suliduiric acid can

never exceed the number 2,05(),200, derived from the full

thermal equivalent for a single cell of Smee's, since the che-

mical action is identical in all such cases, and the mechanical

value of the external efiects can never exceed that of the che-

mical action. In a pair consisting of zinc and tin, the electro-

motive force has been found by Poggendorff to be only about

half that of a pair consisting of zinc and copper, and conse-

quently less than half that of a single cell of Smee's."

The alteration in the electromotive force of galvanic cells

produced by gas dissolved in the liquid has been known for a

long time, indeed before the experiments of De Fonville, De
Lerain, Marie-Davy, referred to by Prof. Exner; and we may
draw attention to some experiments of our own, which show
that the polarization phenomena in voltameters are wonder-
fully influenced by the state of the platinum plates and the

liquid as regards absorbed gas*.

lliirdly, Prof. Exner states that the contact theory requires

that the permanent electromotive force of a Smee's should

depend on the nature of the negative plate, while the chemical

theory requires that it should be indejjeudent of the negative

metal; further, that his experiments agree with the latter con-

clusion and disagree with the former. Now the first part of

this statement is wrong; for the contact theory does not require

per se that the electromotive force should, or should not, de-

pend on the negative metal. What the contact theory tells us

is that the electromotive force of the cell will depend on the

electromotive force of contact of every pair of dissimilar sub-

stances in the circuit, and therefore Mill depend, among other

things, on the contact ditierence of potentials of the negative

metal with possibly a gas, the gas with the liquid, the liquid

possibly Avith another gas, the gas with the positive metal,

and the positive metal with the negative. Further, the con-

clusion itself to which Prof. Exner has arrived, viz. that the

working electromotive force of a Smee's cell does not depend
on the negative plate, has, like his other conclusions, been

disputed. For Beetz t has recently published the results of

• " A Preliminary Account of Reduction of Observations on Strained

Material," &c., by John Peny and W. E. Ayrton, Proc. Roy. Soc. No. 30,

pp. 411-435 (1880).
t " On the Nature of Galvanic Polarization," by W. Beetz, Annalen der

riiysik unci aiemie, B. x. H. 3, pp. 348-371 (1880).
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experiments with simple cells ; and his electromotive forces

are:

—

Zinc and platinum.
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to two or more liquids, tells us that the electromotive force of

any arranfijement is equal to the algebraical sum of all the

separate differences of potential at the various surfaces of con-

tact of dissimilar substances, each ditfcrence of potential being

measured by an induction method such as Ave have described

and used. The chemical theory tells us that i\\o. energy given

out in any electric circuit must be equal to the consumption
of chemical energy in the circuit. The electromotive force,

then, in any circuit can either be calculated on the contact

theory, if we know each of all the differences of potential at

the various surfaces of separation of dissimilar substances

(solid, liquid, or gaseous) in the circuit, or it may be calcu-

lated on the chemical theory, if Ave know exactly what are

all the physical and chemical changes taking place and the

heat-equivalent of every one of them. And the amount of the

electromotive force determined in either of these two ways
must be identical.

The question of the relative delicacy of the two methods is

a totally different question. Any balance accurately made
will weigh accurately; but one form of chemical balance is

more delicate than another : so, in the same way, there is

every reason for believing that an electric test is a far more
delicate test of chemical action than the analytical methods
employed by the chemist. For example, the action of even

small quantities of paraffin-wax on metal, which would quite

escape the test of a chemical analysis, we have not only de-

tected, but even measured, with an electrometer*.

VII. Specific Refraction and Dispersion of Tsomeine Bodies.

By J. H. Gladstone, Ph.D., F.R.S.t

AMONG the properties of a body which are least liable to

change, and which are the most capable of throwing

light on its molecular constitution, is its specific refraction.

This is the refractive index minus unity divided by the

density, or ^
.

In early papers on the subject^, this specific refraction (or

"specific refractive energy," as it was then called) was
shown to be a constant, unaffected, or nearly so, by change

* " Contact Theory of Voltaic Action," Tart II., by Profs.W. E. Ayi-ton

and John Perry, Proc. Roy. Soc. No. lcS6, pp. :iC)-34, 1878.

t Communicated by thePhysical Society, having been read at the Meet-
ing on November 27, 1880.

X PhU. Trans. 18G3, p. 323, and 18G0, p. ; .Tonrn. Chem. Soc. I860,

p. 108; Laudolt, Pogg. A/ui. cxxii. p. 545 j ^^ ulluer, ibid, cxxxiii. p. 1.
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of temperature, by the passage from the liquid to the solid or

eveu gaseous condition, by mixture with other liquids, or by
solution, or eyen (within certain limits) by changes of che-

mical combination.

In regard to changes of temperature, howeyer, it was
observed at the yerj commencement that there was " some
influence, arising wholly or partially from dispersion,"

*

which interferes with the exactitude of the law. In order to

obviate this, if possible, the calculations were made for the

least-refrangible limit of the spectrum, according to the

formula of Cauchy. But it was found that these gave results

little, if at all, more exact than those for the line A of the

solar spectrum. In our subsequent work, Mr. Dale and I

did not consider it worth while to go through the labour of

this calculation ; and my observations are always reckoned,

if possible, for the line A, whilst Landolt has preferred the a

of hvdroofen eras, which is identical with the solar line C.

In regard to the passage from one state of aggregation to

another, the few cases that have been directly observed are

fairly in accordance with the lawj.

In the case of mixtures of liquidsj, the conclusion that the

specific refraction of a mixture of liquids is the mean of the

specific refractions of its constituents is a near approximation,

if not an absolute truth.

With regard to the influence of solution, some doubt has

recently been thrown upon the deductions drawn from dissolved

salts or other chemical compounds ; but the general, if not

absolute, correctness of the method is supported by a very

large amount both of direct proof and collateral evidence §.

As an instance of the latter, I may quote the last observations

made in my laboratory. The specific refraction of pyrene,

CigHio, as determined from its solution in benzol, in chloro-

form, and in carbon disulphide, is respectively

•6235, -6252, -6240,

a practical agreement which could scarcely happen if the

method were erroneous. Taking the mean of these numbers,
and multiplying it by the atomic weight, we obtain, as the

refraction-equivalent of pyrene, the very high figure of

126-1.

In regard to chemical combination, it is now well understood

that an elementary substance such as carbon will exert the

same retarding influence upon the rays of light throughout

* Phil. Trans. 1863, p. 323. t Phil. Trans. 1860, pp. 10, 11.

X .Phil. Trans. 1863, p. 332 ; Laudolt, Ann. Chetn. Phann. iv. (Sup.

Bd.) 186.5, p. 1.

§ Phil. Trans. 1869, pp. 14, 15.
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a very large number of its compounds, whilst in others it may
exert a dittcront influence. This has naturally attracted the
attention of organic chemists to the subject, and promises to
be a very fruitlul field of investicration.

In the present communication I intend to confine my remarks
to those groujis of bodies Avhich exhibit isomerism.

'
It is well

known that two or more compound bodies, differing from one
another in physical or chemical properties, may be composed
of the same elements in precisely the same proportions. In
such a case the specific refraction may be the same, or it may be
different.

It is found to be the same notwithstanding differences
of other optical })roperties, difterences of molecular weight,
and difi'erences of chemical properties.

1st. Differences of other optical properties?.—It so haj)pens
that among the bodies which display the phenomena of cir-

cular polarization, there are several isomeric groups, and that
different members of these groups differ from one another in

their effect on the polarized ray. Thus with respect to the
different terpenes, C'loHig, some" of them rotate the plane of
polarization to the right and others to the left, and that to

dil^'ei-ent degrees
; yet they have all practically the same spe-

cific refraction, 0'5o7*.
It was also an early observation tliat solutions of cane-,

grape-, and honey-sugar, and gum, of the same strength,
though they differ largely in their effect on polarized light,

give the same, or very nearly the same, refraction and dis-

persion f.

Again, it is well known that tartaric acid is an optically

active substance, and racemic acid optically inactive, while
their chemical composition, C4HBO6, is identical. The fol-

lowing table gives the specific refraction and dispersion of
these two acids in solution as deduced from data ])reviously

published J. The specific dispersion is the difference between
the specific refraction for the line A and that for the line H,

or which is the same thinor, ^^^—-.

Specific

refraction.
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mint respectively, are very definite substances, of the compo-
sition C10H14O ; but the first rotates the plane of polarization

very powerfully to the right, and menthol very powerfully to

the left; yet they have practically the same specific refraction *.
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In my notebook I find the following instances of isomeric

bodies which differ in specific refraction :

—
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a great increase of dispersion. It was pointed out some years

ago that the aromatic bodies have a great dispersive power*,
and that " dispersion, as well as retraction, increases very
rapidly with the number of atoms of carbon that are not com-
bined with at least two of hydrogen or their equivalent."t

Evidence of this is to be found both in the older and the more
recent researches, whether in this country or on the Continent,

and is always accumulating. Confining our attention to the

figures given in this paper, it will be observed that in cases

where the carbon is normal the specific dispersion is expressed

by low figures (the highest of which is, in fact, acetone,

•0207); while in the isomeric allylic alcohol, which has a

higher refraction, it rises at once to '0275. The essential oils

and their congeners, and such bodies as cresylic acetate, are

above '0300 ; while the purely aromatic compounds are all

above -0400.

2nd. Where isomeric bodies have the same or nearly the

same specific refraction for the line A, they have the same
also for the line H. The apparent deviations from this rule I

am disposed to attribute to experimental error, and still more
to impurity of substance. It is clear that in many cases of

carbon compounds the presence of a differently constituted

body would reveal itself by its influence upon dispersion more
than upon refraction.

VIII. On the Specific Volumes of Oxides. By Bohuslav
Brauner, Ph.D., and John I. Watts, Otcens CollegeX.

THE researches of Persoz, Karsten, Filhol, Kopp, Schroder,

Lowig, Schafarik, Playfair and Joule, Baudrimont, Heim-
roth, and others have yielded a considerable supply of material

relating to the specific volumes of many bodies, especially to

those of the oxygen compounds : and by aid of these results

many interesting theories can be conceived. It was, how-

ever, Kremer § who first pointed out the regularities which

the volumes of the oxides of the natural groups of elements

exhibit. But after the demonstration of the Periodic Law
by MendelejefF this question considerably developed in im-

portance, because the relations of the various members of

the natural groups to one another were made more strikingly

apparent. Mendelejeff himself|| points out the regularities

which the specific volumes of the oxides exhibit in the different

groups of the system ; but he only followed this out in one

* Journ. Chem. Soc. 1870. t Troc. Eoy. Inst. March 1877.

\ Communicated by the Authors. § Pogg. Ann. cxxx. p. 77.

II
Ann. Chem. Pharm. Suppl. viii. p. 143 ; Chem. News,xl. p. 255, xli.

p. 49.
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single series. He touches upon it, however, shortly, in his

Russian 'Principles of Chemistry' (vol. ii. p. 857). We
have not yet been able to consult his papers on this subject,

pubHshed from 1858 to 1865 in the Russian ' Mining Journal.'

In Table I. we give an arrangement of all the oxides which

are at present known, in which the number of oxygen atoms

correspond to the numbers of MendelejetTs groups. Some of

these numbers have been obtained from estimations made by

us by means of a very accurate method, which has been already-

described and used by one of us *.

Table I.—Specific Volumes of the Oxides.

Groups
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I. Sp.gr. of Bi2 06= 5-917.

II. „ „ „ =5-'J19.

Specific Gravity of Uranic Oxide.—Ono samplo of UO3 was
prq)areil by boating tlie nitrate to 280°. A second one was
prepared by heating tlie hyd rated oxide to 300°.

Sp. gr. of sample No. l = 5-2r)") ,, _ ,
, a m no' *= ^ n_K.A.> f

^loan= o*l4 ; sp. vol. 56*03.

In explanation of Table I. it is to be borne in mind that the

numbers refer to one atom of the metal in the form of oxide,

in order to obtain comparable numbers. Many of the numbers
are taken from the latest papers of Nilson and Petterson *, and
are found to give values for specific volumes somewhat smaller

than those derived from older observations.

We only give the above values as approximate ones, be-

cause the material to work upon does not allow of great

accuracy; and we only take the first seven groups into con-

sideration, because the specific gravities of oxides of the eighth,

with the formula IIO4, are not known.
A glance at the table shows us that the specific volume

increases steadily along the horizontal as well as down the ver-

tical lines. The difi'erence between the even and the odd series

is particularly well defined. Some of the " typical elements,"

especially Li, Be, Na, and Mg, can be used as representatives

of both series. The specific volume of an oxide, where it is

at present unknown, can be calculated from data obtained

from the values surrounding it.

Of all the oxides which are at present known, that of lithium

possesses the smallest specific Nolume, the metal having the

least atomic weight. On the other hand, uranic oxide, UO3,
has the largest atomic volume, uranium possessing the greatest

atomic weight.

A remarkable increase of volume is exhil)itcd by antimony
and bismuth pentoxides. It should nevertheless be men-
tioned that SboO., seems to exist in two allotropic forms, which
possess quite different specific gravities. One has the sp. gr.

6-525 (Boullay), and the other 3-779 (Playfair and Joule) f.

Accordingly the specific volume is either 25 or 42.

It appears likely that two similar modifications of other

oxides exist—of bismuth, for example, and of uranium oxide,

the second one possessing the sjjecific volume about 30.

Others of the numbers given are still uncertain, that for BaO
for example. The values at present given for its sp. gr.

* Bcr. (hut. clicm. Gesell. xiii. p. 14-j9.

t Clarkp, ' Constants of Nature,' No. I. Our other values are alao

mainly derived from this source.
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extend from 4*0 to 5*456; and accordingly the atomic volume

varies from 28-1 to 38-3. An oxide of barium of sp. gr. 6*4,

giving sp. vol. 24, might be expected to exist.

Some interesting numbers are obtained if we calculate the

volume which one atom of oxygen possesses in the various

oxides. To commence with, we suppose that the metal does

not alter in volume when it combines with oxygen, we sub-

tract the specific volume of the metal from that of the oxide.

We quote the values from Lothar Meyer's ' Modern Theory of

Chemistr}^,' 4th edit. 1880, p. 141. to take an example,

iNa20= ll-l, Na=23-7, lM-23-7=: -12-6 for i 0,

or —25*2 for 0, and so on.

The following Table contains the corresponding numbers

when the elements are arranged according to the periodic law.

Table II.

Specific Volume of one Atom of Oxygen in the Oxides.

Groups
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We deduce the following :

—

1. In strong bases the oxygen possesses a negative volume.
2. In the oxides of the heavy metals and metalloids the

volume of the oxygen is positive.

3. Tiie earth-metals unite with oxygen without any appre-
ciable change of volum(>; and on this account they form a
connecting link between acids and bases.

4. The higher the specitic volume of the metiil in the oxide,

the more negative is the specific volume of the oxygen com-
bined with it ; for instance

Sp. vol. K= 45-4,

Sp. vol. 0=55-4.

The lower the specific volume of the element, the more
positive is the specific volume of the oxygen in the oxide ; for

example
Sp. vol. C=+3-6,
Sp. voL 0=+21-2.

MendelejefF has published some very interesting obser-

vations of this kind in his Russian ' Principles of Chemistry,'

pp. 856-859. He gis-es a very beautiful hypothesis of the

mechanical theory of the act of combination. It is not, how-
ever, suitable to enter upon these discussions here.

When we observe the above arrangement in Table II, we
notice the following :—The more strongly electro-positive the

base which an element forms with oxygen, the greater is

the negative value for the volume of the oxygen. It appears

as if the negative maximum were reached with caesium. On
the contrary, the maximum of positive values is probably

attained in the vicinity of fluorine. From this one perceives

that the value representing the atomic volume of the oxygen
in the oxides can, to a certain extent, be looked upon as the

amount of afiinity of the metal for the oxygen.
In the same manner that, in the horizontal series of the

periodic system, the electro-negative character increases with

the atomic weight, the volume of the oxygen changes from
negative to positive. The opposite appears to be the case

in the vertical groups—at all events, as regards the even

elements. In this matter new researches upon the metals

and their oxides would be of considerable interest.

We cannot conclude without thanking Mr. M. M. Pattison

Muir, of Cains College, Cambridge, for his great kindness in

supplying us with the material to make our determinations

of the specific gravity of bismuth pentoxide.
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IX. On the Atomic Weight ofBenjUium.

By BoHUSLAV BrauxeRj Ph.D., of Prague*

THE question whether berjllium is divalent (Be"= 9*1) or

trivalent (Be'''= 13*65) is still a matter of interest for

chemists, although Xilsouf states that this question may be

regarded as completely settled in favour of ^?v'fa/(^n^ beryllium.

As this point is a vital one as regards the truth of the

periodic law, I venture to ask attention to the following

remarks.

The history of this question will be found in the papers of

Kilson and Pettersson+, as well as in that of Humpsidge§;
and here I will mention only the most important points.

In the year 1878 Messrs. Xilson and Pettersson found the

specific heat of beryllium to be 0*4083 between 0^ and 100°;

and, in accordance with the law of Dulong and Petit, they con-

cluded that the atomic weight of beryllium is =13'8, and its

oxide represented by the formula Bcg O3.

Soon afterwards the author of the present paper
||
published

a note, in which he pointed out that the following elements,

possessing small atomic weights, form an exception at ordinary

temperature to the law of Dulong and Petit:—boron, carbon,

magnesium, aluminium, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur, and
(in compounds in the solid state) hydrogen, nitrogen,

oxygen, fluorine. The writer concluded that in all proba-

bility beryllium (9"2), which stands close to boron (11), pos-

sesses an atomic heat of 3'8 instead of 6*4, and that it must
be placed among the eleven exceptions already mentioned.

At the same time it was remarked tbat the normal value of the

atomic heat may probably be reached at a somewhat higher

temperature. If, on the other hand, beryllium is considered

to be B''''= 13*8, this metal cannot be placed in Mendelejeff's

series,

Kilson and Pettersson conclude, from their recent experi-

ments, that beryllium does not show any extraordinary rise of

atomic heat at a high temperature, and that it therefore tioes

not form an exception to the law of Dulong and Petit. The
same authors have also lately published a valuable research on
the molecular volumes and the molecular heats of the rare

* Communicated by the Author,
t Berliner Berichte, xiii. p. 2035.

X Wiedemann's Aiinalen, iv. p. 554 ; Berl, Berichte, xi. pp. 381 & 906,
xiii. p. 1451.

§ Chemical Xews, xiii. p. 261.

II
Berliner Berichte, xi. p. 872.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 65. Jan. 1881. F
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earths and tlioir sulpliatcs ; and tbey find therein a further

confii-ination of their views respecting beryllia.

Tiio first part of the paper of Messrs. Nilson and Pettersson

has been tlioroughly discussed by Professor Lothar Meyer*,
who showed that from their own experiments a conclusion

oj)posite to that of the above-named authors may be drawn,
viz. that beryllium is a dyad, inasmuch as it belongs to a class

of elements in which the specific heat increases with the tem-
perature, but in which the increment for 1° C. regularly dimi-
nishes, the opposite of this being the case with metals obeying
the law of Dulong and Petit. Lothar Meyer concludes there-

from that beryllium is a dyad, Be''= 9*l.

The aim of the present communication is to discuss the

second part of the researches of Messrs. Nilson and Pettersson.

These experimenters find that beryllia possesses a molecular
heat and molecular volume nearly equal to those of the other

rare earths ; and they go on to state that, if the formula BeO
for beryllia be accepted, values for the above relations are ob-
tained which are without analogy in the whole range of the

science.

On this point I would beg to remark:

—

(1) If we consider beryllia as BeO, its molecular volume is

8'3. And if the oxides be arranged according to the periodic

law (see the preceding paper), this number exactly corresponds
to the position of a dyad beryllium. For beryllium thus

stands between lithium and boron. The same is the case if

we consider the vertical groups

I.
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(2) Let us consider the numbers which express the volume

of oxygen in the oxides (see Table 11. of the preceding paper).

Beryllium, with the number +2-7, again finds its right place

between lithium ( — 11) and boron ( + 8). Further, we see

that beryllia is the most feeble base in the group of the alka-

line earths :

—

BeO MgO CaO SrO BaO
+ 2-7 -1-8 -7-2 -12-9 -8-5

(o) Let us next examine the specific volumes of the sul-

phates of the first three groups. We find numbers in this way
corresponding closely with the position of beryllium XL — 2

(Mendelejefi). The specific volumes are referred to one atom

of sulphur in the molecule, in order to get comparable num-
bers :

—

I.
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Let us consider the molecular volumes, i. e. the relative

volumes of the single chemical molecules and their relations

to the unit volume, i. e. the inverse values of molecular volumes
if we assume the highest volume as a unit. If we compare
these values with the inverse values of the molecular heats

obtained in the same way, the several groups exhibit very
closely corresponding numbers, e. g. in the third group:

—
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(5) Tlie same alteration of atomic heat is observed in tlie case

of the oxygen contained in the oxides. Nilson has already

pointed out that the oxygen combined with metals, having
small atomic M-eight, also exhibits a small atomic heat. If we
arrange the values so obtained, as far as the insufficient mate-
rial allows, we get the following relations:

—
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regard bervllium as a triad, litliium must also be regarded as

a dvad (Li''= 14, oxide LiO) and as a member of the alka-

line'-eartlis group ; for that metal forms, as is well known,

a difficultly soluble phosphate and carbonate and no stable

hydrosulphate or hydrocarbonate, its oxide combines only

slowly and with a slight development of heat with water to

form' a non-deliquescent hydroxide, its nitrate and chloride

are soluble in alcohol-ether and very deliquescent, the metal

cannot be reduced by charcoal, &c.

But all those reactions, as well as the reactions of beryllium,

are completely explained by the three above-mentioned equa-

tions of the position of lithium and beryllium.

(7) The circumstance that beryllium forms double fluorides

finds its explanation in the feeble basic properties of beryllia.

(8) Also the easy volatilization of beryllium chloride may
be easily deduced from the above equations {h) and (o) with-

out it being necessary to assume the formula Be2 Clg for it.

(9) The isomorphism of beryllium oxide with alumina is

of no importance, as ZnO and Zr02 crystallize in the same

forms. But also the salts of lithium are not isomorphous with

those of sodium, any more than those of Be and Mg, or B
and Al.

Repeating shortly what has been said, it follows that in all

probability the atom of beryllium is Be''= 9'l, and its oxide

BeO, from

(1) the molecular volume of beryllia,

(2) the molecular volume of its sulphate,

(3) the molecular heat of the earth,

(4) the atomic heat of the oxygen contained in it,

(5) from the chemical nature of beryllium.

The numbers which refer to this formula do not stand, as

Messrs. Xilson and Pettersson would have us believe, without

analogy in the whole domain of chemistry ; on the contraiy,

they exactly correspond to the position of dyad beryllium in

the periodic law. Moreover they find a complete analogy in

the element lithium, so f;\r as the physical properties of the

compound of this metal have been investigated. They give a

new confirmation of the view that beryllium forms, like eleven

other elements icitli a small atomic weight, an exception to the

law of Dulong and Petit.

Owens College, Manchester,
December 14, 1880.
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X. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from vol. x. p. 449.]

December 1, 1880.—Robert Ethcridgc, Esq., P.R.S., President,

in tbe Chair.

'^pilE following communications were read :

—

-^ 1. " On Remains of a small Lizard from tbe Neocomian Rocks
of tbe Island of Lesina, Lalraatia, preserved in the Geological

Museum of tbo University of Vienna." liy Prof. H. G. Seeley,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

2. " On the Beds at Headon Hill and Colwell Bay in the Isle

of Wight." By Messrs. H. Keeping and E. B. Tawney, M.A.,
F.G.S.

Tbe authors criticised the views put forward by Prof. Judd in bis

paper published in the Q. J. G. S. xxxvi. p. 13, and supported those

e8ta])lished by the late E. Forbes and the publications of the Geolo-

gical Survey. At the west end of tbe island, viz. at Totland and
Colwell Bays, the authors stated that there is only one marine
series, the Middle Headon, which they traced continuously through

the clilFs—identifying it bed by bed at various points—the result

entirely corroborating the sections of tbe Geological Survey. The
section at the N.E. end of Headon Hill was described in detail, and
Prof. Judd's interpretation of this part of the section analyzed.

Prof. Judd places the marine Middle Headon at this point at tbe level

of the sea, maintaining that 250 feet (the altitude of the Bembridge
limestone-quarry) of beds intervene between the Bembridge lime-

stone and tbe sea-level. The authors maintained that the top of the

marine series is about 105 feet above the sea-level, that thickness

of beds intercalated above the Middle Headon having no existence

in fact, also that the Brockenburst bed does not exist below tbe

Bembridge quarry, where it is supposed to be (concealed by gravel)

by Prof. Judd, and stated that there is no gravel at that spot

to conceal any thing, and that the beds which do exist there are the

freshwater Osborne and Ui)per Headon beds as described by E.

Forbes. They then adduced fossil evidence confirmatory of the

stratigrapbical ; thus out of 57 species collected this summer at

Colwell Bay they found 53 at Headon Hill. (2) The sections at

"Whitecliff Bay and tbo New Forest (Brockenburst) were next

described. At Whitecliff Bay the 90 feet of beds which constitute the

Middle Headon of the Survey section have been renamed " Brocken-

burst series " by Prof. Judd. Tbe authors maintained that the Broc-

kenburst bed, identical as to its fossils and position with that of tbe

Whitley Ridge cutting, is represented by the lower 2 feet only, imme-
diately above the freshwater Lower Headon. The Middle Headon at

Whitecliff Bay contains lower zones than any developed in the Middle
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Headon of fleadon Hill ; for the Brockenhurst bed is entirely absent

from the west of the island. The authors maintained that Prof.

Judd has assigned a false position to this bed in his vertical section

of Xew-Forest beds, and that instead of being higher than the

Yenus-bed horizon, it is plainly below it, since at Whitley Eidge it

lies on the Lower Headon, being succeeded by the Yenus-bed and then

by the Upper Headon. The palseoutological evidence was then dis-

cussed; and it was objected to Prof. Judd's lists that he has mixed up
the Colwell Bay and Brockenhurst fossils in one list, thereby begging
the question. In opposition to his statistics the authors maintained
that the Brockenhurst bed has about 48 per cent, of species which
pass up from the Barton beds, while the Yenus-bed series of either

Colwell Bay or Headon Hill have only 29 per cent., suggestive of the

lower position of the former.

Further examiuation of the lists of fossils prepared from an ex-
amination of the Edwards collection shows that the Golwell-Bay
and Headon-Hill marine beds have thirteen times more species

common to themselves alone than either of them have in common
with the Brockenhurst bed. The palaeontological evidence is there-

fore in accord with the stratigraphical ; they both occupy a higher
zone than the Brockenhurst bed, which, when developed, occupies

the base of the Middle Headon. The authors therefore reject Prof.

Judd's term Brockenhurst series, and revert to the classification and
nomenclature of the Geological Survey.

December 15.—Robert Etheridge, Esq., E.R.S., President,

in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " On the Constitution and History of Grits and Sandstones."
By John Arthur Phillips. Esq., F.G.S.

In the first part of this paper the author described the micro-
scopic and chemical structure of a large series of grits, sandstones,
and, in some cases, quartzites, of various geological ages, noticing
finally several sands of more or less recent date. The cementing
material in the harder varieties is commonly to a large extent
siliceous. The grains vary considerably in form and in the nature
of their enclosures, cavities of various kinds and minute crystals of
schorl or rutile not being rare. The author drew attention to the
evidence of the deposition of secondary quartz upon the original
grains, so as to continue its ciystal structure, which sometimes
exhibits externally a crystal form. This is frequently observable
in sandstone of Carboniferous, Permian, and Triassic age. Felspar
grains are not unfrequently present, with scales of mica and minute
chlorite and epidote. Chemical analyses of some varieties were also
given. The author then considered the eftect of flowing water upon
transported particles of sand or gravel. It results from his in-
vestigations that fragments of quartz or schorl less than J~" in
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diameter retain their angularity for a very long period indeed,

remaining, under ordinary circumstances, unrounded ; but tliey are

much more rapidly rounded by the action of wind. It is tliua

probable that rounded grains of this kind in some of the older

rocks, as, for example, certain of the Triassic sandstones, may be
the result of aeolian action.

The Chair was then taken by J. W. Hulke, Esq., F.R.S.,Y.r.G.S.

2. " On a New Species of Trigonia from the Purbeck Beds of the
Vale of Wardour." By E. Etheridge, Esq., F.R.S., President. With
a Xote on the Stratigraphical Position of the Fossil by the llev. W.
R. Andrews.

XI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

NOTE ON MR. BROWNE^S PAPER " ON ACTION AT A DISTANCE." BY
REV. A. J. C. ALLEN, B.A., FELLOW AND ASSISTANT TUTOR OF
PETEEHOUSE, CAMBRIDGE.

TN his paper in the Phil. Mag. for December 18S0, Mr. Browne
-^ certainly appears to establish the proposition that we cannot
explain the phenomena of cohesion &c. in a satisfactory way by
means of the direct impact of bodies ; and then he goes on to

deduce from this that action at a distance (a very small distance

indeed, but still finite) must exist in these cases, and therefore may
be equally well allowed in the case of bodies at a great distance, as

the earth and sun. Now it appears to me that in reality very
much is gained in the scientific explanation of phenomena when
they are transferred from the region of action at great distances

to action at distances such as intervene between the particles of

solid bodies. I cannot explain this better than by quoting the

words of Clerk Maxwell, who has himself done so much in the

direction of getting I'id of action at a distance by his explanation

of electrical and magnetic phenomena by means of stress in the

medium which fills the electrical or magnetic field.

" When we see one body acting on another at a distance, before

we assume that the one acts directly on the other we generally

inquire whether there is any material connexion between the two
bodies ; and if we find strings or rods, or framework of any kind

capable of accounting for the observed action between the l)odie3,

we prefer to ex})lain the action by means of the intermediate con-

nexions, rather than admit the notion of direct action at a distance.

" Thus, when two particles are connected by a straight or curved

rod, the action between the particles is always along the line join-

ing them ; but we account for this action by means of a sj'^stem of

internal forces in the substance of the rod. The existence of these

internal forces is deduced entirely from obser\ation of the effect of

external forces on the rod; and the internal forces themselves are
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generally assumed to be the resultants of forces which act between
particles of the rod. Thus the observed action between two dis-

tant particles is in this instance removed from the class of direct

action at a distance by referring it to the inter\'ention of the rod
;

the action of the rod is explained by the existence of internal forces

in its substance ; and the internal forces are explained by means of

forces assumed to act between the particles of which the rod is

composed—that is, between bodies at a distance which, though
small, must be finite.

" The observed action at a considerable distance is therefore ex-

plained by a great number of forces acting between bodies at very
small distances, for which we are as little able to account as for

the action at any distance, however great.
" jVevertheless the consideration of the phenomenon, as explained

in this way, leads us to investigate the properties of the rod, and
to form a theory of elasticity which we should have overlooked if

we had been satisfied with the explanation by action at a distance.''*

But even granting that such an explanation as this is no help at

all towards getting rid of action at a distance, we are not limited

to direct impact as the only possible explanation. If we conceive

beings living in a continuous fluid the existence of which they were
not capable of perceiving, two vortex rings in the fluid would to

them appear to act on one another directly at a distance, and yet

there is no real action at a distance, and no impact of hard bodies

on one another. Is it not possible that in the future the actions

of the particles of bodies on one another may be explained in some
such way as this ? or even that the phenomena of direct impact
themselves may be so accounted for ?

A COXTRTBUTION TO THE THEORY OF SO-CALLED ELECTRICAL
EXPANSION OR ELECTROSTRICTION. BY PROF. L. BOLTZMAJsTf,

OF GRAZ.
Let the interval between two concentric conducting spherical

shells with radii a and a+ a be filled with a solid elastic dielectric

of which the constant of dielectricity is D. Let its interior be
charged with the potential p, and its outer surface connected to
earth. If we use the notation employed in Lame's Legons to the
elastic-traction force

the expression

in which

Ay-^D-a*

z.^ (D-|)(D-l)
J)2

is then added.

* ' Electricity and Maguetism,' vol. i. p. 122.
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If the conducting shells are destif ute of rigiditv, and firmly con-
nected with the dielectric, upon each superlicial uuit of its inner

surface the pressure o' ^ acts, and upon the same of its

outer surface
'^*

87ra''a"

The dilatation of volume effected by these forces, referred to the

unit of volume, is

^v _ 3^-D-[2\-i-2^-^(\+ 2^)]
V 16;r;u(3\-f2/Li)a-

If the dielectric fills in the same manner the space between two
coaxial cylindrical surfaces of radii « and «+ a, to the elastic force

E, there is added -5

—

—. , and the pressure-forces

i>^D^(l-^)
and

/DXl-^--)(«+ «)'

act upon the unit of the inner and of the outer surface. The elon-

gation thereby produced of the unit of length of the hollow cylin-

der is

l lG7rjLi(3\-(-2yu)a"'''

Ai* AZ
Therefore, for D = x ,

— = 3 -
; and for a lower value of D,

A A 7 V I— > 3 —-. The former case could be approximately realized for

glass. Both quantities are independent of r, directly proportional

top^ inversely to d'. According to this, Eontgeu's view may be

justified, that Quincke's observations form at least no refutation of

the explanation of electrical expansion from the ordinary forces

of electric action at a distance and elasticity. An ordinary

Franklin's plate of the thickness a must then behave (for instance,

even in regard to its optical properties) as if it were compressed by

the force -^—^ upon the superficial unit. After this the construc-

tion of the general equations for the deformation of a dielectric

body by electrification, or of a magnetic body by magnetization,

presents no further difliculty.

—

Kaiserl. Ahad. der Wissensch. in

Wien, 1880, no. xxiii., Sitz. muOi.-naturw. Clusse, Nov. 4, 1880.

ON THE ABSORPTION OF SOLAR RADIATION BY THE CARBONIC

ACID OF OUR ATMOSPHERE. BY DU. ERNST LECHER.
Experiments having already been made by Magnus and Tyndall,
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according to which a pretty considerable absorbing-power for radiant

heat is possessed by carbonic acid, the author has attempted, in the

above investigation, to extend those observations, and to apply them
to the atmospheric absorption of the solar radiation. This \'iew is

at variance with the generally accepted assumption that the aqueous
vapour of our atmosphere is the true absorbent of the sun's radia-

tion—an assumption the groundlessness of which the author has

demonstrated in another place.

First, the radiation of a gas-lamp provided with a glass cylinder

was investigated ; and it was found that carbonic acid in a length

of

214 536 705 917 917 millims.

transmitted

94-8 93-8 91-4 90 89 per cent.

of the incident radiation.

Further experiments (which, for the sake of the pure air, were
made out of Vienna, at G-reifenstein) show that the solar radiation

also suffers a considerable weakening on passing through carbonic

acid gas. A layer of this gas of one metre thickness absorbs about
13 per cent, when the sun's altitude is 59° ; this number lessens in

the same proportion as the sun descends. This proves that the

absorption of the solar radiation by carbonic acid is a selective ab-

sorption, and that the thicker the atmospheric layer through which
the rays have already passed, the scarcer do the absorbable wave-
lengths become. The author calculates from his experiments the

proportion of carbonic acid contained in the atmosphere, and finds

it to be 3-27 parts by volume in 10,000, which number agrees so

well with the data given elsewhere, and based upon chemical ana-
lysis, that there is the best prospect of determining in this way the

carbonic-acid content of the atmosphere, together with its varia-

tions and changes, accurately and also at heights where direct mea-
surements are impossible.—--fiTrtisez-ZzV/ie Akademie der Wisscnschaften

in Wien, Sitz. d. math.-naturw. Classe, 2sov, 4, 1880.

SPECTRAL REACTION OF CHLORINE AND BROMINE.
BY M. LECOQ DE BOISBAUDRAN.

When, by the old process, the spectrum of a small bead of chlo-

ride of barium is observed in a gas-flame, the lines proper to that
compound soon disappear and give place to those of the oxide. Tet
for a long time some chlorine remains in the baryta thus heated

;

the destruction of the BaCl^ is only completed after its volatiliza-

tion. So, on drawing the induction-spark upon the small calcined
mass, the nebulous lines proper to BaCl^ are very distinctly seen,
as weU as the narrow barium-lines.
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In seeking for traces of chlorine or bromine, I oi)(>rate thus :

—

A vertical platinum wire (about | of a millim. in diamoter) ia

bent up at its lower part in the form of a hook or a U, Upon this

half-ring I fuse, at a bright-red heat, 0-001-0-002 gramme of pure
carbonate of baryta ; then I place in the bend of the wire a Little

drop of the liquid which is to be examined*, evai)orate to dryness,

and even, for a hriff moment, push the heat to incipient redness.

The at least partial fusion of the mass is advantageous, by permit-
ting it to spread like a varnish at the surface of the platinum
wire.

After cooling, a second platinum wire (of | to 1 millim. dia-

meter) is brought quite close (at 1 or li millim. distance) below
the bend of the Hrst, a little forward towards the slit of the spec-
troscope. The induction-spark, not condensed, then gives a spec-

trum in which are seen the lines of BaCl^ or BaBr^. One three-

thousandth of a miUigramme of chlorine or bromine can thus be
recognized. Ko doubt, with some precautions, even this degree of

sensitiveness could be surpassed, especially for chlorine.

If in such a sample the quantity of chlorine is somewhat consi-

derable, the wire can be heated to dazzling whiteness for several

minutes w ithout detriment to the lines of BaCl,, of which it is often

very difficult to get rid by prolonged calcination of the platinum
wire.

The resistance of BaBr^ to heat appears to be notably less.

—

Comptes Eendus de VAcademie des /Sciences, Dec. 6, 1880, t. xci.

pp. 902, 903.

ON RADIOPHONY. BY M. E. MERCADIER.

The phenomenon which I call radiopliony is that recently dis-

covered by Mr. G. Bell, in which a radiation (such as constitutes a

solar ray) rendered intermittent according to a determined period,

on falling upon bodies cut into plates, produces a sound of the

same period. "With a view to a possible application of this pheno-
menon to optic telegraphy, I have been obliged to study it closely,

and have obtained results of which the follo\Aing are the prin-

cipal :

—

I. Radiophony does not appear to be an effect prodttced by the mass

of the receiving plate vihrating transversely in its entirety as an ordi-

tutry vibrating plate. Indeed any plate whatever, in the conditions

in which the phenomenon is produced, (1) reproduces equally well

all the successive sounds from the deepest possible to shrill sounds
which, in my experiments, went up to 600 or 700 double vibrations

* If the material contains nitrate?, it is expedient to expel NHO, by
SHjO^, then this by pm-e BaO. If there is much sulphuric acid or sul-

phate, this is likewise got rid of by BaO.
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per second, and that luitliout solution of continuity
; (2) reproduces

eqiudhj well accords in all possible tones, varying, if it be wished,

in a continuous manner on the velocity of the apparatus which pro-

duces the intermittences being varied in a continuous manner. For

this purpose the apparatus is composed of a glass wheel, to the sur-

face of which a paper disk carrying four series of apertures, in

number 80, 60, 50, 40, is pasted. This permits the successive sounds of

a perfect accord to be produced by passing the luminous ray into the

apertures of a series and removing the support of the wheel itself,

and perfect superposed accords to be produced by leaving the sup-

port of the wheel immovable and concentrating, with a cyUndrical

lens, the light upon the four series of apertures at the same time.

Kow no rigid vibrating plate known is susceptible of producing

such effects. (3) Moreover the sounds produced do not change,

either iu timbre or height, with the thickness and width of the

receiving plates ; they do not even sensibly change in intensity with

the breadth or even with the thickness, in transparent plates like

glass and mica, between wide limits, which for glass in particular

extend from 0-5 millim. to 2 or 3 centims. thickness. This per-

mitted me to employ receiving plates of 1 square centim., particu-

larly tourmaline plates of that dimension*. (4) A cracked, split

plate of glass, copper, aluminium, &c,, produces very sensibly the

same effects as when it is intact.

II. The nature of the molecules of the receiver, and their mode of

aggregation, do not appear to exercise a predominant part in influen-

cing the nature of the sounds produced. In fact, (1) with equal

thickness and surface, the receivers, whatever their nature may be,

produce sounds of the same height. (2) When the thickness of

the receiving plates diminishes more and more, the specific differ-

ences existing between their modes of producing the phenomenon
become more and more attenuated when their surface exposed to

the radiations is made identical—for instance, by covering them all

with a pellicle of lampblack. (3) The effect produced by ordinary

radiations is, cceteris paribus, very nearly the same for transparent

substances as different as glass, mica, Iceland spar, gypsum, quartz

cut parallel or perpendicular to the axis. It is the same when
polarized radiations are employed—for example, by means of a

JS'icol.

III. Eadiophonic sounds certainly result from, the direct action oj

the radiations upon the receivers ; for (1) the intensity of the pheno-
menon is gradually diminished by diminishing the quantity of radia-

tions received, by aid of diaphragms of variable aperture. (2) The
radiations being polarized, and a thin aualyzer, such as a plate of

tourmaline, being taken for the i-eceiving plate, the sounds produced

* Besides, for opaque plates, the thinner they are, the greater is the in-

tensity of the sounds; copper, aluminium, platinum, and especially zinc

foil, of 2V of a niUlim. for example, gives excellent results.
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present the variations of intensity corresponding to those of the

radiation itself when the polarizer or analyzer is rotated,

IV. The phenomenon seems to result chiejii/ from an action upon the

surface of the receiver ; for its intensity greatly depends upon the
nature of the surface. Every operation that diminishes the refiect-

ing-power and augments the absorptivity of the surface influences

the phenomenon ; roughened, tarnished, oxidated surfaces are the
most suitable.

The intensity of the phenomenon is considerably augmented
when the surface is coated with certain black substances, in powder
or not, such as bitumen of Judea, platinum-black, and especially

lampblack ; but this effect is not particularly sensible unless the

coated plates are very thin : thus, if the thickness be from about
-jL. to -j3-| of a millimetre, remarkable effects are obtained. I have
consequently constructed very sensitive radiophonic receivers with
the aid of \ery thin plates of zinc, glass, mica, smoked. The em-
ployment of these sensitive receivers has permitted me to arrive at

the following result :

—

V. Radiophonic effects are relatively very intetrse. In fact, I can
actually obtain them not only with the radiations of the sun and of

an electric lamp, but with the oxyhydrogeu-light, the flame of an
ordinary gas-burner, and consequently with the radiations from
intermediate sources, such as petroleum-lamps, a platinum spiral

heated to redness by a Bunsen burner, &c.

VI. Radiophonic effects appear to he produced chiejl>i hytheradia-
iions off/reat wave-length, called calorific. In order to demonstrate
this, without stopping for the moment at the employment of cells

filled with absorbent liquids such as alum, iodine dissolved in sul-

phide of carbon, &c., the effect of which cannot be very pure, I

tried to explore with a sensitive receiver the spread-out spectrum
of the acting radiations. I succeeded in doing so with the electric

light of 50 Bunsen elements and by emplonng ordinary lenses and
a prism of glass. I ascertained that the maximum effect is pro-

duced by the red and invisible infra-red radiations ; starting from
the yellow and proceeding to the Aiolet and beyond, under the con-

ditions under which I worked I did not obtain any sensible effect.

The experiment has at different times been realized with recei-

vers of smoked glass, platinum-blacked platinum, and zinc with its

surface bare.

I think I ought to signalize the preceding facts, which have ap-

peared to me certain. Many points still remain forme to signalize

and elucidate ; this shall be the aim of an early subsequent commu-
nication.— Comptes Rendus de VAcademic des Sciences, Dec. 6, 1880,

t. xci. pp. 929-931.
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XII. On the Measuring of Electrical Conductivities

>

By G. KiRCHHOFF*.

IT^OR the comparison of the resistances of short wires Sit
J- W. Thomsonf has given a method founded on an arrange-

ment which is a modification of the Wheatstone bridge.

Another method which may serve for the same purpose is in

many respects more convenient, and, as it appears, not inferior

in accuracy ; it is based on the employment of a differential

galvanometer, the windings of which can be set so that a cur-

rent flowing successively through them produces no deflection

of the needle. If a circuit be formed out of the two resist-

ances to be compared, and a battery, and the two wires of the

differential galvanometer be inserted as secondary closings to

them, and if the resistance of one of these wires be varied till

deflection of the needle vanishes, then the ratio of the resist-

ances to be compared will be equal to the ratio of the resist-

ances of the galvanometer-wires, provided that the above-
indicated setting has been given to the windings. If now
such resistances be added to the galvanometer-wires that de-
flection of the needle again vanishes, the ratio of the added
resistances will also be equal to the ratio of those to be com-
pared |.

* Translated from tlie MonatshericJit der kdniglich preussischen Akademie
der Wissemchafteyi zu Berlin, July 1880, pp. 601-613.

t Pbii. Mag". [4] xxiv. p. 149 (1862).

X Tait (Trans. R. Soc. Edinb. vol. xxviii. 1877-78, p. 737) has coni-

PhU. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. QQ. Feb. 1881. G
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If from the resistance of a wire (determined by one or the

other of the methods mentioned) we wish to ascertain its con-

ductivity, and an error of the order of the ratio of the thick-

ness of the wire to its length is inadmissible, the currents at

the place of junction of three branches of the conducting

system must not be regarded as linear ; therefore the theory

of current-distribution in non-linear conductors must be em-
ployed.

Of the resistance of a non-linear conductor (taken strictly)

one can only speak on the assumption that the part of its sur-

face through which electricity flows consists of two surfaces,

within each of which the potential is constant. The diflerence

of the values of the potential in these two electrode surfaces

(as they may be called), di-vided by the amount of electricity

which flows through the one or the other in the unit of time,

is then a constant of the conductor, which is even called its

resistance. We must here take into view a more complicated

case—namely, that instead of two electrode surfaces more of

them are present, of which, however, each is again a surface

of equal potential.

Let n be the number of electrode-surfaces, Pj, Po, . . . Pn the

potential-values in them, and Jj, Jj, . . . J„ the quantities of

electricity which flow through them in unit time into the con-

ductor. If these intensities, between which the relation

Ji + J2 + ...+J„=
must subsist, be given, the quantities P up to an additive con-

stant are determined ; namely, calling this c,

Pi= C + ^11Ji + 0:2J2 + • • • + «lnJ«j

Pg= C + rtoiJl + <^'22J2 + • . • + <72nJ«,

Pn= C + a„iJl + Cfn2^-2 + • . . + «„„ J„,

where the quantities a designate constants of the conductor

—

constants which, however, by the way, are not independent of

one another, but can be reduced to --^—- reciprocally inde-

pendent quantities.

Let it now be assumed that rt= 4, that electrode surfaces 1

and 4 are connected to the poles of a battery, and surfaces 2

and 3 to the ends of a wire (one of the wires of a differential

pared a similar method with Thomson's and found it superior to the latter

;

the differential galvanometer used by him, however, was not so arranged

that the windings could be displaced ; and in consequence of this he had
to forego some essential advantages oifered by the method recommended
in the text.
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galvanometer). Let the resistance of this wire be lo. Then

J3=— J2, 0^=— Jj.

Further, we have, on one hand,

^2— ^z— io3i,

and, on the other,

P2— P3= {(121— «31— (hi+ «34)Jl+ («22— ^32— «23 + <-hz)^2'

Putting

«21— <^'31~ ^24 + ^'34— Pi

«22— «33— «23+ «33= **)

we hence get

pj, = (u-— ;')J2.

The quantity p can be qualified as the value which Pg— P3
has in the case that J2= —J3=0, and Ji= —J4=l. If the

conductor is a very long thin wire and the surfaces 1 and 2

are situated quite close to one end, surfaces 3 and 4 to the

other, p is the resistance of the conductor ; with another form

of the conductor, p may be named one resistance of it.

Let us now imagine a second conductor, besides the one

above-mentioned, possessing also the properties attributed to

that. To the quantities p and r in that, P and R in this may
correspond. Electrode surfaces 2 and 3 of the second con-

ductor are to be connected to the ends of the second wire of

the differential galvanometer, whose first wire touches with its

ends the surfaces 2 and 3 of the first conductor; electrode

surfaces 1 and 4 of the second conductor are to communicate
respectively with the electrode surfaces 4 and 1 of the first,

the one by a wire, the other by a galvanic series. An arrange-

ment is then produced such as is described at the beginning

of this communication. In this arrangement Ji has the same
value for both conductors ; and. the same holds also for 3

2

when the needle of the galvanometer shows no deflection and
this instrument possesses the construction presupposed. Hence,
if W is the resistance of the second wire of the galvanometer,

we have

PJ,=(W-R)J2,
and therefore

P(?«-9')=KW-R).

Now if iv' andW are two other values of the resistances of

the two galvanometer-wires at which the needle likewise suffers

no deflection, then in like manner is

V{io'^r)= p(y^'-ny,
therefore also

P(ty'-2(,)=p(W'-W).
G2
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If tlio resistance p can be theoretically oxi)ressed by the

conductivity and the dimensions of the conductor in question,

if these dimensions have been measured, and if P and the

ratio of the resistances lo'— io and W—W are known, that

conductivity can be calculated.

An essential basis of the above-instituted considerations was
the assumption that the electrode surfaces are surfaces ofequal

potential. An electrode surface having this property can be
found if electricity be brought to the conductor through a sur-

face of which the dimensions are infinitesimal compared with

all the dimensions of the conductor. If, namely, around a

point in this surface we describe a sphere with a radius inde-

finitely large compared with its dimensions, but indefinitely

small compared Avith the dimensions of the conductor, the

part of this sphere which is within the conductor is a surface

of equal potential ; and hence, if it be reckoned as part of the

boundary of the conductor considered, it is an electrode sur-

face of the sort supposed. Such a surface can be found in

another way, if the conductor, entirely or in part, consists of

a cylinder of any form we please of cross section, the length

ofwhich considerably exceeds the dimensions of the cross sec-

tion, and if the electricity flows in at its end. A cross section

distant a moderate multiple of the longest chord of the cross

section from this end can then be regarded as a surface of

equal potential, and therefore also as an electrode surface of

the kind in question, if it be considered as belonging to the

boundary of the conductor.

An arrangement which can, accordingly, be employed when
the conductivity of a substance is to be measured which is

present in the form of a cylinder of moderate length, is the

following:—The current of the battery is conducted into and
out of the rod through its ends ; the ends of one of the wires

of the galvanometer are in conducting connexion with spikes

which are pressed against its enveloping surface in two points

whose distances from the nearest end amount to a moderate

multiple of the longest diameter of the cross section. Two
cross sections of the rod can then be regarded as electrode

surfaces 1 and 4, and two segments of spherical surface de-

scribed with infinitesimal radii about the two spikes as electrode

surfaces 2 and 3. The resistance p is then equal to the dis-

tance of the cross sections passing through the two spikes,

divided by their surface and the conductivity.

It may, however, be desirable to make use of the whole

length of the given rod, in order to make the resistance to be

measured as large as possible. If the rod has the shape of a

rectangular parallelepipedon, then the arrangement can be
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recommended in which, of the four angles of a long side-face,

two adjacent to a long edge are connected with the battery,

and the two others with the galvanonleter-^vire : the electrode

surfaces 1, 2, 3, 4 are then the octants of four infinitesimal-

sphere surfaces whose centres are in the four angles mentioned.

This method is very convenient in execution, and is also inter-

esting inasmuch as it is an application of the beautiful theory

of the propagation of a current in a rectangular parallelepi-

pedon.

Mr. Greenhill* has already, for the potential in a point of a

rectangular parallelepipedon, to which electricity flows through

one point and is withdrawn through a second, constructed an

expression which can here be taken for a starting-point. Let

the point of an angle of the parallelepipedon be the origin of

coordinates, let the edges proceeding from it be the axes of

coordinates, a, h, c the lengths of the edges, Xi, ?/i, ^i the coor-

dinates of the positive, .v^, 3/4, ^4^ the coordinates of the nega-

tive electrode; further, let the intensity of the current be =1,
and k be the conductivity of the parallelepiped ; then the po-

tential (fi in reference to the point (x, y, z) is

where

F4 results from Fi when the index 4 is substituted for the

index 1, and

the sum being taken so that all the whole numbers from — 00

to + CO are put for v.

By employing the partial differential equation which is

satisfied by the 6 functions it can be demonstrated, in the way
marked out by Mr. Greenhill, that the hereby defined function

^ satisfies the partial differential equation which it ought to

satisfy; it can further be shown that the boundary-conditions
and the conditions of constancy are fulfilled which hold for </>,

* Pi-QC. Camb, Phil. Soc, Oct, to Dec. 1879, p. 293.
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and thus proved that the potential in question must, to within

an additive constant, be equal to the expression adduced.

In order to obtain the value of </> which corresponds to the

arrangement described above, let us put

•^'1= 0, 7/1= 0, :i=0.

•t'4= 0, ^4= 0; ^i= C,

Taking advantage of the circumstance that

we get

or, since

e^{w, t)-0o{iv, t)= 29,{2iv, 4t),

To find the resistance denoted by p, we have to form the dif-

ference of the values taken by this expression for

,v= a, ?/= 0, -:= 0,

and for

.r= a, y= 0, -= c,

pro\aded that b is the length of that edge which is perpendi-
cular to the surfiice of the four angles used as electrodes.

Taking into consideration that

and writing, for the sake of shortness,

^(t) for 0{O, t),

we get

The numerical calculation of this integral becomes proportion-
ally easy if we, by inserting an intermediate boundary, divide

it into two, and at suitable places introduce, instead of the 6
functions with the modulus r, the 6 functions with the mo-

dulus . Since
T
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^ /iirtX 2a 1 ^ /4:a'i\

^'Wrv^Vt^AiF[p

we can put

where X is a positive quantity which can be disposed of at

pleasure. The first of these two parts of p can be written

or, since

-5^S(— 1)" I c?^e-(^2?+^)-''^+-""'*^+"'^')"j

where the sum is to be taken thus : for each of the symbols

/, m, n all the whole numbers from — x> to +qo are to be put.

Now let us suppose

ydte-''= V{x);

and consequently, if a denotes a positive quantity,

J
'"ff<e-«^'^=-U(«.r)j

for these functions U(.r), and for the interval from .r=0 to

,v=S, Kramp, as is known, has calculated a table ; for higher

values of the argument their values are found with the aid of

the semiconvergent series

J..
. e-''/l 1113 1 \
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Putting, for further abbre-saation,

iu(.r)=/(.r),

the first part of p becomes

« 1 2(-i)v(./(ii±W±if^Z?).
JCTT^ \/A, ^ • \ V \ /

The second portion Oiin be written

ahkV TT

'

or

5(-iy£..-<-^-)^\(|!l),

Avhere, in taking the sum in reference to /and m, all the num-
bers from — oc to +CC are to be put for these symbols. To
calculate the member of this sum which corresponds to deter-

mined values of I and m, let us make

(1? m-\ IT ~,

with the condition that /3 is positive ; the term then be-

comes

where, in the summation, all numbers from — oo to + X) are

to be put for n, or

For the case that /S=0, and that consequently / and m are

simultaneously =0, this result does not hold good; the term

corresponding to these values of I and m is

or

2 /^ =" n-C^
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Since

I
clte~ i^=te~'i^-— 27U/ j)+ const.,

«-'

this expression is

in which C denotes a quantity independent of \, and for n its

absokite value may constantly be put. The value of C is

ascertained when the same term is calculated after replacing

it thereby becomes

or

C 4 1 _(2..+ l)2^
> — P 4<?2

By putting \.= and remembering that

^(2v+ iy'~ 4

we get

P= ^
.

abk

Of surpassing importance for the investigation is the case

that c is to be regarded as infinitely great, a, b, I as finite. In
this case, of the terms whose sum constitutes the value of />,

all vanish in which n has a value different from 0, and we get

c _ 2s/\ 2v'A,
T

abk abk s/ tt abk ^/ it

+
krrW'^-

where, in taking the sum, all the whole numbers from —00 to

+ X) are put for I and m.
If we make

2ab
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the result is

-2?K\/f\/(^+T)^f^) }

,

or

''"''='-^'{'-!!4\/f\/'^f^)}.
where
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O _-, . , ^ 1

ahir ^- ^ 2v+ l

akir a.k

But if we calculate p for this case from the previously derived

formula, it is found little different from this, namely

= ^.1-2728.
ah

XIII. A Theory of the Constitution of the Sun, founded upon
Spectroscopic Observations, original and other. By Chakles
S. Hastings*.

ERAUNHOFER discovered the lines in the solar spec-

trum, known by his name, in 1814. Many efforts to

determine their origin followed. One of the most ingenious

and carefully considered was that of Professor Forbes, in 18361.

He concluded that, if their origin is in the solar atmosphere,

the light from the limb must exhibit stronger lines than that

from the centre. His method was to examine the spectrum
before and during an annular eclipse ; as he found no recog-

nizable change, his deduction was " that the sun's atmosphere
has nothing to do with the production of this singular pheno-
menon."

The point was again touched upon by Sir David Brewster
and Dr. Gladstone in a joint study of the spectral lines, pub-
lished in 1860+ . Here " each' of the authors came indepen-
dently to the conclusion that there is no perceptible difference

in this respect between the light from the edge and that from
the centre of^the solar disk."

In 1867 Angstrom § repeated the experiment with negative
results. Lockyer'sll efforts also, in 1869, were attended with
no better results.

In 1873, four years later, I devised and made an apparatus
by which a perfect juxtaposition of the spectra of the centre

and limb was secured. This apparatus and certain of the

* From Silliman's American Joimial of Scieuce, January 1881.

t " Notes relative to the supposed Origin of the Deficient Eays in the
Solar Spectrum," Phil. Trans. 1836, pp. 453-456.

X ''On the Lines of the Solar Spectrum," Phil. Trans. 18D0. pp. 149-161.

§ Phil. Mag. 1867, xxxiii. p. 76. || Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xvii, p, 350.
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results gained by its use were described in a note, " On a com-
parison of the spectra of the limb and the centre of the Sun,"
?ublished in Sillinian's Journal, vol. v. (1873), pp. 369-371.
Avas then a student at Yale College, and soon afier left New

Haven, Avhen the research was necessarily interrupted. I

hoped, however, that the novelty and interest of the observa-

tions niioht lead others, possessed of the necessary apparatus,

to develop the results of this method of investigation. But as

nothing as been pubhshed on this subject since that time, I

was glad to have an opportunity to continue the investigation

in the summers of 1879 and 1880. The results of my labour

are embodied in this paper.

The method adopted in the recent observations is exactly

the same as that described in the article cited ; instead, how-
ever, of the equatorial of the Sheffield Scientific School, I

used a Clark equatorial of 9'4 in. aperture and 120 in. focal

length, which was kindly placed at my disposal by the gentle-

men in Hartford, to whom it belongs*. The JSew-Haven
spectroscope, too, of twelve effective prisms, was replaced by
one of which the dispersing member was a Rutherfurd grating

on speculum-metal, either of 8648 or 17,296 lines to the inch

at Avill. These gratings were of the largest size, having a ruled

surface of about If inch square.

The immediate results I give in order of refrangibility of

the lines observed, as no observed variations in them can be

attributed to any thing other than the temporary modifications

of transparency in our atmosphere. The numbers are the

places on Angstrom's maps as nearly as could be ascertained

without micrometer.

Line (C) Go61-8 is cleaner and wider at limb; /. e. the haze on

either side of the line as ordinarily seen is much reduced.

6431 is slightly stronger at centre than at limb.

6371 is visible at centre but not at limb.

(Dj) 5894-8 sHghtly less hazy at limb.

(D„) 5889-0 decidedly cleaner at limb.

A fine line very close to its more refrangible side is either want-

ing or much fainter in spectrum of limb.

5577"5 is much stronger at Hmb.

5440 + (not on Angstrom's chart) is a little stronger at limb.

The Mg lines 5183-0, 5172-0, 5166-5 {h^h^h^) are cleaner at Hmb.

The Hue 63, belonging to a different element, does not show such a

pecuHarity. o

5045 (a faint Hne not in A.) is stronger at limb.

» My acknowledgments for this com-tesy are gratefully accorded to

Mr. Edgecomb, its former owner, and to Mr. Howard and >Er. Chapin, its

present o>^^le^s.
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4919 + , a faint line slightly stronger at limb.

(F) 4860-6 is much cleaner, more free from haze, at limb.

4702-3 seems cleaner at limb.

4340-0 cleaner at limb.

4226-4 shows less haze at limb. o
4101-2 is a very hazy line, so represented by Angstrom ; but at

limb it is practically free from haze—a striking difference.

4045 is slightly less hazy at limb.

Other differences have been recorded; but only these have

been observed more than once each.

Any theory of the sun, worthy of attention, must not only

explain the above-described phenomena, but also others better

known, and as yet not accounted for satisfactorily. Of these

tlie most noteworthy is the spectroscopic appearance of a spot

and its penumbra. As is well known, such a spectrum ex-

hibits a very strong general absorption, with a very slightly

modified elective absorption. A few faint lines appear in the

spot-spectrum which are not otherwise seen ; and a few faint

lines of the ordinary spectrum are strengthened. A careful

examination has persuaded me that the spectrum of a spot

differs from that of the unbroken photosphere just as the

spectrum of the limb differs from that of the centre of the

disk, save that the variations are more pronounced. Indeed

I could have considerably extended the list of lines strength-

ened at limb by an examination of the spot-spectrum, where

the variations appeal to the eye more clearly.

The accepted theory of the spots attributes the phenomenon
to the absorption of the solar light by cooler denser gases of

the same nature as those producing the Fraunhofer lines.

Familiar experiments teach, however, that as the density of a

gas increases, the change in the character of its radiation is

shown in its spectrum by the broadening of its distinctive

spectral lines, which at the same time grow more ill-defined.

Therefore it follows that, according to the law connecting

radiation and absorption, dark lines produced by such a gas

must also, under similar conditions, show increased breadth

and diminished sharpness. That no such changes are to be

recognized is a fatal objection to the theory.

Another class of unexplained phenomena is the duplicity of

certain lines of the solar spectrum, lines which are single in

the spectra of terrestrial sources. Of these, Prof. Young has

discovered Ei, 63, and h^, with others.

My own observations can be arranged very simply in classes,

and will then better lend themselves to theoretical discussion.

I. The most important fact of all is that the differences in

the two spectra of centre and limb are extremely minute,
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escaping all but the most perfect instruments and all methods
which do not place them in close juxtaposition.

II. Certain lines, the thickest and darkest in the spectrum,

notably those of hydrogen, magnesium, and sodium, which
appear with haze on either side, in the spectrum of the centre

of the solar disk, are deprived of this accompaniment in that

of the limb.

III. Certain very fine lines (four observed) are stronger at

limb.

IV. Other very fine lines (two or three observed) are

stronger at centre.

The ordinarily accepted theory of the origin of the Fraun-
hofer lines fails to explain the phenomena as observed. That
is, ifwe suppose the photosphere, whether solid, liquid, gaseous,

or cloud-like, to yield a continuous spectrum which is modified

only by the selective absorption of a surrounding atmosphere,

then the absoi-ption must be greater at the limb than at the

centre of the solar disk ; and this must be true independently

of the thickness of that atmosphere, as well as of the form,

rough or otherwise, of the surface of the photosphere. This

evident consequence, pointed out in the first place by Forbes

nearly half a century ago, cannot be avoided. There is but

one way of maintaining the theory and escaping Forbes's

conclusion already quoted, and that the course pursued by
Kirchhoff in the original statement of his theory of the solar

constitution*—namely, by assuming that the depth of the

reversing atmosphere is not small compared with the radius of

the sun. But innumerable observations during the score of

years which have lapsed since that time prove that such a

reversing atmosphere must be very thin. The famous obser-

vation of Professor Young during the total eclipse of 1870,

when he saw appreciably all the Fraunhofer lines reversed,

has naturally been received as the strongest confirmation of

Kirchhoff''s views as to the locus of the origin of the dark

lines. But this very observation restricts the eftective atmo-

sphere (save for hydrogen and one or two other substances)

to a depth of not more than 2,". Thus, singularly enough,

the very observation which led to the firmest belief among
spectroscopists in the correctness of Kirchhoff^'s view, exposed

at the same time its most vulnerable point.

Another theory of the solar constitution, that of Faye,

assigns a difterent seat to the stratum producing the Fraun-

hofer lines, namely the photosphere itself. Regarding the

principal radiation of the sun as coming from solid or liquid

particles floating in a gaseous medium, the cloud-like stratum

* Untersuchnngeti iiber das SonnensjJectrwn, Berlin, 1862, pp. 14, 15.
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thus formed is necessarily somewliat transparent. According

to his views, these particles are the sources of the continuous

spectrum, and the medium in which they float is the locus of

the selective absorption*. Thus he attempts to reconcile the

general theory of KirchhofF with the observations and deduc-

tions of Forbes, which, as we have seen, were a constant

stumblingblock in the way of accepting KirchhofF's expla-

nation.

Lockyer seems to have accepted this theory, and to have

defended it in the earlier portion of his workf; but in 1872,

after Young's important observation of 1870 and its confirma-

tion in 1871, he changed his views, and regarded the layer just

outside the photosphere as the true seat of the selective absorp-

tion producing the Fraunhofer lines |. I supposed in 1873

that my observations then published could be explained on

Faye's hypothesis.

There is, however, a fatal objection to the explanation as

given by this theory. If the luminous particles are precipi-

tated from the vapours of the photosphere, they cannot be at a

higher temperature than the circumambient gases; on the con-

trary, on account of their greater radiating power they must be

slightly cooler. But the fundamental theory of absorption

demands a lower temperature for the vapour producing dark

lines than that of the principal source of light behind it; con-

sequently this view of Faye cannot be accepted without great

modifications.

Before advancing any theory of my own, it may be well to

emphasize two principles taught by the theory of absorption,

to which all hypotheses must be conformable. That Faye's
fails in this is sufficient cause for its rejection.

1st. To produce dark lines in a spectrum by absorption, the

source of absorbed light must be at a higher temperature than
that of the absorbing medium.

2nd. There is an inferior limit of brightness below which the

course of absorbed light cannot go without the spectral lines

becoming bright.

Of these, the first is familiar and requires here neither proof
nor comment; the second, though not less evident, is less

familiar because less important. As we shall make use of it,

however, it may be well to enforce it by reference to common
experience. Were it not true, it would be impossible to see

* Comptes Rendus, vol. Ix. 1865.

t See "A Lectiu-e delivered at tlie Roval lustitutiou, May 28th, 1869,"
quoted in Lockyer's ' Solar Physics,' pp'. 220, 221 ; also ' The Rede Lec-
ture,' May 24th, 1871, quoted in ' Solar Physics,' pp. 317, 318.

X See revised report of two lectures delivered at Newcastle-upon-Tyne
in October 1872, < Solar Physics,' p. 409.
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bright lines in the spectrum of any flame to which daylight

had access ; for in this case the conditions demanded by the

first principle are fully met, the sun being the origin of the

daylight. That \vc do not see absorption-lines is due, then,

alone to the lack of necessary brilliancy iu the daylight.

Thus much premised, we can frame a theory which explains

all the observed phenomena exhibited by the spectroscope, and
is also rendered highly probable by the revelations of the

telescope.

As is well known, the solar surface, when examined with a

powerful telescope of large aperture, presents a granulated ap-

pearance, the granules in general subtending an angle of a

fraction of a second only. Probably this appearance is better

known to the majority of astronomers by means of Professor

Langley^s admirable drawings * rather than by personal obser-

vation. These granules I regard as marking the locus of cur-

rents directed generallyfrom the centre of the sun. About these

currents are necessarily currents in an opposite direction which

serve to maintain a general equilibrium in the distribution of

mass. Let us consider the action of such an ascending current.

Starting from a low level at a temperature which we may regard

as above the vaporizing-point of all elements contained iu it,

as it rises to higher levels it cools, partly by radiation, more

by expansion, until finally the temperature falls to the boiling-

point of one or more of the substances present. Here such

substances are precipitated in the form of a cloud of fine

particles which are carried on suspended in the current. The

change of state marked by the precipitation is accompanied

by a sudden increase in radiating-power; hence these particles

rapidly lose a portion of their heat and become relatively dark,

to remain so until they are returned to lower levels by the

currents in a reverse direction.

In this theory, it will be observed, there is nothing which

does violence to our accepted notions of the solar constitution.

Indeed it differs chiefly from that of Faye in localizing the

phenomena of precipitation, instead of regarding it as proper

to all portions of the photosphere, and (what is quite as im-

portant) in supposing the precipitation confined to one or two

elements only. I shall attemj)t to define these elements

further on.

In our theory, then, the granules are those portions of up-

ward currents where precipitation is most active, while the

darker portions between these bodies are where the cooler

products of this change with accompanying vapours are sink-

ing to lower levels.

* Silliman's Journal, vol. vii. 1874, and vol. ix. 1876, plates.
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Having stated the theorv, -we will now apply it to the four

classes of phenomena defined above.

From the nature of the condensation, the granules or cloudy

masses must be very transparent, because the condensation is

confined to elements which have very high boiling-points, and

because such elements can be but a portion, perhaps but a

small portion, of the whole matter contained in the upward

currents.

It is not a priori improbable that we receive light from

many hundreds of miles below the general outer surface of the

photosphere. Since these cloud-like sources of intenser radia-

tion are surrounded on all sides by descending currents of

colder vapours, all the white light which comes to us must

have passed through media capable of modifying it by selective

absorption. Again, since at the centre of the solar disk we
can see as far into the photosphere as at the limb and practi-

cally no further, the phenomena of absorption ought to be, on

the whole, the same in both regions.

Thus the fundamental and most important class of pheno-

mena above classified finds a simple and logical explanation.

"With regard to the phenomena of class II., we have but to

define the problem in order to find the solution at hand. All

the lines of class II. belong to vapours which lie high in the

solar atmosphere, as is evident from their frequent reversal in

the chromosphere. On the centre of the disk these lines are

hazy or " winged," but not so at the limb. To the spectro-

scopist this aspect is characteristic of greater pressure, that is

of more frequent molecular impact. The observation, then,

proves that the dark lines of hydrogen, magnesium, sodium,

&c., as seen at the centre of the solar disk, are produced by the

elements in question at a higher pressure than the correspond-

ing lines at the limb. Accepting our theory, this must be so;

for supposing the transparency of the photosphere is such that

we can see into it a distance of 2000 miles, then at the centre

of the disk we have light modified by selective absorption all

the way from the extreme outer chromosphere down to 2000
miles below the upper level of the photosphere : while 10''

from the limb the light, though coming from the same depth
of vapour measured along the line of vision, has its lowest

origin more than 1700 miles further from the sun's centre than
in the previous case. Of course the numbers here used have
no definite significance ; but modify them as we will within

the bounds of probability, the reasoning remains the same.
Suppose now a certain vapour which is confined to the

upper stratum of the photosphere, or rather one of which the
lower limit is thus restricted ; then, according to the reason-

PMl. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. QQ. Feb. 1881. H
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ing of Forbes, the force of which has been sho^^^l, its absorp-

tion-lines ought to be strongest at the limb. Tliis is the con-

dition which produces the phenomena of Class III.

Before discussing the final class we must recall a fact fami-

liar to the most casual observer of the sun, namely, that lying

upon the photosphere is a stratum producing a very strong

general absorption, so strong indeed that the disk is probably

less than a fourth as brilliant near the edge as at the centre.

This layer is very thin, as proved by the great difference in

brilliancy between the upper and lower portions of facula>.

Since the difference of absorption at the two levels is very

great, the conclusion follows, because the facula itself is so low

that it rarely, if ever, appears as a projection on the limb of

the sun. For convenience, let us call this layer A.
Imagine, then, a stratum of vapours B above the layer just

descriljed, which are not represented at all in the photosphere,

and which are of nearly the same temperature as this laver A*.
Then (for the sake of simplicity regarding this layer as

having no selective absorption) suppose all beneath the two
spherical shells in consideration to be removed. In the spec-

troscope, light from such a source as the two layers A and B
would yield a continuous spectrum ; for the inner shell (A),

radiatiuo- onlv white light, would bo robbed of nothing not

supplied in equal quantity by radiation from the outer shell

(B) , since they are of the same temperature. If such layers

as these really do exist about the sun, we can now readily

state the appearances which would be presented by a sun so

constituted, if the threefold system should be studied spectro-

scopically. In the centre of the projected disk, the lines

proper to the exterior shell (B) would be reversed, i. e. dark.

As we approached the edge, however, oiciny to the opacity of
the inner shell, the conditions would approximate to what they

would be if the layers A and B existed alone, the central body
being removed, and the lines would fade ; if faint, they would

vanish. This is our explanation of the phenomena of Class IV.

Every theory involves certain conditions. We finallyjudge

* This supposition is not opposed to probability ; for though we must
reeard the temperature generally decreasing in passing from the photo-

sphere outward, it does not follow that this decrease is continuous. A
sunilai' general law may be stated for our own atmosphere ; but in a clear

night the ah' in the immediate vicinity of the ground is colder than that

just above. The explanation of this plienomenon is familiar in the theory

of dew and hoar frost. Analogous causes for irregularity in the distribu-

tion of temperatm-e in the solar atmosphere must be even more efficacious,

since the layer A is probably a more vigorous radiator than the earth, and

the gases above it are certainly far more diathermanous than our atmo-

sphere.
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of the sounduess or imsoundness of any theory largely from

the consideration of these implied conditions and of the extent

to which they are fulfilled by it. For instance, our explana-

tion of the fact that certain very fine lines are stronger at the

centre (IV.) demands that the substances giving such lines

should be found in the chromosphere, indeed mainly restricted

to the chromosphere. Fortunately I can say that one of

them (6371), which I first discovered and measured carefully,

is identical with the 14th line of Young's second Catalogue

of Chromosphere Lines. The other one, the wave-length of

which I took from Angstrom's chart without correction, may
correspond with Young's 9th (6429*9) line of the same
catalogue, which differs in place by only one sixth the dis-

tance between the D lines. This I shall test at the earliest

op])ortunity.

If the theory I have proposed is correct, it afibrds the first

definite evidence of the existence of chemical compounds in the

sun; for in accordance with it the lines of Class III. and
Class IV. belong to substances which are not found in the lower

photosphere. We know, however, that all gases must increase

in density in passing from their outer limit toward the centre

of the sun ; and we have seen a proof of this in the case of

hydrogen and certain other vapours in the discussion of our
observations, which showed that the characteristic lines indi-

cated greater density when they originated at greater depths.

The only escape from the contradiction is in the assumption
that the lines of the last two cases (III. & IV.) are due to com-
pound vapours having a dissociation-temperature below that of

the lower photosphere. Of course the substances of Class IV.
have a lower dissociation-temperature than those of Class III.

A naturally suggested and legitimate subject of speculation

is as to the nature of the substance which, by precipitation,

forms the cloud-masses of the photosphere. We may predi-

cate three properties with greater or less positiveness, viz. :

—

1st. The substance has a boiling-point above that of iron

;

for iron-vapour at a lower temperature exists in its immediate
neighbourhood.

2nd. The molecular weight is probably not great; for though
precipitated below the upper natural limit of its vapour, there

are few elements found in abundance above it, and those in

general of low vapour-density.

3rd. The element is not a rare one. Of these guides the last

is of the least value.

The substances which apparently meet all these conditions
are carbon and silicon; nor is it easy to name any other which
will. Accepting for a moment as an hypothesis that the light

H2
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coming from the sun is radiated by solid or liquid particles of

carbon just at tbe ])oint of" vaporization, let us see if the facts

of observation fulfil the implied conditions.

As a first consequence, we see that tbe temperature and
light of the photosphere are defined as those of solid carbon
at the point of volatilization. In the electric arc there is a

very small area of the positive carbon-pole at this high tem-
perature. Though this area is in a very disadvantageous

position for observation, and can consequently have but a dis-

proportionally small share in producing the total effect, the

splendour of the electric light mightalmosttempt us to believe

the guess a valid one. Another consequence implied, how-
ever (namely, that the spectral lines proper to simple carbon

are absent in the solar spectrum), is doubtless better adapted as

a crucial test of the hypothesis than a study of the electric

light. There has been evidence recently ofl:'ered that carbon-

lines are present in the solar spectrum. Granting this, we
perceive that the photosphere contains solid or liquid particles

hotter than carbon vapour, and consequently not carbon.

I am then inclined to suspect that the photospheric material

may be silicon, which, though denser in the gaseous state than

carbon, is not improbably more abundant. There is also good
reason to sup])ose that carbon is precipitated at a higher level;

and the analogous, but less common, element boron may add a

minor effect.

In the explanations which I shall give of the remaining

phenomena, it may serve to fix the ideas to think of the gra-

nules which characterize the sun's photosphere as clouds of a

substance like precipitated silicon. At any rate we are sure

that the substance in question, so far as we know it, has pro-

perties similar to those of the carbon group.

I have given plausible explanations of all the phenomena
included specially in my own observations. It remains to dis-

cuss the others, briefly mentioned above.

The substance precipitated cools very rapidly, as it is an

excellent radiator, separated from space only by extremely

diathermanous media. It forms, then, a smoke-like envelope

which ought to exert just such a general absorption as that

observed at the limb of the sun. It is thin, because of the

relatively great density of the substance in the liquid or solid

state ; thus the apparent brilliancy of the facula^ is readily

understood.

If there is any disturbing cause which would tend to direct

currents of gas, over a considerable area of the solar surface,

toward a point, this smoke, instead of quietly settling doMn
to lower levels between the granules, would concentrate about
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this point, there exercising a marked general absorption which

would betray itself as a spot. At this place the suspended

particles would sink to lower levels with constantly increasing

temperature, until finally, heated to intense incandescence, they

would revolatilize. Thus the floor or substratum of every spot

must be a portion, depressed it is true, of the photosphere.

All the spectroscopic phenomena of spots, which have proved

so perplexing, are thus naturally and easily explained.

In the immediate neighbourhood of a spot the centripetal

currents bend down the ordinary convection or granule-pro-

ducing currents so that they are approximately level. Before,

the latter cooled suddenly by rarefaction in their upward
course ; now they cool mainly by the much slower process of

radiation : thus, while before the locus of precipitation was
restricted, it is now greatly extended. This is the cause of

the great elongation of the granules in the penumbra, a real

elongation, I imagine, and not merely an apparent one.

Finally, concerning the close duplicity of certain lines, we
may reason thus:—If we could surround the sun by a stratum

of gas hotter than the photosphere and much rarer than that

producing the corresponding Fraunhofer lines, we should, as is

shown by a course of reasoning which I have given in another

place *, see each dark line divided by a sharp bright line in its

centre—that is, doubled. But as a consequence of the theory,

this supposed condition must be practically met in the case of

certain vapours in the sun. The gases just over the granules,

in the vertical currents, are at a very high temperature, essen-

tially that of the condensing material itself, consequently much
hotter and rarer than the relatively low-lying vapours which,

as we have seen, produce the Fraunhofer lines.

There are, however, certain evident limitations to these con-

ditions; in other words, we cannot expect to see all the dark
lines doubled by any increase of dispersive power. For in-

stance, a line must have a marked tendency to broaden -with

increased pressure ; other^^ise the duplication cannot be pro-

nounced. Again, the layer of rare vapour must be thin, or its

temperature cannot be relatively high throughout, as demanded
by the theory. This e-sident condition doubtless gives the

reason why the hydrogen-lines, though the broadest in the

solar spectrum, are not sensibly double.

The theory of the constitution of the stm above proposed may
be briefly recapitulated thus :

—

Convection currents, directed generally from the centre of

the sun, start from a lower level, where the temperature is pro-

bably above the vaporizing temperature of every substance.

* *'0n Lockyer's Hypothesis," Amer. Joiirn. CLeru. vol. i. p. 15,
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As these currents move upwartl, they are cooled, mainly by
expansion, until a certain element (probal)ly of the carbon

group) is precipitated. This precipitation (restricted, from the

nature of the action) forms the well-known granules. There

is nothing which has come under my obser\ation which would
indicate a columnar form in these granules under ordinary cir-

cumstances.

The precipitated material rapidly cools, on account of its

great radiatiug-power, and forms a fog or smoke, which settles

slowly through the spaces between the granules till revolati-

lized below. It is this smoke which produces the general

absorption at the limb and the " rice-grain " structure of the

photosphere.

When any disturbance tends to increase a downward con-

vection current, there is a rush of vapours at the outer surface

of the photosphere toward this point. These horizontal cur-

rents or winds carry with them the cooled products of preci-

pitation, which, accumulating above, dissolve slowly below in

sinking. This body of '" smoke " forms the solar spot.

The upward convection currents in the region of the spots

are bent horizontally by the centripetal winds. Yielding their

heat now by the relatively slow process of radiation, the loci

of precipitation are much elongated, thus giving the region

immediately surrounding a spot the characteristic radial struc-

ture of the penumbra.
This conception of the nature of the penumbra implies a

ready interpretation of a remarkable phenomenon amply
attested by the most skilful observers, and, as far as my know-
ledge goes, wholly unexplained—namely, the brightening of

the inner edge of the penumbra in every well-developed spot*.

This interpretation is perhaps most readily imparted by a

comparison of the hot convection currents in the two cases.

When the convection current is rising vertically, the medium
is cooled by expansion until the precipitation-temperature is

reached, when all the conductible material appears suddenly,

save as it is somewhat retarded by the heat liberated in the

act. Immediately afterward the particles become relatively

dark by radiation. In the horizontal current a very different

condition of things obtains. Here the medium does not cool

d}niamicaliy by expansion, but only by radiation—hence, since

the radiation of the solid particles is enormously greater than

that of the supporting gas, practically by that of the particles

* Relating to this phenomenon, see important observations by Professor

Langley, Sillimau's Jounial, vol. ix. (187-J) p. 104 ; al.'^o Le Soleil, par Le
P. A. Secchi, Paris, 1875, chap. iv. p. 80, and particularly fig. 46, p. 90,

with explanatory text.
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themselves. Thus, after the first particle appears, it must

remain at its brightest iucandescence until all the material of

which it is composed is precipitated. From this we see that

such a horizontal current must increase gradually in brilliancy

to its maximum, and then suddenly diminish—an exact

accordance Avith the facts as observed.

Jolins HopMns University,

Baltimore, Sept. 1880.

XR^. On Professor Osborne Reynolds's Paper " On certain

Dimensional Properties of Matter in the Gaseous State.''''

By George Feancis Fitzgerald, M.A., F.T.C.D.*

THE Royal Society has published in its Philosophical

Transactions, 1879, part ii., a valuable and interesting

paper by Prof. Osborne Reynolds, '' On certain Dimensional

Properties of Matter in the Gaseous State." In it he first

calls attention to the phenomenon of " Thermal Transpiration,"

and professes to give not only explanations of this and allied

phenomena, but also the means of calculating their amounts.

The late Prof. J. Clerk Maxwell expressed his obligation to

Prof. Reynolds for having directed his attention to this phe-

nomenon, and to the necessity of investigating the conditions

at the surface of separation of a solid and a gas. At the same

time he expresses himself dissatisfied with Prof. Reynolds's

investigation, although he does not point out v\^hat parts he

considers faulty. As Prof. Reynolds's paper is very elaborate,

and necessarily somewhat difficult, not only from the nature

of the subject, but also, in parts, owing to the inelegant

method that Prof. Reynolds has pursued, it may be of in-

terest to the readers of the Philosophical Magazine to have

some objections to his investigation pointed out, in order that

Prof. Re^molds may have an opportunity of refuting them,

and also in order that the doubts that Maxwell has raised as

to the real value of the investigation may be shown either not

to apply, or at least not to affect the essence of the results.

In the first place I must express my entire admiration for

the first part of the paper, dealing with experiments. These

were conducted both carefully and scientifically. They are

not of that haphazard character so much in vogue with un-

scientific experimenters. Each is framed for the purpose of

illustrating, verifying, or investigating some definite theory.

MaxwelFs objections, then, can only have referred to Part II.

(Theoretical), beginning at § 53. Against this paragraph I

desire to enter a protest, because it seems to assert that some
other theories of the action of the radiometer widely different

Commuuicated by the Author.
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from those set forth in this paper have had supporters, and
this I helieve to be erroneous. Against § 54 I must likewise

protest; for it is there asserted that with unlimited plates, " in

order to produce results similar to those produced with limited

})lates, the gas between the two plates nmst maintain a greater

steady pressure on the plate H" (the hot one) "than that

Avhich it exerts on the colder plate C." I wish Prof. Rey-
nolds had mentioned Avhat result with any plates could possibly

be ex])lained by such an absurd supposition. If he means
that such a supposition would be necessary to explain a repul-

sion between the plates and between them and the sides of the

containing vessel, he has not sufficiently considered the prob-

lem. I cannot believe that he is unable to see that if the gas

between the plates is in a state of stress, such as he himself

afterwards shows it might be, in which the pressure of the gas

on each plate is the same, but greater than the pressure on a

plane at right angles to the plates—if, I say, this were the

state of the gas, it is evident that the pressure on the cold

backs of the plates might be this less pressure, and so less than

that on their opposed surfaces, and they would tend to recede

from one another. Whether the gas between the plates would
actually be in this state is another question; but to suppose it

such is not absurd in the same manner as to suppose action

and reaction unequal though opposite. It is hardly worth
while pointing out that his whole illustration by means of

batteries is beside this question, and that the tendency of the

plates to separate is proportional to their area.

In § 60 Prof. Reynolds acknowledges that stresses in the gas,

which turn out subsequently to be different pressures indifferent

directions, cause the phenomena he is investigating, although

in a letter to 'Nature' (Jan. 17, 1878, p. 220) he denied that

such a condition of stress can have any thing to do with the

cause of Mr. Crookes's results. It is this change in his views

that makes his theory practically the same as the one he was
then combating. "With reference to the remaining paragraphs

of this section I have nothing but congratulations to offer,

the introduction of the " mean range " being in every way
admirable and a notable advance in the methods of treating

the subject. The assumption he makes as to the character of

the motions of the molecules is, like the analogous one of

Clausius, not only probable in itself, but justified in its results,

and, from these, seems sufficient as a first approximation.

With the symbols and notation I have no fault to find; but

I must enter a protest against his elaborate and totally un-

necessary division of space into eight regions. He might

have perfectly well calculated equations (43) to (47) with-
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out rendering a difficult subject tenfold as elaborate as was
necessary. For instance, using Prof. Reynolds's notation,

in calculating the mass carried across unit area perpendicular

to X, his assumption, as far as the first approximation goes,

comes to the same as supposing that the components of the

velocity of a molecule going in the direction whose direction-

cosines are I : m : n, are

so that

7^= f, mq^T], nq= ^,

and

and

where

and

2^= 12+^2 + ^2^

d^ "dv ^?= q^dq dl d(f)j

m = \/l—P sin^

n= \/l— P cos(f>.

From these we get that

and

</„M=
I

i 1
P^

{Iq + \])q'dq dl#
Jo J -Jo «=*'^^

=pU,

\ dx dy dz)

_ s' dp»
~ ^/^' dx

As the molecules going in the u-\- direction come from —dx
&c., this leads to the same result as Prof. Eeynolds obtains,

namely

^TT dx

This is really the same process as his, only that his takes up
several pages and is very complicated, owing to his divi-

ding his space into those eight regions and then even per-

forming his integrations at difierent places several pages apart
instead of all at once.

Now I come to a point that I hope Prof. Reynolds will be
kind enough to explain; for I am sure he must have considered
it, and that there must be some reason for what he does,

though he gives none and, as far as I can see, does not notice
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the anomaly I want him to explain. It is that, after neglect-

ing both .s- and U"'^ as small quantities, ho nevertheless keeps in

sU all through his equations and carries it forward into his

results. I thought at first that this must have been OAving to

the terms he omitted not being of the same order in the result

as those in s\J ; but I worked out some of them, and they

seem to me to lead to terms of exactl}^ the same order as those

he has retained. Omitting these terms does not seem to alter

the form of the result; yet it would explain Maxwell's doubts

as to Prof. Reynolds's method being a good one for determi-

ning the amount of the result. I shall return to this presently,

as 1 think it may explain a difference between his results and
those of Clausius.

Having arrived at his fundamental equations, the way in

which he treats them and takes into account the disconti-

nuity at the surface of a solid is admirable; and the com-
parison of his results with experiment justifies his funda-

mental assumptions as far as this order of approximation

is concerned. In this connexion, however, it is well to

bear in mind that an assumption sufficient to explain one

result may not explain another. For instance, a very great

change might be made in Clausius's hypothesis without

affecting the conduction of heat, but nevertheless very ma-
terially affecting the resultant stresses. I have already

pointed out this in a paper, ^' On the Mechanical Theory of

Crookes's Force" (Transactions of the Roval Dublin Society,

1878, p. G2, and Phil. Mag. Jan. 1879). In this paper I do

not profess to ha'\e done more than point out how, upon
particular assumptions as to the average motions of the mole-

cules of the gas, these stresses may be most conveniently cal-

culated.

"When Prof. Reynolds conies to the question of Thermal

Impulsion, I do not know whether to be more puzzled -at

what he retains in his equations or what he omits to notice as

their result. Before considering the discontinuity near solids,

he depends wholly upon the term in s\J that I have already

noticed as of the same order as several terms he has rejected.

This must, I am sure, be explicable; and in any case the phe-

nomena, as Maxwell asserts, may depend entirely upon the

want of continuity at the surface of solids ; and in the' part of

the investigation Avhere this is introduced he treats the. whole

question ah initio and escapes this difficulty. I come next to the

point that puzzles me by his omitting to notice it. I am sure,

however, that he has done so from want of space and not from

any oversight. The point is, that the pressure on a plane

drawn in one direction in the gas is generally different from

I

i
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that on one drawn in another direction at the same point. It

is this diifei-euce that Maxwell uses to measure the stress at a

point. Prof. Reynolds always measures it by the difference

of pressure on two parallel planes drawn at different points.

For instance; on p. 830 equation (131) is

Px—po _ 4
.

^^ _(P».

Pl TT a cLv^

andp^— ;:)o "^^'^s got by integrating j-, and must consequently

be the diflPerence of pressures on two planes both perpendicular

to .i- at two different points. Notwithstanding this, Prof.

Reynolds proceeds to compare his with Maxwell's measure of

the stress, and seems to talk of them as the same. That both

measures of the stress may exist there is no doubt; but it is

equally certain that Maxwell's might exist though Prof. Rey-
nolds's vanished. For instance, in the case I have already

mentioned at the beginning of this paper, of gas between two
parallel plane solids, the pressure would of course be the same
on all planes parallel to them, and so Prof. Reynolds's measure
of the stress would vanish; while the pressure on a plane per-

pendicular to the solids might be different from that on them,

and so Maxwell's measure of the stress would not vanish. As
they ought to be both equal in the case Prof. Reynolds con-

siders, I must suppose that he did not think it worth while

noticing the difference, though his way of treating the matter
would lead one to suppose, what I can hardly believe, that he
never thought of their being any difference. Both measures
of the stress must exist when the surfaces of equal pressure

are curved. Maxwell's theory requires that this should be the

case in order for there to be any stress. Contrary to what he
seems to assert. Prof. Reynolds's equations do not give this

result. They give, when the heat is passing between two
infinite parallel planes,

where H is the quantity of heat passing; and this, though with
an opposite sign, gives exactly the same law for the stress as

has long ago been shown to follow from Clausius's hypothesis.

I do not attribute much importance to the difference of sign :

for if all the terms in s- are included that seem to me ought
to be included. Prof. Reivmolds's equations confirm Clausius's.

That both measures of the stress exist when the surfaces of
equal pressure are curved, is rendered obvious by considering
the equilibrium of a shell of gas included between two concen-
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trie hemispheres of radii Ci and 02. If Pj be the pressure on

the inner one of radius Cj, and Po on the other, and it'p be the

mean pressure on the circular annulus of thickness c^— Ci be-

tween them, and be consequently the ])ressure at right angles

to Pi or P2, then for the equilibrium of the shell we have

Hence

Pi-P2=(P2-/))4:;!i.

Now Pj— P2 is Prof. Reynolds's measure of the stress, while

P2—jj would be Maxwell's at the outer surface, while Pi—

p

would be his measure for the stress at the inner surface; and
this latter is the same as Prof. Reynolds's when 0-2= ^ ,

which
is the case he compares. Where the discontinuity at the sur-

face of the solid is taken into account, the equation Prof.

Reynolds gives is

P ''
cl ' u'

How this result is obtained is not very easy to see; for it does

not seem to follow without additional assumptions to those he

mentions; but, being derived ah initio, it is free from the

doubts arising from his omitting any terms he ought to retain.

This measure of the stress, of course, vanishes when the sur-

faces become parallel planes. But that does not prove that all

stress vanishes; for if we calculate Maxwell's measure for the

stress, we find that

P.-P-
^^2

and when the surfaces now become parallel planes, this, so far

from vanishing, attains its maximum value,

p P a^— u'

I cannot believe that Prof. Reynolds overlooked the fact

that the pressures on planes turned in ditferent directions are

unequal; but he does seem to have overlooked the fact that

his measure of the stress is inadequate, and that the gas may
be subject to stress, even though his measure for it vanishes

;

and he certainly cannot have been aware that his equations

lead to the conclusion that there is a state of stress in the gas

between two infinite parallel plane surfaces, one of which is

hotter than the other, such that the pressure on each of them
is different from that out sideways between them.
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In addition to this, Prof. Reynolds has not noticed the

action of the tangential stresses in the case of the radiometer.

That they play an important part in the phenomena is evident.

For example, in the case of a small plane plate, hot on one

side and cold on the other, represented in fig. 12, p. 836 of

Prof. Reynolds's paper, if it were surrounded by a properly

shaped and heated envelope, as far as Prof. Reynolds shows,

the pressures all over the envelope might be the same; and so

the envelope would have no tendency to move, owing to them,

while the pressures on the plate would tend to move it. Such

a state of affairs is manifestly impossible; so that it is evident

that the tangential forces must be of importance. Maxwell,

indeed, goes so far as to assert that if the whole stress were

taken into account, and if there were no discontinuity near

the surface of solids, then no motion would take place. This

seems very likely, but is entirely opposed to the drift of this

part of Prof. Reynolds's explanation. On p. 840 Prof. Rey-

nolds italicizes the assertion. The action of the radiometer does

not depend on the distance between the hot and cold plates. Yet,

only four pages before, he asserts that these pressures do de-

pend on the quantity of heat passing; and this even he will

acknowledge depends on the distance between the hot and cold

plates. He goes on to say that no action will take place, how-
ever close the plates are placed, if they be not of limited ex-

tent. If he means by no action no currents in the gas, he is

certainly right; but if he means that there will be no inequali-

ties of pressure, I think I have shown that this is contrary to

the results of all his own equations, and was due to his over-

looking the possibility of any stress besides the kind of one he
happened to be considering.

Though Prof. Reynolds does not seem to agree with Max-
well that there would be no tendency to motion unless the

discontinuity at the surface of solids produced currents of gas,

yet his discussion of the motion of the radiometer seems almost

to imply this. In conclusion, then, I think that Prof. Rey-
nolds has done invaluable service to science by calling atten-

tion to the "s-ital importance of taking account of the disconti-

nuity at the surface of contact of the solid and the gas, and to

the interesting phenomena that occur in consequence. Though
I very much prefer Maxwell's method of calculation, as being
capable of much greater extension and as savouring much less

of assumption, yet Prof. Reynolds's has the great advantage
that it is continually reminding one of the necessity for con-
sidering the discontinuity, which even Maxwell overlooked
until reminded of its importance by Prof. Reynolds's able

investigation.

40 Trinity College, Dublin,
January 3, 1881.
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XV. On a Spectrum-Telescope. By Dr. P. Glan*.

SIXCE the discovery of methods for examining the solar

prominences at all times, and since hitherto such exami-

nation has been confined to only small parts of the circmn-

ference at the same time, the efforts of physicists and astrono-

mers have been directed to the simultaneous observation of

.arger portions of the sun's edge in monochromatic light.

These efibrts have become of more importance since the ob-

servation was made that the passage of a star behind the sun's

limb takes place at different times, according as the sun is

observed in the usual way (in white light) or in spectral

homogeneous light. The latter method of experimenting, as is

well known, consists in throwing an image of the sun from

the objective of a telescope upon the slit of the spectroscope,

and examining through the telescope of the latter a small part

of the spectrum of that portion of the solar image which falls

upon the slit. Even when the dispersion is great and the slit

as wide as possible, ^^e cannot by this means see more than a

small part of the sun at one time. I shall describe here a

method of observation which allows a considerably larger part

of the sun to be seen at once in homogeneous light, and which

permits the telescope to be used in the ordinary way, namely
with its eyepiece and cross-wires—so that, for instance, it is

easy to measure the sun's diameter as seen in the different

spectrum-colours.

The method is the following:—Upon the eyepiece of a tele-

scope I screw a small direct-vision spectroscope with collimator

and telescope. In the latter, at the place where the spectrum

is thrown, there is a movable diaphragm with a slit-shaped

opening. The spectroscope is so adjusted that the Fraun-

hofer lines and the edges of the diaphragm are seen clearly

at the same time. The eyepiece of the spectroscope is un-

screwed, and the eye is placed immediately behind the slit of

the diaphragm, after the slit and that of the collimator have

been widened to about one third of a millimetre. The eyepiece

of the telescope with the spectroscope screwed to it is then

moved till the image of the sun becomes distinctly visible.

Tlie image of the sun thrown by the objective of the telescope

thus gives rise, by means of the eyepiece of the telescope and

the collimating lens of the spectroscope, to a second image,

which in mv apparatus falls immediately in front of the train

of prisms. This image is seen enlarged through the objective

lens of the telescope (which acts as a magnifying-glass), in

* Translated from the Astronomische Nachrichten, No, 2309, with ad-

ditions commuiucated by the Author.
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that colour of the spectrum of the collimator's slit which, fall-

ing upon the diaphragm of the eyepiece, passes through its

slit. I used a terrestrial telescope of Schmidt and Haensch
of 50 millims. aperture ; and by this means I was enabled to

see nearly half the sun at once in homogeneous light. Seen

by the naked eye, the sun appeared white in almost all parts

of the spectrum excepting in the red, where it assumed a yel-

lowish-Avhite tint. This agrees with the observation that all

colours become white if of sufficient intensity. The image at

parts of the edge at right angles to the slit, to a distance of

about 40° on both sides, was perfectly sharply defined. The
other parts of the sun's edge were less sharp. These slight

residues of lateral diffraction are probably chiefly due to the

circumstance that every point of the sun^s image gives a line-

spectrum through the train of prisms, and that the slit-shaped

opening before the eye allows a little line of this spectrum,

and not a mere point, to pass through.

This residual diffraction, however, is only slight; and I hope
to eliminate it further by future improvements in the apparatus.

Further, it is possible to see every part of the sun's edge per-

fectly distinctly. For this it is only necessary so to turn the

spectroscope that its slit stands at right angles to the edge

under observation. Such an attitude of the slit would, for

instance, be advantageous in observing the beginning of the

transit of a planet. I have found that any diffraction which
might be caused by the slits of the spectroscope is sufficiently

removed by giving the slits a width of -^ millim., or at most
^ millim. If the slit be narrower than -^ millim. the edges

parallel to the slit appear very Avashed out ; and when the slit

is exceedingly narrow, the sun's image is pulled completely

out broadwise. A slight diffraction may also have been caused

by the use of a train of direct-vision prisms, which does not

refract homocentrically the sun's image, which is in this case

at a finite distance from it. 1 would therefore, in future, re-

commend the use of an equilateral prism, emplo^nng the angle

of minimum refraction : this is always homocentric.

In the examinations of the sun which I undertook, from the

29th of January to the 10th of February, 1880, I was unable

to detect any protuberant eminences on the sun's edge. This

was no more than was to be expected, from the slight disper-

sion of the train of prisms. On the other hand, I have been
able to observe satisfactorily the beginning and changes of

sun-spots. I shall describe one observation. On the 4th of

February I saw a large spot close to the upper edge, a second

one of about the same diameter more towards the centre, and a

group of three (two larger, and a smaller weak nebulous spot) to
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the right of them. Without the spectroscope, -with white light

I saw, in the case of tlie larger spots, the very black nuclear
speck and the penianhne with admirable sharpness. "With the
spectroscope there were also seen all the spots, and in some
the nuclear specks and penumhrce, although they were not so
sharply separated. In the methods hitherto described, when
the spectroscope was added it was necessary to alter the ad-
justment of the telescope. If it were required to make use
of the spectroscope and still leave the telescope totally un-
altered in position, as it is usually adjusted with its micro-
meter cross-piece, an auxiliary lens has to be interposed
immediately between the slit and the eye-diaphragm. With
my telescope I used a lens of 67-5 millims. focal length. When
I arranged the telescope in the ordinary way and then fastened
to the eyepiece the convex lens and the spectroscope, one im-
mediately behind the other, I was able to see the objects in

homogeneous light as clearly as previously in white light,

without having to alter the adjustment of the telescope in the
least. Other lenses would have to be selected for other tele-

scopes.

The arrangement of the apparatus hitherto adopted, which
was made by Schmidt and Haensch in Berlin, was only a pro-
visional one. The prisms and lenses of this spectroscope were
selected without any special examination of their surfaces

;

and this may have contributed to deprive the homogeneous
images of their highest possible sharpness. I hope to be able

to have the apparatus made in a more complete form.

Addition {Dec. 21, 1880).

I add a few daia concerning the focal length of the lenses

and the dimensions of the spectroscopes employed. The focal

length of the collimator-lens was 40 millims. ; its free opening
was 8 millims. The focal length of the objective lens of the

telescope of the spectroscope was 44 millims. ; its free opening
was 12 millims. The train of Amici prisms was 75 millims.

long. The total length of the spectroscope (without its eye-
piece), which was screwed on to the eyepiece of the terrestrial

telescope, was 165 millims., measured from the slit of the col-

limator to that of the eyepiece.

I may add the following to the previously described obser-

vations on the sun-spots. The spots, when viewed in orange,

green, and especially in blue, homogeneous light, appeared
distinctly darker than in red light. The difference appeared
to me to be most noticeable when the air was exceptionally

clear, and failed as the weather clouded. As this estimation

depends upon judgments of the luminosity of the sequent
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images, such comparison is not quite trustworthy. On each

of the four days, however, when I made observations in the

different homogeneous colours, I believe that I noticed a

greater darkness with the blue.

XVI. On the Coefficient of Expansion of Gas-Solutions. By
E. L. Nichols, Ph.D.'(Gdttingen), and A. W.Wheeler,
Fellows of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore^.

[Plate II.]

IN the determination of the coefficient of expansion of

aqueous gas-solutions the methods used for ordinary

liquids by Pierre, Kopp, Matthiessen, and others are open to

serious objection. For the research about to be described

here, which is confined to the study of the expansion of aqueous

solutions of ammonia, the writers devised an apparatus better

adapted to their purpose.

This apparatus consists of a bath, B (fig. 1), in which is

immersed the glass bulb of the dilatometer, D. The straight

portion, N, of the neck of the dilatometer dips at its lower

end into a larger glass tube, T, filled with mercury. S is a

mirror-scale graduated to millimetres. The neck N can be

fastened securely to the scale at h. The mercury-tube is ad-

justable to different heights. The thermometer, t, shows the

temperature of the bath. H is the stirrer.

With this apparatus there is no evaporation, nor escape of

gas, the solution being kept entirely from the air. Aside

from this advantage over the open-mouthed dilatometers is

that of very great sensitiveness, due to the great size of the

bulb compared with the capacity of the neck. The convenience

in filling is also of importance when one is experimenting

with volatile liquids.

Our method of volume-measurement was as follows :—The
dilatometer was filled, then placed in the bath in the position

shown in fig. 1 (the bulb being wholly below the surface of the

liquid), and was securely fastened. The adjustable tube t was
then raised until the end of the neck of the dilatometer dipped

into the mercury. The filling was performed at a temperature

higher than that of the bath, so that the mercury might rise

somewhat in the neck. The bath was then cooled by inter-

vals of a few degrees each; and the height of the mercury in

the neck, after each cooling, was noted. From these readings

and the corresponding temperatures our results were calcu-

lated. To obtain from these readings the relative volumes of

the solution for different temperatures the following data were
necessary :

—

* Communicated by the Authors, having been read before the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, Boston, August 28, 1880.

Phil. Mac/. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 66. Feb. 1881. I
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(1) the Yoliiine of the dilatometer at some known tempe-
rature

;

(2) the coefficient of expansion of the glass of the dilato-

meter ;

(3) the relative volumes of the immersed and exposed por-

tions of the dilatometer
;

(4) the exact internal area of the neck at every point

;

(5) the height of the mercurv column in the neck

;

(6) the temperature of the bath and of the surrounding
atmosphere.

We made use of two dilatometers, identical in principle and
differing but slightly in form, viz. :

—

cubic cenlim.

Dilatometer a, capacity at 15° C. . . 286-3425

„ h, „ „ ... 282-6184

Coefficient of expansion of the glass . -000024

The calibration of the necks by the method usually employed
in calibrating thermometer-tubes was impracticable on account

of the large diameter of the tubes. The method resorted to

was as follows:—The dilatometer having been inverted and
the neck at the bent portion stopped up, equal amounts of

mercury, carefully weighed, were poured down the neck; and
the height of the mercury column, after the addition of each

such portion, was measured with the cathetometer. In this

way a very satisfactory curve of cross-section areas was ob-

tained and the capacity of each millimetre of the neck tabu-

lated.

The solution within the dilatometer during each experiment

w^as kept under constant pressure by means of the adjustable

mercury-tube T, which was pushed up as fast as the mercury
rose within the neck. The liberation of gas from the solution,

which would inevitably have followed any considerable de-

crease of pressure, was by this means prevented.

The thermometers used were four in number :

—

Baudin 7310, 7313, and 7315

;

and
Golaz.

The variation of each of them from the air-thermometer was

determined, and is given in our tables of observations. The

Golaz thermometer showed an almost constant difference from

the air-thermometer, while in the case of the Baudin thermo-

meters this difference varied for different parts of the scale.

In the bath, water was used for ordinary temperatures ; and

between 0^ C. and —20° C. we employed the usual freezing-

mixture of common salt and ice.
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To obtain Avitli accuracy the temperature of a large bulb,

by means of a thermometer in the bath outside, two precau-

tions must be taken. The bath must be continually stirred,

and after each change of temperature it must be kept at a

constant temperature until the entire contents of the bulb shall

have assumed that temperature. We found, by a series of

preliminary trials, the time necessary to this end to be thirty

minutes after a 1° to 2° change of temperature, and thirty-five

minutes after a 5° change.

In our determinations five different solutions of ammonia
gas were used. The specific gravity of each solution as ob-

tained at the time of filling the dilatometer with the same,

together with the strength of the solutions, appears in Table I.-

Table I.

No. of solution.
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Table II. (continued).

Percentage of NH3 in solu-
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TabIjE III.—Volumes and Coefficients of Aqueous Solutions

of Ammonia.

Percentage of NH3 in
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Table III. (continued).
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Table IV.

119

1
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The strength of Munke's solution was 13*75 per cent.,

having a specific gravity of •94(35 at 12°*5 C. The results of

his measurements are shown in the curve marked "Miinke
1828 " (fig. 2). Although deduced from measurements taken

by a different method, it falls into its proper place among the

other curves in the figure.

If we take the volumes given in Table II. or Table III. for

any one temperature and plot a curve, using these volumes as

abscissas and the corresponding percentages of gas contained

in the solution as ordinates, we obtain a straiglit Ime—a fact

which finds its interpretation in the following law, viz.:

—

When ammonia (/as is ahsorhed in water, the increase in

volume of the solution for a constant temperature is directly

proportional to the amount of gas ahsorhed.

Since for CO2 gas the same law has been found true*, we
feel warranted in suspecting it to be a general one.

The series of curves in fig. 4 show the variation in volume
of various ammonia-solutions between —20° C. and 100° C.

Given the saturation-point of the solution, the amount of gas

which water is capable of absorbing at all temperatures, and
the law just stated, the curves can be easily calculated. From
the point of saturation to 100° C. the loss of gas more than

counterbalances the expansion due to heat, and the volumes

decrease rapidly.

Stated briefly, the effect of NHg gas in solution upon the

water absorbing it is as follows:

—

(1) The coefficient of expansion of the solution is increased

by the presence of the gas.

(2) The increase of volume due to the ahsorptio7i of a gas

is directly prop>ortional to the amount of gas ahsoi'hed.

(3) The point of maximum density of water is lowered by
the presence of NH3 or CO2 gas in solution.

(4) The freezing-point of water is lowered by the presence

of the above-mentioned gases.

These results seem to us to be opposed to the opinion com-
monly held by chemists, that NH3 and COo, when in aqueous

solution, form chemical compounds of the form NH4 HO and
Kg CO3. The eflfect of these gases upon the properties of the

water absorbing them shows so complete an analogy to the

changes occurring when salts are dissolved, that we are in-

clined to consider the products of gas-absorption to be true

solutions rather than chemical combinations.

* Mackenzie and Nichols, article already cited.
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XVII. On Alternating Discharges in vacuo.

By Dr. K. DoMALiP*.

/^ ASSIOTf was the first to observe and describe reciproca-

vT ting luminous electric currents. He observed that,

upon connecting the poles of a Euhmkorff's coil with tinfoil

coatings on the outside of a vacuum-tube, instead of passing

the current directly through it, he obtained a finely stratified

luminous discharge between the two coatings, which under the

influence of a powerful magnet resolved itself into two similar

portions, in which the stratifications were curved with the

concavities in opposite directions.

Similar double currents are also obtained by simply con-

necting one of the two coatings with one of the two wires of

the Iluhmkorfl''s coil. The current becomes stronger when
the second coating is connected with the earth.

These double currents, as is well known, are easily explained.

"When the current is excited, the positive electricity becomes
accumulated on the one coating, and the negative on the

other. The positive electricity acts inductively on the elec-

tricity of the tube, fixing the negative electricity and setting

the positive free. The opposite action takes place on the

other tinfoil coating, the positive electricity becoming fixed

and the negative free. The electricities set free in the tube
at the two coatings unite, and form the first current. The
opposite electricities accumulated on the exterior of the tube
next unite through the coil, and the electricities condensed on
the interior surfaces of the tube are set free and unite, form-
ing the second current, which is opposed in direction to the
first. The two currents are consequently not simultaneous,
but consecutive.

Plilcker:}: also obtained reciprocating currents, by using a
long and highly exhausted tube into one end of which an elec-

trode was fused. When this electrode was connected with
one pole of a RuhmkorfF's coil, whilst the other end remained
free or was placed in communication with the earth, currents
were obtained which were double, as could be shown by means
of an electromagnet, under the action of which the course of
the one current can be distinguished from that of the other ;

the two currents are of equal intensity.

Pliicker obtained also alternating currents, by connecting
A^th the earth any point of a tube through which the direct
current from the coil was passing ; even the inductive action
of the hand was sufficient to produce such double currents.

* Translated from a separate impression communicated by the Author,
t Proc. Roy. Soc. March 4, 1858. f Po^g. Ann. vol, crii. p. 77.
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Thopo induced currents may bo conveniently observed by
cmployinf;- a tube in wliich the " dark space " is much extended.

If, then, tlie glass wall at any point of this dark space be placed

in connexion with the earth, the luminous curnuits which ai'e

formed between the point touched and the nearest electrode

can be easily observed, appearing to issue from the electrode

and approach the point touched in the form of an arc. But
when we employ a tube in which the vacuum has reached such a

point that fluorescent light appears at the negative pole, the

negative light of the induced current fills the whole section of

the tube and strikes the opposite wall, when it sometimes pro-

duces a fluorescent surface.

These two induced currents differ from each other in the

same way as the direct currents in the two well-known
Crookes's bulbs, which serve to show the different distribution

of the current in a space in which the air is moderately ex-

hausted, and in one in which it is very highly exhausted.

Reitlinger* first observed certain phenomena with such

tubes—first with a bromine-tube, and then with other tubes.

When the finger, or any other conductor, is brought near the

part of such a tube in which the brush-discharge is visible,

there is seen on the glass wall opposite the finger or conductor

a sharply-defined luminous green surface. If the finger is

brought nearer, this bright green light assumes the form of a

line thick in the middle and pointed at the top and bottom.

Reitlinger believes that this is not a case of fluorescence, but

of some other peculiar production of light in the glass of the

Geissler^s tube. He supposes this to be confirmed by the fact

that often, when the light in the tube is stratified, it shows no
change, but follows its course along the centre of the tube

undisturbed by the approach of the finger, causmg the green

light on the opposite wall. The magnet may even be used to

drive the luminous column of gas up against the finger, and

nevertheless the green light on the glass of the opposite wall

shows no change; so that it cannot be produced by any fluo-

rescent action of the luminous column of gas.

Goldsteinf has further examined this phenomenon, and

observed that it may be completely explained by assuming

that the inner surface of the portion of the glass wall touched

by the conductor behaves exactly like a kathode, and conse-

quently emits light possessing all the properties known to

characterize the kathode-light.

The fluorescent phenomena observed by Reitlinger and

Urbanitzki are to be regarded as excited by the kathode-rays

* W. Sitzber. vol. Ixxiii. p. G91.

t W. Sitzber. vol. Ixxiv. p. 463.
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issuing from the point touched, so soon as the exhaustion is

sufficient for them to reach the opposite wall of the tube.

In what follows, I propose to describe experiments with the

induced currents obtained in a high vacuum when the glass

wall is touched with a conductor at any point.

I observe, first of all, that these induced currents maybe
obtained in any tube wliich has been exhausted so fiir that the

glass wall in the neighbourhood of the kathode fluoresces

under the influence of the negative lig-ht, and that these cur-

rents may be obtained by touching the tube with a conductor

at any point whatever. A Geissler's tube marked SiCl showed
these currents not only in the neighbourhood of the kathode-

space, but also in the positive space, whilst on touching any
point of the glass wall a fluorescent surface appeared on the

opposite side of the tube. It is advantageous to include an

air-spark in the circuit ; the longer this spark is, the more
distinctly do the induced currents appear.

In all the tubes in which the vacuum is more nearly com-
plete (for example, in Crookes's bulbs) these induced currents

are much more intense.

Rectilinear Propagation of the Induced Currents.

For these experiments I used, first of all, a vacuum-tube

such as was employed by Crookes to show that an opaque body
placed in the path of the rays issuing from the negative elec-

trode throws a shadow on the posterior glass wall. The tube,

constructed by Gotze, diflered from that employed by Crookes

by having the cross suspended upon an aluminium wire which

crossed the tube, and upon Avhich it could be made to slide

into a lateral enlargement of the

tube (fig. 1). When sparks

from the coil are passed through

this tube, a being connected with

the negative pole and h with the

positive pole, and a spark-length

of 6 to 8 centims. being included

in the circuit, brilliant fluores-

cence was observed on the part

of the tube opposite the point

touched, while at the same time
the light causing this fluorescence

could be seen in the tube itself,

the rays spreading out from the

inner surface of the tube at the

point touched to the opposite

surface.

If, for example, the tube were

Ficr. 1.

^'
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touched at the point m, the rays issued at right angles to the

surface and impinged on the opposite wall at m' . If, on the

other hand, the tube were touched at n or ^>, the rays impinged
on the inner surfiice at n' or p'^ at which points bright fluo-

rescence appeared. In all cases it appears that the rays issue

at right angles to the elements of the surface touched, and
radiate into the vacuum-tube rectilinearly till they strike upon
the glass wall, where the well-known fluorescence appears.

It is easy to further convince oneself of this normal and rectili-

near propagation by touching the tube at other points, or by
using for this purpose other vacuum-tubes of ditferent form,

but in which the vacuum is sufficiently good. Hence it may
be concluded from these experiments that these induced

currents radiate in the same way as the direct current of

the coil in the same vacuum.

Induced Currents throw Shadows of Bodies in their Path upon
the opposite Wall.

For these experiments the tube with the lateral enlarge-

ment, already described, is well suited, through the middle of

which an aluminium wire passes, pj 2
terminating at m in a narrow glass

tube. If the entire distance a 6 is [a i

placed in connexion with the earth, \^
there is formed on the opposite wall J

a shadow of the wire, which is sur-
^

'

rounded by vivid fluorescence. This

formation of shadows may be obsers^ed with most of Crookes's

radiometers. I have emploj-ed for this purpose an ordinary

radiometer with a mica fly. The bulb, as is well known, is

drawn out in the direction of a vertical diameter into a tube

of suitable length, which is then placed in a little wooden
stand. This tube was surrounded on the outside with a strip

of tinfoil near the bottom, which serves as the one electrode;

a second disk-shaped electrode of tinfoil was fastened on the

outside of the glass bulb at the point where a horizontal dia-

meter is intersected by the glass wall. The two electrodes

were either connected with the poles of a Ruhmkorfl''s coil, or

one was connected with the rheomotor and the other was put

to earth. In both of these cases the rays which traverse the

bulb in the direction of a horizontal diameter fall upon the fly

of the radiometer, and a corresponding shadow of the fly is

seen upon the opposite wall of the bulb surrounded by green

fluorescence. E. Wiedemann* has observed a similar phe-

nomenon in the use of a spherical positive electrode contained

in a spherical glass bulb: when a point of the exterior wall of

* Ann, d, Physik u. Chemie, n. F, vol, ix, p. 160.
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the bulb is touched with a conductor, a distinct shadow of the

electrode surrounded by brilliant green fluorescence is formed

on the opposite wall of the bulb.

Mechanical Action of Induced Currents.

Crookes, as is well known, has discovered a new mechanical

action of the rays issuing from the negative electrode, and
has succeeded in setting in motion a little wheel "svith vanes

upon an inclined plane by their action. The question pre-

sented itself whether these induced currents would be suffi-

ciently powerful to produce a similar mechanical action. For
this purpose a vacuum-tube made by Gotze was employed.
This tube, whose length Avas 18 centims. and breadth 4 cen-

tims., was furnished with a radiometer in the middle, and had at

one end an aluminium electrode so placed that the vanes of the

radiometer would be struck by the rays issuing from this elec-

trode when made the negative pole, and would thus be set in

motion. The second electrode at the other end of the tube

is sitrrounded with a glass tube extending 2 or 3 centims.

beyond the akiminium electrode, and then bent at a right

angle towards the side of the vacuum-tube. When this elec-

trode is connected with the negative pole of the induction-

coil, the rays issuing from it can no longer impinge upon the

vanes of the radiometer, which therefore is not set in

motion. But in this case the radiometer is easily put into

motion in either direction by touching one point or another

of the glass wall with a conductor. The rotation is easily

explained by the production of induced currents on connect-

ing the exterior surface of the glass with the earth. Cur-
rents are produced which radiate from the surface correspond-

ing to the point touched in straight lines into the vacuum-tube,
and thus strike the vanes of the radiometer and put it into

motion in a definite direction. If then the tube be touched
at another point so that the currents thus produced strike the

other half of the radiometer, we have motion in the oppo-
site direction produced.

This mechanical action may also be shown with an ordinaiy
Crookes's radiometer coated at two points of the exterior sur-

face with tin-foil, as already described, when the coatings are
connected with an induction-coil.

Action of the Magnett

In order to investigate the action of the magnet on these
currents, the vacuum-tube described above with the aluminium
cross was employed. Whilst the primary induction-current
passed through the tube, the induced currents were excited
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by connecting the upper surface of the side tube with the

earth. Then, as we know, these currents are propagated in

straight lines from the surface touched and strike the opposite

wall, producing a fluorescent surface. The production of this

fluorescent surface much facilitates the investigation into the

action of the magnet, since it is only necessary to observe the

motion of the fluorescent sui-face in order to infer the motion
of the current producing it. In some cases the rays issuing

from the points touched are visible; but in other cases they

are not.

The action of the magnet in the equatorial position was
first investigated. For this purpose the tube was so placed

between the poles of the magnet that the line joining the

point touched with the fluorescent surface on the opposite

wall was at right angles to, and bisected, the line joining

the two poles. When the magnet was excited, the fluorescent

surface, and with it the current producing it, would move
upwards or downwards according to the polarity of the magnet.

Closer examination showed that the deviation could be deter-

mined by assuming that the negative current moved in a

straight line from the point touched to the opposite wall, and

that consequently the positive current is propagated in the

opposite direction. Hence, applying Ampere's rule, we can

easily explain the motions observed.

Next, the magnetic action was investigated when the cur-

rent was placed axially: the tube was moved along in the

axial position, so that the current was first over the one

pole; then, on moving the tube further, it came into the

neutral point, and then over the other pole. In cAcry case the

motion of the fluorescent surface, and consequently of the

current, could be predicted from Ampere's rule.

It is not, therefore, necessary to describe the difterent cases

;

but I will proceed to describe another experiment.

When the side tube of the vacuum-tube, already described,

is touched at two difterent points,

a and h, two intersecting currents fig- 3.

will be produced; U is the fluores- _£?-

cent surface caused by the current

proceeding from h, and a' that pro-

duced by the current from a. When
this tube is placed equatorially be- ^ 6'

tween the poles of the magnet, the

fluorescent surfaces are displaced

in opposite directions on the glass wall, in accordance with

Ampere's well-known rule.

I will further remark that, in order to observe these motions
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under the influence of the magnet easily, the tube should he

slowly brought near to the magnet from a distance. From
what has been said, it follows that these currents possess the

ordinary properties of currents, since their deviation is the

same as of any conductor whatever conveying a current in

the same direction. The action of the magnet upon these in-

duced currents agrees completely with the action of the magnet
upon the direct current in a highly exhausted space *, as I

have previously found.

Electrodi/namic Actions.

Goldstein, in the research already quoted, describes certain

phenomena which are obtained when the tube is connected at

two or more points with the earth. In this case the surfaces

of light are not necessarily opposite the points touched, the

position of each light-surface is dependent on the magnitude
and relative position of the surfaces touched.

These and all other similar phenomena are easily explained by
the mutual electrodynamic action of the currents produced by
connecting the different points of the glass surface with the

earth. We have in fact to deal with the same action as would
be exerted upon each other by currents traversing solid

movable conductors. As with these, so also with the induced
currents, we observe that similarly directed currents attract

each other, and oppositely directed currents repel each other.

These experiments were varied in different ways; but all the

phenomena are easily explained by the electrodynamic mutual
action of the currents produced. 1 will therefore, in what
follows, only describe one or two experiments which will

justify what has been said.

The vacuum-tube with the aluminium cross was again em-
ployed. When a powerful current was passed through the

tube from the coil, the aluminium wire m being the positive

pole, then when a was connected
with the ground, a fluorescent sur- Fig. 4.

face appeared on the opposite wall

at a'; when b alone was touched, the
fluorescent surface appeared at U;
butwhen both currents were excited

simultaneously, the fluorescent sur-

faces approached each other. The
currents in this case therefore attract each other. The mutual
attraction can be easily observed by keeping a connected with
the earth, and alternately making and breaking contact with 6;

* Sitib. d. k. Akad, vol. Ixxxi. p. 640.
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the approach of the fluorescent surface a' to h' when contact

is made, and its return to its original position so soon as con-

tact is bi'oken, can bo easily observed.

This attraction is very easily explained. When the points

a and h are touched, currents are excited, as we know, which
start from the corresponding points of the inner wall of the tube,

and propagate themselves in straight lines through the tube

in the directions a' to a and h' to h (if we take account only of

the positive electricity); we obtain, therefore, in this case two
similarly directed and intersecting currents, which, as we know,

attract each other and bring about the approach of the fluo-

rescent surfaces.

If we again touch the tube at a so that the fluorescent sur-

face appears at a' , and if then the tube be also touched with

a conductor at a point close to a', we observe a repulsion of

the fluorescent surface. In this case also the motion is most

easily observed by maintaining contact with a, and alternately

making and breaking the other contact. In this case we have

the mutual action of oppositely directed currents which, we
know, repel each other. When contact is made with more
than two points of the tube, the relative position of the sur-

faces is altered. This alteration can, however, easily be ex-

plained by well-known electrodynamic action.

I take this opportunity of pointing out the want of agree-

ment in the result of this experiment with that of Crookes's

experiment. Crookes passed two similarly directed currents

through a highly exhausted tube, having at the one end two

electrodes side by side, both connected with the negative pole,

and at the other end only one electrode, which was made the

positive pole. We obtain then two similar currents travers-

ing the vacuum. By the use of a pro})erly adjusted screen

with two openings near the negative electrode, Crookes ob-

tained two well-marked currents, the paths of which were

observed by means of a fluorescent screen. Both currents

were found to deviate from their normal path in consequence

of repulsion. It would be of great interest to repeat this ex-

periment, and to investigate, by means of such a tube, the

different action on each other of the induced currents, and

especially their electrodynamic action ; but, unfortunately, I

have not yet been able to obtain such a tube.

The properties and action of induced currents investigated

in this paper afford an explanation of the phenomenon first

observed by Eeitlinger with certain tubes, viz. the so-called

repulsion of the direct current of the tube when the tube is

touched with a conductor, since the repulsion thus observed is

seen to be due to the mutual action of the direct current and
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the induced current produced bj the contact of the con-

ductor.

The experiments described have been carried out in the

Physical Museuni of the University of Prague.

XVIII. On Action at a Distance. By Walter R. Browne,
M.A., M, Inst. C.E., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge*.

THE three several communications in the January Number
of the Philosophical Magazine, commenting on my paper

upon "Action at a Distance," seem to demand some reply

on my part. But I may be permitted to observe that the

gist of that paper lay in a few short pieces of purely physical

reasoning, designed to prove that certain known facts not only

were not, but could not be explained on the hypothesis that

action at a distance was impossible. Now not one of my
three opponents has pointed out a flaw in these reasonings. In

fact, they all appear to imply that in some of them at least

they can find none; therefore I do not think I need take

up much time in answering any counter arguments they may
employ.

I will, however, devote a few words to each. Taking them
in reverse order for convenience, I may point out that Mr.
Allen's quotation from Clerk Maxwell has nothing to do with

action at a distance as compared with action by contact, but

only with action at great distances as compared with action

at small distances, Clerk Maxwell himself taking care to

observe that the one is really just as mysterious as the other.

Mr. Allen's own idea of an impalpable fluid will not serve,

until he shows how the laws of fluids are accounted for by
impact alone. It seems needful to insist on the fact that it

is not the action of molecules which is under discussion, much
less that of ordinary bodies, but the action of atoms, using
that word in its strict sense to designate those ultimate and in-

dividual elements ofmatter, which no known power can divide,

destroy, or alter in any way. This conception must not be
confounded, for instance, with that of the vortex atom, which,

it is true, forms a whole that is not broken up by any natural

process, but which by definition contains an immense number
of ultimate atoms, each having a separate motion of its own.

Mr. Tolver Preston should explain what he means by
explanation. I know no meaning for that word except

that assigned to it by Mr. J. S. Mill and others, viz. the

* Communicated by the Author,

F/iil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. QG. Feb. 1881. K
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rodnctioii of complex facts uiulor simple ])riiuMples, of parti-

cular cases under genei'al laws. The ultimate and most
general principles must therefore be for ever unexplained.

Far from its being true that " that which is in itself inex-

plicable cannot exj)lain any thing," nothing is fully ex-

plained until it lias been brought under an inex[)licable law.

Mr. Tolver Preston fails to recognize that the action of

bodies in contact, taken as an ultimate princi[)le, is precisely

as inexplicable, as "occult and mystical/^ as the action

of bodies at a distance, and that this is perfectly clear to

many competent judges. I will cite only one, whose compe-
tency no one can deny. Prof. Cayley, in a recent letter to

me, remarks:—" My own view has always been that the action

of two l)odies at a distance presents no greater dithculty than
that of two bodies in contact."

Mr. Tolver Preston suggests that the compression of a bar

of iron may be explained by the fact that its molecules are

elastic, though he does not suggest any explanation of elasticity

under the theory of contact. I have already pointed out, as I

did in my tirst paper, that the question is not about molecules,

but about ultimate atoms; and therefore there is no point in

the above remai-k. Beyond this, ]\Ir. Tolver Preston makes
no objection to my reasoning, and in the case of magnetism
lie appears to admit its truth; and yet he demands that the

impossibility of action at a distance shall still be admitted.

To claim assent to a theory because a certain number of facts

may be explained in accordance with it, whilst admitting that

there are other facts with which it is at variance, is a proceed-

ing which I had hoped was unknown in the domain of pure
jihysics. In that domain progress has only been attained by
rigorously rejecting every hypothesis the moment it was shown
to be inconsistent with a proved fact; and on this ground I

claim the rejection of this particular hypothesis of universal

contact action.

On the side issue as to Le Sage's theory of gravitation, I

need only say a word. My remark as to the porosity of

matter was independent of the fact whether the spaces left

were within the molecules or between them. I was aware
that Mr. Tolver Preston had suggested the former; but it

makes no ditference in the result. With regard to the speed

of the gravity-gas [)articles, 1 guarded myself by using the

words •' })ractically " and " indetinite " from the assertion that

it was really infinite. It is sufficient for my purpose that we
have no right to put any known superior limit to it what-
ever.

I come lastly to Dr. Lodge, whose note, though imposing
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in appearance, contains so many errors that I can hardlr

believe I liave read it aright. In the first place, he con-

siders my paper as valuable in pointing out metaphysical

difficulties, Avhereas my only allusion to metaphysics was in

repudiating the metaphysical notion that action at a distance

is a priori inconceivable.

Secondly, he is fatally wrong in his statement of the prin-

ciple of the conservation of energy. The work done on a body

B is not " measured by the product of the force exerted into

the distance moved through in the direction of the force;" on

the contrary, it is measured by the product of the resistance

into the distance moved through against that resistance. Sup-

pose we have a weight A of 1 ton acting on a smaller weight

B over a pulley. "Will Dr. Lodge assert that the work done

by A, when it has fallen through 1 foot, is precisely the same

whether the weight of B is 1 cwt. or 19 cwt. ?

Thirdly, Dr. Lodge talks of equal and opposite forces, and

of equal and opposite works. What he means by these terms,

except that the motion due to such forces or works is in oppo-

site directions, I am unable to divine ; and yet that is the

point he is trying to dispi-ove. That there can be no transfer

of energy due to motion of two bodies in the same direction,

is shown in a moment. First, let the velocities of the two

bodies be equal, and impress upon them a velocity equal and
opposite to this common velocity. This, by the second law of

motion, will in no way atfect the case. But the two bodies

are now reduced to rest; and Dr. Lodge will not assert, I

presume, that any transfer of energy is taking place between
them. Secondly, let the velocities be different, and let them
beV + r and Y— r. Lnpress on both a velocity —V; then

the bodies are left with velocities +v and — r ; that is, with

velocities tending in opposite directions.

Fourthly, Dr. Lodge is obviously in error in assuming that

when the earth pulls a stone, any work whatever is done
upon either. This is at once apparent from the fact that

there is no resistance to the motion (neglecting, of course,

the friction &c. of the air). All that happens is, that in

each case a certain quantity of potential energy is turned

into actual energy. The total energy of each remains the

same, and no transference whatever tiikes place between
them.

K2
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XIX. On the Friction in Free Surfaces ofLiquids.

By A. Oberbeck*.

1. TN his fine investio;;itions on liquids which are with-

JL drawn from the influence of gravity, Plateauf discusses

the question why only a few liquids are suitable for the pro-

duction of thin films, while most of them are totally unsuited

for that purpose. According to his view, two properties of

liquids play an essential part therein—the tension and the

viscosity of their surfaces. The investigation of this second

property is the aim of the present memoir.

As is well known, what is designated as the viscosity of a

liquid is its deviation from the state of perfect fluidity, and

manifests itself by a frictional resistance exerted by different

quickly moving neighbouring parts of the liquid upon one

another. From experiments which are subsequently to be

more fully communicated, Plateau inferred that the amount
of this frictional resistance varies according as the motion of

the parts takes place in the interior or in the nearest vicinity

of the free surface of the liquid ; so that we have to distin-

guish an internal and a superficial viscosity. As the hydro-

dynamic differential equations with respect to the friction are

at ])resent in excellent accordance with all the known facts,

and in them the friction has for its expression a single cha-

racteristic constant for each liquid (the friction-coefficient),

the phenomenon discovered by Plateau might also be expressed

in the following form:—The friction-coefficient is indeed a

constant in the interior of a liquid; but at very small distances

from the free surface it is a function of the distance from the

free surface.

All the experiments which have been made upon free liquid

surfaces teach that the liquid parts in them are in essentially

different conditions from those in the interior; hence it would

be quite conceivable that their mutual friction also is different.

But it has been held necessary (by Poisson) to assume that

the density rapidly changes very near the free surface.

Although hitherto neither an experimental proof of this has

been produced, nor even theoretically is there any occasion to

designate this assumption as a necessary one, yet a variation

of the friction-coefficient would include it as a self-evident

consequence.

The friction of two different liquids against each other is

• Translated from Wiedemann's Amialen, 18S0, No. 12, pp. 634-652.

t Plateau, 3Ie7n. de I'Acad, de Belgique, 1808, ixxvii. pp. 1-102 ; Pogg.

Ann. cxli. pp. 44-58 (1870).
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essentially different from the friction in the interior of a liquid*.

Here also a similar view might be taken—namely, that the

friction-coefficient in the interior of the first liquid has a con-

stant value, rapidly changes on approaching nearer to the

boundary surface, and on the other side again assumes that

value which belongs to it for the second liquid.

These considerations show that the superficial viscosity is

absolutely incompatible with the notions we have hitherto

entertained of the nature of liquids. AV^hether it actually

exists, and therefore whether it is justifiable to assume a dif-

ferent value of the coefficient of friction at the surface from

that in the interior, can of course only be decided by expe-

riment.

2. Plateau's fundamental experiments on surface-viscosity

consisted in observing the time taken by a magnetic needle to

fall back from a deflection of 90° to the magnetic meridian.

For this different times were necessary, according as the

motion of the needle took place in the free surface or in the

interior of the liquid. If the time in the first case was greater

than in the second. Plateau inferred a greater—ifthe contrary,

a less viscosity in the surface. Thus, according to Plateau,

water, aqueous salt-solutions, glycerine, and especially solu-

tions of albumen and saponine in water are liquids in which
the friction at the free surface is greater than in the interioi".

Conversely, with alcohol, oil of turpentine, ether, bisulphide

of carbon the internal viscosity is greater than the external.

Finally, by mixing water and alcohol a liquid could be pro-

duced in which the two observed times are equal. Plateau

has also endeavoured in a somewhat different manner to ascer-

tain numerical values for the difference between the friction

in the interior and at the surface. He observed the angle to

which the needle, in falling back to the meridian, moved
beyond its original position of equilibrium. From this, on
the assumption that the resistance of the liquid is proportional

to the square of the velocity, numerical values for the differ-

ences of viscosity in different cases can be calculated. Plateau

himself, however, admitsf that they can make no claim to pre-

cision.

After the publication of these experiments the surface-

viscosity Avas investigated by LuviniJ and Marangoni § ; and
the result arrived at by the latter was, that a distinction

between internal and superficial viscosity is not justified. He
* Cf. 0. E. Mever, Pogg. Ann. cxiii. pp. 68, 441 (1861).

t Mem. de VAcad. de Belq. xxxviii. p. 76 (1868).

I Phil. Mag. [4] xl. pp. 190-197 (1870).

§ Nuovo Cimenfo, [2] v.-vi. pp. 239-273 (1872), [3] iii. pp. 50-68, 97-
115, 192-212 (1879).

k J^ i
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believes ratlior tliat the processes observed bv Plateau, espe-

cially the retardation of tho motion of the ma^netie needle at

the surface of some liquids, were occasioned j)artly by capil-

lary actions in consequence of the alteration of the form of the

free surface, partly by its being contaminated with foreign

substances. In particular, he assumes that the latter form a
thin elastic layer on the surface, which, on the motion of a

body in the surface, ojipose a species of elastic action. In
his replies*. Plateau maintains his original view. Instead of

entering into a criticism of the conflicting opinions, it seemed
to me more important to examine the phenomena in question

afresh by a ditterent method. This method had to fultil the

following conditions:

—

{a) The effects of friction shall admit of being separated
from capillary actions at the surface, or from any surface-

elasticity which (according to Marangoni) may be present

;

(b) The frictional resistances shall be expressed by nume-
rical values which can really be regarded as a measure for

them
;

(c) These numerical values shall be comparable, both in the

interior and at the surface of the same liquid, and also in dif-

ferent liquids under like circumstances.

It is easy to understand that the usual methods for the

determination of the coefficients of friction could not be em-
ployed here. In the flow of liquids through capillary tubes

the free surface does not at all come into consideration.

Moreover even the rotational oscillation of a disk is by no
means adapted for the investigation of the phenomena with
which we have here to do. If it be caused to oscillate at

dilferent distances from the free surface, 0. E. Meyerf
has observed that the frictional resistances diminish on ap-

proaching it ; and this is exactly what was to be expected

accordino- to the theory of these oscillations unfolded bv 0. E.

Meyer if. According to it, by far the larger portion of the

action upon the disk depends on those liquid particles which
are vertically over or under the disk, and not on those which
lie in the same horizontal plane with it. If the layer of liquid

above the disk is very thin, it follows the oscillations of the

disk irrespective of the value of the coefficient of friction.

Lastly, Plateau's method is well suited to demonstrate the

phenomenon qualitatively ; but it does not permit us to

decide whether the longer time taken bv the mafjnet on the

surface for its return to the position of equilibrium proceeds

from augmented friction or from other counteracting forces.

• Btill. tie rAcad. de Belg. [2] xxxiv. pp. 401-419 ; xlviii. pp. 106-128

(1880).

t Pogg. Ann. cxiii. p. 415 (18G1). X Loc. cit. p. 62-67.
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3, Hence, after a long series of preliminary experiments, I

emploj-ed the following method, which, on the whole, satisfies

the requirements above stated. Suspended by two fine, well-

annealed platinum wires, a brass cross hangs bifilar, carrying

a small mirror for the observation of the oscillations with scale

and telescope. The two horizontal arms of the cross are fur-

nished with screw-threads, on which suitable weights can be
shifted, so that the oscillation-period can be varied at pleasure.

To the descending part suitable bodies can be fastened,

which are destined to execute oscillations within the liquid

(see fig. 1). I have used for this purpose chiefly thin plates

or cylinders of brass. The
entire apparatus is suspended Fig. 1.

on a suitable frame, and with
the aid of a micrometer-
screw could be raised and
lowered at pleasure without
being at the same time ro-

tated about its vertical axis.

On the micrometer- screw a

rise amounting to only 0*01

millim. could be read off.

Ijastly, a small magnetic
needle was attached to the

apparatus, with the aid of
which the above-described

mechanism could be set in

steady rotatory oscillation.

The oscillation-period and
^

the diminution of the oscilla-
" ^

tions can then, in the well-

known manner, be determined with greater precision. The
experiments were executed as follows :—The plate was at first

entirely immersed in the liquid, and its upper margin was at
a determined distance from the free surfiice ; it was afterwards
raised till its upper margin was in the free surface or projected
a determined distance above it.

In both cases the liquid opposed a certain resistance to the
plate, Avhich produced a diminution of the amplitudes. If the
friction of the parts of the liquid in the free surface is greater
than in the interior, this resistance will also be greater. But
in order to observe it in the most favourable form, it was
necessary to give to the vessel destined to hold the liquid the
most suitable shape possible. It was rectangular, 150 millims.
in length, and 30 milHms. wide. The long sides consisted of
glass plates. Besides, it was so contrived that two other glass
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]ilates could be ins(M-ted in the vessel, parallel to the first, so

as to permit observations to be made with the side plates at

diti'erent distances. This arrangement was found necessary

for the following reasons. If the brass strip turns round a

vertical axis in the interior of a laterally unlimited liquid, it

first and immediately puts in oscillatory motion that quantity

of lii[uid which fills a cylinder whose diameter and height are

determined by the length and height of the strip. It is self-

evident that, in consequence of friction, the adjacent liquid

also ])artakes of the motion, although at all events witli rapiilly

diminishing strength. If the upper edge of the strip lies in

the free surface of the liquid, a moving disk, of the dimensions

indicated, will to a certain extent be separated, which will be

chiefly although not exclusively set in motion. Friction in

the surface will take place principally at the margin of this

disk, where moving and nearly still layers border on one

another. Hence it was to be feared that herewith the surface-

viscosity that might be present would exercise but little influ-

ence. It is difl'erent when the liquid is inclosed by two not

widely distant plates, to which it adheres. The action of fric-

tion, and especially of augmented friction at the surface, must
then become evident. Plateau himself, in his experiments

cited above, intensified in a similar way the action of the fric-

tion. I will subsequently communicate a series of experiments

in proof of the correctness of the whole of those speculations.

. 4. The motion of the liquid under the influence of the oscil-

lating plate is in any case tolerably complicated ; and for the

moment it seems to me impossible to calculate it from the

general hydrodynamic equations. Even its reaction upon the

oscillating system probably takes place not according to a law

which could be simply rendered by a mathematical expression.

I am therefore far from regarding the diminution of the oscil-

lations at once as a measure of the friction-coefiScient. But
if two experiments be made, differing only in this, that in one

of them the inuuersed plates cut the free surface with their

upjier margins, Avhile in the other they are sunk a fraction of

a millimetre deeper, then the resistances to the motion cannot

be different unless the surface-layers exert a special influence.

As in all the experiments I confined myself to oscillations of

small amplitude, it might readily be supposed that the liquid

would chiefly produce a resistance proportional to the angular

velocity of the apparatus, so that also for the oscillation of the

system when the plate was immersed the simple equation

f-+2af ...^= (I.)

would hold jrood.
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This assumption can easily be tested. It follows therefrom

that oscillation-period and decrement are independent of the

amount of the amplitude. This is not precisely correct ; only

the oscillation-period is constant, while the decrements dimi-

nish slowly with the magnitude of the amplitudes. I have

not pursued the more precise law of this decrease further ; the

knowledge of the mean value of the decrements suffices per-

fectly for the decision of the question put ; and I have taken

care to arrange the experiments so that the decrements corre-

spond to average amplitudes.

If the margin of the plate projects above the free surface,

another disturbing circumstance comes in : the surface between
the plate and the glass side is perceptibly curved, and in

general raised somewhat above the level. During the oscil-

lations this elevation is no longer the same on both sides;

consequently attractive, and sometimes also repellent forces

appear, which lengthen or shorten the oscillation-period.

Here, however, with small amplitudes the oscillation-period is

independent of their magnitude ; so that the supervening
forces must be regarded as proportional to the angle

(f).
The

alteration of the oscillation-period is an excellent means of

measuring accurately the forces mentioned. I have instituted

a series of experiments in this direction, which I intend to

communicate in a separate paper. Lastly, if in the surface a
thin layer which (according to Marangoni's assumption) is

elastic were present, a displacement or bending of it must at

all events produce also a resistance, which, in a first approxi-

mation, would be proportional to the angle of de^aation.

It follows from these considerations that, when the plate is

removed from the interior of the liquid to the surface, in

equation (I.) both a and b change. But as the oscillation-

period and decrement were always observed, the two ^aria-

tions can be found separately. If we put

</)= 0o-e Tcos(^27r^j,

then

«=7^J 0= yp- (II.)

Particularly, the approximate measure of the friction is

therefore the quantity a, or the ratio of the decrement to the
oscillation-period

.

Of course the apparatus suffers also resistance by the air.

This was specially observed repeatedly, but was constantly
found very little in comparison with the resistance of the liquid

to the motion. As the question here is not about absolute, but
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only about relntive ineasnrenient.", I have not thought it neces-

Barv to take account of it separately.

5. 1 communicate first those experiments which concern the

testing of the method employed. As was remarked above, it

was requisite to determine how far the oscillation-jieriod and

the logarithmic decrement are dependent on the quantity of

the amplitude. The following table (Table I.) contains the

results of three series of experiments. The above-described

apparatus having been set oscillating, and having already

executed a series of oscillations, the turnings towards both

sides were noted, and therefrom the initial amplitudes deter-

mined ; at the end of four oscillations the final amplitude was

obtained in the same manner : both numbers are given in the

first column. From them the decrement X was calculated.

At the same time the periods of the four oscillations were

ascertained and the mean taken, Avhich is returned under T.

Here the above-described rectangular vessel was employed, in

which the movable plates faced each other at a distance of 15

millims. The vessel was filled with distilled water, into which

dipped a rectangular brass plate 100 millims. long, 5 millims.

high, and 0"5 niillim. thick. During series A the plate was

entirely in the interior of the liquid ; during B the upper edge

exactly intersected the free surface, while during C it projected

0-5 millim. above. The oscillation-period T is given in seconds.

The quantity \ is the difi'ereuce of the ordinary logarithms.

Table I.

A.
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As we see, the oscillation-period (the determination of which,

as the mean of only four oscillations, was not very exact)

is constant in each individual series

—

i. e. independent of the

magnitude of the amplitude. It increases, when series A, B,

C are compared, with the projection of the upper edge out of

the free surface. There can be no doubt that this is to be

ascribed to the action of attraction- forces in consequence of

the curvature of the surface. The decrements slowly lessen

when the amplitudes become smaller; and this diminution is

pretty uniform in all the series. I have therefore not attempted

to search out its more precise law, but have contented myself

wnth taking, in all the further experiments I have to commu-
nicate, a mean value of the logarithmic decrement in each case

from ten oscillations, in which the initial and final amplitudes

lay in the interval from 400 to 100 scale-divisions. The great

difference in the absolute values of the decrement between

series A on the one hand and series B and C on the other, is

to be attributed to the influence of the free surface.

I have above referred to the necessity of inclosing the liquid

to be studied in a narrow vessel with parallel sides. The proof

of this is given by the experiments communicated in Table II.

Here also distilled water was experimented with, and the same
brass plate as before employed. Under h in this, as in all the

following tables, the distance of the upper edge of the plate

from the free surface of the liquid is to be understood. If the

edge lay beloAv the same, and therefore within the interior of

the liquid, the positive sign is employed ; if it projected above,

the negative.

Tlie distance between the displaceable glass plates is indi-

cated by the quantity e ; e= go signifies a vessel of such dimen-
sions that any influence of the side walls was inconceivable.

The oscillation-period T is given here also, in order to show

the influence of the attracting forces. Lastly, the quantity
^^

(which was always multiplied by 1^000,000 to avoid decimal-

places) serves as the measure of the frictional resistances.

The values of the oscillation-period are in the first two
series nearly constant; in the third series the attraction of the

side- walls makes itself perceptible; and this influence comes
out still more strongly in the last series.
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Table II.

h.
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similar manner. The following slightly differing values were

obtained:

—

Pure water surface .... 1248
The same with oil .... 1301
The same with turpentine . .1119

while on using the narrowly separated plates (g= 15) a scarcely

visible layer of oil sufficed to make the resistance to the motion

so great that the movable system returned, without oscillations,

to its position of equilibrium. According to this, the use of a

laterally narrowly limited vessel is found to be absolutely

necessary with the oscillation-method employed.

6. This previous question being settled, I proceed to the

comparison of the resistance of the interior and ofthe surface

with different liquids. Most of the experiments were exe-

cuted with the most favourable distance of 15 millims. between
the plates, by means of the repeatedly mentioned brass plate

of 100 millims. length; but I have not omitted to make some
experiments also with the greater distance of 20 millims., as

well as to use instead of the brass plate a brass cylinder of the

same length and about 5 millims. in diameter.

The following Tables III., IV., V. (which are quite intelli-

gible after the previous explanations) give only the values of

™ as measuring the resistance. For the last table I may fur-

ther remark that / signifies a previous filtration, and that the

numbers standing with the names of the liquids represent

their specific gravities.

Table III. Rectangular brass plate.

Distance between the frlnss sides 20 millims.

Liquid.
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Table V. Rectangular brass plate.

Distance between the glass sides 15 millims.

Liquid.

Dislilled water
Distilled water/
KNO,, in water /", M22.S
Na, SO, in water/, M()9 .,

K., CO3 in water/, 1;!(»7

CaClo in water/, ioi8

Alcohol 1

Alcohol 2
CuCl, in alcohol/, 878
CaCl.; in alcohol/ 995
Sulphide of carbon

Oil of turpentine

Water and alcohol / 0-9708

Water and alcohol / 09274

10 mm.

lllj
1091

1499
2175
3171

1185

i5(i6

6028
870
2073

1,'^4(3

173G

h=
6 mm.

1188
1145
1103

1225

1144
2276

5 mm.

1567
1483
1444
2310
3692
5292

1463
1453
2120
73:58

2001
2711

1943
2216

mm.
h=

-05 mm.

2649
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Alkaline solution of CaCl2-

Oil of turpentine.

ilc. sol. CUCI2.

Alcohol,

sulphide of carbon.

From the numerical values of the last table, as well as from

these drawings, the following results are obtained:

—

{a) In all the liquids studied, the resistance to motion is

not inconsiderably augmented wheu the plate approaches the

free surface.

(i) On a further elevation of the plate causing its upper

edge to enter the free surface, a characteristic difference be-

tween the various liquids becomes manifest, and we find, exactly

as Plateau states,

I. Liquids which exhibit a considerable augmentation of

the resistance—water and aqueous salt-solutions;

II. Liquids in which a diminution of the resistance occurs

—alcohol, alcoholic solutions, sulphide of carbon, oil of tur-

pentine;

IIL Mixtures of water and alcohol, which join the one

or the other group according to the proportion of the con-

stituents.

{c) When the resistances of the liquids at greater depths

are compared, that of sulphide of carbon is the least; water

and alcohol follow, with nearly equal resistances; lastly, oil

of turpentine with a considerably greater resistance. The
addition of a salt produces in most cases a considerable aug-
mentation of the resistance. It is likewise to be noted as

remarkable, that mixtures of water and alcohol show a greater

resistance than either constituent by itself.

One portion of these results admits of a simple explanation.

In the first place, that in all liquids the resistance increases

as the surface is approached is not surprising ; for the liquid

particles put in motion by the plate give way not only in a
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horizontal direction, but also downward and upward. In
close proximity to the free surface givinfj way in the last

direction is impossible, or at least more dirticult; for in this

case the liquid particles would have to overstep the upper
horizontal boundary plane ; and with that both <;ravity and
the capillary forces would counteract their motion. It is

moreover possible that, in consequence of the evaporation

taking place at the free surface, its temperature is some-
what below the mean temperature of the liquid, so that the

friction, quickly changing with the temperature, is there

somewhat greater than in the deeper layers. By this is pro-

bably to be explained especially the striking behaviour of sul-

phide of carbon, the resistance of which at greater depths is

much less than those of alcohol and water, while in close

proximity to the surface {h= +0'5) it considerably exceeds

them. In spite of the })recautions which were taken, with

sulphide of carbon the evaporation was so considerable that

its temperature had fallen daring the experiments some
degrees below that of the enclosure. At all events, in these

and similar experiments it is necessary to take into account

the behaviour of the free surface, and therefore to bear in

mind that, under some circumstances, it opposes an increased

resistance to a motion taking place close beneath it.

7. To come now to the chief object of the investigation, the

behaviour of the free surface, it follows unequivocally from

the experiments above given that in water the resistance sud-

denly increases very considerably as soon as the upper edge

of the plate comes into the free surface. In consequence

of the entire arrangement of the experiments it appears to

me beyond question that this is caused by increased friction

in the surface layer. The aqueous salt-solutions studied

behave very similarly to distilled water. The increase of the

resistance on passing from the last position of the plate within

the liquid to its entrance into the surface amounts :

—

Per cent.

In distilled water .... to 60*9

In solution of KXO3 • • • v 75"1

„ „ Na2S04 . . „ 73-7

„ „ K2 CO3 . . . „ 61-0

„ „ La UI2 ...
J,

04"i

Tliese numbers are, on the whole, of the same order of mag-

nitude. The resistance in the free surface might, of course,

be compared also with that at greater depths. The difter-

ences are then considerably greater still. The correctness of

the facts, under the conditions of the experiments, surely

cannot after this be doubted. It is true that the question

is not thereby yet decided whether we have here to do with
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a peculiarity of homogeneous liquids, free from any foreign

mixture, or whether substances coming from the atmosphere

or from the sides of the vessel into the free surfiice cooperate.

As water and salt-solutions generally possess but little different

and proportionally high capillary-constants *, the possibility

is given of an outspreading of substances possessing less

tension.

The investigation of free water-surfaces which, not only

during the experiments, but also previously, have been pro-

tected from all contact with the air might be extraordinarily

difficult; at all events the arrangements necessary for it were

wanting to me.
The precautions employed by me—filtering the water

(heated to boiling) into a narrow-necked flask, covering the

glass vessel during the experiment with wet filtering-paper

—

had almost no influence at all upon the numerical values ob-

obtained. Also water from the conduit did not show any

essential difference from distilled water. I tried still another

means in order to ascertain the action of the contact of the air

or of the particles suspended in it. If that is the chief reason

for the peculiar behaviour of the water, the action must in-

crease with the time which has elapsed since the free surface

was formed. Respecting this I made the following experi-

ments. As quickly as possible after pouring the liquid into

the vessel the state of the free surface was examined; after a

longer time the examination was repeated. Finally it was
attempted by mechanical means (stirring with a clean plati-

num plate, shortly before heated to incandescence) to remove

foreign bodies from the surface. Some of these experiments

are collected in the following table. The numbers given are,

as before, the quotients pp. The brass plate, as well as the

brass cylinder, were placed so that their upper extremity

exactly touched the free surface.

Table VI.

Rectangular plate

:

distance betwen the
sides 20 mm.
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Tlie first hvo scries show a small increase of the resistance

in the interval of an hour; in the last series it remains con-

stant. After a period of 24 hours the resistance has become
so great that it could not be determined by the method em-
ployed. After stirring, however, it falls back to only a little

less than the initial value. Although, therefore, it cannot be

disputed that longer contact with the air increases the resist-

ance, just as little can it be doubted that a special surface-

resistance is present immediately after the formation of the

free surface. Hence we must conclude either that a very

great surface-resistance belongs to the free water-surface, or

that a pure water-surface in contact with the air has no exist-

ence at all. We should then have, in the method of observa-

tion employed, a fine means of judging of the condition of a

water-surface.

While in water and aqueous salt-solutions the increase of

resistance at the surface is very considerable, the decrease of

the same in the other liquids is proportionally small. It

amounts in

Per cent:

Alcohol to 11-9

Alcohol solution of CuClj . „ 8 '6

„ „_ CaCls . „ 5-4

Oil of turpentine . . . . „ 12"6

Sulphide of carbon . . . „ 26"3

The behaviour of the last liquid is (as was previously found

to be the case) abnormal in consequence of the strong evapo-

ration ; so that a proportionally large diminution cannot be

surprising. In the rest of the liquids, moreover, the resistance

at the surface (contact with it by the upper edge of the plate)

is always still greater than on the motion of the plate at a

greater distance from the free surface. Hence I do not think

we are entitled to infer from these experiments a diminution

of the coelhcient of friction at the surface.

In solutions of water in alcohol we get:

—

At the sp. gr. 0*9708, increase 9*8 per cent.

„ „ 0*9274, decrease 10'3 „

From this it follows that even a trifling addition of alcohol

to water considerably lessens its characteristic property, while

on a further addition the mixture behaves nearly like pure
alcoliol. This appears to me to stand in the closest connexion
with the rapid diminution of the cohesion of water by the

addition of alcohol. For it Quincke* gives the following

values :

—

• Pogg. Ann. clx. p. 368 (1877)-
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o- 0-9973

u 8-000

0-9852

5-657

0-9110
2-947

0-7904
2-354

where a denotes the specific gravities, and a the cohesion-

constants.

In order to see on what the resistances to the motion of the

plate in the interior of the liquid chiefly depend, I determined,

Avith the aid of an oscillating brass disk, the coefficients of

friction of some of the liquids emplojed, according to the

formulae and rules given by 0. E. Meyer*. They are collected

in the following table, in which I have confined myself to

giving their relative values referred to water. The tempera-
ture amounted to 21° C. ; only with sulphide of carbon was it

lower, and that in consequence of the hardly to be avoided

evaporation. Since the absolute values of r) for distilled

wiiter,

According to 0. E. Meyerf, at 21°-6 0-01190,

According to Grotrianf, at 21°-5 0-01250, at 21°-58 0-01236,

are known, the friction-coefficients of the other liquids can
easily be calculated from the following table.

Table YII.
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XX. Notices respecting New Books,

Elements of Astronomy. By Robbet Stawell Ball, LL.D.,
F.Ii.S., lioyal Astronomer of Ireland. 459 pages, with 136 wood-
cuts, LoDgmaus aud Co.

f\^ the text-books of Science published by Longmans none sur-
^-"^ pass, aud we question whether any equal, this in the essentials

of an elementary text-book, namely, clearness of diction, simplicity

of exposition, abundance aud excellence of geometrical figures and
illustrations. These features, in our opinion, make this the text-book
par excellence for beginners. The aut'nor of a work on Astronomy
naturally presupposes a certain amount of mathematical knowledge
on the part of his readers, but nothing more than a sixth-form boy
^^ ould in the ordinary course of things possess. Even without this

knowledge, there is sulticient to instruct and interest the general

reader. AVe readily and cordially agree with Mr. J3all, that the

book is adapted for the use of students in Pubhc and Science
Schools ; but that it will be adopted we very much doubt. Tor,
owing to some reason best known to Head Masters, Astronomy has
neA'er been permitted to take root in Public Schools as part of the

curriculum. It is only of late years that the desire for scientific

instruction has been properly recognized. Thousands of young
pupils spend several hours a week for years together over Euclid
Mithout either interest or profit. This is, no doubt, in a measure
due to the stiff aud formal language of the text-book mostly used,

and the unnecessary and wearisome length of the demonstrations

;

but it is still more due to the repulsive form in which it is set

before them by their tt-achers, who, often being mere repeaters, have
not the power to awaken an interest in others in a subject in which
they take no interest themselves. No such complaints can reason-

ably be made with respect to Mr. Ball's book. An hour or two a

week given to it could not fail to interest any class of intelligent

young people, and, we know from personal experience, might give

a fillip to many a sluggish mind.

The book consists of twelve chapters, which are divided into

numbered paragraphs ; aud tlie order and treatment of the subject

throughout are thoroughly scientific. The first three chapters treat

of Astronomical Instruments, the Earth, and the diurnal motion of

the Celestial bodies. Chapters lA'., \., and \1. are devoted exclu-

sively to the Sun and Moon. Unusually well-drawn woodcuts
illustrate this part of the work. Chapters A'll. to Xi. deal with the

Planets, Comets, Universal Gravitation, Stars and Nebulae, and the

Structure of the Sun. To those already acquainted with Astronomy
the book will be mainly prized for chapter XH., which is on Astro-

nomical Constants, consisting of eighty-eight pages of matter, com-
prising the most recent discoveries and a vast amount of valuable

bibliographical information, directing students who wish to pursue

the subject where to lay their hands on the original sources. The
book is in every sense creditable both to the author and publishers

;

and we trust it will receive the success it so well deserves.
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Elementary Plane Geometry. By JuLirs Petersen. Translated

into Eiifjlish by E. Steenberg, Jun. (Authorized English Edition.)

Sampson Low, Marston, Searle and Ei\iugton. 72 pages.

Considering the great number of elementary books on Plane

Greometry which have been published during the past twelve years

(many better and few worse than the one now before us), the raison

d'etre of an English edition of M. Petersen's work is not very ap-

parent. It consists of 72 pages, and contains 228 exercises, the

latter being unquestionably the best part of the book, certainly as

regards quality, if not quantity. Could the accomplished and
amusing author of ' Euclid and his ^Modern Eivals ' have seen

it before publishing his work, he would certainly have found mate-
rial for his piquant criticism.

Congruent figures are badly defined, if defined at all in the true

sense of a defijiition; and the sign for congruence is simply grotesque.

He, too, would be a sharp boy indeed who could understand that

the exterior angles of any convex polygon are together equal to

four right angles from the explanation given in art. 16, or make
out what is meant by '^parallels all over are at the same distance

from each other.''

The translation is undoubtedly creditable to a foreigner ; but we
would suggest to the author and translator the advisability of get-

ting an Englishman to correct the proofs of the next edition ; for

the present contains from beginning to end many very mienglish

expressions. Just twelve years ago a well-known ' Athenaeum

'

Eeviewer (Jan. 9, 1869, Xo. 2150) wrote, " After a score of

attempts to overthrow Euclid, we shall have a chance of a good
attempt to amend the 'Elements.'" We have seen the score

attempts exceeded ; but the chance of getting a book worthy of

supplanting Euclid seems as far off as ever.

Mathematical Formulce. Edited by E. M. Milbitrk, M.A. Long-
mans and Co. 100 pages.

The title does not do the book full justice. We opened it expect-

ing to find formulae only, but found a number of definitions which
are models of clearness and succinctness. Besides tables of Squares
and Cubes and their reciprocals of numbers from 1 to 100, there

are excellent rules and defijiitions in Commercial Arithmetic. In
Algebra, comprising ratio, proportion, variation, and permutations,

the definitions are perfect and the formulae all that could be desired.

The same may be said of every other branch of Mathematics.
Besides this system of memoria technica, several well-executed

figures add to the value of the book. We repeat, the title is defec-

tive; " Definitions, Eules, Hints, and Formulae "' would be more
appropriate. The book is only a compilation ; but it is manifestly
the work of an excellent judge of the subjects treated, as the
various definitions and hints throughout the book testify.
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Elementan/ Algebra, with brief notices of its History. By Kobert
Potts, M.A., Tria. Coll. Camb. In twelve sections, demy 8vo,

pp. 618. Messrs. Longman and Co.

In this important treatise on Algebra Mr. Potts has bestowed
much thought, judgment, and research on a very instructive and
interesting History of the subject, in which he traces its rise,

growth, and progress from the time of Euclid and Diophantus to

the present time. The Urst twelve sections are entirely devoted
to it, and comprise references to the works of the most distin-

guished writers on Algebra in every country where the subject has

been encouraged. The various notes and quotations are skilfully

compressed ; and it may be conceded that ]\lr. Ports has earned the

gratitude of teachers who take more than an ordinary interest in

this subject.

The arrangement of the subsequent sections is excellent : clear

and copious explanations of principles, carefully selected exercises,

results, and hints—these form the order of the different sections.

The rule of signs is made perfectly plain ; and factorial expressioiis

are treated exhaustively. On turning to the section on Simple
Equations, we were glad to find that the traditional^*/* and post

questions have no place there. There are no " cloch " questions

and others of a like class, all of which are more suitable to the

pages of an Arithmetic. But, on the other hand, we have an un-
usual number of problems which will exercise the reasoning facidty

of young pupils. The exercises generally, which are chiefly taken
from Cambridge Examination Papers, will prove a mine of wealth

for examination-purposes.

The scope of the book is somewhat greater than that of ordinary

text-books, as it includes (and concludes with) a section on Cubic
and Biquadratic Equations. It may be said that Mr. Potts has
now done for Algebra what he did for Geometry many years ago,

and in our opinion has done it much better. It is a sequel to his

work on Arithmetic ; and the two, together with the edition of

Euclid alluded to, form a complete and valuable repertoii-e of a
student's requirements in Elementary Mathematics.

On the Motion of a Solid in a Fluid, and the Vibrations of Liquid
Spheroids. By Thomas Craig, Ph.D., Felloiv in Physics in the

Johns Hopkins University , Bcdtimore, Ind. Van Nostrand's Science

Series. London : Triibuer & Co.

This small treatise is the 49th of a series of text-books on Science,

mostly on Mechanical and Civil Engineering and cognate subjects.

The differential equations of fluid-motion are simplified, in the

author's opinion, by the introduction of curvilinear in the place of

rectangular coordinates. This transformation being accomplished

he then proceeds to investigate the subject in question. Of the

seven sections into which the book is divided, section 3, " On the

foil.' of a fluid through an orifice," is very ably written. Many
valuable references to the highest authorities on the subject are
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mterspersed throughout the book, and the author's sources of in-

formation duly acknowledged. But, owing to the abstruse nature

of the subject, this treatise only addresses itself to the learned in

Mathematics, and will for the most part be perfectly unintelligible

to the ordinary student of science.

XXI. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 74.]

January 5, 1881.—Robert Etheridge, Esq., P.R.S., President,

in the Chair.

npHE following communications were read :

—

-*- 1. " The Archfean Geolog}- of Anglesey.*' By C. Callaway, Esq.,

M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. With a Xote on the Microscopic Structure of

some of the Eocks, by Prof. T. G. Bonney, IM.A., F.R.S., Sec.G.S.

The author discussed the stratigraphy and lithological characters

of the rocks in the following areas :—The border of the Menai Strait,

the Llangefni region, and the central zone about Bodafon, Llan-
gwyllog, Llauerchymedd, and Paris Mountain, which, he considers,

establish the following conclusions :—(1) that in Anglesey there

are two Archsaean groups, the slaty and the gneissic ; (2) the slaty

is composed of slates, shales, limestones, grits, conglomerates, and
chloritic schists, in which at present a definite order has not been
ascertained (the gneissic group is composed of the following, m
descending order—granitoidite, chloritic and hornblendic schists,

grey gneiss, quartz-schist, and hallellinta)
; (3) the slaty series is

occasionally fohated, but is usually in a partially altered state : the
gneissic group is thoroughly metamorphosed

; (4) the slaty series

has closer lithological affinities with the St.-David's volcanic group,
the Charnwood rocks, and the Lilleshall series than with the Bangor
group : (5) the slaty series is undoubtedly Pebidian, the gneissic

series may, with some probability, be referred to the Dimetian. The
microscopic structure of the principal varieties of the rocks men-
tioned in the above paper was described by Prof. Bonney.

2. " The Limestone of Durness and Assynt." By C. Callaway,
Esq., D.Sc, F.G.S.

This paper gave the result of an examination of the vicinity of
Durness and Inchnadamf, where Lower-Silurian fossils occur in a
limestone, as discovered by Mr. C. Peach. At Durness the only
evidence of the limestone underlying the schist is the asserted fact

of the dip being in the same direction ; for all admit the junction
to be a faulted one. The author showed that while the flaggy (upper)
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schists dip uniformly to X.E., the limestone dips in a very variable

maunor E.S.E., E., and but rarely N.E., any dip N. of E. being ex-

ceptional and then only at a distance from the schist. Again, the

Smoo mass of limestone, cut off from the Durness area by a faulted

strip of gneiss, dips either E.S.E., or even more to S. After discuss-

ing the relation of the quartzite andj'gneisses, the author passed to

the Assynt district, and pointed out that the relations of the

limestone and the quartzite are by no means satisfactorily estabHshed,

that their conformity is rendered dubious by a marked discordance

of strike, and that the limestone lies in a synclinal basin, so that

its dip in one place is in the opposite direction to that of the

quartzite. From the above considerations the author holds that iu

these districts there is no proof of the Lovrer-Silurian age of the

quartzite and newer series of flaggy gneiss and schist.

3. " On a Boulder of Hornblende-Pikrite near Pen-y-Carnisiog,

Anglesey." By Prof. T. G. Bouncy, M.A., F.R.S., Sec.G.S.

The boulder described had been originally about a cubic yard in

volume ; and the fragments lay in a field to the left of the road from

Pen-y-Carnisiog to Bwlyn. The ground-mass consists of hornblende

and serpentinous products, with a little mica. In this are crj-stals, often

| inch long, of brown hornblende with enclosures of altered olivine.

The author doubted whether this hornblende is not a paramorph after

augite ; some of that in the ground-mass is certainly of secondary

origin. He compared the rock with a pikrite from the Lleyn penin-

sula and two described by Prof. Geikie from Eifeshire. It differs

from all these, but has a singular resemblance to a pikrite from

Schriesheim (Odenwald), except that it is rather more altered. He
called attention to the rock in hopes that some geologists may dis-

cover it in situ, as it will be of much value in deciding in what

direction the ice has moved over Anglesey.

January 19, 18S1.—Robert Etheridge, Esq., F.R.S.,

President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " Further Notes on the Family Diastoporidae, Busk." By G. R.

Vine, Esq. Communicated by Prof. P. Martin Duncan, M.B. Loud.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

2. " Further Notes on the Carboniferous Fenestellidae." By G.

W. Shrubsole, Esq., F.G.S.
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XXII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON THE MOTION OF AN INCOMPRESSIBLE VISCOUS FLUID IN THE
VICINITY OF A SPHERE.

To the Editors of the Philosoj^hical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen, Halle a. S., Dec. 29, 1880.

TjS" the Xovember number of the Philosophical Magazine (vol. x.

-^ No. 63), pp. 342-357, is a paper by Dr. Thomas Craig, of Wash-
ington, communicated by A. Gr. Gfreenhill, Esq., " On Steady

Motion in an Incompressible Viscous Fluid." The second part of

that paper treats of the motion of the fluid in the vicinity of a

sphere. In the year 1875, in Borchardt's Journal fiir reine und
angeiuandte Matlumatik, vol. Ixxxi., I discussed the same question

:

I place at your disposal the enclosed copy of my paper. Tou will

easily connnce yourselves, by the perusal of § 2 (pp. 68-7-1) of the

same, that :

—

(1) M^r. Craig and I have set and discussed exactly the same
problem

;

(2) There is a close correspondence between the transformations

and calculations in the one paper and in the other (I mention
especially that Dr. Craig likewise makes use of a theorem of Bor-
chardt's, Monatsberichte der Berl. AJcad. 1873, in the same way as

I had done)

;

(3) Of course our final results are identical.

1 therefore ventiu'e to hope that you will give as early insertion

as possible to this in the Philosophical Magazine.

Dr. A. Obeebeck, Professor at the

University of Halle a. d. Saale.

ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF THE
PILE. BY M. J.-B. BAILLE.

The relative electromotive force of the pile is usually deduced
from Ohm's laws and the examination of the intensity of the cur-
rents produced by it. When one wishes to measure these forces

directly and to express them in absolute value, the very ingenious
apparatus of Sir W. Thomson is ordinarily employed ; but these
instruments require delicate management, and the indications given
by them are not always free from doubt. The study which M.
Comu and I have made of the torsion-balance for our experiments

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 10. No. 66. Feb. 1881. M
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on the density of the earth led me to think that this apparatus, the

construction and regulation of which are so simple, might be put in

action by the weakest forces and give very precise measurements.
The precautions necessary for obtaining good oscillations con-

sist in avoiding some perturbations which present themselves,

always the same, and the relative influence of which would be

the greater the more delicate the phenomenon to be studied.

Among those perturbations, M. Cornu and I have already

pointed out electric influences and trepidations of the ground.

These are completely eliminated by surrounding the apparatus

with a metallic case attached to the ground, and setting it up in a

very quiet place upon solid pillars.

I have been exposed to another A-ery serious disturbing cause

—the influence of heat. It makes itself sensible upon the tor-

sion-thread, and upon the air of the case which surrounds the lever.

These two effects are easily distinguished from one another. When
the thread alone is heated or cooled, the oscillations are quite irre-

gular and disordered ; if the air alone is subjected to the action of

the heat, the oscillations remain nearly pendular, but the point of

static equilibrium about which the oscillation takes place is more or

less quickly displaced, always in the same direction, while the dura-

tion of an oscillation is slightly increased. I protected myself from

these very tenacious perturbing influences by surrounding the ap-

paratus with a thick layer of wood-shavings.

The apparatus which! employed was composed of a long torsion-

thread (270 ceutims.) of annealed silver, and a lever 50 centims.

in length, carrying at each end a ball of gilt copper of 3 centims.

diameter. Similar spheres were fixed to the vertices of a rectangle

of 20-5 metres, and communicated with each other in pairs diago-

nally. The lever, placed at equal distance from the fixed spheres,

communicated, through the intermedium of the torsion-thread, with

the positive pole of a determined pile P, the other pole being to

earth.

The charge of the lever was not so constant as I could have

desired ; for piles always undergo variations difticult to define.

I was also obliged to measure this charge at each observation. I

connected the positive pole of the pile P simultaneously with the

lever and a pair of fixed spheres, and took the resulting deflection ;

I recommenced by taking the deflection on the other side, and so

on alternately four times.

The pile to be measured, X, was composed often equal elements ;

and I put one of the poles of this pile into communication with

the fixed balls, while the lever remained in contact with P, and the

other pole of X was to earth ; then I measured the charge of the

lever a second time.

The deflections were read by means of the reflection of an illu-

minated glass scale placed at 3-5 metres from the lever. All the

elements of the measurement were known ; and Coulomb's static
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formula gave

with

=

In my experiments = 437% and S^>-*=32171'6 centimetre-

grammes, the lever having been made of a geometrical form.

The following numbers represent the potential of an element

of the pile—that is to say, the quantity of electricity which would

be shed by the pole of that pile upon a sphere of 1 centim. radius

;

they are expressed in electric units, the unit being the quantity of

electricity which, acting upon itself at 1 centim. distance, produces

a repulsion equal to 1 gramme.
Voltaic pile 0*03415, circuit open.

Pile (zinc, sulphate of copper, copper) 0*02997,

„ (zinc, acidulated water, copper, 1 a.ao-ao
sulphate or copper)

J
' '

„ (zinc, salt water, carbon, per- 1 aia-qqo
oxide of manganese)

J

'^
'

„ (zinc, salt water, platinum, chlo- I a.a-aoy
ride of plarinum)

J

'

„ (zinc, acidulated water, carbon, \ a.acos-
nitric acid)

J

'''

These numbers are maxima values, obtained at the moment when
the pile had just been charged ; but these potentials I'apidly grow
less as the pile gets older. The sulphate-of-copper pile alone re-

mains for a pretty long time near the given number ; but it under-
goes variations which may reach one twelfth of its value, more or

less.

—

Co/n_ptes Readus de VAcad. des Sciences, Jan. 3, ISSl, t. xcii.

pp. 32-34.

A STUDY ON SPECTROPHOTOMETERS. BY M. A. CROVA.

The comparison of two spectra proceeding from two different

sources of Hght is easily obtained by covering half the slit of a

photometric spectroscope with a small rectangular prism, of which
the edge cuts the sUt normally into two parts. One half receives

one of the lights directly, the other by total reflecriou the other
light placed laterally. In this case the sht must be horizontal

;

and if the prism is well cut and free from aberration, the clean
image of the spectral lines and that of the edge of the prism are
obtained simultaneously—the latter appearing as a very fine line

separating the two spectra to be compared from one another.
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In the most general case Sturm's theorem leads to the con-

clusion that all the rays which constitute an extremely delicate

pencil, reflected or refracted a certain number of times by plane
surfaces, meet two indefinitely small straight lines contained in two
rectangular planes.

Excepting the case of the minimum of deviation, therefore, a
simple prism always gives an aberration which can be represented

by that of a cylindrical lens, convergent or divergent according to

the case, the axis of which is parallel to the refracting edge ; this

aberration can be corrected by means of a cylindrical lens suitably

arranged. Direct-vision prisms are often affected by an aberration

of the same kind, so that clean images can only be obtained in two
directions, parallel or perpendicular to the refracting edge, by dif-

ferent degrees of drawing-out of the telescope of the spectroscope*.

I ascertained this aberration by substituting for the slit a reticule

formed of two rectangular strokes traced on a coat of silver and
illuminated by monochromatic light. 1 have been able to correct it

by intercalating between the dispersing-prism and the telescope a

system of two cylindrical lenses, plano-convex and plano-concave,

of the same curvature : if the two curved parts are in contact, the

system constitutes a medium with parallel faces ; on being separated
to a suitable distance they operate like a cylindrical lens whose
focal length, variable at pleasure, can be calculated as a function of

the distance between the two lenses.

The employment of prisms with total reflection introduces, into

the polarized ray which they reflect, a difference of phase between
the two principal components, and gives at the emergence an
elliptically polarized ray. I have measured this difference of phase
in the apparatus I use ; the ellipticity produced by it may de-

tract from the accuracy of the photometric measurements obtained

by means of a rotating Xicol. This elliptical polarization by total

reflection can be completely suppressed by substituting for the

simple prism two prisms with total reflection, superposed, in con-

tact, whose two right sections are rectangular, or a single prism
suitably cut, producing the effect of the two prisms of which 1 have
just spoken.

"With this disposition, the slit may be placed vertical, which is

more convenient. After the two total reflections undergone by the

light in this prism, the plane of polarization has rotated 90°, and
all difference of phase between the two principal components has

vanished, the reflected ray preserves the rectilinear polarization.

These principles can be utilized in the construction of spectro-

photometers, and, I expect, will permit more rigorous measure-
ments to be obtained.

—

Comj)tes Reridus de VAcademie des Sciences,

1881, No. 1, t. xcii. pp. 36, 37.

* A prism affected with such an aberration would give images of the

solar protuberances sharp iu one direction only ; the measurements of

their heights might therefore be affected with an error if the aberration

of the prism were not suitably corrected.
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XXIII. On the Phosphorograph of a Solar S]?ectrmn, and on
the Lines in its Infra-red Region. Bij John William
Drapek, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University of
Neic York'".

I PROPOSE in this communication to consider (1) the

peculiarities of a phosphorograph of the solar spectrum

as compared Avith a photograph of the same object ; (2) the

antagonization of effect of rajs of higher by those of lower

refrangibility.

There is a striking resemblance between a photograph of

that spectrum taken on iodide of silver and a phosphorograph
taken on luminous paint and other phosphorescent prepara-

tions. There are also differences.

I. Description of the Photographic Spectrum.

In 1842 I obtained some very fine impressions of the first

kind (on iodide of silver), and described them in the Philo-

sophical Magazine, November 1812, and again in February
1847. One of these was made the subject of an elaborate

examination by Sir J. Herschel. His description and expla-

natory views of it may be found in that iournal, Februai'v
1843."

From these it appears that such a photograph, token in pre-

sence of a iceah en'traneons light, may be considered as pre-

* Read before the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and
communicated by tlie Author.

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. IJ7. March 1881. N
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seutino' three regions :—1. A middle one, extendino; from tlie

boundary of the blue and green to a little beyond the violet

;

in tliis region tlie argentic iodide is lilackened. 2. Below
this, and extending from the boundary of the blue and green
to the inferior theoretical limit of the prismatic spectrum, is a

region strongly marked^ in which the action of the daylight

has been altogether arrested or removed, the daylight and the

sunlight having a})})arently counterbalanced and checked each
other. 3. A snnilar protected region occurs beyond the

violet ; this, however, is very much shorter than the prece-

ding. The sketch annexed to Herschel's paper represents these

facts as well as they can be by an imcoloured drawing.

II. Uescription of the Phosphorograpldc Spectrum,

In a phosphorograph on luminous paint the same general

effects appear. If the impression of the spectrum be taken

in the absence of extraneous light, there is a shining region

corresponding to the blackened region of the photograph.

But if, previously or simultaneously, extraneous light be per-

mitted to be present, new effects appear. The shining region

of the phosphorograph has annexed to it, in the direction of

the less-refrangible spaces and extending toward the theoreti-

cal limit of the spectrum, a region of blackness in striking-

contrast to the surrounding luminous surface. This blackness,

however, is broken at a distance below the red by a luminous
rectangle of considerable width. This occupies the space^ and
indeed arises from the coalescence, of the bands a, /8, y, dis-

covered by me in 1842. It may be separated into its con-

stituent bands, which are very discernible when registered

on gelatine as presently described. And since this is not so

easily done with the upper lines of the spectrum, we may in-

fer that these are very much broader than the Fraunhofer lines,

II result strengthened by the fact that these dark intervals can

be more easily recognized by the thermopile than those lines.

The blackness is then resumed. It extends to a short distance
;

and there the phosphorographic impression comes to an end.

This shinin£T rectanole has lone; been known to students of

phosphorescence ; but its interesting origin has not until now
been explained.

But more, just beyond the region of the -sdolet, the same
kind of action occurs—a dark space, which, however, is of

very much less extent than that beyond the red.

The photograph and the phosphorograph thus present many
points of similarity. But though there are these striking

points of resemblance, there are also striking differences.
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In a spectrum four or five centimetres long, though the
photograph may be crossed by hundreds of Fraunhofer lines,

not one is to be seen in the phosphorograph, except those just
referred to. The spectrum must be dispersed much more be-
fore they can be discerned.

III. Of the Propagation of Pliosphorescence from Particle to

'Particle.

The explanation of this disappearance of the Fraunhofer
lines is obvious. A phosphorescing particle may emit lio-ht

enough to cause others in its neighbourhood to shine ; and
each of these in its turn may excite others ; and so the lumi-
nosity may spread. In a former memoir I examined this in

the case of chlorophane, and concluded that in that substance

such a communication does not take place ; but now, usino-

more sensitive preparations, as follows, I have established in

a satisfactory manner that it does.

The test plate referred to in the next parapraph was thus

made. A piece of glass was smoked on one side in a flame,

until it became quite opaque. When cool a few letters or

words were written on it. Some photographic varnish was
poured on it and drained. This, drpng quickly, gave a black
surface which could be handled without injury.

A phosphorographic tablet was made to shine by exposure
to the sky. It was then carried into a dark room, and the

test plate laid upon it. On the test plate another non-shinino-

phosphorographic tablet was laid, and kept in that position a
few minutes ; then, on lifting this from the test plate, the
letters were plainly visible, especially if it were laid on a piece

of hot metal. So the light radiating from the first tablet

through the letters of the test could produce phosphorescence
in the second tablet, through glass more than a millimetre
thick.

This lateral iUumiuation is therefore suflicient to destroy
the impression that is left by the fixed lines, unless indeed
their breadth be sufticiently exaggerated and as short an
interval as possible permitted between the moment of insola-

tion and that of observation.

It has been remarked that a photograph taken from a phos-
phorograph is never sharp. It looks as if it were taken out
of focus, and this even though it may be a copy by contact.

The light has spread from particle to particle. Under such
circumstances, sharpness is impossible, because the phospho-
rograph itself is uot sharp.

N2
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For this reason also, the britrht rectunolc in a i)hosi)horo-

graph of the sohir spectrum, arising Ironi the coalescence of

the infra-red lines a, ^, y, is never sharp on its edges. It

seems as if it "were fading awa} on either side. It is also

broader than would correspond to the actual position and

•width of those lines ; and, particularly, it is somewhat rounded

at its corners.

If we could obtain a thermograph of the solar spectrum,

it would correspond very closely to the pliosphorograph. The
particles heated would radiate their heat to adjacent ones.

Nothing like sharpness of definition could be obtained, except

in very brief exposures before the effect had had time to

spread.

IV. Exainination of Phosphorescent Tablets by Gelatine

Photogrophij

.

The examination of a phosphorescent surface can be made
now in a much more satisfactory manner than formerly. The
light we have to deal with, being variable, declines from the

moment of excitation to the moment of observation ; and,

though the phosphori now prepared are much more sensitive

and persistent than those formerly made, they must still be

looked upon as ephemeral. To examine them properly, the

eye must have been a long time in darkness to acquire full

sensitiveness.

It was recommended by Dufay to place a bandage over

one eye, that its sensitiveness might not be disturbed, whilst

the other, being left naked, could be used in making the

necessary preparations. But this on trial will b6 found,

though occasionallv useful, on the whole an* uncomfortable

and unsatisfactory method.

TTie exceeilingly sensitive gelatine-plates now obtainable

remove these difficulties. The light emitted by blue phosphori,

such as luminous paint, consists largely of rays between H
and G ; and these are rays which act at a maximum on the

gelatine preparation. So if a gelatine plate be laid on a

shining blue phosphorus it is powerfully affected, and any

mark or image that may have been impressed on the phos-

phorus will on development in any of the* usual ways be

found on the gelatine. The gelatine has no need to wait

after the manner of the eye. It sees the phosphorus instantly.

It is impressed from the very first moment ; and Avhilst the

eye is accommodating itself and so losing the best of the effect,

the gelatine is gathering every ray and losing nothing.

Moreover the eft'ect upon it is cunudative. The eye is
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affected by the intensity of the emitted light, the gelatine by
its quantity. Each moment adds to the effect of the pre-

ceding. The gelatine absorbs all the light that the phos-

phorus emits from the moment of excitation, or by suitable

arrangement any fractional part thereof. It has another most
important advantage. The phosphorus is yielding an ephe-

meral result, and is momentarily hastening to extinction ;

so that for a comparison of such a result with others of a like

kind the memory must be trusted to. But the gelatine seizes

it at any predetermined instant, and keeps it forever. These
permanent representations can at any future time be delibe-

rately compared with one another.

To these still another advantage may be added. Very
frequently an impression is much more perceptible on a
gelatine copy than it is on the phosphorus from which that

copy was taken. This arises from the fact that the eye is

made less sensitive by the light emitted from surrounding-

phosphorescent parts, and cannot perceive a sombre point

or line amongst them. This is a physiological effect. But a
gelatine copy in no respect dazzles or enfeebles the eye. For
this reason, for instance, we may not be able in a phosphoro-
graph to resolve visually the infra-red bright rectangle into

its constituent lines, but we recognize them instantly in the

gelatine.

I have made use of sensitive gelatine plates ever since their

quality of being affected by phosphorescent light was an-
nounced by Messrs. Warnecke and Darwin. The more
sensitive of the plates receives a full effect by an exposure of
less than one minute.

But all kinds of phosphori will not thus affect a photo-
graphic tablet : there must be a sympathy between the phos-
phorescent and the photographic surfaces. Thus a phos-
phorus emitting a yelloAv light will not affect a photographic
preparation which requires blue or indigo rays. This principle

I detected many years ago. In my memoir on j^hosj^hores-

cence (Phil. Mag., February 1851), it will be seen that the
green light emitted by chlorophane could not change the most
sensitive photographic preparation at that time known (the
daguerreotype plate) ; and hence I was obliged, in measuring
the light it emits, to resort to Bouguer's optical method.
The result would have turned out differently had the light to

be measured been more refrangible, blue or indigo or violet.

A photographic surfiice agrees Avith the retina in this, that
it has limits of sensitiveness. The eye is insensible to rays
of much lower refrangibility than A and much higher than
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H. Gelatine cannot perceive rays lower than F ; but it is

affected by others for higher than H. There is therefore a

range for each, having its limits and also its place or point of

maxinunn sensitiveness. But some substances, such as the

iodide and bromoiodide of silver, under special methods of

treatment, are either affected positively or negatively through-

out the entire range of the spectrum.

In experiments for obtaining quantitative results, it should

be borne in mind that there is generally a loss of effect. Be-
tween the moment of insolation and that of perception, either

by the eye or l)y gelatine, emitted light escapes. The moment
of maximum emission is the moment of completed insolation

;

and from this the light rapidly declines. It is necessary,

therefore, to make that interval between the two moments as

short as possible.

V. Of the Extinction of Phosphorescence hy Red Light.

I turn now to an examination of those parts of the phos-

phorographic spectrum from which the light has been removed.

They are from the line F to the end of the infra-red space,

and again for a short distance above the violet. The effect

resembles the protecting action in the same region of a

photograph.

^ow, if similar effects are to be attributed to similar causes,

we should expect to find in the photograph and phosphorograph
the manifestation of a common action.

Several different explanations of the facts have been offered.

Herschel suggested that the photograph might be interpreted

on the optical principle of the colours of thin films. Very
recently Captain Abney has attributed the appearance of the

lower space to oxidation. But this can scarcely be the case

in all instances. Mr. Claudet showed, in a very interesting

paper on the action of red light, that a daguerreotype plate

can be used again and again by the aid of a red glass, and
that the sensitive film undergoes no chemical change (Phil.

Mag., February 1848).

It was known to the earliest experimenters on the subject

that if the temperature of a phosphorescent surface be raised,

the liberation of its light is hastened, and it more quickly

relapses into the dark condition. In the memoir to which I

have previously referred (Phil. Mag., February 1851), I

examined minutely into this effect of heat, and determined

the conditions which regulate it. And since, on the old view

of the constitution of the solar spectrum, the heat was supposed
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to increase toward the red ray, and when flint-glass or rock

salt-prisms are employed to give its maximum far beyond
that ray, it was supposed that this heat expelled the light, and

consequently in all those parts of the phosphorus on which
it fell the surface became dark through the expulsion or

exhaustion of the light.

I speak of this as " the old view,'^ because, as I have else-

where shown, the curve supposed to represent heat, Hght, and

actinism, so called, have in reality nothing to do with those

principles. They are merely dispersion-curves having relation

to the ojitical action of the prism and to the character of the

surface on which the ray falls. (Phil. Mag., August 1872.

December 1872.)

But this heat explanation of the phosphorescent facts cannot

be applied to the photographic. Nothing in the way of

hastened or secondary radiation seems to take place in that

case.

In phosphorescence the facts observed in the production of

this blackness are these. If a shining .phosphorescent sur-

face be caused suddenly to receive a solar spectrum, it will

instantly become brighter in the region of the less-refrangible

rays, as will plainly appear on the spectrum being for a

moment extinguished by shutting off the light that comes
into the dark room to form it. If the light be re-admitted

ao-ain and again , the like increase of brilliancv mav ao;ain

and again be observed, but in a declining way. Presently,

however, the region that has thus emitted its light begins to

turn darker than the surrounding luminous parts. If now
we no longer admit any spectrum-light, but watch the phos-

phorescent surface as its luminosity slowly declines, the

region that has thus shot forth its radiation becomes darker

and darker, and at a certain time quite black. The sur-

rounding parts in the com-se of some hours slowly overtake

it, emitting the same quantity of light that had previously

been expelled from it ; and eventtially aU becomes dark.

Now, apparently, all this is in accordance with the hy-
pothesis of the expulsion of the light by heat. Tliere are,

however, certain other facts which throw doubt on the

correctness of that explanation.

On that hypothesis, the darkening ought to begin at the

place of maximum heat—that is, when flint-glass apparatus is

used, below the red ray ; and from this it should become less

and less intense in the more refrangible direction. But in

many experiments, carefully made, I have found that the

maximum of blackness has its place of origin above the line

D, and, indeed, where the orange and green rays touch each
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other. Xot iinfroqueiitly, in certain experiments tlie exact

conditions of wiiicli I do not know and cannot always repro-

duce, the darkening begins at the uj)per confines of the

green, and slowly passes down to beyond the red extremity ;

that is to say, its propagation is in the opposite direction to

that Avhich it ought to show on the heat hypothesis.

Still more, as has been stated, there is a dark space above

the violet. Now it is connnonly held that in this region there

is little or no heat. If so, what is it that has expelled or

destroyed the light.

The experiments above referred to I made with the recently

introduced luminous paint. It presented the facts under

their simplest form. But I have also tried many other

samples, for which I am indebted to the courtesy of Professor

Barker of Philadelphia. Among them I may mention as

being very well known the specimens made by Dubosc, en-

closed in fiat glass tubes, contained in a mahogany case, and

designed for illustrating the different-coloured phosphorescent

lights emitted. They are to be found in most physical

cabinets. These, however, do not show the fiicts in so clear

a manner. On receiving the impress of a solar spectrum they

present ])atches of light and shade irregularly distributed.

Though in a general way they confirm the statements made
above, they do not do it sharply or satisfactorily.

Dubosc's specimens to which I have had access are enume-
rated as follows :—1. Calcium violet ; 2. Calcium blue ;

3. Calcium green ; 4. Strontium green ; 5. Strontium

yellow ; 6. Calcium orange. Eestricting my observation to

the space beyond the red (which, as has been said, presents

a bright rectangle in the darkness, about as far below the

red as the red is below] the yellow) I found that this rectangle

is not given by 1 and 2 ; in o it is doubtful ; in 4 it is

quite visible ; and in 5 and 6 strikingly so.

Is the blackening then due to heat ? That it occurs beyond

the violet (that is, beyond the lines H) seems to render such

an opinion doubtful ; for it is commonly thought that the

effect of heat is not recognizable there. And in the phos-

phorogenic spectroscope I have used, the optical train (prism,

lenses, &c.) is of glass, which must of course exercise a special

selective heat-absorption ; but the traces of this in the phos-

phorograph I could never detect.

In the diffraction-spectrum, I had attempted nearly forty

years ago to ascertain the distribution of heat (Phil. Mag.,

March 1857), but could not succeed with the experiment in

a completely satisfactory manner, so small is the etfect. I

exposed a tablet of luminous paint to such a diffraction-spec-
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trum formed bv a reflectiuo; oTatiuo- bavin o- 17.296 lines to

tbe incbj and was not a bttle surprised to see tbat from tbe

blue to tbe red end of tbe spectrum tbere is an energetic ex-

tinction of tbe ligbt, and darkness is produced. I repeated

tbis witb otber gratings, and under varied circumstances,

and always found tbe same effect.

Now, considerino- tbe exceediuglv small amount of beat

available in tbis case, and considering tbe intensity of tbe

effect, is tbere not berein an indication tbat we must
attribute tbis result to some otber tban a calorific cause ?

1 endeavoured to obtain better information on tbis point by
using tbe rays of tbe moon, wbicb, as is well known, are very

deficient in beating-power. Many years ago I bad obtained

some pbospborograpbs of tbat object. Witb tbe more
sensitive preparations now acessible, and ^^-itb a telescope of

11 incbes aperture and 150 incites focus, tbere was no difficulty

in procuring specimens about 1*4 incb in diameter. Tbese

represented tbe lunar surface satisfactorily. At balf-moon an
exposure of tbree or four seconds was sufficient to give a fair

proof. But, on iusolating a pbospborescent tablet, and causing

tbe converging moou-rays to pass tbrougb tbe red glass

wbicb I commonly use as an extinguisber, no effect \\ as pro-

duced bv tbe red moonlio-bt on tbe sbinino- surface.

I repeated tbis experiment, using a lens 5 incbes in diameter

and 7 incbes focus, so arranoed tbat tbe moon's image could

be kept stationary on tbe pbospborescent tablet. Tbat image
was about I incb in diameter. Tben, insolating tbe tablet, tbe

moou-rays, after passing tbrougb a red glass, were caused to

fall upon it. Tbe exposure continued ten minutes ; but no
effect was produced on tbe sbining surface. Tbe lunar image
was so brilliant tbat wben tbe red glass was removed, and a

non-sbining pbospborescent surface was exposed to it, a

brigbt image could be produced in a single second.

But in order to remove tbe effect of tbe more refrangible

rays by tbe less, tbe latter must not only bave tbe proper
wave-lcngtb but also tbe proper amplitude of vibration. Tbis

principle applies botb to pbotograpbic and pbospborograpbic
experiments. In ray memoir on tbe negative or protecting

rays of tbe sun (Pbil. Mag., February 1847) it is said,

" Before a perfect neutralization of action between two rays

ensues, tbose rays must be adjusted in intensity to eacb

otber." It requu'es a powerful yellow ray to antagonize a

feeble dav-ligbt.

It is owing to tbe difference in amplitude of vibration tbat

tbe beat of radiation seems so mucb more effective tban tbe

beat of conduction. A temperature answering to tbat of tbe
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boilinfy-poiut of mercury must be applied to a pliosphorescent

tablet for quite a considerable time before all the lifrbi is ox-

tiiifruished. But the red end of the spectrum and that oven

of the diftractiou-spcctrum, in -which the heat can with dilii-

culty be detected by the most sensitive thermometer, accom-
plishes it very quickly.

VI. On the Infra-'red Lines or Bands in the Still's Spectrum.

At a distance about as far below the red as the red is below

the yellow in the solar spectrum, I found in 1842, in photo-

graphs taken on iodide of silver (Daguerre^s preparation),

three great lines or bands, with doubtful indications of a

fourth still further off. I designated them as a, /3, 7, and
published an engraving of them in the Philosophical Maga-
zine for May 1843.

In 1846, MM. Foucault and Fizeau having repeated the

experiment thus originally made by me, presented a com-
munication to the French Academy of Sciences. They had
observed the antagonizing action above referred to, and had
seen the infra-spectral lines a, /S, 7. They had taken the

precaution to deposit with the Academy a sealed envelope,

containing an account of their discovery, not knowing that

it had been made and piiblished long previously in America.

Sir J. Herschel had made some investigations on the dis-

tribution of heat in the spectrum, using paper blackened on
one side and moistened w^itli alcohol on the other. He ob-

tained a series of spots or patches, commencing above the

yellow and extending beyond the red. Some writers on this

subjecthave considered that these observations implya discovery

of the lines a, yS, 7. They forget, however, that Herschel did

not use a slit, but the image of the Sun, an image which
was more than a quarter of an inch in diameter. Under
such circumstances, it Avas impossible that these or any other

of the fixed lines could be seen.

I have many times repeated this experiment, but could not

obtain the same result, and therefore attributed my want of

success to unskilfulness. More recently Lord Rayleigh (Phil.

Mag., November 1877), having experimented in the same
direction, seems to be disposed to attribute these images to a

misleading action of the prism employed. AVhatever their

cause may bo, it is clear that they have nothing to do with

the fixed lines a, y3, 7 now under consideration.

In these experiments, and also in others made about the same
time on the distribution of heat in the spectrum, I attempted

to form a diffraction-spectrum without the use of any dioptric
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media, endeavouring to get rid of all the disturbances which

arise through the absorptive action of glass by using as the

grating a polished surface of steel on which lines had been

ruled with a diamond, and employing a concave mirror

instead of an achromatic lens ; and though my results were

imperfect and incomplete, I saw enough to convince me that

it is absolutely necessary to employ a spectrum that has

been fomied by reflection alone. (Phil. Mag., March 1857,

p. 155.)

In 1871, M. Lamanski succeeded in detecting these lines

or bands by the aid of a therniomultiplier. He was not ade-

cjuately informed on what had already been done in the matter

in America ; for he says that, " with the exception of Foucault

and Fizeau in their well-known experiments on the inter-

ference of heat, no one as yet has made reference to these

lines." Nearly thirty years before the date of this memoir I

had published an engraving of them (Phil. Mag., May
1843).

After I had discovered these three lines, I intended to use

the grating for the exploration of that region, since it extends

it far more than the prism can do—but on making the

attempt was discouraged by the difhculty of getting rid of

the more refrangible lines belonging to the second spectrum.

I had hoped to eliminate these by passing the ray on its

approach to the slit through a solution of the bichromate of

potash. But the bichromate in long exposures permits a

sufficiency of the more refrangible rays to pass, to produce a

marked photographic effect ; and hence 1 feared that any
experiments supposed to prove the existence of lines in the

infra-red vrould be open to the criticism that they in reality

belonged to the more refrangible region of the spectrum of

the second order, and that a satisfactory examination of the

case would exclude the use of the grating and compel that of

the prism. With the prism I could not obtain clear evidence

of the existence of more than three lines, or perhaps groups,

and doubtful indications of a fourth. If in these examinations

we go as far as wave-length 10,750, the limit of Captain

Abney's map, we nearly reach the line Q.- of the third

spectrum. This would include all the innumerable lines of

spectrum 2, and even many of those of spectrum o. In such

a vast multitude of lines, how would it be possible to identify

those that properly belonged to the first, and exclude those of

the second and third spectra ? Besides, do we not encounter

the objection that this is altogether beyond the theoretical

limit of the prismatic spectrum ?
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This brinos us to Captain Abney's recent rosearclies, which,

by the aid of the grating, carry the investigation referred to

the prismatic spectrum as fjir below the red as the red is

below the yellow. They are not to be regarded as an ex-

tension of exploration in the infra-red region (for they really

do not carry us beyond my own observations in 1843), but

as securing the resolution of these lines or bands into their

constituent elements. I had never regarded them as really

single lines ; the breadth or massi^oness of their ])hotographs

too plainly suggests that they are composed of many
associated ones. The principle of decreasing refrangibility

with increasing wave-length incapacitates the prism from

separating thorn ; but the grating (which spreads them out

according to their wave-length) reveals at once their composite

character.

In Captain Abney's map, after leaving the red lino A, we
find three groups :—(1) ranging from about 8150 to 8350

;

(2) from 8930 to 9300 ; (3) from 9350 to 9800. These, ad-

mitting that the lines of the subsequent grating-spectra have

been excluded, are then the resolution of a, (3, j.

I suppose that care has been taken to make sure of that,

either by absorbent media or by a subsidiary prism. If the

grating had been ruled in such a manner as to extinguish the
. . . 1

second spectrum, inconveniences would arise from the charac-

teristics thereby impressed on the first.

In the phosphorographic spectrum on luminous paint, this

vast multitude of lines is blended into a mass which probably

can never be completely resolved into its elements, on account

of the propagation of phosphorescence from particle to ])article.

I have resolved it into two or three constituent groups, and
frequently have seen indications of its capability of resolution

into lines, in the serrated aspect of its lateral edges.

I believe that luminous paint enables us to approach -very

nearl}--, if not completely, to the theoretical limit of the

prismatic spectrum.

The history of these interesting infra-red linos is briefly

this. They were discovered by me in 1842, and an engraving

and description of them given in the ' Philosophical Maga-
zine.' They were next seen by Foucault and Fizeau in

1846, and a description of them presented to the French
Academy of Sciences. They were again detected by La-
nianski with the thermopile in 1871. Their resolution into

a great number of finer lines was accomplished by Abney,
who gave a Bakerian lecture describing them before the Royal
Society in 1880. Finally they have been redetect^id by me
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in the shining rectangle^ just above the theoretical limit of

the prismatic spectrum, given by many phosphorescent sub-

stances.

University of Xew York,
Dec/1, 1880.

XXIV. On the Determination of Chemical Ajjinity in ter)ns of
Electromotive Force.—Part III.* By C. R. Alder Weight,
D.Sc. (Lond.), Lecturer on Chemistry and Physics in St.

Mary's Hospital Mediccd School't.

On the Absolute Vcdues of the Ohm and ofthe Mechanical £gui-
vcdent of Heat, and on the Nature of Polarization and Elec-

trolysis^ and the amount of work done ivhen the latter occurs.

55. aiXCE the pubHcation of Parts I. and II. of these

^ researches, it has been obligingly pointed out bv
Mr. L. B. Fletcher, of Baltmiore (Phil". Mag. [5] x. p. 436),
that, by a slip, it is stated in § 35 that the values of the B.A.
unit of resistance deducible from the 1867 experiments of

Joule and from those detailed in Part II., are from 1'5 to 2'0

per cent, above one earth-quadrant per second, instead of that

amount below this theoretical value, it being assumed that the

mean water-friction value of Joule (41*555 megalergs, § 34)
is correct; and Mr. Fletcher also states that the first results of

an experimental redetermination of the absolute value of the

ohm, on which he is now engaged, are similar in character.

Besides the valuations of Lorenz and Kohlrausch, briefly

referred to in Part I. as illustrations of the want of absolute

certainty as to the true value of the B.A. unit, two other sets

of observations on this point have been made within the last

two or three years—one by Prof. H, A. Rowland (Silliman's

Journal [3] xv. pp. 281, 325, and 430, 1878), and the other

by H. F. Weber (Phil. Mag. [5] v. pp. 30,'l27, and 189,
1878). By making observations of the value of the current
induced in one coil by the establishment of a measured cur-

rent in another one, Rowland obtained values of the resistance

of the former such that, by comparison with four copies of the
B.A. unit (or a multiple thereof), the following numbers were
obtained as the resistance of the latter:

—

* Part I., Proceedings of tlie Physical Society, 1880, vol. iii. p. 213;
also Phil, Map-. April 1880. Part H., Proc. Phys. See. 1880, vol. iii.

p. 246 ; also Phil. Mag-. May 1880.
1" Communicated hv the Physical Society.
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Eartli-quadrant
per second.

Coil No. 1. B.A. unit, by Elliot . . . 0-99257

„ 2. 10-olim coil, „ ... 0-98963

„ o. 10-olim coil, by Warden, Mur- 1 -^.qqioq
head, and Clark . . . J

"^

„ 4. 100 ,, „ „ 0-99098

Mean 0-99112

Hence, on the whole, Rowland's experiment indicates an error

in the B.A. unit of 0-00888= 0-888 per cent, in deficiency.

Weber's determinations, on the other hand, indicate that

the B.A. imit is nearly correct, the slight error being one of

excess, and that the value of J is somewhat above that deduced
from Joule's Avater-friction experiments. Thus he obtained

the following values for J in gravitation measure ; the annexed
values in ergs are calculated on the supposition that at Zurich
the value of g is 981-5.

Gravitation

measure.

A^alue derived from calculations based on
the different specific heats of a gas, I j.^o.q- A')^^(\
from experimental determinations by ^ "

* ^

llegnault and Rontgen ....
Value derived from experiments by H.

F. Weber, on the heat developed by a

knoAvn current whilst passing through ) 428-15 42-02

a resistance measured in absolute mea-
sure by himself -

Taking the mean of these values for J (= 428-55 in gravi-

tation measure), and determining the heat produced by a

measured current in a circuit the resistance of which was
measured by himself in absolute units, A\'^eber obtained a mean
value for the Siemens unit of resistance of 0-9550 x 10^

C.G.S. units, employing a coil (No. 1914) obtained from W.
Siemens as standard. By two other different methods (one

depending on the determination of the rate of oscillation of a

magnetic needle in a coil, the other on the measurement of

the current induced in a given coil by opening a known cur-

rent in an adjacent circuit) the resistance of this same standard

coil was found to be respectively 0-9545 x 10'^ and 0-9554 x 10",

giving as final average of the throe series of observations,

0-9550 X lO'' C.G.S. units. Unfortunately Weber did not com-
pare his standard Siemens unit with any copy of the B.A. unit:

assuming, however, that the Siemens unit used by him bore
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to the B.A. unit the same ratio as that found by Kohh'ausch

(§ 36), viz. 1 to 1-0493, the value of the B.A. unit becomes
finally

0-9550 X 1-0493= 1-0021 earth-quadrant per second,

exhibiting an error in excess of 0-0021 =0*21 per cent.

Taking these results into consideration along with those of

Kohlrausch and Lorenz, discussed in Part II., the following-

values are finally deducible for the Siemens and B.A. resistance

units respectively in earth-quadrants per second :

—

Siemens unit. B.A. unit.

B.A. Committee 0-9530 (a) 1-0000

Kohlrausch 0-9717 1-0196

Lorenz 0-9337 0-9797 (h)

Rowland 0-9446 (a) 0-99112

H. F. Weber, 1st method . . 0-9550 1-0021 {h)

2nd „ . . . 0-9545 1-0016 {h)

3rd „ . . . 0-9554 1-0025 {h)

the values marked (a) for the Siemens unit being derived

from the observed value of the B.A. unit by dividing by
1-0493, the ratio found by Kohlrausch, and those marked

(Jj)

for the B.A. unit being obtained by multiplying the observed

values of the Siemens unit by 1-0493. Mr. Fletcher's preli-

minary results as above stated give a value less than 1-0000.

Taking all these valuations into consideration, it would seem
that, in the existing state of our knowledge, it is just about as

probable that the B.A. unit is in error in deficiency as that it

is erroneous in excess. Accordingly, in the following experi-

ments it is assumed that the B.A. unit represents exactly one
earth-quadrant per second, and in consequence that the E.M.F.
of a Clark's cell is exactly, as determined by him, 1-457 x 10^

C.G.S. units, or 1-457 theoretical volt.

56. Admitting this to be so, however, it does not seem to

be possible that Joule's water-friction values of J are exact

(§ 34) : not only do the determinations of Hirn and Violle

concur in indicating values for J of from nearly 2 to 3 per
cent, higher than these water-friction values '(§ 37), but,

further, four different sets of observations also indicate that if

the B.A. resistance-unit be correct {i. e. if it = 1 earth-qua-

drant per second), or if the Siemens unit be 0-9530 earth-

quadrant per second, the value of J must be from 1 to 2 per
cent, higher than these values, and, on the whole, upAvards of

42 megalergs. These observations are, first, those of von
Quintus Icilius (Fogg. Ann. ci. p. 65) as corrected by H. F.
Weber {loc. cit. siqjva), which were based on an erroneous
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early ck'terniiiiation of the absolute value of a Jacob! resistance-

unit by W. "Weber ; after correction they indicate a value

for J of 431-() in gravitation measure, or, assuming </= 981,

of 42-34 megalergs ; and, next, those of Joule himself, those

of H. F. Weber above quoted, and those of the author and

Mr. Rennic (Part II.), which yield the following results :

—

Value of J, the B.A. uuit

being supposed to be csactly

1 earth-quadrant per second.

Von Quintus Icilius (corrected by \ |^ ^ 42-34 meoalergs.
H. F. Weber) j

^ ^

Joule (18G7, vide § 33), the results^

of which investigation have been V aboAC 42*10 „

shown to be too low (§ 54) . )

H. F. Weber*, 42*02 x i^^ . . 41-93 „

Alder Wright and Rennie (value
| ^^,,^,.,. 4 !..,(•

slightly too low) . . . . j

Moreover, as stated above, H. F. Weber has calculated, from

Regnault's and Rontgen's experiments on the specific heats of

air etc., that J= 42*10 megalergs. Hence, finally, taking

into account all the above experiments, the most probable

value of J lies close to 42 megalergs, being above rather than

below that value. Until further authoritative determinations

finallv settle the question as to the true values of the B.A. unit

anil of J, the former may, as above stated, be considered to be

exactly 1 earth-quadrant per second, and the latter may be

safely taken as being 42 megalergs, most jirobably lying be-

tween 41-75 and 42-25 megalergs. In the following parts of

of this paper, consequently, J is taken =42 x 10** C.G.S. units,

oi.-Vti, the factor for reducing grannne-degrees to E.M.F. units

(volts), is taken as being =0*000105 x 42 x 10*'=4410*0.

General Conclusions ffom the results of jyrevions e.vperimenters,

and tJiose sidiscquenthj detailed : Statement of Theorem relative

to Polarization and the Nature of Electrolysis and the Amount

of Work done therein.

57. It has been shown in Part I. (§§ 13-17) that the work
expended in decomposing an electrolyte into the "nascent"

products of electrolysis is not necessarily the same as that

performed in breaking it up into the final products of electro-

lysis, and that by determining (in terms of E.M.F. or other-

* Weber's result refers to air-thermometer temperatures, those of the

other experimenters to temperatures measured by the mercui'ial thermo-

meter and not reduced to air-thermometer readings.
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wise) the two quantities, conclusions may be draAvn as to the
general nature of the phenomena connected with the " nascent
state." If the difference of potential between the electrodes

of an electrolytic cell be E, during the passage of a quantity
of electricity Q sufficient to decompose a gramme of electro-

lyte in a time t (thereby giving rise to a current C= — ) a

total amount of workEQ=EQ is done, of which C^Ri=CQR
represents the work done as heat due to the resistance of the

cell R (Joule's law, Part I. §§ 1 e^- 2); consequently an
amount EQ— C-E<= (E— CR)Q of work is done in decompo-
sing the electrolyte into the nascent products of decomposition.

The E.M.F. E — CR representing this amount of work is

readily measurable by electrical means ; for it is the quantity
sometimes spoken of as the "counter E.M.F. set up during
electrolysis/' being the value of e in Ohm's theorem

p_ X(E)-e
2(R) + R'

where 2(E) is the sum of the electromotive forces of the bat-

tery, e the counter E.M.F. set up, 2(R) the total resistance

in circuit less that of the electrolytic cell, and C the cur-
rent produced. For if r be the " resistance of a wire obstruct-
ing the current equally with the electrolytic cell " (?. e. what
may be conveniently termed the apparent resistance of the
voltameter, equal to that of a wire through which the current
C would pass when a difference of potential E subsisted between
its ends), we have

E_ S(E)-g ^ 2(E)
r 2(R) + R 2(R)+r'

whence'

and

C also = E _ 2(E)-E _E--^
r-R~ 2(R) - R '

'=E-CR.

* These relationship's may
be represented graphically
thus :—On a base-lineABH J"

let fall pei-pendiculars AC,
B D, representing respectively

2(E) and E, the length A B
representing 2(R). Join C D,
and produce the line C D tiU

it cuts AB produced in F.
Cut off from BD at the end
D a length D G representing e,

and through G draw GH
Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 67. March 1881.
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58. Very many experiments Lave been inade during the last

thirty or forty years on the values of e under a arying condi-

tions, on a somewhat closely allied thing, viz. the E.M.F.
existent between the electrodes of an electrolytic cell after

ttipture of the current*, and on the E.M.F. of gas-batteries

(and especially those with hydrogen and oxygen as gases) f.

From these researches it results that, other things being equal,

the counter E.M.F. set up during electrolysis increases with

the current-strength as the size of the electrodes is diminished

and as the temperature is lowered, at least within certain limits.

The observations made have almost invariably been performed
with currents of moderate or considerable magnitude ; with

such currents in no case has a value ibr e been obtained less

than the E.M.F. corresponding to the decomposition into the

final products, whilst with powerful currents much larger'.values

have been obtained : thus with water, all ^alues of e registered

lie above 1'50 volt, and sometimes exceed 3 volts (when reduced

to that unit). Certain experiments of Andrews (Phil. Mag.

[3] X. p. 433), and Buff (Ann. Chem. Pliarm. xciv. p. 1), made
by decomposing water with a feeble battery-power (less than
1*50 volt), appear, however, to show that a less value for e

may exist when a very minute current only is employed, in

which case simultaneous evolution of hydrogen and oxygen
does not take place ; if the one or the other be prevented from

parallel to CDF, cutting A F in H. Then BF represents r, and B

H

represents E. And by similar triangles,

AC _ AC-BD ^AC-DG^BD^BG^DG
AF AB~ AH BF BH HF'

or

2(E) ^ 2(E)

-

E ^ 2(E)

-

P ^ -K ^ E-£' ^ _|l_
2(R)+r 2(R) 2(K)+R /• K r-R"

* The tenn " polarization " is .sometimes applied to mean the counter

E.M.F. of an electrolytic cell e as above defined, j^ometimes the E.M.F.
set up between the electrodes after the cun-eut has ceased to How (a quan-
tity always less than the value of e existent whilst the current passes),

and sometimes (perhaps most frequently of all in a vague undefined sense),

to expre.ss the fact that something or other takes place tending to diminish

the current : thus the silver plate of a Smee's cell is said to become " pola-

rized.' In the subsequent parts of this paper the terms " counter E.M.F.
of an electrolytic cell " and "subsequent polarization' respectively are

used to indicate the first two of these meanings.

t At the request of the Publication Committee of the Physical Society

a discussion of the results obtained by many previous observers bearing in

these directions is omitted, together with the numerous references to their

work. The best resume of this work that the writer is acquainted with
is in AViedemann's Lchre vom Galvanisnuts, which, however, does not in-

clude a considerable number of researches published within the last few
yeai's.
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making its appearance as a free gas by using a large electrode

and a minute one (Wollaston's point), a feeble evolution of

gas may be noticed (especially at first) from the small elec-

trode, but none from the other. Similarly, the experiments

of Helmholtz on what he terras ''electrolytic convection"

(Phil. Mag. [4] xlvii. p. 152), and analogous observations of

others, show that, if the one or the other gas is suppressed by
the chemical action of other kinds of gas respectively dissolved

in the fluid surrounding the electrode or adherent to the elec-

trode surface, Avater may be decomposed by an E.M.F. of less

than 1*50 volt.

59. As regards "'• subsequent polarization,'' or the E.M.F.
existent between the electrodes of an electrolytic cell after

the original current has been ruptured, even when measured

by a quick-working switch or " wippe," it results from the

observations at present on record that a more or less percep-

tibly smaller value is always obtained than corresponds to

the counter E.M.F. set up whilst the current was passing.

Under certain circumstances, especially when currents of

short duration are employed, the difference becomes very

marked ; so that on the whole '' subsequent polarizations
"

have been recorded, for acidulated water for instance, of

magnitude varying from something upwards of two or even

three volts to something less than -001 volt. With currents

producing smaller values than 1*5 volt (measured immediately

after rupture) visible evolution of gas at both poles does not

seem to have ever been noticed. Recently Exner (Wied.

Annalen, vi. p. 336, 1870) has shown that to cause visible evo-

lution of gas from boiled-out distillecj water, a " subsequent

polarization " (measured immediately after rupture by a

quadrant electrometer) of from 2*03 to 2"09 Daniell cells (from
2' 2 to 2*3 volts) must be established ; whilst if the water be

faintly acidulated, a polarization of about 1'89 Daniell =2'1

volts is sufficient. And in the same paper he has also shown
that the polarization set up after the current is ruptured

differs from the E.M.F. of the battery employed (and afortiori

from the counter E.M.F. set up during the passage of the

current) only by quantities too small to measure accurately by
a quadrant electrometer, when the battery E.M.F. does not

exceed from l'40to I'-IT Daniell cell (1*54 to 1*61 volt) when
larger platinum plates and boiled-out dilute acid are used, and

from 1-94 to 2-09 Daniell cells (2-1 to 2-3 volts) with Wollas-

ton's points (platinum wires coated with glass, so as only to

expose a minute surface at the ends) ; whilst with stronger

battery electromotive forces than these values the subsequent

polarization always falls sensibly short of the batterv E.M.F.
02
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GO. Various determinations have been made of the E.M.F.
which a Grove's gas-battery can generate under various con-

ditions. When the gases are oxygen and hydrogen, it has

uniformly been found that the E.M.F. generated is less tlian

r5() volt, the value representing the work done in the union
of ordinary gaseous oxygen and hydrogen to form liquid

water, which is the end result of the action taking place in

such a cell when it generates a current. Recently Osgood
Pierce (Wied. Annalen, viii. y. 98, 1879) has found numbers
varying from •76() to •92r) Daniell cell ("84 to 1-02 volt),

according to the temperature, the nature of the liquid present,

the j)urity of the oxygen, &c. Cceteris paribus, increasing

the temperatures lowers the E.M.F ; Morley has recently

shown (Proceedings Physical Society, ii. p. 212, 1878) that

when a Grove gas-battery produces a current the E.M.F. is

not constant, but is a function of the current produced, being
the smaller the greater the current, i. e. the less the external

resistance, and vice versa.

()1. A clear coherent explanation of tbe ditferences in the

numerical values of these quantities obtainable under various

conditions, accounting quantitatively for them, and consistent

with well-known dynamical principles, does not appear as yet

to ha"\e been brought prominently forward ; the following

attempt in that direction is the result of a somewhat prolonged
experimental investigation, some of the results of which are

detailed subsequentl}'.

Theorem.—Were it possible that the surface-action of the

electrodes, the chemical action of substances dissolved in the

fluid electrolysed, or of the electrode materials themselves, and
other interfering causes (such as the accumulation of fluids

of different densities round the electrodes) could be entirely

eliminated, the primary effect of electrolysis would be to break

up the electrolyte into " nascent " products, tJie formation of
lohich looidd correspond to a definite amount of tcoric, and con"

sequently to a definite E.M.F. ; but the physical attraction

exerted by the electrodes upon the nascent products causes

a certain proportion of them (variable with circumstances) to

be converted ab initio into products, the formation of Avhich

from the " nascent ^' products is accompanied by a gain of

energy (or evolution of heat). Similarly, under certain con-

ditions the products of electrolysis are chemically acted upon
by the electrodes, or by gases occluded upon their surfaces,

substances dissolved in the fluid electrolysed, &c. ; whilst, as

the action proceeds, solutions of different densities accumukite
round the electrodes, tending to set up an E.M.F. in virtue

of their interdiffusion. All these circumstances modify the
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amount of work actually performed by the curent wliilst

causing electrolysis, in such a way that the algebraic sum of

the energy gained hy these other actions is subtracted from the

energy that icoulcl othericise be required to break up the elec-

trolyte info nascent j^i'oducts.

This theorem may be put in the foi-m of the following

equation.—Suppose that the quantity of total products of elec-

trolysis at the negative electrode be called 1, and out of this

amount let 1— ??i parts be evolved "nascent," Avhilst »i parts

are so affected by the condensing or attractive action of the

electrode as to be evolved ab initio not in the "'nascent" con-

dition, but in a more condensed form, viz. in the ordinary phy-

sical condition of the substance, if non-gaseous, but, if naturally

gaseous, in the form of a more or less condensed form of

gaseous matter (occluded gas, quasi-liquefied gas, or gas

strongly attracted to the surface of the electrode). Let Hj be

the heat evolved per gramme-equivalent of product in its

transformation from the "' nascent " to the ordinary free con-

dition, and let h^ be the heat evolved in further condensing a

gramme-equivalent of the substance to the more condensed

form in which the fraction n^ of total product is evolved. Simi-

larly let ??2j H2, and J12 be the values corresponding respectively

to /ij, Hi, and h^, referring to the products at the -1- eleqtrode

taken as unity. Then the amount of energy to be subtracted

from that corresponding to the decomposition into the nascent

products due to the attractive action of the electrodes is given

in terms of E.M.F. b}- the expression

{n,(E,+ h,) + n,(R, + h.^}xJ.

The energy corresponding to the work done in the decom-
position into nascent products being expressed in terms of

E.M.F. by E/, let X(H) represent the heat-evolution per

gramme-equivalent of substance decomposed, due to the

algebraic sum of the chemical actions taking place between
the products and the electrodes, &c., and of the diffusive

action of the differently constituted liquids surrounding the

two electrodes; then the final E.M.F. corresponding to the

work done in electrolysis will be

e=E-{n,{R, + h,)+n,(K,+ k^ + '^(-a)}xJ.

If now Ej represent the E.M.F. corresponding to the work
done in decomposing the electrolyte into the final products,

supposing them to escape in the ordinary free condition,

E,= E,-(H, + H,)xJ:
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whence

^= E, + {(1-»,)H, -»,/', + (l-%)Ho-«o//2-2(H)};j^;J,

which may for shortness be written

.=E, + [S{(l-70H}-S(«/0-^(H)]xJ.

(^'i. According to the particular values which the several

terras in this expression may have, various values for e may
be deduced. On examination it is found that all the apparently

abnormal variations in the value of the counter E.M.F. set up
during electrolysis, of the subsequent polarization, and of the

closely allied E.M.F. produced by gas-batteries and analogous

combinations may be satisfactorily accounted for by this

expression *. Thus, for instance, suppose water to be elec-

trolvsed with platinum poles, so that no chemical action takes

])lace between the electrodes and the products, whilst no
suppression of hydrogen by the action of dissolved oxygen,

or of hydrogen by dissolved oxygen takes place ; then

2(H)= 6. If now the electrode be supposed to be destitute

of adherent or occluded gases to commence with, and the

current be very minute, the whole of the water decomjiosed

will be transformed into hydrogen and oxygen in a highly

condensed form, whence, since ?i|= l and ?io=l,

,=E,-(/.i + A2)xJ= Ei-2(/0%J.

Under such conditions therefore the tcater- iinll be electrolysed

In/ an E.M.F. less than 1-50 volt (the value of Ej), Experi-

ment shows in fact that when well-boiled water (either nearly

pure or acidulated with sulphuric acid) is decomposed Avith

recently ignited platinum electrodes, an E.M.F, scarcely ap-

preciablv greater than will suffice to enable a current to

pass, whence (/'i+/''>)%J must, under these conditions, nearlj-

= 1-50 volt,

or h^ + ho must nearly =34,100 gramme-degrees
;

that is, the heats of condensation of oxifgen and hydrocjcn hy

jjlatimim Sfc. jointly may amount to cdmost as large a quantity

as that developed by their union to form liquid tcater.

That the work done in the condensation of a film of gas by
attraction to or occlusion in a solid body is great relatively to

the mass of gas condensed is well known. The Author, con-

* At the request of the rublication Committee of the Pliysical Society,

the discussion of several paiiicular cases of this theorem and of their

bearing upon and explanation of various phenomena observed by previous

experimenters is omitted.
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jointly with Prof. W. C. Roberts, has shown (Chem. Soc.

Journal, 1873, p. 112) that the specific heat of the portion of

hydrogen first occluded by palladium is much greater than

that of the later portions, the limiting values being near to

9 on the one side and 3'4 on the other—or values respec-

tively representing a condensation to something approaching
the liquid state (judged by analogy with liquid bromine, the

product of the combining number and specific heat of which
is near 9), and a condensation but little exceeding that due
to ordinary atmospheric pressure. Presumably when a film

of gas is attracted to the surface of a solid, the portions first

attracted are very highly condensed, the next ones less so, and
so on, a kind of atmosphere or aura surrounding the body
being thus produced of density varj-ing from the maximum
amount of condensation to the minimum, /. e. the pressure of

the surrounding atmosphere. The total quantity of gas thus

condensed is not inconsiderable : thus an ordinary- porcelain

or, better still, a platinum crucible, if ignited and cooled in

dry air, will weigh less by from one to several milligrammes,
according to its size, if weighed immediately it is cold, and
before the film or aura of condensed gas expelled by the heat
is completely re-formed, than it will weigh if allowed to I'emain

some time in the dry air, and weighed after the aura has been
attracted to saturation. The inequality in the deviations from
Boyle's law exhibited by gases under high pressures, but when
still far removed from their condensing or from their critical

points, has been considered by many physicists to be probablv
largely due to the difference in the attracting or aura-formin o-

capacity exhibited by the tubes and measuring-vessels used,

according as the nature of the gas varies. Xot only gases, but
also liquids, are attracted by solids, forming a layer or aura of
highly condensed liquid adherent to the solid : Schliermacher
has recently calculated (Dmgler, Pol. Journal, pp. 22^, 471;
Chemical-Society Journal, Abstracts, 1880, p. 363) that this

causes an appreciable error in the determinations of the
weight of a unit volume of water hitherto made.

63. When water is electrolysed with nou-oxidizable recently
ignited electrodes {e.g. of platinum), the length of time which
must elapse before the electrodes become saturated with o-ases

v^dll depend on circumstances, and amongst others on the fact
that the water wiU tend to take up oxygen at the + electrode
and hydrogen at the — electrode, and the solutions thus pro-
duced will difi'use towards the opposite poles, thus tending to
set up a double form of '• electrolj-tic convection."

Suppose that a current pass through acidulated water, so
that gases are slowly evolved ; if by saturating ^\\t\l oxygen
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the water .surrounding the — electrode the hydrogen is wholly

reconverted into water, leaving out of sight the formation of

liquids of differing densities round the two (dectrodes, und
suj)posing that the + electrode and fluid surrounding it are

saturated with oxygen, it Avill result that

(the n,, H,, and //,, referring to hydrogen), whence

e={(l—n2)H2—V'2}xJ-

Now when »o= this value is +, being H2%J ; but if

??2=1 it would become negative, = — //2%J : for certain values

of 7i2 therefore (?'. e. for certain rates of current-flow, Part IV.),

the value of e whilst still + must be less than 1"50 volt

;

?'. e. when " electrolvtic convection " takes place, so that the

hydrogen evolved by electrolysis is reoxidized as fast as

generated, electrolysis may he produced hy means of a less

E.M.F. than 1*50 volt. Obviously the same result follows if

the hvdrogen be unoxidized, but the oxygen be reconverted

into water by dissolved hydrogen ; and the same may ensue if

only a part of the hydrogen or oxygen is thus reconverted

into water.

04. Again, when S(H) is negligible compared %vith the

other terms, and n-^ and n^ are both small, the value of e may be

greatly superior to Ej; for Avhen n^ and n^ are both =0 and

2 (H) is negligible,

.=E, + (Hi + H2)xJ=E,.

Experiment shoAvs that, ca;te7'isparibus, the stronger the current

the smaller are the values of ?«i
and n^ ; that is, e continually

increases as the current increases, tending towards a limiting

value in any given case (Crova, An7i. Chim. et Phys. Ixviii.

p. 413, 1868). Although at present the data for calculating

accurately the limiting values of E^ for various substances are

not extant, yet it is known that in the case of water E^ must

be upwards of 3 volts; for values of e above 3 volts have been

observed : that is, the value of Hj + Hg is greater than

34,100 gramme-degrees ; or the heat of transformation of the

" nascent " p>roducts of electrolysis of icater into gaseous o.tygen

and hydrogen jointly exceeds the heat developed hy the combina-

tion of these gases at ordinary temperature and pressure to

form liquid water.

The theorem therefore accounts for all possible variations

in the counter E.M.F. set up during electrolysis, between the

minimum values (when the normally gaseous products of

electrolysis are evolved not as free gases, but as condensed
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films of attracted or occluded gas, or when they are chemically

acted upon by the electrodes or other substances in contact

with them, e. g. during the so-called " electrolytic convection
"

of Hemholtz) and the limiting maximum reached with an

indefinitely large current.

65. Before passing from this point it is worth noticing that

the circumstance that the limiting value of E^ for water must lie

above 3 volts shows that the first action of the current can

be neither of the three following changes :

—

(1) 2H20=HA+ H2;

(2) 3H20= 3Ho + 03;

H20 + H,S04= H, + H,S05
or H20 + 2HoSOi=H2 + H4S303,

forming respectively gaseous hydrogen and hydrogen dioxide,

gaseous hydrogen and ozone, and gaseous hydrogen and the
" persulphuric acid '^ of Berthelot ; for that observer has

shown {^Bulletin Sac. Chim. Paris, 1876, xxvi. p. 56, and
1880, xxxiii. p. 246), that the amounts of heat absorbed by
the addition of 8 grammes of oxygen to 9 of water to form
hydrogen dioxide, to 16 of oxygen forming ozone, and to

sulphuric acid forming persulphuric acid, are respec-

tively 10,800, 14,800, and 13,800 gramme-degrees ; so

that the transformation of 8 grammes of ordinary oxygen

into 8 of ozone would absorb ——^—= 4933 gramme-degrees,

and the above three decompositions would absorb per gramme-
equivalent (1 gramme of hydrogen' evolved) respectively

34,100 + 10,800 =44,900, 34,100 + 4933 =39,033, and 34,100
+ 13,800= 47,900 gramme-degrees, corresponding to the

setting-up of counter electromotive forces amounting re-

spectively to only 1'98, 1'72, and 2'11 volts, or far below
the actual maximum. Even, therefore, if it be admitted that

persulphuric acid is the body of which the oxygen that

finally escapes is first produced as a constituent, it must be
supposed that the hydrogen is evolved as an allotropic modi-
fication absorbing heat in its formation from ordinary gaseous
hydrogen ; whilst if this be admitted for hydrogen, it seems
at least probable that the same is true for oxygen, and that

the hydrogen dioxide, persulphuric acid, and ozone, found to

be formed under certain conditions, are secondary products due
to the reaction of the " nascent " oxygen on water or
sulphuric acid, or to its " rearrangement " into ozone, just

as the oxygen ultimately developed is due to a further re-

arrano-ement.
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In accordance witli the ordinarily received views as to the

atomic and molecular constitution of matter, it would seem
to result from the fact that the maximum counter E.M.F.
set up during electrolysis of water exceeds 3 volts, that the first

action of the current is to break up the water (and similarly

for other electrolytes) into free atoms of the components,

which atoms then rearrange themselves into molecules either

as a secondary action or under the condensing action of the

electrodes, or both ; whence it would seem that the sum of

the heat of condensation of hydrogen atoms to molecules tor/ether

with that of oxygen atoms to violecnles exceeds that of the nnion

of the hydrogen and oxygen atoms together to form molecules of

liquid water.

6G. The phenomena connected with " subsequent polari-

zation "
(§ 58, footnote) are just as readily explained by the

theorem as those relating to the counter E.M.F. set up
whilst the current is passing. When visible decomposition

has taken place for some time, so that the electrodes are sur-

rounded respectively with a saturating aura of hydrogen and

of oxygen, varying in density from the highest to the lowest

possible value, and when, in addition, there are in the vicinity

of the electrodes more or less of the " nascent " products of

electrolysis, the counter E.M.F. set up during the passage of

the current, and therefore representing the polarization at the

instant of rupture, is (§ 01)

.=Ei+ [S{(i-n)H}-:SOJO-S(H)]xJ.

After the lapse of a given interval of time (however small),

more or less of the " nascent " products have spontaneously

changed into the final products, viz. oxygen and hydrogen,

thereby diminishing the value of S{(1— «)H}, and conse-

quently lessening the value of e, the " polarization." Even
after sufticient time has elapsed for the whole of the " nascent

products "' to have thus transformed themselves, the diffusion

of water containing dissolved oxygen to the hydrogen elec-

trode from the other, and of water containing dissolved

hydrogen from the hydrogen electrode to the other, will still

cause, by chemical action, a continual removal ofportions of the

aura of attracted gas round each electrode, thereby causing a

continual increase in the mean value of S(nA)*, and hence a

further dmiinutiou in the value of e : finally the polarization

must become 0, when

{S(n/0 + 2(H)}xJ= Ei= l-50 volt.

* Gladstone and Tribe have shown (Chem.-Soc. Joui-n. Trans. 1878,

p. ;)0G) that hydrogen condensed bv surface-attraction upon or occluded

by certain solids (e. y. palladium, platinum, or carbon) exerts a much
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Experiments on the rate of diminution of the " subsequent

polarization " and the circumstances influencing it are detailed

later on (§ Q'd et segq.).

67. When an electrolytic cell (e. g. a voltameter), the elec-

trodes of which are destitute of attracted films of gas or

occluded gases, is connected with an electromotor and a cur-

rent of very short duration sent through it, if the amount of

decomposition produced be so small that the hydrogen- and

oxygen-development equivalent to the quantity of electricity

passing are only small fi*actions respectively of the amount
requisite to saturate the electrodes, no visible development of

gas will ensue ; the })olarization at the instant of rupture of

current will then be (§ 62)

the value of //, depending on the particular amounts of con-

densation to which the evolved products are condensed. On
passing the current from the same electromotor for the same
time again, a slightly less amount of current will flow ; for the

mean counter E.M.F. set up during this second interval of

time will be somewhat greater than that during the first, whilst

the total resistance in circuit is the same, whence the current

(which = ^n\—Sj § ^^) n^ust lessen. Similarly, on pass-

ing the current again and again for equal intervals of time,

quantities of electricity will pass in each interval, gradu-

ally diminishing in amount; whilst the "subsequent pola-

rization " continually increases, the voltameter acting as a

condenser, the capacity of which is simply measured by the

power of the electrodes to condense upon their surfaces and
occlude internally the products of electrolysis. On dischar-

ging a charged condenser by causing it to generate a regular

succession of currents of equal but very short duration as to

more energetic reducing action upon various substances than ordinaiy
free hydrogen, the same result for palladium charged with occluded
hydrogen (so-called hydrogenium) having been previously observed by
Graham (Proc. Roy. Soc. xvii. p. 212, 1869). This result is not due to

the condensed hydrogen being capable of evolving more heat by action

on the substances in question than would be produced hj the same
quantity of free gaseous hydrogen, because the reverse is the case, the
difference being the heat given out in condensing the hydrogen from the
ordinary gaseous condition to the condensed form obtaining in the par-
ticular cases in question. The " catalytic " action of spongy platinum
exemplihed in Uobereiner's lamp, for instance, also illustrates this fact.

The effect of the condensation, therefore, is analogous to that of increased
temperature, causing chemical actions to take place that would not ensue
(at least at any measurable rate) imder other conditions, /. e. less con-
densation or lower temperatm-e respectively.
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time, the quantity of electricity conveyed in each interval

must at iirst be nearly the same, ])ut will gradually diminish.

These and various other analogous points in connexion with

the behaviour of a voltameter as a condenser have recently

been quantitatively studied by Herwig (Wied. Ann. ii. p. 601,

and vi. p. 305), whose results are perfectly in accordance with

the deductions from the general theorem above stated.

68. It is evident that the considerations that apply to the

form of voltaic combination produced by the products of de-

composition formed by the passage of a current through the

decomposing-cell will equally apply if the same products of

decomposition are introduced into the cell in other ways ;

so that if two platinum plates are exposed, the one to water

impregnated with ordinary oxygen gas, the other to water

containing dissolved hydrogen, the two waters meeting, the

attractive action of the plates will cause a more or less nearly

saturated aura to be formed round each plate, and a difference

of potential will be set up between the plates representing the

work that would be gained by the combination of the con-

densed oxygen and hydrogen : in fact, the form of Grove's

gas-battery thus produced will be identical in all respects with

that developed when water is decomposed in a voltameter,

except that in the latter case the polarization is more or less

enhanced by the presence of the " nascent " products of elec-

trolysis, at least until these have become wholly converted into

the ultimate products. Such a gas-battery must therefore

develop an E.M.F. expressed by the value of the formula

.=Ei + [S{(l-7i)H}-S(7J0-S(H)M

now obtaining; that is, since ?i=l,

.=Ei-{2(/0 + 2(H)}:^J,

or, since 2(H) must be extremely small, if not wholly negli-

gible, practically,

£'= Ei-2(/0%J-

Hence the E.M.F. of a hydrogen and oxygen gas-battery

cannot exceed 1'50 volt, which experimentally is found to

be the case. Any thing that aflfects the value of ^{li)-)^S

must affect the E.M.F. of a gas-battery; accordingl}- the

E.jM.F. is found to vary largely with the temperature, the

nature of the plates, the fluid in which the gases are dissolved,

the state of concentration of the gas-solutions therein, the

presence of other gases, &c. ; and in particular it is found to

diminish with the strength of the current generated (Morley,

loc. cit. siqmt) ; for the inorc rajiidly the Alms or aurai of

gases attracted and those occluded are used up by chemical
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action, the less will be the mean densities of the aur^e, and

hence the greater will be 2(A) and the less the value of e.

Experiments on the Influence of dissolved Gases on the Rate of
Fall of the Polarization existent after rupture of the original

'-'. current {Subsequent Polarization).

69. It results from the general theorem above stated (§ 61),

that the rate of fall of the " subsequent polarization " in any
given electrolytic cell {e. g. a voltameter) must be more rapid

when the circumstances are such as to increase the numerical

value of the term 2(H) than when the term is negligible
;

that is, the rate of fall must be a minimum (under any given

conditions) when the fluids surrounding the electrodes (them-
selves unattacked by the products of electrolysis) have no che-

mical or physical action on these products, and Avhen the elec-

trodes have attracted and occluded as much of the products as

they possibly can, but must be greater when these conditions

are not fulfilled ; so that in any ordinary voltameter, if the

fluid surrounding the — electrode contain dissolved oxygen,
the rate of fall must be greater than would be the case if

no dissolved oxygen were present to act on the hydrogen aura

;

whilst, cceteris parihis, the larger the electrodes within certain

limits, the less will probably be the effect of the oxygen dis-

solved in a limited amount of surrounding fluid on the hydrogen
aura as a whole. Experiments on the rate of fall of " subse-
quent polarization" have been already made by Ayrton and
Perry (Journ. Tel. Eng. v. p. 391, 1876), and the results ex-
pressed as curves ; these observers, however, did not particu-

larly examine the influence of varying amounts of dissolved

air &c. on the rate of fall. On the other hand, Helmholtz,
Fleming, and others have noticed that when water freed from
dissolved air by boiling is electrolysed, the " subsequent pola-
rization " diminishes less rapidly than when water containing
dissolved air is employed.

The mode of observation adopted for the purpose of verify-

ing the above deductions from the theorem was much the same
as that used by Ayrton and Perry {loc. cit.). The electrodes
of a given voltameter were connected with an electrometer, a
suitable resistance being also in circuit, so that a current of
known strength could be passed for any required length of
time : to measure the current passing it was found convenient
to employ a method based on Ohm's law, viz. reading off" the
difference of potential set up by the current between the ends
of a known resistance by means of a quadrant-electrometer.
This method, first, is independent of the errors (due to pos-
sible change of zero, horizontal magnetic component, kc.) of
ordinarygalvanometers, which cannot conveniently be verified
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without throwiiifr them out of circuit or otherwise; varying the

current passing by altering the total resistance in circuit,

which is impracticable in experiments in which it is essential

that the current should not sensibly vary during long periods

of time,—and, secondly, enables the value of an extremely

minute current to be determined with as much accuracy as

that of a nuich stronger one, and even Avith greater accuracy

;

for whilst the current from a given electrometer is diminished

by throwing more and more resistance into circuit, the differ-

ence of potential between the ends of the resistance thus thrown

into circuit is not only not decreased but is even increased.

For if ei be the E.M.F. of the electrometer, Ej the resistance

the difference of potential between the ends of Avhich e.2 is mea-

sured, and R2 the resistance of the rest of the circuit, the

current passing

C= — = ^^

Bi~Ri + R2

whence
^i-^2= CE2.

Hence, as C diminishes e^ increases, and consequently a larger

electrometer-deflection is obtained with a smaller current.

Tolerably strong currents develop appreciable amounts of heat

in the resistance-wire, thus increasing its resistance and intro-

ducing an error in deficiency in the current; so that the

method is more particularly applicable for minute currents.

70. The difference of potential set up between the electrodes

of a voltameter by the passage of a current C is E= f?+ CR,

where e is the counter E.M.F. set up, and R the resistance of

the voltameter (§ 57). If R do not exceed 100 ohms (100 x 10^

C.G.S. units of resistance), and do not exceed O'OOOl weber

(O'OOOOl C.G.S. current-unit), the value of C Rdoes not exceed

100 X 10»x 0-00001 = 0-01 X 10''= 0-01 volt; whilst, whatever

the value of C and R, the E.M.F. equal to the product CR is

readily calculable. If now the difference of potential between

the electrodes E be read off (in terms of the scale of the quadrant-

electrometer) whilst the current is passing, by noticing the

deflection of the spot of light from the zero (readings being

taken on one side only), and the current be then interrupted,

a motion backwards of the spot through a scale-length equi-

valent to CR will instantly ensue, and subsequently a con-

tinuous motion backwards as the value of c falls ; if, however,

CR be equivalent to considerably less than half a scale-division

of the electrometer, the first sudden motion backwards will be

entirely inappreciable. In the following experiments the elec-

trometer was so arranged that 1 scale-diAision represented

about 0-02 volt (readings being taken on one side only of the
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zero); and consequently as long as CR was less than O'Ol volt

(i. e. as long as R did not exceed 100 ohms and C 0*0001

weber) the first sudden motion was less than 0*5 scale-division

and was consequently practically inappreciable.

(I.) Surface of each platinum electrode o"2 square centims.

Value of R= 7-6 ohms ; C= -000005 to -0001 weber ; so that

CR was quite negligible ; value of E at moment of rupture of

current =1*60 volt (average). The folloAving numbers were

obtained as the average of a number of concordant observations;

the dilFerences between the values obtained on repetition of an

experiment were, as might be expected, much greater in the

experiments of the A class than in the others.

Fall of E in volts.

1
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platinum, or carbon, whatever their size, and whatever the

vahie ot" E, in all cases the general character of the numbers
was the same as in these two examples ; i. e. the rate offall
7vith acid containing dissolved air toas greater than that with

acid freed from the greater part of the air dissolved by boiling

;

whilst this again was greater than that with acid from ichich

the last traces of dissolved air had, been removed (from the fluid

surrounding the hydrogen-pole) by the slow evolution of hy-
drogen therefrom, so as to saturate the fluid with hydrogen
and remove the dissolved oxygen by " electrolytic convection."

As the removal of the last traces of oxygen became more and
more nearly effected, the rate of fall of polarization (for a given

initial value) gradualh/ approached a minimum value, beyond
which it never sank, this minimum doubtless representing the

rate of alteration })roduced in the aune by diffusion from one
electrode to the other.

71. The following experiments are specimens of a number of

other analogous ones, all of Avhich yielded the same general

result, viz. that, other things being equal, the rate of fall of
polarization is less the larger the electrode surface. The volta-

meters Avere precisely like those used in the above experiments,

consisting of U-tubes with pieces of platinum-foil bent into

cylinders and attached to platinum wires fused into glass tubes

which served as mercury-cups—access of external air being

prevented by closing each of the two open ends of the U-tubes

with a doubly perforated cork (of iudia rubber, or parafhn),

the mercury-cup tube passing air-tight through one perforation

and a delivery-tube (bent OAer and dipping under mercury or

oil) through the other, so that evolved gas could escape with-

out admission of air. The voltameters, being filled with boiled

acid containing about 27 grammes of Hj SO4 per 100 cubic

centims., were then connected with a pair of Minotti cells, a

large resistance being in circuit; so that a feeble current passed,

evolving one or two cubic centims. of hydrogen per day.

After some days (generally a week to a fortnight) the mini-

mum rate of fall of polarization was arrived at ; when this was
the case, the electrodes were kept for another day at some par-

ticidar difference of potential, arrived at by suitably altering

the current passing and experimented with throughout, and a

series of observations made ; the electrodes were then again

brought to the same difference of potential by passing the

current again for some time, and another series of observations

made ; and so on. Finally, the following values were obtained

from several such series of concordant observations, the expe-

riments being alike in every respect save size of electrodes

—

the strength of the acid and the distance ii\)i\vt of the nearest

portions of the electrodes being as nearly as possible the same
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throughout, and the U-tube being the same ; so that diffusion

must have gone on at as nearly as possible the same rate

throughout. The numbers in the column headed " largest '

' were

obtained with electrodes each exposing 27-5 square centims,

surface ; those in the columns headed " medium " and "small-

est" with electrodes exposing respectively 3*2 and 0'2 square

centims. of surface. In every case the value of CR was prac-

tically inappreciable.

(I.) Value of E on breaking circuit =1*60 volt.

Fall of E in volts.

Time, in seconds.
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to saturate as far as j)OSsible,not only the H<iuids surrounding the

electrodes with the gases respectively evolved on the electrodes,

but also the interior of the foils with occluded gases. The elec-

trodes were then rapidly removed, rinsed with recently boiled

just cool acid to remove adherent solution of hydrogen or

oxygen, and dipped into a U-tube containing the same recently

boiled just cool acid. On connecting the two ])ieces of foil with

a quadrant-electrometer a considerable potential difference was
at once indicated. The two pieces of foil were then connected

by a shortcircuiting wire for a short time (ten seconds usu-

ally) ; on removal of the wire, the foils being still connected
with the electrometer, the spot of light moved regularly for a

considerable time, indicating a gradual increase in the E.M.F.
of the voltaic arrangement thus produced, from at the mo-
ment of removal of the shortcircuiting wire up to a maximum,
which was maintained for some time, after wliich the E.M.F.
gradually fell, precisely as in the experiments just described.

It is evident that this development and rise of the E.M.F. set uj)

was due to the formation and increase of an aura of gas round
each electrode, the source of which was clearly the gas occluded

internally in each respectively, the which gas now passed out-

wards by a reversal of the process by which it formerly passed

inwards. The following three sets of readings (averages of

fairly concordant repetitions of each experiment) will serve as

specimens of a large number of analogous results : the num-
bers show the E.M.F. set up after the annexed. time had
elapsed :

—

Voltameter used
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lu these three cases the maximum E.M.F. was attained

respectively after about o-l , 7-10, and 7 minutes. The vahie

of the maximum was much higher in the second case than in

the first, indicating a much greater amount of gas occkided,

as might be anticipated, since a much more rapid current

flowed during the period before the electrodes were discon-

nected from the battery, the current being near to •OOOOUl
and "000020 weber during these periods in the first and
second cases respectively. Notwithstanding, however, that a

still more rapid current (about '000025) flowed in the third

case, the maximum attained was scarcely higher than that in

the second, because the smaller surface of the electrode caused

the rate of loss of aura by solution in the unsaturated sur-

rounding fluid and diffusion away of the solution thus formed
to another part of the U-tube to be relatively larger in this

case ; consequently the rate of fall after the maximum had
been reached was considerably more rapid.

73. A curious effect is sometimes produced by the gradual

passage outwards from electrodes of occluded gases and the

formation of an aura round each, thus virtually setting up a

kind of Grovels gas battery. If the current passing through

a voltameter be suddenly largely diminished (but not altogether

interrupted) by diminishing the E.M.F. of the battery used,

a considerable decrease is brought about in the counter

E.M.F. set up in the voltameter ; that is, the value of

e=Ei+[S{(l-?0H}-2(»/0-2(H)]xJ diminishes. The
passage outwards of occluded gas from the interior of the elec-

trodes, however, tends to increase the aura round each electrode,

and consequently to diminish 2(n/;), and hence to increase e;

and the result is that the voltameter behaves for a while like a

more powerful opposed battery; so that the current for a time

passes in the opposite direction to that due to tlie ptrimary elec-

tromotor : of course this effect can only be produced when the

E.M.F. of the primary electromotor (after the reduction in its

E.M.F.) does not exceed some particular limit. If the expe-

riment be modified by shortcircuitiug the electrodes of the

voltameter before again counlino; them to the battery after

reducmg its E.M.F., the current will at first pass m the normal
direction due to the battery ; but as the occluded gases pass

outwards from the interior of the electrodes and so form an
aura round each, the current passing gradually duninishes in

strength until it becomes nil, and finally passes in the oppo-
site direction, just as it would have done at first had the vol-

tameter not been shortcircuited. For example, a current of

about '00005 weber (capable of evolving about 0*5 cubic cen-

tim. of hydrogen per dav) was passed for several davs through

P2
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u voltiuiictcr till the liquids surrouiulino- the, electrodes were
saturated with oxyoen and hydrogen respectively, for •which

purpose a l)attery of two Minotti cells was used. One Minotti

cell was then excluded from the circuit, a resistance of 50,000
ohms being included therein (the current being measured by
determining the ditference of potential set up between the ends

of this resistance, as described in § G9), and the voltameter-

plates shortcircuited for a few seconds. After removing the

shortcircuiting wire, the current passed at a ra})idly slackening

rate in the direction due to the Minotti cell ; but in a very
few minutes it ceased to flow^ altogether, and then began to

flow in the opposite direction. The shortcircuiting of the vol-

tameter-plates w^as then repeated for two minutes, after which
the current flowed in the normal direction at a gradually

slackening rate : after one hour the current still flowed in the

normal direction and had a value of + 0'0000034 weber ; Ijut

soon it became reduced to zero again, and then flowed in the

reverse direction, having a value of —0'0000017 weber after

two hours had elapsed since the second shortcircuiting. After

twenty hours more the current was so small that its direction

was inappreciable; but on removing the electrodes and igni-

ting them and then replacing them, it flowed continuously in

the normal direction. Similar results were obtained in many
other analogous experiments.

The gradual setting-up again of an E.M.F. after short-

circuiting the electrodes of a voltameter has been already

previously noticed by Ayrton and Perry, and the effect gene-
rally compared by them to the residual charge of a Leyden
jar ; they do not, however, ap[)ear to have observed the gra-

dual extinction and reversal of the current just described.

74. It should further result from the general theory of elec-

trolysis above stated, that if the electrodes of a voltameter are

shortcircuited Avhilst still in contact with the fluid saturated

with gases surrounding them, on removing the shortcircuiting

wire the reproduction of an aura round each electrode will

take place much more rapidly than will be the case were the

electrodes removed and placed in fresh acid not saturated Avith

gas, as in the experiments described in § 72 ; for in the former

case the loss of aura produced by the passage outwards of

occluded gas owing to solution in the liquid will be nmch
smaller than that taking place in the latter case. That this is

so the following numbers show^, samples of numerous similar

observations made, each series of numbers being the average

of several fairly accordant sets of determinations.

(I.) Platinum electrodes, exposing a surface of 27*4 square

centims. each, kept at a difference of potential of I'i^a volt in
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each case for several days before the observations were made,

the current passing being near to '00002 weber. Shortcir-

cuited for ten seconds.
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sucli as tlio reduction of ferric to ferrous salts, <fec. One of

the most sensitive was found to be that used by Osann (Pogg.
Ann. xcv. pp. 311 and 315), viz. washing the electrode

(in recently boiled just cool distilled water), and then im-
mersing it in a clear brown-yellow solution of mixed ferric

chloride and potassium ferricyanido. In a few minutes, according
to th(^ quantity of hydrogen occluded, a distinct blue preci-

pitate forms on the surface of th(> jjlatinum, due either to the

conversion of ferri- into ferrocyanido, or to the reduction of

ferric to ferrous chloride, or both together. In this way the

presence of hydrogen can be distinguished in a platinum
electrode (ignited in oxygen previously to use in the volta-

meter), even when no visible evolution of hydrogen gas
from its surface has occurred, the E.M.F. of the batter}^ used
being too small to admit of a steady current passing at a rate

more rapid than that representing the rate at Avhich removal
of the aura of condensed gas by the effects of diffusion (§ 70)
fcikes place—for instance, when the battery-E.M.F. is not

greater than 1'4 to 1*5 volt (Part iv. § 84 et seq.). In
applying this test, however, too much reliance must not be
placed on the formation of a blue precipitate after the lapse of

a long time ; for organic matters and reducing gases and
vapours from the air are apt to be absorbed by the ferric

ferrocyanide liquor, causing reduction, especially under the in-

fluence of light. Moreover even platinum recently ignited

and cooled in oxygen, when placed in the solution, becomes
covered with a thin blue film after a considerable time (some
hours or days), suggesting the possible reduction of ferri-

cyanide to ferrocyanide with simultaneous production of

platinocyanide. Gold acts in this way much more rapidly

than platinum. In a^jplying this test in the above-cited ob-

servations, check experiments were always made with a second

piece of platinum foil of about the same size recently ignited

:

the blue deposit on the foil used as electrode was then found
to be notable or considerable when none at all was visible on
the check piece.

76. From the general theory of electrolysis and the ex-

periments above described, and the much more numerous
analogous observations made but not described in detail for

the sake of saving space, it results that the condition of the

aura round each electrode of a voltameter that has been used

for decomposing water at a given period since rupturing the

original current is influenced by many circumstances. The
aura round the — electrode, for example, has a particular

mean density at the moment of breaking circuit, whilst that

round the + electrode has some other mean density, the
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polarization then existent being governed by the proportions

of " nascent " hydrogen and oxygen that were being evolved

the instant previously and the mean densities of the aur£E,

i. e. by the values of n^^ and 1x2 and h-^ and //o in the expression

(§ 61). After the lapse of a given time, however, more or less

of the "nascent" hydrogen and oxygen have rearranged

themselves, and more or less of the original aura round each

electrode has become reconverted into water by the effects of

diffusion (brino-inof oxvo-en-contaiuinoj fluid to the hvdrogen-

electrode and vice versa) ; so that from these causes n^ and n^

have increased, each of these chano;es diminishing the value

of e, the polarization. Simultaneously, however, each aura

has been more or less reinforced by the passage outwards of

occluded gas from within, each of these changes tending to

increase e. Presumably the greater the extent to which the

aura was wasted, so to speak, by diffusion, the more rapidly

would this outward passage of occluded gases take place ; so

that finally the rate of fall of polarization is gradually re-

tarded, first because as the "nascent" hydrogen and oxygen
become expended by spontaneous rearrangement this source

of fall of polarization regularly diminishes, and secondly

because the greater the fall the more energetic is the restoring

influence of the outward passage of the occluded gases, at

least until the amount occluded becomes materially reduced in

quantity. When the amount of fall is such that the rate of

outward passage of occluded gases almost balances the rate of

wasting ofaura through diffusion, the rate of fall of polarization

becomes almost insensible, at any rate for periods of time not

too prolonged. This point was reached in many of the ex-

periments, in particular those with the "largest " voltameter

and polarizations of values not exceeding a few tenths of a

volt (§ 71). Ultimately, however, the occluded gases become
exhausted and the aur^ diminish to inappreciable quantities,

the value of e diminishing to a quantity too small to measui'e.

This result requires an enormous length of time to bring

it about by the action of diffusion only ; if, however, the

voltameter-plates are united by an external connecting-wire,

a current flows through that wire, and work is done at the

expense of the energy stored up, so to speak, in the aur?e and
occluded gases of the electrodes. The capacity of the con-

denser virtually formed by the voltameter-plates simply means
the quantity of electricity that can be made to flow in this

way, and will approach the more nearly to the quantity of

electricity that passed in forming the aura? and charging the
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electrodes with occluded oases the less has beeu the waste of

aunv by ditfusion &c. During the passage of the current,

the aurai and the occluded gases are used up by chemical

action, just as the zinc is in an ordinary cell ; and as their

quantity diminishes, the etfective E.M.F. of the voltaic couple

formed by the plates also diminishes.

If through leakage of the apparatus, or other causes, at-

mospheric air obtains access to the liquid surrounding the

— electrode, the dissolved oxygen thence resulting will ot^course

tend to reduce the aura of hydrogen by a chemical action of

a kind akin to the '* local action " of an ordinary voltaic

element, i. e. not contributing to the work done by the

current generated. In this case the rate of ftill of the " sub-

sequent polarization " (the electrode not being connected by

a wire so as to produce a -current) will be more or less en-

hanced above the rate due to diti'usion only, as above described

(§ 70) ; whilst if the electrodes are connected and a current

is made to pass, the E.M.F. of the voltaic couple thus produced

will diminish more rapidly than would be the case were no

dissolved oxygen present in the liquid round the hydrogen-

plate, just as the zinc of an ordinary cell wastes more rapidly

when there is local action than it does when there is not, other

things being equal.

XXV. Oa Copying Diffraction-gratings, and on some Pheno-

mena connneded thereidth. By Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.,

Professor of Experimental Physics in the University of

Cambridge*

IN the Phil. Mag. for February and March 1874 I gave an

account of experiments in the photographic reproduction

of gratings ruled with lines at a rate of 3000 and GOOO to the

inch. Since that time I have had further experience, extend-

in o- to more closely ruled gratings, and have examined more

mfnutely certain points which I was then obliged to leave

unexplained. The present comnmnication is thus to be re-

garded as supplementary to the former.

Some years ago Prof. Quincke described an unphoto-

o-raphic process by which he had succeeded in copying en-

graved glass gratings. He began by depositing a thin

coatino- of silver by the chemical method upon the lace of the

oratino-. The conducting layer thus obtained was then trans-

ferred to an electrolytic cell, and thickened by the deposit of

copper, until stout' enough to be detached from the glass

substratum. In this w^ay he prepared an accurate cast of the

* Communicated by tlie Author.
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glass surface, faced with highly reflecting silver. Since the

optical depth of the lines is increased some four times, these

gratings usually give much brighter spectra than the glass

originals.

Prof. Quincke was kind enough to sendrae some specimeusof

his work, giving extremely beautiful spectra. I found, how-
ever, that, though carefully preserved, these gratings deterio-

rated after a time, apparently either from insufficient thickness,

or from imperfect adhesion of the silver layer. In my own
attempts I endeavoured to remedy this defect by not allowing

the silver to dry before transference to the electrolytic cell,

and by commencing the electric deposit with a silver instead

of with a copper solution. I did not, however, succeed in

finding a thoroughly satisfiictory plating-liquid. In the

ordinary cyanide solution the silver was at once loosened from
the glass. In other solutions the grating could be immersed
with impunity, but the film began to strip as soon as the

current passed. Using acetate of silver, howevei-, I was able

to obtain a certain degree of thickening. I also found ad-

vantage from commencing the deposit of copper with a

neutral solution. After the layer had attained a moderate
thickness, its edges were dipped in melted paraffine ; and it

was then transferred to the usual acid solution of copper.

I did not find it necessary to take any precautions against

too great an adhesion between the silver and the glass.

These copies are now four years old, and they do not seem
to have deteriorated. A slight yellow tarnish, due probablv
to sulphur, can be removed with cyanide of potassium. There
is, however, one defect which I have not been able to avoid.

The silver surface is never sufficiently flat to bear much mag-
nifying-power. Unless this difficulty can be overcome, the

use of such gratings must be limited to cases where- brilliancy

and not high defining-power is the desirable quality. For
most purposes the photographic method of reproduction is to

be preferred as fiir easier and quicker. Among various pro-
cesses of this kind, I am still inclined to give the preference

to that in which collodio-chloride of silver is employed, v»dth

subsequent treatment with mercury. The only trouble that

I have met with is the tendency of the soluble salts to crys-
tallize in the film ; but this can generally be avoided with a
little judgment. As these photographs cannot well be
varnished, some doubts might have been entertained as to their

permanence ; but I find that copies now more than seven
years old are none the worse. For gratings to be subjected
to rough treatment, the various albumen processes offer

decided advantages.
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In my former paper I stated my oi)inioii that the photo-

gnipliic method of reproduction would be applicable to lines

finer than any that I had then tried (GOOO to inch). In the

summer of 1870 an opportunity afforded itself of submitting

the matter to the test of actual trial through the kindness of

Mr. ]^utherfurd, who presented me with a beautiful glass

grating containing nearly 12,000 lines, ruled at the rate of

17,280 to the inch. The copies, taken with suitable pre-

cautions to secure a good contact, were completely successful,

so far as the spectrum of the first order is concerned. Indeed
careful comparison showed no appreciable difference between
the defining-power of the original and of the copies ; and with

respect to brightness some of the copies had the advantage.

On a former occasion * I have shown that the theoretical

resolving-power in the orange region of the spectrum is

equal to that obtainable from a prismatic spectroscope with

12i per cent, of " extra dense flint ;" and I have no reason to

think that the actual resolving-power fell far short. This is a

considerable result to obtain with a photogra])h which may
])e taken in half an hour at a cost of two or three shillings.

The case is different, however, when we turn to the spectrum
of the second order. Used in this way the orioinal oives

magnificent results ; but they are not reproduced in the copies.

Some parts of the photograph will sometimes show a taint

spectrum of the second order ; but it is usually traversed by
one or more dark bands, whose nature will presently be ex-

amined more at length.

As a rule, glass (or at any rate transparent) originals only

would be used for purposes of reproduction ; but as a matter

of curiosity I tried what could be done in copying an original

ruled on speculum-metal. The specimen expei-imented upon
was similar to my own, both as to the total number of lines

and as to the degree of closeness, and belongs to Mr. Spottis-

woode, to whom I am indebted for the loan of it. In this

case the light of the sun had to pass through the sensitive

film before it could reach the speculum-metal ; it was then

reflected back, and in returning through the film impressed

the ruled structure. No very brilliant result was to be ex-

pected ; but I succeeded so far as to obtain a copy which gave

very fair results when tested upon the sun.

In my former paper I mentioned that when a spectrum of

high order is thrown upon the eye, there usually appear upon
the grating a certain number of irregular dark bands. These

are the })laces at which the copy fails to produce the spec-

trum in question. With lines not closer than 3000 or (iOOO

* Phil. Mag. Oct. 1879.
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to the inch, and with reasonably flat glass as support to the

photographic film, these bands rarely invade the first or second

spectrum. When, however, we come to 17,000 lines to the

inch, it requires pretty flat glass and some precautions in

printing to keep even the first spectrum free from them.

It was obvious from the first that the formation of these

bands was a question of the distance between the ruled surface

of the original and the sensitive film ; but it is only within

the last year or so that I have submitted the point to special

experiment. For this purpose I substitute for plane-parallel

glass as a substratum for the sensitive film the convex surface

of a lens of moderate curvature. As in the experiment of

Newtou^s rings, we obtain in this way an interval gradually

increasing from the point of contact outwards, and thus

upon one plate secure a record of the effect upon the copy of

varying degrees of closeness. When a spectrum of any order

is thrown upon the eye, those places upon the grating where
the spectrum in question fails appear as dark rings. My first

experiment of this kind was made with the Rutherfurd grating,

in order principally to find out how close a contact was really

necessary for copying. From the diameter of the first dark

ring, in conjunction with a rough estimate of the curvature

of the lens, I concluded that the interval between the surfaces

should nowhere much exceed jQ^QQ-of an inch. It appeared

at the same time that the chance was remote of obtaining

a satisfactory performance in the spectrum of the second order.

About this time the theoretical views occurred to me which
will presently be explained, and I purposed to check them
by more careful measurements than I had yet attempted. In
the course of last summer, however, I found accidentally that

Fox Talbot had made, many years ago*, some kindred ob-

servations ; and the perusal of his account of them induced me
to alter somewhat my proposed line of attack. It will be
convenient to quote here Fox Talbot^s brief statement :

—

" About ten or twenty feet from the radiant point, I placed
in the path of the ray an equidistant grating f made by
Fraunhofer, with its lines vertical. I then viewed the light

which had passed through this grating with a lens of con-
siderable magnifying-power. The appearance was very
curious, being a regular alternation of numerous lines of bands
of red and green colour, having their directions parallel to the

lines of the grating. On removing the lens a little further

from the grating, the bands gradually changed their colours,

* Pliil. Mag. Dec. 183G.

t A plate of glass covered with gold leaf, on which several hundred
parallel hnes are cut, in order to transmit the light at equal intervals.
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and becanio alternately blue and yellow. "When the lens was a
little more removed, the bands again became red and green.

And this change continued to take place for an indefinite

number of times, as the distance between the lens and grating
increased. In all cases the bands exhibited two comple-
mentary colours.

'* It was yery curious to observe that, though the erating
was greatly out of the focus of the lens, yet the appearance of

the bands was perfectly distinct and well defined.
" This, however, only happens when the radiant point has

a very small apparent diameter, in which case the distance of

the lens may be increased, even up to one or two feet from the

grating, without much impairing the beauty and distinctness

of the coloured bands. So that if the source of light were a

mere mathematical point, it appears possible that this distance

might be increased without limit ; or that the disturbance in

the luminiferous undulations caused by the interposition of

the grating continues indefinitely, and has no tendency to

subside of itself."

It is scarcely necessary to point out that what was seen by
the eye in this experiment in any position of the magnifying

lens Avas the same as would have been depicted upon a photo-

graphic plate situated at its focus, at least if the same kind of

rays had been operative in both cases. Talbot^s observa-

tions are therefore to the point as determining the effect of

varying intervals in photographic copying.

On the whole the above description agrees well with what
I had expected from theory. It is indeed impossible to admit

that the red and green coloration could disappear and revive

an indefinite number of times. The appearance of colour at

all shows that the phenomenon Aaries with the wave-length,

and accordingly that it would (as in all such cases when white

light is used) ultimately be lost. Besides the limit imposed

by the apparent magnitude of the source of light, there must

be another depending upon the variation of wave-length

within the range concerned.

In trying to repeat Talbot's experiment I found that even

the 3000-to-the-inch grating was too fine to be conveniently

employed ; and eventually I fell back upon a very coarse grating-

made some years ago by photographing (with the camera and

lens) a piece of striped stuff. By comparison of coincidences

with the divisions of fine ivory scale (vernier ftishion), the

period was determined as 'OlO-I inch. As a source of light

I used a slit placed parallel to the lines of the grating, and

backed by a fish-tail gas-flame seen edgeways. In order to

observe the appearances behind the grating, a lens of moderate
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magnifying-power Avas sufficient. This lens was moved
gradually back until something distinctive was seen ; and the

distance between the lens and the oratino- was then measured
and recorded. In order to render the light more nearly mo-
nochromatic, pieces of red or green glass were usually held

in front of the eye.

With red light the nearly equal bright and dark bars are

seen in focus Avhen the distance of the lens from the oratino-

is If inch. As the distance is increased, the definition dete-

riorates, and is worst at a distance of 3|. In this position the

proper period ('0104 inch) is lost, but subordinate fluctuations

of brightness in shorter periods prevent the formation of a

thoroughly flat field of view. As the distance is further in-

creased, the definition appears to improve, until at distances

5f and Gf it is nearly as good as at first. The definition in

an intermediate position such as 6^ is distinctly inferior, but
is far from being lost as in position of. From the theoretical

point of view, to be presently explained, these two positions

of extra good definition are not to be distinguished. They
relate rather to the sharpness of the edr/e of the band, than to

any special prominence of the proper period. At a distance

of 7^ we have again a place of worst definition, at 10^ a re-

vival, and so on. These alternations could be traced to a
distance of nine feet behind the grating.

The accompanying table gives the positions of best and
worst definitions for red and green light respectively. Of
these the places of icorst definition could be observed with the

greater accuracy ; but none of the observations have any pre-

tensions to ijrecision. The star indicates the position for

focus.

Eed light.
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At 19|, for example, if we use a green glass, wo lose sight of

the proper ])eriod, and have before us an almost uniform field;

but if without making any other change we substitute a red

glass for the green one, we see the bands again with great

distinctness. At about the greatest distance included in the

table the positions of best definition are again in coincidence
;

but here there is an important remark to be made. If, using

the green glass, we adjust a needle-point to the centre of a

bright band, we find, on substituting the red glass, that the

needle-point is now in the centre, not oi'ahrigJd, but of a dark

band. The fact is that at every revival of definition the image
changes sign, in the photographic sense, from positive to nega-

tive, or from negative to positive—a clear proof that the ap-

pearance in question is not a mere shadow in any ordinary

sense of the term.

AVith respect to the numerical values of the distiinces given

in the table, theory indicates that the interval from Avorst to

worst or from best to best definition should be a third pro-

portional to the period of the grating d, and the wave-length

of the light X, i. e. should be equal to d'- X. In the case of

red light, the mean interval from worst to worst is 4*8 inches,

and from best to best 4'7. The corresponding numbers for

green light are 5*5 and 5*3. In the subsequent calculation, I

have used the first stated intervals as probably the more
correct.

For the grating employed the actual value of d was "OlOi

inch ; but a small correction is required for the want of paral-

lelism of the light. The distance of the source was about 27

feet ; so that, as the mean distance behind the grating at Avhich

the appearances were observed was 1^ foot, the above value of

d must be increased in the ratio of 28^ to 27. Thus for the

effective d in centimetres, Ave get

2-54 X ^^ X -0104.
54

Calculating from this and from the obserAcd intervals a by
means of the formula X^d-^a, Ave get in centimetres

Direct determination of the mean Avave-lengths of the lights

transmitted by the red and green glasses respectively gaA^e

\red)= <5-6i X 10"',
Veen)= ^*"<^5 X 10"'.

The true AvaA^e-lengths are certainly someAvhat greater than

those calculated from Talbot's phenomenon ; but the difference

is perhaps hardly outside the limits of experimentiil error. If
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the measurements were ever repeated, it would be advisable

to use a collimating lens as well as a more accurate grating.

The problem of determining the illumination at various

points behind a grating exposed to a parallel beam of homo-
geneous light, could probably be attacked with success by the

usual methods of physical optics, if it were assumed that the

grating presented uniform intervals alternately transparent

and opaque. Actual gratings, however, do not answer to this

description, and, indeed, vary greatly in character. I have
therefore preferred to follow the comparatively simple method,
explained in my book on Sound, §§ 268, 301, Avhich is ade-

quate to the determination of the leading features of the phe-
nomenon.

Taking the axis of z normal to the grating, and parallel to

the original direction of the light, and the axis of x perpen-
dicular to the lines of the grating, we require a general ex-

pression for the vibration of given frequency which is periodic

with respect to x in the distance d. JDenoting the velocity of

propagation of ordinary plane waves by a, and writing
fc=2'7r/X, we may take as this expression

(277.1* \
^^ +Ci) COS {Kat—fx^z)

+ Bi cosf ~7^ + ^/) sin(/ca^— /ii^:)

(4:7rx \
—j- + ^2 ) cos{Kat—fi2z)

/4c7rx/4:7rx \
+ Bg cosf ~r- + e^

J
sin(/caf— //,2^) +

,

where

The series is to be continued as long as i^ is positive, i. e. as
long as the period of the component fluctuations parallel to x is

greater than X. Features in the wave-form whose period is

less than X cannot be propagated in this way, but are rapidly
extinguished.

The intensity of vibration, measured by the square of the
amplitude, is

[Ao + Ai cos f-^ + ^,
J
cos(Ar~— /^ic)

+ Bj cos[^ + e{\ m\.{iiz—ii^z)
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+ A2COS f -^-+^2/ COS(«^— /ioC) + ]-

+ [-AiCOS ^^ +tfijsin(/<:c-^,c)

+ B, cos
I

— - +6^'] cos(«:c— /Ltjc)

—AgCOs^f^^ +<:'o jsin(«:— ytigc) -f ]-.

In order to apply this result to our j)resent question, it is

supposed as a rough a])proxiniation that the terms Avith sul-

tixes hioher than one may he omitted. We thus obtain

Ao"-^ + ^Af + ^Bi'- + 2A0A1 cos(^ + <'i) cos(acc -/Ltic)

+iA>s (^' + 2.,) + iB/^ cos(^-^"+ 2./),

which as a function of .c is periodic with a period determined

hy KZ—fiiZ= 27r,ov ^ x

In the cases with which we are concerned X^ is small in

comparison with (P, so that approximately z=2d-/X. So far,

then, as this theory extends, the phenomena behind the grating

are reproduced with eyery retreat through a distance 2d'^/\;

but, on account of the terms omitted, this conclusion does not

apply to the subordinate periods (on wliich depends the per-

formance of a copy in the spectra of higher order) ; nor does

it apply rigorously eyen to the principal period itself.

Simihir results to those giAcn by direct inspection on the

coarse grating haye been obtained by jdiotographic co])_ying

of finer ones, a lens (as already explained) being substituted

for flat glass as a support for the sensitiye film. When the

copy is held so that the spectrum of the first order is formed

upon the eye, seyeral dark rings 'are yisible, separated by in-

teryals of brightness. AVith the (iOOO Nobert the diameter

of the first dark ring was "54 inch, and at the centre round

the point of contact there was a dark spot nearly as dark as the

ring. In the second and third spectra the centres were also

dusky, though not so black as in the first. The diameter of

the first dark ring in the second spectrum was "30 inch.

The occurrence of a dark centre is a point of interest, as

showing that for purposes of reproduction it is possible for the
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contact to be too close, though I do not remember to have

met with this in practice ; and theoretically it is what would

be expected when we consider that the original does not act

by opacity. According to this \ie\\ a different result should

be obtained in copying an opaque grating ; and such I have

found to be the case. For this purpose I employed a copy of

the same 6000 Nobert, taken some years ago on a tannin

plate, and prepared the photographic film on the same lens as

before. When the resulting photograph was examined, the

spectra of the first three orders showed bright centres. The
diameter of the first dark ring in the first spectrum was '44

inch—smaller than before.

TTith the 3000 Nobert in place of the 6000 the ring-system

is formed on a larger scale. The centres for the first four

spectra are black, with the exception of the actual place of

contact, where evidently the collodion film was impressed

mechanically. The diameter of the first dark ring in the first

spectrum is "90 inch, not quite the double of '54 inch, although

the same lens as before was used. In the second spectrum

the diameter of the first darkrjng is "56 inch, and in the third

spectrum "40 inch.

Interesting as these bands may be in theory, they are to be

avoided as much as possible in the practical reproduction of

gratings, not merely because a part of the area is lost, but

also on account of the reversal which takes place at every re-

\nval of brightness. Without having examined the matter

very closely, I had generally found the performance of gratings

which showed these bands to be inferior ; and now it would
seem that the explanation is to be found in the above-men-
tioned reversals, which could not fail to interfere with the

resoh*ing-power.

During my early experiments it happened once that in the

course of printing an accidental shifting took place, lea'ding to

the impression of a double image. A more perfect result was
afterwards obtained by intentionally communicating to the

plates a slight relative twist in the middle of the exposure.

When a spectrum from such a grating is thrown upon the

eye, parallel bars are seen perpendicular to the direction of

the grooves; but the number and position of these bars de-

pend upon the order of the spectrum. In one case twenty-

five bars were counted in the first spectrum, and twice that

number in the second. But it is unnecessary to dwell further

upon these observations, as they correspond exactly to what
the ordinary theory of gratings would lead us to expect.

January 29,

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 67. March 1880. Q
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XXVI. On the Formation and Decomposition of Carbonic Acid.

Bxj J. 13. Lawes, F.R.S*

facts in science have been more clearly established

than those which relate to the decomposition of carbonic

acid by the green parts of plants (resulting in the fixation of

the carbon and the return of the liberated oxygen to the atmo-

sphere) and the part played by animal life and combustion in

again uniting the carbon with the oxygen.

The vast quantity of carbon locked up in coal and other

carbonaceous deposits leads to the conclusion that, at one

period of the earth's existence, the amount of carbonic acid

must have been larger than it is at the present time ; but

since the period when accurate determinations of carbonic acid

were first made, no appreciable difference in the quantity has

been shoAvn to exist, although it would appear probable that

the great increase of animal life, the destruction of forests, and

the combustion of coal would tend to increase the amount.

The Iiothamsted experiments which have been carried on

for so long a period, while they clearly establish the fact that

the atmosphere is the main, if not the exclusive, source of the

carbon fixed by plants, at the same time point to conclusions

which differ somewhat from those generally received, with

reoard to the action of man and animal life on one side, and

that of plants on the other, in maintaining the equilibrium of

the atmosphere.

I propose to take stock of the soil and atmosphere resting

upon Great Britain, with the assumption (fortunately for us

not a true one) that our atmosphere is as much a fixture as

our soils, and is not constantly being exchanged with the

atmosphere coming from other parts of the globe.

The sources of the carbon given off into the atmosphere as

carbonic acid are three :

—

(1) Those derived from the consumption of coal

;

(2) From the imported products used as food or for com-
bustion

;

(3) From the products of our own soil.

The agricultural statistics make the area of Great Britain to

consist of between 56 and 57 million acres. In order to reduce

the amount of figures as much as possible, in adopting this

estimate as my basis, I have given in the table below the figures

which apply to each acre of the surface per annum.
The figures relating to the consumption of coal, which con-

stitute far the largest item in the table, have been furnished

* Communicated by the Author,
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me througli the kindness of Mr. Robert Hunt, of tlie Museum
of Practical Geology; and although they somewhat exceed tsvo

tons per acre per annum^ I hare based my calculation on that

amount.
The figures relating to imports are based upon the larger

articles of food (such as live animals, meat, sugar, potatoes)

and combustible substances (as tallow, petroleum, &c.).

With regard to the carbon given off by the consumption of

home produce, so far as relates to the oof million acres which
constitute the cultivated area, my estimates are formed upon
what I believe to be the average yield of the land ; upon the

remaining area, consisting of mountains, heath, and waste,

the only basis for calculation is to be derived from the rental

value of such land, and the amount of stock which it will

carry.

Without DoiuCT into the detail of the figures, I have given

in the following table a summary of the whole.

Carbon given off as Carbonic Acid per acre per aunmn in

Great Britain.

lbs.

By coal 3942
By imported products 300
By home-grown products ... 1275

Total 5517

We find, according to the more recent estimates, that the

amount of carbon, as carbonic acid, resting upon an acre of

ground is equal to about 14,000 lbs. Now the amount given

off" by the sources which I have mentioned above would more
than double the carbonic acid in our atmosphere in three

years, provided that no compensation took place I I propose

to examine into what is the probable extent of the compensa-
tion which may come in to limit this large increase.

With regard to coal and imported products, there is very
little compensation possible; but with the products gro"\^m

upon our own soils, there is a continuous exchange going on
between the atmosphere and the plant ; and the question is on
which side the balance lies.

I am disposed to think that, upon arable land (when kept in

a uniform state of fertility), the amount of carbonic acid, fixed

and exhaled, would be nearly the same, but that, wherever
the fertility of the soil was diminished, there the carbonic acid

given off would be in excess of that fixed.

In the ordinary case of a farmer selling a certain amount
of the products of his land and consuming the residue, the

saleable products, consisting of corn and meat, are burnt into
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carbonic acid, while the straw and other residue slowly assume
the same form. But the food sold is derived from fertility

stored u]) in the soil, accumulated by vegetation in ages long
past, and thus goes also to swell the amount of carbonic acid

contributed by the soil to the atmosphere.
This is made perfectly clear by long-continued experiments

at Rothamsted, Avhich show that crops raised on unmanured
land, as also upon land receiving the mineral food of plants

but no nitrogen, derive their nitrogen from the store in the

soil; and as this nitrogen exists in combination with carbon,

the latter is given off in the form of carbonic acid. Further,

as agriculture is generally attended with more or less exhaus-
tion of the soil, there is, in consequence, a slight increase in

the carbonic acid added to the atmosphere by cultivation.

This is more clearly seen when Ave consider that most of the

land which is now in cultivation was previously woodland or

pasture. At Rothamsted we have found by analysis that the

pasture contains more than twice as much organic carbon and
nitrogen as the arable land—a result which may be attributed

to the fact that on the latter these substances have been gra-

dually destroyed or carried off by cultivation. On the other

hand, in cases where arable land has been converted into per-

manent pasture, carbon again becomes fixed in the soil, both
as roots in living vegetation and as oroanic carbon.

It is true that on laud which receives a large dressing of

dung annually we have found a very considerable increase of

the carbon in the soil ; in gardens also, in land laid down to

pasture, and woodlands (especially newly planted woods) car-

bon would be abstracted from the air ; but, generally speaking,
I think that more carbon is given oft' from the products of the

soil of Great Britain than is fixed by the living vegetation.

If, in fact, we were entirely dependent on the atmosphere
resting upon our country for existence we should very soon
perish.

A process very similar to what I have described, though
not to the same extent, is going on throughout the world :

population and animals increase, fuel is burnt, forests are

destroyed, and the stores of carbon and nitrogen accumulated
in the soil by natural vegetation are slowly dissipated. We
must look, therefore, to some other source, rather than to the

land, for the restoration of the balance.

It is quite possible that this source is to be found in the

ocean. According to analyses made by Dr. Frankland, the

sea, even at a great depth, is very rich in organic carbon and
nitrogen ; it also contains large quantities of nitric acid ; and
these quantities are being increased from day to day by fresh
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supplies carried in by all the rivers of the globe. The ten-

dency of the operation going on upon the land is to reduce

the stock of carbon and increase that of carbonic acid,

(1) by the combustion of coal and other substances used as

fuel;

(2) by the destruction of carbon accumulated near the sur-

face of the soil by natural vegetation
;

(3) by the increase of man and animals.

On the other hand, there may be a corresponding increase of

organic carbon in the ocean, and in this way the balance maj-

be kept up. Dr. Frankland's various analyses of sea-water,

extending to a depth of between 700 and 800 fathoms, show
that even at this depth, which is less than half of the estimated

average, the amount of carbon, as organic carbon, is about

three times as much as the carbon, as carbonic acid, in the

atmosphere resting upon an equal area of surface. A7hen we
consider the immensity of the ocean, it is evident that the

operations of animal and vegetable life in it must have a vast

intluence upon our atmosphere, of the value of which we
appear to be altogether ignorant.

XXVII. On the Rate of the Decrease of the Light given off' hxj a

Phosphorescent Surface. By Lieut. L. Darwin, R.E.*

ICAimiED out a series of experiments at Chatham with the

view of determining the law of the rate of decrease of

the light of a phosphorescent surface. The experiments were
conducted by comparing the light given otF by a surface

covered with Balmain's luminous paint, with a sheet of tissue

paper illuminated from the further side by a Sugg's burner
regulated to give about the light of four standard candles.

The surface coated with paint was one side of a thin metal
vessel, which was filled with a mixture of ice and water ; the

object of this was to keep the temperature as uniform as

possible, as any increase of temperature increases the light

given off by the paint. A sheet of tissue paper, of about the

same size as the painted surface, was arranged just above it

so that the light of the burner illuminated the tissue paper
from the further side to the observer. The whole was en-

closed in a box yy\\h. an opening at one side, through which
the light of the burner reached the tissue paper only, and
opposite to it a small hole through which the observations

were made. In this way only the light from the two surfaces

* Communicated by the Physical Society. Read Decemher 11th,
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reached the eye, and the liprht of the room did not reach the

surface of paint. Besides these reasons for observing through

a small hole, it is better to do so, because the light given oti"

by the illuminated tissue seems to vary with the angle at

•which it is observed, and the readings would not be constant

if the eye were not in a fixed position. Experiment showed

that the diffused light in the box from the illuminated tissue

paper was noi enough to have any effect on the phospho-

rescent paint. Both the paint and the tissue were observed

through a solution of cupric sulphate, and blue glass ; this

did not, as far as I could see, cause any alteration in the

colour of the paint. If the blue glass alone was used, the tissue

looked pink in comparison with the paint ; and with the cupric

sulphate solution alone it looked green ; but with the two

the colour vt^as so neai'ly imitated, that when the intensity of

the light was the same I could only distinguish the two

surfaces by their positions.

Tlie illumination of the tissue was estimated by the distance

of the burner from the tissue ; this assumes that the light

given off by the tissue varies directly as the light striking it

on the reverse side. Bright sunlight was reflected onto the

the painted surface by a mirror; and after it had acted for a

few seconds, the room was darkened, with the exception of the

lio-ht of the standard burner. For five minutes before this time,

I took the precaution of hiding my eyes, so that no light could

get at them. As soon after this as possible, observations were

taken. Two slightly different methods were employed. At
first the burner was placed at a definite distance from the

tissue, and the time was noted at Avhich the paint and tissue

first appeared to be equally bright, and also that at which

they first appeared to diflfcr again in illumination ; the mean
of these two times was taken as the time of equal illumination.

The burner was then moved away to a further fixed position, and

another observation taken in the same manner. After five

observations had been taken in this way, the rate of decrease

of the light became very slow, and this method did not work
well. The distance of the burner to obtain equal illumination

was then found by moving it backwards and forwards, and

notino- the position at which the illumination of the two sur-

faces appeared the same ; this was done four times as rapidly

as possible, two before and two after the time at which an

observation was wanted. The following table gives the mean
of two series taken in this manner. The first column gives

the illumination of the paint : the light given off by the tissue

when the burner was nine inches from it is taken arbitrarily

as 100; and the other illuminations are calculated accordingly

A
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from the distance of the burner. No absolute standard was
attempted, as the light of the tissue ^yould yary with its

thickness, probably with the angle at which it was observed,

and with the exactness with Avhich the colour of the paint was
imitated by means of the glass and solution. The second

column gives the time at which the observation was taken.

Table.

Obserred Light.
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me that the rate of decrease is quite independent of the

intensity of the first ilhmiination.

Diagram showing the Hate of Decrease of the Light given off by

Phosphorescent Paint.

Light 100

5 lU -M 40

o Observed illiimiuation.

—— Curve calculated from the equation y'^=-

so Minutes after

first obierration

26-

1

a-+ -498"

XXYIII. Theory of Voltaic Action. ftL U --SJ H^'^

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal. /^?V

Gentlemen,

IN stating* that the results obtained by met f^re due to a

difFerence of potential between the metal and its oxide,

chloride, or sulphide, Professors Ayrton and Perry continue

to ignore the concluding phase of these experiments, though

I have brought it prominently forward in the ' Electrician
'

for December 4, from which they give a quotation. I refer

to the fact that in the copper-iron ring experiments, though

after admission of the hydrogen-sulphide gas the copper side

becomes strongly positive to the iron, very soon this ditference

* Phil. Mag. for Jan. 1881, p. 48.

t Phil. Mag. for Aug. 1878, p. 142, and Feb. 1879, p. 109.
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of potential diminishes, andfinally disappears if the experiment

be continued sufficiently long. This diminution is also seen

in the copper-nickel experiment in hydrochloric acid gas. If

the potential-difference is due to " contact action " between the

metals^ their sulphides, and the surrounding gas, why does it

disappear while all these conditions are still present ? Its dis-

appearauce seems to me to be obviously due to the cessation

of chemical action; and even its diminution under these cir-

cumstances appears to completely dispose of the assumption
that the effect is due to such " contact action." Fi'om the

statement that my zinc plates " were coated with zinc sul-

phide or zinc chloride," one is with regret led to

infer that Professors Ayrton and Perry have not paid much
attention to the work thej- criticise. No zinc was used in the

experiments with sulphur and chlorine compounds.
It is needless to occupy space by repeating my communica-

tion to the ' Electrician ' respecting Dr. Exner's view of the

voltaic theory and my own; but I am not conscious of having

made the mistake attributed to me at p. 46. I said nothing

about the " actual electric charge " in the oxide film, gas film,

or platinum, and was quite aware it is not measured by Kohl-
rausch's method.

Respecting PfafF's work, it is well to remember that, accord-

ing to De la Rive*, the electricity produced by the oxidation

of "00000000002 gramme of zinc is sufficient, with the help

of a condenser, to cause divergence of the gold leaves of an
electroscope. Did Pfaff succeed in keeping his apparatus free

from quantities of oxygen of this order ? Even the Crookes's

vacuum in Professors Ayrton and Perry's proposed experi-

ments may not give any but negative results. In such expe-

riments " the gas film previously condensed on the metal is

not removed, since it is held fast by a force far greater than

the pressure of an atmosphere "f.
The extreme difficulty of getting rid of occluded or con-

densed gas from the metallic electrodes of highly exhausted

tubes is well known |.

Yours truly,

J. Brown.
Belfast, Feb. 12, 1881.

* TraiU d'ElectriciU, t. ii. p. 777.

t Wiedemarin, Gahamsmus, i. p. 13.

X See Hittorf, Wied. Ann. 1879, No. 8, p. 674.
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XXIX. On Imayes formed icithoiit Rejiection or Refractio7i.

By Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S., Professor of Experimental
P/ii/sies in the University of Cambridge*

.

THE function of a lens in forming an image is to compen-
sate by its variable thickness the differences in phase

which would otherwise exist between secondary waves arriving

at the focal point from various parts of the aperture. If we
suppose the diameter of the lens (2r) to be given, and its focal

length /gradually to increase, these differences of phase at

the image of an infinitely distant luminous point diminish

without limit. When/ attains a certain value, say /i, the

extreme error of phase to be compensated falls to ^\. Now,
as I have shown on a previous occasionf, an extreme error of

phase amounting to ^\, or less, produces no appreciable dete-

rioration in the definition; so that from this point onwards the

lens is useless, as only improving an image already sensibly

as perfect as the aperture admits of. Throughout the opera-

tion of increasing the focal length, the resolving-power of the

instrument, which depends only upon the aperture, remains

unchanged; and we thus arrive at the rather startling conclu-

sion that a telescope of any degree of resolving-power might

be constructed without an object-glass, if only there were no

limit to the admissible focal length. This last proviso, how-
ever, as we shall see, takes away almost all practical import-

ance from the proposition.

To get an idea of the magnitudes of the quantities involved,

let us take the case of an aperture of 5 inch, about that of the

pupil of the eye. The distance /j, which the actual focal

length must exceed, is given by

so that

Thus, if \= 4oW, r=Jo, /,= 800.

The image of the sun thrown on a screen at a distance exceed-

ino- (SQ feet, through a hole 1 inch in diameter, is therefore at

least as well defined as that seen direct. In practice it would

be better defined, as the direct image is far from perfect. If

the imao-e on the screen be regarded from a distance /i, it will

a])pear of its natural angular magnitude. Seen from a dis-

* Communicated by the Author,

t Phil. Mag. November 1879.
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tauce less than/j, it will appear magnified. Inasmuch as the

arrano-ement affords a view of the sun with full definition and
with an increased apparent magnitude, the name of a telescope

can hardly be denied to it.

As the minimum focal length increases with the square of

the aperture, a quite impracticable distance would be required

to rival the resoMng-power of a modern telescope. Even for

an aperture of four inches f\ would be five miles.

A similar argument to that just employed to find at what
point a lens begins to have an advantage over a simple aper-

ture, may be applied to determine at what point an achromatic

lens begins to assert a perceptible superiority over a single

lens in forming a white image. The question in any case is

simply whether, when the adjustment is correct for the central

rays^ of the spectrum, the error of phase for the most extreme
rays (which it is necessary to consider) amounts to a quarter

of a wave-length. If not, the substitution of an achromatic
lens "s^nll be of no advantage.

If /i be the refractive index for which the adjustment is

perfect, then the error of phase for the ray of index /x + Sfi is

Sfi . t, where t is the " thickness " of the lens. Now

SO that, if the error of phase amount to 5 A.,

In order to apply this numerically, let us take the case of hard
crown-glass, for which the indices are given by Hopkinson*.
The practical limits of the spectrum being taken at B and G-, we
have yLfcB= 1*5136, yciG= l'5284, the difference of which is •0148.

Ifthe focus be correct for the mean value of/x, the extreme value

ofBfi is -0074, and that ofB/j,/{fi-l) is -0074/ -521, or -0142.

In strictness we ought to take into account the variation of\;
but for such a purj^ose as the present we may put it at :^yqq
inch; and then the fraction "0142 expresses the admissible focus

when a single lens is used as compared with the focus neces-

sary when a lens is dispensed with altogether. Thus, if the
aperture be one fifth of an inch, an achromatic lens has no
advantage over a single one, if the focal length be greater than
about 11 inches. If, on the other hand, we suppose the focal

length to be 66 feet, a single lens is practically perfect up to

an aperture of 1*7 incb. The effect of spherical aberration in

* Proc. Eov. Soc. 1877.
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disturbing definition was considered in my fonner paper. In

such a case as that last specified it is altogether negligible.

The advantage of a long focus was well understood b}'

Huyghons and his contemporaries; but it may have been
worth while to consider the matter for a moment from another

point of view, from Avhich it clearly appears that the substi-

tution of an achromatic for a single lens serves no other pur-

pose than to diminish the minimum admissible focal length.

Returning now to homogeneous light, let us consider the

case of an annular aperture of radii 1\ and r^. The extreme

difference of phase at distance /is now {i'\— rf)-r-2f. If this

be ^\, we get

_ 2{rl-r\) _2{r, + n){r,~n)

as the value of the minimum distance at which a lens can be dis-

pensed with without loss. If r2— r^ be small, /i is much smaller

than for a full circle of radius r2; and it might appear that a

great advantage would be gained either in the diminution of

fi or by an increase in ?'2' The question, however, remains

whether loith a leiis the definition due to an annular aperture

of given outer radius 7'2 is independent of the inner radius r^.

The image of a mathematical point consists, it is known, of

a central patch of brightness, surrounded by rings alternately

dark and bright. If we conceive the radius of the central

stop (i. e. ?*i) gradually to increase from to ?'2, the diameter

of the central luminous patch diminishes in the ratio 3*83 : 2"41.

From this it might be supposed that the definition due to the

marginal rim acting alone would be superior to the definition

due to the whole aperture*. It is true that there is at first

some improvement in definition ; but as ?*i approaches equality

with ?'2 a rapid deterioration sets in, notwithstanding the

smallness of the central luminous patch. In order to under-

stand this it is necessary to examine more minutely the distri-

bution of light over the entire field.

If the point under consideration be distant p from the centre

of the diltraction-pattern, the illumination for the full aperture

is given by

V
* See a paper on the DiSi'actiou of Object-glasses (Astr. Mouth. Notices,

1872).
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if ?/= 27r^, Ji being the symbol of the BessePs function of

order unity. The dark rings correspond to the roots of Ji,

and occur when y= 3- 83, 7*02, 10-17, &c.

The -whole illumination within the area of the circle of

radius p is given by

J ^0

This integral may be transformed by known properties of Bes-
sel's functions. Thus*,

so that

"We therefore obtain

2fr'JKi/yy=i-J^(i/)-J?

If y be infinite, Jo(y) and Ji(?/) vanish, and the whole illu-

mination is expressed by irr, as is evident apriori. In general

the proportion of the whole illumination to be found outside

the circle of radius p is given by

Jo(y)+Ji(y).

For the dark rings Ji(y) = 0; so that the fraction of illu-

mination outside any dark ring is simply Jo(y). Thus, for the

Istj 2nd, 3rd, and 4th dark rings we get respectively '161,

•090, '062, and '047, sho^u-ing that more than ^ of the whole
light is concentrated within the area of the second dark ring.

The corresponding results for a narrow annular aperture

would be very diiferent, as we may easily convince ourselves.

The illumination at any point of the central spot or of any of

the bright rings is proportional to the square of the width of

the annul us, while the whole quantity of light is proportional

to the width itself. As, therefore, the annulus narrows, a less

and less proportion of the whole light is contained in any finite

number of luminous rings, and the definition of an image cor-

* Todhnnter'a Laplace's Functions, p. 297.
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resjionding- to an assemblage of luminous points is propor-

tionally impaired.

The truth is that, so far as it is possible to lay down any
general law at all, the definition depends rather upon the area

than upon the external diameter of the ajierture. IfA be this

area, the illumination at the focal point, where all the secondary

waves concur in phase, is given by lo= A'-/A,-/'-, the primary
illumination being taken as unity. The whole illumination

passing the aperture is on the same scale represented by A.

Hence if A' be the area over which an illumination Iq would
give the actual total illumination, AA'= X-/'^; and A', being

in some sense the area of the diffraction-pattcrn,may be taken

as a criterion of the definition.

In the case of an annulus we saw that the minimum focal

length allowing a lens to be dispensed with is also depen-

dent upon the «rm of aperture—7r(r^— r^); so that it^ would
appear that if the object be to form at a given distance, and
without a lens, as well-defined an image as may be, it is of

comparatively little consequence whether or not an annular

aperture be adopted. A moderate central sto[) would doubt-

less be attended with benefit ; but it is probable that harm
rather than good would result from any thing like extreme

proportions.

January 29.

P.S.—Eeference should be made to a paper by Petzval on

the Camera Obscura (Phil. Mag. Jan. 1859), in which the

definition of images formed without lenses is considered. The
point of view is different from that above adopted.

February 18.

XXX. On Action at a Distance. By S. Tolver Pkeston*.

ALTHOUGH I am far from admitting the propositions

contained in Mr. Walter R. Browne^s recent reply

and previous article (as he seems to assume), some of which

appear to partake somewhat of the nature of assertion, I will

nevertheless notice one or tAvo points in his last communica-

tion, as illustrative of the paradoxical kind of reasoning eni-

ploved by those who attempt to support " action at a distance."

6n pao-e 130 of the last Number of the Philosophical

Magazine, Mr. Browne remarks, " Nothing is fully explained

until it has been brought under an inexplicable law." This
" inexplicable law " is exem})lified by Mr. Browne's theory of

"action at a distance "as applied togravity—which accordingly,
* Communicated by the Autlior.
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he assumes, explains gra\"ity. Gravity as we know, is found

to vary as the square of the distance (and not in some other

ratio). This peculiar circumstance is supposed by Mr.
Browne to be explained by merely stating it to be a fact.

What would be thought of any one saying that the " law " of

light, which also varies in intensity as the square of the

distance, were explained, without considering the existence of

the aether, or the physical basis of light—Avithout reflecting on
the fact that the area of the spherical wave over which the

energy is spread varies as the square of the distance (and not in

some other ratio). By a knowledge of the physical conditions

determining light, the fact that the intensity of light varies

as the square of the distance admits of being predicted before-

hand. So the " law " of gravity will admit of being pre-

dicted beforehand from the determining physical conditions,

as soon as these are known. This capability of prediction

beforehand^ by a knowledge of the physical conditions, is one
test of the explanation of a physical fact. Yet some Avould

teach us to swallow the bare statement that gravity varies as

the square of the distance, as an explanation. The same may
be said of magnetism (which will never be explained until

the determining physical conditions are known) *. Surely
no argument is necessary to establish such points as these,

which (as matters of scientific principle) should really permit
no diiference of opinion, Avere it not for the absence of the
" competent faculty of thinking," so strongly insisted on by
Newton,—or absence of due reflection. It is needless to lay

stress on the fact that an intellect which on the whole may be
more competent than another, may yet be particularly incom-
petent in some given direction (and perhaps in this one).

For minds are so differently constituted.

Finally, Mr. Browne appears to find difficulty in realizing

the fact that if we take ultimate atoms, and if we suppose the
atoms of a bar of iron to be elastic (as according to the
modern theory of matter, for example), and, finally, if these
atoms be of open structure (say something of a ring form),
then they can obviously bend when the bar is comjDressed;

so that it is not necessary to assume the constituent atoms of

the bar to be normally at a distance from each other, in order
to explain the contraction of the bar (within certain limits)

under an applied pressure. It is so far evident that me-
chanical considerations are independent of scale, and atoms of

* It seems to have been overlooked by Mr. Browne, that no doubt is

now entertained by competent judges as to the essentially physical nature
of magnetism, as it appears that there are grounds for believing that the
velocity of propagation of the magnetic influence hais been approximately
determined.
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open structure might be conceived to be in contact, and yet

the whole capable of compression (much like a system of

elastic springs in contact).

Februai7 8,1881.
j^jj^ (Ul^^l^

XXXI. On Action at a Distance.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

IT was with some surprise that I read in your last issue

Mr. Browne's reply to a note of mine which you pub-
lished in your January number. The note contained a proof
(a perfectly valid and conclusive proof, I believe) that the

direct action of one body on another at a distance was in-

compatible with accepted physical axioms, viz. Newton's third

law and the law of the conservation of energy. In so far as

it was an answer to Mr. Browne's paper with the same
heading in your December number, it was Avritten under the

impression that there could be no possible difference between
us Avith respect to the elementary principles of mechanics.

I now find, however, that he appears to disbelieve in the

axiom that reaction is equal to action, and that he ignores

that particular kind of reaction which is against acceleration.

These excentricities make it difficult to argue with him. But
these are not the worst; for he actually takes the trouble

to invent and publish a solemn argument to prove that no
work can be done by one body on another when they are

both moving at the same rate in the same direction. How
any one who has ever seen a horse drawing a cart, or a nurse
pushing a perambulator, can fail to see through this trans-

parent absurdity, I am really unable to conceive.

It is not unnatural, perhaps, that Mr. Browne should set

me down as "fatally wrong" and "obviously in error,"

seeing that he has wholly failed to understand my argument;
and I can only regard his letter as an instructive example of

how possible it is for a man to be familiar with the mere
mathematical methods and reasonings connected with a sub-

ject, while yet he is in a direful log regarding the simple

and fundamental principles of the subject itself, on which
nevertheless the higher reasonings must in reality rest.

I have the honour to remain, Gentlemen,
Your obedient Servant,

Oliver J. Lodge.
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XXXII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ox SOME EXPERIMENTS LifSTITtJTED TO SUPPLY ALL THE LINES

TERMINATING AT THE CALCUTTA TELEGRAPH-OFFICE WITH
CURRENTS TAPPED FROM THE MAIN CURRENT PRODUCED BY
A DYNAMO-ELECTRIC iLlCHINE. BY LOUIS SCHWENDLER,
ESQ., M.LC.E., ETC.

"IXTR. SCHWEXDLER gave au outline of his paper explaining
^*~ the latest experiments he had made in order to prove the

practicability of his new method of supplying signalling currents.

This method was published in the Journal of the Asiatic Society,

part 2, vol. xlix. IbSO, and in the Philosophical Magazine, No. 52,

December 1879, Supplement. After certain incidental delays, the

final trial came off on Sunday the 29th August, 1880.

One of the dynamo-electric machines employed for lighting the

sheds at Howrah Eailway-station, produced the required strong

main current ; and the signal currents were conveyed from Howrah
to the Calcutta Telegraph Office by au ordinary telegraph-line

about 2 miles in length.

In all eleven long main circuits were supplied with telegraph-

currents in this manner, viz. the lines to Bombay, Madras, Kurrachee,

and Kangoon. The currents sent from Calcutta and the currents

received at the out-stations were measured ; and by it the satisfactory

result was established that in all the lines, even in the longest,

the tapped or machine currents were considerably stronger than the

currents produced by the ordinary signalling-batteries at present

in use.

The trial lasted for three hours, under the direct supervision of

Mr. C. B. P. Gordon, the Superintendent of the Bengal Division,

who carefully watched the working of the office. The traffic was
despatched with regularity in the ordinary manner.
At the beginning of the trial the main current was produced

through an u-on wire of 0-21" diameter, offering a resistance of
1*5 B.A. unit. This main current was carefully measured, and
found to be equal to 36801 milhoersteds. At the end of the trial

the main current was produced through the arc of an electric lamp,

giving a light of about 6000 standard candles when measured under
an angle of 45° with the horizon. In this latter case the main
current amounted to 4.5706 milhoersteds *.

The total current tapped from the main current (when all the

eleven lines were simultaneously sending) equalled 129 milli-

cersteds, quite an insignificant fraction of the large main current.

Mr. Schwendler stated that this practical trial of the method had
shown that it was perfectly rehable, and no practical telegraph-

engineer would doubt that it was very convenient to produce the

currents in this manner. It was therefore under consideration

to introduce the system at the Calcutta office. j\Ii*. Schwendler
concluded his paper with some suggestions for utilizing the larger

portion of the current not requii-ed for telegraph -purposes, saying :

—

* One oersted is equal to one weber per second. One millioersted is

equal to one milliweber per second.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 67. March 1881. R
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" The useful work for the main current at uight would most conve-

niently take the shape of au electric light to illuminate very efficiently

the Signal-oirice. The electric light would produce at least 50 timea

less heat than if the same quantity of light were obtained by com-
bustion ; and this is no doubt a great advantage in a hot climate

like that of India. During the day-time the main current might
be used for pulling the punkhas, lifting messages, or, more generally,

for working a pneumatic system of despatching messages between
the head telegraph-othce and local centres in Calcutta. If Calcutta

had the good fortune to possess a colder climate, it might be sug-

gested to use the heat developed by the main current in a coil of

iron wire for warming rooms. It would then only be necessary to

lead the wire along the walls in a manner similar to that in which

rooms are often heated by hot-water pipes ; only the electrical

method would be far more economical. The quantity of heat given

out by such a wive is by no means small. In one case it was equal

to 20473 a ergs per second, equal to 488 grm. degree-centigrade

per second. This is about equal to the heat produced by an ordinary

German stove consuming 6 lbs. of coals per hour, supposing that

the loss of heat when coals burn under a steam-boiler is about four

times greater than when they burn in a German stove. It appears

therefore that the heat emanating from the wire should suffice to

keep a moderate-sized and ordinarily ventilated room at a comfort-

able temperature even when situated in the highest latitude."

—

Proceedings, Asiatic Sucicty of Bengal, for November 1880.

DETERMINATION OF THE COLOURS CORRESPONDING TO THE FUN-

DAMENTAL SENSATIONS BY MEANS OF ROTATING DISKS. BY
M. A. ROSENSTIEHL.
As Maxwell has shown*, rotating disks permit us to determine

with great precision the laws of colour-A-ision. I am going to fur-

nish fresh proofs of that fact by showing how with their aid one

can find exactly the position occupied in the chromatic circle by the

three colours which, according to the theory of Young, correspond

to the fundamental sensations.

I have taken as starting-point a chromatic circle executed on
sheets of paper with covering colouring-matters. The whole forms

a continuous succession of seventy-two colours, in which the red,

the yellow, the blue are at equal distances from one another, and
the intervals are filled by colours also as equidistant as possible to

the eye, ^^"ith the same height of tone, and all equally clear.

Each colour can be regarded as resulting from the mixture of

two others (I mean the mixture of the sensations). I proposed to

myself to measure the two components of each of them.

Exavijjle.—Let us suppose that orange is a mixture of red and

yellow. I compose a disk of two concentric circles. The smallest

is formed by two sectors—one orange, the other blue ; the largest

comprises a red sector, a white sector, and a void representing the

absence of light. I set it in rapid rotation. The two circles have

an identical appearance if the angles of the different sectors are

* Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. vol. xxi. pp. 275-298.
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well chosen. The blue sector extinguishes the yellow of the orange

and forms white ; the red alone remains. The measure of the two
resulting sensations is given by the angles of the red and white

sectors. I found

140° orange +220° blue =281° red +56= white.

All the colours of the circle have been thus studied with respect to

two pairs of complementary colours—yellow and blue, red and the

fourth green (the first three because they are the primary colours

of artists ; the last serves as the auxiliary colour).

The chromatic circle was thus found to be divided into four sec-

tions :

—

{from the blue to the red, extinguishing

£_ ^il, ^ A \t ^^ 1?"'
4^- • I,- ^from the red to the yellow, extinguishing

the yellow by some blue,

'from the red to the yellow, extinguishing

The yellow was mea
sured

the red by the fourth green,

from the yellow to the fom'th green, ex-

tinguishing the green by red.

{from the yellow to the fourth green, ex-

tinguishing the yellow by blue,

from the fourth green to the blue, extin-

guishiug the blue by the yellow.

(from the fourth green to the blue, ex-

tinguishino; the aireen bv the red.

from the blue to the red, extmguishmg
the red by the fourth green.

The following are the results obtained* :

—

1. The line which represents tlie proportion of the extreme sen-

sations in the intermediate colours is a straight line : therefore the

intermediate colours are, to the eye, rigorously equidistant.

2. The line representing the sensation of yellow reaches its cul-

minating point upon the ordinate which corresponds to yellow.

3. This case, which I thought must be general for the four lines,

forms, on the contrary, the exception : for the other colours things

take place in a different manner. The sensation of red goes on
increasing in a straight line, from the blue to the red ; and beyond
this it continues to rise without deviation till it comes to the oi'ange,

where it attains its culminating point, to sink afterwards till it

reaches the yellow, where it is zero.

In like manner the sensation of green attains its maximum in the
third gi-een-yellow, and that of the blue in the third blue.

The signification of these remarkable facts does not come out well

unless we look at the experiment itself which has revealed the exist-

tence of the three maxima. The fact is as follows :

—

One and the same blue, the sensation of which is mingled with
that of the orange on one side and that of the second and third

green-yellow on the other, produces with the first a superior sensa-

tion of red to that produced by the sight of the red of the circle,

• Journal de Physique, t. vii. p. 16.
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and M ith the second the sensation of green to a higher degree than

is done by the sight of the green itself.

This blue, however, still does not represent the sensation of tliat

colour in its greatest intensity, since a better is obtained by min-

gling the sensations of the fourth green and the third blue. The
orange, the second or third greeu-vellow, and the third blue are

therefore three points of the chromatic circle which possess for our

eye peculiar properties, since they permit the reproduction, by the

mixture of their sensations, of the most intense red, green, and blue.

These three colours possess the properties of the fundamental

sensations of Young. But can they really be regarded as repre-

senting exactly those three points? The theory of Young is only

an hypothesis ; and physicists have not come to a determination

upon the true position of these three sensations. The uncertainty

which prevails on the question causes llelmholtz* to say :
—" The

choice of the fundamental sensations presents at first something

arbitrary. One might choose at pleasure three colours whose mix-

ture produces white There does not yet exist, to my know-
ledge, any means of determining the fundamental colours but the

examination of persons affected with dyschromatopsy."

I purpose to demonstrate, in a second Note, that, on the con-

trary, the colours in question are situated in the chromati circle

between very narrow limits, and that the three maxima obtained by

the study of which I have here given a summary are in reality the

colours corresponding to the fundamental sensations.— Comjjtes

Bendus de TAcademie des Sciences, t. xcii. pp. 244-247, Jan. 31, 1^81.

ON THE LIBERATION OF ELECTEICITY IN TOURMALINE BY
PRESSURE. BY MM. JACQUES AND PIERRE CURIE.

"\Ve will at once enunciate the laws which follow from our experi-

ments on the liberation of electricity in tourmaline by pressure. AVe

will afterwards explain, with the rapidity required by the brevity

of this Note, our experimental processes and the limits within which

we have verified those laws.

I. The two extremities of a tourmaline liberate electricity of oppo-

site signs, in quantities equal to one another.

II. The amount set free by a certain avr/mentation ofpressure is of

ojtposite sign, and equal, to that ^iroduced by an equal diminution of

pressure.

III. This quantity is proportional to the alteration ofpressure.

lY. It is independent of the length of the tourmaline.

V. For one and the same alteration of iwessure per unit of surface,

it is pro])ortional to the surface.

The direct result of the experiments from which laws lY. and

Y. are deduced can be stated in a simple manner thus :

—

For

one and the same alteration of jircssurc, the quantity of electricity set

free is independent of the dimensions of tlie tourmaline.

The tourmalines which we wished to study had the form of prisms

parallel to the principal axis. The two bases were covered with two

sheets of tin foil protected outside by two thick plates of glass,

* Optiquc Physioloyiqur, p. .381.
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between which the crystal was compressed by means of a solid

wooden lever. One of the tin foils being in communication with
the earth, the other was connected with the needle of a Thomson-
Mascart electrometer. The deflection obtained after one variation

of pressure was proportional to the quantity of electricity liberated

—the capacity of the tin foil, under the conditions just now de-
scribed, being al\A"ays negligible in comparison with the capacity of

the electrometer.

Toui-malines which are transparent, colourless or slightly coloured

green, yellow, or rose, are in general perfectly insulating ; and such

only were employed for the quantitative experiments. Whatever
may be their tint, these tourmalines seem to be nearly equivalent

in regard to the electrical phenomena ; the differences, if there are

any, are certainly very slight ; still it would be necessary to exa-

mine a considerable number of specimens before we could affirm

that it is always so.

More or less opaque or black tourmalines are conductors of

electricity. A black tourmaline gave the electrometer-needle an
impulse equal to about one fifth of the deflection obtained for the

same weight with a transparent tourmaline ; moreover the needle

returned rapidly to zero.

The deflections the equality or proportionality of which it was
necessary to verify, considering the neglected causes of error, were
exact only to within a twentieth part of their -value. We have not
judged it necessary to attempt to attain a closer approximation ; for

the accuracy of the la\\s enunciated results from the considerable

differences between the dimensions of the tourmalines employed.
For one and the same surface the lengths varied from 0-5 millim.

to 15 millims., therefore in the proportion of 1 to 30. For one
and the same length the surfaces varied from 2 square millims. to

1 square centim., therefore in the proportion of 1 to 50. Given,
therefore, the degree of approximation of the experiments, and sup-
posing the laws enunciated to be limiting laws, -^e can certify that

when the length is doubled the difference from the true law is less

than a six-hundredth, and when the surface is doubled the dif-

ference is less than a thousandth.

A piece measuring 1 cubic millim. sets free, for one and the
same pressure, the same amount of electricity as a piece of several

centims. volume. Finally, the effect produced by the addition of
one of the first kilograms is sensibly the same as that produced by
the hundredth kilogram, for a surface of 1 square centim.

Gaugain, in a remarkable memoir, has shown the simplicity of
the pyroelectrical phenomena of tourmaline. The laws enunciated
by him may be placed over against those which form the subject

of this Note. It is easy to see that they can be traced one upon
the other, if we permit ourselves to be guided by the hypothesis
that the phenomena resulting from variations of pressure and those
resulting from variations of temperature are due to one and the
same cause—namely, the contraction or dilatation in the direction

of the axis of the tourmaline.

—

Comjites Rendxis de VAcmlemie des

Sciences, 1881, No. 4, t. xcii. pp. 186-188.
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CONFIRMATION OF THE NEBULAR HYPOTHESIS.

BY PLINY EARLE CHASE, LL.D.

Herschel's " subsidence " hypothesis is corroborated by the fol-

lowing extensions of Laplace's satellite-harmonics, from Jupiter to

Earth :—
1. Earth's accelerated rotation : the acceleration by condensation

to a centre of linear oscillation : : Jupiter's radius of accelerated

rotation : Callisto'a (Sat. IV) radius of accelei-ated rotation.

3r)6-25G5 : 9 : : 4332-5848" : 16-6891*.

Searle gives 16-689 for Callisto's period ; Newcomb and Holden

give 16-7535524.

2. Jupiter's mean perihelion distance from Earth (4-978245— 1,

according to Stockwell) : Callisto's mean distance from Jupiter : :

Jupiter's mass : Earth's mass.

3-9-8245 : -012585 : :
^-A^g

-. 33^..

If we take </= 32-088 feet. Earth's isochronous radius (satellite-

period = 1 year) is

/3 1558149 secy ^ 3962-8= 1340291-5 miles.

\ 5073-6 sec. /

The equation, m^ x isochronous radius =p, gives

331245^ X 1340291-5 miles =92736000 miles.

The reason for these harmonics is to be found in the fact that

Earth is the centre of the belt of greatest condensation, while Jupi-

ter's mean aphelion is central between Neptune and Uranus at

their opposition.

Ilaverford College, Feb. 8, 1881.

ON THE CHOICE OF THE UNIT OF FORCE IN ABSOLUTE ELECTRIC

MEASUREMENTS. BY M. LIPPMANN.

It is known that the electric measurements called absolute rest

upon the choice of the three units employed to measure the times,

lengths, and forces; and it will be remembered that in 1863 a

Committee of the British Association proposed to take for the unit

of force the di/ne—that is to say, the force capable of impressing on

the mass of 1 gram, at the end of 1 second, a velocity of 1 centim.

per second. Is the dyne in every respect the most ad\aniageous

that could have been chosen ? AVithout wishing to discuss here

that complex question completely, I may at least facilitate its solu-

tion by the following remarks, which have not, perhaps, been made

in a sufficiently explicit and general manner by authors :—
1. The absolute electromagnetic zoiiis of electrical resistance and

capacity are independent of the choice of the unit offeree*. Now

* In fact, let L, T, F be the length, time, and force, measured with any

units. The quantity of magnetism n is given by an equation of the fonn
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these are the only absolute units represented by standards. There-

fore the unit of force might be varied at pleasure ; and the ohms

and microfarads at present distributed to the laboratories would no

less preserve their value.

2. The formulce ivhlch permit passing from the absolute electromag-

netic to the absolute electrostatic system, or iaversehj, are all indepen-

dent of the cJwice of the unit of forc^'. This can be ascertained by

glancing at the last line of the table given below, which it is easy

to calculate. Now these formuhTs are the only ones of this kind

having a theoretic interpretation.

The units of intensity and electromotive force, on the contrary,

depend on the choice of the unit of force. If, for example, it were

thought necessary to substitute for the dyne another unit, the ne-

cessary operations for measuring these quantities would not be

changed, but their numerical result would be enunciated differently :

the volt and the weber would have to be replaced by other denomi-

nations ; for they are mere denominations, not standards.

Besides, we can pass from one system of units to any other with

the help of the following table :

—

System.
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the electromagnetic system thought it necessary to measure the

forces in d3'nes. The reason is simple : it is because, for the

purpose of determining the couple of the forces exerted by the

earth's magnetism upon a magnetized needle, those physicists have

employed the method of oscillations. When this method is em-
ployed, what is found by experiment is an acceleration ; it is then

natural to take the accelerations for the measurement of the forces

which produce them. The dyne has the advantage of greater sim-

plicity in the case of the oscillation-method, and in that case only.

Now it is very necessary to remark that the oscillation method
is only an indirect means ; for to measure a static couple it would
have been more direct to employ the bihlar suspension of Gauss,

or, more generally, a static method. But then no acceleration

occurs : one has only to weigh the magnetized needle ; the amount
of the force is deduced from this weight, and is obtained directly in

grams. It is circuitous and a complication to express it in dynes.

The dyne system moreover complicates considerably the trans-

forination-formulso ; in what concerns the measurement of lengths

it causes the advantages of the decimal system to vanish. Elec-

tricians have employed as the unit of length, some the metre, others

the centimetre or the millimetre. Let us suppose one wishes to

pass from one of these units to the other. In the dyne system, or,

more generally, in the systems in which the force is defined by
means of an acceleration, the units of intensity and electromotive

force depend on the square root and the # power of the unit of

length ; so that one is obliged to divide by a factor which must be

calculated, and which is either the square root or the |- power of a

power of 10. If, on the contrary, a weight or any other force in-

dependent of the unit of length be taken, the unit of intensity is

independent of the unit of length. As to the unit of electromotive

force, it, like the other electrical units, is of the first degree with

respect to the lengths ; and the result is that we can pass from the

metre to the centimetre by merely transposing the decimal-point,

an operation which can be done mentally : this is the essential

advantage of the decimal system ; and we give up profiting by it

when we adopt the system of English units.

In short, the electrical standards and the principal theoretic

formulae being independent of the choice of the unit of force, the

choice of that unit does not possess a very great importance, and
its change is always easy. The dyne presents no essential advan-

tage in any case. Finally, it is highly desirable that the units em-
ployed to measure the times, the lengths, and the forces should be

the same in electricity as in all other departments of Physics. This

unification, the aim of the excellent labours of the physicists of the

British Association, has not been attained, as, ever since 1863,

physicists have not come to an agreement to adopt the dyne.

Perhaps the purpose would be more easily attained by proposing

to electricians to take the second, the metre, and the weight of the

gram as fundamental units—that is to say, the now so widely spread

units of our metric system.

—

Comptes lienclus de VAcademic des

Sciences, idiii. 24, 1881,' t. xcii. pp. 183-186.
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XXXIII. On the Electric and Magnetic Effects produced hy the

Motion of Electrified Bodies. By J. J. Thomson, B.A.,
Felloio of Trinity College, Cambridge*.

§ 1. TN the interesting experiments recently made by Mr.
J- Crookes (Phil. Trans. 1879, parts 1 and 2) and Dr.

Goldstein (Phil. Mag. Sept. and Oct. 1880) on "Electric
Discharges in High Vacua," particles of matter highly charged
with electricity and moving with great velocities form a pro-
minent feature in the phenomena ; and a large portion of the

investigations consists of experiments on the action of such
particles on each other, and their behaviour when under the

influence of a magnet. It seems therefore to be of some
interest, both as a test of the theory and as a guide to future

experiments, to take some theory of electrical action and find

what, according to it, is the force existing between two moving
electrified bodies, what is the magnetic force produced by such
a moving body, and in what way the body is affected by a
magnet. The following paper is an attempt to solve these

problems, taking as the basis Maxwell's theory that variations

in the electric displacement in a dielectric produce effects

analogous to those produced by ordinary currents flowing

through conductors.

For simplicity of calculation we shall suppose all the moving
bodies to be spherical.

* Communicated by the Author.

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. (S^. April 1881. S
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§ 2. The first case we shall consider is that of a charged
sphere moving through an unlimited space filled with a medium
of specific inductive capacity K.

The charged sphere will produce an electric displacement

throughout the field; and as the sphere moves the magnitude
of this displacement at any point will vary. Now, according

to Maxwell's theory, a variation in the electric displacement

produces the same effect as an electric current; and a field in

which electric currents exist is a seat of energy ; hencs the

motion of the charged sphere has developed energy, and con-

sequently the charged sphere must experience a resistance as

it moves through the dielectric. But as the theory of the

variation of the electric displacement does not take into account

any thing corresponding to resistance in conductors, there can
be no dissipation of energy through the medium ; hence the

resistance cannot be analogous to an ordinary frictional resist-

ance, but must correspond to the resistance theoretically ex-

perienced by a solid in moving through a perfect fluid. In
other words, it must be equivalent to an increase in the mass
of the charged moving sphere, which we now proceed to cal-

culate.

Let a be the radius of the moving sphere, e the charge on
the sphere, and let us suppose that the sphere is moving
})arallel to the axis of x with the velocity j) ; let ^, 77, ^ be the

coordinates of the centre of the sphere ; let/, g, h be the com-
ponents of the electric displacement along the axes of x, y, z

respectively at a point Avhose distance from the centre of the

sphere is p, p being greater than a. Then, neglecting the

self-induction of the system (since the electromotive forces it

produces are small compared with those due to the direct action

of the charged sphere), we have

„_ e d 1
^~

Att dx p'

= _-£- A^
Air dy p

therefore

1 --— -11.
47r dz p

'

df_ ep (P 1

dt Air dx d^ p

dg _ ep d^ 1

dt 4iTT d^ dij p

dh__J^ ^ 1

.

dt" i-TTdfdcp''
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hence

df _ ep _rf^ 1

dt
~~

Air day' p

dg _ ep (P 1

dt 47r d.x dy p

dh _ ep d'^ 1

dt

y
(1)

47r dx dz p j

Using Maxwell's notation, let F, G, H be the components
of the vector-potential at any point ; then, hj ' Electricity and
Magnetism/ § 616,

G

H

%, *^ %y r
d» dy dz,

V dy dz,

where u, v, ic are the components of the electric current

through the element dx dy dz, and p' is the distance of that

element from the point at which the values of F, G, H are

required, /x is the coefficient of magnetic permeability. In

the case under consideration.

df.

=/t 1 j 1 ^r dx dy dz

;

substituting for ^ its value from equation (1), we get

with similar expressions for G and H.
Let us proceed to calculate the value of F at a point P.

Let be the centre of the sphere; then OQ= p, PQ= p',

S2
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7- 1 V
Now - , - =r -,,^, where Yois a surface luirmonicof the second

dx' p p'^

'

order. And wlien p > R,

I

and when p<^,

1 1 R,-, H'^
,

157T= + .,Qi+ — Q2 +PQ p p- p'

PQ~R"^R-^^^ W"^--^'--'

where Qi, Qo, &c. are zonal harmonics of the first and second

orders rcspecHvcly referred to OP as axis.

Let Y'a denote the value of Y2 along OP. Then, since

^Y„Q,„(/.v, integrated over a sphere of unit radius, is zero

4:7r

when n and m are different, and-——: Y'„ when « = ???, Y'„

being the value of Y„ at the pole of Q,„ and since there is no

electric displacement within the sphere,

~ 5 'V(iR 2RV'

or, as it is more convenient to write it,

__fiep /dU- a^\ c/^ 1

~~rVir"" I/t/.^R

By symmetry, the corresponding values of G and H are

~5' llT ~ l)17dy R'

5 I G 'IJdxdz^

These A-alues, however, do not satisfy the condition

c/F r/G ^H ^

dx dy dz

If, however, we add to F the term ".,,; , this condition will

be satisfied ; while, since the term sati.^fics Laplace's equation,

the other conditions will not be atfected : thus we have finally
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for points outside the sphere,

,_ fiep pK- _ a'\ _«_ 1 2/z^ju

_ fjiep /-dB? __ «^\ d^
~ ~rv"6 '^J'dxdi
_ fxep fh^^ a^\ d"^ 1

^ . . (2)

Now, by ' Electricity and Magnetism,' § 634, T the kinetic

enei'gj

= ^ 1 U {Fu + Gv + Bw)dx dy dz,

in our case

Now

substituting for F and
dt'

since the termm

evidently vanishes.

Transforming to polars and taking the axis of x as the

initial line, the above integral

=
«^J. iJ. ilT-l) ? sm«*,W#

_ Afie'^p'^

~ 75a '

By transforming to polars, as before, we may show that this

Similarly,

2oa

#«sr'-^^''-'='i^'
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.'. T, the kinetic energy due to the electrification

_ 2fiey
~ 15a

*

Hence, if m be the mass of the sphere, the whole kinetic

energy

or the effect of the electrification is the same as if the mass of

the sphere were increased by r-^— , or, if V be the potential

4 10 a
of the sphere, by :rT /^K^V^a.r ' - 15

To form some idea of what the increase of mass could amount
to in the must favourable case, let us suppose the earth elec-

trified to the highest potential possible without discharge, and
calculate the consequent increase in mass. According to Dr.
Macfarlane's experiments, published in the Philosophical

Magazine for December 1880, the electric force in air at ordi-

nary temperatures and pressures must not exceed 3 x lO^""'

(electromagnetic system of units). The electric force just

outside the sphere is V/a ; hence the greatest possible value

of Y is 3 X lU^-a, where a is the radius of the earth. Putting

this value for V, /i,= l, K= ,q, a=6"4x 10^, we get for

the corresponding Aalue of the increase of mass 7 x 10^ gi'ms.,

or about 650 tons, a mass which is quite insignificant when
compared with the mass of the earth.

For spheres of dilferent sizes, the greatest increase in mass
varies as the cube of the radius; hence the ratio of this increase

to the whole mass of the sphere is constant for all spheres of

the same material ; for spheres of difi'erent materials the ratio

varies inversely as the density of the material.

If the body moves so that its velocities parallel to the axes

of a;, y, z respectively are />, (j, r, then it is evident that the

effect of the electrification will be equivalent to an increase of

4
:^fiK^Y^a(p^ + g'^ + r^) in the mass of the sphere.

§ 3. To find the magnetic force produced by the moving
sphere at any point in the field. By equations (2) we have,

for points outside the sphere,
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/^/5R^_a^\^ 1 fiep 2
^"

5 V 6 2)dx'n^ 3 R'

"5~ V"^ ~ '2)d^ R'

~ 5 \ 6 2 ) dx dr R
Now if «;, /3, 7 be the components of the magnetic induction

at the point (.^•, y, z),

dK dG „

^=-dy-T.='^
fZF dR _ fiepz _ d 1

'^-'dI~^-~'W -l^'^dzW

_dG! _d¥ _ fiepy _ _ d_ 1

"^~d^ d^~'W~ ^^^TyU

Hence we see, by symmetry, that if the sphere move with velo-

city q parallel to the axis of y, the corresponding values would
be"^

d 1

"=-^'^^R'

d 1

'y=^^^rfI-R'

and if it moved with velocity r parallel to the axis of z, the cor-

responding values would be

d 1

''=^''dyn'

o d 1

7=0.

Hence, if p, q, r be the components of the velocity of the
centre of the sphere parallel to the axes of x, y, z respectively,

the components of magnetic induction are

( d \ d \\
''^^'VTy^-^Tz^P

/Q ( d \ d \\

( d \ d \\
^^^'\?dx^-PTyTl)'
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or tliey may also be written

«=
jP Q](-- -K !/- ^)) J

(4)

Comparing these expressions with those given by Ampere
for the magnetic force ])roclaced l)y a current, we see that the

magnetic force ckae to the moving sphere is the same as that

produced per unit length of a current whose intensity is

fie \/
p'^ + (f + r'^ , situated at the centre of tlie spliere, the direc-

tion of th(i positive current coinciding with the direction of

motion of the s})here. The resultant magnetic force produced

by the sphere at any point is 6)yu.t'sin e/p", (o Ijcing the velo-

city of the sphere, and e the angle betsveen the direction of

motion of the sphere and the radius vector p drawn from the

centre of the sphere to the point ; the direction of the force is

perpendicular both to the direction of motion of the sphere

and the radius A^ector from the centre of the sj)here to the

point; and the direction of the force and the direction of motion

are related to each other lilvc translation and rotation in a

right-handed screw.

It may be useful to form a rough numerical idea of the

magnitude of the greatest magnetic force which could be pro-

duced by a moving charged sphere. The greatest value of the

force = fxlsSVao) /
p'

, where a is the radius and V the potential

of the sphere. Now if F be the greatest electric force which
can exist without discharge, the greatest value of V is Fa.

According to Mr. Macfarlane's experiments F is, roughly

speaking, about 3xl0^'~, yu.K=-fj

—

]f^> substituting these
t' X i.\J

values, the greatest value of the magnetic force becomes
1 2

^ ., . Now - cannot be greater than unity ; so the greatest

value of the force is co/dx 10^. If the sphere were attached

to an arm of such length that it described a metre in each

complete revolution of the arm, and if the arm were to make
100 revolutions a second, oj would equal lO'*, and the greatest

magnetic force would be 1/3 x 10*= -000033. Prof. Rowland,
in his experiments on the magnetic etf'ects of electric convec-

tion, measured a magnetic force only about one tenth of this.
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The result we hare just obtained (viz. that a moying body
cliarged with electricity produces the effect of an electric cur-

rent) shows that Prof. Rowland's experiments on electric con-

vection are in agreement with Maxwell's theory.

§ 4. The fiict that a moving body charged with electricity

produces a vector-potential in the field through which it is

movinw, suffcrests a possible theory of the cause of the ffreen

phosphorescence observed in vacuum-tubes at the places Avhere

the molecular streams strike the glass, different from that put

forward bv Mr. Crookes. It will be seen from the above work
that the moving particle ])roduces a vector-potential whose
value depends on the velocity of the moving body. Xow,
Avhen a particle strikes the glass directly, its velocity is reversed

and the Aector-potential changes sign ; thus during the short

time occupied by the collision the vector-potential must be
changing -sery rapidly. But any change in the vector-poten-

tial produces a corresponding electromotive force, and thus

the glass against which the molecules impinge is subjected to

a rapidly varying electromotive force. But this, if Maxwell's

electromagnetic theory of light be true, is exactly what it is

subjected to when a beam of light falls upon it, which we
know is the oi'dinarj" method of exciting phosphorescence.

Stokes's law, that the period of the vibrations exciting the

phosphorescence is smaller than the period of the emitted

light, compels us to assume that at some period of the collision

the velocity of the moving particle is changing at a greater

rate than the rate of vibration of green light : in our present

state of knowledge, however, there seems nothing impossible

in this. This, too, would explain the following difficultv:

—

Since we have every reason for supposing the discharge in a

vacuum-tube to be discontinuous, the vector-potential due to

electricity movino; throuo-h the tube will vary, producinof a

varying electromotive force all over the tube ; another varying
electromotive force will be produced by the action of the

charge on the electrodes. Now it may be asked, why, if the

above theory be true, does not this variable electromotive force

make the whole tube phosphoresce, instead of the phospho-
rescence being confined to the places where the molecular
streams strike the glass. But Spottiswoode and Moulton have
proved (see Phil. Trans, for 1879, part 2) that the time occu-
pied by the negative discharge is greater than the time occupied
by the particles in going the length of the tube. Hence, even
if we made the extravagant assumption that these molecules
travel with a velocity as great as that of light, the time of dis-

charge, and consequently the period of the electromotive force,

would be greater than the period of vibration of light whose
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wave-lenn;tli was the length of the tube, and so, by Stokes's

law, could not produce a luminous phosj)horescence.

It may be useful to form a rough estimate of the electro-

motive force which could be produced by a moving particle.

By equation (1) we see, if the particle be moving parallel

to the axis of x with velocity ^>, that the greatest value of F
at a point distant R from the centre of the particle is

Now the greatest value of ^j as before, is K x 3 x 10^^ x a^,

9 X 10-'^

'

hence the greatest value of F at the surface of the particle

_ 3 X 4 XWpa
" 5 X 9 XW '

Now during the collision let us represent p by p^ cos hr, where

-J- is less than the period of vibration of green light ; R must
k

be therefore at least 3x10^^; for a particle of air a is of the

order 10" ''. Substituting, we get

or the maximum value oi —r- is
dt

4x3xl0-» o_4
15x10^" ^ ~5i>o.

Now at present we know nothing about p^ ; but it must be

very much greater than the mean velocity of the air-molecules,

which is about 5 x 10*; if we substitute this value for it, we
d¥

get the maximum value of -7- or the maximum electromotive

force to be about 4 x 10*, or about gaVo ^^ ^ ^'^^^ V^^ centi-

metre. Now, for sunlight the maximum electromotive force

is about 6 volts per centimetre (Maxwell's ' Electricity and

Magnetism,' § 793) ; and when we consider the immense num-
ber of particles which must be striking the glass at each in-

stant, we have no difficulty in conceiving that the magnitude of

the electromotive force due to the moving particle may be suffi-

cient to cause phosphorescence. To show the rapidity with
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which these electromotive forces diminish with the distance,

Ave will take the case of a particle stopped by a screen at a

distance of y^Q of a millimetre from the glass, and compare
the electromotive force at the glass with the electromotive

force which would be produced at the glass if there were no
screen. By substituting in the formula giving the electromotive

force, we find that the electromotive force at the glass when
the screen is present is only about yoooo ^^ ""'hat it is when
the screen is away ; and as the intensity of the phosphorescence

will vary as the square of the electromotive force, we see that

when the screen is present the phosphorescence is quite im-
perceptible. This explains an experiment of Goldstein's, in

Avhieh he coated the glass with a layer of collodion whose
thickness he estimated at a few hundredths of a millimetre,

and found the glass behind quite black.

§ 5. To find the eff'ect produced by a magnet on a moving
electrified sphere. To do this we shall calculate the kinetic

enerojv of the svstem ; we can then, bv means of Lagrange^s
equations, calculate the force on the sphere.

Let a, /3, 7 be the components of magnetic induction, u^,

A? 7i the components of magnetic force ; if A, B, C be the

components of magnetization,

a= ai + 47rA, /g= /Si + 47rB, 7= yi + 47rC.

The kinetic energv of the svstem

= ^ JJJ
(««i +^A + yyi)dx dy dz.

To get the force on the sphere due to the magnet, we only
want that part of the kinetic energy which involves both the
coordinates of the sphere and the coordinates of the magnet.
We may write the kinetic energy as

^ \\\ («' + y3^ + 7'-^'r«A-47r/3B-47r7C)^.r(/j/^.-.

Let F', G', H' be the components of the vector-potential
due to the magnet alone : then, by equation (4),

f d \ d l\ dW dG'
''=^XdyR-^TzRr-~di-liJ'
a / d 1 d 1\ dY^ dW
^=^\PTzn-'d-.^r^—dj'

( d \ d 1\ dG' dF'
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The part of the kinetic energy we are concerned •\vitli will

evidently be

401'^' K^'I -'^ ii i"^ - "dT)

/dW dG\
\ dy dz )

X dz dx/R\dz dx J

^( d d\l/dG' r/F'V-l , , -

+ (^d. -^' dy) liT^ - dj)}
'^'' '^y '^'

Let us take the first integral first, and take the term depend-
ing on p ; this is

47r JJJ (/:: R \ dz dx / dy a.\ dx dy J ^

Integrating hy parts this becomes

O'l
/ dR' ^ dG'

, ^ ^F^^ , \

fiep ClVI^ ±(d^ dG' dW\
4.'Tr]]]l\dx\dx "^ dy '^ dz )

^,/d? d'' d^^\l , , ,

-^W^di''^&^ ^

The surface-integrals are to be taken over the surfiice of the

sphere; and the triple integral is to be taken throughout all

space exterior to the sphere.

If the sphere be so small that we may substitute for the

dF^
values of F^ -^— , &c. at the surface their values at the centre

dx
of the sphere, the first surface-integral =/jiep¥\, where F\ is

the value of F' at the centre of the sphere ; the second surface-

integral vanishes, and the triple integral also vanishes, since

dx' 11'^ dy-'U'^ dz-'U'
and

rfF' dG'
,
dW

,,

dx dy dz

47r

+
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The part depending on p in the second integral

= -^FJjj(B^^i^)-"^-.
or (see MaxwelFs ' Electricity and Magnetism,' § 405)

-~ir ^'

Adding this to the term \JiepY\ already obtained, we get

^-^ F'l as the part of the kinetic energy depending on p.

We have evidently similar expressions for the parts of the

kinetic energy depending on q and r. Hence the part of the

kinetic energy -svith which we are concerned will

= f -(F^i^ + CAj + HV)-

Bj- Lagrange's equations, the force on the sphere parallel to

the axis of x

_rfT_^cZT
dx dt dx

M r dF\ dG\
,

dR\ dF\ 1
= YV^+^'dx-+''-d^—drs

fief dF\ dGr\ dR\ d¥\ dF\ dF\\-y

_fief fd(y^_dF\\_ fdF\ dR\\ |~ 2 1 ^
I dx dy ) \ dz ~dx J )

Similarly, the force parallel to the axis of y

the force parallel to the axis of z

= y(A-5«i)j

where Oi, h^, Ci are the components of magnetic induction at

the centre of the sphere due to the external magnet. These
forces are the same as would act on unit length of a conductor
at the centre of the sphere carrying a current whose compo-

nents are -7™j ^-^j ^~ . The resultant force is perpendi-
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cnlar to tlic tliroction of motion of tlie sphere and to the mag-
netic induction ; and if a be the resultant velocity of the

sphere, and 6 the angle between the direction of motion of the

sj)here and the direction of magnetic induction, the magnitude
of the force

^'^co^a' + y + cHme.

It will be useful to endeavour to calculate the magnitude
of this force on a particle of air moving in a vacuum-tube

;

although our knowledge of the magnitude of several of the
quantities involved is so vague that our result must only be
looked upon as showing that the force is of an order great

enough to produce appreciable effects, and must not be looked
upon as having any quantitative value.

Let us suppose that the mass of a molecule of air is 10 "^^^

(C.G.S. system) ; that a, the radius of the molecule, = lO''';

that, as before, 6=K x 3 x 10^V= K x 3 x 10"=^ (this quantity
is probably enormously underrated) ; and as we know nothing
about the A'elocity of the charged particles, let us assume it to

be the mean velocity of the air-molecules, viz. 4 x 10"^. "We
shall suppose the vacuum-tube placed in a magnetic field

whose strength is 10^. Then, by the formula, the accelera-

tion of the particle of air Avhen the maonetic force is at right

angles to its path is about 10'; this acceleration would pro-
duce a deflection of about 2 millims. per decimetre of path, a
deflection which could easily be observed. We know from
the experiments of Mr. Crookes and others that a magnet pro-
duces very decided deflections of the molecular streams ; and
the direction of the deflections (see Phil. Trans. Ib7i», part 1,

pp. 154 & 15(5) agrees with that given by formulas (5), if we
suppose that the particles projected from the negative pole are
negatively charged.

§ 6. Let us now calculate the expression given by Max-
well's theory for the force between two charged moving par-
ticles.

Let w, t', 10 be the components of the velocity of the centre

of one of the particles, u' , v', ic' those of the other ; let R denote
the distance between the particles, e the charge on one of the

particles, / the charge on the other ; let r denote the distance

of a point from the centre of the first particle, / the distance

of the same point from the centre of the second particle. We
shall suppose, for the sake of simplicitr, that the particles are

very small ; we shall calculate the kinetic energy of the system
and deduce the forces between the particles by means of
Lagrange's equations.
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The kinetic energy

Now

^=^l[\''d?ll^'dJdyr^''d^zrK-W-2)^'^r

with similar expressions for G and H.

c?i 47rL V rf'^'^ *' fZ'^?'' (/j/
^' dx dz r)

V dx^ r' dx dy r' dx dz r'Jj '

with similar expressions for -^ and -7-. Since the particles

are supposed to be very small, we shall neglect those terms in

F which depend on a^ and a'"^.

The part of the kinetic energy we are concerned with in-

volves the product e e' : let us first calculate that part of it

arising from the product of that part of F due to e with that

part of ^ due to ^. We shall take the line joining the

particle as the axis of x ; and for brevity we shall denote
[jbee ,

The coefficient of u u' in the part of the kinetic energy we
are considering

="Wi^ i+^y^v ''" "'f '^'-

Now, for values of r > R,

r'
~ r dx r 2 ! dx'^ r " ' '

Now, since

dx'^ r'
" dx^ r dx^ r

dx" r ^ ^ ^.«+i ^'i

where Q„ is a zonal harmonic of the nih order ; and since the

product of two harmonics of different degrees integrated over
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the surface of a si)here vanishes, wo may substitute in the
12 1 /-' 1

integral YJi
" ^or -—

:^ -p ', then, transforming to polars, the

integral

= 0-1 II 4Q2 -p^ sin 6 d(p dv dr
Jo Jo 1 R

'"

IGttct

for values of r < R,

r' R^ R^ ^ R^
^•••*

Now r" Q„ is a solid harmonic of the ?tth order ; hence
fp

-J-:, (^'"Qn) is a solid harmonic of the («— 2)th order ; and in

particular -^-^ ('"^Qi) is a solid harmonic of the second order
;

and, Uy the same reasoning as before, we may substitute in the

b

So for values of ?• < R the integral becomes

i,\
\ \ 24.Qlr^ sin edcfidddr

«. t. &

_24a7r

Adding this to the part of the integral for r > R, we get for

the coefficient of i/?/, —n-. The coefficients of iiv' and %(w'

vanish by inspection.

The coefficient of vv'

f(Y , d' 1 CP 1 ; , ,= o- 1 M ?•" -;—

;

:;—3 -/ dx du dz.

JJ } dj-'dy r dxd r' ^

Now when ?• > R we may, by the same reasoning as before,

substitute -,—i— for -;—r —, in the integral, and it becomes
dx ay r d.v ay r °

CCC Or^J-^v'^

JjJ
^

y^"
dxdydz,
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or transforming to polars,

Jo •- «• R

SOttct

15R

For values oi r<Ji we may, by the same reasoning as before,

I (P ,
" , cP 1

substitute ^^^ -:—^ C^'^Qj) in tlie integral for ~—-—r. Now
R^ dx dy ^ ^^^ ^ dx dy r'

^^(/Q,)=-12,.y;

making this substitution, the integral becomes

= _ ^ T"r (
^

36>.3 sin^ ^ cos^ e cos^ (Z<^ dO dr

SGttct

15RV

Hence, adding this to the part previously obtained for values

of r > R, we see that the coefficient of vv' from F -^ is zero,
' dt ^

and, similarly, the coefficient of loio' from this part of the inte-

gral vanishes.

Let us now take the terms arising from
S^^'dt'^'^''!''^''

and take, as before, the part arising from the product of that

part of G due to e with the part of -^ due to e'. The coeffi-

cient of uu' in this part will be the same as the coefficient of
vv' in the former part, and so will vanish.

The coefficient of vv'

d^ 1Now for values of ?• > R we may, as before, substitute -r^ -

(p I ,
^^ *"

for -r-o —.', and it becomes
dy^ 7' —

3/-rf-^—;— 1 dxdydz.

By transforming to polars, as before, this may be shown to be

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 68. April 1881. T
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1 c

—^--. For values of r<R we may, as before, substitute

W d^ ^^''^'^ ^^^
dif 7 "^ ^^^^ integral. Now

^'
( 4n \_ 3(V + 12£^-48^2

~df
^'* ^*^~

8
'

.'. the integral

By transforming to polars, this may be shown to be -rTr-

Adding this to the part of the integral due to A'alues of r > R,
we get for the coefficient of vv'

,

5o"7r

IT'
As before, the coefficients of uv' , vxi' , uio' , &c. disappear by
inspection.

The coefficient of icio'

3

—

~i

— 3

—

1
—7 dx dy dz

;

dxj dz r dy dz r '^

rf- 1 rP 1

substituting, for values of 7'>R, as before -r—,— for -—=—

r

in the inteoral it beconiPs ^y ^~" '' ^V ^^ '
in the integral, it becomes

•W''-^ dx dy dz,

•which, by transforming to polars, may be shown to be —^=ry .

Forvalues ofr<Rwemay, as before, substitute ^^ -;

—

^(v^Qa^
j2 -.

•" ' W dydz^ ^^'

-

—

— —r in the integral. Now
dydz r

-('*Q0=%--
dydz

On making this substitution, the integral

Adding this to the part obtained before, we get for the coeffi-

cient of Wii"',

VlaiT
,

K>(TiT ^

-5R - + -SIT'
^' ^^^-

From the part of
j j I 'B.-r-dxdydz which arises from that

part of H due to e and that part of -— due to e', we can see,
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by the preceding work, tbat the coefficient of uu' is zero; the

coefficient of rr'. Scttt: and the coefficient o^icic' , oair. Adding,

^'e get the whole kinetic energy due to the vector-potential

arising from e and the electric displacement arising from ^

^ ^ (8ia/ + (5 + 3)ri-' + (5 + d)icic'')

= —^p— {uu + rr + WW ).

"We can get that part of the kinetic energy due to the vector-

potential arising from / and the electric displacement from e

bv writing e' for e, and u' , v' , ic' for ?/, r, ?r respectively.

. Hence, that part of the kinetic energy which is multiplied by ee'

OTTO"fit i\=
-T) VUXl + VV + Xi'W ) j
ix

or, substituting for a its value,

Or if q and q' be the velocities of the spheres, and e the angle

between their directions of motion, this part of the kinetic

energy
ii,e^ f= 3^9.^ cose,

and the whole kinetic energy due to the electrification

/ 2 ro' 2 el'^q''^ e^ \= /^ T^—^+T^—^— + TTR ??' cos e ). . . (6)

If X, y, z be the coordinates of the centre of one sphere,

x'
,
y', zf those of the other, we may Avrite the last part of the

kinetic energy in the form

fie^ fdx dxf dy dy' dz dz'\

'W\Tt 'di'^dt 'dt'^di ~di)'

By Lagrange^s equations, the force parallel to the axis of x
acting on the first sphere

~ dx dt\ , dx)
d . -r-

dt

_fiee_(rd_xda^ didi/_ dz dz'\ d ^ _d
f

fZ.i-'\
]~ o \\dt dt ^ dt dt '^ dt~dfJdxB. dtVdPy

R
T2
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with similar expressions for the components of the force

parallel to the axes of y and z.

From this wc see that if q^ be the acceleration of the second

sphere, the forces on the first sphere are an attraction

"^Tj^qq' cos, e along the line joining the centres of the spheres,

a force ^y,- qi in the direction opposite to the acceleration of

the second sphere, and a force —^ ^i 77 ( w J
"^ *^^^ direction

opposite to the direction of motion of the second sphere.

There are, of course, corresponding forces on the second

sphere ; and we see that, unless both spheres move with equal

uniform velocities in the same direction, the forces on the two

spheres are not equal and opposite. If we suppose that the

two spheres are moving with uniform velocities q in the same

direction, the repulsion between them is t7=-^vi(l ^j'
or if c be the velocity of light in the medium thi-ough which

ee! ( q^ \
they are moving, the repulsion = t^^{ 1~ ^2)' Hence, if

the repulsion between two electrified particles is to be changed

into an attraction by means of their motion, their velocities

must exceed \/3c; hence we should expect the molecular

streams in a vacuum-tube to repel each other, as we could not

suppose that the velocity of the particles forming these streams

is as great as tbat of light -, and Mr. Crookes has, in fact (see

Phil. Trans. 1879, part ii.), experimentally determined that

they do repel each other.

it is remarkable that the law of force between two moving
charged particles, which we have deduced from Maxwell's

theory, agrees with that assumed by Clausius, in his recent

researches on Electrodynamics (see Phil. Mag. Oct. 1880);

but it differs from Weber's M-ell-known law materially. Ac-
cording to Weber's law, the force docs not depend on the

actual velocities of the particles, but only on their velocity

relative to each other, whereas, according to the laws we have

investigated, the forces depend on the actual velocities of the

particles as well as on their relative velocities : thus there is

a force between two charged particles moving with equal

velocities in the same direction, in which case, of course, the

relative velocity is nothing. It must be remarked that what

we have for convenience called the actual velocity of the par-

ticle is, in fact, the velocity of the particle relative to the

medium through which it is moving : thus, in equation (6),

^, (f are the velocities of the first and second pai'ticlcs respec-

tively relative to the medium whose magnetic permeability is /i..
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Clausius, in the paper previously referred to, explains the

various phenomena produced by currents by means of this la^v

of force, and the hypothesis that a current consists of streams

of opposite electricities moving in opposite directions. Xow,
since the expressions we have obtained for the force between

the particle do not depend on the specific inductive capacity

of the medium, but only on its magnetic permeability, if we
make this assumption about the nature of a current, it follows

from Maxwell's theory that the electrodynamic phenomena
produced by a current of given strength do not depend on the

specific inductive capacity of the surrounding medium, though
they do depend on its magnetic permeability.

Faraday, in his 'Experimental Eesearches' (§ 1709 and
on"wards), describes some experiments which he made to deter-

mine whether altering the surrounding medium produced any
chano^e in the electromagnetic action of a current. The result

of the experiments was that he was unable to detect any such

change ; but in his experiments, though the specific inductive

capacities of the various media tried were very difterent, their

magnetic permeabilities were all of them very nearly unity.

XXXIY. Theoretical Explayiations of the Rectilinear Trans-
mission and Spontaneous Diffusion of Sound and Light.

By Professor Challis, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.*

WHEX any disturbance is produced at a given position A
in an unlimited mass of elastic fluid of perfect fluidity,

defined by the relation p= crp between its pressure p and
density p, a^ being constant, it is found by experience that

there will be a resulting state of the fluid at a point P, whose
position is taken ad libitum, and at all intermediate points

between A and P. In other words, there will be a rectilinear

transmission of effect from A to all surrounding points, with-

out r^^j/^^ei ?o ^Ae />ay^/c?</ar mot?e of disturbing the jiuid. It

may be that a difference of effect in different directions may
depend on the mode of disturbance ; at the same time it is

found that a resulting disturbance is produced at all points,

whatever be the mode of disturbance. In treatises on hydro-
dynamics this remarkable fact is left out of consideration. I

know of none in which this problem has been solved, or even
proposed. But it is an admitted principle that when the

fundamentals of any branch of applied science, after being
established by obsers'atiou and experiment, have been ex-

* Communicated by the Author.
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pressed by general equations, all other related facts of obser-
vation admit of being accounted for by mathematical reasoning
derived from the equations. The science of Analytical
Hydrodynamics must be pronounced to be in a very im-
perfect state, unless it be capable of giving a reason for such
a patent and general fact as that just mentioned. The argu-
ment I am about to adduce is intended to give the required
explanation. It will be proper to premise here that this

ai-gument has nothing to do with the necessity I have so often
insisted upon, of a third general equation for completing the

analytical principles of hydrodynamics. 1 still maintain that
the principles on which that equation rests, and the process of
its deduction, are so simple and direct that they do not admit
of being controverted; but they do not come under consider-
ation in the present enquiry.

Supposing the reasoning to apply to a portion of the fluid

contained in a straio-ht rectano;ular tubs of small uniform
transverse section extending from A to P, it is evident that
it arbitrary motion be communicated to the fluid by a movable
diaphragm at A exactly fitting the tube, rectilinear motion will

take place in the direction of the axis of the tube. This
problem has been discussed by Poisson in the Journal de
VEcole Poll/technique, tom. vii., for the case in which p= a'''p ;

and from the mathematical investigation he deduces a par-
ticular integral from which he infers (p. oC»9) that the original

disturbance will be transmitted uniformly with a velocity

equal to a. The same problem has been solved by Mr. Earn-
shaw, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1860, p. 133, by
a process differing only in form from that of Poisson, and
conducting to the same results. From this integral I ob-
tained in a particular case the absurd conclusion that the
same particle of fluid might be at rest and have a maximum
motion at the same instant of time (see Philosophical IMaga-
zine for June 1848, p. 496, and my ' Principles of Mathe-
matics and Physics,' p. 195). The reasoning by which this

result was reached is so certain that it does not admit of
being questioned, and, in fact, has not been directly questioned

;

but Mr. Earnshaw has thought good to say, that the wave
" will force its way in violation of our ecpiations.'^ This is

so strange and inadmissible an assertion that I have a right

to regard it as a virtual acknowledgment of the reductio ad
ahmrdum above mentioned, the reality of which I shall ac-

cordingly take for granted.
But a reductio ad absurdinn is not a result which can be

slurred over. It is absolutely necessary for the satisfactory

establishment of the principles of any science in which it
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occurs, that the absurdity should be accounted for and got

rid of. I have adverted above to two modes in which a dis-

turbance at A may be rectilinearly transmitted from A, so -as

to have effect at any point P. In the first it was stated that,

as matter of experience, the effect takes place independently

of any particular conditions under which the fluid was dis-

turbed at A ; in the other the fluid is assumed to be disturbed

in a particular manner, and under certain conditions. The
former of these modes may be called, for distinction, free or

spontaneous motion, and the other constrained or arbitrary

motion. Nou', in the received analytical theory of hydro-

dynamics, the determination of the rate of propagation is made
to depend on the conditions of the arbitrary mode of dis-

turbance, whereas, as matter of fact, the propagation and rate

of propagation are both independent of the particular form o£

disturbance. This contradiction of the theory by experimental

facts sufficiently accounts for the reductio ad absurdum,

which, consequently, signifies that the theoretical reasoning

is at fault and requires to be rectified. To show how this is

to be done is the purpose of the following investigation.

The problem to be solved is to account for the fact of a

rectilinear transmission of effect from a disturbance made at

a certain point A to any point P in the surrounding fluid,

without reference to anv assigned mode of disturbinof the

fluid. Since there are no arbitrary initial conditions of the

motion, it follows that the kind of motion must be indicated

by some genei'al analytical circumstance. It will here be
supposed that the required analytical circumstance is that the

differential function udx + vdy + u-d~ is an exact differential

in all cases. On this supposition it may be assumed that there

wall be a rectilinear axis of motion between A and P, the

motion relative to the axis satisfying the condition of the

integrability of udx + vdy + icdz. Also in order that there

may be motion persistently along the axis, it is necessarv that

the condensation pertaining to the motion should be symme-
trically disposed about the axis, so that both the condensation
and consequent transverse velocity Avill be functions of the

distance (r) from the axis. Consequently, supposing that

the axis of z coincides with the given axis of motion, we have
to assume that, with reference to that axis,

(d .f4>)= udx + vdy + wdz,

/being a function of r, and cf) a function of c and/. Ac-
cordingly,

A.^1^^ A.^f .^(^4>
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Since/ is a function of r—that is, of (.r+y")^—we baA-e

-^= '-, -^= "
: and hence, for any point on the axis, ?/ = and

(/.r r' dij r' '
''

/

'

r= 0, as is required by the foregoing supposition. Also, be-

cause for every point on the axis j-=0, and -^= 0, it follows

that / has at each point a maximum or minimum value,

which, in the absence of determining conditions, we may
assume to be unity. Hence the velocity to along the axis

will be expressed by --^.

From these results, taken in conjunction with the first and

second general hydrodynamical equations, we might proceed

to obtain actual values, expressed in series, of the quantities/

and 0, from which the motions along and parallel to the axis,

and in the directions transverse to the axis, might be inferred.

It is not necessary to introduce here these investigations, since

I have already given them at length in arts. 20-28 of a com-

nmnication, '" on the Mathematical Theory of the Vibrations

of an Elastic Fluid,'' inserted in the Philosophical Magazine

for August 1862, and also in my -work on the Principles of

Mathematics and Physics, pp. 201-211. It is, at present,

chiefly of importance to remark that, as I have been careful

to point out, all this investigation is prior to the supposition

of any arbitrary method of putting the fluid in motion, and

consequently has exclusive reference to laws of the mutual

action of the parts of the fluid irrespective of arbitrary con-

ditions ; or, as I have said in the present communication, the

motion is free, and spontaneous as to its laws.

Proceeding now to cases of arbitrary disturbance, it is first

to be stated that, as the circumstances of spontaneous motion

were determined prior to any discussion of arbitrarily imposed

motion, the treatment of the latter must take into account the

laws obtained relative to spontaneous motion. Accordingly

the result of any arbitrary disturbance must be supposed to

be a composition of spontaneous motions unlimited as to

number and directions, and originating at the place of dis-

turbance. The component motions may be designated as

elementary motions, which, at the same time that they satisfy

by their composition the given conditions of the disturbance,

severally obey the laws of spontaneous motion obtained as

above stated. They are capable of this apj)lication on account

of their being derived from linear differential equations with

constant coofiicients. Since the position of the point P was

taken ad libitum, what has been argued relative to the resulting
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motion at P applies to every portion of the fluid surrounding

A. Here, then, is the explanation of that diffusion of the efiect

of any disturbance which it was proposed to account for.

The rate of transmission of the effect of the disturbance has

to be calculated from the laws of the elementary motions, with-

out respect to any arbitrary mode of disturbance. This I

have done by the solution of Proposition XIV. in pages 214-
224 of my treatise on the Principles of Mathematics and
Physics, obtaining thereby the result that the theoretical

value exceeds the observed value by 17'5 feet. The excess

may with probability be ascribed to the circumstance that

the air is not, as supposed in the theory, a simple fluid of

perfect elasticity, but composite and loaded with vapour.

It would appear from the foregoing argument that the

method of determining velocity of propagation in an elastic

fluid from assumed conditions of the motion of the fluid, which
was first adopted by Newton, and afterwards virtually fol-

lowed by Lagrange and Poisson, is defective in principle,

and that the exact method must be derived from the general

equations of fluid-motion. Also it seems that the rapid

alternate generations of heat and cold in a series of aerial

vibrations does not, as has been generally supposed, sensibly

affect the rate of propagation.

The results above obtained relative to the diff'usion of sound
by aerial vibrations equally pertain to the diffusion of light

by astherial vibrations, on the hypothesis, which I adopt, that

the aether is a perfect fluid defined by the equation p= a'^p,

a^ being absolutely constant.

The motion of the air defined by the series for the function

^, obtained in the manner already stated, is required for as-

certaining the character of spontaneous aerial vibrations

pertaining to the phenomena of sound, and for obtaining the

laws of the harmonic series which is applied in the theory of

music.

The motion of the aether defined by the spontaneous series

for/', obtained as before stated, together with that for 0, is

necessary for ascertaining the character of a ray of light, the

laws of transverse vibrations and of polarization, and the mode
of derivation of a polarized ray from a ray of common light.

I think it right to mention here that the assertion that the inte-

grability oiudx + vdy + ^t'fZ^ indicates rectilinear motion, which
I made at an early stage of my hydrodynamical researches,

is adverted to by Professor Stokes in his Report on hydro-
dynamics contained in his recently published 'Mathematical

and Physical Papers,' vol. i., and is with good reason objected to

in page IGl. I had not, at that time, arrived at the conception of
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the important distinction, indicated in the present communi-
Ciition, between s})ontaneous motion and jnotion produced
under arbitrary conditions. The above assertion applies only

to spontaneous motion. The recognition ot" this distinction

suffices to meet completely Professor Stokes's objections.

At the end of a communication to the Philosophical Maga-
zine for June 1880, I stated that I did not expect to have
occasion to discuss any additional questions in Theoretical

Physics. The importance and novelty of the present com-
munication respecting spontaneous fluid-motion, the views
respecting which have only very recently occurred to me,
may, I think, be considered sufficient to justify my recurring

once more to the subject of the Analytical Principles of Hydro-
dynamics.

Cambridge, February 21, 1881,

XXXV. On the neic Theory of Magnetic Attractions, and the

Magnetic Rotation ofPolarized Light. By H. A. Rowland*.

IN a note published in the ' American Journal of Mathe-
matics,' and also in the Philosophical Magazine for

June 1880, I showed that the new action of magnetism on an
electric current, recently discovered by Mr. Hall in my labora-

tory, was essentially of a rotational character, and 1 showed
also that it was probably of the same nature as the rotation of

the plane of polarization of light. I have since published a

paper in the ' American Journal of Mathematics '—" On the

General Equations of Electro-magnetic Action, with Appli-

cations to a new Theory of Magnetic Attractions, and to the

Theory of the Magnetic Rotation of the Plane of Polarization

of Light "—in which the subject is treated in full, and Max-
well's formula for the magnetic rotation of the plane of polariza-

tion deduced from the newly discovered action of magnetism.

Mr. Hopkinson has recently drawn attention f to the fact

that Maxwell has inserted a certain " Rotatory Coefficient
"

in his equations of resistance (' Electricity,' art. 303). Max-
well further states that the coefficient should be found, if

anywhere, in magnets, or, of course, in any magnetic field, as

it has now been found. But 1 believe Maxwell novvhere con-

nects this quantity with the rotation of the plane of polariza-

tion of light ; and hence I think it may be well to give here an

abstract of this portion of my paper.

In the ' Kote ' before referred to, I thought that it would
be necessary to prove that the lines of electrostatic induction

* Communicated bv the Author.

t PhU. Mag. Dec. 1880, p. 430.
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were rotated around the lines of force in the same way as the

electric currents are rotated in metals ; but I now find that

this is not necessary, but that we only have to apply the

rotation to the displacement currents of Maxwell, and we get

a complete explanation of the magnetic rotation of the plane

of polarization of light.

As Sir W. Thomson has shown that the latter effect must

be due to some rotation in the magnetic field, so by connect-

ing the new discovered action with the old, we prove that it

also is due to rotation in the field. For Maxwell's equations

merely express the facts of the case, and give no explanation.

Let a' , h', c' be the components of the electric current in

the direction of the axes, and a, h, c the components of the

magnetic force. Let also c be the coefficient of the new effect.

Under these circumstances, electromotive forces will be set up
in the medium whose components are

'B"= c(c,a'-c'a^),

C''= Q(aih'-a%).

To apply these results to Maxwell's theory of light, we must
assume that the same action which takes place in conductors

with reference to conducted currents, also takes place in di-

electrics with reference to displacement currents. It is almost

impossible to detect this action experimentally; but we shall

here follow out the consequence of its existence. I shall follow

the method of Art. 783 of Maxwell's ' Treatise,' with the ad-

dition of this new action*.

Assume at once C= 0, -v/^= 0, and J= 0, as they are after-

wards taken or proved to be.

Let P, Q, and E. be the components of the electromotive

forces acting at any point. The electromotive force will be

composed of two parts :—first, the rate of variation of the

vector potential, as on the old theory ; and, second, a term
depending on the new action, and whose components we
have designated by A'', B'^, and C. Adding these together,

we have

P=-^ + c(V-6%).

Q= — -^ + C (cia'— c'ai),

^=-^ + c{a,h'-a\).

cP dr d?
* I use the expression A^ to signify the operation — + 1-

, while
dx- dx/ dz^

Maxwell uses it (in his * Theory of Light ') with the opposite sign.
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The displacement currents a', U, and </ will be

,_ K rfP

''~47r dt'

,,_KdQ

^ ^tr dt'

and they are also expressed by the equations

47r/ia'=-A'F,

Hence we have b}^ elimination:

—

Before the solution of these equations, of course the values of

«ij ^\i Cu ^ii"^ '*'; ^'j ^' iiiust be substituted iu terms of F, G,
and H.

Let us now take the case of a plane-polarized ray passing

in the direction of the axis of z, with a magnetic force Ci

along the same axis. The magnetic forces a, b, c, the varia-

tions of which constitute the waACS of light, are very small
;

for Maxwell has calculated that in strong sunlight the maxi-
mum is about one tenth of the horizontal intensity of the

earth's magnetism. Hence we can write

^^'{lU^^'dt^^'^^]-d?='^^

^ /^^G d., .\ cm ^

^^ d¥=^'

and, replacing h^ and c/ by their values, we have

Xdt- Airiidtdz-i dz' '

K/.{

Att/jl dti

dt' ^ AiTfi dtdz^ ) dz'
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From the form of the equations we can well suppose that one

solution is

F= r cos (nt— qz) COS mt,

(jr= r cos (lit— qz) sin 7nt

;

and making the substitution we find

|K/i(n^ + m^)-/('l + c'^) jcos (7it-qz) cos mt

—Kn \ 2m/^— c^- \ sin {nt— qz) sin mt=:0,

I
K/x(/(2 + m'') -q'fl + C^^^) 1 cos (nt - qz) sin w^

+ Kn 1 2 J71/X—C^ > sin (?i^ ~ y~) cos mt= 0.

These are satisfied if we make the coefficients zero.

If V is the velocity in general of light in the medium, and

Vo the velocity in vacuo without magnetic action—if i is the

index of refraction of the medium, and X the complete wave-

length in the medium, and Xq "^ vacuo, we thus find

irci

n / 1 + cV= -= A / '

' 8

\/K//.v Stt"^ y

These equations indicate that when a ray of plane-polarized

light passes in the direction of the lines of magnetic force, the

plane of polarization will be rotated in a direction depending
on the sign of the quantity c, which is the well-known action

of Faraday. But the second expression (which gives the

velocity, and consequently the index of refraction) also de-

pends on c, and thus indicates an acceleration of the velocity

which is unknown. But this action is so very minute that it

can probably never be measured.

If D is the length of the substance, the total angle of ro-

tation of the beam will evidently be

This solution is rigorously exact for all cases where the

index of refraction is not a function of the wave-length. To
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get the value where the index varies, we can use the principle

of the superposition of small quantities. Every plane-polarized

ray can be supposed to be made up of two circularly polarized

ravs; and to say that the piano of polarization is rotated

simply means that one of the circularly polarized rays travels

ftister than the other; when one ray gains X,on the other, the

plane of polarization is rotated through the angle 2tt. Hence
if V is the velocity of one and Y' of the other, we have

= V'(l+A),

where D' is the distance in which the plane of polarization is

rotated through the angle 27r.

But tbis efiect Avill be augmented by the dispersion of the

body, seeing that the velocity affects the wave-length, and
hence the index of refraction will be different for the two com-
ponents. This further action can be taken into account by

V i'

multiplying ^by v; and we then have

so that D' has been changed to

This can be put into the form

D'' 1

i\ X i' )

But

whence

and

X ^B' + X
/ '

^2

{'— i X'— X cli , c

I I aX

Hence, omitting all quantities of the second order of small-

ness, we can write
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W _ 1 .

W i_^di'
i dX

and the angle of rotation 6 will become

whicli is of the same form as Maxwell's expression. Now
MaxwelFs equation is obtained from considerations entirely

different from any which I have used in this paper. In ob-

taining them, Maxwell made no assumption as to the kind of

motion which constitutes light, but merely assumed that the

magnetic lines of force were vortices, and that the motion of

the vortices caused a rotation of the motion constitutine: light.

In my theory I have used no hypothesis as to the nature of

magnetic force; but have simply calculated, from the known
laws of magnetism and electricity, the action in this case

according to Maxwell's theory of light. And the conclusion

which we draw is that the effect discovered hy Mr. Hall is the

same, or due to the same cause, as the rotation of the j^lane of
jioJarization of light.

It is interesting to repeat here the comparison made by
Verdet between the various formula and observation.

The formulae of Maxwell and Rowland, of Airy, and of

Neumann are

^=M(i-X^)Dc, (III.)

The comparison of these formulte with the experiments of

Yerdet* are as follows:

—

Bisidphide of Carhon.
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Creosote.

C. D. E. F. G.

Observed rotation . 0-573 0-758 1-000 1-241 1-723

Calculated, formula I. 0-G17 0-780 1-000 1-210 1-003

„ „ II. 0-627 0-789 1-000 1-200 1-565

„ „ III. 0-976 0-993 I'OOO 1-017 1-041

To examine the direction ofthe action, we must see what the

relative direction of the currents and magnetism are in the

equations, as I have not taken the signs with respect to any

system.

Let the positive direction of the current be the direction in

which the positive electricity moves, and the positive direc-

tion of the magnetic lines of force be the direction in which

the north pole tends to move ; then we easily find that our

equations are on the right-handed screw system, the right-

handed screw being such that, if we turn it in the direction of

the hands of a watch with its face towards us, it will move
away from us. According to this system, Mr. Hall has found

that the value of c is positive for gold and some other dia-

magnetic substances, and negative for iron. Hence a mag-
netic force in the positive direction will cause the ray to be

rotated in the positive direction in diamagnetic substances,

and in the negative direction in magnetic ones, which is

exactly what has been observed.

To compare the numerical amount of the revolution with

observation, we can take the constants as observed by Mr.

Hall for gold, and thus find at least whether it is of the proper

order of magnitude.

From more recent observations than those published, Mr.

Hall finds that in the field of his magnet he can cause the

lateral electromotive force to be at least as great as qo'oo ^^

the force along the strip. According to the system of units

used in this paper, the new electromotive force will be (in the

case of conduction, the current passing along Y and the mag-
netism being in the direction of z)

but Mr. Hall finds

?^ = -2000, nearlv.
A''

Hence, using the C.G.S. system, in which
fj.'
= 2000 nearly,

we shall have

ici= — , nearly, for gold.
47r
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The length of the substance in which the raj is rotated a com-
plete revolution, or 360°, will then be

mi

t'-:fD
where it is to be noted that X„ is the length of a complete wave.

Taking the wave ofjq^q^ centim. length and the index of re-

fraction 4, we find, supposing jr =0; '

D= 24:0 centims., nearlj.

TTe do not know the magnetic force used bv Yerdet ; but it

was evidentlv of the same order of magnitude. He found D
to be about as follows—300 for heavy glass, 700 for flint glass.

Hence the rotation calculated for gold is of the same order of

magnitude as the rotation observed in some common sub-

stances.

Thus the new electromagnetic phenomenon explains in the

most perfect manner the magnetic rotation of the plane of

polarization of light ; and we. are almost in the position to

pronounce positively that the two phenomena are the same.

Should this preliminary theory of the subject stand the test of

time, it hardly seems to me that we can regard it in any other

lioht than a demonstration of the truth of Maxwell's theorv of

light; for the rotation of the plane of polarization is thus a

necessary consequence of the laws of electromagnetism, and
this, added to the other facts of the case, raises Maxwell's theory

almost to the realm of fact.

XXXVI. On the Determination of Chemical Affinity in terms

ofElectromotive Force.—Part IV. By C. E. Alder "Wright,
D.Sc. {Lo7id.), Lecturer on Chemistry and Physics in St.

Mary^s Hospital Medical School.

[Plate in.]

On the Validity of Faraday^s Laic as to the Proportionality be-

ticeen the 31ass Flectrolysed and the Quantity of Electricity

pojtsing ; on the 2^iiinerical Relationships heticeen the Counter

Electromotive Force set vp hy weak Currents and the Rate of
Flow of these Currents ; and on the Conditions influencing

these Relationships and the consequent Dependence of thQ

E.M.F. of certain forms of Electromotors on the Currents

generated hy them.

11. ri^HE original experiments of Faraday and of many
JL subsequent observers have amply established, for

moderately strong currents, the truth of the proposition

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. Xo. 68. April 1881. U
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known as " Faraday's law," or as " Faraday's first law of

electrolysis " (Part I. § 7), viz. that when a compound is

electrolysed the wcif^ht of substance decomposed is sensibly

proi)ortionate to the quantity of electricity passing. Still, not

only Faraday himself, but also subsequent experimenters

have been led to doubt whether this law is rigorously true in

all cases, i. e. whether it is notpossil)le for very weak currents

to pass through certain electrolytes without actually causing

electrolysis, or at least without causing an amount of elec-

trolysis precisely proportionate to the quantity of electricity

passing. In other words, it has been held that " conduction

without electrolysis " may occur in certain cases. On ex-

amining the experimental evidence in support of the doubt,

however, it does not seem to be at all ])roved in the cases in

which no electrolysis was apparent, even though a weak
current passed, that electrolysis did not actually take place,

the ])roducts being prevented from becoming visible owing

either to secondary chemical changes, or other circumstances,

lilore especially in the case of electrolysis of Avater is this

deficiency of proof noticeable : for if the liquid electrolysed

were in contact with air beiore ordinary electrolysis, the

hydrogen evolved would necessarily be more or less com-
pletely suppressed by the oxidizing action of dissolved oxygen

;

whilst even in the case of experiments with boiled fluids, or

fluids in vacuo, the impossibility of getting rid of the last

traces of oxygen dissolved in the fluid or occluded in the

electrodes &c. would still aflect the quantity of free hydrogen

collected, as would also the power of the electrodes to occlude

within their material, or to condense u])on their surface, the

hydrogen that would have a[)peared in the free state could

these actions of the electrodes have been completely elimi-

nated. Moreover it was shown long ago by Bufl" (A)in. der

Cliem. unci Pharrn. Ixxxv. p. ] , andxciv. p. 15, 1853 and 1855)

that currents in the ratio of tj, =5—— , =n——7-, and -p .
. ,

when passed through silver solutions deposited quantities

of silver sensibly in the same ratio, even when the currents

were so minute that the smallest of them only deposited

0'129 gramme of silver in 100 hours, and hence deposited

0*129
r—

—

TTT. grammes per second, corresponding tea C.G.S.
100 X 60 X 60 ^ * ' ^ °

0-190
™"»' of

3G0;000x0-011K3
=Q-Q°0°^^«', "' '° "'""O^"*

weber (1 weber =0'1 C.G.S. current-unit), since 1 C.G.S. cur-

rent-unit deposits 0"011363 gramme of silver (Part I. § 9).

Similarly Buff" found that currents capable of depositing
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from -009 to -113 gramme of silver per 100 hours (-000022

to -00027 weber) evolved quantities of hydrogen usually only

differing by less than '05 cubic centim. from the quantities

calculated from the current passing when air-free solutions

of Glauber's salt, dilute sulphuric acid, or distilled water

were electrolysed for from 4i to 26 hours, so that from O'll

to 1-09 cubic centim. were collected, the hydrogen pole being

a "U'ollaston point ; whilst a just visible evolution of

hydrogen was noticeable from a Wollaston point with a yet

smaller current, capable of depositing -001 gramme of silver

per 100 hours, and hence equal to -0000024 weber. Whilst

these experiments indicate that conduction without electrolysis

did not take place to any appreciable extent during the elec-

trolysis of the silver salt used, they are yet scarcely precise

enough to establish with certainty the same point in the case

of water, although they clearly point in that direction.

Accordingly the following experiments were made with a

view to supplementing Bufip's work in this respect.

78. Voltameters were constructed like the one represented

in PL III. fig. 1. A U-tube, AB, was drawn out and cut off

in the middle of one of the limbs, and the drawn-out part passed

through an indiarubber cork, C, smeared internally with

melted rubber to make an air-tight joint. Over this cork

(similarly smeared outside) was fixed a calibrated capillai-y

tube widened into a sort of thistle-funnel or bell-mouth D,
at the part into which the cork fitted ; this tube was bent to

a double right angle, so that the part used for measurement,

EF, pointed downwards, the lower end passino- through an
indiarubber cork, H, into a second U-tube, G, the other end

of which was closed by another rubber cork through which a

stout glass rod, I, passed. The upper U-tube was provided

with electrodes, K and L, of platinum-foil of measured size

fixed to platinum wires fused through the glass (or sometimes,

in the case of the longer limb, sui)])orted, as represented in

the figure, by a loosely fitting cork in the open mouth of the

tube), by means of a platinum wire sealed through a drawn-
out glass tube, M, which, being filled with mercury, served as

a mercury-cup. In order to fill the instrument, the corks

supporting I, and also H, were loosened, and recently

boiled, still hot, dilute sulphuric acid poured into the

longer limb of the U-tube, AB. This acid rapidly filled this

U-tube, and then passed over through the capillary tube,

DEF, into the lower U-tube, G, also filling it. A certain

amount of acid was allowed to run through the whole instru-

ment, so as to rinse out the first portion poured in, which had
probably absorbed air to some extent, after which the cork

U2
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supporting I was firmly fixed, and then the cork H. If

now the two electrodes were connected with a hattcry, evi-

dently the gases evolved would arise, the one into the bell-

mouth of this capillary tube, the other to the surface of the

fluid in the longer limb, B, of the upper U-tube. By making
K the — electrode, and by working the glass rod I up or down
through the cork supporting it, the hydrogen evolved could

either be drawn over into tbe measuring part EF, or forced

back again into D: and in this way measurements of the gas

contained in D could be readily made. When the quantity

of gas collected became too large for measurement, it could

be drawn completely over into the lower U-tube, G, so as to

empty the bell and capillary tube of gas, by simply drawing

out the rod I.

79. In order to saturate the acid in the two limbs A and B
with hydrogen and oxygen respectively, as well as to do away
with the sources of loss of hydrogen due to traces of residual

air and occlusion bv the electrode K, a weak current (about

•0000025 to -COOOOS C.G.S. current-unit*, capable of evolving

from about 0*2 to 0'5 cubic centim. of hydrogen per day) was

passed through the apparatus for several days or even two or

three Aveeks, the evolved hydrogen being from time to time

drawn over into the lower U-tube Gr, and expelled by
cautiously loosening the cork H for an instant or two. If

during this time measurements were made of the quantity of

hydrogen actually collected as compared with that calculated

from the current passing (kept as nearly as possible uniform

by suitably altering the resistance in circuit, and measured by
determining the potential ditference set up between the ends

of that resistance, as described in Part III. § 69), it was found

that a deficiency in the amount collected was always observed,

but that that deficiency gradually decreased to a constant mini-

mum. Moreover the period when this constant minimum
was first reached was found to be precisely the period at

which the rate of loss of polarization observed on breaking

circuit reached its constant minimum (Part III. § 70) ; and

it was also precisely the jieriod when the counter E.M.F. set

lip by a given current Avith a given ajiparatus ceased to increase

(§ 85). These coincidences, as well as a priori reasoning,

leave no room for doubt that the cause of the residual constant

discrepancy between the observed and calculated amounts

* The currents used in the majority of the experiments described below
being only small fractions of a -vveber, it is more convenient to measure

them in millionths of a weber, or micrfirchers. One microveber
= 0-000001 weber = -0000001 C.tx.S. current-unit ; so that the above

currents are respectively 25 and 50 microweburs.
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of hydrogen is due to that cause of loss of hydrogen which
cannot possibly be entirely removed, viz. the diftusion to the

hydrogen plate of oxygen-containing liquid, and rice versa;

Avhilst the larger deficiencies at first noticed are due to this

cause increased by the solution of hydrogen in the fluid, its

occlusion by the electrode, and its oxidation by the last traces

of unreraoved air. That this is the true cause of the residual

constant deficiency is moreover further indicated by the fact

that the nearer together the electrodes and the wider the

bore of the U-tube, AB (that is, the more rapid the rate of dif-

fusion), the greater, ccBteris paribus, is the residual deficiency;

whilst fluctuations of temperature, which would necessarily

aid the diflusion of the gaseous solutions by setting up con-

vection currents, considerably increase the deficiency. It

might be supposed that perceptible errors in measurement of

the hydrogen would be occasioned by the adherence to the

electrode K of visible minute bubbles of gas ; in practice,

however, it was always found that gentlv tapping the U-tube
AB caused such bubbles to rise so completely into the bell D,
that no visible bubbles still adherent to K could be distin-

guished.

80. In order to determine quantitatively the amount of

loss of hvdrooren due to this unavoidable " diffusion discharge
•"

(as for want of a better name it may be termed), a large

number of observations were made with the difterent volta-

meters employed in the following way. Firstly, a current

of 25 to 50 microwebers was passed until the residual deficiency

became constant (for a given current); and then the current

was gradually diminished at stages of two or three days
apart, determinations of the hydrogen actually evolved per

day, or per two or three days, being made. By-and-by a
particular limiting current-value was arrived at, such that

with the particular voltameter used no gas whatever was
collected, no matter how long the current was allowed to pass,

if the current-strength were below that limiting value ; whilst

if the current were above thatamount, and provided the tempe-
rature was as nearly uniform as circumstances permitted, so that

this effect of heat-convection currents was reduced to a mini-

mum, a quantity of hydrogen was collected after a given time,

the greater the larger the current-value. In this way the

followino; limiting values were obtained with four voltameters,

some of the particulars of the construction of which are

annexed :

—

Voltameter No. 1. Electrodes of platinum-foil bent into

cylinders so as to be about concentric with the walls of the

U-tube. Total surface of each electrode (reckoning both sides
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of the cylinder and including that of the piece of platinum

wire connected with it to make contact) 27*5 square centinis.

Average bore of U-tube between the electrodes round the

bend =1'50 square centini. in section. Distance apart of

centres of cylindrical electrodes =13'0 centims.

Limiting value of current, expressing the rate of diffusion

discharge not seriously increased by effects of variation of

temperature, =4-0 niicrowebers, capable of evolving about

0*04 cubic centim. of hydrogen at 0° and 7G0 millims. in 24

hours.

Voltameter No. 2. Similar electrodes, each exposing 8*0

square centims. of total surface. Centres of electrodes 8*0

centims apart. Average bore of tube 1*0 square centim. in

section.

Limiting value of current 8*0 niicrowebers.

Voltameter No. 3. Electrodes of foil, each exposing 3-2

square centims. total surface. Centres of electrodes G centims.

apart. Average bore 1*1 square centim.

Limiting current-value o'O niicrowebers.

Voltameter No. 4. Electrodes of platinum wire, each ex-

posing 0'19 square centini. of total surface. Distance apart

17 centims. Average bore of tube 0"()8 square centim.

Limiting current-value 1'5 microweber.

Voltameters Nos. 1, 3, and 4 contained acid of which 100

cubic centinis. contained 27*0 grammes of H2SO4. In these

three cases the values of the limiting currents are evidently

in the order of the facility with which diffusion would go on

—

the column of fluid between the electrodes being respectively

13, G, and 17 centims. long, the first being widest and the

last narrowest, whilst the current values are respectively 4-0,

5-0, and 1*5 microweber. The relatively larger value for the

limiting current of voltameter No. 2 is explained by the fact

that it contained a more dilute and consequently less viscid

acid, 100 cubic centims. containing only 1*0 gramme of H2SO4.

The amount of current due to imperfect insulation of the

voltameter &c. in these experiments was wholly inappreciable.

On connecting the voltameter emptied of acid with a battery

of two or three Minotti cells and a resistance of 100,000 ohms,

no leakage-current at all could be detected ; that is, the dif-

ference of potential between the ends of the resistance of

100,000 ohms was less than -005 volt (half a scale-division of

the quadrant-electrometer); so that the leakage-current was

less than
' —rrrs, i. e. less than 0-05 microweber, a cur-

rent which would require upwards of five years to evolve

1 cubic centim. of hydrogen from water.
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81. The average current passing during any given experi-

ment was determined as follows :—The voltameter having been
arranged and the current turned on at a noted time, the ditter-

ence of potential set up by the current passing between the ends
of a known resistance (corrected when necessary for tempera-
ture) was determined by means of the quadrant-electrometer;

and hence the current passing was known. During the first two
or three hours the current usually diminished somewhat, owing
to the increasing counter E.M.F. set up in the voltameter;
but subsequently it remained sensibly steady, under suitable

conditions as to battery-power, temperature, &c. By means
of numerous observations the average currents passing in each
of various successive periods of time were known ; and hence
the average current for the whole time was known. Thus,
for example, the average currents in one experiment were as

foUov/s ;

—

Period. Average current during period.

Commencement to 6 hours
(3 hours to 21 hours

21 „ 29 „

Hence the average current for the Avhole period is

6 X 22-4 -H 15x22-1 -I- 8x21-0

2'2'4z microwebers.
22-1

21-5

29
= 22-03 microwebers.

In standardizing the quadrant-electrometer, use was made
either of a moderately newly constructed Clark's cell, or of
one which had "run down" to a known extent as compared
with a newl}^ prepared cell*, the E.M.F. of a moderately new
cell being taken from Clark's experiments to be

l-457{l-(^-15)xO-0006} volt

at t° {i. e. the difference of potential set up by the cell between
two poles of the same material being expressed by this amount).
It hence results that if the value of the B.A. unit of resistance

(on which the valuation of the E.M.F. of Clark's cell depends,

* A large number of experiments made with Clark's cells showed that
whilst the E.M.F. of comparatively newly prepared cells {i. e. a few days
to some three months or so old ) is sensiblv constant ichen suitable precau-
tions are taken in the condrudion, yet a gradual decrease in the E.M.F.
begins to take place after a longer or shorter time and then goes on conti-

nuously. Expeiiments on the construction and the circumstances influ-

encing the permanence of these cells and others of different kiud.s, are in

progress, which will be described in a future paper ; it may be noticed,

however, that cells prepared with mercurous-sulphate paste, boiled in a
Sprengel vacuum and enclosed in hermetically-sealed glass tubes free

from air, appear to be preferable to cells prepared in accordance with
Clark's directions with a sealing of melted paraffin-wax (Proc. Roy. Soc.
XX. p. 444, \S7-2).
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Part II. § 54) be affected by any error, tlie values assigned

to the current passing in the present experiments are also

erroneous in the same ratio. In the majority ot" the experi-

ments described below the difference in the calculated amount
of hydrogen, according as the B.A. unit is assumed correct,

or as being ih0"5 or eyen ±.1 per cent, in error, is less than
the error of measurement of the gas collected, together with

the error due to the rate of " diffusion discharge " not being
absolutely constantly equal to the yalues given above, owing
to unavoidable fluctuations of temperature.

82. By comparing the quantity of gas collected after the

passage of a known average current for a known time with

the amount calculated from the current and time by the

formula

(where ro is the weight of the hydrogen, C the average cur-

rent passing, C the current equivalent to the " diffusion

discharge," and t the time in seconds), numbers were obtained

according closely together : thus, for example, the observed

quantities of hydrogen collected in the experiment cited in

§ 81 were as follows (voltameter No. 1 used) :

—

Period. Millif^ramme of Lydrogen.

Commencement to 6 hours.

6 hours to 21 hours.

0-004

0-0105

0-0055

Total . . 0-0200

whilst the amount calculated from the formula is

(0-000002203-0-0000004) x 29 x 60 x 60 x 0-000105
gramme= 0-0198 milligramme;

or sensibly the calculated amount was actually obtained, the

difference between the two quantities being only 0*0002 milli-

gramme of hydrogen, representing about 0*002 cubic centim.

at 0° and 760 millims., an amount well within the experi-

mental errors.

In precisely the same way the following numbers were ob-

tained in a series of experiments with the same voltameter

(No. 1). The currents are given in microwebers (1 micro-
weber =0-0000001, or 1x10-7 C.G.S. current-unit) in the

first column, and the time in hours in the second ; the third

column gives the value oi' Ct')(, and the fourth of (C— C')t'x,

the two sets of values being given in order that the amount
of suppression of hydrogen due to " diffusion discharge " may
be rendered manifest.
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Average cur-

rent, in mi-
crowebers.
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tuining-vessel in contact with the liquid will exhibit a greater

or less ditFerence of potential, and a current will flow between

them through the liquid, the points on the glass surface acting as

electrodes ; after a half revolution the potentials of the two

points are revei'sed, the current flowing in the opposite direc-

tion relatively to the points (but in the same direction rela-

tively to the magnets) ; so that so far as these two points are

concerned a series of alternating currents (or rather of

currents s^oino" throuo-h a recjular cvcle increasing from to

a + maximum, decreasing to and then to a — maximum,
and then increasing again to 0, and so on) are set up, the

effect of which is to eliminate the effects of " polarization
"

as completely as in Kohlrausch's method of determining con-

ductivity by means of alternating currents, the products of elec-

trolysis being reunited, so to speak, by the action of the reverse

currentbefore they have time to escape. Since the nett chemical

action is nil, the work done by the currents appears solely as

heat ; but it does not therefore follow that electricity passes

through the liquid without causing electrolysis, any more
than in Kohlrausch's experiments.

HelationsJiips beticeen the Counter Electromotive Force set up
during Electrolysis and the Rate of Flow of the Current

passing.

83. It has often been noticed by previous observers that

the so-called " polarization," or, more strictly, counter E.M.F.

(§57) set up during electrolysis, especially of acidulated water,

by a given current, gradually rises until it becomes approxi-

mately constant. The cause of this is doubtless that so long
as the fluid surrounding the hydrogen-electrode contains

dissolved air, and so long as the electrodes and the fluids

surrounding them are capable of further attracting, occluding,

or dissolving the gases evolved in their proximity, the aura
surrounding each electrode does not possess its normal
average density ; that is, the values of X{nh) and 2(H), in

the expression for the counter E.M.F. set up (Part III. § 61),

e=E, + [t{(l-n)R-t{nh)-%{U)]xJ,

are greater at first than the values to "which they finally

subside.

For the same reason, if an electromotor of E.M.F not
greater than 1 to 1*5 volt or so be connected with a voltameter
containing diluted sulphuric acid (unboiled, or even if boiled),

and provided with electrodes of non-oxidizable material, as is

well known, a current flows at first, the strength of which
gradually diminishes to a minute amount, whilst the so-called
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" polarization " of the voltameter increases until it differs

from the E.M.F. of the electromotor by only a very minute
quantity. With boiled acid, and especially in voltameters

so constructed that neither the oxygen evolved at the +
electrode nor the external air can reach the — electrode

(saving by unavoidable diffusion), the rate of the diminution

of the current is much greater than is the case when these

conditions are not fulfilled. On trying experiments of this

class, however, it was found that even with the most carefully

constructed voltameters the current never became too small

to measure, even after many weeks ; it gradually subsided to

a limiting value, below which it never sank (1. e. as long as

the E.M.F. of the electromotor and the resistance of the

circuit remained the same). No trace of gas, however, was
evolved at either electrode ; which was evidently due to the fact

that, owing to " diffusion discharge," the hydrogen and oxygen
evolved by the current became reconverted into water just as

rapidly as they were generated by the current ; so that the

particular final steady current attained with any given ap-

paratus measured the rate of diffusion discharge with that

apparatus under the particular conditions of the experiment.

84. On comparing such results with different electromotors,

it was at once perceived that when the resistance in circuit re-

mained the same, the greater the E.M.F. of the electromotor the

greater was the value of the final steady current that passed,

although as long as the E.M.F. of the electromotor did not exceed

a certain limiting value (different for each form of apparatus)

no visible evolution of gas took place in any case ; 'pari jyassu

with the increase in the strength of the current, the counter

E.M.F. set up was found to increase ; that is, the value of

e=E — CR, where E is the difference of potential between the

electrodes, C the current, and R the resistance of the column
of fluid between the electrodes (Part HI. § 57). Thus the

following values were obtained with voltameter No. 1 above

described (§ 80), and precisely analogous ones with the others.

Final steady cuiTent. Value of e.

O'l microweber. 0'140 volt.

0-13
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than four microwebers caused an evolution of hydrogen (§ 80) ;

with cuiTCuts less than this amount none was obtained. Since

the values of the counter electromotive forces set up by
these currents were considerable, especially when the current

was near the limiting value of four microwebers, it results

that the hydrogen which combined with the oxygen diffusing

to the — electrode, and the oxygen combining with the

hydrogen that diffused to the + electrode, was the gas oc-

cluded within or condensed upon each electrode respectively,

and not that produced by the electrolysis reoxidized pari passu

with its formation ; for in the latter case the nett work done
as electrolysis during the passage of this current would be
nil, and hence e would =0. The action of the "diffusion

discharge " is therefore precisely like that of dissolved air

present in the fluid electrolysed in the first instance (§ 76),

comparable with the " local action " of an ordinary cell. In
any given experiment the value of e will rise (the current re-

maining constant) until the rate of diminution of aura at each
electrode due to this cause just balances the rate of increase

through electrolysis. As this latter rises when the current is

increased, so will the mean aura-density rise, and the amount
of aura dissolved away from the electrode by the surrounding
fluid in a given time, and consequently the rate of diffusion

discharge, until the aura is at its maximum mean density,

i. e. saturated, after which a further increase of the current

simjjly causes free gases to escape. In this case the value of

e is still found to increase with the current, obviously indi-

cating that the values of the n's {i. e. of the fractions of hy-
drogen and oxygen not evolved in the nascent state ah initio)

decrease as the current increases. Similarly, when the tem-
perature falls the value of e rises {cceteris jyaribus) and vice

versa, indicating that a fall in temperature increases, and a

rise decreases, the* fractions of gases evolved " nascent " in

the first instance.

The following experiments were then made with the view
of investigating the effects produced in the value of e (that is,

in the values of the n's) by altering certain of the conditions

of electrolysis.

Effect of Alteration of the Size of the Electrodes.

85. It would seem a priori probable that whilst e increases

with the current when the electrodes are the same, and decreases
when the size of the electrodes is increased, the current re-

njaining the same, it will remain constant if the current and
size of electrode increase in the same ratio, so that the rate of
flow of electricity per unit of electrode-surface (sometimes
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spokeu of as the "density of the current ") is constant. The
followino; exj)eriments show that this is so.

The vohainet«rs used were mostly those described above

(§ 78), or otliers of similar construction, only ditFering in

that the measuring-tubes were replaced by ordinary fine

tubes bent over and dipping under mercury or water, so as

to allow of the evolved gas escaping without introduction of
air—a similar arrangement being a])plie(l at the limb containing
the + electrode (as described in Part 111. § 71). They were
filled with boiled dilute sulphuric acid of such strength that 100
cubic centims. contained 27-0 grammes of H2SO4 (in other
experiments different strengths of acid were employed), and
then submitted to the action of a current of 25 to 50 niicro-

webers for several days, or even weeks, until the rate of fall

of the polarization noticed after breakinfj battery-contact be-
came sensibly constant at its minimum value for the par-
ticular current passing (§ 70), at which time, as already stated

(§ 79), the difference between the hydrogen actually collected

and that calculated from the quantity of electricity passing
also became reduced to the constant minimum. During the
time that elapsed since first starting the experiment, obser-
vations of E, the difference of potential between the electrodes,

were frequently made : the current C passing being also

determined by observing the difference of potential set up
between the ends of a known resistance also in circuit (Part
III. § 69), and the resistance R of the voltameter being known
from the dimensions of the column of liquid between the
electrodes and its specific resistance (as determined by Kohl-
rausch and others), the value of e=E — CR, the counter E.M.F.
set up, was known. It was invariably found that the value
of e continually rose after first starting the experiment until

it finally reached a constant maximum, the time Avhen this

maxinnim was reached being })reeisely coincident with the
epoch when the minimum rate of fall of ])olarization and the
minimum deficiency in hydrogen collected were attained.

Thus, for example, the following numbers were obtained with
voltameter No. 1, when filled with acid containing 40*0
grammes of H2SO4 per 100 cubic centims., the values being
calculated by interpolation from experiments in which the
current was uniformly near to the value 1000 microwebers
= 0-0001 C.G.S. current-unit.

Counter E.M.F. set up for a current of 1000 microwebers.

Freshly boiled acid just cool ; values"! Values gradually in-

obtained during first few minutes > creasingup to 1*905
of passage of current. J volt.
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After passage of a current of about

300 microwebers for two days, so

as to eA'olve some 5 cubic centims. Values gradually ri-

of gaseous hydrogen, and nearly )- sing from 1*965 to

saturate the voltameter-liquid with 2'150 volts.

oxvgen and hydrogen in the two

limbs respectively.

After another week's passage of a 1 Values rising from
current of about 50 microwebers. J 2*150to2'250 volts.

Constant maximum attained after a 1^. 9/^7 ij.

fortnight's passage of the current. J

86. In precisely the same way analogous numbers were
obtained with the same voltameter and different currents, or

ditierent strengths of acid, and similarly with the other volta-

meters. It was found that when the sources of loss of hydro-

gen other than difl'usion discharge were wholly eliminated,

the value of the counter E.M.F. set up with a given current

not only remained constant as Ions as the current did not

vary, but also was the same if the current was varied through
a considerable length of time (whilst making other observa-

tions), and then brought back to the original amount. With
feeble currents of strength not exceeding a small number of

microwebers per square centimetre of electrode-surface; how-
ever, the value of e was found to be very sensitive to causes

which would act on the equilibrium of the aurge surrounding the

electrodes, especially to changes of temperature which would
increase the noi-mal effect of diffusion discharge by setting up
heat-convection currents ; so that the constant E.M.F. due to

the original current M^as often not absolutely (but only ap-
proximately) arrived at until after the lapse of some hours.

For this reason too, the counter E.M.F. observed was often less

by 1 or even 2 or more per cent, in such cases when determined
in the afternoon (in the warmest part of the day) than when
determined the first thing in the morning—partly because the

actual rise of temperature diminished its value, but more
particularly because of the increased effect of heat-convection
in affecting the aurse. In making the following determina-
tions, therefore, the mode of procedure adopted was as fol-

lows :—The voltameter having been saturated with hydrogen
and oxygen in the two limbs respectively by a fortnight's

passage of a current of some 50 or 100 microwebers, a parti-

cular current was adjusted to pass by applying a given bat-
tery (of Minotti, De la Rue and Miiller, Leclanche, or other
cells, as most convenient, but chiefly the three first), and in-

troducing a given resistance into the circuit to measure the
current Avith. The whole was then left to itself till the next
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day, when a number of careful observations of the current

j)assing and the vakie of E were made at as early an hour as

possible (usually about 9 o'clock), so that the etfect of the heat-

conyection currents due to alteration of laboratory tempera-

ture should be a minimum. The particular temperature of

the measuring resistance-coil (platinum-silver or German-
silver wire) b(?ing known, its resistance in ohms Ri was known;
and the potential-diflference in volts E' being known by stan-

dardizing the scale of the electrometer by a Clark's cell, the

current was known in C.G.S. units, being given by the formula

E' X 10^
C=-j5

Yr\9'
-^^^ resistance of the voltameter, R, being known,

the value of g= E—CR was thus known (usually the term

CR was negligible, or at least small compared withE). The cur-

rent was then allowed to pass for 24 hours, and the observation

repeated as early as possible in the day, and so on. Usually

the results of consecutive days' measurements agreed extremely

closely. When a sufficient number of daily determinations had

been made, the resistance in circuit was altered so that a dif-

ferent current passed, and another series of determinations

lasting over some days made, and so on. Sometimes after

making various series of determinations of the relative values

of C and e in this way, the value of C was brought back to

nearly the same value as that possessed in observations of

several days or weeks before. In such cases the values de-

duced in the second set of observations were sensibly the same

as those formerly obtained ; or at least they uniformly corre-

sponded to points lying sensibly on the s-ame mean curve,

obtained by plotting the currents as abscissas and the values of

e as ordinates. Thus, for instance, the average of three closely

accordant sets of consecutive morning readings with volta-

meter no. 1 (containing acid of which 100 cub. centims. con-

tained 40-0 grammes H2SO4), made near the beginning of a

long series of determinations lasting over many weeks, and

that of three other sets of accordant observations made near

the end of the period, gave the following numbers

—

Earlier series.
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Similarly with voltameter no. 4, containing acid of wliicli

100 cubic centims. contained 27"0 grammes H0SO4, the

averages of two similar series of daily observations, near the

beginning and end respectively of a lengthened period of

time dui'ing which the curve-values were being determined,

were as follows :

—

CuiTeut iu em
microwebers. volts.

General average from early series i'TO 2"334

„ „ „ later ,, 4'85 2'337

Mean 4-77 2-3355

and so on in dozens of other analogous cases.

87. The foliowinor tables give the final averages deduced

from four lengthened series of daily morning observations

made with voltameters nos. 1, 2, 3,and4 above mentioned (§ 80),

containino- acid of such strenoth that 100 cub. centims. con-

tained27-0 grammes of HoSOi. The average temperature of

the different series of experiments was in each case not far

from 18°, near to which temperature the specific resistance of

dilute sulphuric acid was found to be as follows by Kohlrausch

and Nippoldt (Pogg. Ann. cxxx\4ii. p. 379, 18(39):

—

I

Specific resistance at 22^.

Sp. gr. , Percentage of H,S04 per
of acid. H.,SOj. 100"cubic cen- Absolute I

timetre?. Mercury-1. .^, (. g gygj^j^)

j

the numbers in the last column being deduced from those in

the preceding one by taking the specific resistance of mercurv
on the C.G.S. system as being 0-000095 x 10^ /. e. 0-O0009"5

ohm per column of 1 square centim. in section and 1 centim.

long ; whence, by interpolation, the specific resistance of acid

containing 27-0 grammes HoSOj per 100 cub. centims. is, at 22°^

1-31 X 10^ The numbers obtained ])y Kohlrausch (Pogg. Ann.
Ergbd. viii. p. 1, and clix. p. 23."). 187G) yield a slightly dif-

ferent value, about 12 per cent, higher.

Sp. gr.

of acid.

Percentage of H.,SO. per
<^o"d»ctmt.v

gStance at

H.SO,. 100 cubic cen- ,r
"^^ '

•, IS' (C.G.S.

timetres.
^^^•<^^^y= ^- system).

I grammes.

I

1-141-1 2U 22-8 -O^XHltJlOS I.'.5t3xl03

j

11807 2.5 29-.3 0000(3700 1-417x109

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 68. AprU 1881."
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whence acid of 27*0 grammes per 100 cub. centims. would

have a specific resistance of 1"47 x lO'' at 18°.

The vahie obtained by Paalzow for acid represented by
HoSO,, U aq. (Pogg. Ann. cxxxvi. p. 480, 1809), was 14157
times the resistance of mercury at 19°. This acid contains

28*0 per cent, of H2SO4, representing o3*7 grannnes per 100
cub. centims., possessing the specific resistance 1-H4xl0'*, or

about 8 per cent, higher than that found by Kohlrausch and

Nippoldt.

On the whole the specific resistance of acid of the strength

used, viz. 27 grammes per 100 cub. centims.. may be taken

as 1*4 ohm at 18°, Avhence the values of R for the four vol-

t^imeters, calculated from the dimensions of the colunms of

fluid between the electrodes (§ 80), are :

—

ohms = 12*1 ohms.tame
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Voltameter No. 2. |
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8!S. Figs. '1 and o represent the curves thus obtained, the

curves numbered 1, 2, .'}, and 4 being those respectively ob-

tained with the voltameters thus numbered ; in tig. 2 the cur-

rents are ])lotted as abscissa?, and the values of e as ordinates.

Evidently, from the nature t)f these curves, the following con-

clusions may be drawn :

—

(1) As the current increases with a given vultameter the

value of 6' increases, Ijut at a less rapid rate; so that the

curves are concave downwards.

(2) For a given current the value of e is the greater the

smaller the electrode surface.

In tig. 3 the abscissa? are the quantities of electricity flowing

})er second per s([uare centimetre of electrode surface*; evi-

dently the lour curves obtained with the four voltameters do
not ditfer more from one another than may reasonably be

ascribed to the not absolute uniformity of the conditions of

the surface of the electrodes (Nos. 1 and 2 being chiefly foil,

No. 3 partly foil partly wire, and No. 4 wholly platinum wire),

and to the unavoidable experimental errors ; whence it may
be concluded that

(3) for a given rate of flow of electricity per unit area of

electrode, the value of e is independent of the size of the

electrodes and of the current passing; i. e., e remains the

same when both electrode surface and current are altered

in the same ratio.

JEjfect of Variation m the Strength of the dilute Acid used.

89. It has been concluded b}' previous experimenters that

increasing or decreasing the strength of the dilute sulphuric

acid electrolysed makes little or no difference in the value of

e, and tliat, if any difference exist, it is in this direction— that

the stronger acid gives, cwferis paribus, a smaller value for

€, the effect being less nearly imperceptible with very weak
solutions indeed, and being well marked Avhen distilled water

is compared with Aveak acid. The following experiments

were made with the above-described voltameters, from which
it results that as the strength of the acid is increased (from
0*2 to 40*0 grammes per 100 cubic centims.) a progressive

diminution in the value of e ensues.

Acid containing 40"0 grammes of H2 SO4 per 100 cubic cen-

tims.—Voltameter No. 1 was used : from Kohlrausch^s numbers
(Pogg. Ann. Ergbd. viii. p. 1, and clix. p. 233) it results

* Those determinations in which no liydrogen was evolved are omitted

in every case, inasmuch as the effects of diHusion discharge are unequal for

the different voltameters, and hence unequally reduce the value of e,

leading; to marked difference in the curves.
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that acid of 1'2207 sp. gr. containing 30 per cent, of H0SO4,
and therefore containing in 100 cubic centims. 36* (3 grammes
of H0SO4. has a specific resistance of 1"37 ohm at 18°,

"whilst acid of sp. gr. 1'26'25, containing 35 percent., or 44*2

grammes per 100 cubic centims., has the specific resistance

1*40 ohm at 18° ; whence evidently the specific resistance of

acid of 40 grammes per 100 cubic centims. strength may
be taken as 1"385 ohm at 18°, or close to 1"4 ohm, nearly

the same as for acid of strength equal to 27"0 grammes per 100
cubic centims. (the minimum specific resistance being known
to be at strength intermediate between 30 and 35 grammes
per 100 cubic centims.) ; so that R is. as before, close to

12'1 ohms.

Current, in

mierowebers.
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By interpolation from these values it is rendered evident that

whilst with acid of 40 grammes ]>er 100 cubic centims. the

values of c for given currents were uniformly lower than those

for the same currents obtained with the sanie voltameter and

acid of 27-0 grammes per !()( cubic centims.. the reverse holds

Avith acid of 11*4 grannnes per 100 cubic centims. The fol-

lowing figures show that this is a fortiori true for acid of

1*0 and of 0-192 grannne ])or 100 cubic centims.

Acid containing I'O (jranime ^2^^il^^^' l^^O cubic centims.—
Voltameter No. 2 used. Value of specific resistance of acid of

1 per cent, or sensiblv 1 gramme per 100 cubic centims.,

8x22*1
22-1 (Kohlrausch), whence R=—^-^j— = 177 ohms.
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Acid contauunf/0'ld2 gramme per 100 cuhk centims.—Kohl-

rausch and Nippoldt found that the resistance of acid of 0'2

per cent. HoSO^ was 465100 times that of mercury at 22°,

whence the specific resistance of acid of '192 gramme per 100

cubic centims. may be taken as close to 45 ohms ; so that with

the voltameter used R= —r-j-= 245 ohms, the plates being

G centimetres apart, and the bore of the tube between them
averao-jng 1*1 square centimetre in section. The surface of

each electrode with this voltameter was 3'5 square centi-

metres.

'
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Q Ix'ino- tlic ratio of centrifuoal forco to gravity at its equator,

]) tlio mean density of the planet, and D' the density at its

surface. This expression may be more simply written

~2K5D-3DV-
But, on the hypothesis of primitive fluidity, we have

where e^ is the earth's polar compression, and q the ratio of
centrifuoal force to gravity at the equator. Hence

e _bei D
7~2g5D-aD'*

For every planet in which the ratio of mean density to surface
density can be assumed to bo like this ratio for the earth, we

shall have =rr/= 27-7^1 find thereforeu 2.0

£___70 ^_207

after substituting the values of Ci and q. Thus, in such cases,

the compression resulting from superficial abrasion would be
sensibly less than that resulting from the hypothesis of
primitive fluidity.

If we apply the formulae to the planets whose times of
rotation and mean density are most similar to those of the
earth, we obtain some remarkable results.

For the planet Mercury, if Ave admit 86700" for its time of
rotation, -075 for the ratio of its mass to that of the earth, and
•378 for the ratio of its diameter to the earth's mean diameter,

we find Q = ; and if the planet were homogeneous,

_J_
^~325'

With the same law of density as in the earth, on the fluid theory,

'_ 1

^~413'

and on the theory of abrasion,

_ 1

^~o8(3'

These three results show that for Mercury no sensible com-
pression is likely to be observed.

For Venus, if we adopt the values of the mass M, time of
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rotation T. and diameter a, generally admitted, namely

^^=411151)' T= 23"21-22S n= -95V

I find for the compression, on the hypothesis of fluidity and
a law of density like that for the earth.

_ 1

^~247'

and by the hypothesis of abrasion at surface,

_ 1

^"351*

The first of these values approaches closely to the com-
pression recently observed by Colonel Tennant—namely,

^=H7rK' So far, therefore, the tagure of Venus is more con-
zoU

sistent with the theory of fluidity than with the theory of

superficial abrasion.

Since I communicated my note on Mars to the Academy,
I have become acquainted with the new determination of the

planet's mass obtained from the motions of its satellites. The
astronomers of the AVashington Observatory have devoted
especial attention to the satellites of this planet. Professor

Asaph Hall has published results * which lead to the conclu-

sion that the mass of Mars is probably about ^Kao=^(^'

With this value, and the values of other elements remain-

ing the same as in my previous note, Q becomes _ , or
1 ' 20ow-i

^TTj nearly. The compression on the fluid theory becomes

9r)f^'Mr
^^ 907" ^^^ ^^^ theory of abrasion the compression is

^-r-g. The first is much nearer to the observed compression ^y-

than the last.

It thus appears that, for the earth and the planets nearest

to it, and whose mean density and general appearance make
it probable that their materials resemble those of the earth in

physical and mechanical properties, the compressions deduced
from the theory of fluidity agree much better Avith observation
than the compressions deduced from the theory of superficial

abrasion.

* Washington Astronomical Observations, xxii., Appendix.
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XXXVIII. JVofi's on the Construction of the Photophonc

Bil Professor Silyani's P. Thompson*.

(1 ) T N tli(> selenium photoplioiu', light of viuyino- intensity
J- is received upon a ])repared surface of sensitive crys-

talline selenium, the electric resistance of which it thereby
changes. In the construction of the receiving " cell "' it is

obvious that certain relations nmst hold between the dimen-
sions of the sensitive surface and the degree in which a given
quantity of light will change the electric resistance—relations

which ought to be observed in the construction of the instru-

ment, and which are certainly Avorthy of investigation.

Professor Bell's typical selenium-cell consists of a small

cylinder about 2 inches in diameter and 2| inches in length
(giving at most a su])erficial area of 15*8 square inches avail-

able), built up of alternate disks of brass and mica, filled be-

tween the edges of the brass disks with selenium, and having
alternate brass disks connected up in multiple arc. This cell,

in his usual apparatus, is placed at the bottom of a parabolic

mirror.

Certain experimental observations made in attempting to

repeat Prof. BelFs experiments led the writer to query
whether this arrangement was the best possible one, and sug-
gested an investigation, of which the following paragraphs are

the chief points.

(2) Theorpdi I.— ^y^th a given nuu-hmim of Incident light

cllMrlbiitecl unl/ormlg over the surface, the change of electric re-

sistance in a selenium-cell will varyproi^ortionally icith its linear

dimensions, j)^'Ovlded its parts he arranged so that on ivhatever

sccde constructed the normal resistance shall remain the same.

Suppose there to be a cell of a certain size, having a certain

normal resistance (/. e. a certain resistance in the dark as

measured under a standard electromotive force), and presenting

a certain area of surface ; then, if a perfectly similar cell be
made on a scale n times as great (in linear measure each way),
the same total amount of light falling upon its surface will

produce n times as great a variation in the electric resistance.

The proof of this theorem depends upon the law discovered

by Professor W. G. Adams f—namely, that tlie change in the

resistance of selenium is directly as the square root of the illii-

minating-poiver.

* Communicated by the Physical Society, having been read at the
Meeting on January 22.

t Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xxv. 1876, p. 11.3.
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For let it be supposed (as in the proviso of the theorem,

introduced so as not to complicate the electrical conditions)

that the enlargement should be to the scale n : 1 in all respects^

save only in the depth of the selenium film, the brass con-

ductors "being the same in number as before, but of n times

their former size, touching selenium along edges n times as

long as before, the intervening selenium films being n times

as broad as before. Such an enlargement will leave the

normal electric resistance where it was before, provided the

depth of the selenium films be not increased—though, as the

photo-electric action is almost eutirelv a surface action, a

slight increase in the depth of the film would probably pro-

duce no great chancre in its electric sensitiveness.

Suppose the light to be caused, by appropriate optic means,

to fall upon the whole enlarged surface uniformly. The linear

dimensions being increased in the ratio n : 1, the area will

be increased as ir : 1. The average intensity of the illumi-

nation will now be -^ of what it was. Each portion of surface

. .

^^"
. .1

equal to the original surface will receive but —^ part of the

whole light.

But by Adams's law the change of electric resistance is pro-

portional to the square root of the illumination. Hence the

electric etiect over each portion of surface equal to the original

surface will be - of the original electric effect : and, since the

effect is proportional also to the amount of surface which is

under illumination, this quantity - multiplied into the ratio

of the enlarged surface to the former surface (??"- : 1), gives

for the total electric sensitiveness of the enlarged cell a value

n times as great as that of the original cell. Thus the propo-

sition is proved.

(3) Theorem II.— With a given maximum of incident liglit

the change of electric resistance iciU van/ in proportion to the

third j^ower of the linear dimensions of the cell, if, xvhile its linear

dimensions are increased, the absolute thicknesses of the brass

conductors and of the selenium jilms remain the same as before,

and their number be proportionately increased.

It was supposed above that the surface was increased n times

by an enlargement in length and breadth, which left the total

normal resistance where it was before. But since the breadth

of the films is dictated solely by practical considerations of

construction, the increase of linear width to n times \^^ll en-
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able )i timos as many conductors to be employed ; and tho

thieknes?^ of the selenium film may 1)0 reduced to - of what it
n

was reckoned above. This will reduce the total normal re-

sistance of the cell to — , of what it was reckoned aboye, and
ii-

^

would therefore make it rv times as sensitive were its resist-

ance the only one in the circuit.

Combining this result with the former, we obtain the result

that the change of electric resistance exhibited by the cell of
linear dimensions n, under the influence of a given quantity
of light distributed uniformly over its surface, will be r^

times as great as that exhibited by a cell of linear dimensions

1, provided that tho absolute thickness of the films and con-
ductors remain the same (the resistance of the brass conductors
themselves being reckoned small).

(4) The practical inference from this is, that the selenium-

cells should be made as large as possible, and that the beam
of light received by the mirror from the distant station should
be so constructed as not to concentrate the light on one point

of the selenium, l)ut to distribute it uniformly over the sen-

sitive surface.

Now the supposed advantage of the parabolic mirrors

hitherto employed is that they collect parallel rays to one
focus. If this be no longer necessary or advisable, then some
other form of mirror than that of the paraboloid of revolution

ought to be employed.

(5) A short cone, polished on the interior surface, appears

therefore to offer certain advantages over the ])araboloid in

respect of its distribution of light, besides being far cheaper to

construct. It only remains to calculate the appropriate angle

of aperture that shall, with a cylindrical selenium-cell of given

length, give the greatest available linear aperture and reflect

into the c<>ll the greatest number of effective rays.

(6) Theorem III. A hollow cone aJomj lohose axis lies a

cijlindrical selenium-cell of given length will rejiect onto that

cylindrical surface the greatest number of rays (that traverse

space parallel to the axis) if its onqnlor semi-aperture he

4.5°.

The calculation amounts to finding the angle that will, with

a given length of cell, give the greatest possible linear aper-

ture.

In the figure 1, let POM represent the angle of half-aper-

ture, which we will call 6. Let OQ (= /) be the length of

cylinder, which may be supposed to be thin. Let the ray
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R P, P Q. be drawn making equal angles of incidence and

reflexion -with the surface of the cone. Then, since P R is

parallel to the axis of the cone, the angle S P K=Q P = ^,

and the triangle Q P is isosceles. Hence the exterior angle

P Q M= 2^. If P M be drawn from P perpendicular to the

axis, its length; which we may call a, will be that of the half-

aperture.

Fi?. 1.

miPQM = .in2^=^;

a = I sin 26.

da
Hence if / be constant, x will be a maximum when —7, =0.

dU

Xow -jn =/cos 26 ; and equating to zero we find
dtf

cos 26?=0;

2^= 90°,

or e=VD°.

33'-6 ( =

In other words, the mirror cone must have an apparent ver*

tical angle of 90°, and its development will be a sector of 254°

—= ) cut from a circle whose radius is >/ 9 x Q.
n/2/

If the cylinder cell have itself a radius r, then the whole
diameter of the linear aperture will be equal to 2 {l+ r) ; and
the cone may be conveniently truncated at a distance along

the axis from equal to r, which would leave a circle of 2r

diameter just fitting the posterior end of the cylinder.

It may be remarked that the anterior end of the cylinder

will, when it is placed in position, be in the same plane as the
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circular mouth of the mirror cone, and the general appearance
Fig. 2. of the mirror and cylinder

will ha that pre!^ented in

figure 2.

With an angular aperture

less than 90% the depth of

the mirror iVom back to

front must be greater than

the length of the cylinder
;

and the mirror, ho\\xner

prolonged, could not bring

more rays to the surface of

the cylinder except they

underwent more than one
reflexion.

If the anguhir a})erture

should be greater than 90°,

the diameter of the cone
that will reflect the eflfective rays will be less than that of the

90° cone, and hence cannot gather as much light.

One advantage possessed by such a mirror cone of the

forni specified above over any other form, parabolic or other-

wise, is that all the rays meet the sensitive surface of the

cylinder at normal incidence, and the loss by reflexion will

be therefore a minimum.
(7) In preparing to repeat the Photophone experiments, the

author has constructed sundry cells in a manner somewhat
diftering from that adopted by Professor Bell.

Finding it laborious to cut and fix the alternate disks of

mica and brass, he constructed a cell by Avinding brass wires

s[)irally round a glass tube so that the successive convolu-

tions did not quite touch. Selenium was afterwards applied I'n

the interstices, and alternate convolutions were connected

metallically, the wires being cut and then soldered with alter-

nate junctions. Afterwards two parallel wires, wound side by
side as in a double-threaded screw, were employed. One of

these cells was found by the author on Oct. 19th to have as

small a resistance (in the dark) as 240 ohms. On account,

however, of the wire not adhering firmly to the glass, and
from other causes, the arrangement, though far more easily

constructed than the built-up cell, was not satisfactory.

Taking a hint from Mr. Shcltord Bidwell, who has recently

published a connnunication on the Photophone in ' Xature,'

the author has constructed cylinders of slate grooved with a

fine double-threaded screw, in which the parallel wires are

laid. These cells prove much more satisfactory. Experi-
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ment& are uow proceeding with cells of this kind varying in

length from two to eight inches.

(8) The theorems enunciated above concerning the advan-
tages of enlarging the size of the selenium-cell can readily

be put to experimental test with cells such as described.

There is of course a practical limit beyond which further

increase of size will be of no advantage—such a limit beiuo;

determined in particular cases by the resistance of the tele-

phones and of the telephone-circuit, and by the other condi-

tions, electrical and optical, of the experiment.

Uuivei-sitv College, Bristol,

Not. i?4, 1880.

fH fl ci?s-/;

XXXIX. On the Measurement ofSmall Resistances. Bji B. T.

Glazebrook, J/..1., Fellow of Trinitii College, and Demon-
strator ofExperimental Physics at the Cavendish Laboratory,

Cambridge*

.

WHILE measuring some small resistances with a Wheat-
stone's bridge at the Cavendish Laboratory, Mr. W.

B. Allcock observed that the apparent measure of the resis-

tance varied with the resistance in the battery circuit.

Let ADC be the bridge-wire, D being the point at which

the sliding contact is to be made. Let P be the resistance

* Communicated by the Phy.<ical Society, bavirifr beou read at the
Meeting on January 22, 1881

.
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of A D, Q that of D C (P and Q include the resistances added
to the ends of the bridge-wire), AF the resistance 11 to be

measured, F C the standard S with which 11 is to be com-
pared. At K in the battery circuit is a key.

In one position of the key the battery-current has to pass

through the resistance p ; in the other the ends of the coil p
are connected, and it is thrown out of the circuit.

The experiment is as follows :—Place the key so that the

resistance p is shunted, and adjust the position of D until

there is no current through the galvanometer. Raise the

key, and so throw pinto the battery circuit ; then the galvano-

meter-needle is considerably deflected, if the other resistances

be small compared with p.

The expei'iment may of course be conducted in the reverse

way, the position of etjuilibrium being found when p is in

circuit. On depressing the key and shunting p the needle

is deflected.

The deflection in this case is much greater than in the

former; but then the l)attery-current is increased many times

by the operation, and the apparatus therefore is rendered more
sensitive; so that part of the eft'ect may be due to a slight

error in the original position of D.
The effect was reversed by changing the direction of the bat-

tery-current. This last fact showed that it could not spring from
any heating of the coils. Moreover any heating-ett'ect would
be due to the difterence in the temperature-coefficients of

R and S or I* and Q respectively ; but ]t and S were through-

out as nearlv as possible equal and similar, as also Avere P
and Q.

But it is well known that a thermoelectric effect is produced
by the contact at D. This, as will shortly be shown, will ex-

plain the })henumenon; and the effect may be made a means of

measuring, approximately at least, the electromotive force set

up at the junction. For let E be the E.M.F. of the battery, e

that at the junction ; then we may show that the current

through the galvanometer is

a.-=
E(QR-SP) + g]B(Q + R+S-HP)-h(P + Q)(;S +R)L .

B being the resistance in the battery circuit, and D a

function of the resistances with which we are not at present

concerned.

The condition for no current, therefore, is

= E(QR-SP) + t'»B(Q + R + « + P) + (P + Q)(« + R)h
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and in the case in which the resistances to be measured are

very nearly equal we may put P=Q, E.= S, in the coefficient

of e, so that

Thus if B is large compared with R and P, the term involving

e is appreciable, and the usual condition P : Q= E, : S is not

sufficiently nearly true to give correct results.

The equation shows that the sign of the correction changes

with that of E.
Let P^ and Q' be the values of P and Q when the battery

resistance is large.

Then

"^-l-^Hn^h^}'
and

e=-

Q

Q' Q>
(3)

2BU: +^ +4il4)
"With the view of testing the truth of this explanation, I

made a series of experiments, using a wire bridge and various

small resistances.

The resistance of the bridge-wire in the experiments was
•08 ohm ; the wire was a metre long, and graduated to milli-

metres.

Different observations for the value of P agree to a fraction

of a millimetre of the bridge-wire, while the differences in

the values of P' never amounted to more than 4 millimetres,

and were usually much less. The value of p was 150 ohms.
In some of the experiments Leclanche cells were used, in

others Daniells. The E.M.F. of the Leclanche cells was
found by the potentiometer method to be about 1*25 Daniell.

In the results given in the table, the E.M.F. of a Daniell

cell is taken as 1 volt. The battery resistance is neglected
compared with the 150 ohms interposed.

FhU. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 68. April 1881.
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Table giving Results of Experiments.

No. of cella.
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P : Q=E : S. This of course is only applicable when none of

the coils used have any appreciable self-induction.

Another method is to reverse the battery-current.

Let Pi Q. be the values of P Q when the current is in one

direction, Pg Q2 when it is in the other. Then the true value

of — IS

A third method, applicable to coils with no self-induction, is to

interchange the battery and the galvanometer. The thermo-
electromotive force is then superposed on that of the battery,

and the condition PS=:QR holds. The most serious objection

to this seems to be that the whole current must pass through
the sliding junction, which may thus get considerably heated,

and so damage the bridge-wire. Perhaps the simplest cor-

rection is to keep the battery resistance low compared with
the others.

I tried the effect of using copper wire for the bridge in

order to have only one metal throughout ; but I found that

the contact between my fingers of two pieces of copper wire

of somewhat different thickness produced a very appreciable

current.

In the experiments given above the E.M.F. produced is

about equal to that of a copper and platinum couple in which
the difference of temperature is between 2° and 3°.

I was assisted in making the experiments by Mr. E. B.
Saro-ant, Scholar of Trinitv College.

XL. Determination of the Density of Fluid Bismuth hy means
of the Oncosimeter. By Professor W. Chaxdler Roberts,
F.E.S., and Thomas Wrightson, Memh. Inst. C.E.*

SOME time since, one of us described the results of experi-

ments made to determine the density of metallic silver

and of certain alloys of silver and copper when in a molten
statej. The method adopted was that devised by Mr. P.
Mallet:^ ; and the details were as follows :—A conical vessel of
best thin Low-Moor plate (1 millim. thick), about 16 centiras.

in height, and having an internal volume of about 540 cubic
centims., was weighed, first empty, and subsequently when

* Commimicated by the Physical Society, having been read at the
Meeting on February 12th.

t Roberts, Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xxiii. p. 493.

X Proc. Rov. Soc. vol. sxii. p. 3(36, and vol. xxiii. p. 209.

Y2
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filled with distilled water at a known temperature. The
necessary data were thus afforded for accurately determining
its capacity at the temperature of the air. Molten silver was
then poured into it, the temperature at the time of pouring
being ascertained by the calorimetric method. The precau-

tions, as regards filling, pointed out by Mr. Mallet, were
adopted ; and as soon as the metal was quite cold, the cone
with its contents was again weighed.
Experiments were also made on the density of fluid bismuth ;

and two distinct determinations gave the following results :

—

10-072 } ^^^""'^ 10-039.

The invention of the oncosimeter* appeared to afford an
opportunity for resuming the investigation on a new basis,

more especially as the delicacy of the instrument had already

been proved by experiments on a considerable scale for de-

termining the density of fluid cast iron. The following is

the principle on which this instrument acts.

If a spherical ball of any metal be plunged below the surface

of a molten bath of the same or another metal, the cold ball

Avill displace its own volume of molten metal. If the densities

of the cold and molten metal be the same, there will be equili-

brium, and no floating or sinking effect will be exhibited. If

the density of the cold be greater than of the molten metal,

there will be a sinking effect, and if less a floating effect, Avhen

first immersed. As the temperature of the submerged ball

rises, the volume of the displaced liquid will increase or

decrease according as the ball expands or contracts. In order

to register these changes the ball is hung on a spiral spring,

and the slightest change in buoyancy causes an elongation or

contraction of this spring which can be read oft" on a scale of

ounces, and is recorded by a pencil on a revolving drum. A
diagram is thus traced out the ordinates of which represent

increments of volume, or, in other words, of weight of fluid

displaced—the zero-line, or line corresponding to a ball in a

liquid of equal density, being previously traced out by revol-

ving the drum without attaching the ball of metal itself to

the spring, but with all other auxiliary attachments. By a

simple adjustment the ball is kept constantly depressed to the

same extent below the surface of the liquid ; and the ordinate

of this pencil-line, measuring from the line of equilibrium, thus

gives an exact measure of the floating or sinking effect at every

stage of temperature, from the cold solid to the state when the

ball begins to melt.

* Wrightson, Joum. Iron and Steel Inst. No. II. 1870, p. 418.
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If the weight and specific gravity of the ball be taken when
cold, we have, with the ordinate on the diagram at the moment
of immersion, sufficient data for determining the density of

the fluid metal ; for

W 1)

the volumes being equal. And, remembering that

TT (weight of liquid)=W (weight of ball) +x

(where x is always measured as a -f ve or — ve floating eSect),

we have

D^x(W^+aO

The following table shows the results of six experiments

to determine the density of fluid bismuth made by the authors

in the laborator\' of the Royal Mint. The bismuth was kept
just above its melting-point ; and this was ensured by placing

pieces of metal in the molten mass, which were observed just

to melt.

No. of

exp.
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lation, the results are remarkably concordant, and their mean
agrees very closely with that obtained by Mallet's method.

We venture to think, therefore, that the density of bismuth in

the solid and the fluid state may now bo considered to be

definitely settled.

Fig. 1 is the oncosimetor diagram of experiment No. 2 (see

table), with a calculation of the fluid specific gravity annexed.

Fig. 1.

0/icosimeter Diagram of Bismuth Ball, 2'2o inches diameter, immersed in

Fluid Bismuth (sec table, Kip. 2).

Weight of ball and immersed part of stalk 33 46 oz.

Specific gravity of do. do. 9'755
First floating effect 1"3 oz.

e r •. en 1
34-7nx9755 _ ,,,.,,

bpecmc gravity of fluid = oo. u-
~ ^^ ^^•

When first immersed, the floating effect is 1*3 troy ounce,

which (with the weight and density of the ball known) is all

we require to determine the fluid-density. Bismuth has a low
heat-conducting power ; and therefore the mass of the ball is

reduced by surface-melting before much heat can penetrate to

the centre. Hence the diagram does not accurately show,
as in metals of high conducting-power, the change of volume,

the effect being comj^ounded with that produced by loss of

mass.

In the case of iron, the conducting-power of which is high,

diagrams taken with the oncosimeter show correctly the ex-

pansion of the ball until it is in a uniformly plastic state. Fig. 2

is a diagram of a cast-iron ball, 4 inches diameter, immersed
in fluid iron of the same quality (No. 4 Cleveland). In this

the solid iron is shown to be of less volume than the liquid

for about 25 seconds, then to rise gradually in volume until

in 4 minutes it becomes plastic (this having been proved by
taking balls out in this stage of temperature, when an iron

pin could be run through and through the metal as though it

were a piece of putty). The slight fall of the line for about

2 minutes towards the left of the diagram ]n-obably shows a

slight loss of mass owing to surface-melting ; and then the

whole ball melts with great rapitlity, and as it joins the liquid

metal of the bath the line of volume shoots rapidly down to
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the equilibrium-line. This diagram shows, up to the plastic

point (where loss of mass commences), the gradual change of

volume at progressive intervals of time.

Fig. 2.

Experiment Xo. 2-3, on Iron.

6 min

.

Weight of ball and immersed part of stalk 132 oz.

Specific graritT of ball and immersed part of stalk 6'95

Maximum sinking effect 2 oz.

Maximum floating effect 11 oz.

o •« % P fl ,1
• 6-95X 130-0 _R.o4Specinc grantT or fluid iron = ^r:^ ... — o »^

Specific gravity of plastic metal = "'
- ... =6'33

4-inch ball of No. 4 foundry iron (Cleveland). Run with very hot metaL
Immersed in Xo. 4 foundry iron.

The diagram read from left to right should represent the

change from liquid to solid ; and this is quite in accordance

w^ith other observations on cast iron*.

According to these experiments, iron expands rapidly (as

much as 6 per cent.) in cooling from the liquid to the plastic

state, and then contracts 7 per cent, to solidity ; whereas bis-

muth appears to expand in cooling from the liquid to the solid

state about 2 "So per cent.

* Joum. Iron and Steel Inst, No. II. 1879, and No. 1. 1880.
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XLI. On Lines in the Infra-red Region of the Solar Spectrum.
By Captain Abney, R.E., F.R.S.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Joxirnal.

Gentlemen,

IN the last number of the Pliilosopliical Magazine Dr. J.

W. Draper describes his phosphorographs of the solar

spectrum, and incidentally brings my map of the infra-red

region of the solar spectrum uncler review. From the date of

his communication (Dec. 1, 1880), I am under the impression

that his observations were based on a photograph of the map
Avhich I had the pleasure of sending him, and not after a
perusal of the paper in the Phil. Trans, for 1880, a copy of

which I also sent him more recently. Since Dr. Draper's

remarks may cause a false impression in some respects, I wish
to make a comment on one or two points which he has raised.

Dr. Draper says that the investigations which I have carried

on " are not to be regarded as an extension of exploration in

the infra-red region (for they really do not carry us beyond
my own observations in 18-43), but as securing the resolution

of these lines* or bands into three constituent elements." In
the paper already referred to, it will be seen that the know-
ledge of that region of the prismatic solar spectrum has been

increased in several respects. The accompanying figure will

show in some degree the extension. No. I. is the spectrum

<»! o!
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Beyond these lines in the prismatic spectrum we have two

other pairs of bands far away down, and approaching the

theoretical limit of the least-refrangible end of the solar spec-

trmn. The existence of these bauds has, I believe, been sur-

mised by Becquerel by observations with the thermopile,

though I cannot at present find any published account of his

experiments on this point.

The second point to which I wish to call attention is in

regard to the cause of the reversal of photographic image.

In a recent number of the Philosophical Magazine I gave a

detailed account of some experiments made in connexion with

the subject, showing that oxidation was the cause of most

reversals, though in some instances it might be produced by a

secondary action. The instance which Dr. Draper quotes

(where Claudet destroyed a daguerrean image by red light,

and was enabled to use the plate again) as showing that

oxidation was not the cause of reversal, is in reality corrobo-

rative of my observations. In the ' Photographic Journal ' for

1879 I have shown that where an image is destroyed by oxi-

dation, whether by an oxidizing agent or by the action of

light of low refrangibility, the plate is ready for a fresh ex-

posure to the image formed in the camera ; and I believe it

is a common practice since that time for photographers to de-

stroy fog (or the effect of light on a plate) by using an oxidi-

zing solution. I may remark that the amount of oxidized

matter is as small as that forming (what is called) the latent

image itself, and is totally undistinguishable by any chemical

analysis ; and therefore it is not surprising that Claudet failed

to find any alteration chemically in the sensitive film. I am
not quite sure if I understand Dr. Draper to mean that W.L.
10,750 is beyond the theoretical limit of the spectrum. If

he does, I think he will see that it is in reality when the

W.L. is infinitely large—that is, when -0=0, according to

Cauchy.
^"

The plan of using phosphorescent material for viewing the

infra-red rays I have frequently tried with success, and can
quite confirm Dr. Draper's remarks. Mr. Warnerke was first

in the field with these observations ; and I left it to him to

communicate them, which he has neglected to do. The use of

phosphorescent material for any accurate measures is at present

out of the question, owing to the explanation which the emi-

nent American philosopher gives.

Yours faithfully,

W. DE "W. Ajbney.
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XLII. The Effect of Temperature upon the Electrical Bcsist-
ance of Selenium. By Shelford Bidwell, M.A*

"TT is well known that tlie electrical resistance of crj'stalline
-- selenium is greatly alFecteJ by changes of temperature

;

but authorities differ in a remarkable manner as to whether a
rise in temperature produces an increase or decrease of resist-

ance. Some experiments which I have lately made may per-
haps account foi- this discrepancy.

The temperature of the room being 14° Centigrade, a sele-

nium-cell, made as described in ' Nature,' vol. xxiii. p. 58,
was immersed in turpentine at 8° C. There was a great
and sudden fall in the resistance. The temperature was then
gradually raised. In passing from 8° to 24° the resistance

steadily increased ; from 24° uj)wards it rapidly diminished.
For this cell, therefore, the resistance is greatest at 24° C.
Five other cells were afterwards submitted to the same opera-
tion ; and their resistance was found to be greatest at tempe-
ratures of 23°, 14°, 30°, 25°, and 22° respectively.

It should be noticed with regard to the cell whose tempe-
rature of maximum resistance is 14° (8° lower than any other),

that it was prepared by very slowly cooling melted selenium
from a temperature of about 250° C. Its surface is coarsely

granular ; its resistance is comparatively low; and it is not very
sensitive to light. All ni}^ other cells were crystallized by
gradually heating the vitreous selenium up to nearly 217° C
Their structure is very much finer ; and though their resistance

is higher, they are exceedingly sensitive to light.

The above results Avere obtained by observing galvanometer-
deflections.

In order to form some idea of the actual amount of varia-

tion in resistance caused by extremes of heat or cold, an ex-
pej'iment was made with a cell whose resistance at ordinary
temperatures in a dim light was about 110,000 ohms. When
immersed in turpentine at —6° C. it was reduced to 49,000
ohms; and in paraffin at 115° C. it measured only 18,000
ohms.

All the experiments were made in a uniform light, which
was only just strong enough to enable me to read the ther-

mometer.

* Communicated by the Autlior.
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XLIII. Notices respecting New Boohs.

An Elementary Treatise on the Integral Calculus, containing Appli-

cations to Plane Curves and. Surfaces, with numerous examples. By
B. AViLLiAMSo', F.R.S. Third Edition, revised and enlarged.

London : Longmans, 1880.

TT/'E used at Cambridge, "in the consulship of Plancus," to

^' dinde " articulate speakiug " men into two classes—those

who understood the Differential Calculus, and those who did not.

Such a division still holds good : and possibly the relative magnitudes
of the two divisions are still the same, though Todliunter has, since

the epoch to which we refer, brought out his valuable books on
the two calculi. An English student has still no great choice if he
confines his I'eading to works in his own language, De Morgan's
treatise remains still a vast repertory which repays occasional ex-

ploration; but who could take it as an ordinary text-book? Tod-
hunter's works referred to above present the subject in a "N'ery

clear light to students, and are enriched by a choice collection of

exercises. Putting the four American text-books we have at hand
(which are mainly founded on the English text-books and Bertrand's

classical work) on one side, the only serious rival to Todhunter is

the work before us. That its merits are of a very high order, and
have been recognized by teachers and students, is evidenced by its

having so soon reached a third edition. Its bibliography is as

follows : in 1S75 appeared a compact little work of 267 pages in

nine chapters ; in 1677 the work had gi'own to 348 pages, had
developed a preface, and had increased to eleven chapters, the two
new chapters treating of Moments of Inertia (a new subject in

elementary treatises on the calculus) and Mean Value and Pro-
bability. For the former of these additions the author was mainly
indebted to Prof. Townsend's papers in the ' Quarterly Journal of

Mathematics ;' and the latter was written by Prof. Crofton, whose
exceedingly ingenious papers in the Phil. Trans, especially fitted

him for this contribution. The third edition preserves the same
order and number of chapters, but has incorporated numerous im-
portant additions, reaching to 371 pages, with a useful index at

the end. These additions are all improvements ; and so the work
vires acquirit eundo. "NVe shall not enter in any detail upon the
contents and method of a work which has so rapidly risen into

favour, but shall content ourselves with merely indicating one or two
of the more important novelties. We commence with Frullani's

theorem in Chapter vi. (on Definite Integrals): here Mr. "VMlHamson
refers to Mr. E. B. ElUott's contributions on the subject to the
' Educational Times,' and his extensions of formulae, given in this

chapter, to multiple definite integrals (Xos. 106 and 113 of the Pro-
ceedings of the London Mathematical Society), and to ]\Ir. Leudes-
dorfs paper on the Extension of Frullani's Theorem Qso. 131, Pro-
ceedings of the same Society). Some of these results have been
inserted in the text. In the same chapter is an expression for the
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remainder in Lagrange's series in the form of a definite integral.

This result, which seems to be due to M. Popoff, is given here in

the way in which it is demonstrated by M. Zolotareff. The next

point to which we would call attention is in connexion with the

interesting subject of the areas of roulettes, to the study of which

Steiner has contributed so many beautiful results. The additions

are to what is now well known as llolditch's theorem, first pub-
lished in the ' Lady's and Gentlemen's Diary ' for 1 858, in the

appendix to which volume an elegant extension of the theorem
was given by the Editor, Mr. Woolhouse. For the substance of

the recent extension our author is again indebted to Mr. E. B.

Elliott, whose paper appeared in the ' Messenger of Mathematics '

for Eebruary 1878. This pa])er was fruitful in results, as it

suggested further extensions by Mr. Leudesdorf and Mr. Kempe.
In our text we have Kempe's " singularly elegant " theorem

;

but it strikes us that full justice has hardly been done to Mr.
Kempe, or a part only of his results is given ; this oversight

can easily be remedied, should the author see fit, in his next issue*.

The whole subject is just now occupying attention : we have

noted a paper by M. Darboux in the Bulletin des Sciences Mathema-
ticpies et Astroiiomiques, and some short notes by Prof. Minchin.

This latter gentlemen, we believe, is preparing an extended paper on
the subject of roulettes ; and Mr. Elliott is prosecuting his researches

in the direction of kinematics on a sphere. But we have exceeded

our limits, and must refrain from referring to the additions in the

last two chapters. Mr. "Williamson still excludes the " change of

the A"ariables in a multiple integral ;"' perhaps in a future edition he

may say something upon this matter, and bring forward to notice

the method employed by Mr. McColl (cf . his paper on the " Calculus

of Equivalent Statements and Integration Limits," in the Proceedings

of the Loudon Mathematical Society, Xo. 124, and questions in the
' Educational Times '). The admirable manner in which the more
ordinary parts of the subject, and notably the chapters on the geo-

metrical applications, are handled thoroughly merits the approbation

it has received ; and we take our leave of Mr. Williamson, wishing

his work bon voyage and himself " more power '' still to write his

promised (if we mistake not) treatise on Differential Equations.

XLIV. Intelligence and 31iscellaneons Articles.

ON STEADY MOTION IN AN INCOMPRESSIBLE VISCOUS FLUID.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Office,

Gentlemen, Washington, Feb. 15, 1881.

T nXD today in the February number of the Philosophical Maga-
J- zine a letter from Dr. A. Oberbeck, of Halle, on the subject of

my paper published in the Xovember number of the Magazine,

• Cf. ' Nature,' yoI. xviii. p. 148, June 6th, 1878.
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entitled " On Steady Motion in an Incompressible Viscous Fluid."

Dr. Oberbeck calls attention to the fact that in my paper the same

problem is proposed for solution that he investigated in vol. Ixxxi.

of Crelle's Journal. I obtained the number of Crelle referred to,

and was struck by the similarity of the process in the latter part

of my paper, which relates to the motion of a sphere in the fluid, and

the method and results in Dr. Oberbeck's paper. For the method
adopted, however, a reference to page 349 of my article will show
that I did not claim absolute originality ; I merely amplified a

solution given by Mr. J. G. Butcher in vol viii. of the ' Proceed-

ings ' of the London Mathematical Society. The fact of having

of necessity employed the methods of spherical harmonics, and also

of having employed Borchardt's theorem, produces the only resem-

blance that exists in the two papers. As to Borchardt's theorem, I

can merely say that I have used it a dozen times since I first became

acquainted with it, in the winter of 1876, while attending a course

of lectures on electricity in the Johns Hopkins University. I have

used the theorem in three different papers on the motion of viscous

fluids.

Dr. Oberbeck states that we propose the same problem. This

does not appear to be the case, as a comparison of equations (4) of

my article with his equations of motion will show. Dr. Oberbeck

limits his problem to the case of very small velocities, such that

the products of the velocities and their differential coefficients can

be neglected. Such a restriction obviously does not obtain in my
paper. The problem which I have proposed, therefore, and of which

I have offered a possible solution, is much more general than that

proposed by Dr. Oberbeck, and for which he obtains an ea^act

solution. The vanishing of v^^? V"??, V"C has an entirely different

significance in the two papers. In the form of the expressions

obtained for the velocities in the case of a mo'S'ing sphere, I cheer-

fully accord the priority to Dr. Oberbeck, though (from the different

natures of the two problems) the quantities entering into these

expressions do not have the same significance. I have only to say

in conclusion that I have never seen Dr. Oberbeck's paper before

today.

Hoping, gentlemen, that you may find it convenient to give this

letter an early insertion in the Philosophical Magazine,

I remain, yours very respectfully,

Thomas Ceaig.

DETERMINATION OF THE FCOS'DAMENTAL COLOUE- SENSATIONS BY
THE STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE COMPLEMENTARY
COLOURS IN THE CHROJIATIC CIRCLE. (SECOND NOTE.) BY
M. A. ROSENSTIEHL.
1. In studying the distribution of the red, yellow, green, and

blue in the chromatic circle, I have found that there ai'e in that

circle three colours which, in relation to our eye, possess special
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properties : they possess the characters of the fundainental sensa-
tions of Young. 1 am about to demonstrate that they are also the
only ones to which these qualities belonjn;.

It is by no means sufficient, as Ilelmholtz says*, that when mixed
in suitable proportions they produce the sensation of white t.

Stated in these terms the problem is indeterminate ; but from their

definition itself two other properties are deduced which singularly

contract the limits between which the choice can be made. (1) When
mixed two by two, they produce all the intermediate colours (even
those which, like purple, do not exist in the spectrum)

; (2) they
fultil this condition without at the same time producing the sensa-

tion of white—or, more exactly speaking, producing it less than
any other colours which could be chosen in their place.

These two conditions are precisely the opposite of those fidfilled

by the complementary colours, which on being mixed two by two
do not give rise to any intermediate colour, and, when mixed in

suitable proportions, produce only the sensation of white. By
their properties these two sorts of colours reciprocally limit one
another ; hence it follows that the study of the distribution of the
complementary colours in a chromatic circle permits the determi-
nation of the points of that circle which correspond to the funda-
mental sensations.

2. AVith the aid of rotating disks I have sought, for each colour,

its complementary ; the following table gives the result (the nota-
tion employed being that of M. Chevreul) :

—

Colours equidistant Complenientaiy Eatio of the
to the eye. coloiu-s. iiitervals|.

Orange-red .... 5th green
Eed 4th green
Orange Blue-green 6 : 1

Orange-yellow .

.

1st blue-green .... 6 : 1

Yellow Blue 6 : 5
Green-yellow .

.

3rd violet-blue. ... (5:9
Green 4th violet 6 : 7

Blue-green .... Orange 6:19
Blue Yellow 6 : 12
Violet-blue .... 4th yellow 6 : 4
Violet 3rd green-yellow .

.

6:5
Violet-red .... 2nd green 6 : 5

3. At first sight great irregularity is evident in the distribution

* Optiqiie Phi/sioloqique, p. 384, § 20.

t I do not say " white light," because lights of the same appearance
may uot be identical Irom the phy^^ioal point of view: there are white
lights of which the compositions differ, but the eye cannot distinguish

them one from another.

X Between two consecutive colours of the first column of this table

there are in reality intercalated five colours, designated by tlie numbers 1

to 5 ; so that six equidistant colours correspond to each 7iomc.
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of the complementary colours : the intervals are very variable (from

1 to 19) ; and it seems impossible to deduce from them any im-

portant consequences. Helmholtz* also, who specially studied

their distribution in the spectrum, could not trace any law. This

irregularity will disappear when the results are discussed, if we
take as our guide the preceding definitions. The chromatic circle

upon which my experiments were made consists of three sections,

the limits of which are formed by the red, the yellow, and the blue.

These three sections are not necessarily equidistant from one an-
other ; but the twenty-four colours of which each is formed fulfil

that condition, as I have demonstrated in the first Note.
The following discussion, based on the assumption of equidis-

tance, will not give rigorously exact results unless it be referred to a

single section only. With this aim I select that which extends from
the yellow to the blue, passing through the green, because in this

portion of the chromatic circle the greatest number of complemen-
tary colours are assembled. The green, placed between the yellow

and the blue, which by then" mixture produce only the sensation of

white, necessarily corresponds to a fundamental sensation. To fix

its exact position (for we have the choice among eighteen colours of

that name), I remark that with a second colour, at present un-
known, but certainly situated between the red and the orange-
yellow, and with a third colour, situated between the blue and the

violet-blue, it must give the whole of the colours of the chromatic
circle, at the same time producing the least possible sensation of

white. It will therefore be situated at an equal distance from the

complementaries of these two groups of colours.

At the first glance it might be believed that the question, being
stated in such ^^•ide terms, would admit of several solutions. It is

nothing of the kind. The complements of the nineteen colours

extending from the red to the orange-vellow occupy in the circle

only foLU' consecutive numbers, or from the fourth green to the first

blue-green. The complements of the blue to the violet-blue extend
from the yellow to the fourth yellow. The coloiu- which occupies
the middle between the two systems is the third or fourth green-

yellow. I cannot here give the process employed to determine the
positions of the other two fundamental sensations ; I confine

myself to indicating the result.

The three colours ai'e (to within J^) the orange, the third green-
yellow, and the third blue : they are equidistant from one another
in the circle ; and so are their complementaries—the first yellow,

the blue-green, and the violet. The anomalies which I have pointed

* Helmholtz compared the wave-lengths of the complementary eolom-s

(Joe. cit. p. 305), in order to discover the law of their distribution. He
did not, and could not, anive at any result. The quality possessed by two
colours of being complementary is of a purely physiological order ; while
the wave-lengths (that is to say, the refrangibilities) are physical proper-
ties, which depend on the intimate nature of light : they would not cease

to exist, even if we were deprived of au organ for theii' perception.
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out in the rough result of experiment tluis disappear. The results

obtained agree exactly with those recorded in my first Note. Max-
well*, who has studied the solar spectrum with the greatest care

from the physiological point of view, has assigned slightly different

positions to the colours which correspond to the fundamental sen-

sations, as the following table shows :

—

Maxwell,
Place in the chromatic Place in the solar

circle. spectrum.

Third red ^ from C towards D.

Green ^ „ E „ F.

Fifth blue A „ F „ G.

ROSENSTIEHL.

Place in the chromatic Place in the solar

circle. spectrum.

Orange | from C towards D.

Third yellow-green . . .

.

| ,, D „ E.

Third blue ^ „ F „ G.

As rotating disks permit us to experiment with greater precision,

I believe these last data to be very near the trutht.

In brief, taking as a basis the equidistance of the colours which

constitute each of the three sections of the chromatic circle, I arrive,

by two analytical experimental methods, and without making any

hypothesis, at proving that there exist three colours (the exact

position of which I have determined) which possess relatively to

our eye special properties. I have rigorously defined these proper-

ties, which coincide with those accorded by physiologists to the

fundamental sensations. Thus the law of the mixture of colours,

established a priori by Newton, developed by Young, Helmholtz,

and Maxwell, is verified in its i)rinciples and specified in its conse-

quences.

—

Comptes Rendus de VAcademie des Sciences, t. xcii. pp. 357-

360 (Feb. 14, 1881).

ON TONES PRODUCED BY THE INTERMITTENT IRRADIATION OF A
GAS. BY W. C. RONTGEN.

In my lectures on experimental physics I have for some time

emploved the following apparatus to render visible, in a simple

M ay, the different capabilities of absorbing heat-rays possessed by

the gases.

A glass tube about 4 centims. in diameter and 40 centims, in

length, placed horizontally, is closed at both ends with plates of

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, vol. x. p. 404 (18(50).

t Maxwell, moreover, operated upon only sixteen colours of the spec^

trum, which he mixed three by three.
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rock salt. In the middle between the two plates the tube is per-

forated in two diametrically opposite places. The upper opening

communicates with a small glass tube that can be closed by a cock
;

the lower with a somewhat longer glass tube, descending vertically,

which during the experiment dips in a vessel containing a coloured

fluid. The fluid stands some centiins. higher in the tube than in

the vessel.

In front of one of the rock-salt plates, in a line with the glass

tube, is a source of heat, say the gas-flame of an argaud burner

;

between the flame and,the tube a diaphragm about 4 centims. wide

and a double screen of sheet metal are placed : the latter can be

quickly drawn back and pushed forward.

Xow the experiment is made in the following manner:—The

height of the liquid in the manometer having been observed while

the screen shut out the heat-radiation, the screen is quickly with-

drawn ; by the absorption of rays which now takes place on the

part of the gas enclosed in the apparatus the gas is heated, in con-

sequence of which the manometer shows a sudden increase of pres-

sure, which, after some time, reaches a maximum. The increase,

especially that which takes place at the first moment, is very dif-

ferent with different gases—comparatively slight with air, while it

is considerable in the case of the strongly absorbing illuminating-

gas and ammonia.
If the screen be then again pushed between the flame and the

glass tube, the pressure diminishes, in correspondence \\'ith the

cooling of the gas—at first quickly, afterwards slowly.

The phenomenon is, on the whole, tolerably complicated, because,

besides the absorption-capacity, the specific heat also, as well as the

ability of the gas to equalize more or less rapidly any differences of

temperature that may be present, play a part ; yet it is very suitable

for a demonstration-experiment.

Xow, after obtaining from M. Breguet's paper in the Journal de

Phiisique for November 1880 a knowledge of some details of Mr.
Graham Bell's experiments with the so-called photophone, the

question arose in my mind whether the gas enclosed in the glass

tube in the above-described experiment could not by intermittent

irradiation be caused to emit sounds. The above-mentioned

sudden rise and fall of the pressure at the moments when the

irradiation commences and ceases respectively permitted a fa-

vourable answer to the question to appear possible ; and experi-

ment has, in fact, confirmed my supposition in a very satisfactory

maimer.
As the source of heat, I used Drummond's Ume-light. By two

lenses the rays were concentrated upon a notched disk of paste-

board, which could be rapidly rotated about a horizontal axis by
means of a cord. In order to deaden as much as possible the noise

arising from the rotation of the disk, it rotated between two larger

fixed disks, which were provided with a notch corresponding to

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. II. No. 68. April 1881. Z
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each of the openiDgs iu the rotating disk and closed by a thin plate
of glass.

Behind these notches the absorption -apparatus was either fixed

or held free in the hand ; in this experiment it had a length of 12
centims. ; the manometer was replaced by a short glass lube of

1 centim. diameter, over which was pushed a wide caoutchouc tube
that led to the ear of the observer and was inserted in it as deeply
as possible.

The rays penetrated into the absorption-apparatus every time an
openuig in the rotating disk came in fi-out of the rock-salt plate

;

the interruption of this was effected by the unuotched parts of the
disk.

At the commencement the apparatus was filled with aii* ; on rota-

ting tlie disk I could not perceive any tone, perhaps because, on
account of the rotation &c., too many extraneous noises were still

present. The affair, however, took quite another shape when
illuminating-gas was substituted for air; the tone could be heard
with extraordinary distinctness, and might almost be compared to

the whistling of a not too strong wind. Its height varied with the

velocity of the rotation ; and the tone vanished only when the rota-

tion became very rapid. The strength of the tone varied percep-

tibly with the time during which the cube m as exposed ; but the

tones ceased directly if the rays were intercepted by an impervious
body (as the baud, a small wooden board, or a hardgum plate) held

before the disk.

With ammonia gas I likewise obtained distinct tones ; while dry

hydrogen and oxygen behaved like atmospheric air.

The ex])lauation of these experiments is not far to seek ; it has

already been intimated above. "We ba^e not to do with any new
property of the rays ; the heating and expansion produced by ab-

sorption, and the subsequent cooling and contraction of the absorb-

ing body, are the causes of the phenomena. That the gas really

played the chief part in my experiments, and not the glass, upon
which likewise the rays fell, follows even from this—that only the

sti-ongly absorbent gases emit audible tones ; and I found direct proof

of it by so directing the rays, in some experiments, by means of

a third lens and a diaphragm, that they passed merely through the

rock salt and the gas, without anywhere coming into contact with

the glass wall of the tube : the effect was substantially the same
f j«ath the simple irradiation.

A solution of alum placed in the path of the rays caused an

nistantaneous cessation of the tone ; on the contrary, scarcely a

weakening could be observed when the rays had passed through a

layer 10 centims. in thickness of solution of iodine (in sulphide of

carbon). Consequently it is the less-refrangible rays which are

most operative, at least upou illuminating-gas and ammonia.

I purpose investigating the beha^•iou^ of aqueous vapour, in the

hope of furnishing in this way a contribution to the decision of the

question whether it to any considerable extent absorbs heat-rays or
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not.

—

Separate impression from the XX. Ber. cler OberJi. Gesellsch. f.

Natur- u. Heilkunde.

Giessen, Dec. 8, 1880.

RESEARCHES ON THE SPECIFIC MAGNETISM OF OZONE.

BY M. HENRI BECQUEREL.

In the course of my researches on the magnetic rotatory powers

of the gases*, oxygen presented some remarkable anomalies, which

have induced me to resume the study of the magnetic properties of

that gas, discovered by my fathert, and to evaluate the specific mag-
netism of ozone.

For that purpose I fixed above the large electromagnet of the

Museum a torsion balance enclosed in a vertical test-tube of glass,

in which a vacuum can be produced and into which various

gases can be introduced. The torsion-thread employed was a

veiy fine gold wire 32 centims. in length, sustaining a small

glass bar consisting of a tube filled with air, and closed at both

ends. A microscope was directed towards a mark traced upon the

bar, and permitted the latter to be at any time brought back to a

fixed position, at about 45° from the line of the poles of the elec-

tromagnet.

When this was magnetized, the small bar was attracted ; and by

a suitable torsion of the gold wire the attraction was balanced, so

as to restore the bar to its initial position. We know that in these

circumstances, in virtue of a principle analogous to the principle

of Archimedes, the attraction measured is the difference between
the action exerted upon the bar and that exerted upon an equal

volume of the ambiant gas. On measuring the attraction in vacuo

WQ have the effect produced on the bar alone ; and the difference

between the torsion thus obtained and that which is observed in

different gases measures the action exerted by the magnet upon
the gas. It was moreover verified repeatedly, by determining

the periods of the oscillations of the small bar under the influence

only of the torsion of the thread, that the elasticity of the latter

had not changed during the experiments.

The ozonized oxygen was prepared by passing pure and dry
oxygen through an eflluvia-apparatus like that prepared by M.
Berthelot ; and the gas was collected over sulphuric acid under a

glass bell furnished with a glass cock. Thence it passed, through
pipes entirely of glass, into the test-tube, in which a vacuum had
been previously made.

Notwithstanding these precautions, perhaps by reason of the

presence of traces of organic matters (grease, resin), the ozone in

the test-tube was rapidly decomposed, and it was not possible to

* Annnles de Cliimie et de Physique, serie 5, t. xxi. p. 289 (1880).

t Ibid. ser. 3, t. xxviii. p. 323 (1850).
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ascertain the precise composition of the ozonized mixtures to which
the measurements correspond. The progressive augmentation of the

attraction of the bar also permitted the decomposition of the ozone

to be traced. The various analyses which 1 have been able to make,
show only that the mixtures studied contained proportions of ozone

which \aried between 0*02 and 0*10 by volume. The results ob-

tained are nevertheless sufficiently interesting, and may be, in the

mean, summed up as follows :

—

The small glass tube, when attracted in vacuo, was brought back

to its original position by a torsion of 14° 22'. Tn oxygen at the

temperature of 10° and pressure of TOO millinis. of mercury, for

the same magiietic intensity the torsion was not more than 3° 52',

which gives, for the effect produced upon oxygen alone, an attrac-

tion of 10° 30'.

Under the same experimental conditions, on substituting for

oxygen a mixtui-e ozonized by passing very slowly through the

effluvia-apparatus at 10° temperature and atmospheric pressure,

the torsion was 2° 29' ; the attraction exercised upon the gaseous

mixture was therefore represented by 11° 53', or an increase of

0*13 above the specific magnetism of oxygen.

By placing the effluvia-apparatus in a refrigerating mixture of

ice and sea-salt a gaseous mixture richer in ozone is obtained. This

mixture, under the conditions of experiment which have just been
specified, manifested an increase of 0*23, or nearly |, above the

specific magnetism of oxygen.

Ozone is therefore more magnetic than oxygen ; and, in spite of

the uncertainty which exists respecting the actual composition of

the ozonized mixtures investigated (an uncertainty which does not

permit the precise number for ozone, supposing it isolated, to be

given at the present moment), it is easy to see that the ratio of the

specific magnetism of ozone to that of oxygen is notahlij greater than

tlie supposed ratio of their densities. The specific magnetism of

ozone is therefore greater than that which would correspond to the

amount of oxygen it contains. This phenomenon is interesting iu

that it may be compared to those presented by certain magnetic

bodies, which in different states of condensation give magnetic

effects increasing much more rapidly than the ratio of the den-

sities.

I am having an apparatus prepared, however, which I expect

will permit me to ascertain the exact quantity of ozone formed at

the moment of each experiment, and to give the true value of the

specific magnetism of this remarkable body.

—

Comptes Bendus de

VAcademic dcs Sciences, t. xcii. pp. 3-18-350 (Feb. 1-1, 1881).
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XLV. On a Proposal addressed to the Academy of Sciences of

&t. Petersburg, hi/ General Schubert; relating to the Russo-

Scandinavian arc. By 0. Steuye. [Translation*.]

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Ge^ttle^iex,

IN offering to you the accompanying translation of a paper
which was first read nearly twenty years ago, I cannot

but feel that some explanation is requisite. This will, it is

true, be partly met at once by pointing out the authorship ;

but in addition to that, I may perhaps be allowed to give the

assurance that the lapse of time has in no way diminished, but
rather increased, its intrinsic importance. That the paper
was originally somewhat controversial will not detract from its

interest, especially as the issue will certainly be regarded by
some as still undecided. For the rest, I think it desirable

that the opinions of such high authorities as the authors should

even now be made accessible to English readers, in their own
tongue.

The science and practice of geodesy are alike confined in

England to a small and, I fear, constantly diminishing, section

of the community. But the question which is argued in this

paper requires no very intimate acquaintance with geodetical

technicalities or secrets, to enable the reader to understand
what the main issue is; and there are few sensible arguments

* From, the BuU. Acad. Sci. St. P^tersb. 1861, torn. iii. pp. 39&-424.
The original appeared in German.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 69. May 1881. 2 A
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which have not an interest when that is the case. To those

who are already cognizant of the issue, the arguments advanced
by the authors on both sides cannot but have a stronger in-

terest, especially if they have never seen, or have forgotten,

the original ; for that matter, I may say that I myself did not
know of it, and have never seen an allusion to it in English
literature.

I must not conclude this brief introduction without apology
alike to authors and readers for the inelegance of the trans-

lation. A thankless task at best, translation becomes trying

in the extreme when, as in this case, it is done first by a

writer unacquainted with the technicalities of the subject, and
afterwards revised. As I have dealt freely with the first

^hanche in the earlier pages, and discarded it entirely in the

later, I must take the whole responsibility, and will hope that

at least some of the many blemishes Avill be forgiven.

I remain, gentlemen.

Very respectfully yours,

Collingwood, Feb. 1, 1881.

'

J. HerSCHEL.

On the 4th of May of the past year [1860] a paper by
General Schubert was laid before the physico-mathematical

class by the perpetual secretary, in which it Avas proposed, in

reference to an essay published in the Astronomische
Nachrichten, no. 1245, "Sur I'influence des attractions locales

dans les operations geodesiques," that the Academy should

undertake careful levelling in the vicinity of all, or at the

least of some specially selected stations of the great Russo-
Scandinavian Arc. According to General Schubert, these

levels are necessary to bring the arc up to the present state of

our knowledge, as without them it should not be considered

complete.

At that time I had already started upon my journey to

Spain for the purpose of there observing the eclipse of the

sun. The Academy committed to Herr von Dollen, my repre-

sentative for the time at the Observatory, the task of reporting

upon General Schubert's proposal. Herr Dollen fulfilled the

commission by an essay which was laid before the Class at its

next sitting, on the 18th of May. His clear and lucidly ex-

pressed opinion proved to bo almost throughout diametrically

opposed to that of General Schubert, summing up the matter

thus :—That he (Dollen) assented in no way, either to General
Schubert^s ai-guments, or to the proposals founded upon them.
On account of the importance of the subject, and especially in

consideration of the distinguished proposer of the scheme, who
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has for so many years occupied a position at the head of the

extensive Geodetic Survey operations of the Imperial StaflP, the

Academy thought that Herr Dollen's report by itself should

hardly be considered conclusive, and resolved to defer the

decision of the matter until my return from abroad. At a

meeting on the 19th of October the discussion was resumed ;

and I had then the opportunity of assuring the Academy that

I quite agreed with Herr Dollen's opinion in every essential

respect, and only differed from him somewhat as to the im-

portance of certain details. After my remarks on these had
been submitted to the Class, the matter again underwent mi-

nute discussion, as the result of which the Academy passed

the resolution that no action need be taken on General Schu-

bert's proposal, and that Herr Dollen's report and my sub-

sequent remarks on it should be arranged in the form of an

essay, in order to briuo^ the orounds for this decision into

general notice.

In executing this task we feel ourselves obliged to refrain

from criticism upon the further contents of the above-men-
tioned paper of General Schubert's, as not directly appertaining

to the subject, and will therefore confine ourselves simply to

the consideration of the proposal in question.

Herr von Schubert expressly states that the Russo-Scan-
dinavian arc, as it is now presented to the scientific world,

might till a few years ago truly lay claim to the title of

a completed work, and that it is only the appearance of the

English book mentioned below* (marking, as it does, an era")

that has materially altered the state of the case. The next
thing, therefore, is to ascertain in what respect the state of

the case is altered by the appearance of this work. It ranks

unquestionably among the most important publications of

our time in the region of geodetic literature. The care and
circumspection evinced in this work, in the preparation of

the data of observation which have been collected during the

last three quarters of a centurv*, and in the deduction of re-

sults as well for the English arc in particular as for the figure

of the earth in general, fully entitle it to rank as a model.

As regards the arc, one material difference between this

work and others is pointed out in the work itself, viz.

(p. 742) that not, as is usual, has a selected triangulation,

following as closely as possible the direction of the meridian,

been alone considered, but the entire network of triangu-

* Ordnance Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.

Account of the Obsei-vations and Calculations of the principal Triangu-
lation &c., drawn up by Captain A. E. Clarke, under the direction of
Colonel H. James. London, 1858.

2A2
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lation wliicb covers Great Britain and Ireland has been treated

as one connected whole ; and, after rio;orous reduction, has

served in its entirety for determinino- the distances between
the parallels correspondinp; to the astronomical points. Now,
althouf^h (as the author himself remarks) a close adherence of

the triangulation to the meridian is not demanded for the

determination of the parallels, in the present case, also, tho

great number of carefully determined azimuths and their

agreement with one another, exclude any suspicion that inac-

curacy is introduced into the work by the treatment actually

adopted. On the other hand, the actual arrangement otiers

the very important advantage that a much greater number of

accurately determined latitudes are thus brought into com-
putation ; whereby it happens that, while other arcs as a rule

have only one latitude to each two degrees, here there are

two or three on an average to each single degree. It is this

great number of latitudes brought into the calculation which
gives to the arc of the English meridian more importance,

for the determination of the iigure of tho earth, than would be

due to its mere extent in comparison with other measures

;

as thereby the possible influence both of local deflections of

the plumb-line and of inevitable small errors in obseiwation,

upon the result to be obtained, is considerably reduced.

We find also, for our part, in the English work, a substan-

tial gain in the fact that, in the determination of the figure of

the earth by combining together all existing trustworthy arc-

measures, those equations of condition are also brought in

which express how much the deduced dimensions are affected

by recognizing as sul)ject to error the assumed relation of the

standards em})loyed in the different measurements. The
actual magnitude of the errors of this kind can be discovered

only by direct comparison of the different linear standards.

This work of comparison has been performed with great care

at Pulkova, for almost all known arcs. The table of the re-

sults of such direct comparisons, the completion of which, as

given in the account of the Russo-Scandinavian arc, cost much
time and trouble, and the importance of which has been recog-

nized by their admission as aforesaid by the English geodesists,

should certainly therefore be regarded as a distinct merit in the

Russian work.
But Gen. Schubert considers the special merit of the English

work to reside in something quite different from what we have
mentioned. He regards it as a step in advance which marks
an era, that the experiment has here been for the first time

made of correcting each latitude, before it is used for deducing
the figure of the earth, for the effect of the undoubtedly exist-
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ing influence of neighbouring surface-inequalities upon the

direction of the plumb-line. We do not share this opinion

with him : nay, we consider such correction for this purpose

not even justifiable.

In order to present these differences of opinion in a clearer

light, we must examine more closely the nature of the chief

problem of geodesy—namely, the determination of the figure

of the earth, and the effects of local attraction. At my in-

stance Herr Dollen has undertaken this introductory presenta-

tion of the argmnent ; and I think it best to give his own
words, as his statements contain many thoughts which may
be new to even experienced geodesists, and which certainly

deserve consideration. At the conclusion of his exposition I

will add a few remarks on my own account, in order to con-

firm what he has said.

Herr Dollen says :
—" Let us for the present set aside the

question of the linear dimensions of the earth ; then the

problem before us, of determining the figure of the earth, in

the sense in which alone it is regarded in all researches of the

higher geodesy, will be none other than this : To determine

THE KELATIOX OF THE DIRECTION OF GRAVITY TO THE LOCALITY
at any place upon the surface of the earth ; or, in other words,

to determine the law accordixg to which the direction
OF gravity varies with chais'ge of position on the surface
OF the earth.

" It is essential to grasp this definition in its full significance,

and especially to make clear to one's self, and to keep constantly

before one's mind, what is the difierence between the figure of

the earth as we shall hereafter speak of it, and the figure of

the earth as known in common parlance ; remembering always
that even in this common usage notice is not taken of those

slight unevennesses (inappreciable as compared with the mass
of the whole earth) which we call mountains and valleys. In
order to grasp this difference fully, let us confine ourselves to

the simplest conception, representing the earth as a perfect

sphere, for instance, of a homogeneous but rigid mass ; our
arc-measurements would in that case present us mth a sphere,

as the figure of this earth, only if there were no rotation about
an axis. Should this rotation exist, the figure of this earth,

still actually spherical, would, according to the teaching of

geodesy, be that of a spheroid or ellipsoid of revolution, with
shortened axis. Alteration of the rate of the earth's rotation

would alter only the proportion of the axes of this spheroid
;

any alteration, however, in the assumed uniformity or homo-
geneity of the mass in the interior of the earth might change
the geodetic figure of the earth in endless ways, the exterior
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limits of the earth's body (we mean the geometric figure) still

retaining, as before, the truly spherical form. It may appear,
to say the least, inexpedient to use the term ' figure of the
earth ' in a sense so essentially diiferent from that -which has
the best claim to be so called. This objection however disap-

p(\ars on closer enquiry. Such enquiry shows us that in praxi
(that is, upon our earth as it is) this difference does not exist

;

or, to speak more correctly, does not exist for the greater part

of it, because it is co-sered, at least over a very large portion

of its surface, by a continuous fluid envelope. In this, the
fluid portion of the surface, which we call the ocean, supposed
at rest, the rieodelic figure corresponds precisely with the

geometric figure; for it is in the nature of a fluid that its surface

must everywhere be perpendicular to the resultant of all the

forces acting at each point. Such coincidence is certainly

not necessary in the other, the solid, portion of the earth's

surface; jQt, from the fact that the mean height of land above
sea, so fiir as our present knowledge extends, nowhere shows
a relation to geographical position, we infer that here also the

accordance of the geometric figure with the geodetic exists

as a matter of fact—a position in the physical theory of the

earth Avhich, as is known, forms a starting-point for further

arguments as to the condition of the earth's crust. It follows,

therefore, that geodesy, which is of course limited, by the

nature of its operations, to the solid portion of the earth's

surface, is nevertheless in a position to determine the figure of

the whole earth. In any case—that is to say, even supposing
that in the future the figure of that solid portion should be re-

cognized as quite diflFei'ent from that of the ocean—these

geodetic results will still remain as an indispensable foundation

for all further research.
" Our experience so fiir leaves us no longer any doubt that

the figure of the earth, strictly considered, is an altogether

irregular one. Should we now engage further in the at-

tempt (surely a fitting one for geodesy to undertake) to

know this irregular figure in all its particulars, then clearly we
cannot avoid comparing the linear determinations on its sur-

face individually with the corresponding angular celestial

measures, by means of which the amount of change of gravity-

direction becomes known. Any alteration whatsoever of one

or other of the quantities so obtained by direct observation,

would be plainly unreasonable.
" The scientific craving, however, after knowledge of law, on

the one hand, and on the other, the practical need of a know-
ledge of the figure of the earth as a whole, as Avell as of those

parts where no direct measurements exist, impose upon
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geodesy the further task of expressing as nearly as possible the

whole surface of the earth accurately by a simple formula ; that

is, to find a formula which shall represent all observed quantities

as nearly as possible; where it is scarcely necessary to add, that

before the actual solution of the problem is entered upon, the

expression here used, "as nearly as possible," must be assigned

its strict mathematical significance. The figure expressed by
this formula we will call, in opposition to the actual or local

figure, the mean or general figure of the earth. The attempts

which have been made to determine this figure permit it to be

regarded, as things now stand, as one of revolution, the axis

of which coincides with the earth's axis of rotation ; for in

the whole assembly of observations at our command there

is not the slightest indication that any amendment of this

assumption is demanded by them*. The problem is thus

essentially simplified, as it now merely consists in this, to

find the equation to a curve by the rotation of which this

mean figure of the earth shall be plainly presented. Now here,

indeed, the question might be raised whether for this purpose,

namely, the determination of the mean figure of the earth, it

might not be proper to correct the observed astronomical

amplitudes for the influence of visible inequalities of the earth's

surface upon the direction of gravity at the points of observa-

tion. The question has here at least a totally different meaning
from what it had above, where it had reference to the actual

figure of the earth. This view, which is not the one we hold,

is supported, as far as we can see, by the following arguments.

Among the possibly manifold causes of the deviation of the

local from the mean figure of the earth (for the future we will

give this deviation the shortened title of disturbance) is to be

included at all events the present one : we are in a position to

determine its effect, or, say, a part of it, with some accuracy :

* That the contrary opinion has also been advanced from time to time

might have passed imnoticed here, but that we wish to avoid any appear-

ance of imoring altogether General Schubert's recent paper on this

subject ("Essai d'une determination de la veritable figure de la terre")

published by this Academy itself. Simply therefore for this reason, and
certainly not for the piu'pose of offering criticism, which would here be

out of place, we must say that the numbers given in that paper, if any
importance can be attached to them at all, contain a testimony for and
not against the statement made by us above. The whole essay seems to

us to be a truly striking instance of what may happen, if one attempts to

build upon figures derived from observation without first gaining a pre-

cise idea of the uncertainty which must attach to them on accomit of

their nature and the manner of their acquisition. Positive conclusions

are there based upon the Mon-agi'eement of numbers which, in truth,

agree not only satisfactorily, but much more exactly than we could have
expected.
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can it be doubted that, throngli the employment of the cor-

rection thus obtained, the directly observed latitude will bo
brought nearer to the mean latitude, and will become thereby

more fitted for the determination of the mean figure of the

earth ? That the disturbing influence brought into the calcu-

lation in this manner is only a ])ortion of the whole existing

disturbance—and this for two reasons : first, because only the

recognizable inequalities in the distribution of mass upon the

surface of the earth, not the equally probable ones beneath it,

can be taken into account; and secondly, because of these only

such portion can be considered, as the actual extension of the

levelling may have supplied data for—this is indeed to be

regretted, but can be no reason for refusing to take account

of it, even if it should perhaps jn-ove probable or even certain

that only a relatively siuall portion of the disturbance would

thiis ever be brought to our knowledge. The matter becomes

plainer to the mind by an instance : suppose an astronomical

station situated at the foot of the great pyramid of Cheops; Ictus

say, in the middle of the southern side. We have not ourselves

selected this station; we find it among the materials at our dis-

posal, which we have to use to the best of our ability, for the

determination of the figure of the earth. Can there be a doubt

as to whether or not the correction of 0"*7 to the observed lati-

tude at this station, which Peters has calculated for such a

case, should be accepted, or whether a computer would bo

rio-ht who from prudence should entirely exclude this latitude ?

And if the correction is here obviously necessary, is the matter

ditferent if, instead of the pyramid, we think of Schehallien ?

or even, instead of this isolated mountain mass, of some more
extensive inequality of the earth's surface, equally and, as

reo-ardsits mass, as correctly known? In such a case we cer-

tainly cannot toll quite as well as in the case of an isolated

mountain how far we should extend the calculation ; this,

however, makes no important difference. The ansAver to the

question "how far?" is a decided one :—in every case, as far

as possible; ten miles' distance is better than five; five is better

than one ; one better than none at all.

" In the foregoing remarks we have endeavoured to the best

of our knowledge to bring forward and to place in the clearest

lifht everything that we can say in favour of the views which

Grcneral Schubert maintains so warmly; and we acknowledge

readily that a certain force in these arguments is not to be

denied. If nevertheless, after mature deliberation, we must

needs express ourselves as quite opposed to this opinion ; in that

we, in the present state of things, are not only far from con-

sidering as necessary the levellings recommended, but rather,
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supposing tliem completed, should regard their employment for

the purpose of correcting the latitudes as injurious for the ob-

ject of arc-measurement ; then it certainly becomes our duty

to justify such a difference of opinion by substantial reasons.

We will proceed therefore to perform this duty, and hope that

the ai'guments which are most important to the maintenance

of our opinion will not fail in their effect upon the mind of the

unprejudiced reader.
" Our opinion is this :—In all the preceding arguments one

important circumstance is entirely left out of consideration,

one assumption is constantly and tacitly made, which is in-

deed very necessary as affording these arguments some justi-

fication, but which yet in itself lacks all justification. The
assumption is this—that between that portion of the whole
disturbance which, as we said before, we are able to take into

account, and that other portion which, for want of information

we must disregard, there is no necessary connexion. If this

assumption is well founded, if the whole disturbance is nothing
but a lawless aggregate of fortuitous individual forces coope-
rating, then we cannot deny that the consideration of any one
of them accessible to us would be a real gain ; but if this as-

sumption is not admissible, all inferences from it fall to the

ground. That this really is the case (that is to say, that in

judging of the admissibility or non-admissibility of the correc-

tions, the assumption we have pointed out is the essential one)
wiUbe evident if we turn again to the examples just given. The
true and only foundation of the absolute consent given to the use
of the correction in the case of the pyramid consists in the fact

that we know, in this case with certainty, that the^ disturbing
mass considered is one that has been brought from a distance

and placed there ; so that there can be no question of any con-
nexion between it and the surrounding masses on or under the
surface of the earth. It is different, however, in both the
other cases. Apart from the difficulties which are asso-

ciated with the exact measurement of the geometrical form
and solid content of the disturbing surface inequalities, the
fullest confidence in the result of geological research must
here be especially needed in order to repel the doubt whether
certain counteracting effects must not necessarily be con-
nected with the undeniable operation of these visible masses.
This doubt seems all the more justifiable when one considers
how comparatively insignificant are even the greatest depths
at which any practical knowledge of the conformation of the
earth's crust has been obtained; and when, further, it is remem-
bered that even these few actual investigations can very sel-

dom be undertaken at the actual spot, but that we must in
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such case allow ourselves to be satisfied with theories, the
opiniou will perhaps no longer seem strange that even in such
cases as that of Schehallien, and all the more in those of wide-
spread irregularities of uncertain constitution, the justification

of the said correction has yet to Ijc i)roved. Xo doubt about
it exists of course in the mind of him upon whom lies the obli-

gation of furnishing this proof. This is naturally the business
of the one who asserts that the utility of the observed latitudes

for the purpose of determining the figure of the earth is

damaged by neglecting these corrections. Our wish, how-
ever, for as thorough an understanding as possibh; respecting

a subject so full of importance induces us to examine it more
closely, and to give our opinion as to the manner in which
the desired proof might be satisfactorily conducted. To this

end there seem to be three ways open to us :—First, there are

certainly cases in which the origin of the existing surface-

inequality can be declared with confidence, so far at least

that not a doubt need remain that it has any connexion Avhat-

everwith the distribution of density in the proximate interior.

This presentment will receive confirmation by remembering
the constant changes produced by water on the form of the

earth's surface. The accumulations thus brought about by
transference from distant and often extensive areas, are exactly

analogous to the pyramid referred to above ; and with due
regard to the circumstances, corrections to the latitudes of

adjacent points may, in such cases, be deduced which, if these

latitudes are to be employed for determining the mean figure

of the earth, we may regard as full}' justified. Secondly, we
may be convinced, in some particular case, of the practical ab-

sence of a compensating effect in iha interior of the earth ; and
this may happen if we can prove the opposing or, more cor-

rectly the corresponding, disturbanceof the latitude on the other

side of the disturbing mass, let us say, of the mountain : it is

to be remarked that this is always practicable, and presents no
very great, and certainly compai'atively few difficulties. When
once the work has been performed which is necessary for de-

termining the form and mass of the mountain, all that remains

is the determination of a second latitude, and the trigono-

metric connexion of the two points of observation Avith each

other and with the mountain. Then, if this condition is

fulfilled—that the difference of the two observed latitudes is

greater than it should be according to the geodetic distance,

and that by just so much as the sum of the disturbing in-

fluences of the mountain upon the latitudes taken singly—it

may well be admitted that on the whole the observed latitudes

approach more closely through consideration of these influences
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to those which correspond with the mean figure of the earth,

and are therefore also better fitted for the determination of this

mean figure. It will be seen at once without special reminder
that this is exactly the case of Schehallien ; and it will be ob-
vious that our willingness to allow the said correction to hold
good in this case is in no way founded on any confidence in

the assertions and deductions furnished by geologv, but on
the latitude on the other side of the mountain, and on the fact

that, as the outcome of the whole investigation, a correct value
has been found for the mean density of the earth; this is pre-
cisely what was demanded by the condition stated above, only
in reverse order. Two further remarks, however, present
themselves here to our mind, which seem to us sufficiently

worthy of notice to permit a short interruption of the strict

course of our argument. In speaking of the correct value of
the density of the earth, we regard it as if it were known from
other sources, whereas we are perfectly aware, not only that

the determination of the same was the especial object of these

very observations, but also that it was precisely these observa-
tions on Schehallien that gave the first conception of the
earth's density. The fact is, however, that it is only the con-
firmation which this determination of the density of the earth
has since received, by means of the decisive experiments with
the torsion-balance, that enables us to acknowledge the force

of any such proof—as will be seen when similar efforts made
upon Chimborazo and Mimet are remembered. For it is clear

that this method of determining the density of the earth lies

open to the same objection which we make to the justification

of correction of latitudes. Indeed, on closer examination we
find that in this case the objection has even greater force; for

as regards latitudes, something would at least be gained if

only in general, that is, on an average of many cases, an im-
provement were effected by this procedure ; whereas here, on
the contrary, a determination of the density of the earth is

supposed to be obtained in each case. But in fact nothing has
been attained but some information as to whether or not the
unknown disturbances of the direction of gravity aff'ect the
two points of observation differently: and it is clearly unrea-
sonable to consider a ^-idely aberrant result being due to such
disturbances, and, on the other hand, to allow a closely ac-
cordant result to count as a true determination of the earth's

density. Consequently, in one case as in the other, at Chim-
borazo as at Schehallien, these researches, for all that we can say
at present, possess an exclusively geological interest ; and to
this we must add that even if a great number of such determi-
nations were to hand, the whole of them could tell us nothino-
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certain about tlio mean density of the earth ; for there will

always remain the Avoll-foundcd suspicion of some necessary

compensation. It is scarcely necessary to remark that all this

refers equally to those researches in which the intensity, in-

stead of the direction, of gravity has been chosen as the subject

of observation. At the same time it must be granted that the

danger of finding the observed difference disturbed by the

action of foreign causes is smaller the nearer the stations of

observation lie to one another. Accordingly we cannot quit

this subject without having shown in few words how by a

different procedure it might well be possible to set aside, if not

altogether, at least in great measure, the above objection, and

thereby to give to these observations an essentially different im-

portance. In our opinion the common failure of all these

researches lies in the fact that two stations of observation

onlv have always been thought sufficient, whereas it is really

by their frequency alone that a judgment can be formed as

to whether the disturbing mass which has been calculated for

is really all that ha§ been effective*. The other remark to

which we referred above, has a more direct bearing on the

present subject. It seems that the second latitude, the deter-

mination of which we demand in order to justify a correction

being made to the first on account of local attraction, is so

essential that, while loithout it this correction has no foundation,

through it, in the greater number of cases, all further researches

become unnecessary. Let us examine somewhat more closely in

this connexion the results of the investigation into the deflec-

tion of the plumb-line at Schehallien. It was found that on the

north side this deflection amounted to ll'^'Gl x ^, and on the

southern side to 9"- 17 x ^ ; p and h betokening the mean densi-

ties of the mountain and of the earth. Now, as the difterence

between the two observed latitudes proved to be ll'''6G greater

than was demanded by the geodetic distance of the two points

of observation, it was inferred that 20''-78 x ^=ll"-6{), or

^=0-561; whence the deflection on the northern side would
o

* We nnist not ignore the fact that in tlie most recent determination of

this kind—at Arthur's Seat, near Edinburgh—tliere are three stations oi

obseiTation, one on the summit of the mountain, the other two on its

southern and northern slopes, almost in the meridian of its summit. This

seems to have been due, not so much to design as to the fortunate

circumstance that there a trigonometrical station occupies the summit,

and certainly not on account of any belief in what we consider to be the

material importance of a third station ; nor has its existence been taken

account of in deducing the result.
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be 6^''*52, and on tlie southern side 5'''14. We have signified

above our assent to the employment of corrections to the ob-

served latitudes corresponding to these deflections, viz. G'^'5

and 5"'l, should they be used to deduce the figure of the earth;

relying on the fact that the value 4*7 resulting from these

same numbers for the mean density of the earth agrees

pretty closely with the value given by repeated and entirely

independent experiments "vvith the torsion balance ; namely,
5'48 according to Cavendish, 5'48 and 5*58 by the two ex-

periments of Reich, 5*66 according to Baily. Although it

cannot be doubted that by the application of these corrections

the individual latitudes are brought notably nearer to the

mean, yet the figures themselves show that, even in this case,

the accuracy so attained is only moderate. For if 8= 5*5 in-

stead of the aforesaid 4*7, we have ^=0*48, and therefore a

deflection on the northern side 5''*6, on the southern side 4''*4;

or together only 10"'0, instead of the observed amount 11'''66.

The missing l''*66 must be assigned (together with actual

errors of observation) to disturbances unknown to us; and we
have not the slightest reason to divide this amount between
the two points in the same proportion as the attraction of the
mountain, as we really do if we apply the corrections 6'''5 and
S''"!. Is it not clear now that we gain quite as much, and
perhaps more, for the determination of the figure of the earth,

by adhering firmly to the directly observed latitudes, without
any corrections whatever ? and will it not alwavs be so, if only
the two stations are so chosen as to have the disturbing mass,
with the consideration of which we have to do, between them,
so that they shall presumably be aflfected about equally and in

opposite directions,—a condition for the fulfilment of which at

most a general knowledge of the surroundings of the place
will suffice ? But it is needless to insist further on the
practical importance of this consideration.

" Let us now turn back to the interrupted course of our
argument to indicate the third and, to all appearance, the
shortest and safest way, in which the said correction of lati-

tude might be justified. It is by appeal to experience, that
supreme judge in all matters relating to the study of nature.
Could we succeed in obtaining an unmistakable decision from
that tribunal, the matter would at once be set at rest.

Indeed all the pains bestowed in the foregoing arguments to
justify particular cases would be comparatively worthless, at
any rate for the purpose in hand, could it be shown that
by these corrections the observed latitudes are on the whole
really assimilated to the mean ones. For in truth it seems to
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us that every objection would lose its force in presence of

such a fact ; nay, more, that thereby alone can a sure

position be won, from which to form our conceptions of the

origin and formation of the earth's crust, in place of the

very vague suppositions and conjectures with which we have
hitherto been obliged to be satisfied. Against this something
can indeed be advanced ; nevertheless we do not hesitate in the

least degree to acknowledge the great importance that would
attach to such a fact, were it well established. We think,

however, that we are for that very reason doubly bound to

allow no lack of proper caution in establishing it ; first

noting carefully in each case all the connected circumstances,

and afterwards avoiding a general conclusion too hastily

drawn from particular cases. For such a conclusion to be

justified, it is not only necessary that it rest on a very con-

siderable number of separate carefuU}^ verified experiments,

but indispensable that these experiments have been made at

points as widely distributed as possible over the whole

surface. Yet when, with such restriction, we come to

examine the sum-total of fiict at present at our disposal

upon this subject, the existing information proves to be

insignificant, compared Avith what is required : indeed, no

such scale is needed to show its utter inadequacy. But we
must restrain the desire to give an account, in any de-

gree correct, of the present state of facts in this important

matter : it would be impossible without minute examination,

the result of which would show most plainly that even the

materials separately, apart from their scarcity, are for the

most part far from sufficiently Avell-founded for any further

conclusion to be safely drawn from them. Thus for example,

for the cases from which, according to all likelihood, the most

decisive indications would be to be looked for, namely the

attraction of great chains of mountains, we have to depend

almost exclusively on the results of the second Indian arc, the

most northern stations of which are near enough to the

Himalaya mountains for a very important deflection of the

plumb-line to be expected. What is to be taught on this

point by the Alps and the Pyrenees has not yet been ex-

amined sufficiently for us to be able to say more than that great

deflections undoubtedly exist there. The same is true of

the mountains at the "Cape of Good Hope.
_
We may also

expect very valuable additions of information in future years

from the Caucasus ; but at present it is in the case of the

Himalayas alone that anything determinate has been ascer-

tained. Yet even here our present knowledge goes but a

little way toAvards giving any really clear idea of the true
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state of the case. The subject has been investigated from

different sides, so that we by this time possess a whole litera-

ture upon it. We must notice especially that it has been the

occasion of a very thoughtful hypothesis by Airy, according

to whom indeed, at a certain distance from them, the deflection

corresponding to the apparent effect of these mountains

should not be discernible. The matter, however, as we said

before, is by no means exhausted, and this chiefly from the

want of a greater number of astronomically determined

points. For our purpose it will be quite sufficient to mention

the following undisputed facts. At Kaliana, the most nor-

thern station of the prolonged Indian arc, in lat. 29° 30' 48",

the attraction of the visible mass of the mountains lying

to the north causes, according to Archdeacon Pratt's inves-

tigations, a deflection of the plumb-line of 27''*8
; by so

much therefore, if no other disturbance existed, must the

actually observed latitude be less than the mean one, as

deduced geodetically from far distant stations. Instead of

this, in all statements of the mean figure of the earth as a

whole, which may be considered at all admissible with re-

spect to the body of existing measurements, we find for the

latitude of Kaliana invariably a quite insignificant correction.

Thus, in the comparison on pages 764 and 770 of the oft-

cited^English work, we find it to be not quite 2"; and the same
thing is observable at stations lying farther away. It cannot
be doubted, therefore, that there exist here, besides the

obvious, calculable, and so to speak visible disturbances,

others, invisible and counterbalancing, of nearly equal mag-
nitude. Even if one does not believe in any special connexion
or natural link between these two kinds of disturbance, but
considers their undeniable existence side by side to be en-
tirely accidental, still experience is in this case in no way
'va. favour of the said correction of latitudes. We vdW not
indeed say that it gives decisive evidence agaiiist it ; for just

as little as any one, on due consideration, will deny the natural

connexion in this case, so are we, for our part, willing to

imagine laws of formation and of stratification for these

mighty far-stretching mountains so entirely different from
those that prevailed at the origin of the immeasurably
smaller and, so to say, wave-like inequalities of surface every-
where met with, as to disallow any reasoning from one to

the other. As to these last, investigations have yet to be
made. It has already been made obvious that we are very
much in the dark about them. The only data of sufficient

if not always equal trustworthiness that to our knowledge we
possess are those given in the English work. Section xi. of
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that work contains a detailed account of the method of cal-

culation employed ; and the summing up on page 604 shows
for fil'teen places the amount of deflection of the plumb-line,

in the direction of the meridian, caused by the inequalities

of the surrounding country. But it is to be regretted that

later, page 770, the comparison of the observed latitudes

with those deduced from the combination of the various arcs

is given for only nine of these places, and not for all the fifteen ;

which might have been done, even if all these latitudes were
not used for the determination of the best mean figure of the

earth. We were very near trying to remedy this diffi-

ciency, by which available material is so notably diminished,

by the help of data elsewhere supplied in the work itself.

On further reflection however we refrained from this under-

taking, on the ground that, in a matter in which an intimate

acquaintance with all the accompanying circumstances is

essential, it is hazardous to go further than the author himself

has done. We take it therefore to be the wisest way to repose

upon what has been given in the work itself as the result of the

investigations, especially as this result is arrived at so fre-

quently and so harmoniously as we find it stated in different

places in this work. The conclusions may be summed up in

the following three propositions :

—

1. If the observed latitudes are corrected according to the

amount of disturbance shown by levelling, they still do

not harmonize by any means entirely with those cor-

responding to the general figure of the earth ; but di-

vergences still remain which are much too great to be

explained by unavoidable errors of observation.

2. But the agreement of the corrected latitudes is notably

greater than that of the uncorrected.

3. On the other hand, the agreement will be none the

greater the further the contours are extended.
'' To understand this last proposition we must add, with

reference to Airy^s hypothesis above mentioned, that for the

greater number of points which were contoured a two-fold

value of the deflection of the plumb-line is deduced. These,

which we may call A and B, are distinguished from each

other, the levelling in the case of B being extended to much
greater distances from the station than in the case of A.

A is therefore only a part of B, re])resenting what is due

to that part of the mass nearest to the station. The third

proposition says that A agrees more closely with the cor-

rection demanded by the general figure than B does.

" It is evident that such a fact, did it only rest on sufficient

grounds,would have a decided beariugon thequestionbeforeus.
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Through it direct evidence would be gained of the existenceO
. 1...

of some natural connection, for the possibility of which we
contend, of the visible disturbances with each other or with

unseen counteractions. The immediate consequence of this

would be, that it would be necessary to deciile in each case how
far the contouring should be carried ; for this question could no
longer be answered as before, The further the better. Should
it, however, be contended that the correction B does effect an
improvement of the latitude (or, in other words, bring them
nearer to the mean ones), we answer that, with the proof of

correlation between the causes in operation, the whole affair

puts on a different aspect—an assertion which we will examine
presently. First, however, to guard against misapprehension
of what is most certain, it must be said clearlj that at

present matters have not advanced nearly so far. Of the

three propositions stated above, only the first has claim to

general acceptance, and that indeed not since yesterday only

;

the other two depend upon so small a number of places that

they can certainly not be regarded as established, even for

the small area to which these places belong, namely Great
Britain. Even were this the case, the area is yet so small in

comparison with the surface of the earth, that a glance at the

globe is sufficient to show the inapplicability of a conclusion

drawn from such a portion to the Avhole. If, then, any force

could be conceded to the evidence furnished by the English
work, beyond the immediate range of the facts, it would tend
rather to establish conformity of the disturbances in question

to a law. But, in truth, nothing of the kind is yet proved
;

only the first noteworthy step has been taken on the road which
will certainly lead us in time to a knowledge of wider truths

in this region—a goal worthy indeed of the highest effort, but
one the attainment of which is sufficiently difficult and un-
certain without premature conclusions. In any case it is still

far distant ; nor till it shall really have been reached should we
think of deciding the question as to the admissibility of these

proposed corrections to observed latitudes for the purpose
of a determination, however important, of the figure of the

earth.

" In connection with what was said above as to the change of

view which must follow upon proof of relation between the forces

concerned, we would now show more distinctively how in such
case a new conception of the figure of the earth will become
necessary. In order that not the smallest doubt may remain
on this important point, we will now at the close of our
remarks recur to the simple illustrafion by which at starting

we sought to show what is especially meant by geodetic

Phil. Mag. S. 5. YoL 11. No. 69. May 1881. 2 B
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fi_i:;iirc : albeit the return to the bef^inninfr is really a step in

advance, inasmuch as we see ourselves led forward throuiih it

to a new conception. Let us then once more conceive the

earth as a homogeneous sphere : in consequence of its rotation,

the geodetic figure of this ball becomes, as we said before,

that of a particular spheroid : all observed amplitudes and
measured geodetic distances thus come into perfect accord,

or rather each of them can be exactly deduced from the other

by calculation upon this spheroid. But now let us imagine
that levellings have been extended over the whole surface

of the earth. These would show us that only at the poles

and at the equator would the surface be vertical to the

direction of gravity. Every other point Avould be found to

lie in a plane inclined towards the equator ; towards which,

were there water thereon, it would flow off. To fix our ideas,

let us restrict our thoughts to the northern hemisphere : there

we should at every point recognize an excess of matter to

the north, and consequently should calculate for a deflection

of the plumb-line towards the north, that is to say, for a
positive correction to the observed latitudes. If we followed

this up logically at every point, a figure would doubtless

result, which would strictly represent all the data furnished

by observation, namely the geodetic distances and the cor-

rected amplitudes. Though it is unnecessary to consider at

present this figure more closely, so much at least is evident,

that it would be dift'erent from the one corresponding to the

uncorrected latitudes. But now, what do we learn from this ?

It is an open choice which of the two we will have. Certainly

it would be better to have both if possible ; but can further

argument be necessary to show the confusion that would be
introduced into the whole matter should one allow oneself

to be seduced into permitting small portions of these correc-

tions to be made here and there

!

" AVe think to stop at this point. To try and exhaust the

subject would be neither suited to our powers nor demanded
by the occasion. We have, on the contrary, tried to resist the

frequently recurring temptation to closer detail or wider scope
;

but the object proposed we hope to have attained. Looking
back upon the foregoing pages, we think to have shown that

the view that, for the determination of the mean figure of the

earth, directly observed latitudes may without further justi-

fication be corrected for the amount of the apparent dis-

turbance of the plumb-line, and even that the calculation of

these corrections is an essential requirement of an arc measure,

rests either upon a confusion of ideas (that is to say, upon a

want of comprehension of what is really needed), or upon sup-
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positions which are in themselves highly unlikely, and in any
case entirely unproved. Such correction could be admissible

only in the case where the disturbances are recognized as

entirely accidental and independent. The decision as to

whether they are so in general must be a matter of experience.

If stress might be laid on experiments made up to the present

day, they would decide against the view to which we object

;

but in fact they will bear no such strain. Meanwhile the

purpose which these corrections are meant to serve, namely
to raise the value of arc-measurements in determining the

mean figure of the earth, may be attained with incomparably
less trouble and to a much greater extent, in a perfectly un-
objectionable way : we have merely to determine more lati-

tudes. This might be gathered from what has been said
;

but it is clear of itself when it is remembered that we have to

do with the mean figure of a body which is certainly irregular,

which figure can only be ascertained by observations taken
at as many points as possible.

" From among the foregoing remarks we think we may
commend to further attention our objection to special deter-

minations of the mean density of the earth, as well as the

suggested expediency of an increase in the frequency of
stations of observation.

" Finally, we must not neglect to defend ourselves expressly
against the conclusion that because Ave regard the repeatedly
mentioned levelling as of no avail for the purpose of aiding
in the problem of the figure of the earth, we therefore

think them altogether useless. So little is this the case,

that we do not hesitate rather to count these and similar

labours, and the solution of problems connected with them,
amongst the most important features of the higher geodesy.
It is only the application which it has been thought might
be made, in this direction, of particular materials, and the
opinion thence derived that such researches belong especially

to the essentials of arc-measurement, which is erroneous.
It would be going too far to attempt at present to describe in

fuller detail the aims which, in our opinion, ought to be the
principal ones ; but we are glad, in reference to this question,

to be able to give our entire and unqualified assent to a re-

mark made by Gen. Schubert, which is, we think, a not un-
necessary one—namely, that it would not be right to limit

these researches to the disturbance of the plumb-line in the
direction of the meridian, as has been done in the case of the
English work before us."

To the foregoing examination by Dollen, and to the con-
clusions which he has founded upon it, I may signify my
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assent uni-cservedly and witli full conviction. As regards the

question now before us, of adjudicating upon the proposal of

Gen. Schubert to the Academy, we are thereby led to this

conclusion—that, so far as present knowledge goes, we
can recognize no advance in the field of geodesy through the

application of corrections to latitudes for calculable local distur-

bance, and that an unconditional employment of such correc-

tions might lead to most erroneous conclusions. We therefore

protest most decidedly against the opinion advanced by Gen.
Schubert, that the Ivusso-Scandinavian arc is inconsistent with
the present state of science because the ground in the vicinity

of astronomical stations has not been minutely contoured.

In the next place, Dollen's argument sets forth clearly that

the said contouring is of quite subordinate interest in the

geodetic problem of determining the mean figure of the earth,

and proves that greater frequency of astronomical deter-

minations offers much more certain and efficacious means of

rendering innocuous the influence of local disturbance of the

plumb-line upon the desired result. On the other hand, how-
ever, let us not forget that the levellings accomplished in

Great Britain around the astronomical points are of great

interest, in that they represent fixed and certain standpoints

in the course of geological inquiry. In this respect, we
concede readily that the investigations into local attraction

presented in the English work are to be regarded as marking
an epoch. Had Gen. Schubert proposed that similar re-

searches should be undertaken in Russia also, for the purpose
of enlisting geodesy in the service of geology, in order to

collect material for the latter, we should certainly not have
refused to assent willingly to the proposition.

It may here indeed be mentioned that work of this de-

scription has been going on in Eussia for years, and that

under instructions from the Pulkowa observatory and with
the special cooperation of its director. Regarding the work
thus undertaken or planned in Russia I may perhaps be
permitted to offer here a few words.

For the purpose of geology it is obviously not essential

that the inquiry into local attraction should be prosecuted

only at arc-stations. That this has been the case in Great
Britain is simply due to the fact, that the whole country is

there covei-ed by the geodetic network, and that, from the way
in which the work has been executed, all points which are pre-

cisely determined astronomically, and geodetically connected,

have been incorporated into the arc-measure. It might indeed

seem strange that these same researches have not been insti-

tuted for all, but only for some of the stations of the arc.
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This, however, may be explained, irrespective of the fact that

what has been eflfected is only experimental, by considering

that, notwithstanding all the labour and expense bestowed

thereupon, the levelling operations in Great Britain have not

yet progressed so far as to furnish such satisfiTctory data re-

garding the surface inequalities for all points as are available

for those stations at which this work has actually been done.

In Russia, on the other hand, as Ave know, the greater part of

the triangulation is distinct from the arc. Any survey station

which has been precisely determined astronomically would
here serve the purpose for geological inquiry as well as an

arc-station. The next question would then be, at which of

these stations shall the inquiry be undertaken ? In our

opinion this question should be answered in this sense—that

such points deserve to be worked as have an especially geo-

logical interest ; points where already a marked local attraction

is indicated, or where local peculiarities, such as mountain
masses or depressions, promise evidence on particular doubts.

In connection with this last category, Dollen has already

alluded to the Caucasian survey. And, indeed, we may hope
that by the prosecution under General Chodsko's direction of

that triangulation, which, cutting the Caucasus nearly in the

direction of the meridian, is intended to connect the Trans-

caucasian survey with that which has been executed in the

southern part of European Russia, very valuable material

will in the course of a few years be available for the confir-

mation or reversal of Airy's hypothetical explanation of the

nearly inappreciable influence of the Himalayas upon the

plumb-line.

Under the first category of points, namely such as are

already indicated by remarkable local attraction, a prominent
place must certainly be assigned in Russia to Moscow. From a

large number of points, chiefly on the borders of the province
of Moscow, connected independently of each other with the

Moscow Observatory, the latitude of this last, gedoetically in-

ferred, is found to differ on an average 10'^ from the directly

observed value. In a district apparently so little irregular as

that which surrounds Moscow such a phenomenon is certainly

to be regarded as startlino-. The mag-nitude of the deviation

amounts to about four times the mean value of local attraction

for any unspecified place on the earth^s surface, as presented

by the nearly coincident determinations, first, of Bessel, and
more recently, of Clarke, in their works on the figure of the

earth. Here, then, it behoves to make sure of the fact in the first

place by the most precise measurements ; then to trace the

course of the anomaly in the neighbourhood: and then perhaps,
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by recourse to extended levelling combined with inquiry into

the subsurface conditions, to reach some conclusion us to the

extent to which the anomaly is represented by the configuration

of the actual surface-strata. Under instructions from head-

quarters, Prof. Schweizer, the director of the observatory at

Moscow, has for several years been occupied with the tirst

of these duties, and we may shortly expect a publication of

the desired results. So far as we are aware, these operations,

interesting as they are, do not progress, on account of insuffi-

cient means, with either the accuracy or the rapidity which

their importance would seem to demand.

Another striking anomaly seemed a few years ago to be de-

tected on the shores of the Ladoga Sea, at the town of

Navova-Ladoga, the longitude of which, deduced geodetically,

differed notably from the astronomically determined value.

The attention of the Pulkova Observatory was consequently

directed to this point particularly, by reason of its neighbour-

hood. The ditierence, however, has been found much less

by more recent determinations, which have shown that the

former result was to a great extent due, partly to errors of

observation, and partly to numerical errors in the deter-

mination of the longitude-difference. What still remains as

the apparent local attraction at Xovaya-Ladoga is neverthe-

less in excess of the average, being as much as 0"7 second of

longitude, which in lat. ()0° corresponds to 5 seconds of a

great circle. It is not large enough, however, to demand a

special investigation in this quarter.

Dollen has also brought clearly before us that reliable

grounds for a decision as to the relation between local attraction

and crust-conformation can only be acquired by levelling

when it is of great extent. This is especially the case in

Russia, where the irregularities are as a rule individually in-

significant ; the general elevation or depression of the land

being, on the other hand, in certain directions very considerable.

It follows that if we desire to make real })rogress in Russia

in this direction, it becomes essential to determine the rise

and fall of the land over as wide an extent as possible, by

means of a system of connected levels. It is known to the

Academy that the prosecution of such a general scheme of

levels has been proposed by the Government to the chief Ob-

servatorv, for other and more immediately practical reasons
;

and various preliminary inquiries have already been instituted

with a view to ways and means to carry it into effect.

Should this design, as we hope, be shortly put into execution,

geology will certainly gain thereby a large body of material.

Before we bring to an end this our judgment upon the
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proposition of Gen. Schubert we think it undesirable to pass in

complete silence over one point, which, though it does not

belong directly to the subject, yet to avoid misunderstanding

demands some explanation. We refer to the statement, fre-

quently occurring both in Greneral Schubert's essay in the

Astronomisclie JSachrichten and in his communication to the

Academy, that it is to Airy that the English arc owes its pre-

eminent position as marking an epoch in geodesy, through

the application by him of the before-mentioned corrections to

individual latitudes. This statement seems to be entirely

without foundation ; for in the account of the English arc we
find nothing which can be regarded as in favour of this state-

ment, but rather the contrary. The only occasion on which
Airy's name occurs in that work in connection with the in-

vestigations of local attraction is in the mention of his

ingenious speculation by which he seeks to explain the pheno-
menon that the Himalayas exert no sensible influence upon
the plumb-line at the neighbouring stations of the Indian arc.

This speculation alone should have sufficed to prove that Airy
did not approve of the application generally and unconditionally

of such corrections. 1 have moreover had the opportunity,

partly by letter and partly by oral communication, of learning

what are Airy's views on this point ; and think myself entitled

to say that that distinguished philosopher is in agreement with
me in the opinion that such correction of latitudes in general

must be regarded as opposed to the geodetical purpose, while

at the same time he certainly does not ignore the bearing which
such investigations must have upon geological studies. If

there is any thing in the said English work which could
suggest the thought that Airy was directly concerned in it,

it would be the careful, circumspect, and, in a word, mas-
terly treatment of the geodetic material ; but for the credit of

this too, Airy, as I know from his own lips, waives all claim

:

it belongs exclusively to the authors named upon the title-page

—to the present Director of the Ordnance Survey, Sir Henry
James, and to his distinguished Assistant, Captain Clarke.

XLVI. CertainDimensionalProperties ofMatter in the Gaseous
State. An Answer to Mr. George Francis Fitzgerald. By
Professor Osboeke Reynolds, F.R.S.*

IN the February number of the Philosophical Magazine
there appeared a paper by Mr. Fitzgerald, in which

he criticised my paper " On certain Dimensional Properties

of Matter in the Gaseous State," Philosophical Transactions

* Commmiicated by the Aiitlior.
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of the Royal Society, 1879. Mr. Fitzgerald courteously put
his remarks in the form of questions, expressing the hope that

I Avould answer them. I was prcventetl by other work from
preparing any thing in time for insertion in the April number;
but 1 now ask your space for a few remarks.

The objections taken by Mr. Fitzgerald to my work may be
summed up as three :

—

(1) That by dividing space into eight regions I have adopted
a method which is at once inelegant and unnecessarily elabo-

rate.

(2) That I have omitted terms which, if retained, Avould

have altered the results.

(3) That I have changed my views and adopted the theory

which I had ])reviously combated.

To all these accusations I would most emphatically plead

not gvilly. And I "would further suggest, in explanation of

Mr. Fitzgerald's difliculty, (1) that he has not jniid equal

attention to all parts of my paper, but has rather confined his

attention to those parts which relate to the phenomena of im-
pulsion, in which he seems to be especially interested, and
that thus he has failed to see that, in order to obtain any
results whatever for transpiration, the division of space into

regions is necessary; and (2) that in his anxiety to find a dif-

ferent result in the case of impulsion from that which I had
obtained, he has failed to perceive that the terms which I have
neglected, and of \vhich he instances one as disproving my
conclusion, are of a distinctly smaller order of magnitude than

those which appear in my result.

As regards, then, the charge of inelegance, I am sure that

Mr. Fitzgerald would not for one moment have urged it had he

not thought that the particular step to which he objects might
be replaced by some other known method. One might as well

abuse David because he used a stone and sling, as object to the

inelegance of a mathematical method by which alone true

results have been obtained. Of course I do not for one mo-
ment defend my method as being elegant, nor should I have

noticed this remark were it not that, taken together with the

more definite criticism to the same effect, it shows conclusively

that Mr. Fitzgerald has fiiiled to notice the gist of the greater

portion of my paper—that he has failed to notice one of the

most important terms in the equudon of transpiration and the

manner in which this term enters. In the paragraph begin-

ning at the bottom of page 104 he says, " "With the symbols

and notation I have no fault to find ; but I must enter a pro-

test against his elaborate and totally unnecessary division of
space into eight regions. He might have perfectly well calcu-
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lated equations (43) to (47) without rendering a difficult sub-

ject tenfold as elaborate as was necessary." And then be goes

on to show how I might have obtained equations for the ag-

gregate results at one integration. Clearly, then, he has seen

no object in my division of space into regions, and is at a loss

to account for it except as mere clumsiness in the integrations.

Had he, however, looked closer, or even been careful to be
accurate in his statement, he would have seen that the two
equations (44), which are among those to which he refers,

only apply to the partial groups for which u is respectively

positive and negative, and that they contain a term which
apparently disappears if the respective members of the two
equations be added ; and he would have seen that the same
thing is true of equations (45)*, which hold only for groups
for which v is respectively positive and negative, and from
which two terms disappear when the results are added. Now
these terms, which are the first and second, are sufficiently-

obvious in the partial equations, whereas they do not appear at

all if the integration be extended to both groups ; and if Mr.
Fitzgerald had followed the next articles (83) and (84), he
would have seen why these terms are important. To ignore

these two articles is to ignore the method by which the results

for transjiiration are obtained; and these results were the main
purpose of the preliminary work in the paper.

To obtain any results at all for transpiration, it is necessary

to divide space into two regions, or else to consider the mean
range s as function of the position of the point and disconti-

nuous at the solid boundaries ; and by the latter method the

determination of the form of the function requires that space

should be divided. The results depend entirely on the terms
which, when s is constant, disappear in the complete integra-

tion, but which, if different arbitrary values are assigned to s

for the different regions, do not cancel when the partial inte-

grals are added. No result whatever is obtained by complete
integration if s be constant ; and although Mr. Fitzgerald does
not seem to have noticed it, the late Professor Maxwell fol-

* The partial equations (45) :

—

"^rMMW P'^^ _ ^ dpxU £^ clpu,"^ _ s dpotW
'^^

2^/n 2^/n d>/ %T^d^ 2V^~^^'

y 2s/7v 2V7r dy 27r dx 2s/n dx

The equation obtained by complete integration :

—

2s/tt dy 2s/tt d-v
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lowed mo in dividing space into two regions at the bounding
surfaces, calling the two groups the absorbed and evaporated

gas. But without the use ot"arl)itrary coclHcients be bad no
means of dealing witb tbe variable condition of bis gas, except
bj assuming tbat tbe same distribution bolds in botb groups
at all points. To meet tbis assumption (wbicb, be points out at

tbe top of page 253*, is imj^robable) be bad furtber to assume
a bigbly complex and improbable condition of surface ; and the

result is tbat the equation be obtains (77) is short of the most
important term. This term is tbat Avhich gives tbe result when
tbe tubes are small compared with s ; and as this is the only
case in wbicb tbe results are appreciable, when Maxwell came
to apply bis equation to an actual case there was no sensible

result.

In the first instance, I also began by considering space as

divided only at the bounding surface, and, assuming the distri-

bution in the two groups tbe same, integrated for the complete
space ; and tbe result I then obtained was precisely the same in

form as tbat subsequently obtained by Maxwell. These results

correspond with the experimental results for a tube whose diame-
ter is large compared with s—called by Graham transpiration

;

but they do not at all correspond witb the law which Graham
found to bold when he used a fine graphite plug, and which I

have shown to bold also with coarse stucco plugs when tbe

gas is sufficiently rare, viz. that the times of transpiration of

equal volumes of different gases are proportional to tbe square

roots of tbe atomic weights. Graham had considered this

law as depending on the fineness of tbe pores of the plug, and
bad suggested that the action then resembled that of effusion

through a small aperture in a thin plate, rather than transpi-

ration tlu'ough a tube of uniform bore ; and tbis is the assump-
tion which Maxwell falls back upon to account for tbe dift'er-

ence between his calculated results and those of experiment.

Tbat I did not do the same was owing to my having, by rea-

soning ab initio, after tbe manner explained in the analogy of

tbe batteries, in the very first instance found that the law of

the scjuare roots of the atomic weights must hold in a tube

whenever the gas was so rare tbat tbe molecules ranged from
side to side without encounter, and to my having proved by
experiment that botb laws might be obtained with the same
plug by changing the density of tbe gas. It was thus clear

to me that some term bad been omitted in my equation ; and
after a long search it was found that, though the term vanished

in the complete integral, it appeared in the partial integrals

when space was divided into regions, and that, as the values

* " On Stresses in Rarefied Gases," Appendix, p. 249, Phil. Trans. 1879.
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of s were obviously diflferent in the ditFerent regions, the

assumptions on which the complete integral had been obtained

were clearly at fault. The further division into eight regions

was not only for the sake of symmetry, but that all the other

terms which enter into the partial integrals might be examined,

and as being necessary in particular cases—as, for instance, in

that of a round tube, which is also treated of in the paper.

Having thus shown that, however elaborate and inelegant,

the division of space into regions is essential, it is unnecessary

to defend it on other grounds. But I may remark, by the

way, that such a division does tend greatly to simplify the

consideration of motion. This, I think, is proved by the uni-

versal adoption of north, east, south, west, zenith, and nadir.

I have dwelt at considerable length on the foregoing point,

as the misconception of this point is fundamental to all Mr.

Fitzgerald's criticism. The rest I may answer shortly.

With regard to Professor Maxwell's remarks on my paper,

and his own work on the same problem, of course the sad cir-

cumstance of his death occurring, so that this was about the

last work he did, renders it very difhcult to approach the sub-

ject; but with reference to what I have already said, and in

explanation of the apparently imperfect idea at which he

arrived as to the scope and purpose of my method, it may be

stated that, before writing his own paper. Professor Maxwell
had only seen my paper in manuscript in the condition in

which it was first sent in to the Royal Society, when the pre-

liminary part was very much compressed, and, as I fear, some-
what vaguely stated, besides being founded on different assump-
tions from the present. Without entering further upon this

now, I may refer to a letter which I addressed to Prof. Stokes

after seeing an early copy of Prof. Maxwell's paper, and before

I was aware of his illness, which letter was subsequently pub-
lished in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for April 18^>0,

p. 300.

Mr. Fitzgerald has asked me for an explanation of the

system on which certain terms are retained and others neg-
lected. This is difficult to give in a few words ; but I was
under the impression that it is sufficiently explained in the

paper. It seems to me that the difficulty which Mr. Fitzgerald

has found must have arisen from his having adopted the

hitherto vague way of looking at the mean path of a particle

(or in this case the mean range) as a small quantity, without

strictly inquiring as compared with what it is small. In my
paper, s is nowhere to be regarded as small except in cases

where it comes into direct comparison with some definitely

larger quantity. The small factors are — , - -z-, and r-;
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the squares of such quantities being consistently neglected.

cPx
Such factors as r^, and variations of higher order are zero

in the case of transpiration, but in the case of impulsion they

are of the same order as the results. But the retention of such

terms in equations (42) to (48), or in the fundamental theorem,

s^ d^ot
would only give rise in the results to such terms as — -j-^; so

that as long as s is small compared with r no error can have

arisen from the neglect of these terms. And this is the only

case to which these results have been applied, the extreme

case where s is large compared with r having been dealt with

by a special method which gives rigorous results. In the first

d^u
instance, all terms of the second order such as — ^-s were

' a dx^

retained ; and it was only after it was found that these did not

in any way affect the results as a first approximation that they

were neglected. The terms I have neglected are, as far as I

perceive, the same as those neglected by Professor Maxwell;

and such was the care taken in this matter (which is of funda-

mental importance) that I am very confident that there is no
mistake. On the other hand, it is difficult for me to see how
Mr. Fitzgerald can have failed to see that the residual terra,

which he instances as showing that I am wrong in saying that

my equations show that there is no force in the case of parallel

flow, is distinctly of the second order of small quantities. But
even to this terra he has no right ; for in order to obtain results

to such an order the variations of s would have to be considered.

It seeras that Mr. Fitzgerald is of opinion that the parallel flow

of heat does cause stresses in the gas, and that he has been trying

to find that I have not disproved the possibility of such stresses.

If he confines his attention to stresses of the same order of

magnitude as those now shown to exist in the case of conver-

ging or diverging flow, he will find that both Professor Max-
well and I have proved the im})0ssibilitv of their existence

;

but if he goes, as he appears unwittingly to have done, to a

higher order of small quantities, then 1 have nothing to say,

except that he has no inconsiderable task before him.

Lastly, as regards the charge of having changed my views

and having adopted a theory which is practically the same as

that which I had been previously combating, I can only say

that against no theory have I said a word of which I do not

maintain the truth. I have never asserted that the variation

of pressure in the direction of the flow of heat, which I have

consistently maintained to be necessary to the production of

the phenomena of impulsion, may not be attended by a differ-
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ence of pressure in diflferent directions ; and, of course, I have
known that such must be the case since the time that I have
seen and proved by experiment that this direct variation of the

pressure depends on the convergence of the lines of flow, which
was before the letter referred to appeared in ' Nature.' But
what I have consistently maintained is, that a difference of

pressure in different directions (_i. e. parallel and normal to

the hot and cold surface) w411 not explain the experimental
results ; and this was the theory advanced in opposition to

mine, and which Mr. Fitzgerald still seems inclined to defend.

lam asked to mention the result which is referred to in art. 54.

I can only point to every phenomenon of the radiometer ; for

there the gas between the hot and cold surfaces always main-
tains a greater pressure on the hot than on the cold plate—

a

result which is fully explained in art. 129, as the consequence
of the divergence of the lines of flow from the hot plate and
their convergence onto the cold plate, shown in fig. 13. If

Mr. Fitzgerald will only study the phenomena, he will see

that it is he who has misapprehended the entire problem. He
says a difference of pressure in different directions might tend
to cause the plates to recede from each other. Obviouslv it

would ; but then there is not the slightest evidence that the
plates do so tend to recede, while they actually move in the
same direction, the cold plate following the hot. Hence no
force merely causing them to separate can explain the pheno-
mena. I have pointed this out over and over again, and now,
so far from having changed my views, I have to go over the
same ground again. I Avill take a simple case—a light mill
with two equal radial vanes in the same plane, and on oppo-
site sides of the pivot, one black and one white. Let the
light be placed exactly opposite the vanes, and let the vanes
be at rest. Also let the surface of the vessel and the gas
be generally at the mean temperature of the vanes. If, then,
the force were only such as tends to separate the hot and
cold surfaces, there would be exactly the same force between
the comparatively hot black vane and the colder glass as
between the comparatively hotter glass and the colder white
vane ; for there are the same differences of temperature ; and
therefore the forces on the two vanes would tend to turn the
mill in opposite directions, and the mill would remain at rest,

instead of whirling round as it actually does. That the flow
of heat caused the surfaces to follow each other was proved
from the first by the experiments ; and that there is no force
causing the surfaces to separate of the same order of magni-
tude as the force which causes them to follow^ is now proved
by the kinetic theory.
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I think that now Mr. Fitzgorakl will reconsider his protest

aorainst § 53 ; for while maintaininrr, on the one hand, a theory

fiindamentally different from that in my paper, ho can hardly

maintain, on the other, that there are no such theories, and

that they have not found supporters. But, in truth, the

remark in art. 53 was not applied to the theory which ]\Ir.

Fitzgerald seems to be supporting ; and as I am sure that he

is not prepared to maintain that the phenomena of the radio-

meter take place in an absolute vacmtm, or are due to the

same cause as gravitation, I am sure that he will not wish to

stand sponsor to all the theories set forth since 1874.

In conclusion, I would say one word in acknowledgment of

those remarks in Mr. Fitzgerald's paper that were the reverse

of critical, and to confess that it is a matter of no small satis-

fiiction to have found a reader of Mr. Fitzgerald's knowledge

and acumen.
Oweus College,

March 24, 1881.

XLVII. An Integrating-^rachine.

By C. V. Boys, Assoc. Royal School of Mines. *

[Plate VIII.]

ALL the integrating-machines hitherto made of which I

can find any record may be classed under two heads :

—

one, of which Amsler's beautiful instrument is the sole repre-

sentative, depending on the revolution of a disk which partly

rolls and partly slides on the paper ; the other, comprising

all the remaining machines, depending on the vary'ing dia-

meters of the parts of a rolling system. As this subject has

been treated so recently by Mr. Merrifield in his " Report on

the Present State of Knowledge of the Application of Qua-

dratures and Interpolation to Actual Data," read at the meet-

ing of the British Association at Swansea, 1880, in which he

briefly describes previous machines and refers to the papers

in which a full description may be found, I do not think it

advisable to say more concerning them, except that none of

them do their work by the method of the mathematician, but

in their own way. The machine, however, which I have the

honour of bringing before the notice of the Physical Society

is an exact mechanical translation of the mathematical method

of integrating ?/ (/.r, and thus forms a third type of instrument.

The mathematical rule may be described in words as fol-

lows:—Pequired the area between a curve, the axis of .r, and

two ordinates. It is necessary to draw a new curve such that

• Communicated by the Physical Society, having been read at the

Meeting on February 26.
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its steepness, as measured by the tano;ent of the inclination, for

any value of x may be proportional to the ordinate of the

given curve for the same value of .r. The ascent then made
by the new curve in passing from one ordinate to the other is

a measure of the area required.

On Plate YIII. is a plan and side elevation of a model of

the instrument made merely to test the idea : the arrange-

ment of the details is not altogether convenient. The frame-

work is a kind of T-square carrying a fixed centre B, which

moves along the axis of x of the given curve ; a rod passing

always through B carries a pointer A, which is constrained to

move in the vertical line e e of the T-square ; A then can be

made to follow any given curve. The distance of B from the

edge ^ e is constant ; call it k : therefore the inclination of the

rod AB is such that its tangent is equal to the ordinate of the

given curve divided by k ; that is, the tangent of the inclination

is proportional to the ordinate ; therefore, as the instrument is

moved over the paper, AB has always the inclination of the

required curve.

The part of the instrument that draws the curve is a three-

wheeled cart of lead whose front wheel F is mounted, not as

a castor, but like the steering-wheel of a bicycle. When such

a cart is moved, the front wheel F can only move in the

direction of its own plane, whatever be the position of the

cart ; if, therefore, the cart is so moved that F is always in

the line e e and at the same time has its plane parallel to the

rod A B, then F must necessarily describe the required curve;

and if it is made to pass over a sheet of black tracing-paper,

the required curve will be drawn.
The upper end of the T-square is raised above the paper,

and forms a bridge, under which the cart travels. There is a

longitudinal slot in this bridge, in which lies a horizontal

wheel, carried by that part of the cart corresponding to the

head of a bicycle ; by this means the horizontal movement
eunimunicated to the front wheel of the cart by the bridge is

equal to that of the pointer A ; at the same time the cart is

free to move vertically. It only remains to describe the

mechanism which causes the plane of the front wheel of the

cart to be always parallel to A B. For this purpose I make
use of the principle of the epicyclic train. If three equal wheels
are mounted on an arm, with their -p.^ ,

centres in a straight line and their
~"

edges in contact, any motion mav
be given to the arm or to the first {"II • Y l^
wheel, a, yet lines on the first and
last wheels, a and h, if ever parallel.
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will always bo so. Instead of tlie niiddlo wheel an open band
may connect the two outside wheels, with the same result. In
tlio same way another arm may carry a third wheel, c, con-
nected with h by an open Pi^ 2
band, as shown ; then what-
ever motion is given to the

wheel a or to the arms, lines

on a and c, if ever parallel,

will always be so. To apply
this principle the wheel a is

mounted on the fixed centre
B, and its rotation is equal
to that of the rod A B. A
pair of arms hinged at H
connect B with that part of

the cart corresponding to

the head of a bicycle, while
the handles are replaced by the wheel c ; the wheel h is mounted
on the hinge H, and a single band goes round all three

wheels, as shown. The wheel h and the arms are balanced
about B by the counterpoise W. Thus, as A traces out any
given curve, the front ^heel of the cart has its plane always
parallel to A B ; and as the connexion between the cart and
B in no way interferes with its vertical motion, the front

wheel must describe the required curve. As the ascent in

1 r
this curve is equal to y I y dx, all that has to be done is to

measure the ascent, multiply by k, and the product is the

area required. If A is taken round any closed curve, the

ascent can be measured immediately by a rule and multiplied

by k as before.

In the instrument shown, k can be made either one, two,

three, tt, or — inches. If the one-inch constant is used, the

inclination of the rod A B is with large ordinates so great and

the motion of the cart so nearly at right angles to the direction

in which it is pushed, that there is danger of its being upset.

This difficulty is in great measure avoided by inclining the

board in the direction e e ; and then, as the inclination of

A B becomes greater and the power of the instrument to drive

the cart becomes less, the action of gravity on the cart in-

creases, and it can be moved with equal ease in all directions.

As the model works exceedingly well, I have no doubt that

a carefully-made machine would give results as accurate as

any other planimeter. As an aid in teaching physics to

pupils not familiar with the principles of the integral calculus.
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and in illustrating those principles themselves, I think it would

be found of very great value. To justify myself for bringing

a subject purely mathematical before this Society, I will briefly

give a few examples of its use. For simplicity's sake let ^= 1.

If A is moved along the axis of x (that is, 3/= 0), the cart

draws a horizontal line, the ascent is nothing, and the area is

nothing. Bv this means any want of parallelism between
the front wheel F and AB can be detected and set right (see

Plate VIII. fig. 1).

If A is moved along a line parallel to the axis of x (that is,

^= (:), the cart draws the straight line y=.cx\ that is, the

inclination is constant, showing that area is passed over uni-

formly (see Plate YIII. fig. 1).

If A is moved along an inclined straight line y=:c\i', the

cart draws the parabola y= -^ (see Plate VIIL fig. 2). This

is the path of a projectile : and the machine proves that it

must be so ; for taking abscissae as time, the curve repre-

senting the velocitv of falling is an inclined straio-ht line, while

the space fallen in any time, being measured by the area

betAveen the inclined line and the axis of x up to that point, is

found by the cart; and as the horizontal movement is propor-

tional to the time, the curve drawn by the cart is the path of

a projectile.

If A is moved along the curve ?/= ^7, a curve representing

attraction, the cart draws a rectangular hyperbola, showing
that potential varies inversely as distance. As abscissa? are

distances and ordiuates forces, it is plain that the work done by
an attracting body in bringing a unit from an infinite dis-

tance up to a point (that is, the potential at that point) is

measured by the area between the curve, the axis of .f, and
the ordinate at that point ; and as in finding this area the

machine draws a rectangular hyperbola in which, of course,

}j varies inversely as .r, it proves that potential varies inversely

as distance (see Plate YIII. fig. o).

If A is moved along the logarithmic curve y= e^, the cart

draws an identical curve ; and this it should do, since

j—=e^ (see Plate YIII. fig. 4). Since the pointer A and

the cart describe identical curs'es, it is plain that their distance

asunder is constant ; if, therefore, these two are connected by
a link, and then the machine is started on the axis of x, they
will each describe a horizontal line. But this will be an un-
stable motion ; for if they depart ever so little from horizontal

Fhil. Mag, S. 5. Yol. 11. No. 69. May 1881. 2C
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motion, they "vvill turn aside faster and faster, the cart pulling

the pointer and the pointer directing the cart, and thus origi-

nate the logarithmic curve.

If A is moved along a wave-line symmetrically placed wdth

respect to the axis of .f, the cart draws another w^ave-line a

quarter of a wave-length behind the first in point of time. If

the first line represents the varying strength of an induced

electrical curi-ent, the second shows the nature of the primary

that would give rise to such a current (see Plate VIIl.

fig. 5).

Fig. 6 shows the application of the machine to the deter-

mination of the area of a closed curve.

The rules for finding maxima and minima and points of

inflexion are rendered obvious by manipulating the machine.

By no moans can the cart be made to trace a maximum or a

mininmm unless the pointer A cross the axis of x ; nor can

it pass a point of inflexion unless A pass a maximum or a

minimum.
An indefinite integral requires the addition of a constant

;

but on integrating between limits this constant goes out.

This is illustrated by the tact that the cart may be started on

any level on the board, but the ascent made is the same.

Not only does the machine integrate y cb^, but if the plane

of the front wheel of the cart is set at right angles instead of

dx
parallel to AB, then the cart finds the integral of—, and thus

solves problems such, for instance, as the time occupied by a

body in moving along a path when the law of the velocity at

difierent parts is known. This is evidently true ; for if a line

be drawn perpendicularly to AB through B, it will cut e e at

a point distant from the axis of x by an amount equal to —

,

and therefore its inclination is such that its tangent is equal to

— • As the cart travels down instead of up for positive values

of ?/, its descent instead of its ascent must be taken.

Some modifications in the instrument would enable it to

integrate y-dx or ?/VAv ; it could also bo made to integrate

the product of two or more functions. I do not intend to go
into details with regard to those extensions of the machine,

but merely to explain the principle that would be employed.

As before, let A;=l. To integrate ij'-dx i\xQ rod AB would
be replaced by a T, as shown in fig. 3. The head of this

would obviously cut the axis of x in advance of the edge e e

by an amount equal to y^. Let a rod pass through this

point of intersection and through a point on e e distant from the
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axis of X by an amount equal to k or 1, then the angle between

this rod and e e is such that its tangent is equal to y'-, and if

the plane of the front wheel of the cart be kept at right angles

to this rod, the cart will integrate y'dx.

To integrate y^dx the second rod would be kept parallel

to A B, and the point where it cut e e would be distant from

the axis of x by an amount equal to y^ . If then the

plane of the front wheel of the cart were kept parallel to the

line connecting this point with B, as shown by the dotted

Fio-. 3.

lines in fig. 3, the machine would integrate y^dx. In these

cases, as in the integration of products, it would be well to

make h so large that the ordinates should never much ex-

ceed it.

To integrate the product of two functions—that is, to find

\^x y^x dx, the two curves y= cf>x and y= yjrx would have to be

drawn about two axes of x, one above the other, and two
tracing-points, each on the line e e, would follow the curves.

The fixed centre B would pass over the lower axis of x ; but

the epicyclic connexion, instead of joining B with the cart,

would connect B with the upper tracing-point, and cause a

rod passing through this point to be always at right angles to

A B. This upper rod would cut the upper axis of x at a

2C2
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point distant from ee by an amonnt CH|ual to ^j'^x ; if, then,

the front -wheel of the cart is kept at right angles to a line

joining this point of intersection with a point or\ ec distant

from the upper axis of x by an amonnt e(jual to h or 1, then

the cart will draw the Hne y=\ <^,v^xdx. The same prin-

*-'o

ciple might be applied to integrate the product of more than

two functions.

As in the case of simple functions, so with squares, cubes,

and products, the reciprocal could be integrated by twisting

the plane of the front wheel of the cart through a right angle.

Also the integral of ^ could be found by making the lower

curve i/=-\}rx, the upper curve >/ = (f3X, and by keeping the rod

which passes through the upper tracing-point parallel instead

of at right angles to A B.
-

The axis of x is drawn by using a little f square ot such a

length that its end is the same distance from the edge of the

board as the fixed centre B ; then a pencil held at the end

while the square is moved across the board will at once give

the axis of x.

I do not consider the modifications of the machine to be

of much importance ; but the simple machine as described

in the first part of this paper, is, I think, interesting as being

the only one that really illustrates the mathematical formula for

the integration of >/ dx.

My thanks are due to Mr. Hilger, of Tottenham Court

Road, for the great care and skill which he has bestowed upon

the construction of the instrument. Certain modifications of

detail, however, have been introduced which make it more

easy of manipulation without sacrifice of simplicity.

Physiccol Laboratory,

South Kensington.

XLVIII. On the Determination of Chemical Affinity in terms of
Electromotive Force.—Part IV. Bi/ C. E. Alder Wright,
D.Sc. (Lond.), Lecturer on Chemistrt/ and Physics in St.

Mary^s Hospital Mediccd School.

[Concluded from p. 283.]

Effect of Variation of the Material of the Electrode.

90. TT is well known, from the experiments of previous ob-
J- servers, that the nature of the surface of the electrode

considerably affects the value of the counter E.M.F. set up,

and that in particular platinizing a i)latinuni electrode largely

decreases the counter E.M.F. set up by a given current.
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This effect, however, is partly due to the considerable increase

in effective surface thereby occasioned. In order to see what
effects would be produced by substituting polished gold or

compact carbon for polished platinum, the following experi-

ments were made :—The carbon electrodes were thin slabs

about 1-2 millimetres thick, sawn from hard rods used for

electric lights ; they were were filed to a tolerably smooth
surface, and digested for some months with aqua regia—also

boiled at intervals with hydrochloric, nitric, and dilute sul-

phuric acids. To make connection with the battery, the upper
portions were wrapped round with platinum foil tightlv tied

on with platinum wire, connected to the glass mercury-cup
supporting the electrodes ; the whole of the platinum foil and
wire was then covered with gutta percha, so that only carbon
was exposed to the liquid in the voltameter. To make sure

that as little as possible of metals &c. capable of being acted

on by nascent electrolytic oxygen was present, thev were used
as + electrodes for several days in the electi-olysis of dilute

H2SO4, such a current being employed as to keep a con-
tinuous evolution of gas at the rate of some 50 to 100 cubic
centims. of hydrogen per day. The superficial area of each
electrode (measured by scale and compasses, and making no
allowance for increase of surface due to the carbon being
slightly pitted and not smooth) was 3*9 square centimetres.

The gold electrodes were similarly mounted, a platinum
^-ire being fused to them, and the surface of the platinum
covered with gutta percha, so that only gold was exposed to

the liquid in the voltameter. Surface of each electrode= 17*0

square centimetres.

Values obtained icitli Acid containing 27 grammesper 100 cubic

centims.

Gold Electrodes.

The distance apart of the centres of the electrodes was 15
centimetres, and the bore of the tube between them 1*1 square

15 X 1'4
centimetre; so that R=——— = 19*1 ohms.
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Carbon Electrodes.

The distance apart of the centres of the electrodes was 18 cen-

timetres, and the bore of the tube 1*5 square centimetre ; so that

E = 18x1-4
1-5

= 16*8 ohms.
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Fig. 5 (PI. III.) represents the four curves thus obtained,

—

those marked 1 and 3 being the curves obtained with acid of

27*0 grammes per 100 cubic centims.,and^Yith carbon and gold

electrodes respectively : and those marked 4 and 6 the curves

obtained with acid of I'O gramme per 100 cubic centims.,

with carbon and gold electrodes respectively. The other

two curves traced, marked 2 and 5, are put in for comparison,

being respectively the mean curves obtained as above described

with acid of 27*0 and 1"0 grammes per 100 cubic centims. with

platinum electrodes. In each case the weaker acid gives the

higher counter E.M.F. for a given rate of flow of electricity

per square centimetre of electrode surface ; but the effect

produced by the variation in the strength of the acid is small

compared with that produced by substittiting platinum for

carbon, or gold for platinum *.

It should be noticed, however, that it is highly probable

that the counter E.M.F. observed with the carbon electrodes

is somewhat diminished, at any rate for the smaller currents,

by the circumstance that electroh-tic '* nascent '' oxygen is

capable of attacking carbon, forming CO and CO., (Beetz,

Wied. Annalen, 1878 [2] v. p. 1 ; also Phil. Mag. 1879 [5]
vii. p. 1) ; the effect of this would of course be to dimmish e

by a quantity equivalent to the heat evolved in the oxidation

of the carbon (reckoned per gramme-equivalent of water de-

composed). With currents of the minuteness of only a few
microwebers it was not found practicable to prove directly

the formation either of CO or COo ; but the circumstance

that the observed values for e fell slio-htlv below 1*50 volt with

the voltameter containing acid of 27 grammes per 100 cubic

centims., and with currents of from 5 to 10 microwebers, or

slightly above the current equivalent to the " diffusion dis-

charge'" found with the same voltameter substituting platinimi

electrodes for carbon ones (viz. close to 4*0 microwebers),

together with the circumstance that with platinum and gold

electrodes the value of e was never below 1'5 volt when the

cuiTent exceeded that equivalent to the '' diffusion discharge,"

would seem to indicate that the values of e for these currents

found for the carbon electrodes were actually slightly below

the values that would have l)een found had no oxidation of

the electrode taken place.

* The two carbon cui'ves lie a little below tbeir true positions, owing to

the efFectire area of the carbons being a little gi-eater than their supei-ticial

measurement, on account of the unavoidable absence of perfect smoothness

and slight pitting of the surface. The true area, however, exceeds that

measured by only a small amount, the carbon surface having been filed

and ground so that the surface was as nearlv smooth as it could be made.
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Experiments with Oxidizahle Electrodes.

i*l. Suppose that dihite sulphuric acid is electrolysed with
copper electrodes so that a gramme-equivalent of copper
sulphate is formed at the + electrode for one of hydrogen
evolved at the — electrode. In accordance with the general
theorem (§ 61),

.= Ej + [S{(l-n)H}-2(n/0-2(H)M,
the value of e will be

"where H3 is the heat evolved during the production of a gramme-
equivalent of copper sulphate from copper, ordinary free

oxygen, and dilute sulphuric acid ; for in this case S(H) is

equal to Hg + Cl— ?2o)H2— «2^(o (the no, h.,, and Hg referring

to oxygen, and n,, li^, and H, to hydrogen), the diffusion

effect of the copper sulphate solution accumulating round the
4- electrode being left out of sight.

Writing E3 for Hg^^J,

e= ¥.,-^, + {{l-n,)YL,-n,h,}x3.

Of course, if some other metal be used instead of copper,

e. g. zinc, the same formula will apply, only the value of E3
will be different.

If, instead of dilute sulphuric acid, a metallic salt, e. g. zinc

or copper sulphate, be electrolysed, the same formula will

hold, Ej now representing the E.M.F. corres})onding to the
work done in decomposing the salt electrolysed into oxygen,
metal, and dilute sulphuric acid, and E3, as before, being the
E.M.F. representing the work gained in synthesizing the salt

produced by the solution of the + electrode from metal,
oxygen, and dilute sulphuric acid ; since //, = when a solid

metal is produced,

.=E,-E3 + (l-n,)Hi%J.

Taking into account the diffusive effect due to the strength-

ening of the metallic salt-solution round the + electrode and
its weakening round the — electrode [which, according to the

results of Moser (Wied. Anncden, iii. p. 216), H. F. Weber
(Phil. Mag. [5] viii. pp. 487 and 523), and Helmholtz (Wied.
Anncden, iii. p. 201), may amount to at least some few
hundredths of a volt under certain circumstances], this

fornmla becomes

.=Ej-E3 + {(l-nOH, + //}xJ,

where h' is the heat corresponding to the diffusive effect of the

concentrated and weak solutions per gramme-equivalent of

electrolyte decomposed ; // is of -f sign, since the results of
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the above experimenters show that the effect of the different

densities of the solutions round the two electrodes is to cause

a current to flow through the fluid from the weaker to the

stronger solution, i. e. from the — to the + electrode *, or in

the opposite direction to the current producing electrolysis.

If, then, dilute sulphuric acid, for instance, be decomposed
by means of oxidizable electrodes, say of copper, the value of

e will, under any given condition, be given by the formula

where h"x^= ^i-^z-
The same formula "will also apply when a metallic salt is

decomposed, //^%J still representing Ej— E3, whatever values

these two quantities may happen to possess. If the metallic

salt decomposed contain the same metal as that dissolved

from the + electrode, E^ will approximately = E3, and //''

will nearly = 0. Since, however, the physical condition of the

deposited and dissolved metal will rarely, if ever, be identical,

Ej will not exactly =E3 ; h" will represent the heat that

would be evolved in the transformation of a gramme-equiva-
lent of deposited metal into the physical condition of the

dissolved electrode.

Since /<x= '"'lieu a solid is deposited, the formula simplifies

to this, g^ |//+ 7^// ^(i_ ,^^>)H, }x^.
So-called non-polarizable electrodes are, strictly speaking,

misnomers ; they are only cases where the value of e is very
small, owing to the particular conditions of the experiment
rendering (1—n^Hj + ZZ + A'' but little greater than 0.

If the value of n^ decreases as the current increases, Avhen

it refers to a metal deposited, as appears to be the case when
it refers to hydrogen, from the above described experiments
it results that the value of e "will continually increase with the

current, if the conditions of the experiment are such that N
and h" remain constant (or if they are negligible).

92. Decomposition of Acidulated Water icith Copper Elec-

trodes.—In order to examine these points experimentally, known
currents were passed through a U-voltameter filled with well-

boiled, just cooled, dilute sulphuric "acid containing 11*5

grammes of H2SO4 per 100 cubic centims., and fitted with
cojDper electrodes each exposing a surface of 8*5 square
centimetres. After allowing a current of some 50 to 100

* Presumably tliis is only the case when heat is developed by the
mixture of the sti-ono' and weak solutions : were heat absorbed during
the intermixtm-e, probably the current would be reversed in du-ection

;

for in that case the expenditure of work in order to effect electrolysis

would be less instead of greater when the strong and weak solutions ac-
cumulated round the electrodes than it would be did diffusion and inter-

mixture take place instantaueously.
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microwebers to pass for two or three days the values of e

became approximately steady ; the following numbers were
obtained, the electrodes being 13 centimetres aj)art and the

bore of the U-tube between them I'Ol' square centimetre, so

13 X 2"5
that the value of R=——_— =;:]() ohms, 2-5 ohms being (as

calculated in § 89, footnote) the specific resistance of sulphuric

acid of 11 '4 grammes per 100 cubic centims. The values of
E are all probably a little underestimated, because it was
found impossible to allow a current of 25 to 50 microwebers
to pass for a fortnight, so as completely to saturate the acid

round the — electrode and the electrode itself with hydrogen,
and get rid of the last traces of dissolved oxygen, as was done
with platinum, carbon, or gold electrodes; for before a fortnight

had elapsed, the copper dissolved from the + electrode and
converted into copper sulphate had diffused to the other

electrode and became partly re-deposited there (at least this

phenomenon was observable in less than a fortnight when a

polished platinum plate was used instead of a cojiper one for

the — electrode). Probably this source of error afiects all the

observations about equally, and is but slight, since sensibly the

same values of E were observed for a given current whether
the observations were made on the 4th or on the 9th day.
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on altering the current-strengtli to some value previously

experimented with, the value of e always immediately altered

to something very close to the value it previously was found

to possess for the altered current, which could not have been

the case had the increase in value of e found for a stronger

current been simply due to the increase in the value of //

owing to the accumulation of copper sulphate solution round

the + electrode.

Very little difference in the value of E was noticed when
gold was substituted for copper as the negative electrode

(the dimensions and the positive electrode remaining un-

changed), the curve deduced by plotting the values of E —CR
as ordinates and the rates of flow per square centimetre as

abscissae being nearly, though not quite, the same whether

the — plate were copper or gold; what little difference did

exist was of such a nature that the gold — electrode curve lay

slightly above the copper one. On substituting platinum for

copper, the curve was very distinctly depressed ; /. e. the values

ofE —CR for a given rate of flow and a constant copper posi-

tive electrode were smaller with a platinum electrode than with a

copper one, and smaller with a copper one than with a gold one.

Whether the values thus registered by the aid of the quadrant-

electrometer are strictly comparable, or whether they are

complicated by a difference of contact action taking place

between the electrode and the brass quadrant of the electro-

meter (by means of the connecting-wire), is, however, open
to discussion *. Admitting that the contact action does not

materially affect the values obtained, the numbers found with

the gold, copper, and platinum — electrodes would indicate

that the value of n^ is greater with platinum than with copper

and greater with copper than with gold; i. e. the "condensing "

actions of the three metals for "nascent" hydrogen lie in

the order, platinum greatest, then copper, and lastly gold. As
regards platinum and gold, this is precisely the conclusion to

be drawn from the experiments described in § 90.

Experiments bearing further on the phenomena observed

* It is manifest that, whatever may be the nature of the contact actions

between two dissimilar metals &c., and however this may afiect the detemii-

natiou of the true difference of potential between two dissimilar plates con-

nected respectively with the two quadrants of an electrometer, such actions

have no influence at all on the resultwhen the two metals are the same ; so

that whilst the mercury in a mercury-cup and two thick copper wires

dipping into it may difter in potential, yet the two wires will be at the

same potential, i. e. just away from the mercurial surface ; and the dif-

ference of potential between the two quadrants of an electrometer is the

same as that between the two plates of a voltameter &c. respectively

connected with them when these plates are of the same material, e. g,

platinum, although the intermediate connecting-wires and plates them-
selves may differ in their absolute potentials from the quadrant-potentials.
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when the electrodes are not of the same material, will be

considered in a future paper.

93. Decomposition of Copper Stilpliate with Copper Elec-

trodes, ami of Zinc Sulphate icifh Zinc Electrodes.—The a'oI-

tameters used consisted simph' of U-tubos filled Avith the hot,

just boiled, solution of zinc or copper sulphate employed, and
then closed by india-rubber stoppers through which passed

glass tubes Avith platinum wires through the drawn-out ends,

so as to make mei-curv-cups, and keep the solution from access

of air ; to the platinum wires were soldered the electrodes,

consisting of well-brightened strips of metal of known size,

the solderings and platinum wire being covered over with

gutta percha. By introducing a known resistance into the

circuit, composed of voltameter and electromotor (one or

more l)e la Kue, or other analogous cells), the current could

be regulated and measured, and hence the value of e= E —CR
determined. In this way the following numbers were ob-

tained. With the copper-sulphate voltameter (which contained

a nearly saturated solution of the salt, containing 7'84 grammes
metallic copper per 100 cubic centims., the formula CUSO4
36 H2 requiring 7*80) the value of R was found to be close

to 110 ohms at the average temperature of the observations

—

this number being calculated from the dimensions of the

column of fluid between the electrodes, and the specific resist-

ance of the fluid determined by a new method which will be

described in detail in a future paper. Similarly, the value of

R for the zinc-sulphate voltameter was calculated to be close

to 250 ohms.
The following numbers were obtained with copper-sulphate

and copper electrodes :

—

Surface of each electrode = 8" 65 square centimetres.

(I.) Values obtained when each electrode was new, i. e. polished

compact rolled copper plate.
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(II.) Values obtained icith electro-deposited copper on each

electrode.

(a) When the copper had been deposited some 48 hours,

the electrodes being in the voltameter out of contact of air:

—

15-2
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the conclusion that either the freshly deposited copper h;id a
higher power of "condensing'" copper on its surface than
rolled copper, thereby increasing the value of Wi in the for-

mula

and that this power became lessened on standing, or else that,

on standing, the surface of the copi)er altered in such a way
as to cause the value of h" to increase, or, possibly, that both
changes took place together.

Precisely analogous results were obtained in other experi-
ments with different voltameters : with considerably stronger
currents up to some 5000 microwebers per S(|uare centimetre
of electrode surface, values of 0*2 volt and upwards have been
obtained for c by a method now being elaborated in conjunc-
tion with ]\rr. E. H. Rennie. Admitting that in these instances
the values of// and h" are negligible compared with (1— ?ii)Hi
(which probably is not quite the case), it results that the value
of ^iX^ must exceed 0-2 volt, /. e. that Hi, the heat of trans-

formation of " nascent " into ordinary copper, is areater than
0-2xl0« ,,^,, , . ,

j^ i -. ,.— =4oUU gramme-degrees per gramme-equivalent.

94. In precisely the same way the following values were
obtained on electrolysing a solution of zinc sulphate with
bright zinc electrodes, the area of each of Avhich was 8'6 square
centims., the value of R being close to 250 ohms.
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95. Under certain conditions, the value of h" in the formulje

arrived at in § 91, representing the counter E.M.F. set up

during electrolysis, may become negative, but numerically

greater than h' + {l—ny)B.-^— n-Jix. In such a case negative

work must be spent (or work will be gained) during the de-

composition ; the cell is then termed an electromotor, and

constitutes an ordinary galvanic element. When this is the

case, E3>Ei,—as, for instance, when the + electrode is zinc

and dilute sulphuric acid is electrolysed, or when copper sul-

phate is electrolysed as a partitioned cell, the one half con-

taining zinc sulphate with a plate of zinc therein constituting

the + electrode (Daniell's cell). The previous experiments

show that the value of the expressions

/i' + (l-?ii)Hi-ni//i and // + (l-?ii)Hi

(according as a gas or a solid is evolved at the negative elec-

trode) are positive even with very small currents, and increase as

the current increases. It hence results that the numerical value

of the negative counter E.M.F. set up in a simple voltaic cir-

cuit of zinc, another metal, and dilute sulphuric acid, or in a

DanielFs cell {i. e. the actual E.M.F. of the cell*), must de-

crease as the current produced hy it increases.

In the case T)f a simple voltaic circuit, this effect is wholly

distinct from one often observed in a newly set-up cell charged

with dilute acid containing dissolved air. When first set to

work the action of the cell is greatly intensified by the oxida-

tion of the evolved hydrogen by the dissolved oxygen (much
as is the case in a Leclanche element, the oxygen coming from

* The E.M.F. of au electromotor is defined for the present pui"pose as

the difference of potential set up beticeen txco poles of the same material

(e, g. the two brass quadrants of an electi'ometer, or two copper conduct-

ing-wires, the one connected with one plate of the electi'omotor, the other

with the other) correctedfur the effect of the current passimj (if appreciahle)

due to the cdiernal resistance. "Whatever may be the influence of contact

actions upon this corrected potential-difterence in any given case, this in-

fluence must be constant for a given apparatus, and independent of the
current generated, so that any change in the potential-difference set up is

not due in anyway to contact-action between the metallic plates and con-

ducting--wires X:c. The con-ection is of this fonn :—Let Ej be the actual

difference of potential and E., the E.M.F. of the electromotor, let R, be

the external resistance and E., the resistance of the electromotor, and let

C be the ciu:reut passing (-svhich =0 if Kj is indefinitely great) ; then

E3= ^i"f-^' , Ej = Ei+CR,. For the total work done by the cm-rent in

1

a time t is C'(Ei+Iv2)?, which ^KjCt, whilst the work done outside the

electi'omotor is C'Ii^t='E^Ct ; whence

E,=EiX h+^^ =Ei+E,x 1-1 =E,+ CR,.
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the manganese dioxide) ; but by-and-by this ceases and the

E.M.F. goes down. Tliis oft'ect is often said, vaguely and not

strictly correctly, to be due to the plates becoming " polarized
"

by hydrogen, the -svhich phrase really applies to the wholly
different phenomenon now under consideration.

That i\xQ E.M.F. of a Daniell cell is somewhat less when
generating a current than when no current passes has already

been shown to be the case by TValtenhofen {Sitzb. Akad. Wien,
xlix. '1, p. 229) and by Bectz, using a modification of the method
of compensation (Pogg. Ann. cxlii. \). 581,1871). Apparently,
however, physicists generally are under the impression that

the diminution in E.M.F., or " polarization " of the cell, thus

produced is practically inappreciable : thus, for instance,

within the last few months a determination of the value of v

has been made in Sir W. Thomson's laboratory by E. Shida,

by measuring the E.M.F. of a gravity Daniell^ first, in elec-

trostatic units (no current being generated), and then in elec-

tromagnetic units (a moderately powerful current being set

up); the which method evidently can only be applied if the

difference in the E.M.F. accordino- as a current is cenerated

or not is negligible (Brit. Assoc. Eeports, 1880, p. 4iJ7). The
same kind of remark applies to several other investigations

published during the last few years.

96. Decomposition of Dilute SnlpJmrie Acid icith a Zinc
Positive Electrode.—On trying experiments with a zinc (amal-

gamated) positive electrode and a platinum electrode in the

same way as those described in § 92, it was found that the nume-
rical value oft' was uniformly negative and decreased as the cur-

rent increased. So long as the current remained of a constant

value the nature and dimensions of the external battery were
immaterial ; so that tlie same value for e icas obtained whether

an external battery icas actually applied, or whether the zinc-

platinnm couple was the sole electromotor in circuit, provided

that, by suitably adjusting the total resistance in circuit, the

current was made the same. Thus the following average

numbers were obtained with a cell containing dilute sulphuric

acid of 10 grammes H2 SO4 per 100 cubic centims., the plates

each exposing 8' 6 square centims. of surface, and being con-

tained in a 11-voltameter like those above described, of I'l

square centim. bore, the centres of the plates being 13 cen-

tims. apart ; so that, as the specific resistance of sulphuric

acid of the strength used is close to 2*9 ohms at 18° (from

Kohlrausch's numbers, loc. cit. supra), the value of E was
, 13x2-9 ,, ,

close to —^-;^j— = oi ohms :

—
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Current, in

microwebers.
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Second Cell.

Current, iu

microwebers.
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ments and of the valuations of the E.M.F. of a Daniell cell

made by p^•e^dous observers, and of the bearing on the discre-

pancies between these valuations of the point just substan-

tiated (viz. the dependence of the E.M.F. on the current gene-

rated) will be resumed in a future paper. It may be noticed,

however, that even with a not very enormous rate of current-

flow per unit area, the diminution in E.M.F. amounts to several

per cent, of the highest value, a quantity quite sufficient to

vitiate observations in which the E.M.F. is assumed to remain

constant.

98. Similarly the E.M.F. of a Grove's cell is not Avholly

independent of the current generated, although the effect is

somewhat less marked than with a Daniell cell. The end
result of the chemical changes taking place in this cell are

expressed by one or other of the equations

Zu+ H2S04 + 2HN03= ZnS04+ 2H2 + 2N02,

2Zn + 2H2SO, + 2HN03= 2ZnS04 + 3H2 0+ N2O3,

3Zn + 3H2S04 + 2HN03= 3ZnS04 + 4H2 + 2NO;
so that, in addition to the production of gases (more or less

completely absorbed by the nitric acid), dilution of the nitric

acid takes places in the proximity of the platinum plate, thereby

causing // (the correction for the effects of differences in the

density of the fluids surrounding the electrodes) to have an ap-

preciable value. It is therefore to be expected that the E.M.F.
of a Grove^s cell will, like that of a Daniell's or an ordinary

voltaic circle, decrease with the current generated. That this

is actually the case is indicated by the following figures ob-

tained with a "gra-vdty" Grove's cell, the plates of which
exposed an actual surface of 8 square centims. each, the cal-

culated resistance of the column of fluid (partly concentrated

nitric acid, partly 5-per-cent. sulphuric acid solution) between
the plates being about 2 ohms, and the zinc plate being well

amalgamated.

Current, in

micro-webers.
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99. It hence results that all methods for determining the

E.M.F. of voltaic combinations, or for determining the internal

resistance of colls, which depend on the production of currents

of dift'ercnt magnitudes by means of the voltaic coml)ination

employed, may be erroneous to a considerable extent when it is

assumed (as is ordinarily done) that the E.M.F. of the combina-

tion is independent of the current generated, and when the vol-

taic combination is such that this assumption is untrue, which is

the case apparently in all the more common forms of cells, if

indeed it is not universally the case. Thus, for instance, in

Ohm's method for determining the E.M.F. of a cell, the cur-

rent Ci produced by the cell when connected with a galvano-

meter, the total resistance in circuit being Ri, is determined
;

an additional resistance Eg is then introduced, and the new
current C2 again determined. If the galvanometer be a sine-

galvanometer, and a and ^ are the deflections in the two cases

respectively,

Oi=Ksin« and C2=K sin/3,

where K is a constant for the instrument. If the E.M.F. of

the cell be supposed to be the same (E) for both currents, then

and

whence

E
Ci= Ksin«= ,5-j

C,=Ksin^=3^j,-^;

sma— smp

siuyS
= CiR2

= C2R2

sin«— sin/Q

^ina

sin «— sin /3

that is, E is known in terms of the currents, the deflections,

and the added resistance R2.

But if E be not the same for the two currents, being greater

for the smaller by an amount 8E, the equations become

Ci= Ksina= :j5->

Ri
and

n iz • /9 ^ + gE (1 + 8)E
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whence

(l + S)E=K.sina.E2 ''''^.
^ -

^ ' . sm/3
sin«—

1 + S

Evidently, if S be assumed =0, the value of this expression

is greater than the value when S is not = ; that is, the

assumption that the E.M.F. of the cell is constant throughout

leads to the calculation of a value for its E.M.F. greater than

the true value for the smaller current, and a fortiori greater

than the true value for the larger current*.

In just the same M'ay an incorrect value is obtained for the

internal resistance of a cell by Ohm's method, which depends

on the same princij^les. If Ei be the resistance of the cell

and R that of the rest of the circuit, a current is generated

E
Ci=Ksin«= ^_^-p ?

and by throwing in an extra resistance R2 ^^^e current is

reduced to

C,=:Ksm^=
j^_^y^^

-

If it be assumed that S= 0, then

sm a— sm p

but if S is not equal to 0, then

^=^ (1 + 8) sin «-sin/3~^'

which is manifestly less than the former value ; so that the

assumption that the E.M.F. of the cell is constant throughout

leads to the overvaluation of its internal resistance.

100. The results above described have an important

bearing on a considerable amount of work performed by
Favre {Comptes Rendus, 1866 and following years). By
passing a current through an electrolytic cell placed in a

calorimeter, an external resistance being in circuit so large

* In H. F. Weber's experiments on the vahie of J (§ 55), a trifling

source of error exists in those observations made with a voltaic batteiy,

the mean E.M.F. of which during the experiment was measured as a

necessary part of the data ; for the measurement gives the E.M.F. corre-

sponding to a current Cj, whilst the heat evolved was that caused by a

different current C^. As, however, Weber states that C^ was always ap-

proximately = Co, this source of error is not great and is probably negli-

gible, since the B.A. resistance values got by this method are sensibly the

same as those obtained by the two other independent methods employed.
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that the resistance of the cell was wholly negligible (?) in

comparison with it, and consequently the heat developed in

accordance with Joule's law was practically ?u7, Favrc ob-

tained values in terms of heat corresponding to the difference

between the work done in decomposing the electrolyte into

the primary and the final products of decomposition. E. g. in

one set of experiments with water, the actual mean heat-

development was close to 14,000 gramme-degrees per gramme-
e(^uivalent of water decomposed ; adding to this 34,100

gramme-degrees, the heat corresponding to the formation of

gaseous oxygen and hydrogen (Part I. § 31), it results that

in this experiment the total work done during the electrolj^sis

w^as equivalent to 48,100 gramme-degrees, or 2*12 volts ; i. e.

the mean value of e in these experiments was 2*12 volts. By
comparing together various values obtained in this way with

different electrolytes, Favre was led to the conclusion that of

this 14,000 gramme-degrees (which he regarded as a constant

heat-absorption during water-electrolysis over and above the

heat taken up in the formation of gaseous oxygen and hy-

drogen = 34,100), about i»500 were due to the transforma-

tion of allotropic oxygen formed by the first action of the

current into ordinary oxygen gas, and the remainder to the

transformation of allotropic hydrogen into ordinary hydrogen

gas. The above-described results, however, indicate that

these particular numerical values have only reference to the

particular apparatus and current-strengths used by Favre :

had the size of the electrodes been varied, or their nature, or

the current-strength, quite different numbers would have been

obtained in each case, not only in these particular experi-

ments cited, but also in a number of other analogous ones with

other substances ; for each change Avould have brought about

a corresponding change in the value of e, and hence in the

heat-evolution. Apart from this, however, as Favre's values

were obtained with the mercury-calorimeter, a considerable

probable error attends the determinations ; so that finally no

reliance at all can be placed on the conclusions arrived at

by Fa\Te in this series of experiments, as regards numerical

values.

It is noticeable in this connexion, that experiments by

Eaoult {Annales de Chimie et de Pliys. ii. p. 317, and iv.

p. 392, 1864 and 1865) show that the value of the counter

electromotive force set up during electrolysis varies with the

current ca'teris panhiis. Eaoult observed the "subsequent

polarization" of an electrolytic cell very quickly after the

rupture of the current, determining it in terras of a Daniell's

cell, this being itself valued in terms of the heat producible by
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its current whilst a gramme-equivalent of copper was precipi-

tated. The diiierence between the heat actually evclved in

the cell (measured by a calorimeter) and that equivalent to

the polarization, Avas termed by Eaoult " Local Heat/' and
found by hini to be larger with stronger currents. Tlie

results above described -^nth a Daniell cell, however, show
that the valuation in terms of heat of a Daniell cell is not a

constant quantity : for the heat capable of being evolved

by the current outside the battery during the precipitation

of a gramme-equivalent of copper, being proportional to the

E.M.F. of the cell, is variable with the time during which this

precipitation takes place, ?'. e. with the strength of the current

;

whilst the '"subsequent polarization," measured by Raoult,

being always more or less inferior to the counter E.M.F. set

up during the passage of the current, is not the true mea-
sure of the electrolytic work done by the current whilst it was
passing through the cell.'

Notvrithstanding, however, that the numerical results of

Favre and Eaoult are open to exception, these observers

were amongst the first, if not actually the first, to attempt to

carry out experimentally some of the lines of research opened
out by Sir W. Thomson (1851 paper), although the theo-

retical aspects of the question, as discussed by them, do not

entirely coincide with Thomson's mode of reasoning.

Summary of Results.

101. The following summary briefly indicates the salient

results arrived at in Parts III. and TV. of these researches.

(1) The passage of a given quantity of electricity through
an electrolyte causes the decomposition of one and the same
amount of substance, irrespective of the time taken in its

passage ; in other words, conduction without electrolysis does
not take place, and Faraday's law is true for excessivelv

minute currents as well as for those of considerable magnitude.

(2) With very feeble currents, however, and with certain

electrolytes, e. g. water, the quantity of products of decompo-
sition actually collected after a given time, does not absolutely

correspond to the quantity of electricity that has passed, even
after various sources of suppression have been eliminated, such
as occlusion in or condensation on the electrodes, solution in

the fluid, or suppression by the chemical action of dissolved

gases. The cause of this is the '•' diffusion discharge
"'

produced (in the case of water) by the diffusion towards the
— electrode of water containing dissolved oxygen, and to-

wards the + electrode of fluid containing dissolved hydroo-en
(and similarly in other cases), thus causing an unavoidable
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suppression by chemical action. When the amount of sup-

pression due to this cause is determined and added to the

observed amount of decomposition, the total corresponds

exactly Avith the quantity of electricity that has passed.

(3) In the electrolysis of acidulated water, until the sources

of loss of hvdroo-en other than " diffusion discharge " are

eliminated (viz. solution in the fluid, condensation and absorp-

tion by the electrode, and action of dissolved oxygen originally

])resent in the fluid), the counter E.M.F. set up when a given

steady current traverses a given voltameter is short of its

maximum value for that current ; simultaneously a deficiency

in the amount of hydrogen collected as compared with that

due to the quantity of electricity passing is noticed (even

after correction for diflrasion discharge) ; whilst on breaking

circuit, the rate of fall of the '^ polarization " of the electrodes

is more rapid than its minimum value for that current. On
the other hand, as soon as the counter E.M.F. reaches its

maximum, the deficiency in hydrogen disappears (after cor-

rection for difl^usion discharge), and the rate of fall of the

polarization after breaking circuit reaches its minimum.
The more nearly completely the sources of loss are eliminated,

the more nearly does the counter E.M.F. set up approach its

maximum, the less is the deficiency in the hydrogen collected,

and the more nearly does the rate in fall of polarization

approach its minimum.

(4) A theory has been enunciated, and more or less com-
pletely demonstrated, which reconciles the hitherto apparently

contradictory numerical values obtained by previous obser-

vers for the counter E.M.F. set up during electrolysis, the
" subsequent polarization '^ existing after rupture of the cur-

rent, and the E.M.F. of gas batteries. In accordance with this

theory, the relationships between the current flowing and the

counter E.M.F. set up in an electrolytic cell are expressed by
the following formula :

—

e=E+['S^{{l-n)E.}-t(72h)-^U)-]xJ.

(5) In the case of all the electrolytes examined, the value

of e is found to increase as the current increases, but at a

less rapid rate, so that the curves traced out by plotting

currents as abscissas and counter E.M.F. values as ordinates

are concave downwards.

So long as the rate of flow per unit area of electrode sur-

face remains the same, the value of e is constant ; i. e. if the

electrode surface and the current vary in the same way, then

e remains the same. With a given current increasing the

electrode surface diminishes the value of e.
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The values of e depend on the material of which the elec-

trodes are made. Other things being equal, carbon gives

higher values than platinum, and platinum than gold.

In the case of acidulated water, rendering the solution

more dilute increases the value of e.

From former observers' work it results that increasing the

temperature decreases e.

(6) The above formula, in conjunction with experimental

determinations of the variations in the values of e under various

conditions, explains coherently and quantitatively the leading

facts connected with counter E.M.F., polarization, and the

E.M.F. of gas-batteries, and accounts for the possibility, under
certain conditions, of decomposing an electrolyte with a less

battery E.M.F. than corresponds to the work done in splitting

it up into the final products—and also indicates that the E.M.F.
of a Daniell cell is not constant, but is less the greater the

current it generates, to such an extent that "s^•ith currents of

not very great magnitude a diminution in E.M.F. to the

extent of several per cent, is brought about, and that, in con-

sequence, certain of the methods in use for detemiining the

E.M.F. of cells and their internal resistance are, at any rate

for certain kinds of cells, incorrect, as they are based on the

assumption that the E.M.F. of the cell is constant.

(7) Bj means of the above formula and the experimental
determinations of the causes which make e to vary, &c., infor-

mation can be deduced as to the amount of energy vd\h
which gases are condensed upon the surface of solids, and in

particular as to the amount of energy requisite to break up
an electrolyte into " nascent " products solely, ^y conjoining

this determination with the determination of the methods for

finding the E.M.F. corresponding to the energy requisite to

break it up into the final products (described in Parts I. and
II.), information can be deduced concerning the afiinity of
the constituents of the electrolyte, and the variations of that

affinity according as the constituents are " nascent '' or in

their ordinarv free state. For instance, the energy given out
in the transformation of nascent hydrogen and oxygen into

the ordinary free gases exceeds the energy that would be
developed by the union of these gases to form liquid Avater,

i. e. exceeds the energy equivalent to 34100 gramme-degrees
or to 1-50 volt.
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XLIX. On a Method of Comparinr/ the Electrical Capacities

of two Condensers. Bjj R. T. Glazp^brook, M.A., Felloic

of Trinity College,andDemonstrator ofExperimental Physics
at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge *.

THE following is a well-known nietliod of comparinnr the

capacities of two condensers :

—

Let A, A' be the outer coatings, B, B' the inner of two con-
densers. Connect A A' together, and to one pole of a

battery. Connect B to a resistance R and to one pole of a

if

galvanometer, B' to another resistance R' and to the other

pole of the galvanometer. Connect the other ends of R R^

together and to a key K, and let the second screw of the key
be in connexion with the other pole of the battery. Let C C'

be the capacities of the condensers. On depressing the key
the condensers are charged; and it is easy to show that, if

CR= C'R', no current passes through the galvanometer.

If, then, we adjust R until no current is observed on making
contact, R' remaining unaltered, we can find the ratio of C toC.

I propose to discuss the more general problem of finding

the current through the galvanometer when the equation

CR= C'R' is not fulfilled, and hence to obtain the conditions

of sensibility.

Let Yi be the potential of A, Yg of the other pole of the

battery, Y of B, Y' of B', at time t. Let G be the galvano-

meter resistance.

Let L = current in R

;

^' = „ R';

i-i = current into condenser A

;

.r = current through galvanometer

;

Q, Q' = the quantities in the condensers.

* Communicated by tlie Physical Society, having been read at the

Meeting on Januarj' 22.
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Let us further suppose that there is a small leakage through

the condensers, p p' being their resistances.

Then we have

R W GI — ^ J
t _ ^, ,

.t —

Q = C(V-yO, q= C'(T-Y,),

_ dQ
,
V-Vi

'^ - 'di^~y~'
dQ' Y'-Y,

From these we obtain :

—

G.r + E6-RV= 0;

dt p K. H+ p

,-p,c?.' R'+pYy v^-AV

^^|-.r= 0;

C'R
(ff

Assume

+ p' V' R' + p'J^*'^
^•

R+P
= Ae-''

' R' + p' - ^^
'

X = Be-"'.

On substituting we have

whence

A|^±^-CRn|-B=0, . .

A'|^^'-C'R'n|+B= 0, .

GB +RA-RW= 0,

A
I
G(^?-t^ - RCn ) + R ] - R'A'= 0,

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
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Eliminating A A' we arrive at the quadratic,

"^ GRR'CC I

R'(R + P)

PP
+

+
}
= 0. (9)

Let ni 7«2 be the roots, and let

G('^±^-RC7i) + R= \,

(10)

(11)

Then from (8) we have

XiAi + XsAa =R'(A/ + A20,

VA/+VA2'= R(Ai + A2),

where Ai, \i &c. denote the values of A, X corresponding to

Also initially

V2-V1 ._V2-Vi
R ' R'

; . . . . (12)

therefore, putting ^=0 and V2— Vi= E in the equations

.
V2-V,
R+P

+ Aie-"'' + A2e-"2'

Wie find

/— ^2 ^1 4- A '/> -i- A V-"-/

A1+A2 = Ep
R(R + P)'

(13)

Solving for Ai Aj, we get

A - ^
f-i-f^- + -^"i

+
1/ 1 ^hP \-)

rVrC R+p/j'
(14)
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A -__A_ /J_(-e P^\
^2- R(n,-n.,) IgcU+ P

^' + p')

-Uk-m) ''''

and similar values for A/ A2'.

Hence we find

g.-e(-?^ 5_l

+ ^[(m7-Sc)('-""-^-"''

+ {("^-^-nU')""''-("'-^ -GIT')"'^)

^(r^-if^)]- • • •

;

'^«)

Let us take the case in which there is no leakage first,

p= p^z=yo , and

,.- - (— LVg-«,<_e-"-2<). . . (17)
•'-GK-«o)Vll'C' nor' ^ j. .

. 11 ;

Thus, if RC= R'C, we see that x is zero for all values of f.

The total eflfect on the galvanometer, since the time of

charging is short, is proportional to the quantity of electricity

which passes. To find this we integrate the value of a; with

respect to t from to t, and suppose t so large that

Then, if P be the quantity,

p_ E(R^C^-RC)
GRR'CC'ning'

also _ G4-R+ R^

^ E(R'C'-RC)
' • -- G + R+ R' ' • • • •

(IS)

and if H be the strength of the field in which the needle

hangs, T the time of a complete oscillation, k the galvano-

meter-constant, and « the angle through which the needle is

turned, ^-^

•• ^''^2"HT' (G+R + RO'' * ' ^ ^
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which leads to the condition that, when there is no throw of

the galvanometer, II''C'= 1IC.

"Wo proceed to inquire what resistances will crive the most
accurate value for the capacity C in terms of C', the known
capacity of a standard condenser when using a given galvano-

meter. Let us suppose the adjustment made by varying R,

and determine the error 8a produced in u by an error 8R in R.

Then, remembering that, when the adjustment is perfect,

RC= R'C' and a=0, if SR is the error from perfect adjust-

ment, we have

rs 2 Ett^CoR on\
HT(G + R + RO' • • • •

^^"^

R'C
and if 8C is the error in the capacity, since C= ,^ ,

..-,_ R'C^5R_ HT(G + R + ROR'C'
^^- W~- 2EMm ^"'

or, since CR=C'R',

tn HT(G+ R + RO r. .„^.

Now k varies as the number of turns in the gahanometer,

and so also does G ;

.

RTBa
r 1 1 R'

t . (,22)
• • ^^-2E^IG + R + 'GR/' • •

^^^f

and if we suppose that we are liable to an error 8a in a, the

error in C is least w^hen the resistances R and R' are both

high.

Thus it is best to use, with a given galvanometer, high

resistances R and R^
We arrive at the same result if we make the adjustments by

varying R' instead of R.

Again, let us suppose that we have a galvanometer with a

given channel, and we wish to fill it with wire so as to be most

sensitive. Let V be the volume of the channel, >/ the radius

of the wire, I its length, p its specific resistance, and suppose

we neglect the thickness of the covering ; then

a- A. - ^^i:,

where g depends only on the form and dimensions of the
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channel. We must therefore make

I

a minimum. We find

^P-2i+^=0; (23)

and we get finally

G=R + R'.

Now for a given value of G, R and R' must be as high as

possible ; therefore we must make the resistance of our galva-

nometer as high as possible.

Returning to the general case in which there is a leakage

in the condensers, and putting t= T, t being so large that the

terms involving e~"' may be neglected, we get

,= E/_^: ^i (24)

Thus there is a steady current through the galvanometer, and

the needle is permanently deflected.

Again, if ^= 0, d-= 0. But let us suppose t very small, so

that, on expanding e~"', powers higher than the first may be

neglected, and find the initial current. We find

E/R^O-RC |1/1 ly p p' \\^ ....

''-Gl RCWC +GVC'^CvU + p R' + p7j ' ^ ''

which reduces, if we neglect powers of - above the first, to

•^= G\ RC R'C + gIc + C'J l?- " p J J
'• '

^^^^

By altering R the sign of this may be made to change, and

thus the initial current may be in the same or in the opposite

direction to the final. In practice this is indicated by a short

kick of the needle in one direction, followed by a deflection in

the other.

On the same assumptions as to p. p' , let us find the quantity

of electricity which passes throitgh the galvanometer in time t,

T being very short, but yet so long that 6'""'' maybe neglected.

Integrating (16) and calling the quantity P, we have

P=

-{- f}|R0H-R'C^^]4(^-5>. . (.)
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If T be veiy short, we may neglect the hist term compared
with the others, and, to the same degree of approximation with
respect to p p, we get as the condition of no kick,

R'C'-RC=(^' - 5)(R'C' + RC),

= '-'{7-7)' ••••••• W
Again, let k, as before, be the galvanometer-constant, and B

the permanent deflexion. Then, from (25),

l{~-j}=ktanS, (29)

j|7Q7
= l--^tan8; (30)

and this equation enables us to determine the capacity.

Let us suppose the adjustment made by varying R. Then,
starting from a position in Avhich the first kick is in an oppo-
site direction to the final deflexion, adjust R until that kick

is just reduced to zero, and the spot of light moves oft' gradu-
ally in the one direction, and after some oscillations comes to

rest. Then, if 8 is the deflexion of the galvanometer-needle,

the capacity is

., C'R'/. 2G^- .\G=-^|l--^tanSJ.

Unless the leakage is considerable, the correction will be very
small.

In measuring the capacity of many condensers, the difl!i-

culty is increased by the phenomenon of electric absorption. .

In fact the condenser has no true capacity ; for the charge
produced by a given electromotive force depends on the time
during which that force has acted. We may, however, take

the capacity as the ratio of the instantaneous charge to the

electromotive force producing it ; and in this case (contact

with the battery being maintained only for a very short time)

we may perhaps look on electric absorption as a kind of con-

duction through the substance of the condenser. We nmst
suppose that the resistance to the conduction is a function of

the time, which becomes indefinitely great after a not very
long interval, but which we may perhaps treat as sensibly

constant during the time for which contact is maintained
;

and if po, p'q be the values of this resistance during that
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interval, and, as before, we may neglect —^ &c. and higher
Po

powers, we hare, as the value of the capacitv,

-¥(-K?:-i)}-
Thus a small correction should be applied to the value -p ,

depending on the rate of absorption during the interval for

Avhich contact is maintained with the battery. An approxi-

mation to this quantity may be obtained by charging the con-

denser for some time with a battery of known electromotive

force, and then allowing it to discharge itself at small intervals

of time through the galvanometer. On the whole, however, the

results of measurements made, neglecting this correction, are

fairly satisfactory.

The capacity of a pai-affin condenser was determined by
several observers during the past term at the Cavendish Labo-
ratory. Their results differed by from -| to 1 per cent. The
standard used was not in all cases the same ; and the measures
obtained by one observer, comparing this same condenser with

two different standards, differed by about ^ per cent. It

seemed possible to determine within 10 ohms, when each of
the resistances E, B,' was about 5000 ohms, the value of B<

for which the initial kick was zero.

L. On a convenient Term expressing the Change from Ra-
diant Heat and Light into Sound. By Eenest H. Cook,
B.Sc, F.C.S.*

W'HILE making his experiments which resulted in the

production of the photophone. Prof. Graham Bell

made the discovery that, when rays of light fall upon certain

substances, the molecules of those substances are thereby
caused to vibrate in such a manner as to give rise to soundf.
The mutual convertibility of the undulations which produce
light and those which produce sound was thus clearly estab-

lished. Thinking these sounds to be produced by rapid
changes of temperature in the body impinged upon. Prof.

Tyndall made a series of experiments in order to determine
the different powers of bodies to absorb heat. Operating with
an intermittent beam from the electric lamp, and certain

* Communicated by the Aizthor.

t Lecture at the Boston Meeting- of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, August 1880.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 69. i% 1881. 2E
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gtises and vapours enclosed in sealed tubes, he was able to

produce musical tones from the substances*. It was thus

proved that vaporous bodies as well as solids were able to

convert thermal undulations into sonorous ones. Other expe-

rimenters have extended these observationsf. The important

result of these experiments is that the molecules of certain

bodies possess the power of transforming the undulations of

short period which fall upon them into those of long period.

Expressed briefly, some bodies are capable of transforming

inaudible undulations into audible ones. Now refractive

bodies have the power of transforming non-luminous calorific

rays into luminous ones ; and this passage from the one state

into the other is called calorescence. Again, when the ultra-

violet rays are permitted to fall upon certain substances they

render the substance luminous. In other words, the substance

has transformed the non-luminous undulations into luminous

ones. To this change the terva. fluorescence has been applied.

Thus we have:

—

Fluorescence—change from more rapid into less rapid un-

dulations.

Calorescence—change from less rapid into more rapid un-

dulations.

In the new phenomena we have again a change from more

rapid into less rapid, which is ver^' similar to that which occurs

in fluorescence. To the change which takes place in this case,

therefore, I venture to propose the term " Sonorescence.'^ A
bodv such as hard rubber, in which it was first noticed, would

be called a sonorescent body, just as sulphate of quinine is a

fluorescent body. The points of similarity between the three

phenomena are sufficiently evident ; the chief points of difi'er-

ence are the following :

—

(1) The change in sonorescence is greater in magnitude

and is different in kind from that in the other two cases. In

fluorescence and calorescence the particles oscillate in every

case across the direction of propagation, but in sound we
believe them to move in the direction of propagation. Thus,

in the new phenomena we have a change of direction and also

a change in frequency of the oscillations.

(2) In fluorescence and calorescence the result is in both

cases to produce luminous undulations from non-linninous

ones. In sonorescence, on the contrary, we produce sonorous

* " Action of an Intermittent Beam of Radiant Heat upon Gaseous

Matter," read before the Royal Society, Jan. 13, 1881.

t More especially ought Prof. "W. C. Rontgen to be mentioned. ThLs

gentleman seems to have anticipated some of Tyndall's identical experi-

ments. See Phil. Mag. April 1861.
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undulations from luminous ones. The first portion of the

word proposed, however, has so decided a meaning- that no one

can imagine it to mean a production of luminous undulations,

but will immediately recognize it as meaning the production

of sonorous ones.

Bristol, AprU 4, 1881.

LI. On Action at a Distance. By Walter E. Browne,
M.A., M. Inst. C.E., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemex,

I AM indebted to your courtesy for space to conclude (at

least as far as I am concerned) the controversy which has

arisen out of my paper on Action at a Distance. I will con-

fine myself to a very few words as to the points at issue be-

tween mvself and Dr. Lodge.
The difficulty of understanding each other's position has

arisen from our employing the word Work in ditferent senses.

Dr. Lodge, following modern works on Dynamics, defines

Work done as equivalent to Energy exerted, and as measured
by the product of the moving force and the distance through
which its point of application is moved. I, looking at the

matter from the point of view of Applied Mechanics, followed

the definition of Kankine, according to which Work is done
only when there is a resisting force acting in the opposite

direction to the moving force ; and is measured by the pro-

duct of this resisting force and the distance through which its

point of application is moved*. I perhaps owe Dr. Lodge an
apology for not having seen this from the first ; but I will

not dwell longer on this or any other matters of mere per-

sonal controversy between us.

It remains, finally, to give my reasons for rejecting the

remarkably short and simple argument by which Dr. Lodge
conceives that he has disposed for ever of the idea of Action
at a Distance. This argument f is as follows :—It first states

generally the law of the equality of Action and Reaction,
where two bodies, A and B, act "directly and solely " on each
other with forces F, through distances s ; and then asserts that,

* For this definition, and for a proofthat Rankine did not include in his
Resistances the inertia of the hody, I may refer to the following- articles

in his ' Applied Mechanics,' first edition, 1858 :—page 477, arts. 511-514;
page 409, art. 549 ; and especially page 622, art. 689r

t Phil. Mag. January 1881, p.'36.
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by the law of the Conservation of Energy, the two "Works,"
or the two products of force and distance moved through,

must be equal and opposite. It then proceeds :
—" Since the

forces (F) are equal and opposite, and the works (F.**) are also

equal and opposite, the distances {s) must be equal but not

opposite ; that is, the two bodies must move over precisely the

same distance and in the same sense ; which practically asserts

that they move together and are in contact, as long as the

action is going on."

This argument may be confuted in several ways.

(a) Force is measured by the acceleration, or change of

velocity, which it generates ; and if the force F, with which A
acts on B, is equal and opposite to the force — F, with which

B acts on A, it follows (assuming the masses to be equal) that

the acceleration of B will be equal and opposite to the accele-

ration of A. Hence, even if A and B are moving " together

and in contact" at the beginning of the space s, they will not

be so at the end, because their velocities will have changed.

{h) The argument is built on the assumption that if one of

the works is taken as positive,say W,the other will be negative,

say —W. But Work, on Dr. Lodge's definition, or Energy,

on Rankine's definition, may be measured by vis viva, or by

g- u^,and therefore is an essentially positive quantitj' (as pointed

out by Rankine, '^Applied Mechanics,' art. 548, p. 499). We
can no more have negative work than we can have negative

mass.

(c) There is no difficulty in adducing a case in which the

proposition is obviously untrue. This is the simple one of two
equal particles meeting each other with equal and opposite

velocities. It will be admitted that both will be reduced to

rest, and that, until they have been reduced to rest, they are

not moving '' over the same distance and in the same sense."

Therefore, according to Dr. Lodge, until thev have been

reduced to rest they cannot exercise any action upon each

other. What, then, is the action which reduces them to rest?

To say they are reduced to rest instantaneously on coming
into absolute contact, does not remove the difficulty ; and if it

did, it would be by assuming that the force acting between

them was literally infinite, since it would stop a finite velocity

in no space at all.

{d) Finally, I may point out what is the real and intrinsic

vice of Dr. Lodge's argument, viz. that he assumes that the

Conservation of Energy is universally true of Potential Energy
only, whereas (as is shown in any text-book) it is only uni-

versally true of Kinetic and Potential Energy together. This

I
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appears at once on putting his case in mathematical form.

He supposes two particles, m and m', moving in the same

, . . dx , dx'
straight line (say the axis of x) with velocities -r- and -j-,

and acting on each other with equal and opposite moving

forces F. Then the Force Function, during any time ht, is

f^s^-f'^s^
dt dt

According to Dri Lodge, this is always = 0. But, as is well

known, the true equation is

„ JcP
5j

„ dx'
5.

dx d /dx\ „ ^d.v' d /dd<\ ^

dt - dt dt dt\dtj dt dt\dt J

where the left-hand side, taken negatively, is the Potential

Energy, and the right-hand side is the change in the vis viva

or Kinetic Energy of the system. This right-hand side clearly

varies according to the values of^-j ^— orof the velocities.
*= dt dt^

If these velocities are eqiial (assuming the masses also equal),

then the right-hand side vanishes, and we have as a particular

case that which Dr. Lodge assumes to hold universally. What
does hold universally is that the sum of the two sides (i. e. of

the Potential Energy and the Kinetic Energy) is constant

;

and this, and this only, is the principle known as the Conser-

vation of Energy.
TTalter E. Browne.

LIT. On the Physical Units of JS'ature. By G. Johnstone
Stoney, D.Sc, F.R.S., Vice-President of the Royal Dublin
Society*.

1. VITHEX mathematicians apply the sciences of measure-
T ment to the investigation of Xature, they find it

convenient to select such units of the several kinds of quantity

with which they have to deal as will get rid of any coeffi-

cients in their equations which it is possible in this way to

avoid. Everv advance in our knowledge of Xature enables

us to see more distinctly that it would contribute to our

further progress if we could effect this simplification, not only

with reference to certain classes of phenomena, but through-

out the whole domain of Xature.

* From the ' Scientific Proceedings ' of the Royal Dublin Society of

February 16, 1861, being a paper which had been read before Section A
of the British Association, at the Belfast Meeting in 1874. Communicated
by the Author.
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2. Hitherto the practice of matliomaticians has been governed

by the demands of the science of mechanics, in the greater

part (though not in the whole) of which science it is possible

to derive the units of all the other kinds of quantity from any

three which may be chosen. A system built in this way upon

a foundation which is arbitrarily assumed is necessarily an

artificial system. The units wliich are usually selected as the

fundamental units of a series of arbitrary systematic measures

are :

—

the metre* for lengthine, or unit of length ;

the gramme for massine, or unit of mass ; and

the solar second for timine, or unit of time.

Tliese three, and all the units which may be derived from

them, may be called the metric series of units ; and in this

investigation they will be represented by small letters. Thus,

the fundamental metric nnits being

li, the metre, the metric lengthine, or unit of length ;

ti, the solar second, the metric timine, or unit of time;

mi, the gramme, the metric massine, or unit of mass ;

some of the derived nnits ivill be:—
Vi, the metric velocitine, or unit of velocity, which is a velo-

city of one metre per second ;

/j, the metric forcine, or unit of force, which is the hyper-

decigrammet—this being the force which, if it acted in

a fixed direction on a mass of one gramme for a second,

* Since this paper was written the centimetre has been suggested as a

unit of length, and has been largely made use of.

t The hyper-decigramme means the gravitation or downward force

towards the eajth of a mass whicli exceeds a decigi'amme in the ratio of

— , where
ff

is the acceleration of gravity measured in metres per second per

second. The appropriateness of the term hyper-decigi-amme arises from the

circumstance that the coefficient — everywhere exceeds unity, whether

within the earth, outside it, or on its surface ; and the convenience of the

term arises from the circumstance that on the earth's surface the coefficient

nowhere exceeds unity by more than a small fraction, so that the hN-per-

decigramme is a force which but little diffijrs in value from that gravita-

tion or weight of a decigi-amme with which we, inhabitants of the earth,

have become familiar ; so that the name suggests to us the amount of the

force. Gravitation is the do"«"nward force, and gravity is the downward
acceleration towards the earth as observed. They are cliiefly due to the

attraction of the earth, and in a small degree, when the observation is

made on or within the earth, to the earth's rotation. This is the meaning
of the word gravity as it is used by the classical writers on mechanics (see

Pouillet's Mecanique, passim) ; and the practice of some modern wi-iters,

who use this term to designate a force instead of an acceleration, is to be

deprecated.
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would in that time change its velocity bj one metre per

second;

«?i, the metric unit of the coefficient in the expression

/u,—2— for the gravitation of two masses towards one

another : this unit is the coefficient w^hich should be
used if each gramme mass attracted other ponderable

matter at a metre distance with such intensity as would
impress on it an acceleration towards the attracting

gramme of one metre per second per second.

e^, the electromagnetic electrine, or the electromagnetic

unit quantity of electricity in the metric series, is that

quantity of each of the two kinds of electricity which
must be discharged every second in opposite directions

along a wire in order to maintain in it the metric unit

current,—this currentine or unit current being defined as

the current which must exist in a wire a metre long in

order that it may exert a force of a hj^er-decigi-amme
on ponderable matter at a metre distance charged w^ith a

unit of magnetism ; and the unit charge of magnetism of

either kind being defined as that quantity which, acting

on ponderable matter at a metre distance, charged wath
an equal quantity of magnetism, exerts on it the unit

force—that is, one hyper-decigramme.

3. It is easy to ascertain the relation of this metric electrine

to the B.A. (British-Association) standards for electrical mea-
surement, which are those most in use. The B.A. units are
electromagnetic units based on the following fundamental
units—the second for unit of time, the metre-seven (the quad-
rant of the earth, or 10' metres) for unit of length, and the
eleventh-gramme (or gramme divided by 10^^) for unit of
mass. These were so chosen as to furnish a connected body
of systematic units with such values that the practical electri-

cian could conveniently use them. Xow the '' dimension " of

electromagnetic quantity of electricity is [Lv/LM] (see B.A.
Eeport for 1863, p. 159)*. Hence, and from the foregoing
values of the lengthiue and massine of the B.x\. series,

one Ampere = 1 : a /i_ ;^1
'' 10^

therefore ?i
= 100 Amperes.

* This follows at once from the fundamental equations of electromag-
netism, viz.:

—
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Tlie term Ampere is liere used to designate the B.A. unit

of quantity correspondino; to tlie olim (the B.A. electromag-
netic unit of resistance), the volt (the corresponding unit of
electromotive force), the weber (unit of current), and the
farad (unit of capacity). The electrostatic units of the B.A.
series might with great advantage be called the static-ampere,

static-ohm, static-volt, and static-farad.

4. Units like the above, whether of the metric or of the

B.A. series, of which three are fundamental, and all others

derived from them in such a way as will exclude unnecessary
coefficients from our equations, are called systematic units.

In forming the existing artificial series of systematic units, it

has been usual to regard the units of length, time, and mass
as fundamental, and the rest as derived; but there is nothing

to prevent our regarding any three indejiendent members of tlie

series as fundamental, and deriving the otltersfrom them. It is

the aim of the present paper to point out that Nature presents
us with three such units ; and that if we take these as our
fundamental units instead of choosing them arbitrarily, we
shall bring our quantitative expressions into a more conve-
nient, and doubtless into a more intimate, relation with Nature
as it actually exists. I will then approximate to the values of

the units of length, time, and mass belonging to this, which is

a truly natural series of physical units.

5. For such a purpose we must select phenomena that pre-

vail throughout the whole of Nature, and are not specially

associated with individual bodies. The first of Nature's quan-
tities of absolute magnitude to which I will invite attention is

that remarkable velocit}- of an absolute amount, independent
of the units in which it is measured, which connects all syste-

matic electrostatic units with the electromagnetic units of the
same series. I shall call this velocity Vj. If it were taken
as our unit velocity, we should at one stroke have an immense
simplification introduced into our treatment of the whole range
of electric phenomena, and probably into our study of light

and heat.

Again, Nature presents us with one particular coefficient of

gravitation, of an absolute amount independent of the units in

which it is measured, and which appears to extend to ponder-
able matter of every description throughout the whole material

universe. This coefficient I shall call Gj. If weAvere to take
this as our unit of coefficients of attraction, it is presumable
that we might thereby lay the foundation for detecting wherein
lies the connexion which we cannot but suspect between this

most wonderful property common to all ponderable matter
and the other phenomena of nature.
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And, finally, Nature presents us, in the phenomenon of

electrolysis, with a single definite quantity of electricity which
is independent of the particular bodies acted on. To make
this clear I shall express ''Faraday's Law" in the following

terms, which, as I shall show, will give it precision, viz.:

—

For
each chemical bond ichich is ruptured icithin an electrolyte a cer-

tain quantity of electricity traverses the electrolyte, which is the

same in all cases. This definite quantity of electricity I shall

call Ej. If we make this our unit quantity of electricity, we
shall probably have made a very important step in our study
of molecular phenomena.
Hence we have very good reason to suppose that in Y^, Gi,

and Ej we have three of a series of systematic units that in an
eminent sense are the units of nature, and stand in an intimate

relation with the work which goes on in her mighty laboratory.

6. The approximate values of Yj and Gi are known ; and I

will presently endeavour to evaluate Ei. A\ has been variously

determined by experiment as 3' 10 metre-eights per second,
2"82 metre-eights per second, 2-88 metre-eights per second,

and may be assumed to be not far from 3 metre-eights per
second. Accordingly we may put

Yj= 3 YIII metres per second. . . . (1)

Similarly, if we use the value given by Sir John Herschel
for the mass of the earth, viz. 5942 XYIII* English tons,

which = XXIY grammes, we find that

2 1

7. To determine Ej, we must first establish a relation be-
tween the gaseous molecule of a body and what in chemistry
is called its atom. To do this, let us start with the definition

that a chemical atom is the smallest mass of each kind of pon-
derable matter that lias been found to enter or leave a combi-
nation. Xow, from Boyle and Charles's law we know that in
all gases there are approximately the same number of mole-
cules per litre, if they be taken at the same temperature and
pressure ; from experiments on diffusion we know that these
molecules are alike in mass; and from the phenomena of che-
mistry Ave know that they are alike in other respects.

The Eoman fig-ures followins- a number stand for cvpliers. Thus,
3 VIII signifies 3x 10^ and 5942 XVIII stands for eighteen cyphers fol-
lowing 5942. Where no number precedes the Eoman"figures the number
1 is to be understood ; so that in XXIV grammes, the Roman figures stand
for 1 followed by 24 c^-phers, in other words, for lO^*, a number which
may conveniently be called the unit-twenty-four.
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Let, then, a litre of hydrooren and a litre of chlorine be

mixed and exploded, and let the resulting hydrochloric-acid

gas be brought back to the original temperature and pressure.

It is then found to measure two litres. Hence, if N be the

number of molecules in a litre of gas at that temperature and

pressure, we learn by this experiment that N molecules of

hydrogen and N molecules of chlorine produce 2X molecules

of hydrochloric acid. Hence, and since the molecules within

each gas are alike, each molecule of hydrochloric acid must
contain the quantity of hydrogen represented by a semi-mole-

cule of hydrogen gas and the quantity of chlorine represented

by a semi-molecule of chlorine gas. We are thus introduced

to the semi-molecule of each of these gases as a quantity

which enters into combination ; and as no other experiments

suggest a smaller quantity, the semi-molecule of hydrogen

and the semi-molecule of chlorine are, in the present state

of science, to be accepted as the chemical atoms of these sub-

stances. Hence we may write

H, the atom of hTdrosen = the semi- gaseous molecule of

hydrogen; and
CI, the atom of chlorine = the semi- gaseous molecule of

chlorine

;

and we see that HCl is the proper formula for hydrochloric

acid. We may further deduce from the observed densities of

the gases, that the masses of the atoms of hydrogen, chlorine,

and hydrochloric acid are to one another in the ratio of 1,

35i, '^^.

Another experiment shows us that a litre of steam may be

resolved into a litre of hydrogen and half a litre of oxygen at

the same temperature and pressure—in other words, that N
molecules of steam are formed of N molecules of hydrogen

N
and -ir molecules of oxygen. Hence each molecule of steam

2 -°

contains a whole molecule (or two atoms) of hydrogen and a

semi-molecule of oxygen. We thus arrive at the semi-molcT

cule of oxygen as a quantity that enters into combination; and

as all other experiments with oxygen concur, the semi-mole-

cule of oxygen is to be received as its atom, and H2 is the

proper formula for what is both the gaseous molecule and

the atom of water. From the densities we may also deduce

that 16 is the atomic weight of oxygen, i. e. that an atom of

oxygen is sixteen times as heavy as an atom of hydrogen.

Similarly from the densities of ammonia and of its consti-

tuents, we learn that the atom of nitrogen is the semi-mole-

cule, and that the mass of its atom is fourteen times that of

hydrogen.
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It must not be assumed that the atom is always the semi-

molecule. In some cases it is found to be the entire molecule,

and in other cases the quarter molecule. Thus the mercuric

compounds of mercury giv^e vapours of the same bulk as the

vapour of the mercury they contain, and indicate an atom of

mercury equal to its molecule ; while the other volatile com-
pounds of mercury contain more than one molecule of mercury
in each molecule of the compound, and therefore do not disturb

this conclusion. Again, a litre of phosphuretted hydrogen
yields a quarter of a litre of the vapour of phosphorus and one

and a half litre of hydrogen, indicating that the quarter mole-

cule of phosphorus is its atom. The same is true of arsenic.

A similar treatment of marsh-gas furnishes 12 as the mass
of an atom of carbon, although carbon is not sutficiently vola-

tile to enable us to ascertain the relation of its atom to its

gaseous molecule.

By extending this method to all the available cases, we may
deduce /'ro??i thefundamental jyt'operties of gases a demonstra-

tion of a great part of the modern Table of atomic weights and
of the doctrine of atomicity which depends on it. Thus, two
bonds * are necessary to connect the group SO4 with the two
atoms of hydrogen that are united to it in sulphuric acid, while

one bond is sufficient to join the atoms of hydrogen and chlo-

rine in an atom of hydrochloric acid, and so in other cases.

8. Now the whole of the quantitative facts of electrolysis

may be summed up in the statement that a defixite quAjST-

TITY OF ELECTRICITY TEA'S'ERSES THE SOLUTION FOR EACH BOND
THAT IS SEPARATED. Thus, if a current pass in succession

through vessels containing solutions of sulphuric acid and
hydrochloric acid, two atoms of hydrochloric acid will be de-

composed in the one vessel for each atom of sulphuric acid

that is decomposed in the other ; but the nwnher of bonds

separated icill be the same in both vessels.

9. It is the quantity of electricity that passes per bond
separated that we have now to determine, and this may be

done approximately in the following manner. Several in-

quiries (see Prof. J. Loschmidt, " Zur Grrosse der Luftmole-
ciile," Academy of Vienna, Oct. 1865 ; G.Johnstone Stoney,
" On the Internal Motions of Gases," Phil. Mag. August
1868 ; and Sir William Thomson, " On the Size of Atoms,"
' Nature,' March 31, 1870) have led up to the conclusion that

the number of molecules in each cubic millimetre of a gas at

* The word bond is here used of the cotmexions between atoms when
they enter into combination. When we use this, which seems the proper

si^nfication of the word, the bonds are to be distinguished from the hands
or feelers which each atom has, and which, by grapphng with the hands
or feelers of other atoms, establish bonds between them.
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atmospheric temperatures and pressures is somewhere about a

unit-eiojhteen (10^^). Hence th,e number of molecules in a

litre will be about a unit-XXlV. Now, a litre of hydrogen
at atmospheric pressures and temperatures weighs, roughly

speaking, a decigramme. Hence the mass of each molecule

of hydrogen is a quantity of the same order as a decigramme
divided by a unit-XXIY, i. e. a XXVth gramme. The che-

mical atom is half of this. Hence the mass of a chemical

atom of hydrogen may be taken to be somewhere about half a

twent3'-fifth-gramme. There is no advantage in retaining the

coefficient half in an estimate in which we are not even sure

that we have assigned the correct power of 10 ; and I will

therefore, for the sake of simplicity, take the XXYth gramme
as being such an approach as we can attempt to the value of

the mass of an atom of hydrogen.

10. Now, it has been ascertained by experiment that, for

every ampere of electricity that passes, ninety-two sixth-

grammes (?• e. ninety-two millionths of a gramme ofwater) are

decomposed (see Brit.-Assoc. Report, 18G3, p. 160). This

water is the result of a secondary action in the voltameter

;

but that does not affect the present inquiry. Ninety-two YIth
grammes of water contain about one Yth gramme of hydrogen,

w^hich is therefore the quantity evolved. The metric unit of

electricity €i is 100 amperes, and will therefore set free 100
Yth orrammes of hvdrocren, i.e. one milligramme. Now it

appears, from the last paragraph, that this quantity of hydro-

gen contains ~ atoms, i. e. XXII atoms. And as there is a

bond ruptured for each atom of hydrogen set free, this is also

the number of bonds broken ; in other words, the quantity of

electricity corresponding to each chemical bond separated is

Ei=xxri'^ ^^^

Collecting our numerical results, they are

Yi= 3 YIII metres per second, . . (1)

(2)

(3)

= == ampere.

We have thus obtained approximate values in known mea-

sures for the three great fundamental units offered to us by
Nature, upon which may be built an entire series of physical
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units deserving of the title of a truly Natural Series of Phy-
sical Units.

11. It now only remains to deduce the units of length, time,

and mass belonging to this series. For this purpose we may
use dimensional equations. Remembering, as is well known,

that the dimension of a unit of velocity is h? , thai of a unit

of coefficients of attraction

T.

and that of an electro-

magnetic unit of quantity [vLM], we find from equations

(1), (2), and (3) respectively that

k =4:' w

m;t; ^^m7f ^^^

v/L;Mi= Cv//i;ni; (6)

in which Lj, Mi, and T^ are used to designate the units of

length, mass, and time in the " Natural " series ; while /j, mj,

and ^1 represent the corresponding units in the metric series,

viz. the metre, gramme, and second. A, B, and C also are

used, for brevity, to stand for the numerical coefficients of

equations (1), (2), and (3) ; viz. for the numbers 3 VIII,
2 1 . 1

3 XIII' XXII*
Solving equations (4), (5), and (6), we find

L =2
Â

1 A 2 hyA'

(7)

(8)

TVT
CA

^^=71-1 (9)

Substituting for A and B their numerical values, and wri-
ting metre, second, and gramme for li, ti, ?«i,

^^"^3vi5xxn^"""°^^''

Mi=C 3\/l5 XIY grammes ;

or, more simply (inasmuch as 10 is sufficiently near to 3 v'lS
to be used instead of it in an approximation like the present),
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Li= Yv rnetres, (10)

Ti=C^^^Qjj seconds, . . . (11)

Mi= C XV grammes (12)

In obtaining these equations we have only used the nume-
rical values of" Vi and Gi, ^vhich arc known to a satisfactory

degree of approximation ; and if we go no further, there will

remain but one arbitrary member in the entire of the resulting

series of systematic physical units.

12. If we also introduce the numerical value found above for

C, which depends on E^ and is less accurately known, we ob-

tain the following actual values for these units of Nature :

—

Li= of a metre; . . . (13)

Ti= o vT^\r of ^ second; . . . (14)
6 ALi V

M^= =r7yy of a gramme. . . . (15)

Or, in other words

—

The natural unit of length approaches in value to the thirty-

seventh metre (/. e. the metre divided by 10^').

The natural unit of time approaches in value to one third of

the forty-fifth second {i. e. one third of the second of time

divided by 10^^) ; and
The natural unit of mass approaches to the seventh gramme

(i. e. the gramme divided by 10').

13. This appears the best attempt we can yet make to de-

termine these remarkable units. In the series to which they

belong all the electrostatic units will be identical with the

corresponding electromagnetic units, all the forces of Nature

that are known to obey the law of the inverse square, whether

they arise from gravitation, electricity, or magnetism, vnW be

expressed without coefficients, and the chemical bond, which

seems to be the unit of concrete Nature, is brought into its

proper relation to physics.

Postscript.—Many persons find it difficult to conceive of Gj

as a unit. Gi may be avoided and Mi be substituted for it,

if Ml be defined as a mass such that it attracts an equal mass

at a distance with the same force with which tuo units of

electricity, as defined above in section 5 (/. e. each equal to

El), would, if placed at the same distance asunder, act on each

other. The three fundamental units of the Natural System

will then be Vi, Ei, and Mi, from which all others are to be

derived. This Mi is the same as the Mi of sections 11 and 12.
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LIII. On the Lnportance of Experiments in relation to the Me-
chanical Theory of Gravitation. By S. ToLYER Preston*.

THE assumption of " action at a distance " has notoriously

tended to check experimental inquiry in relation to the

mechanical cause of gravitation, as it has hindered investiga-

tion in other branches of physics. At one time, for instance,

on the basis of this theory of " action at a distance," electric

action was supposed to propagate itself in some mysterious

way across space without the intervention of matter ; so that

all substances were assumed to play a perfectly neutral part

in the passage of the electric action—until Fai-aday, rising

above the prejudices of his time, put this question under the

test of experiment, and by his discovery of a " specific induc-

tive capacity,^' demonstrated the supposition thus formed to

be false. Yet so great was the strength of preconceived

opinion, that notoriously Faraday's discovery was not fully

accepted until years afterwards, when its practical application

to telegraph-cables forced it on the attention of electricians.

So now in the present day, in spite of the continual demo-
lition of spiritualistic views (i. e. views of action without the

intervention of matter) by advancing science, the modus ope-

randi of gravitation remains the one outstanding subject for

doubt ; and it appears to be assumed by many (much in ana-

logy with the former question of "specific inductive capacity ")

that experiments with the view to decide whether any minute
specific difi'erences might exist in the eftects of gravity, de-

pendent on structure, form, &c. of substances, would be out of

place—gravity being rather considered as something not phy-
sical at all (although admitted, as it were, by courtesy into

"physicaV science).

No doubt it may be agreed at the outset here that such
specific differences in gravific eftects (if they exist) must be
very small, or they would have been accidentally detected.

But the history of science shows that phenomena are often not
detected by accident, but have to be carefully searched for.

Where would the discovery of diamagnetism (for example)
have been without a careful investigation ? Here it was gene-
rally assumed beforehand that, with the excejition of certain

isolated magnetic substances (iron &c.), no specific differences

would exist in the behaviour of bodies in general to magnetism
(which was, in the same way, supposed to be an occult kind
of "action at a distance "), until Faraday, again resorting to

rigorous experiment, broke down once more this belief, and
that only after the most careful and laborious investigations.

* Communicated by the Author.
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May not analogous considerations apply to gravity (still

regarded by some as the result of a mystic " action at a dis-

tance"), and which, as an actual fact, now remains as the

last remnant of spiritualism to he expelled from physics. In
relation to this subject, Sir William Thomson, in an important

development of Le Sage's theory of gravitation, published in

the Philosophical Magazine for May 1873, makes the follow-

ing suggestive remark, viz. that, assuming certain possible

conditions to exist, " crystals would generally have difFei'ent

permeabilities* in ditierent directions, and would therefore

have diti'erent weio;hts according to the direction of their axes

relatively to the direction of gravity. No such difference has

been discovered ; and it is certain that, if there is any, it is

extremely small. Hence the constituent atoms, if jeolotropic

as to permeability, must be so but to an exceedingly small

degree " (page 331)t.
Might not this point be worthy of experiment ? Although

the discovery of some such minute specific differences would
not, in point of principle, be necessary to the establishment of

the truth of the e.vistence of an explanation for gravitation, yet

a discovery of this kind would be highly interesting as a con-

firmation of the truth of the particular explanation afforded

by the kinetic theory of gases (which depends on the permea-
bility of gross matter by a gaseous ajther, whose minute com-
ponent particles have an extremely long mean path). The
groundwork of this explanation {i. e. the one first started in

very crude form by Le Sage, of Geneva) is now, it may be

observed, generally regarded by competent judges as the

only conceivable rough basis on which an intelligible mecha-
nical theory of gravitation admits of being built.

The main object of this paper is to call more particular

attention to the desirability of an experimental search in rela-

tion to the mechanical theory of gravitation, or to the expe-

diency of a more precise and exact observation of gravific

effects under diverse conditions of form, structure, &c. of

* It should be kept in view, that one of the essential conditions of Le
Sage's theory is that gross matter should be permeable by the minute par-

ticles of a fiuer material, or «ther.

t Sir William Thomson remarks further as follows in relation to this

point, viz.:—"A body having ditierent permeabilities in diflereut direc-

tions would, if of mariageable dimensions, give us a means for drawing

energy from the inexhaustible stores laid up in the idtramundane cor-

puscles—thus : tirst, turn the body into a position of maximum weight

;

secondly, lift it through any height; thirdly, turn it into a position of

maximum weight; fourthly^ let it down to its primitive level. It is

easily seen that the first and third of those operations are performed with-

out the expenditure of work ; and, on the whole, work is done by gravity

in operations 2 and 4 '' (page 331).
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bodies, with a view to determine if certain small specific

variations may not have escaped notice, owing" to their 7iot

having been searched fo?', on account of the bias of preconceived

ideas, and the lethargy produced by the influence of preformed

theories. Crystalline bodies of birefracting properties &c.

which, in relation to the luminiferous sether, are permeable to

light with different velocities in different directions, may spe-

cially suggest themselves for experiment.

Since the successful pursuit of a research of this kind,

where specific differences of a very minute character are in

question, would no doubt entail considerable experimental

resources, with refined and delicate apparatus, which might
not be at the disposal of every one, the more therefore does it

become desirable to attract general attention to the subject.

The comparative dearth of discovery of any great physical

principle (of a fundamental character at least) within the last

few years would seem, if any thing, to call for additional zeal

in experimental enterprise. Although a negative result to the

investigations would not be decisive one way or the other in

regard to the validity of the explanation of gra-sat^* afforded

by the kinetic theory (for, of course, it is well conceivable

that such specific variations in gravific effect, if they exist,

might be too minute for detection with the appliances at our

command), yet a positive result would be so highly interesting

and important, that even a small prospect of success would
amply repay the labour of a careful trial, and enlist usefully

the skill and ingenuity of experimenters.

Heatherfield, Bournemouth,
March 2, 1881.

LIV. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

THE EFFECT OF GREAT COLD UPON MAGNETISM.
BY JOHN TROWBRIDGE.

4 N investigation upon the magnetic condition of steel and upon
^^ the magnetic permeability of iron is now in progress in the

Physical Laboratory of Harvard University. The prehminarv ex-

periments are interesting, since they show that very low tempera-

tures exercise far greater influence on the magnetic condition than

has been noticed by predous observers.

It is stated by Wiedemann* that the cooling below the tempe-
rature at wliich steel is magnetized enfeebles the magnetic condi-

tion. A bar which was magnetized at 6° C. or 8° C. gave at 4° C.

and —25° C. intensities represented by 5'08 and 4-90. This re-

presents a loss of less than 4 per cent. In my experiments the

magnetic bar magnetized at 20° C, when subjected to a tempera-

* Daguin, Traite de Physique, nouv. ed., " Influence de la temperature
d'aimantation."

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol 11. No. 69. May 1881. 2F
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tare of about — G0° C, loses a far greater percentage of its mag-
netism. In one case a bar magnetized to saturation lost 66 per

cent, of its magnetism.

The lo\\- temperature was produced by solid carbonic acid and
I'tber; and the magnetic moments of the bar were measured by
placing it east and \\est of a suspended magnet which was provided

with a mirror. In this case we have the magnetic moment

M= \ r^T tan (^,

where >'= distance of magnet, T= horizontal intensity of earth's

magnetism, and ^= angle of deflection of suspended magnet. The
angles ^ere observed before the magnetic bar was surrounded with

the freezing-mixture and afterwards at intervals when it was sub-

jected, without removing it from its first position, to the influence

of the cai-bonic acid. The following Table shows the variations of

the deflections to which the magnetic moments are proportional,

When subjected to Freezing-mixture.

Before
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ON THE GALVANIC CONDUCTIVITY OF HEATED GASES.

EY M. R. BLONDLOT.
Gases are generally cousidered incapable of transmitting the

current furnished by a pile consisting of only a few elements. A
single exception has been pointed out by M. E. Becquerel*—that

of gases brought to red heat. M. Becquerel ascertained that at

this high temperature different gases, among others air, permit the

curi'ent of a pile to pass, and even that of a single Bunseu element.

He found, however, that the resistance of gases followed very dif-

ferent laws from those which have been established for solids and
liquids : it depends on the intensity of the current, the number of

the pile-elements, and, between two electrodes with unequal sur-

faces, on the direction of the current. The singularity of these

laws has not ouly caused them to be called in question, but even

the existence of the couducting-power of gases to be contested.

G-. Wiedemannt supposes that in M. Becquerel's experiments the

current may have been transmitted, not through the gas, but

through the cements used for sealing the electrodes, they having

become conductive in consequence of the rise of temperature : in

support of his opinion he cites a negative experiment of Grove'sj.

In view of these divergences I have thought it would be useful

to place beyond dispute the existence of the conductivity of gases, by
means of an experiment in which every part of the apparatus would
be constantly accessible to observation. For that purpose I had
recourse to the following arrangement :

—

Into a circuit the sulphate-of-copper cell and a capillary electro-

meter are introduced. The circuit is interrupted at one point

;

and each of the extremities of the \^ire is attached to a platinum
disk of about 3 centims. diameter ; the two disks are kept vertical,

facing and parallel to one another, by means of long pipe-stems in-

sulated at the lower part. The distance of the disks being regu-

lated at 2 or 3 millims., it is clear that the circuit is interrupted by
the interposed air, and that the electrometer remains motionless.

The experiment is commenced by closing the electrometer upon
itself by means of a bridge annexed to it. Then, with the aid of

an euameller's blow-pipe, the two platinum disks are made red-
hot : during this operation the electi'ometer remains constantly at

zero, since it is closed by the bridge. The flame is then removed,
and, a moment after, the bridge ; the mercury of the electrometer

immediately goes out of the field of the microscope. Consequently
the continuity of the circuit, which Mas interrupted by the cold air,

is restored by the heated air, and no doubt can remain of the ex-

istence of the galvanic conductivity of hot gases.

M. Becquerel had verified the appearance of the conducting-
power of gases only at red heat ; I have been able to observe that

power at much lower temperatures. The apparatus which I have
employed is the same as the preceding, except that the pile con-
sists of five Bunsens. An illuminating-gas flame placed below the

* Annates de Chlmie et de Physique, ser. 3, t. xxsix. p. 355 (1853).
t Wiedemann, Gatv. u. Elektr. Bd. i. p. 339.

X Athenseum, 1853, p. 1134; Inst. 1854, p. 35*.
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platinum disks, at a distance of 40 centinis., is sufficient for demon-
strating the passage of the electricity. The mean temperature of

the gas is in this case so little elevated that a person can hold his

hand in it ; a thermometer placed there shows a mean final temjie-

rature of from 60° to 70°. The interposition of a screen or the
agitation of the air hinders the phenomenon. The lamp can be
replaced by an incandescent body, such as a stout glass rod made
red-hot ; consequently atmospheric air itself is susceptible of

becoming a conductor. 1 have observed that if the two platinum
disks are heated unequally, considerable electromotive forces are
produced : the hotter disk constitutes a negative pole with respect

to the other. The direction of this phenomenon is the same as that

observed by M. Becquerel in the flame itself.— Comptes liendus de
VAcademie des Science?:, April 4, 1881, t. xcii. pp. 870-872.

ON AN ACOUSTIC PHENOMENON NOTICED IN A CROOKES TUBE.

BY CHARLES R. CROSS*.
A short time since, while experimenting wdth a Crookes tube, I

noticed a phenomenon which was quite striking, and so evident

that it hardly seems possible that it has not frequently been observed

before ; but as no allusion to the effect in question has come to mv
notice, I venture to call attention to it.

In working with the tube, in w^hich a piece of sheet platinum is

rendered incandescent by the concentration upon it of electrified

particles repelled from a concave mirror, I noticed that when the

mirror was made the negative electrode, so that this concentration

took place, a clear and quite musical note issued from the tube. I

thought at first that the pitch of the note would coincide with that

produced by the circuit-breaker used with the coil (which made
about 100 breaks per second) ; but this did not prove to be the case.

In fact, very great changes in the rate of the circuit-breaker did

not affect the note given by the tube. The effect seemed to be pro-

duced by the vibration of the sheet platinum in its own period,

under the influence of the molecular impact, which vibration was
communicated to the glass walls of the tube by the enamel rod to

which the platinum was attached, gi^'ing rise to a sound somewhat
resembling the pattering of rain against a window-pane, but higher

in pitch and more musical. This sound changed its character very

greatly when the direction of the current was reversed, a feeble

murmur only being heard. I obtained a similar musical note,

though far less loud, with the " mean free-path tube," best when
the middle plate was positive. With a tube containing phospho-

rescent sulphide of calcium, the note was very dull in its quality

and low in pitch, but still quite perceptible. With this tube a

change in the direction of the current, as might be expected, did not

affect the sound produced. I did not obtain this musical note from

any tube that I have in w^hich the current enters and leaves by a

straight wire, except in the case of a single Geissler's tube exhausted

so as to give stratifications, in which it was very feebly heard.

—

—American Journal of Otology, January 1881.

* Read at a Meeting of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

November 10, 1880.
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LY. On the Molecular Vortex Theory of Electromagnetic

Action. By R. T. Glazebrook, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, and Demonstrator of Experimental Physics at the

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge*

.

IN Crelle's Journal, vol. Ixxii., Helmholtz ("Ueber die

Beweo-uDD-so-leichuncren der Electricitilt ") called atten-

tion to the analogy between the equations of the electromag-

netic tield in a conductor and those which give the motion of

a viscous fluid. The first part of the present paper is an
attempt to develop more completely some of the consequences
of that analogy.

Let us consider a medium in which ^, rj, ^ are the displace-

ments at the time t, of the particle whose initial coordinates

are x, y, z. Let p be the density of the medium, and w^, co.2, 0)3

the component angular velocities of the particle about the axes,

d^
and let ^= -^} &c. Then we have

Idy

* Communicated bv the Author.

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 70. June 1881. 2 G

(1)
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Let _o ( (P . (P( cP (P , (P 1

du dz ~ - \^ ^'^ dx\dx "^
dij

"^ dz) J

y • (2)

No^y, according to the molecular vortex theorj' of magne-
tism, magnetic force is due to vortex motion in a fluid filling

space, and the magnetic force at any point is equal to the mo-
lecular rotation of the vortex at that point. Let «, /S, 7 be

the magnetic force at any point. Let F, G, H be the compo-
nents of thevector potential or of the electrokiuetic momentum

;

f, g, h the components of the electric current. Then we are

to have on this hypothesis,

a= &)i, ^= 0)2, 7= 6)3.

But we know that, if /i is specific magnetic inductive capacity,

dR dG

o ^F dE .

/^^= 777 -77:;: =^^2; y

/xy.

dz

d_G

dx

dx

dy

(3)

= flCOs,

Comparing these with (1), we have

F=M,)

Again, we have from (2),

(4)

since (Maxwell, ' Electricity and Magnetism,' p. 607, E)

(ly^dB^^^j^^

dy dz •''
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Substitute for i, rj, ^ the values from (4), we get

. : ^.-ri ,
(i /f^F da

,

dB\ ,.x
A.^J=V^-F+^^(^- + ^+-^J, ... (5)

&c. &c. ;

and this agrees with Maxwell, p. 616 (4).

According to the molecular vortex theory (Phil. Mag. March

1861), /Lt is proportional to the density of the matter compo-
sing the vortices*, so that the momentum ofan element parallel

to the axis of x will be proportional to fi^ or F. Thus the

momentum at any point in the direction S will be proportional

to

as as as

and this is what Maxwell calls the electrokinetic momentum.
Let us suppose our medium to be a viscous fluid, and let k

be the coefficient of viscosity, p the density of the medium,
X, Y, Z the forces per unit mass, p the pressure. Then we have

Substituting for ^ &c. and treating /j, as constant,

/M dt ^ dx ^ /.L dx\dx dy dz J fJi>

Substitute for V^F from (5),

dt 2 V p dx)

Airixk } .
.h d (d¥ dG dR\ .„s

Xow let us suppose that

f^__d^
2 ~ dx'

and put

--l'-tK"-f-f)=^= • • •
(^>

then

dF _ dyfr 4:'TTp,h :

dt ~ dx p '''

* If the vortices be circular and p the density, Maxwell shows that
u

P ~ 2> ^^ *^^^ ^^® electrokinetic momentum is equal to

ds

2G2
as ds as
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Let P be the electromotive force at the point parallel to axis

of x, and let us call —— the resistance of the medium ; then

Ohm's law gives us

and we get

Similarly

p
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J = a constant = c say. But the equation of continuity

gives us

^- 2pdt'
_2ct

p=poe T.

And this is impossible unless c = 0, and p= constant ; in this

case J= 0. Thus we must suppose our fluid to be incompres-

sible.

In forming equation (7), we have put

2 ~ (Lc'

thus assuming that our forces at all points of the medium had

a potential. If this be not so, let

2 ~ ^ dj)'

Then the electromotive force Pi acting at each point produces

a current /i, given bv the equation

if / is the current arising from electromagnetic action,

f=.t\+f,
and

where P^ is the electromotive force arising from electromag-

netic action. Thus

dt dx'
&c.

Again, since J= 0,

^
2p

^Jr is the potential of the free electricity in the medium ; if the

fluid be in equilibrium, the equations give us

(i±_n, ^_A ^Z±_o
d.v

~^' du ~^'
ds
~

Also
F=G=H=0.

Thus, within a conductor in which the fluid is at rest there

is no electromotive force at any point. Thus the electrical

phenomena that occur in a conducting medium subject to elec-
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tromaf^netic action may be explained by the hypothesis that

the conJueting ineJiuin is filled \Yith a viscous fluid of con-

stant density ; forces X, Y, Z being applied to this medium at

any point, rotational motion is set up.

The electromotive force parallel to the axis of x at any point,

so far as it depends on external electrification, is

p being the pressure in the fluid, and /x the magnetic specific

inductive capacity. The magnetic force in the same direction

is &)i, the angular velocity of the fluid about the axis of x.

The electromotive force arising from electromagnetic action is

^ being the displacement of a particle of the fluid. By the

action of these electromotive forces currents may be produced

at any point, and the current at a point parallel to Ox is

Stt^ \dtJ'

If Jc is the viscosity of the medium and C its electrical coci-

ductivity, then

1 _ 47r/jil-

Now let C become very small ; then k becomes very large,

the medium ceases to be a viscous fluid and becomes an elastic

sohd. Equations (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) hold ; but instead of

(6) we have

But, integrating (4 a).

Assuming that /is zero evervwhere initially.

Let

fif A + B d fd^ dy d^\\ ^ d^
2
1'*"

p dx \dx
"^

dy
"^

dz) / dx
'

p dx \dx d\j

* All these expressions are of coui-se simplified if, witli Maxwell, we

put ^,
= p.
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let P be the electromotive force at the point, and suppose that

the specific inductive capacity ; then

477

K

Similarly

47r 477^
^~ K''~ p ^'

p-_ ^_^.
~~

dt dx

^~
dt dy'

E- -— - ^i^~ dt dz"

(1^)

And thus in a dielectric medium also Maxwell's equations

would hold.

DifFereutiating (12) and the two similar equations with
reference to x, y, z and adding, we have

df dcj ^^^^_Q

dx dy dz
(15)

Differentiating (14) with reference to t, and substituting for

V from (12), remembering that

|i=F &c.,

we have, of course, Maxwell's equations for F, G, H in a

dielectric medium, viz.

Maxwell, § 783 (7). If J is a linear function of ^, or a con-
stant, or zero,

d /f/f dr^ dO

and

d_/d^

dx \dx +T;+i)=''

d^_fiX.
dx ~ T~'

Thus the electromotive force at any point due to the free

electricity is proportional to the mechanical force exerted at

that point in the medium. In addition to this we have the
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clF
electromotive force — -7—, which arises from the electromag-

netic action. Tlins, in a dielectric, electromagnetic phenomena
may be explained by the strains in an elastic solid. If K be
the specific indnctive capacity of the dielectric medium, and
B the coefficient of rigidity of the clastic solid,

If we suppose the motion such that

del' cly dt '

so that the solid is incompressible, the electric displacement

at any point in the direction of x is given by tt-V^^^ The

magnetic force is equal to the molecular rotation at that point

in the solid.

In the paper in the Philosophical Magazine already referred

to, Prof. Maxwell has shown that the state of stress which
exists in the magnetic field is just that which would be pro-

duced by vortices in an incompressible fluid. To account for

electricity, he supposes that there are a number of moving
particles between these vortices. If we suppose that in a con-

ductor MaxwelFs moving medium behaves like a viscous fluid,

while in a dielectric its properties are those of an elastic solid,

the electrical current at any point is the " concentration " of

the velocity at that point, and the electrical displacement the
" concentration " of the displacement ; and the additional
" idle wheels " become unnecessary, except as explaining how
the vortices may be conceived to rotate.

So far we have been considering the analogy between the

motion of the elastic solid and electromagnetic action. Let
us make the assumption that magnetic force in a dielectric

arises from molecular vortices in a medium which may be

treated like an elastic solid, and let us suppose that, owing to

a wave of displacement travelling through this medium, the

vortices are displaced, and a term arises in the kinetic energy

f the form _
2(J(a&)i + /3a)2 + 70)3),

;

«!, Woj <^z being the angular velocities of the element considered

which arise from the displacement |, ?;, f. Then Maxwell has

shown that the kinetic energy T per unit volume is given by
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where
d d ^d d

dv dx di) dz

and from this he has obtained an expression for the rotation

of the plane of polarization of light in the field.

I wish to put this in a somewhat more general form, in order

to" develop the connexion between it and the electromotive

force discovered experimentally bv Mr. E. H. Hall (Phil. Mag.
March 1880), which leads, as Prof. Rowland has shown, to

the same expression for the rotation of the plane of polariza-

tion of the light. Let us suppose, then, that forces X, Y, Z
are applied per unit mass at each point of our medium, and

also that we may consider it as incompressible. Then, ifW
be the potential energy and B the coefficient of rigidity,

-W=p(X8| + Y877 + ZSO

^ -df -if-il)}. . . . (18)

To obtain the equations of motion we follow the method
adopted by Fitzgerald (" On the Electromagnetic Theory of

the Reflexion and Refraction of Light," Phil. Trans. 18bO)

;

and from the condition that

Sj(T + W)tZf= 0,

we arrive finally at the equations

^?+20;|(|-|)=pX-BV'ffo. . . (19)

Now we have seen already that, on the molecular vortex

theory, if u'
, /S', y' denote the magnetic force, /, g, h the elec-

tric displacement, and F, G, H the components of vector po-

tential due to the displacements considered.

87r

F=|l&c.
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Thus, substituting for ^ &c.,

dt p dd ~ 2 p ^'

Now da! da!.
,

^dct! da!

W'^'^lu^^^dij-^'^'d^^

da'
,
r,d^' ,

dV , ' -/.

= £ (aa' + /3/3' + 770 + 477(7.; -/SA),

since a, /3, y are constant. Put — ^^ lor^ , the total elec-

tromotive force impressed on the element parallel to the axis

of X, and, as before, let

yLtB 1

K being the specific inductive capacity ; then, if P be the

electromotive force parallel to x,

A-rrf

^=K
Then

+ P=-^^. . . . (20)

Thus P, the electromotive force parallel to x, is, on the mole-

cular vortex theory, composed of four parts in a field of strong
7T7I

magnetic force. The first is j-, the rate of change of the

vector potential. The next is

and this is exactly similar in form to the electromotive force

discovered by Mr. E. H. Hall and already alluded to. The
third may be written _

--^
-r (1) 1)' cos e) ;

p dx ^ ^

where I) is the impressed magnetic force, I)' the resultant of

the force arising from the displacement of the medium, and
e the angle between them. In Mr. Hall's experiments this

angle would be 90°, and therefore the term would vanish.
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The fourth term ~ is, of course, that part of the electro-

motive force which arises from the electricity in the field.

Had we considered the case of a conductor, the terms which

we should have to add to equations (8) would be just the same

as those added above in (20) to equation (14). Thus, in a

conductor we should have

.

, *c.
+r=-^^ . . (21)

In the case considered by Mr. Hall,

and f =0' ««' + ^3' + 7r'=0,

— -T^ = impressed electromotive force in direction of ^i-= Pi

say;
,. v=F,-^(^,-^i^. . ! . (22)

r

Thus, if a current/ flow in a conductor in a field of strono-

magnetic force 7, there will be produced an electromotive
force in the direction of 7/ (perpendicular, that is, to the direc-

tions of/ and 7), whose value will be

p '-^

If we consider a wave travelling through the medium, the
electromotive force parallel to x produced by electromao-netic
action will be

Substituting in the equations

-/.Kf +VT=0,
we get

and from these Professor Eowland has calculated the mao-netic
rotation of the vectors F, G-, H (Phil Mag. April 1881).

The equations satisfied by the magnetic force a', /3', y, can be
found either from these by differentiation, or from the orio-inal

equations (li')- We get, remembering that

'' 47rV/y dz)^
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^ I dl' p dt\ d.v dy^^ dz)\dy dz /

j

&e.
+VV= 0, . (23)

These or the original equations (19), if wo put - = —tt, and

X the impressed electromotive force = 0, and substitute

2uG
for , SttC, agree with Mr. Fitzgerald's equation. If

r
we consider that the magnetic force is parallel to z and that
our wave is travelling in that direction, Mr. Fitzgerald has
shown that the wave must consist of two circularly polarized
waves travelling respectively with velocities v^ and V2, where

1 27rC7

•v//xK p^
and

. - _1_ _ ^!^

So that the rotation of the plane of polarization produced by
a length I of the substance is

47rCMt

Kl)''
I being the refractive index, Yq and Xq the velocity and wave-
length in air, and M the magnetic force. The rotation of unit

length for unit magnetic force will be :^—r-, if we neglect -n-.^ «
^opK ^^

According to Mr. J. E. H. Gordon (Phil. Trans. 1877), the

value of this quantity for the thallium-ray in carbon disulphide

is 3-047 X 10-5 jjIjou^^ ^l^o

Xo=5-349xl0-^

Vo= 3x10^0,

VoX2=75;

p is the density of the medium—of course not the dielectric,

but the tether. According to Maxwell (" Physical Lines of

Force," Phil. Mag. April 1861), this is of the same order as

fi, being equal to ^ if the vortices are circular, and p, is

nearly unity. Thus

^ 3-047x10-^x75^-
Aire'

'

and C is of order ^q_, ^^ ^q_6^
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In his paper Prof. Rowland remarks, after showing that

Mr. Hall's discovery leads to the same expressions for the

rotation of the plane as Prof. Maxwell's, '' the conclusion we

draw is that the effect discovered hy Mr. Hall is the same or due^

to the same cause as the rotation of the plane ofpolarization of

light.'" The previous investigation, I think, may supply a

connecting link between the two.

As has already been stated, equations (19) and (23) agree

in form with Mr. Fitzgerald's equations ; and in fact (23) is

identical with his. For let us put

p= a', q= ^', r=y

;

then p, q, r are the same as Mr. Fitzgerald's ^, rj, ^, and his

final equation is

and differentiating these with respect to t and substituting, we
get (23).

Now Mr. Fitzgerald's equation has been deduced, without

any assumption as to the connexion between the motions of

matter and aBtber, from the hypothesis that the electrokinetic

energy of the medium contains a term

where

'-^$^{%-f^%'J--%'^}"^'y'^'

d d . d d

dO dx dy dz

Professor Maxwell's additional term depends on the displace-

ments of the medium which constitute light. The potential

energy in his case is that which arises from the state of strain

of the medium, while in Mr. Fitzgerald's paper the potential

energy is the electrostatic energy of the field. The foregoing

investigation shows that the two assumptions lead to the same
equations for the electric and magnetic disturbance.

If we suppose that we have in the field light-motion in ad-

dition to electrical and magnetic displacements, and assume
with Prof. Maxwell his additional term in the kinetic energy,

then, on the molecular vortex theory, the electrokinetic energy,

or that part of the kinetic energy on which electrical and mag-
netic effects depend, will contain a term of the form supposed
by Mr. Fitzgerald. The kinetic enerirv beins;

P
l\\\{^'

+ V- + ^')dxdydz,
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the electrokinetic is

Stt.
\^^{f-Vq'+>)clvchjdz,

being obtained from the kinetic by substituting j- for p, and

/), q, r for ^, t], ^. If, then, in the kinetic energy we have the
term

in the electrokinetic energy we have

and thiS; on integrating by parts, gives

which is Mr. Fitzgerald's additional term.

In fact, if we consider the medium as consisting of a num-
ber of separate molecules, the kinetic energy has its ordinary
meaning ; the electrokinetic is that part of the kinetic energy
which depends only on the rotation of the molecules ; for this

rotation alone produces magnetic force. If a transverse wave
of disturbance travels through the medium, the translational

motion of each molecule becomes known to us as light, while

to the rotational velocity we give the name of magnetic force.

Since the direction of rotation at each point is reversed many
times a second, we cannot produce magnetic force by a wave
of light. If, however, magnetic force exists in the medium
independently of the light, the translational motion of the

molecules is modified thereby.

Now let us consider a molecule of the medium, which we
shall suppose moves as a rigid body, with angular velocities

6)1, 0)2, W3. If ^, T}, ^ are the coordinates of the centre of

gravity, and cle dy dz the volume. A, B, C the radii of gyra-
tion about axes parallel to those of coordinates, which we
assume to be principal axes, then the kinetic energy of this

molecule is

ip(f + 1- + t) dx dij dz + p{K-oy\ + Wcol+ C-cu;,) dx dy dz.

In a material medium. A, B, C being proportional to the linear

dimensions of the molecule, the last term, A-(u"J + B^<w^ + C-oj^,

vanishes compared with the other, the molecule being very
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small. Let us suppose that in the a3ther,ft)i,&)2,&>3 become known

to us as magnetic force ; then this last term expresses the

magnetic energy in the field. And if we suppose, further,

that

Sttp

since <Wi= « &c., the magnetic energy of the whole field may
be written

and this may be transformed to

ifeJlf^^^'^
+ ^V^^ + t7't }

dxdydz

by an application of Green's theorem whenever f, r], t, are

functions of the same function of x, y, z. Hence, remember-
ing that

the electrokinetic energy becomes

JJJ (Fm+ Gu + Hm;) dx dy dz.

Since in the kinetic energy of the field we have, on the mole-

cular vortex theory, a term involving (g)^ + tw^+ '^D;
"^^ see

that if we put for w-^

« + «i,

« being the rotation which constitutes the magnetic force, and
tui the rotation due to the wave of displacement travelling

through, we shall introduce a term uwi + ^w^ + '^Wz, which is

the hypothesis from which we started.

If we start from Mr. Fitzgerald's standpoint, and assume
terms in the electrokinetic energy of the form

to explain the phenomena of the rotation of the plane of pola-

rization without reference to theories of molecular vortices,

we may show that this assumption also leads to Hall's effect.

We wish to transform this term into one in which the kinetic

energy is expressed in terms oi f,g,]i,'f,'g, A and constants.

Then, if T be the kinetic energy, and P, Q, K the components
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of tlie electromotive force,

dt elf elf

~
dt dg dg

' > (25)

-R= d dT dT

N
dt h dh

o\v

£f/*..4^-jJJ/(.|.^|..g)<....<^..
But we have, from the definitions o{ p, q, r,

oy ax '

dp dr .

Thus the term in/ becomes

^'rr^i^K9y-^>^)d^^'dydz

+JJJ/(4:£+/3:£+7
c?(7 rfr

rjdxdy dz.

Integrate the last term by parts ; then, if ^ye neglect the sur-

face-integral, we have

and the additional term in tlie kinetic energy becomes

167r'CjJJ[/(w-/3/-) +g{ah-y/') + /,{Pf-ucf)] dxdydz

+ r

Tlie coefficient of/) in the last, on substituting for /, g, h the

values

47r V(/^ f/7J
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and reducing, becomes

doL cly da. dy da cf/3 da d^

da; dy dy dx dz dx dx dz

And this expression vanishes whenever a, ^, y are functions of

the same function of x, y, and z. This is, of course, satisfied

if a, /3, 7 are constants or components of a wave of magnetic
force crossing the medium.

Hence, whenever a wave is traversing a field of magnetic
force, the electrokinetic energy is

JJj
[F/ + G^ + HA + 167720 {f{Y9-m +k'^h-yf)

+ h(3/-ay)}-]dxdydz. . (26)

The terms in C are in general small ; and if, with Mr. Fitz-

gerald, we are considering a wave in a field of strong uniform

magnetic force components a, /S, y, we may put a, ^, y for

a, /3, 7 in the above terms and treat them as constant. Then,

from the equations

<^i df df

we get

P=-^-327r2C(y^-/370,

Q=-^-327rT(«/.-7/),

R=-^-327r'C(/3/-«^).

(27)

And these agree exactly with (21), remembering that

^=4770.
p

and that in the present case we have neglected quantities like

a', /3', y'. Thus, the additional term assumed by Mr. Fitz-

gerald leads to Mr. Hall's additional terms in the electromo-

tive force. Of course, if we start from Mr. Hall's terms in

the electromotive force, and work backwards to find the elec-

trokinetic energy, we shall arrive at Mr. Fitzgerald's term ;

and if, further, we assume the h}i3otheses of the molecular

vortex theory, we shall get Maxwell's additional term. Mr.
Fitzgerald's temi is a direct consequence of Hall's experi-

ments ; Maxwell's term is a consequence of them on some
theory of the action between light and magnetism.

Phil. 3Iacf. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 70. June 1881. 2H
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LVI. Electric Absorption of Cryatah. By H. A. Row-
land and E. H. Nichols, of the Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore'*

.

[Plate IX.]

I.

ri"lHE theory of electric absorption does not seem to have as

J- yet attracted the general attention which its importance

demands ; and from the -writings of many physicists we
should gather the impression that the subject is not thoroughly

understood. Xe-sertheless the subject has been reduced to

mathematics; and a more or less complete theory of it has

been in existence for many years. Clausius seems to have

been the first to give what is now considered the best

theory. His memoir, " On the Mechanical Equivalent of an

Electric Discharge,"' dec, was read at the Berlin Academy
in 1852 f. In an addition to this memoir in 1866 he shows

that a dielectric medium having in its mass particles imper-

fectly conducting would have the property of electric absorp-

tion. Maxwell, in his ' Electricity,' art. 325, gives this theory

in a somewhat diif'erent form, and shows that a body com-
posed of layers of different substances would possess the pro-

perty in question. One of us, in a note in the 'American

Journal of Mathematics," No. 1, 1878, put the matter in a

somewhat different form, and investigated the conditions for

there being no electric absorption.

All these theories agree in showing that there should be

no electric absorption in a perfectly homogeneous medium.
A mass of glass can hardly be regarded as homogeneous,
seeing that when we keep it melted for a long time a portion

separates out in crystals. Glass can thus be roughly re-

garded as a mass of crystals with their axes in different direc-

tions in a medium of a different nature. It should thus have
electric absorption. Among all solid bodies, Ave can select

none which we can regard as perfectly homogeneous along

any given line through them, except crystals. The theory

would then indicate that crystals should have no electric

absorption; and it is the object of this paper to test this point.

The theory of both Clausius and Maxwell refers only to the

case of a condenser made of two parallel planes. In the

* Communicated by the Physical Society, having been read May 14tb,
1881.

t I have obtained my knowledge of this memoir from the French
translation, entitled Theorie Mecatiiqiw de la Chakur, par E. Clausius,

translated into French by F. Folie : Paris, 18G0. The " Addition '' does
not appear in the memoir pubUshed in Pogg. A/m. vol. Ixxxvi. p. 337,
but -was added in 186(3 to the collection nf memoii-s.
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'•'Note " referred to, one of us has shown that iu other forms

of condenser there can be electric absorption even in the case

of homogeneous bodies. Hence the problem was to test the

electric absorption of a crystal, in the case of an infinite plate

of crystal with parallel sid'^es. The considerations with regard

to the infinite plate were avoided by using the guard-ring prin-

ciple of Thomson.
The crystals which could be obtained in large and perfect

plates were quartz and calcite. These were of a rather irre-

gular form, about 35 millim. across and H millim. thick,

and perfectly ground to plane parallel faces. There were two

quartz plates cut from the same crystal perpendicular to the

axis, and two cleavage-plates of Iceland spar. There were also

several specimens of glass ground to the same thickness; the

plates were all perfectly transparent, \nth polished faces.

Examined by polarized light, the quartz plates seemed per-

fectly homogeneous at all points except near the edge of one

of them. This one showed traces of amethystine structure at

that point; and a portion of one edge had a piece of quartz of

opposite rotation set in; but the portion which was used in

the experiment was apparently perfecth' regular in structure.

The fact that there are two species of quartz, right- and left-

handed, with only a slight change in their crystalline struc-

ture, and that, as iu amethyst, they often occur together,

makes it not improbable that most pieces of right-handed

quartz contain some molecules of left-handed quartz, and vice

versa. In this case quartz might possess the property of

electric absorption to some degree. But Iceland spar should

evidently more nearly satisfy the conditions. It is unfortu-

nate that the two pieces of quartz were not cut from different

crystals.

This reasoning was confirmed by the experiments, which

showed that the quartz had about one ninth the absorption of

glass; but that the Iceland spar had none whatever, and is

thus the first solid so far found having no electric absorption.

Some crystals of mica &c. were tried; but calcspar is the only

one which we can say, a priori, is perfectly homogeneous.

Thus mica and selenite are so very lamellar in their character,

that few specimens ever appear in Avhich the laminte are not

more or less separated from one another; and thus they should

have electric absorption.

IL

In the ordinary method of experimenting with the various

forms of Leyden jar, there are, besides the residual discharge

due to electric absorotion in the substance of the insulatorj

2H2
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two other sources of a return eharoe. The surface of the

glass being moi*e or less conducting, an electric charge creeps

over the surface from th<^ edges ol the tinfoil. In discharging

the jar in the usual way by a connecting wire, this surface

remains charged, and the electricity is gradually conducted

back to the coatings, and thus recharges them. If, further-

more, the coatings be fastened to the glass with shellac or other

cement, the return charge may bo partly due to it; for we
have between the coatings not merely glass, but layers of

^lass, cement, etc., Avhich the theory shows to give a resi-

dual discharge. Besides the coatings are not planes ; and

hence, as one of us has shown, there may bo a return charge,

even if the glass gave none between infinite planes. If the

plates were merely laid on the glass without cementing, the

same result would follow, since the insulator would then con-

sist of air and glass in layers.

In the present research these were sources of error to be

avoided, since the residual discharge due to the insulating

plates themselves were to be compared. The condenser-plates

were copper disks. These wero amalgamated, so that there

was a layer of mercury between them and the dielectric, which
excluded the air and conducted the electricity directly to the

surface of the dielectric: thus the condition of a single sub-

stance between the plates was fulfilled. The errors due to the

creeping of the charge over the surface of the dielectric and
that due to the plates not being infinite were avoided, the first

entirely and the second partially, by the use of the guard-

ring principle of Sir Wm. Thomson.
Fig. 1 (PI. IX.) represents this apparatus. The plate of

crystal, c, was placed between two amalgamated plates of cop-

per, a and h, over the upper one of which the gitard-ring, d,

was caj-efully fitted; this ring, when down, served to charge
and discharge the surface around the plate, a; and so the

errors above referred to from the creeping of the charge along

the plate, and from the plate not being infinite, were avoided.

The charging battery consisted of six large Leyden jars of

nearly a square foot of coated surface each, charged to a small

potential. Although accurafe instruments were at hand for

measuring the potential in absolute measure, it was consi-

dered sufficient to use a Harris unit-jar for giving a definite

charge ; for very accurate measurements were not desired,

and the Harris unit-jar was entirely sufficient for the pur-

pose. The return charge was measured by a Thomson qua-

di-ant-electrometer of the original well-known form.

The apparatus shown in fig. 1 performs all the necessary

operations by a half turn of the handle e. ^y two half turns
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of the handle, one forward and the other back, the crystal

condenser could be successively charged from the Leyden
battery, discharged, the guard-ring raised, the upper plate,

a, again insulated, and the connexion made with the quadrant-

electrometer.

The copper ring, d, was suspended by three silk threads

from the brass disk,/, which in turn could be raised and
lowered by the crank, g. A small •svire connected the ring

with the rod on which was the ball h. This rod was insulated

by the glass tube ?', and could revolve about an axis at h. By
the up-and-down motion of the rod the ball came into contact

with the ball (/) connected with the earth, or the ball (jn) con-

nected with the battery. When the cranks were in the posi-

tion shown in the figure, the heavy ball n caused the ball h to

rise and press against I : but when /' descended, the piece o

pressed on the rod and caused h to fall on m.

Another rod, q, also more than balanced by a ball, r, was
insulated by a glass tube, s, and connected with the quadrant-

electrometer by a very fine wire. It could also turn around
a pivot atf: so that when the ring u rested upon it, it fell on
the upper condenser-plate a, and connected it with the elec-

trometer : when the weight n was raised by the crank v,

the rod rested against /, and so connected the electrometer to

the earth, to which the other quadrants were already con-

nected.

At the beginning of an experiment, the insulating plate to

be tested having been placed between the condenser-plates a

and h, the handle was brought into such a position that the

ring, d, rested on the plate around a. The lengths of the

threads between d and/ were such that o for this position of

the handle did not touch ic, and so h remained in connexion

with the earth; and so d was also connected with the earth,

and thus also with h. On now turning the handle further,

the ball h descended to the ball m, and thus charged the

condenser for any time desired. On now reversing the

motion, the following operations took place:

—

First, the ball h rose and discharged the condenser.

Second, the guard-ring d ascended.

Third, the rod q, which had been previously in contact with

p, thus bringing the quadrant-electrometer to zero, now moved
down and rested on the upper condenser-plate a. Thus any

return charge quickly showed itself on the electrometer.

The amount of deflection of the instrument depends upon the

character of the dielectric, its thickness, the charge of the

batter)-, the time of contact with the battery, and upon the

length of time of discharging.
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III.

In comparing the glass with the crystal plates, the electro-

meter was rendered as little sensitive as the ordinary arrange-

ment of the instrument without the inductor-plate would allow.

The electric absorption of the glass plates for a charge in the

battery of two or three sparks from the Harris unit-jar then

sufficed, after 20 or 30 seconds contact with the battery and
5 seconds discharging time, to give a deflection of aliout 200
scale-divisions, which were millimetres. The quartz and cal-

cite plates were then alternately substituted for the glass, the

same charge and the same intervals of contact being used, and
the resulting deflections noted—two plates of each substance

of the same thickness being used.

The results of the measurements are given in the follo^7ing

Tables, the effect of the glass being called 100.

(a).

Table I.

(c).

April 14, 1880.

Charge 3 sparks.

Contact 10 seconds.

Plates carefully dried by being in

desiccator over night.

Glass (Ist platel lOO'O

Quartz (Ist plate) lO'T

Calcite (1st plate) O'O

(d).

April 22, 1880.

Charge 2 sparks.

Contact 30 seconds.

Plate in desiccator since April 14.

Glass (2nd plate) 100-0

., (1st plate) 96-3

Quartz (1st plate) 13-4

(2nd plate) 12-1

Calcite (1st plate) 0-0

(2nd plate) 00

Table II.

May 1. Relative Effects for different Intensities of Charge
and Time of Contact.

April 12, 1880.
Charge of battery, 2 sparks.

Contact 30 seconds.

Glass (1st plate) 1000
Quartz (1st plate) 17-1

(2ud plate) 20'0

Calcite (1st plate) 0-0

(2nd plate) 0-0

April 13, 1880.

Chai'ge of battery, 3 sparks.

Contact 20 seconds.

Glass (1st plate) 100-0

Quartz (1st plate) 19-3

Calcite (1st plate) O'O

1

Charge of

battery.
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These Tables seem to prove beyond question that ealcite in

clear crystal has no electric absorption. Quartz seems to

have about ^ that of glass; but we ha.\e remarked that quartz

is not a good substance to test the theory upon.

Some experiments were made with cleavage-plates of sele-

nite, which are always more or less imperfect, as the laminse

are very apt to separate. These gave, however, effects about

5 or ^ those of glass.

In order to test still further the absence of electric absorp-

tion in ealcite, the electrometer was rendered very sensitive,

and the ealcite plates were tested with gradually increasing-

charges, from that which in glass gave 200 millim. after 1

second contact, up to the maximum charge (ten sparks of the

unit-jar) which the condensers were capalDle of carrying. In

these trials, the ealcite still showed no effect, even with

30 seconds contact. During these experiments glass was fre-

quently substituted for the ealcite, to leave no question but

that the apparatus was in working order.

It is to be noted that the relative effects of the quartz and
the glass were different for dried plates and plates exposed to

the atmosphere. This was possibly due to the glass being a

better insulator, and thus retaining its charge better when dry
than in its ordinary condition,

IV.

Thus we have found, for the first time, a solid which has no
electric absorption ; and it is a body which,' above all others,

the theory of Clausius and Maxwell would indicate. The
small amount of the effect in quartz and selenite also confirms

the theory, provided that we can show that in the given piece

of quartz some molecules of right-handed quartz were mixed
with the left; for we know that the theoretical conditions for

the absence of electric absorption are rarely satisfied by lami-

nated substances like selenite or mica. If the theory is con-

firmed, the apparatus here described should give the only test

we yet have of the perfect homogeneity of insulating bodies ;

for any optical test cannot penetrate, as this does, to the very
structure of the molecule.
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LVII. On the Beats of Consoyiances of the Form h : 1.

By R. H. M. BOSANQUET*.

[Plates IV.-Vll.]

Ohns Laic, and the Hypothesis of Resultant Displacements.

1. nnHE doctrine known as Ohm's law states that the

A simplest form of motion by which definite musical

pitch is defined to the ear is the pendulum-vibration. It may
be extended as follows:—In all cases in which Ohm's law

holds, the ear resolves any complex of two or more simulta-

neous pendulum-vibrations into the original pendulum-vibra-

tions of which they consist, and hears them as distinct and
independent sounds.

I rest my belief in Ohm's law mainly on ordinary pheno-

mena, not on refinements or difficult observations ; and I

shall endeavour to make this my course throughout.

2. So long as, in our mechanical arrangements, we approxi-

mate more and more nearly to the condition of things by
which we know that simple harmonic vibrations must be pro-

duced, we also approximate in the character of the resulting

sound to a pure and simple note of definite pitch, free from

harmonics and other accompaniments.

So far as simple sounds are concerned, therefore, we re-

ceive Ohm's law as being at all events approximately true

generally, and in all probability absolutely true when sounds

of small intensity alone are considered.

3. When two difterent sounds are heard together, we have

phenomena of which the following is a slight sketch.

If the two sounds are very nearly of the same pitch, they

are not heard according to Ohm's law, i. e. separately and
independently, but in the form of resultant displacements.

The most important case is that in which the two sounds are

of nearly equal intensity. In this case one sound is heard,

intermediate in pitch between the two primaries, and oscilla-

ting in intensity between a certain maximum and nothing.

These oscillations are what are called the beats of imperfect

unisons. Now, as the two notes separate fi*om one another in

pitch, the character of the phenomenon changes; and at a

certain point the two notes begin to be heard separately and
independently, beside the beats which accompany them. It

is this phenomenon that is accounted for by Helmholtz's

theory of the existence of vibrating bodies, in the ear, having
sympathy of a certain definite degree with the various notes.

4. Helmholtz ascertained the approximate degree of this

* Communicated by the Physical Society.
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sympathy by considerations of a somewhat indirect character.

I wish to point out the important bearing, on the theory, of

the direct determination of the interval which separates the

region in which two notes are heard only as resultant dis-

placements, from that in which they begin to be heard sepa-

rately, in accordance with Ohm's law.

5. The experiments I have made on this point have been
mostly conducted by means of my enharmonic organ, in which
I have a collection of notes separated for the most part by
single commas.

The results, so far as I have gone, are:—1. The critical in-

terval, at which two notes begin to be heard beside their beats,

or resultant displacements, is about two commas, throughout

that medium portion of the scale which is used in practical

music. 2. This critical interval appears not to be exactly the

same for all ears. In my own case two notes two commas
apart are not heard distinctly beside the beats. In the case

of Mr. Parratt, who has kindly examined the point with me,
two notes two commas apart are distinctly heard beside the

beats. In both cases the beats alone are heard with an in-

terval of one comma, and the two notes are quite clear beside

the beats with an interval of three commas.
I propose to undertake further experiments, with the view

of determining this initial interval more accurately. So far

as the above results go, they are quite consistent with Helm-
holtz's assumption as to the degree of sympathy of the ear.

6. Independently of any theory, the fact that at a certain

point the ear begins to separate out two independent pendulum-
vibrations from the resultant displacements, is one that must
be recognized. It is easy to show that it is inconsistent with

that representation of facts which assumes that beats arise only

from the resultant forms exhibited by the superposition of the

two vibrations on one receptive mechanism. This is shown
as follows.

7. If we combine two vibrations of equal amplitude, which
we may take =1, cosj^t and cos (gt—e), on the same recep-

tive mechanism, the effect is to produce a resultant displace-

ment represented by

2 cos -^—^ . COS i^^ ^ .

This would be heard, by a hypothetical ear receiving the whole
disturbance on the same sensorium, as a note whose frequency

is the arithmetic mean between the frequencies of the two
primaries, and having oscillations of intensity whose fre-

quency is defined by a pendulum-vibration of frequency equal
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to half the difterence of the frequencies of the primaries. This

is what is actually heard in the case of two notes less than two

commas apart.

8. When the interval is greater than two commas, this

ceases to represent the whole phenomenon perceived by the

ear as it exists. The separate notes step in beside the resultant

form represented by the above expression, with its beats and

note having the frequency of the arithmetic mean. As the

interval increases, the separate notes become more and more

prominent, and the beats diminish in loudness and distinctness,

till, by the time that a certain interval is reached, which is

about' a minor third in the middle of the scale, the beats prac-

tically disappear and the two notes alone survive.

9. It has been supposed by some that the beats disappear

only in consequence of their rapidity*: and it is clear that

under this supposition, as ordinarily made, lies the assumption

that the mass of tone continues to be received in the same

manner all the time

—

i. e. that the phenomena of the beats of

imperfect consonances and combination-tones are to be ex-

plained by reasoning analogous to that of the above formula,

which supposes the whole displacement reduced to its resultant

on one receptive mechanism. This, for instance, is assmned

whenever Smith's or Young's theories of beats are admitted

as sufficient explanations of the phenomena.

10. In such cases, (a) it is forgotten that the fundamental

assumption carries another consequence with it than those it

was desired to explain; ih) the explanation itself also fails in

an important point.

(a) The other consequence is, that if it were true that the

receptive mechanism of the ear received a resultant displace-

ment, so that the combination was as represented by the above

formula, then the primary notes would not be heard at all,

and the note that would be heard would have the arithmetic

mean of the frequencies of the primaries.

E. g., in the case of a fifth (4 : 6) the note heard would be

the major third (5), which would beat very rapidly; just as,

when I myself hear the resultant of notes two commas apart,

it is one note midAvay between them beating rapidly. But, as

a matter of fact, the note 5 is not heard at all in the above

case.

(h) Again, supposing that in some unexplained way the

beats whose speed is ^^^^ in the above notation gave rise to a

note, as supposed by Konig. Then the speed of that note

* This is absolutely disproved by tlie argument iu Helmholtz's

Totietnpf. p. 286, ed. 4,
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does not agree with that required for Konig's first beat^note,

which has the same speed as Hehiiholtz's difference-tone, or

ip— q) in the above notation.

11. The relationship of these resultant displacements to the

phenomena in the general case, is most conveniently studied
by means of the curves drawn by Donkin's harmonograph.
The instrument in my possession has a rather restricted

number of change-wheels: and one of my first tasks in the

St. John's College laboratory has been to cut additional change-
wheels for this instrument, for the purpose of illustrating this

subject graphically*. (See Plates lY. to YII.)
12. The examination of the curves leads us to the following

conclusions.

In every case, whether of beats of unisons, or of beats of

imperfect consonances, the examination of the curves shows a

portion of a harmonic curve lying through the vertices of the

single resultant vibrations, which portion corresponds in du-
ration to the beats as given either by Smith's rule or the ordi-

nary rule for beats.

The durations of these harmonic curves are different in dif-

ferent cases. Three principal types may be distinguished:

—

Let E, F be the amplitudes; p) : q the ratio in lowest terms
of the exact consonance whose small variation is considered

(?>P)-
(1) If E

I

/) is considerably less than F
|
q, there are q

complete harmonic cui-ves both at top and bottom, and the

duration of each is q times that of the Smith's beat.

(2) If E |7:>= F
I

ry, there are i^ + q complete harmonic
curves which may be called external, passing both top and
bottom, and the duration of each external curve Uj^ + q times
that of the Smith's beat; also there are q—p internal curves,

which lie nearer the middle; the duration of each internal

curve is q—p times that of the Smith's beat.

(3) IfE
\
p is considerably greater than F

|
q, there arep

harmonic curves both at top and bottom. They are not com-
plete, but appear to form portions of curves of long period.

13. In all cases the curves which correspond to the beats, as

ascertained by Smith's method or the ordinary formula, lie like

series of bows, one series at the top and the other at the bottom.
The complete period of the pendulum-vibration, of which

each of these bows forms a part, is always longer than the single

bow or Smith's beat, according to the above rules.

14. Xow, according to a well-known principle of mechanics,
no pendulum-"\-ibration can give rise to one of another period,

* These ciu-ves are of such interest that I devote some space to their
discussion, § 77 &c. ^
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in a system in which the forces are proportional to the displace-

ments.

15. In the present case, if we find a term present whose
whole period is that of the Smith's beat, it must therefore

arise by transformation, i. e. through the presence of terms of

higher orders than the first. We shall use generally the ex-

pression " transformation " to signify the effect on a system
of terms higher than the first in the expression for the forces.

This is substantially Helmholtz's explanation of the difference-

tone, which is identical with the lowest beat-note of Konig.
16. We shall show that all Konig's beat-notes can be

accounted for in a similar manner, by the assumption that

terms of higher orders become important in the mechanism of

the ear when the displacements are considerable.

17. We can illustrate further the difference produced in the

curves by the admission of the difference-tone or beat-note

as part of the mass of sound. The characteristic difference is,

that the medial line is itself bent into a curve, whose whole
period is that of the Smith's beat. I have not been able to

draw any long curve to show this; but the appearance of the

curve at the top of illustration A (p. 425) is very like it in a
general way. This illustration represents the square term of

the force developed by a fifth (2 : 3) in a transforming system.

B is the figure of the total disturbed force in a similar case; but
the throwing-up of the medial line is not so prominent as it

would be in a longer curve. I have, however, no machine
that will draw the combination; and the construction of a

long curve of this kind is not worth the labour it would
entail.

18. We sum up this part in the following conclusions:

—

As two notes of equal amplitudes separate from unison, they

are at first received by the ear in the manner of resultant dis-

placements, consisting of the beats of a note whose frequency

is midway between that of the primaries.

When the interval reaches about two commas, the ear

begins to resolve the resultant displacements, and the primary
notes step in beside the beats.

When the interval reaches a minor third in the ordinary

parts of the scale, neither the beats nor the intermediate pitch

of the resultant note are any longer audible, at least as matter

of ordinary perception ; but the resultant displacement which
reaches the ear is decomposed, and produces the sensation of

the two primary notes, perfectly distinct from each other

:

that is to say, Ohm's law has set in, and is true, for ordinary

perceptions and in the ordinary regions of the scale, for the

minor third and all greater intervals.
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Statical Analysis of Disturbance proportional to Square of Displacement,

shoidng origin of the co7nhination-tone. Fifth 2 : 3.

Difference.tone
(Tartini), 3-2=1.

Uniform increase
of pressure.

Summation-tone

;

vibration-number
3+2=5.

Besultant of ootarei
4 and 6.

I. From disturbance proportional to square of displacement subtract simple
tone. Amplitude ^ of disturbance. Period = that of the beat. (Vibra-

tion-number = difference of vibration-numbers, 3—2= 1.)

II. Subtract ^ of amplitude of disturbance.

III. Subtract a simple tone. Amplitude :| of that of disturbance. Period = -J

that of resultant vibration in original beat. (Vibration-number = sum
of vibration-numbers of original tones, 3-|-2— 5.)

IV. There remains a succession of beats like' the original beats of the fifth, an
octave higher, i. e, the combination of the octaves of the original notes.

B.

JBeat of Fifth, 2 : 3. Disturbed by term proportional to square of
displacement, shom7ig origin of the combination-tone.
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19. We may notice here incidentally that it is necessary

that the resolved primaries should be unitbrm and steady, in

order that the beats exhibited in the resultant forms may
retain their regularity. Those who support the Young-and-
Smith theory generally have a sort of confused idea that the

primaries are moditied when superposed into their resultant.

20. How, then, do the beats of mistuned consonances arise ?

They may be regarded as springing from interference of new
notes, which arise by transformation, in the passage of the

resultant forms through the transmitting mechanism of the ear,

before the analysis by the sensorium.

EA'periments.

21. The engine and bellows* being adjusted to run conti-

tinuously and quietly, I began to follow the course of Konig's

experiments at the point Avhere he deals with the combina-

tions of the note C, following his form not accurately, but

with such divergences as the ditFerence in the apparatus sug-

gested. After going through one or two sets in the way
hei'einafter described, I concentrated my attention on the ana-

lysis of beats, and specially on those of mistuned consonances

of the form /( : 1. It will be seen that after a time I entirely

discarded resonators, having convinced myself that, so far as

they were concerned, the beats of mistuned consonances, other

than unisons, with the beat-notes, difference- and combination-

tones of all orders, and, in fact, all that I had to observe, were

of a purely subjective nature, and were extinguished by reso-

nators properly used, so far as my ari'angements enabled me
to perceive.

22. The mode in which I then pursued the observations on
the beats of the mistuned consonances in question was, to adjust

the notes and leave them sounding uniformly and continuously

b}' the hour together. I then walked about the room listening

to the combination in all the various forms in which it pre-

sented itself, went outside and came in again, always keeping

in view the question, what are the sounds that these beats

consist of?

23. It is hard to believe that a question to which the

answer is tolerably simple could be so difficult. Yet it is

vert/ difficult; it is one of the most difficult things I ever tried

to do, to analyze these apparently complicated sounds into

their elements by the ear alone. And when I state my results,

I must not be taken to mean that the elements I mention are

all that are present. In fact, one of the great difficulties is

that there appear to be such a number of different sounds.

• See PhU. Mag. Oct. 1880.
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Some of these are probably due to the imagination; others

probably exist in small intensity. And I am satisfied that

there still exists a large field of work in the further prosecu-

tion of this subject. But of the main result I have no doubt

whatever; and that is:

—

24. The beats of mistuned consonances of the form A : I,

where h is nearly some whole number, consist mainly of vari-

ations of intensity of the lower note when the beats of the

harmonics are eliminated.

25. I was prepared for this result in the case of the octave

by my preliminary experiments (Phil. Mag. viii. p. 293),

but did not pi'oceed further till I had verified it and got my
ear to perceive it readily under the new conditions, which

required two or three days. I then got Mr. Parratt to come
and listen. He Avas much disturbed by the trifling noises

from the engine, belts, &c.; and I blew the bellows myself for

a time. Eventually he came to the same conclusion, but

with an amount of hesitation and difficulty which showed me
what an important element practice is in these observations.

26. I then started these observations with the mistuned

twelfth, proceeding in the same way. I seemed to have the

same difficulty as before in seizing the phenomenon; and when
I eventually decided that these beats were also on the lower note,

it was not in pursuance of any preconceived conclusion; for

1 had no idea at that time of the explanation I now give, and

certainly none of the presence of the second difference-tone,

or its identity with one of Konig's beat-notes.

27. Having got so far, I found the remaining verifica-

tion, of the beats of the mistuned double octave, somewhat
easier. These are also on the lower note when they are

heard. I have never heard the beats of a mistuned conso-

nance mth any A\ader interval, with the notes I employ, as clear

and unmistakable phenomena. Such beats may be discern-

ible by more acute ears, or with notes of a more powerful

quality, as they were discerned by Konig. But in such cases

it will \)Q incumbent on the obsen-er to purge the beats from

the suspicion of containing the beats of harmonics, as I have

done.

28. ]\Ir. Parratt subsequently convinced himself, as before,

that the beats of the twelfth and double octave were all heard

on the lower notes. I endeavoured, as far as possible, to make
his observations independent by avoiding communicating my
conclusions to him beforehand.

29. The elimination of the beats of the harmonics depends

on the following considerations. The notes employed were

examined, with and without resonators, as to the presence of

harmonics. These, so far as they are objective, are readily
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detected with resonators. The beats of the harmonics, where
they existed objectively, were also examined with resonators.

After a little practice the sound of these beats became familiar

enough to prevent their being confused with the beats of the

low notes, and the two sets of beats could be observed inde-

pendently.

30. The only harmonic that exists in these notes in sensible

intensity is the twelfth; and this does not appear to originate

in the same manner as the principal note. It is heard sepa-

rately, as it were, and as if it had an independent origin. It

seems probable that it arises in connexion with the move-
ments of the air about the mouth-piece, and not by resonance

in the cavity of the bottle, like the principal note. At all

events, whatever the cause may be, the etfect is that the pre-

sence of this note is readily distinguished and allowed for,

and there is no risk of its being mixed up with the rest of the

phenomenon.
31. The notes employed are of moderate strength. It seems

to me that the emplo\-ment of notes of great power is open to

the objection that it introduces all sorts of transformations

depending on the greatness of the diplacements ; and in this

respect alone Konig's procedure is open to considerable objec-

tion. I have confined myself to notes of moderate strength,

lying in those regions of the scale which are in ordinary use

in music. It is phenomena thus presented that we really seek

to understand; and I do not think that any thing is gained by
pushing the investigation into those extreme regions where
it is possible and highly probable that the ordinary laws of

hearing become modified.

32. The first series of notes examined in the above manner
were the set of pairs

C :c

C:g
C :c'

C:/
C :c"

The beats produced by mistuning, when cleared of the har-

monic beats, were heard only in the first three cases.

The second set of pairs was

c : c'

c : c"

c :e"
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The beats in question -were only heard in the first two cases.

The third set was
(^'

cf : d"

The beats in question were only heard in the first case.

33. In the few experiments hitherto made with notes of

higher pitch, the beats of mistuned consonances of the form
h : 1 were not heard when the beats of the harmonics were
eliminated, unless the power of the notes was very greatly in-

creased. In this region, however, Konig's own observations

are very full and complete.

34. We notice at once the decrease in the range within which
the phenomena are heard as we rise in the scale. This is at

once accounted for on the hypothesis of transformation, by the

consideration that the displacements to which the higher notes

give rise are much smaller than those of the lower notes. If

we knew the law of the decrease, we might obtain a relation

between the coefficients of the different terms in the expres-

sion for the character of the transformino; mechanism. Konio-

has attempted to formulate a law of decrease; and I have done
so on a pre"S"ious occasion ; but this part of the subject is as

yet too hypothetical to admit of satisfactory treatment.

Objective and Subjective Phenomena.

Resonators.

35. On beginning work I endeavoured, in the first instance,

to ascertain what evidence resonators are capabable of fur-

nishing as to the nature of binary combinations. There are a

few points connected with their use which require attention.

36. I have always found difficulty in getting results of a

definite character with resonators, whether applied directly to

one ear in the manner described by Helmholtz, or connected
with one ear by means of a flexible tube, as practised by others.

There are three difficulties which occur : (1) pressing the tube

or orifice into the ear is apt to close the inner passage of that

organ; (2) if the tube or orifice is applied lightly, it does not

completely occupy the passage, and external sound comes past

it into the ear; and (3) it is impossible so to stop the unused
ear as to prevent the external impressions from arriving there

and causing confusion.

37. The method I ultimately adopted was as follows:—

A

copper tube of ^ inch diameter was bent into a semicircle, the

diameter of which was nearly 8 inches. At the middle ofthe

tube, and at right angles to its plane, another copper tube was

Fhil. Mac/. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 70. Ju7ie 1881. 21
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inserted, 2 inches long, whicli tapered down to an orifice ^ inch
in diameter; this served to communicate with the interior of
a resonator by means of a small flexible tube. The extremi-
ties of the semicircle were turned inwards and upwards; and
into them two brass tubes were inserted, | inch long and ^ inch
in internal diameter, screwed on the outside. Over each of
these was fitted a brass tube, screwed inside, carrying an ivory
nipple, such as is used for ear-trumpets. I generally covered
the nipple with a couple of thicknesses of thin india-rubber
tube.

38. When used, the semicircle is passed under the chin with
the resonator-attachment projecting in fi-ont. The nipjjles are
at first screwed back as fiir as possible, brought opposite the
orifices of the ears, and then screwed forward until they enter
the ears. They are then gradually advanced until the passages
are closed to external sounds. Something depends on the

way the tube is held. "With practice it is possible to hold it

so that the passages are closed to external sounds without
screwing the nipples in very tight. When they are screwed
very tight, it is rather unpleasant, and even painful. But it

is necessary constantly to be on one's guard against being
deceived by an occasional entrance of external sounds if the

nipples are not quite tight. This instrument was made for

me some time ago by Mr. Walters of Moorgate Street; it

has already been described (Proc. Mus. Assoc. 1879-80,
p. 18).

39. The resonators I employ are bottles fitted with corks
having apertures of various sizes. I sometimes tune them
with water, in the same way as the bottle-notes; sometimes
I insert tubes into the apertures to lower the pitch. A bit of
small glass tubing passed through the cork is connected by an
india-rubber tube with the above-described ear-piece.

40. By means of these arrangements I some time ago
examined the nature of the ordinary first difiercnce-tone, and
convinced myself that it is not capable of exciting a resonator

(L c. p. 20). This conclusion has also been arrived at by
others*. In short, the difi'erence-tone of Helmholtz, or first

beat-note of Konig, as ordinarily heard, is not objective in its

character. It is therefore subjective. (See Helmholtz, Ton-
emjyfindiingen, 4th ed. p. 259.) In making the experiment
of listening for the difference-tone through a resonator, it is

necessary to be careful that the ears are both closed to external

sounds; otherwise the external notes will penetrate through,
the difference-tone will appear, and the completeness of the cut-

off effected by the resonator Avill be entirely lost.

* Preyer, Akustische Untersuckungeti, p. 13.
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41. When beginning the regular course of ex]:)erimenfs

according to the general outline of Konig's work, I was
careful_, in the first instance, to examine the various masses of

sound presented, with resonators arranged as above indicated.

In examining, for instance, the intervals made by the note

Avith the various notes of the octave above it (up to c), I first

fixed the resonator at some one pitch, and then ran the mo-
vable note up through the octave. Then, as this did not seem
a good process for analysis, I set the mistuned octave beating,

or any other combination it was desired to examine, and ran

the pitch of the resonator up and down with water to see if

any thing could be detected. And here I came across an ob-

servation that puzzled me for some time.

42. Suppose the mistuned octave C : c was sounding, and
I examined the lower note with the resonator: sometimes it

appeared loud and steady, at other times as if beating power-
fully. On removing the resonator-attachment from the ear,

the lower note was always heard to beat powerfully. The
explanation was simple. When the nipples of the resonator-

attachment fitted tightlv into the ears, nothino; reached the

ear but the uniform vibrations of the resonator sounding C.

But if there was the slightest looseness between the nipple

and the passage of either ear, the second note (c) of the com-
bination got iu, and gave rise to the subjective difierence-

tone (first beat-note of Konig), by interference of which with

the C I explain the beats on that note. These heats are there-

fore subjective.

43. A considerable number of combinations, including ex-

amples of the principal forms of beat, rattle, or roll, were
examined in this way; and when the precautions above indi-

cated were attended to, the results were in all cases to nega-
tive the objective existence of all forms of beats, and beat-notes

or difference-tones, except the beats which arise from the

interference of approximate unisons, which beats arise from
both notes acting on the resonator sinmltaneously. This of

course includes the beats produced by objective harmonics.

Course of General Experiments.

44. The following is the detailed examination of the com-
binations of the note C, made in a continuous and connected
manner. The results have a general correspondence Avith

those of Konig. The numerous rattles and rolls of beats men-
tioned were not further analyzed for the most part: the ana-
lysis of these is very difiicult; and, as has been already stated,

a separate investigation is required in every such case. Some
attention was devoted to beats of the mistuned fifth, both in

212
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the case mentioned and in others; but no final result was
arrived at. In two different cases of mistuned fifths (2 : 3,

nearly), I had a strong impression that the note 7 formed an
important part of the beat. This would be a summation-tone
of the second order, thus 2x2+3. I am confident that it

did not arise from harmonics.
These experiments were made after some experience had

been gained.

Ci :C.
Rattle up to

C :F.
Slow beats up to

C : G, smooth fifth. Roll only perceptible when the ear

is held close to the two sources of sound.

5 5 beats sharp. Perception of pitch Aery difficult in

this part of the scale. There is a heavy beat like a

knock, which appears to affect the whole mass of sound*.
The low beat of Ci : C is only distinguishable with diffi-

culty, or hardly at all.

(Another occasion.) Mr. Parratt describes the fifth

C : G, beating slowly, as consisting of Eb and Ci : C in

addition to the primary notes; the mass of the beat is at

least partly on E?. I do not hear the El?, but seem to

hear the note E.
(Another occasion.) Mr. Parratt is clear that the beat

of the mistuned fifth C : G is on Ci : C alone; but he still

hears the El? in the mass of tone. I seem to hear the

beats both on C and Cj : C ; but I have a difficulty in

separating the octaves in this deep pitch.

C : G, 8 beats sharp. Clear rattle, with suspicion of roll

beside it.

10 beats sharp. Beats just distinguishable. Roll.

C : B^. Rattle emerges.
Below
C : c, 8 beats can be counted.

, 4 beats very distinct. Consist entirely of variation

of intensity of lower note. This effect is very clear and
remarkable.

•

, a very slow beat flat. Here it Avas easy to recognize

the effect of the shift of phase in the apparent great increase

of volume of the lower note at one period of the change.

The upper note Avas not perceptibly affected.

C : c. A slight rich roll with smooth tone. The production

of the roll depends a good deal on the phase, as is seen

by leading up to c with a very slow beat.

* I take this eutry to show that uo progress bad beeu made with the

resolutiou of the phenomenon into its elements.
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The twelfth of the C was plainly distinguishable, but it

appeared to keep separate from the mass of tone; it was
perfectly steady and unaffected by combination with c.

C : c, 2 beats sharp. Phenomena undistinguishable from 2

beats below.

, 4 beats sharp. Perhaps a little less roll in the strong

part of the beat.

, 8 beats sharp. The mass of the beats is of pitch near

C; but the exact pitch is very difficult to distinguish. It

is a deep heavy rattle, quite distinct in pitch from the

upper note.

C : e. Ifthereisany slow beat in passing through this, it

is very difficult to distinguish. I am inclined to nega-
tive it.

C r/i. Roll.

Slow beats up to

C : g. These beats consist of alternations of intensity of C.

They are more difficult to count than those of C : c. I

counted them at 5 below.

. Slow beats above.

C : Uy. Rattle, turning into beats easily counted at 4 below
c^. These beats also consist of variations of intensity of

the lo-sver note.

C : c'.

The beats above c^ were also co anted at 4 above, while

the engine was going, without difficulty.

45. Above this, in the neighbourhood of the binary con-

sonances C : / kc, I have never been able to obtain slow

beats in such a way that they could be readily perceived (even
without the engine) or certainly counted.

46. The mode adopted to examine cases in which the beats

could not be perceived was, to introduce a third note, such as c',

which gave beats with the C, and tune it true. Then any
note, such as e' or g^, could be readily tuned so that the whole
three notes gave 1, 2, 3, or 4 beats. When this had been
done, the intermediate note (/ was removed. If the pair exa-

mined was capable of giving beats at all, they should then
have been audible.

47. The details of the above course furnish no new results ; I

have not, therefore, thought it worth while to give similar

courses for other sets of notes. Tliose results which are worthy
of mention have been already stated.

Theory of the Beats of Mistuned Consonances of the form
h :1.

48. Let n be the frequency of the lowest note, m the number
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of beats per second. Then the mistimed octave is n : 2n±m;
the mistuned twelfth is n: 'dii±.m; and so on.

49. Beats of the mistuned octave,

n : 2n±wi.
Number of beats =m.

VI variations of intensity of the lower note (n) are produced
by interference of notes n and 7i±7n; and ?i±?/i is the first

combination-tone (difterence-tone of form p— q), of the pri-

maries n and '2)i±m.

This rests chiefly on the observation that the beats, when
the octave harmonic is eliminated, consist entirely of variations

of intensity of the lower note.

The existence of the first combination-tone in question

{p— q) is well known. It is easily demonstrated in the neigh-

bouring case of intervals not far removed from the fifth, when
the beats of the first two combination-tones are specially pro-

minent (secondary beats of Konig).

50. Beats of the mistuned twelfth,

n : 3n±?n,
Number of beats =?«.
m variations of intensity of the lower note (vi:) are produced

by interference of notes n and 7i±m. And n±:m is the second
combination-tone (ditference-tone of fovni 2j)— q) of the pri-

maries n and 3n±?».
This rests also chiefly on the observation that the beats,

when the third partials are eliminated, consist entirely of

variations of intensity of the lower note.

The existence of the second combination-tone in question

(2/?— q) is demonstrated in many cases by Konig. It is easily

heard in the case of intervals near the octave high in the

scale. It is also easily detected by the secondary beats which
it forms with the first combination-tone in the case of inter-

vals near the fifth—also less easily by the secondary beats

which it forms with the third combination-tone in intervals

near 2 : 5, at which point the second and third combination-

tones coincide.

51. Beats of the mistuned fifteenth or double octave,

n:4:n±^n.
Number of beats —m.
m variations of intensity of the lower note (n) are produced

by interference of notes ?i and n±m. And n±m is the third

combination-tone (difi'ereuce-tone of form 3p—q) of the pri-

maries n and 4?i±m.
This rests also chiefly on the observation that the beats, when
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tlie fourth partials are eliminated, consist entirely of variations

of intensity of the lower note.

The existence of the third combination-tone in question

(3/9— g) is demonstrated in many cases by Konig. It is heard

not so easily as the lower combination-tones, in the case of

intervals near the twelfth high in the scale. It is also less

easily detected by the secondary beats which it forms with

the second combination-tone in the case of intervals near

2 : 5, at which point the second and third combination-tones

coincide—also much less easily by the secondary beats which
it forms with the fourth combination-tone in the case of inter-

vals near 2 : 7, at Avhich point the third and fourth combination-

tones coincide.

52. Beats of the mistuned tierce (two octaves and a major
third),

n : 5n±w.
These beats are much less easily detected in pure notes of the

ordinary strength than any of the foregoing. They are re-

corded by Konig; but I have never heard them clearly. As
it is certain that Konig^s notes were not perfectly pure, and
he does not analyze the beats, we cannot tell whether the

variations of the lower note were produced in his experi-

ments. If they were, they are to be accounted for in a similar

manner.
Number of beats =m.
m variations of intensity of lower note (n) are produced by

interference of notes n and n±in. And n±m is the fourth

combination-tone (difference-tone of form 4/9— 5') ^^ ^^® P^'^~

maries ?i and 5n±ni.
The existence of the fourth combination-tone in question

(Ajy—g) is demonstrated directly by Konig in the case of

intervals near the double octave c'" : c". It is also less easily

detected by the secondary beats which it forms with the third

combination-tone in the case of intervals near 2 : 7, at which
point the third and fourth combination-tones coincide.

53. Beats of the mistuned consonance of the nineteenth are

recorded by Konig;
n : 6n±.m.

Number of beats =m.
m variations of intensity of lower note (n) might be pro-

duced by interference of n and w±»i. And n±7n is the fifth

combination-tone (difference-tone of form ^p—g) of the pri-

maries n and 'on±m.
The existence of the fifth combination-tone in question

{5p— g) is not anywhere directly demonstrated. Secondary
beats, which might be produced by its interference with the
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fourth combination-tone, are recorded by Konig in the neigh-

bourhood of the interval c : d"
54. Beats of the mistuned consonance 1 : 7 are recorded

by Konig. These might be produced by a sixth combina-

tion-tone (difference-tone of form Qp—q) of the primaries

n and ln±:m.
55. Beats of the mistuned consonance 1 : 8 are recorded.

These might be produced by a seventh combination-tone

(diiference-tone of form 7p— 5-) of the primaries 8?i±?n.

5(3. As far as my own experience goes, however, I have no

direct and palpable evidence of beats of mistuned consonances

higher than 1 : 4, or of the existence of combination-tones

higher than the third (3;:)— 5') in recognizable intensity. Up
to this point the phenomena are quite clear ; and there is no
possible doubt as to their nature.

But in considering these limited results it must be remem-
bered, (1) that I have restricted myself to notes of very mode-
rate intensity, so that the phenomena might correspond as

nearly as possible to those which are presented to our ears in

practice, and (2) that, although I was unable to get rid en-

tirely of the presence of upper partials in all cases, yet the

phenomena were subjected to a careful and prolonged analysis

by listening under varied conditions, until the effect of the

upper partials could be separated out and eliminated with cer-

tainty. And we have at all events no security that these upper

partials did not give rise to many of Konig^s results; indeed it

is almost certain that they must have entered into those results.

JSfote.—The present paper was written before the appearance

of Konig^s paper in Wiedemann's AnnaJen in the present

year. The discussion of that paper, though necessary for a

complete view of the subject, must be reserved till after the

conclusion of the present paper.

[To be continued.]

LYIII. An Analysis of JRelatioriships.

By A. Macfarlake, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E*

IN this article I propose to describe some results of several

papers on an Algebra of Relationship, which I have

recently contributed to the Royal Society of Edinburghf.

The Logic of Relatives^ has been worked at by De Morgan,

Leslie Ellis, Harley, and C. S. Peirce§ ; and the last-named

* Communicated by the Author.

t Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb. May 1879, Dec. 1880, and March 1881.

X Since writing this article I have had the opportunity of reading two

interesting and suggestive papers on the Logic of Relatives, by Mr. J. J.

Murphy.
§ For references see Jevons's ' Principles of Science,' p. 23.
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philosopher has recently published* the first part of a meraoir
containing a summary of his investigations. I have not taken
up the subject of relation in general, but have restricted my-
self, in the first place, to a well-defined and important part,

namely the relations of men due to consanguinity and affinity.

The particular class of objects considered in the investiga-

tion is in its widest extent the natural class mankind, by which
term I mean the entire number of men who have existed,

exist, or will exist. The universal properties of the symbols
are based on the universal properties of the class. For parti-

cular investigations we may limit in any manner the collec-

tion of men considered—for example, to the inhabitants of

Christendom, or the subjects of Queen Victoria, or the citizens

of a given town, or the members of a given household.

Let U denote any person in the collection of men consi-

dered ; then Ua is an appropriate mathematical expression for

the person whose name is A, and Ub for the person whose
name is B. For the sake of shortness Ua may be written A.
Also 2U is an appropriate mathematical expression for all the

persons in the collection.

Let cA be used to denote any child ofA ; then — A denotes
c

either parent of A. To express a certain child of A, two chil-

dren of A, three children of A, (tc, we require IcA, 2cA, ScA,
&c. The completeness of a number may be indicated by a dot

over the number, as 3^A, the three children of A. When the
value of the complete number is not expressed, the expression
takes the form XcA, all the children of A. Subscript num-
bers, as in fjA, CoA, &c., are the appropriate mathematical
symbols for expressing the eldest child of A, the second child

of A, &c.

Since cA denotes any child of A, cc A will denote any child

of any child of A, hence any grandchild ofA. Similarly, c-A

will denote any child of either parent ofA—that is, any brother

or sister of A, or A himself (or herself). Also -<?A will denote

either parent of any child of A, hence any consort of A or

A himself (or herself) : and — A will denote either parent
c c

of either parent of A—that is, any grandparent of A. The

expression -A may be denoted by c~^A ; then the above are

denoted by rA, c'"^A, c^+^A, c-^A respectively. The ex-

* American Joimial of Mathematics, vol. iii. p. 15.
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pressions c'~' and r-' + i may or may not reduce to c-°, which
means self.

Relationships expressed in terms of c and c"' take no account
of distinctions due to ditference of sex ; they may therefore be
called general relationships, in contrast to the specific relation-

ships into which they are broken up by the introduction of

distinctions of sex. Let the order of any general relationship

be defined as the number of times c enters into its expression,

whether directly or inversely. The relationships of the

(« + l)th order are derived from those of the 7ith order by
prefixing c and c~^ before each of the latter. In the case of

the first order c and c~^ are applied to 1. Hence, in order to

obtain all the relationships of the nth order, we have merely
to expand (c + c~')", but in such a manner that the order of

the factors in each term is preserved. It is evident from the

mode of development, that the number of general relationships

in the nih order is 2". Appended is the first portion of the

development.

General Relationships.

Order.
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When the expression for the relationship contains a change
of sign in the index, it may in certain cases be equivalent to

a relationship of a lower order ; but -when the index does not

contain a change of sign, the relationship cannot be equivalent

to one of a lower order. The third column contains the

general meaning, and the fourth column the particular mean-
ing when the relationship is supposed irreducible. The first

reducible relationships are c'~* and c"'"*"', which ma}^ reduce

to 1. The relationship c^~' may reduce to c ; c^~^ may reduce

to c*~', which we have seen may further reduce to 1. Con-
sider the relationship c"'" " ; the reducible forms are c^"'"'^"^"-'),
g(ni-2)-(n-2)^ and so on, until one of the numbers is reduced
to 0. Hence a relationship of an odd order can reduce only

to one of an odd order, and a relationship of an even order

only to one of an even order.

It is not difficult to conceive how this table of relationships

(fully developed) may be useful to legislators in a case where
an exact and comprehensive view of relationships is required,

as, for example, in making a consistent and logical alteration

of the laws of marriage. How many are the ways in which
questions of comparative nearness of relationship arise, and
how important to have a simple and ready means of settling

them ! If this table does not classify relationships according
to their nearness, it at least provides the means for such a
classification. The principles which have to be settled are

—

Supposing the distance of c to be measured as 1, what ought
to be the value assigned to c^~^, and what the value to c~'+' ?

The former of these makes a relationship collateral, and the

latter makes a relationship one of affinity. According to the
method of reckoning degrees adopted by the Greek Church
(which is very elaborate) c*~' is reckoned 2, and c~^+' is

reckoned 0.

These general relationships are broken up into more specific

relationships by the introduction of symbols to denote sex.

Let a subscript m denote male, a subscript / denote female.

Then

,„C~^ denotes father.C denotes
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Suppose we have a relationship of the second order, as cc.

We may write :

—

2ccU= S(m+/)ecU, (1)

= 2(m+/)2ccU, (2)

= t{m^ffcc\] (3)

In the case of (1), the terms in m+/may be inserted before

the first c, or between the two c's, or after the second c. In

the case of (2), the terms of (m+f)-, whicli are mm, mf,fm,
ff, may be inserted either in the first and second places, or in

the first and third places, or in the second and third places.

In the case of (3) the terms, which are mmm, mmf, mfm, &c.,

can be inserted in only one manner. Hence the number of

forms which cc can take (countincr cc itself as one) is 27.

To find the number of elementary relationships of the nth

Order.

By an elementary relationship is meant a single relation-

ship, in contrast to a relationship expressing the coexistence

of several single relationships. The ?ith order has 2" general

relationships. Consider any one of these. A distinction of

sex can be introduced before each c or c~' and after the last.

Hence the number of different ways in which a distinction of

sex can be r times introduced is equal to the number of com-
binations of n + 1 things r together. The number of different

relationships obtained by the expansion of a term in which a

distinction of sex has been r times introduced is 2"". Hence
the number of terms for one general notion is

l + (n-|-l)2 + ^^^±i^'22 + ... + 2»+';

that is,
3""'"^ Hence the total number for the nth order is

2» 3«+i^
-pov n being 5, the number is 23,328.

Cor. The number of elementary relationships included in

18
the first n orders is -^ (6"— 1) ; for n being 7, the number is

greater than one million.

Laics of Reduction.—I. "When the sex-symbols preceding

and succeeding c'~' are the same, then f'~' can reduce to 1 ;

and when they are different, it cannot reduce to 1. This

depends on the morphological law, that sex in mankind is

dioecious.

II. When the sex-symbols preceding and succeeding c~'+*

are the same, then c~'+^ must reduce to 1 ; and when they

are different, it cannot reduce to 1. This depends on physio-
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logical laws, in addition to the morphological law referred to

above. "Where polyandry prevails must becomes can in the

case of m.

The expression mm between two relationship symbols is

equivalent to m, and // to /; but mf or fm imply a contra-

diction.

A compound relationship due to the coexistence of several

elementary relationships, may be denoted by writing the rela-

tionships after one another, the order being immaterial—for

example, a child of the man A, who is also a child of the

woman B, by e„,Ac/B. When B is the same as A, a dot may
be used to replace the first A ; for example,

c,„c-'Af/c~'A

(that is, a child of the father of A who is also a child of the

mother of A) may be denoted by

c^c-^(yc-'A.

It is convenient to have a special notation for a compound
relationship which consists of a number of specific forms of

one general relationship. This may be done by placing a

vinculum over the general relationship, and by means of an
index expressing the number of times the general relationship

occurs. For example, c^~^ denotes full brother or full sister;

c^~^ denotes half brother or half sister; and c^~^ is the ap-

propriate expression for a non-brother or non- sister. Accord-
-4

ing to the laws of this country we may have o^"^ , c^'^ , c^ ^ ?

c^~^ , c-~- ; that is, first cousin in four ways, first cousin in

three ways, first cousin in two ways, first cousin in one way,

and first cousin in no way. When distinctions of sex are in-

troduced, the relationship offirst cozisin may have any one of

192 significations.

The notation for a compound term enables us to express

the universal law that a person cannot be his or her own
descendant. It is

l.t"A=
whoever A be, and n being any number from 1 upwards. The
reciprocal aspect of the law is that

c-».lA=0;
that is, no person can be his or her own ancestor ; while the

most general statement of the law is

-«A=0

provided m and n are not both 0.

In a similar manner it enables us to express the consequences
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of the laws of marriago of a given nation. For example,

A being any British subject. This means that the children of

any man A ^Yho are also children of any niece or daughter of

the man A are none.

The principles of the English Law of Marriage are expressed

as follows :

—

I. For the direct line,

where j? may bo any number. This means that the children

of any man A must not be the children of any female descend-

ant or ancestress of A.

II. For the collateral line,

This expresses that the children of any man A must not be

the children of any niece, sister, or aunt of A.

III. For the direct line with one affinity,

This means that the children of any man A inust not be the

children of any female descendant or ancestress of any wife

of A, nor the children of any wife of any descendant or an-

cestor of A.

IV. For the collateral line with one affinity,

This means that the children of any inan A nmst not be the

children of any niece, sister, or aunt of any wife of A, nor the

children of any wife of any nephew, brother, or uncle of A.
As the result of my investigations, I am led to consider

the Analysis of Relationships a special branch of the Algebra

of Logic, that the processes of that method as described in my
work ' Algebra of Logic ' apply to this subject, and that we
have special laws in addition, such as those mentioned above.

In 1879 Dr. Halsted expressed his opinion* that little

cosmos had not yet been brought out of the chaos of Rela-

tions ; whether I have been successful in reducing a small

part more approximately to order must bo left to the reader

of this article and of the original papers to judge.

I append some illustrations.

(1) To eayress the relationsldp of Queen Victoria to William

* Jouru. of. Spec. Philos. vol. xiii. p. 107.
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the Conqueror. For our present purpose, the symbol s may
be used to denote mC and d to denote c.

Queen Victoria = IdsJ^Sif' Greorge I.

;

that is, Queen Victoria is the only daughter of the fourth son

of the first son of the first son of the first son of George the

First.

Greorge I. = s^d^ld James I.

T T -; r i^«i 1 ^1 (Henry VII. + Elizabeth of
JamesI.=l.|^^^.J ^Iv^y

^

Henry VII. = slds'^s^, Edward III.

Elizabeth of York = d^s^s{ ,
^^ \ Edward III.

l ds^lds^ J

Edward III. =(^s-^)^s-QSyldSi WiUiam the Conqueror.

.'. Queen Victoria =

ids.s^d id\ s / 1(^^*1 \ r/ i
' ^ *

'f I ^'^sSiic^Si William

If we wish to express the general nature of this relationship,

we have —i 2

Queen Victoria = r'' . c-" William I.

;

that is, Queen Victoria is a descendant of the fourth degree
and twenty-fifth order, and also a descendant of the second
degree and twenty-seventh order of WilHam the First. This

example indicates that the notation of this analysis may prove

useful in condensino- and renderino- more exact the informa-

tion supplied in Peerages.

(2) Given that Stephen was a grandson of William I., and
Henr>' II. a greatgrandson of William I., what follows as to

the relationship of Henry to Stephen ?

S= c2 W, H= c=^ W,m in J m m f

••• H=„c'V'mS;
which can reduce to e-~' S and cS. Hence Henry was either

a son of a first cousin of Stephen, or a nephew of Stephen, or

a son of Stephen.

(3) "Sister or brother have I none;
But that man's father was my father's sou."

Let A denote the speaker and X the person referred to.
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Then the first line gives us the equation

Scc-'A=2A; (1)

and the second line gives the equation

,„c-'«X=„c^c-'A (2)

From (1) it follows that

2c^c-»A=A;

therefore substituting in (2), we get

.c-^nX=A;

that is, A was the father of the man X.
The Rule for transposing a relationship from one side of an

equation to the other is as follows :— Change the order of the

symbols, and change each symbol into its reciprocal, the reci-

pyrocal of m being m., and of f being f. Applying this rule to

the above, we get

X— n A •

that is, X was a son of the man A.

(4) A lady, on being asked about a photograph in her

album, replied :—You knoAv that I have no daughters ; well,

that person's daughter's son was the father of a grandchild of

mine.

Let A denote the lady and X the person. Then

2/A=0, (1)

and
^c/X=^c-'c(yA (2)

From (1),
2(yA=S^f^A;

and from (2), by the above rule of transposition,

X= c"'/ic~'mC~V(yA ;

therefore from (1),
X=c-y)-\„c->c-„.yA.

But wC~'c'„j=l always (p. 440); therefore

Also ^c"'(y=l always; therefore

X=c-'^A;

that is, X was either the father or the mother of the lady.

Thus the answer given to the question was perfectly determi-

nate.
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(5) Deduce all the logical consequences of the law whicL

prohibits a man marrying a sister of his deceased wife.

The primary equation is

m f J m '

where A may be any inhabitant of the British Islands. It

expresses that a man cannot (lawfully) be the husband of a

sister of his wife. The Rule for transforming an equation

which is true for any A is as follows :

—

To transform a universal equation ichich has a compound
term of the second degree equated to 0, suppose all the symbols

brought to onefactor vi accordance icith the ride of transposition

given above (p. 444) ; then removing a symbol from the front

gives one derived equatioii, and removing a symbol from the

end gives another derived equation. Transform each of these

two in a similar manner, then each of their four residtants, and

so on until all the terms have been brought to the otherfactor. The

total of these derived equations is the total number of transfor-

mations of the given universal equation.

Applied to the above equation, transposition of the first

symbol gives

Sc^ . c^cc-y-'c,„A= ;

that is, a child of a man cannot be the child of a sister of a

wife of the man. Transposition of the last symbol gives

S,„c-^ ,„c-'fycc-i^c-'A= 0.

that is, the father of a person cannot be the husband of a sister

of the mother of that person. By continuing the process other

19 forms (different from one another) are obtained, which

respectively express that

—

A wife of a man cannot be the sister of a wife of the man.
A child of the father of a person cannot be the child of a sister of the

mother of the person.

A husband of a woman cannot be the husband of a sister of the woman.
A parent of a wife of a man cannot be the parent of another wife of the

man.
A step-mother of a person cannot be the sister of the mother of the

person.

A step-child of a woman camiot be the child of a sister of the woman,
A son-in-law of a person cannot be the husband of another daughter of

the person.

A parent of a step-mother of a person cannot be the parent of the

mother of the person.

A wife of a husband of a woman cannot be the sister of the woman.
A child of a husband of a daughter of a person cannot be the cliild of

another daughter of the person.

A sister of a step-mother of a person cannot be the mother of the person.

A parent of another wife of a husband of a woman cannot be the parent

of the woman.
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 70. June 1881. 2K
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Another wife of a son-in-law of a person cannot be the daughter of the

person.

A step-child of a sister of a woman cannot be the child of the woman.
A child of a sister of a step-mother of a person cannut be the person.

A sister of a wife of a husband of a woman cannot be the woman.
A parent of another wife of a son-in-law of a person cannot be the

person,

A wife of a husband of a sister of a woman cannot be the woman.
A child of a husband of a sister of the mother of a person cannot be

the person.

LIX. On an Eleetrochemical Method of Investiriating the Field

of Electrolytic Action. By Alfred Tribe*.

THE electrochemical method of investigating the field of

electrolytic action has for its basis new facts, the nature

of which I propose to set forth in the first part of this commu-
nication, reserving the second part for the description and dis-

cussion of the results which have recently accrued from its

application.

The Method.

When a rectangular plate of metal unconnected with the

battery is placed lengthwise in an electrolyte undergoing elec-

trolysis, the plate does work identical in kind with that being
done by both electrodes. The electropositive ion of the elec-

trolyte separates and distributes itself on a portion of the plate

nearer the -}- electrode, and the electronegative ion on another

part of the plate nearer the — electrode. The respective

boundaries of these ions are sharply defined, and the interme-

dial space free from either ion.

When an aqueous solution of copper sulphate is electro-

lyzed with silver electrodes, copper of course separates on the

— electrode; but more or less of the dark-grey or black silver

peroxide forms on the 4- electrode, yoq of a weber in one

minute produces, in fact, a sensible separation of copper and
a sensible formation of silver peroxide on a silver plate

34 millim. x 7 millim.

It follows, therefore, that a silver plate placed in a solu-

tion of copper sulphate, under the conditions named in the

first paragraph, should have copper deposited on that part

which may be supposed to receive — electrification, and silver

peroxide on that which receives the positive. Such is the case.

The registration of any set of electrifications in this way by
the ions of electrolytes need take only a few minutes, the mini-

mum time being determined by the dimensions of the ana-

lyzer t, strength of electrolyte, and available current.

* Communicated bj- the Author, having been read at the Meeting of

the French Association, Algiers, Apiil 1881.

t The rectangular silver plate is named, for convenience, the analyzing

2)Iate, or, in brief, the analyzer.
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After the electric energy has done enough work on the

analyzer for the action to be visible, time is seen to exert no

influence in determining the magnitudes of the distributions.

Thus in 6 minutes and 60 minutes respectively, identical

distributions were recorded by similar analyzers, other cir-

cumstances being the same. But the magnitudes of the dis-

tributions registered by an analyzer of given dimensions vary

wdth every condition which may be supposed to alter the che-

mical or physical state of the electrolytic medium, as tempe-

rature, proportion of water, and electric quantity.

When at ordinary temperatures the analyzer is placed with

its length perpendicular to the electrodes in a homogeneous
field*, although the superficial magnitudes of the ions vary,

as stated, with any variation in the condition of the electro-

lytic medium, yet in every case one quality is seen to obtain,

namely a similarity of the same ion on the two sides of the

analyzer, both as regards magnitude and configuration of its

boundary-line. This happens whether the plate has its shorter

edge vertical or is supported with its sides horizontal. Under
these circumstances the boundaries of the ions are practically

parallel with the shorter edge. Distributions having all these

characteristics are named parallel (figs. 1 and 3).

When the course of the energy makes an oblique angle "s\-ith

the edges of the analyzer, but remains parallel to the sides of

the latter, the electrifications recorded are also the same on the

two sides of the plate; but the boundary-lines of the ions now
cross the plate obliquely to its shorter edge (figs. 4, 5, and 6).

The positive ion on the longer edge in opposition to the course

of the energy is greatest in length, while the negative ion on

the same edge of the plate is smallest in length. The obliquity

and the intermedial space between the ions increase as the

longer edge of the analyzer approaches a line at right angles

to the direction of the influence. But at whatever angle the

plate is fixed, the boundary-lines of the ions are parallel with

the electrodes, and therefore at right angles to the direction

in which the energy is transmitted.

When the electric power makes an oblique angle with the

sides of the analyzer, the electrifications recorded present a

totally difierent character. The magnitudes of the same

ion and the configuration of its boundary-line are now very

different on the two sides of the plate. On the side in op-

position to the direct course of the energy, the configuration

of the positive ion is markedly convex and greater in magni-

tude than it is on the reverse side of the plate, where, more-

* That is, where the electrodes are of the same depth and breadth as

the cross section of the electrolyte.

2K2
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over, the configuration of this same ion is markedly concave

(figs. 2, 2). Further, the configuration of" the boundary-

line of the negative ion on the first-named side of the ana-

lyzer is concave and smaller in magnitude than on its reverse

side, -whore again the Ijoundarv-linc of the ion is convex. The

intermedial space between the ions increases as the analyzer

approaches a position at right angles to the right line between

the electrodes, and the characteristic boundary configurations

become more and more marked. At right angles the positive

ion is smaller in quautity, and arranged longitudinally along

the centre of the side of the analyzer facing the + elec-

trode, Avhile the negative ion on the reversed side is similarly

disposed, but generally not so well defined.

The classes of distribution described in these two last para-

graphs are named non-jHiraUel. The dotted lines in the

annexed diagram exliibit the boundary-Hnes and general cha-

racteristics of the parallel and non-parallel distributions.

Character .of disirt

bution. Fi(

Parallel

With shorter cdye of anali/zer vertical.

4- ion. — iuii. Position of Analijzcr.

Parallel with direction

of energy.

Non-parallel. \

[-

Side in opposition Lo direction.

Ecversc.
I Inclined to direc-
' tiou 45°.

Parallel.

With sides of anali/zrr horizontal.

Parallel with direc-

tion.

r-1.

Ncn-parallel. ^ 5.

(«)

{^)

Edge («) in opposition

to direction 15°,

do 45°.

do. 75°.

(«)
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It is obvious that the results described furnish the data for

determining with ease and precision, firr^t, physical differences

in parts of an electrolytic iield; and, secondly, the direction in

which the energ}- is being transmitted relatively to either side

or edge of the analyzing-plate, and therefore of its direction in

the electrolytic medium.

Results.

I. Demonstration of Differences in corresponding parts of
Non-homogeneons Fields.—Few phenomena are more generally
known than those of the electric discharge. The feature com-
mon to these phenomena is a well-marked difference between
the spaces in the immediate vicinity of the -f- and — elec-

trodes. No differences, as far as I am aware, have hitherto

been shown to obtain in corresponding parts of electrolytic

media. But the supposition that dielectrics and electrol}i:es

differ in degree rather than in kind, as regards the mode in

which they transmit the electric influence, is founded on the

analogy in the results obtainable in the two media, and is sup-

ported by the continuity in electrical qualities evidently pre-

valent among substances in general. Differences in corre-

sponding parts in the vicinity of the + and — electrodes in

certain electrolytic fields might not unreasonably therefore be
expected to exist ; and the question naturally arose Avhether

the method of research, the principles of which have been set

forth, would reveal such differences.

In a homogeneous field, analyzers* placed perpendicular

to the electrodes in any part of the field showed that they
were surrounded by the same conditions : flint is, the magni-
tudes of the ions on an analyzing plate were identical close to

the — electrode, close to the + electrode, and midway between
the electrodes. But on passing to non-homogeneous fields

('/. e. where the electrodes are smaller than the transverse

section of the electrolyte) this Avas no longer the case. The
magnitudes of the ions on exactly similar analyzers placed

perpendicular, in the centre of, and close to these electrodes,

in exactly corresponding positions, were markedly different,

and the difference increased as the width of the electrodes

relative to the cross section of the electrolyte was reduced.

Differences in corresponding parts of a non-homogeneous
field in the vicinity of the electrodes of opposite name are de-

monstrable, then, by this method of working, and also that

the differences are in some way connected yvith the power of

* In all the experiments to be described, the analyzer Avas placed with
its shorter edge vei-tical in the electrolytic medium.
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extension of the influence, as no difference whatever is detect-

able in corresponding parts of a homogeneous field.

II. Demonstration of the Direction in Electrolytic Fields.—
It follows from the generally received views of electric con-

duction that, in every part of a homogeneous electrolytic field,

the energy is transmitted perpendicularly to the electrodes.

The electrochemical method shows, at least, that the direction

in this case is everywhere identical. Also it follows that, in

certain parts of non-homogeneous fields, the direction is cur-

vilinear. A direct experimental proof of differences in direc-

tion in a non-homogeneous field was furnished by the analysis

of one of considerable dimensions. In a line joining the centre

of the electrodes in this experiment and in another at right

angles at its centre, /)a?'rt//f/ distributions were recorded by
analyzers placed lengthwise perpendicular to those sides of the

cell where the electrodes were situated. Analyzers placed,

however, in the same direction, but a few millimetres from the

sides of the cell, and at various distances from the electrodes,

recorded non-parallel distributions. It is demonstrable, then,

that, in the positions just named, the direction of transmission

of the influence forms an angle more or less acute with the

sides of the analyzer. Whether the direction results from
emission of the influence at various angles from the plane

surface of the electrodes, or leaves them always at right angles,

and is subsequently driven out of its direct course by the

resistance of the medium, remain to be determined.

It may be asked whether the facts just set forth could have
been discovered by any other jnethod than the one now de-

scribed. No other method of which I am aware is capable of

demonstrating so directly the direction of the influence in the

several parts of a non-homogeneous field. Whether the

method employed by De La Rive in 1825, or the one used a

few years ago by Prof. Adams, for investigating the laws of

electric distribution in electrolytes, is capable of exhibiting all

physical differences in the corresponding parts of non-homo-
geneous fields cannot even be conjectured, until the relation

between the magnitudes and the quantities of the ions on the

analyzer in these parts of the field has been studied.

Whatever applications of this graphic method may be

found, it possesses the advantages of great simplicity, and
of the results being self-recorded and permanent. It may be

expected from its nature to assist in the demonstration and
elucidation of the laws of transmission of electricity through

electrolytic media, and in revealing, it is hoped, the inner

nature of the electrolytic process itself.
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A detailed account of the results obtained by this method,
including determinations of the electric distribution on me-
tallic conductors, will be found in a paper recently communi-
cated by me to the Royal Society.

Dulwicli College, April 1881.

LX. On the Law of Force between Electric Currents.
Brj H. W. Watsox and S. H. Buebury*.

1 , rpHE laws of mutual action bet^veeu electric currents, or
-L between separate elements of electric currents, have

been investigated by Ampere, and, following him, by F. E.
Neumann, Weber, Helmholtz, Clausius, and others. Their
object has been to discover a law of force between the ele-

ments which should give results in accordance with facts

established, or supposed to have been established, bv experi-

ment. Ampere's experimental data are given by Professor
Tait in his work on Quaternions, second edition, p. 250, as

follows, using his own words :

—

'•'
I. Equal and opposite currents in the same conductor

produce equal and opposite effects on other conductors

;

whence it follows that an element of one current has no effect

on an element of another which lies in the plane bisecting the
former at right angles.

"II. The effect of a conductor bent or twisted in any
manner is equivalent to that of a straight one, provided that

the two are traversed by equal currents, and the former nearly
coincides with the latter.

" III. No closed circuit can set in motion an element of a
circular conductor about an axis through the centre of the
circle and perpendicular to its plane.

" lY. In similar systems traversed by equal currents the
forces are equal."

To these canons, deduced from experiments of Ampere,
may now be added :

—

V. Oersted's experiments, showing that the action of a closed
circuit is equivalent to that of a magnetic shell of proper
strength whose boundary coincides with that of the circuit.

Also YI., an experiment of which the details are given in
Maxwell^s ' Electricity,' vol. ii. p. 149, which is supposed to
prove directly that the force exerted by any closed electric

circuit on any element of another circuit is alwavs normal to
the element. The law of force, whatever it be,"^ must satisfy

these conditions.

* Communicated by the Authors.
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'2. On these canons ^ve make the following observations.

AVith regard to L, it will be observed that it consists, tirst,

of a statement of fact—namely, that a reversal of one current

reverses the ettect ; secondly, of an inference supposed to fol-

low from the observed fact—namely, that an element of one
current has no eftect on an element of another which lies in

the plane bisecting the former at right angles. Let the first

element l)e at the origin in direction .v, and the second anv-
where in the plane of ?/, c. If, when the first element is in

the positive direction, the second is attracted, it follows, by
the general principle enunciated, that were the first element
in the negative direction, the second would be repelled. Now
we cannot imagine any reason why in the former case the

force should be an attraction and in the latter a repulsion, any
more than the converse. Hence it is concluded, no doubt
rightly, that there can be no /b?rg tending to move the second
element in the plane of _?/, c.

But it should here be observed that the reasoning would not

apply to a couple tending to turn the second element round
an axis without changing the position of its centre. The hy-
pothesis, for instance, that the first element tends to turn the

second into a position parallel to the first, agrees with the

general law enunciated in I., and is not open to a i^riori objec-

tion.

II. is equivalent to the principle, which is universally

assumed in all treatises on the subject, that any ele»nentary

current may be replaced by its components, the middle points

of the components being identical with that of the element.

IV. leads to the conclusion, as shown in Maxwell's ' Elec-

tricity,' vol. ii., that the forces of attraction between two ele-

ments are inversely proportional to the square of the distance

between them.

V. It follows from Oersted's experiments, that the mutual
action of two closed electric circuits is the same as that of two
magnetic shells bounded by the circuits. It must therefore

have a potential ; and such potential must be of the form

in which ?', i' are the strengths of the currents, and e is the
angle, and r the distance between an element ds of the one,

* We take tlie positive sign in the same way as it is usual to say the

potential of unit mass of matter at distance r is -.
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and an element ds' of the other circuit, and /x is a constant

depending on the nature of the medium in which the shells

are placed.

3. If we were here to assume that the potential of mutual

action between each pair of elementarif currents is of the same

form,

cose
• V

=

uii' ds ds' ,

r

we should of course obtain the correct value for the potential

of two closed circuits ; and therefore this assumption would

satisfy all the results obtained from experiments with closed

circuits. This form of mutual potential was proposed by
F. E. Neumann, but seems to have been abandoned, because it

would not satisfy the results obtained, or supposed to have been

obtained, in experiments with open currents. Now, according

to the views of Maxwell, no such thing can exist within the

range of our experiments as an unclosed current, because the

current, if not closed by conductors, closes itself by means of

change of displacement in the dielectric. If this be true, no

experiments can ever lead to results inconsistent with the

above simple law of potential. Further, even without assu-

ming the truth of Maxwell's theory, it appears to us that the

experiments which were supposed to be inconsistent with the

above law admit of interpretation consistent with it, as we
hope to show.

4. It was believed, however, to be established by experi-

ment, that the attractive force exerted by any closed circuit

upon any element of another current is always normal to the

element (canons III. and YI.). According to the above

law of F. E. Neumann, the impressed force exerted by the

closed circuit on an isolated element would not necessarily be

normal to it. It was thought necessary, therefore, to invent a

law of force between two elementary currents which should

satisfy this supposed experimental result, and at the same time

should give the correct value for the potential of two closed

circuits.

According to F. E. Neumann's law, the force between two

elements of given strength depends only on their distance and

the angle, e, which their directions make with one another ;

it is independent of the angles 6 and 6' which their directions

make with r, the line joining them. But, by a known geo-

metrical theorem,

for any two closed curves in space. Hence, if we assume for
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the potential of two elementary currents ids and i'ds' the form

where A and B are any constants, we should for any pair of

closed circuits obtain as the potential an expression propor-

tional to

-If
^'UdsdJ,-
r

that is, practically identical with that obtained from F. E.

Neumann's law. But the force exerted by a closed circuit on

a separate element of another would not be identical in the

two cases ; and it may by proper choice of the constants A
and B be made always normal to the element.

5. Ampere's solution of the problem is as follows, assuming
a force and not a potential between two elementary currents.

Let i cos 6 ds, i' cos 6' ds', according to the usual notation, be

the component parts of the elements resolved in ?, the line

joining their centres ; and i sin 6 ds, i' sin 6' cos cf) ds', the com-
ponent parts perpendicular to r in the plane of r and ds. Then
it is assumed that the two radial components attract each

other with a force in the direction of r varying inversely as

the square of the distance, viz.

-^ cos 6 cos 6'ii' ds ds',

and the two transverse components attract each other with a

force in the direction of r, viz.

^sin sin 0' cos ^2i' ds ds'

,

where a and h are constants. It is then shown that if the rela-

tion between a and h be 2a + ^= 0,the desired result will follow

—namely, that the force exerted by any closed circuit on any
element of a current is always normal to the element. This

relation, then, satisfies Professor Tait's canon III. above given,

and also satisfies VI. It will be found also to lead to the

correct expression for the mutual potential of two closed

circuits, and therefore satisfies all experimental conditions.

Ampere's results may be concisely expressed as follows ;

%-iz. the action oi ids upon i' ds' is a force in the direction of

the line, r, which joins them, and whose intensity is

JiL.^^dsds'.
^r ds ds'
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This law of force gives no potential of the action of one ele-

ment upon another : but, as we have said, it gives the potential

^JI^
cose , , ,

as as

for the mutual action of two closed circuits.

6. Weber has further shown that if an electric current be
supposed to consist of positive electricity moving vd'Ca velo-

cit}' r in one direction, and an equal quantity of negative

electricity moving with the same velocity in the opposite

direction, then a certain h}-pothesis regarding the force exerted

on one another by particles of electricity in motion not only

leads to Ampere's law of force, but also explains the ordinary

phenomena of induction by variation of the primary current,

or by variation of the position of the circuits. TVeber^s hypo-
thesis is that the mutual potential of two particles of electri-

city e and e' is

where c is a constant. If the particles be at rest, — = 0, and

this expression gives the ordinary electrostatical potential —

.

If they be in motion, it will be found to lead to Ampere's
law, as shown by Briot*. The coincidence appears at first

sight remarkable, and has done much to facilitate the accept-

ance of Ampere's results as well as Weber's. It will be seen,

however, on further considering the subject, that Ampere and
Weber both start from the same fundamental assumption with

regard to the nature of the action between two elementary

currents—viz. that it depends not onh* on their directions

relative to each other, but also on their directions relative to

the line joining them. This may perhaps account for their

leading to the same result.

7. Stefan has shownf that, assuming the only forces acting

to be, as Ampere assumes,

-^ cos 9 cos 6'ii' ds ds'j

and

"2 sin 6 sin 6' cos ^ii' ds ds',

then, if there be a potential for two closed circuits, such poten-

* Theorie ntecanique de la Chaleur, chap, ix,

t Sitzungsherichte, Vienna, 1869,
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tial can have no other form than

• liii' I
I

——dsds'j

and, farther, that there can be no potential at all unless the

relation between the constants a and h be 2a + ?>= 0, which
was the relation obtained by Ampere from dift'erent reasoning.

It thus appears again that Ampere's law leads to the correct

expression for the potential.

Stefan has, further, considered the consequences of assu-

ming mutual action in the nature of attraction or repulsion

between the radial component of one, and the transverse com-
ponent of the other element. The radial component of ds is

i cos 6 ds ; the transverse component of ds' in plane of r and
ds is i' sin 6 cos ^ ds'. If we suppose / cos 6 ds to exert on
i sin 6 cos ^ ds' a force tending to move it in the direction of r,

c
ii' —^cos 6' sin 6' cos (p ds ds',

and, in like manner, the transverse component of ds, namely
i sin 6 ds, to exert on i' cos 6' ds', the radial component of ds', a
force in direction of r.

W— sin cos 6' ds ds',

where c and ^/are two new constants, then Stefan shows that

the potential, if there be a potential, must have the same form
as before, and that there can be no potential unless

2a + 5 + c-2fZ=0,

which, by-making c= and f/=0, includes Ampere's law as a

pai'ticular case.

8. Carl Neumann, in a very elaborate memoir*, has deduced
the following as the attractive force between the two elemen-

tary currents ids, i' ds' , viz.

—it' \ — cos e—Ty cos 6 cos 6' > ds ds',
I

V

r- J

and this Avithout assuming that the closed circuit exerts a

normal force on each element ofanother current.

C. Neumann, howevei-, excludes from his consideration

"couple-action,"' whereby one element may tend to turn an-

other round an axis without altering its position in space.

!•. AVo may here add that Clausius considers that the .r

* Ueher die den Krdften electrodynamischen Ursprungs zuzttschreibenden

Elemmtargesetze : Leipzig, 1873.
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component of the force which u moving particle of electricity

e exerts on aaother, e', is expressed by the formula

1

i dx \
"^

\dt dt ^ dt dt
"^

dt dtJJ dt \r dt)y
where x, y, z relate to the first and x'

^
y' , z' to the second par-

ticle (see Phil. Mag. October 1880).
10. It seems that the Continental physicists consider the

force between two elementary currents as a force of transla-

tion only, excluding from their consideration ''couple-action,"

whereby one element tends to turn the other round an axis

without altering its position in space. But such couple-action

results immediately, as will be shown later, from F. E. Neu-
mann^s law of potential.

11. Maxwell has treated the subject in a ditferent way.
While giving Ampere's reasoning and his results, as well as

those of Weber, he founds his own theory on the hypothesis

that in nature all circuits are closed circuits, and proceeds to

obtain the known results of experiment, by the application of

ordinary dynamical methods to the theory of closed circuits

—

that is, that if the circuits be not closed by conductors, there

arise changes of displacement of electricity in dielectrics which
have the eifect of closing the currents.

12. Now, if it be true^ as Maxwell teaches, that in nature, or

within the range of our experiments, all currents are closed,

there can be no necessity for devising elaborate laws of force.

We have only to assume for each pair of elements the potential

V= iiii' dsds',
r '

and we cannot fail to obtain results in accordance with expe»

riment, and, in fact, exactly the same results as are obtained
from any of the more complicated laws above stated ; so that,

on this view, no experiment could furnish any reason for

accepting one law rather than the other. It appears to us, then,

that if Maxwell's theory, that all currents are closed, be ac-

cepted, the law that, for each pair of elementary currents,

V=mV ds ds'
r

ought to find provisional acceptance also.

13. But as Maxwell's theory is not accepted universally,
we proceed to examine some of the experimental evidence on
which the doctrine is based, that a closed circuit exerts a
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normal force only on every elementary current (canons III.

and Yl.), this being the only experimental fact inconsistent

"svith the simple law.

The experiments quoted in support of this are the follow-

ing:—
(1) A current in a circular

conductor, movable about an axis

through its centre perpendicular

to its plane, remains unmoved in

the field of another closed cir-

cuit.

(2) A current in a rectangular

conductor A B C D, mo^able

about one side A D, which coin-

cides with a line through the

centre, 0, of a circular conduc-

tor, the line A D being perpen-

dicular to the plane of the latter,

remains immovable when a cur-

rent passes through the circular

conductor.

(3) (Maxwell, vol. ii. p. 149, cited above.) A circular

conductor, C D, movable about its centre in its own
plane, passes through two mercury-cups fixed at A
and 13, at which a current enters and leaves the

conductor respectively ; and no motion ensues when
a closed current is brought into the neighbourhood.

Now, in point of fact, all these three experiments

would be equally satisfied by any law which gave a

potential between two currents. For in (1) and (2)

no possible displacement of the movable circuit

could alter that potential, if it existed, as is obvious

from the symmetry of the arrangements in the ori-

ginal and displaced positions respectively. Since, therefore,

no displacement could alter the potentials if they existed, it

follows that if there be a potential there would be no force

producing motion.

The same thing is true of No. 3, although at first sight not

so evident; for since the current enters and leaves the con-

ductor at the points A and B fixed in space, and the arc A B
is fixed in space, it follows that, notwithstanding any motion

of the conductor, the current remains fixed in space, and the

potential must remain the same whether the conductor be

moved or not. Hence there can be no tendency to move the

conductor.

These three experiments, therefore, do not prove that the
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law of action between current-elements is necessarily such

that the resultant action of a closed circuit on an element is

normal to that element ; they would be equally satisfied by ayiy

law of action giving a potential between two closed circuits.

14. Indeed it may be shown directly that^ whether there be

any tangential action or no, it never can be manifested by
experimenting upon a closed circuit ; and therefore, if all cir-

cuits be necessarily closed circuits, it follows that such tan-

gential action never can be manifested.

For such closed circuit must be infinitely flexible and infi-

nitely extensible (at least in the neighbourhood of the element

acted on), otherwise the element will be influenced by the

mechanical action of the adjacent parts of its own circuit; and

if it be perfectly flexible and extensible, no virtual motion of

any element in the direction of its length can alter the value

of the potential

ii'"^
ds ds'.

15. Again, it is generally stated to be a deduction from

Ampere's law, that the action of a solenoid of currents of in-

nitely small section and indefinitely extended in one direction,

upon an element of a current, is a force perpendicular to the

plane passing through the element and the extremity of the

solenoid, varying inversely as the square of the distance of the

element from that extremity, and directly as the sine of the

angle between the element and that distance. Ampere's law

would give exactly this result, while that now proposed would

not do so, for an element considered alone, i. e. otherwise than

as part of a closed or infinite current. It is clear, for the

reasons mentioned above, that no experiment can give a result

in this form. What experiment really proves is, that in the

case of a closed circuit or infinitely extended rectilinear cur-

rent, the action on the solenoid is the same as if that of each

element of the current followed the above law. And the law

of F. E. Neumann leads exactly to the same conclusion. For
let the infinite current be of strength i in the axis of ^, ^ ; then

it is eA^dent by integration that Ampere's law of elementary

current action would lead to a potential energy between the

whole current and the solenoid of the form itan" -, or, more

generally, when the solenoid is not infinite, to the form

fltan-'^-tan-i-l.
l X a J

For according to the law now proposed, the potential between
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tho cu rrent-element iBz and one of the solenoid currents, whose
strength is ?', would be

../J
Tcose -

,

II hz 1 as ,

the integration being taken round the elementary circuit.

By Stokes's theorem this becomes

where A is the urea of the solenoid-section, /, )n^ n the direc-

tion-cosines of its normal, and v the distance of its centre from
hz. Therefore the potential energy between the whole infinite

current and this section of the solenoid is V, where

x- + if

And the potential of the whole solenoid is

cLc du

. , I as us

or

Au'ltan-'^-tan-'-]-.

16. Again, it is generally stated that the action of a })ar-

ticle of imaginary magnetic matter upon a current-element

varies as the sine of the angle between the distance of the

particle from the element and the element directly, and as the

square of that distance inversely, and is perpendicular to the

plane passing through the particle and the element. For the

reasons mentioned in the case of the solenoid, it is obvious

that no such law of action as this can be experimentally proved

to exist between a current-element and a magnetic pole ; but

the equivalent law of action between an infinite current and a

particle of imaginary magnetic matter may be deduced from

the law of current-action now proposed, combined with the

experimental fact that the potential of a current-circuit and a

magnetic shell is equivalent to that between the circuit and

the current bounding the shell of suitable intensity. For if {

be the intensity of a current in the axis of c, and i' that in the

bounding circuit of a plane magnetic shell of very small area

A, it will follow, as in the case last considered, that the poten-
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tial between the shell and current is

the symbols having the same meaning as before.

If, now, the potential of positive magnetic matter on one

face of the area A relative to the infinite current be /xAi^(.i',y),

that of the negative matter on the opposite face will be

-lj,Ai(},{.i;,2j)-fiAi^'-^l+ ^w| h,

where h is the thickness of the shell ; and the resulting poten-

tial is

-^'{rt'-^f4"-dy

But this has been shown to be equal to

. .., lu—mx
aP-ry"

Therefore these expressions must be equal for all values of I

and m

;

' • ^'\lx ~ x^-Vy'' ^'\ly " ^ x-'+y'.2
'

and

.•.0G.,3/)=^^tan-f,

M^'(/)(.r,?/)=-^tan-'y

giving the law required.

We have here shown in detail that these two results are

deducible from the law of F. E. Neumann; but it is evident

that we might have inferred this without further proof from

the fact that we are throughout dealing with complete circuits,

for which it has been already shown that the mutual potential

is in all cases the same as that given by Ampere's law.

17. The adoption of the above law for the potential of two

elementary currents, viz.

V= wu' ds ds'

,

r

agrees perfectly with Maxwell's treatment of the subject,

although Maxwell nowhere distinctly states the existence of

the law, perhaps on account of its conflict with canon III.

mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the validity of which

Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 70. June 1881, ' 2L
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canon we have been calling in question. Moreover this law
(if not disproved by some decisive experiment) would greatly

simplify the mathematical treatment of electrodynamics.

Since for two elements

we have

Y= aii' dsds',
r

d\ .., cose ,

-r- = — (Mil —vr- ds ds .

dr r-

For parallel currents in the same direction cos 6= 1; in op-

posite directions, cos e= —1. Therefore, '' Parallel elemen-

tary currents^ if in the same direction, attract each other with

a force varying inversely as the sqxiare of the distance ; if in

opposite directions, repel each other with the same force.''''

d\
For peq^endicular cuiTents, cose=0; therefore —=0, or

"Elementary currents at right angles to each other exert on each

other no attractive or repidsive force.'"'

Again,

fZV . . sin e , , ,

—r- =—/jhi dsds.
de r

For parallel currents, sine= 0; for perpendicular currents,

sine=l. Therefore " Parcdlel elementary currents exert on
each other no couple-action^''

"Elementary currents at right angles to each other tend, to turn

each other into a position ofparallelism icith a force varying in-

versely as the distance.''''

The plane in which either element tends to turn is that in

which the variation of cos e for a given small auo^le turned
through is a maximum. Ixesolving the elements into their

components, we find that the component i dx tends to turn

i' dy' round the axis of ^j and i' dz' round the axis of ?/; hence
the turning-couple exerted by ids on i'ds' is

. . f (7.1' dij' du dx" ")
, , /

K.ds ds ds ds'

J

round the axis of z; and similarly for the other axes.

18. Every elementary current in a given direction, as idx,

has at any point in space distant r from it the potential —^,
which being a vector or directed quantity, namely having the

direction x, is with propriety termed the vector ])otential of

the element. Maxwell indeed states distinctly (vol. ii. p. 267)
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that the vector potential stands in exactly the same relation

to the elementary current in which the potential of a particle

of matter stands to that particle—a statement which leads to

all the consequences Ave now point out.

1 9. Again, the mutual potential energy of any two elemen-

tary currents i ds, i' els' being iiii'
—— ds ds', may be put in

the form
''

, dx .dy . dz

V r ds r ds r ds )

Now i~ ds is the component part of the current i ds in the

direction of a: If we assume, as we must, that the current,

instead of flowing in an infinitely thin line, is (like a fluid of

finite density) distributed uniformly over a small section per-

pendicular to ds, the X component will in like manner be dis-

tributed uniformly over the element of area di/ dz. If we now

write w, v, lo for i-^.i*'-^, i -^, when therefore u, v, lo are the
' ds ds ds

velocities of the current at ds parallel to the coordinate axes, and

dv' 1

in like manner ?/, v', lo' for i' -^ &c., we shall have for the

mutual potential energy of the two elements the expression

lxl-u'-\--v'+ —lo'
J
dx dy dz dx' dy' dz'.

A similar expression holds for the mutual potential of every

pair of elementary currents. We may therefore express the

whole potential of any system of currents in the form of a

sextuple integral

or if

^^^'~ dx'dy'dz'=F,

^^^"^^d^v'dy'dz'^G,

^^^'-^'dx'dy'dz'^n,

2T=fJi\\\ (Fu+ Gu + B.iv) dx dy dz.

2L2
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20. It would appear at first sight that we have omitted the

energy of the action of each element on itself, which is prima

facie infinite. Exactly in the same way, in finding

Jjj VJ^
mm

ax ay dz
+ rf + z'

as the expression for the whole potential energy of a mass of

matterj we appear to obtain the energy only of the mutual

actions of each pair of particles, and not that of each particle

on itself. But if the matter have at every point finite density,

it is easily seen that the above expression gives us the whole

potential.

In like manner, if the current u or idx be conceived as

flowing, not through an infinitely thin line, but through a

tube of finite section, so that the density, so to speak, of the

current is finite at every point, the expression

JJCFu + Gi' + Hr-)^*-

gives us the whole electrokinetic energy of all the currents in

the field.

F, G, H will now be called the components of vector poten-

tial.

21. We have hitherto called the above expression

fji Jj J i¥u + Gi' + Hzt') dx dy dz

the pote^:tial energy of the system ; and we have seen that it

is deduced from our proposed law by methods applicable to

potential of mass. We now assume, with Maxwell, that this

energy, consisting, as he says it does, of " something in motion

and not a mere arrangement,"may be treated as kinetic energy

for the purpose of applying to it the equation of Lagrange.

By this means, as Maxwell has shown, the phenomena ofinduc-

tion are capable of explanation.

22. It is now to be observed that, as above mentioned, and

as Maxwell points out, the vector potential of an elementary

current in any direction, as x, stands in the same relation to

the current as the potential of a mass of matter situated at the

middle point of the element stands to that matter. It follows

that the vector potential has all the properties of the potential

of mass. Hence can be most easily deduced many most im-

portant theorems in electrodynamics.

For instance F, the vector potential of currents parallel to .r,

must satisfy the equation

47ryau + V*F=
(where u is the current in .r), corresponding to Poisson's equa-

tion 47rp + V'F= 0,
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where p is density, v potential of mass*. This equation occurs

in the electromagnetic theory of light, giving one of the two

expressions for ?/, from which arises the equation

23. Again, it is a known property of the potential of mass,

that if the potential of mass A has the same value as that

of mass B at every point of a surface completely enclosing

both, it has the same value at all points in space outside that

surface.

In like manner we conclude that if F, the vector potential

of the X component of a system of currents, has the same value

as F^ (that of another system) at all points of a surface com-

pletely enclosing both systems, then F has the same value as

F' at all points beyond that surface. Hence can be easily de-

duced, by way of illustration, the theory of magnetic images

as follows.

Let there be an infinite conducting plane, and let a deter-

minate system of electric currents be suddenly generated

parallel to and wholly on one side of the plane. Let ii, v be

the two components of current at any point in the system,

F, G the components of vector potential of the system. By
the principle of least kinetic energy a system of currents will

be excited or "induced" in the plane, such as to make the

whole energy the least possible consistently with the given

currents in the given system. Let ?/, v' be the components of

these currents at any point in the plane ; F', G' the corre-

sponding components of vector potential. Then for the whole

energy we have

2T= /iJJ {i^F + W)u + (G+ Gy}da- over the system,

+ fi]] {(F + ¥'y + (a+a'y}da over the plane.

And in order for T to be a minimum, given u and v at all

clT dT
points in the system, we must have —-^ =0, -p =0 at every

point in the plane. That is, F=— F', G=— G'^ at every

point in the plane ; and this being true at every point in the

plane, must be true at all points in space beyond the plane.

The system of currents induced in the plane thus at all

points beyond the plane exactly neutralizes the given system.

It has, in fact, the same effect as the given system reversed in

direction.

* The constant /x depends on the nature of the medium where the cur-

rents are situated, and stands in the same relation to the current as -^

(where k is the specific inductive capacity of the dielectric) stands to free

electricity.
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But the effect of the induced system at points on the same
side of the plane with the given system is equal and opposite

to its effect at the corresponding points on the opposite side of

the plane. Consequently the induced system has at all points

in space on the same side of the plane with the given system

the same effect as the optical image of the given system formed

on the plane as a mirror.

24. We have shown that the proposed law of force leads

directly to the correct expression for the energy of any elec-

trical system, whether that energy be termed kinetic or poten-

tial, and that by the shortest and easiest method. The further

development of the theory would generally take the same form

as in Maxwell's ' Electricity,' MaxwelFs results being obtained

generally by the application of Lagrange's equations to this

expression for the energy.

LXI. On the Transmission of Radiation of Loiv JRefrangi-

bility through Ebonite. By Capt. Abney, B.E.j F.R.S.,

and Col. Festing, R.E.*

\\l HEN Mr. Grraham Bell described his interesting expe-
» riments with the photophone, we were much surprised

to learn that an effect was produced when sheets of ebonite of

small thickness were interposed between the apparatus and
the source of i-adiation ; and it became a matter of more than

curiosity to us to know what -was the cause of the phenomenon,
since photographic manufacturers were commencing to use

ebonite in the construction of the dark slides for the camera.

We think we can demonstrate, however, that the ordi-

nary explanation of transmission of radiant energy can ac-

count for the phenomenon. Dr. Guthrie kindly furnished us

with a sheet of ebonite, through which the action of a beam of

radiation on a selenium cell was most marked; and we accord-

ingly first experimented with that. A photographic spectro-

scopic apparatus was employed, of the form we have already

described in other papers ; and the compound of silver Avas used
which is sensitive to all parts of the spectrum. At first we em-
ployed only one prism, and used the sun as a source of illumina-

tion; and here it may be parenthetically remarked that on the

evening when we made our first experiments the wind was blow-
ing from the north-east, and there was a clear sky. Half the slit

was covered up, a piece of ebonite placed in front of the other
half, and a plate exposed to the action of the spectrum of the

radiations (if any) coming through this thin layer of apparently

* Communicated by the Physical Society, having been read at the
Meetuig on April 9.
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opaque matter. An exposure of three minutes was given; the

exposed half of the slit Avas then closed and the other half

opened, and a spectrum taken through a solution of bichromate

of potash y^^j inch thickness. This bichromate was used to

prevent the too energetic action of the more refrangible rays,

which illuminated the prism and would have caused a veil over

the plate. Half a minute's exposure Avas given. The plate,

on development, revealed that rays of very low refrangibility

had passed through the ebonite, commencing at "W.L. 12,000
and extending as far as W.L. 7500: the point ofmaximum in-

tensity was situated at about 900(). The photographs were on
a small scale^ but sufficed to show the absorption of the ebonite.

On the next day we had intended to repeat the experiments
with two or three prisms; but the wind had shifted, and
the solar spectrum was absorbed as far as about 9000,
showing the presence of aqueous vapour. It was therefore

useless to experiment further with the sun as a source of radia-

tion ; so we used the water of the positive pole of an electric

light as a source. It will be seen that the spectrum through
ebonite extends to about W.L. 15,000, and then terminates.

The next point to determine was as to the quahty of the

beam coming through the ebonite. This we determined as

follows—first by placing a piece of ebonite in contact with

the photographic plate and throwing an image of the points

on it, and thus getting an impression, and then, by a simple

arrangement, removing the ebonite to a distance of i foot, and
allowino- the beam to traverse it, and securino- another image
on a different plate. The photographs showed that the rays are

very much scattered in their passage through the ebonite, no
distinct image being formed in the latter case, though it was
sharp and defined in the former. The amount of scattering

it seemed desirable to know. For this purpose the collimator

of the spectroscope was used and no prism, the image of the

slit ^ inch wide was focused on the focusing-screen of a

camera, and a piece of ebonite was placed in contact with the

plate, and exposure made. This piece was removed and another

piece inserted 2i inches in front of the plate, and another ex-

posure given. The diffusion was most marked: a lincy^ inch

broad was diffused over a space \ of an inch, most intense, of

course, in the centre. By subsequent experiment it was shown
that an exposure of three times the length of that given in

the first case was necessary to cause the central portion of the

band in the second case to correspond in intensity with that

of the image of the slit in the first case. With two pieces of

ebonite in contact with the plate six times the exposure was
required to give the same intensity as with only one plate of

ebonite intervening. Hence we may say that the coefticient
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of absorption of a plate of ebonite -^^ of an inch in thickness

= 1*8 ; and a calculation will show that any rays which can

penetrate through ^ of an inch of ebonite will only have an

intensity of

—

..l ^^^ that of the resultant beam, without de-
•^ Id 50000

. PTi Tf>
ducting any thing for the scatternig of light. In fact, with the

electric light and a wide slit an hour's exposure produced no
effect on the photographic plate when'ebonite ^ in. in thickness

was placed before the slit. It must, however, be remembered
that ebonite varies in quaUty ; sometimes the outside alone is

black, the inner portions resembling gutta percha in colour.

With specimens of this sort a greater thickness could no doubt

be traversed than
^^
inch. In such a case, however, we doubt

if the substance would be true ebonite.

In a communication to ' Nature,^ Messrs. Ayrton and PeiTy

show how they determine the refractive index of ebonite by
an arrangement with the telephone. They use a prism ; and

we should judge by the figure they give that the thickness

of ebonite traversed must be about } of an inch ; so that the

radiations transmitted must be very small. "We may remark

that the direction of a beam of light issuing from a prism

formed of a turbid medium would not have its maximum in-

tensity in the true direction of refraction ; it would be slightly

displaced. Mr. Preece, in a recent communication to the

Eoval Society, remarked that some ebonite he tried Avas as

ti-aiisparent as rock-salt ; and so it is if a thin-enough layer

be taken ; and we think that it was the minute layer

that was taken that caused this expression to be used. He
also stated that another sample equally thin was perfectly

opaque to radiation. Through his kindness we were able to

experiment with the identical samples to which he refers.

The "transparent" specimen behaved as that we have already

described ; the opaque one showed that the radiations were

more scattered in their passage through it. We may state

that, by examining the thin ebonite with which we first expe-

rimented, w^e could see a trace of the sun's image through the

material, and very faintly through two layers. The radiations

of low refrangibility were evidently more copiously passed,

since when an image of the sun formed by a lens was caused

to fall on a piece of paper and a sheet of thin ebonite inter-

posed, if the eye or hand was placed at the focus considerable

warmth was felt.

It became interesting to know whether the ebonite was
merely a mechanical mixture of sulphur and india rubber or a

chemical combination. Placing a piece of stout india rubber,

about the same thickness as the ebonite, before the slit of the

spectroscope, and with an exposure of ten minutes, no vestige

of an image was found on development of the plate. This
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was evidently owing to the great scattering ofthe rays by the

substance. The india rubber being laid in contact with the

plate, and an exposure made through it, showed that it was
transparent to all rays from 1U,000 to 5000. The absorp-

tion-spectrum therefore difiered ; and it is evident that in

ebonite the india rubber is chemically changed in composition.

The conclusion to be drawn is, that ebonite, when of small

thickness, transmits to some extent the rays of lowrefrangibility.

LXII. Notices respecting New Boohs.

Eine neue Form eleJctrisdier Ahstossiing. {Anew Kind of Electric

Repulsion.) ^*/ Dr. EroES- GrOLnsTErs'. Berlin: Julius Springer.
1880.

T^HE work before us is an octavo of nearly 200 pages, with six
-^ plates of Uthographed figures, forming the first part of Dr.
Goldstein's ' Eeseax'ches on the Electric Discharge in Gases.' It

contains minute and careful descriptions of experiments which
have occupied the author for eight years, and discussions of the
conclusions to which the experiments lead. The final conclusion
arrived at is, that the phenomena observed are not capable of expla-

nation in the present state of our knowledge—that they are not to

be explained by the known laws of electrostatic or of electrody-

namic repulsion, nor by the mutual mechanical action of molecules.

So far, therefore, the ground has been cleared by showing to what
the phenomena are not due : and further investigations on this sub-

ject from the skiKul hands of Dr. Goldstein will be looked for with
much mterest.

In the Introduction we are reminded of the appearance of the
electric discharge in an ordinary vacuum-tube (of simple cylindrical

form) fiUed ^vith air or some other permanent gas. At atmospheric
pressux-e the discharge consists of a thin thread-like spark (the
" trait de feu ") and the surrounding glow or " aureole." As the
tube is gradually exhausted the " trait tie feu "' disappears first, and
the aureole remains and expands and fills the tube with light, in

which are usually distinguished two portions—the positive and ne-
gative "glows." From the positive pole or anode there proceeds a
stream of light expanding towards the opposite pole, which in air

is of a reddish colom*, termed the positive discharge ; it shows, as

soon as the exhaustion has reached a certain point, regularly alter-

nating maxima and minima of hght—the so-called stratifications.

The number of the stratifications varies not only ^vith the density

and uatm-e of the gas, but also with the width of the tube and the
distance bet\\een the electrodes. The positive hght liowever, is,

not a necessary portion of the discharge : and its presence or absence
depends on the ratio of the distance between the electrodes and the
smallest diameter of the tube at right angles to the line of discharge.

If this ratio is not greater than 2, then (at small densities) there is

no positive discharge.

From the negative pole or kathode there proceeds also a luminous
discharge, which also consists of layers (or stratifications), whose
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number, however, is always the same, not Aarnng either with the
nature of the gas or its density, nor with cither the dimensions of

the tube or the position of the electrodes. There are always four
layers of the kathode light : the first is of a chamois-yellow colour

;

the three outer ones are blue. Like the layers of the positive light,

those of the negative light expand as the pressure decreases. When,
at pressures of less than 1 millim., the negative light extends through
the whole tube and plays upon the opposite wall, it excites there

phosphorescence, of colour dependiug on the nature of the glass.

Thus the German glass commonly used for vacuum-tubes phospho-
resces with green light, the intensity of which increases as the pres-

sure decreases ; while at the same time the optical intensity of the

kathode-light itself decreases until at last the eye can scarcely per-

cei^e that auv light at all is emitted by the kathode. The negative

light and the positive light do not, at small pressures, occupy di-

stinct portions of the tube, but may each fill the whole tube. The
presence of the brighter positive light thus increases the difficulty

of observing the phenomena taking place at the negative pole ; so

that for successful experiment it is necessary to get rid of the posi-

tive light altogether. This can be managed by having the distance

between the electrodes not greater than twice the diameter of the

tube. The smaller the distance between the electrodes, the higher

the density at which the positive light disappears. It is sometimes
desirable to place the anode close to the kathode. The radiation of

the negati^'e light from the kathode takes place, as Hittorf showed,

without reference to the position of the anode—not even ceasing

\^hen it reaches the anode, but extending beyond it through the

whole of the tube. Thus, if both poles are placed at the same end
of a cylindrical tube, the kathode-light stretches right through the

tube till it reaches the end which contains no electrodes, where it

excites phosphorescence in the glass.

Pliicker and Hittorf have already shown that the kathode-light

radiates in straight lines. If the kathode be a straight wii-e, and if

the tube contain a second similar wire parallel to the first, a sharp

shadow of the second is seen on the phosphorescent surface excited

by the discharge from the first.

This Introduction occupies 10 pages; and the work itself is divided

into four parts.

In the Eii'st part the nature of the phenomena observed by Dr.

Goldstein is expounded. In the simplest form of the experiment,

a cylindrical tube contains at one end two parallel wii'es, one or

both of which may be connected with the negative pole, and at the

other end of the tube a wire to serve as anode. If one only of the

negative wires is excited, tlie kathode-liglit from it excites green

phosphorescence in the glass all around, on which is seen the sharply-

defined shadow of the unexcited wire. If, now, the second nega-

tive wire be excited at the same time as the first, there appear im-

mediately two dark spaces in the green phosphorescence of the

glass, each so situated as to resemble nearly an enlarged shadow of

one of the wires produced by the discharge from the other. The
dark surfaces may be described as oval, but \vith straight sides
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parallel to the wires. The foi*m, magnitude, and position of the

dark surfaces are independent of the position and magnitude of the

anode, and of the direction in which the jyositive discharge takes

place, but may be largely altered by varying the form, magnitude,

and relative position of the two kathodes. These changes are mi-

nutely followed through a large number of widely varied experi-

ments. The dark surfaces are iu all cases such as can be explained

by a repulsion exerted by each electrode on the kathode-rays pro-

ceeding from the other, so that the (comparatively) dark spaces are

due to the non-production of phosphorescence on those portions of

the glass wall not reached by the deflected rays. It should be noted

that the boundary of the dark surfaces possesses increased bril-

liancy, so that the dark siu'faces appear bounded by a sharply-

defined line of hght.

If the kathodes are of imequal thickness the dark surfaces are

of unequal breadth, that nearest the thicker electrode being the

largest.

The Second part of the work is devoted to the examination of the

cause of these phenomena. First of all, it is shown, by making one

of the kathodes of a twisted aluminium wire, that it is only light

from the further kathode which is deflected from each dark sur-

face, and that each is illuminated by light from the nearer electrode,

just as when it alone was excited. It may be explained, in passing,

that the phosphorescence excited by the discharge from a twisted

wire is not uniform, but exhibits a spiral line of greater brilliancy.

If a diaphragm having a small square hole in it be placed between

two parallel kathodes with its plane at right angles to their plane,

then, when only one is excited, a small pencil of rays passes through

the opening and forms a phosphorescent speck on the glass, which is

crossed by a fine dark line, the shadow of the second wire. If the

second wire be also excited, the phosphorescent speck divides into

tn-o, which separate from each other to a distance of some 12 mil-

lim. on the walls of the tube, thus clearly proving the repulsion

exerted upon the rays by the second kathode as they pass it. In

order to determine whether the pencil is deflected as a whole, or

whether it is bent into a curve, or whether it is so bent as to form

a sharp angle at the point nearest the electrode, the following ex-

periment was made :—A movable electrode, so arranged as to emit

a small concentrated cone of light, is hung on to the bent end of a

wire forming one of the kathodes, and in consequence of its weight

always hangs vertically, and emits a cone of light whose axis is

vertical. The other kathode is a wire crossing the tube. By
shghtly altering the position of the tube the cone of light may be

made to impinge on the second kathode, or to pass close to it on

either side, or at a little distance from it. It is found that when
both kathodes are excited, the cone of rays is bent sharply at an

angle of about 30° in passing the horizontal kathode, or is divided

into two portions forming an angle of about 70^ with each other, if

it is allowed to impinge on the horizontal kathode. The deflection

is found to be greater the closer the ray passes to the deflecting

kathode.
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Ill the Tliircl part of tlio work, Dr. Goldstein investigates the

effect npoii the deflection thus shown to take place, of varying the

nature of the gas in the tube, or of the metal of which the elec-

trodes consist, the density of the gas, the intensity of the charge

communicated to the kathodes, the source of the electricity, and so

on. It is found that neither the nature of the gas, nor its density,

nor the nature of the metal employed for the electrodes, has any

influence upon the phenomena observed ; and also that the inten-

sity of the charge is of no consequence provided that the two

kathodes are equally charged, as they must be if placed in good

metallic communication with each other. If, however, they are

connected by a bad conductor, such as a moistened thread, the dark

surfaces produced are unequal in size, the largest being that nearest

the kathode which is most strongly charged. The repulsion exerted

by a kathode is thus increased by increasing its electric charge

;

and, on the other hand, the stiffness, so to speak, of the rays emitted

by a kathode is increased by increasing its electric charge.

In the Fourth part of the work, the different theories of the elec-

tric discharge are examined, in order to see how far they can explain

the new phenomena. Three lands of repulsion are known—that

due to mechanical action (such as takes place in the impact of pon-

derable masses), electrostatic repulsion, and electrodynamic repul-

sion.

In adopting the mechanical hypothesis, we must suppose that

molecules of gas charged with electricity fly off from each kathode,

that they come into collision, and that the two motions combine to

a resultant motion whose direction will be that of the deflected ray.

To decide this question, a cylindrical tube was taken provided

mth a kathode at one end, and a second kathode and diaphragm

some distance from the first in the side of the tube, from which,

when excited alone, a sharply-defined pencil of rays falls on the

opposite side of the tube. It is found that the rays from the ter-

minal kathode are deflected on passing the lateral kathode, but that

the rays from this second are not affected by the supposed impact

of the molecules forming the first bundle of rays.

It is farther clearly shown that the phenomena are not con-

sistent with the known laws of the mutual action of currents ; so

that the electrodynamic hypothesis must be rejected.

The third hypothesis is that the action is an electrostatic one, be-

tween the electricity with which the one kathode is charged and

the like electricity residing in the molecules of the stream from the

other kathode.

According to \\-hat may be termed the " convective theory," the

electric discbarge is a sort of convective process, consisting in the

motion of molecules charged with electricity, which bring about the

transference of electricity from the kathode in the direction of the

stream of rays. This convective theory is the one \Ahich has

attracted most attention. The particular form of the theory ex-

pounded by Crookes assumes that the gas-molecules charged with

electricity are driven off from the kathode as a sort of wind which

drives the uncharged molecules before it ; so that, surrounding the
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kathode, we have a broad space filled by molecules which are not in

collision with each other. Only when the molecules come into col-

lision with each other beyond this space do they become liuninous,

so that the space surrounding the kathode is non-luminous. Obser-

vation, however, shows that this space is not non-luminous, but

emits light of a deep blue coloui', to produce which the extremely

small quantity of gas present must possess a high emissive power.

Moreover, immediately surrounding the kathode there exists, as

already noted, the first layer of a bright yellow colour. Further,

Dr. Goldstein observes that molecules thus driven off from the

kathode could only in special cases pursue a rectilinear path, since

it is clear that a molecule charged with, electricity, which enters

into motion in consequence of its presence in an electric field, must
describe a line of force. If the surface of the kathode were sphe-

rical, such lines of force would, it is true, be straight; but in the

usual case, when the kathode consists of a straight thin wii'e, the

lines of force would be hyperbolas whose foci would be the ends

of the wire. The shadow of a straight wire placed near to and

parallel to a straight kathode of slightly greater length would

therefore considerably exceed the wire itself in length. Obser-

vation shows, however, that the shadow is almost exactly of the

same length as the wire itself, and that the rays are actually rec-

tilinear and at right angles to the kathode.

As already stated. Dr. Goldstein rejects all three theories, as

insufficient to afford full explanation of the facts.

Williamson's Integral Calculus.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

GENTLE3IEIf,

In the flattering reference to my investigations in kinematics

contained in your review of Williamson's ' Integral Calculus ' in

the April number, there is one misapprehension that I feel bound
to remove. The results obtained by Messrs. Leudesdorf and Kempe
are spoken of as suggested by my earliest one. They were, how-

ever, quite independently arrived at ; indeed in publication, though
not, I think, in composition, Mr, Leudesdorf"s theorem had the

priority of mine by two months.
I am, Gentlemen,

Yours faithfully.

Queen's College, Oxford, May 11. E. B. Elliott.

LXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,

NOTE BY ME. R. SHIDA OX HIS AKTICLE (PHIL. MAG. DEC. 1880),
" ON THE NUMBER OF ELECTROSTATIC UNITS IN THE ELEC*
TROMAGNETIC UNIT*.

OX page 360, Phil. Mag.for:May 1881, Dr. C. E. A. Wright has
made the following statement :

—" That the E.M.F. of a Daniell

cell is somewhat less when generating a current than when no cur-

rent passes has already been shown to be the case by Walteuhofen

* Communicated by Sir William Thomson.
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(Sitz. Mad. Wicii, xlk. 2, p. 229) and by Beetz, using a modifica-

tion of the method of compensation (Pogg. Ann. cxlii. p. 581, 1871).
Apparently, however, physicists generally are under the impression
that the diminution in E.M.F., or "polarization" of the cell, thus
produced is practically inappreciable : thus, for instance, within the
last few months a determination of the value of v has been made
in SirW. Thomson's laboratory by E. Shida, by measuring the
E.M.F. of a gravity Daniell. first, in electi-ostatic units (no current
being generated), and then in electromagnetic units (a moderately
powerful current being set up) ; the which method endently can
only be applied if the difference in the E.M.F. according as a cur-
rent is generated or not is negligible (Brit. Assoc. Eeports, 1880,

p. 497). The same kind of remark applies to several other inves-

tigations published during the last few years."

With reference to the above remark on my paper, I have to state

that I knew quite well that the calculation of an E.]\I.F. may be
vitiated by "polarization" (a well-known phenomenon), but that

when the external resistance is great compared ^vith the internal

resistiiuce of the cell, as was the case in the determination of the

E.M.F. of a Thomson gravity Daniell, described in my paper, the

alteration in the E.M.F. due to "polarization" is so small, if

any thing, as to be negligible. It would have been better, however,
had I not omitted to mention that what I really depended upon was
the measurement (performed both electromagnetically and electro-

statically) of the E.M.F. of the cell ivldle the current v:as actualhj

fiowing through the tangent-galvanometer. The result confirmed
perfectly the calculation according to " Ohm's law " on the sup-

position of constant E.M.F. and constant resistance, which I gave
in my paper, and wliieh I adopted only after this confirmation.

ON THE PKINCIPLE OF THE CONSERVATION OF ELECTRICITY.

BY G. LIPPMAN'N*.

The quantity of matter and the quantity of energy are not the

only magnitudes which remain constant : the quantity of electricity

enjoys the same propert}'. If we consider any (electrical) pheno-

menon in its entii'ety, we perceive that the distribution of the elec-

tricity may change, but that the sum of the quantities of free elec-

tricity never varies. If the electric charge experiences a positive

variation at certain points, it experiences at other points a negative

variation; and the algebraic sum of all the simultaneous variations of
the charge is always zero. The sum of the quantities of free electri-

city is then constant, since its total variation is always equal to

Kero. This law, which I call the ])rincii)le of the conservation of
electricity, extends over all the phenomena hitherto studied ; it

results from old and well-known experiments of which the mention

is sufficient. Thus, in the case of the sharing of a charge between

two bodies, we know that the total charge remains the same after

redistribution as before. It is the same in the case of fi'iction : we
* Translated from the Coniptes Jtendus, t. xcii, No. 18; p. 1049, May 2,

1881.
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know that the charges acquired by bodies when rubbed have an
algebraic sum of zero. It is the same, agaiu, Lu the case of electri-

fication by induction and in that of the action of voltaic batteries.

I shall admit as a principle this fact, which has been verified for all

known electi'ical actions*. In the memoir which I have the honour
to submit to the Academy, I have set myself to translate into ana-

lytical snnbols this fact, in order to draw new conclusions therefrom.

Let us call x and [i two independent variables upon which the

quantity of electricity which a body I'eceives de])ends : x may be,

for example, the potential which a body acquires, and y its capacity

or any thing of which the capacity is a function, a length, a pres-

sure, a temperature, &c.

Let dm be the quantity of electricity received by the body while

X increases by dx and y by dy. We may, ^^-ithout assiuning any other

conditions, write

dya='Pdx+ qdy,

P and Q being two functions of x and y.

I assert, then, that the principle of the conservation of electricity

is expressed by the condition that dm be au exact differential. Eor
let us in thought dinde any system in which an electric phenomenon
is occurring iuto two parts, A and B. Let a. and h be the varia-

tions of charge experienced simultaneously by these two portions :

by virtue of oiu" principle we must have « -1-6=0. In the case in

wliich A passes through a complete cycle of changes, so that its

final state is identical with its initial state, we shall have a=0, and

therefore 6=0. Tins last equation may be ^^Titten \ dm= 0. jN"ow,

that an integral such as i dm may be zero for a complete cycle,

we know that it is necessary and sufficient that dm be an exact

differential, which is again implied by the condition of integrability

that

^ =^ f^^
dy ^.^'

^^

Such is, then, the general analytical expression of the Principle

of the Conservation of Electricity.

The Principle of the Conservation of Energy is Kkewise expressed
by a condition of integrability. We thus obtain two distinct equa-
tions, whose simultaneous apphcation to different known pheno-
mena makes us foresee the existence and importance of new phe-
nomena. I shall have the honour of submitting to the Academy
some examples of this application.

* The enunciation may be repeated in the following form :— Whatever
may he the phenomena tchich are produced between the parts of a system,
the total electrical attraction exerci-^ed upon this system by an injinitety dis-

tant electric particle remains constant. If we were to employ the attrac-
tion exercised by an infinitely distant electric particle to me'asm-e quanti-
ties of electricity, this measm'ement would be made by electric weighings
analogous to the weighings of the chemist; and the conservation ofquan-
tities of electricity could then be verified in the same manner as the con-
servation of quantities of matter.
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ON A NEW FORM OF GALVANOMETER FOR POWERFUL CURRENTS.
BY PROFESSOR C. F. BRACBIETT, COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY.

The very powerful currents produced by large d\Tiamo-macbines
are uot easily estimated by the appliances usually found in the

physical laboratoiy.

The various forms of the electro-dynamometer, the cosine-galva-

nometer, and some other special forms of apparatus may of course

be employed with satisfactory results. None of these instruments

being in the collection at Princeton, it was determined to construct

a galvanometer which should obey the law of tangents and yet not

be so large as to be unwieldy. In order to do this, recourse was
had to the differential principle. The construction is as follows :

—

Two stout hoops of copper or brass of different diameters are

very exactly turned in the lathe. They are then each cut open at

one point and joined to each other concentrically, by soldering with

hard solder, between the ends on one side of the cut, a piece of

metal having the same cross section as that of the hoops, and of

suitable length. At several other points are inserted between the

hoops pieces of hard rubber of proper thickness, which serve to

keep them truly concentric.

The free ends of the system thus arranged, and set upright on a

pi'oper base-board, are joined to binding-screws.

It will be seen that the differential action on a needle placed at

the centre, or on the axis of the hoops ])asiug through their centre,

depends on the different distances of t^^"0 equal and opposite cur-

rents. It is evident also that the instrument may be used as a

simple tangent-galvanometer.

Thus, if we call the free ends of the hoops A and B respectively,

and the pohit of juncture C, by joining up a circuit through A and
B we get the differential action ; but by joining up through C and
A or B, the action is that of a simple tangent -galvanometer. If r

and /•' represent the radii of the outer and inner hoops respectively,

the ordinary formula becomes

1 1= —— '—,- XH tan (^

2tt{i— )*)

when the instrument is used differentially.

An instrument has been constructed at the J. C. Green School

of Science for its physical laboratory, of dimensions as follows :

—

Diameter of outer hoop 10"9 centim.

Diameter of inner hoop , 9'96 „

Width of each hoop 2*3 „

Thickness of each hoop 0*35 „

The theoretical constant of this instrument agrees very closely ^vith

that ascertained experimentally by means of the voltameter. The
needle, which is usually suspended in the centre of the hoops, may,
if desired, in order to measure exceedingly powerful currents, be

moved along their axis to any required distance on one side. The
constant is in that case easily found by an obvious modification of

the formula.—Silliman's American Journal, May 1881.

Princeton, March 10, 1881.
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H. Cook, B.Sc, Assoc. R.C.Sc, Lecturer xqyon Experimental

Physics at the Bristol Trade and Mining School*.

IX the number of this Journal for April 1879 there ap-

peared a paper with the above title, in which the author

endeavoured to show that the assumption of an all-pervading

sether in order to account for the phenomena of optics was
unnecessary. In place of the aether as the vehicle of svave-

motion, it was suggested that the particles of matter them-

selves possessed the requisite properties, and were therefore

able to take up and transmit the motion producing light.

Since that paper was written, however, many advances have

been made in the domain of molecular physics. Some of

these have a direct, and many more an indirect, bearing on

the subject. At the present time, therefore, it may be of in-

terest to examine the more important of these researches, and
try to glean from them the conclusions to which they lead.

In dolus this the endeavour will be made to state the case in

as fair and impartial a manner as possible. Conclusions

will be drawn from a series of facts, and not from isolated

ones, and, wheneser possible, will be confirmed by indepen-

dent experimental evidence. In this way, although we may
not be able to arrive at the whole truth (owing to a defi-

ciency of experimental evidence), yet we stand the best chance

of extracting the greatest amount from the knowledge we do
possess. But the examination of the varied phenomena pre-

sented to us by the labours of experimental philosophers is a

task of such magnitude, that we cannot hope to do more than

notice the more important of the researches. Let us then

begin with

* Communicated bv the Autlior.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Xo. 71. Suppl. Vol. 11. 2 M
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The Radiometer.

Five or six years ago, when Mr. Crookes announced his

important discovery, it was thought that the death-blow had

been given to the undulatory theory of light, and the emis-

sion theory ofNewton established in its stead. Bennett (Phil.

Trans. 1792) had previously tried, by concentrating the light

upon a balance supported by a single spider's web, to produce

motion, but without success; no motion could be produced

bv means of the light-ray. But in the radiometer apparently

continuous rotation of the fly was produced by the action of

the light-rays. The inventor himself, whilst carefully guard-

in o- himself against pinning his faith to any theory, thus

speaks of his discovery at a time when the correct theory

of the action had not been propounded:—" But light, in some

respects the highest of the powers of Nature, has not been

hitherto found capable of direct conversion into motion: and

such an exception cannot but be regarded as a singular ano-

maly. This anomaly, the researches which I am about to bring

before vou, have now removed ; and, like the other forms of

force lio-ht is found to be capable of direct conversion into

motion, and of being (like heat, electricity- riiagnetism, sound,

gravitation, and chemical action) most delicately and accu-

rately measured by the amount of motion thus produced."

(Lecture at the Roval Institution, Friday evening, Feb. 11th,

1876.) Shortly after the lecture in which these sentences ap-

peared was delivered, Mr. G. J. Stoney published his expia-

tion of the action of these instruments in two papers which

appeared in the Phil. Mag. for March and April 1876. After

subjectinor this theory to the most careful examination, it was

finally accepted by Mr. Crookes as giving a complete and

satisfactory explanation of the matter. Viewed in the light

thus thrown upon it, it will be seen that the rotation is not

due to the action of the light-waves as such, but that the

unequal heating of the disk and glass envelope gives rise to

the production of streams of molecules, which, reacting on

the vanes, produce rotation. The full investigation of this

theory will be found in the two papers by Mr. Stoney before

referred to, and also in the following:—Two additional papers

by Mr. Stoney—one " On Penetration" (Phil. Mag. December

1877), and one " On Polarization Stress in Gases " (Phil.

Mag. December 1878); and a paper by Mr. G. F. Fitzgerald,

"On the Mechanical Theory of Crookes's Force" (Phil. Mag.

Januarv 1879). An account of the rigorous experimental

tests to which Mr. Crookes subjected it will be be found in the

'Proc. Royal Society/ November 16, 1876, and April 2^,
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1877, and also in the pages of the ' Chemical News ' for

1879.

Stripped of its mathematical accompaniments, this theory
may be briefly stated thus:—If two surfaces at different

temperatures be opposite to each other with a gas between
them, there exists a force or stress tending to separate them.
This is almost self-evident in the case of a volatile liquid rest-

ing on a hot surface; for the stress then has to support the
weight of the drop in addition to the atmospheric pressure.

If one of these surfaces be movable, we should be able to

produce motion, and, under certain conditions, rotation, by the
action of this stress. This is just what Mr. Crookes has done.
In the radiometer the blackened surface of the vane becomes
slightly heated, owing to its absorption of the solar rays.

Excess of pressure between it and the sides of the containing
vessel is thus produced, resulting in the rotation of the fly.

The blackened surface of the vane becomes the heated surface,

the sides of the containing vessel the cooled. Now, if the

motion is produced by the mutual action of the two surfaces,

and in the radiometer the heater is movable while the cooler

is fixed, if we make the cooler movable and fix the heater,

then we ought equally to get rotation. This is the difference

between the otheoscope and the radiometer: in the fii-st the

heater is fixed and the cooler movable; in the second the cooler

is fixed and the heater movable. Mr. Crookes has brought
forward abundant experimental proof of the existence of this

stress; and we have now to consider how it is brought about.

Imagine two surfaces of unit area marked out on the heater
and cooler, then the gas between them will be in active mole-
cular motion, but stationary as far as regards convection-cur-
rents and wind. Suppose perpendiculars drawn to the two
surfaces from the boundaries of these surfaces. Then we shall

form a tube whose two ends are at temperatures Tj and Tg,

and whose sides (let us imagine) are perfect reflectors of mo-
cules. Since the gas is stationary, we must have that across

any section of such a tube equal numbers of molecules are

passing in opposite directions at the same time. But the
average velocity of those passing towards the cooler is greater
than the average velocity of those passing towards the heater,

because of the diifereuce in temperature between the two sur-

faces, and, moreover, bears a known ratio to this difference.

Thus in such a gas a state of stress would be set up which
would produce a mutual repulsion between the two surfaces.

These are the aspects of the subject which are really important,
the further investigation of the motion of the molecules, i. e.

their impact, does not concern us at present. It is suificient

2M2
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for us that a molecular motion of a lyarticular hind produces
the rotation of the fly. That this is the true explanation of the
phenomena has been abundantly proved by the experiments
of Mr. Crookes and others. Now, as the luminiferous aether

is all-pervading, and is therefore present in the exhausted
cases of the radiometers, we ask where docs its intiuence come
in in the phenomenon? Does not the acceptance of this

theory virtually ignore the existence of the a3ther ? Only one
way out of the dilemma is left, viz. to say that the aether is

there, but that it does not affect the motion of the molecules
in the least. Here, as in every other case where its influence

is likely to be felt, we find it exerting no influence, and beha-
ving like an inert substance. But are we, when, as in this

case, we call upon the believers in the existence of this sub-

stance to tell us how it will affect a certain action, to be con-

tent with the bare statement that it exerts no action ? We
are entitled to ask Why ? And what are the properties of the

substance in virtue of which it is inert ? But if the tether be
present, it must make its presence felt in some way or other.

In fact, Prof. Challis has attempted to explain the phenomena
of the radiometer simply by the motion of an asthereal cur-

rent. He says:—"I assume that the radiant light or heat

which is incident on the vanes, being thereby converted into

heat of temperature, causes the atoms in a thin superficial

stratum to be displaced from their neutral positions, and in a

greater degree on the blackened side than on the other, on
account of the greater accession of temperature on that side.

.... This is a real change of condition of the vanes

Every such superficial disturbance, however caused, gives

rise to a steady circulating getherial current, in which the

pressure varies so as to be always less the greater the velo-

city; and consequently atoms immersed in such a current

will be dynamically acted upon by reason of the variation

of pressure. In this instance the course of the current is

from the blackened to the opposite surface, because, on account

of the greater expansion of the vane on the warmer side, the

channel for the currents diminishes and the velocity increases

towards the bright side, and accordingly the dynamical action

is the same as if the vane werepushed on the blackened side "*.

Here, then, we have very clearly expressed the action which
the aether would exert if present. Taking now the mole-

cular-pressure theory, let us see how this action aflects the

movements of the molecules. In the aithereal current " the

* "A Theory of the Cup-shaped Eadiometer with both Sides Bright."

By Prof. Challis, M.A., F.R.S. Phil. Mag. April 1877.
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pressure varies so as to be always less the greater the velo-

city," and the velocity is greatest towards the bright side;

and hence the pressure is greatest towards the blackened side.

Moreover, " atoms immersed in such a current will be dyna-
mically acted on;" and in consequence of ihis action the vane
is pushed on the blackened side. But if the molecules of the

blackened side of the vane are pushed, so also are the residual

molecules of air which are leaving that side in their passage to

the cooler. Now the essential point in the production of

Crookes's force is, that the molecules which leave the heater do
so with a greater velocity than those which leave the cooler,

and thus possess a greater vis viva. The presence of the

aether therefore, by exerting this dynamical action, ?Wa?*f?.« and
resists the motion of these molecules. We are thus bound to

assume that the cause producing Crookes's force is a sufficiently

powerful one to overcome the resistance which is otFered by
the dynamical action of the aether.

It therefore appears that, if we assume the existence of this

ffither, the action of the radiometer is caused bv the operation

of two directly opposite forces—one, the greater, being pro-

duced by the movement of the molecules of the residual gas,

and the other by the pressure produced by the circulation of

the aether. The same cause, viz. the heating of the vane, pro-

duces both forces ; but the effect of this heating upon the

molecules of the residual gas, we must suppose, is much greater

than upon the aether. It appears, therefore, that this mole-
cular-pressure theory of the action of the radiometer must be

modilied in the manner indicated, in order that the disturbing

effect of the vehicle of light may be taken into consideration

Is it not more probable that there is no aether present ?

2. Optical Po'operties of Chemical Substances.

That the crystalline arrangement of bodies produces a great

and decided effect upon a ray of light passing through them
is a fact perfectly well known. In fact, to it we owe the

phenomena of double refraction. The general bearing of this

effect upon the question under consideration has already been
considered in the paper referred to above (Phil. Mag. April

1879). But there are certain special portions which will re-

quire a little further consideration. Some of these are not
recent investigations, but are nevertheless very important.

Phenomena presented by Biaxal Crystals.—It is a well-

known fact that the relative positions of the optic axes varies

with the temperature; in fact, in some crvstals, when heated,

not only the inclination of the two optic axes to each other,

but also the plane in which they lie is liable to change. Kow
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liere we undoubtodly have a well-marked eflect produced by
beat on the substance, whatever it is, which transmits the un-
dulatory movement. Assuming the existence of the lumini-

f'erous aither, we explain this as follows :—The heat produces
a more rapid oscillating movement among the particles of the

body, the amplitude of the vibrations which the particles exe-

cute being at the same time increased. The freedom of the

ffither particles in which the others are innnersed to oscillate

is changed owing to this; and this change is of such a nature

as to alter the inclination of the optic axes to each other.

The only part of this explanation which it is ditiicult to com-
prehend is the most important part of it, viz. why the oscilla-

tion of the molecules of tlie hody should alter the elasticiti/ of the

containing medium. When we remember the relatively large

space which exists between the molecules of bodies, and there-

fore the large volume of the contained aether compared with

the size of the vibrating molecule, it is difficult to understand

the reason why so small a vibrating mass should affect so large

a containing one. Again, w^e must remember that the effect of

the heat is simply to increase a previously existing motion, and
not to call into action a new species of motion. It is therefore

less likely that this increased motion should affect the containing

medium. Another consideration v.-hich makes it difficult to

accept this explanation is, that one of the best-marked })roper-

ties of the aether is its extreme mobility, which would there-

fore allow of the vibration ofmolecules in it without resistance

and also without affecting it. The acceptance, then, of this

explanation is attended with various difficulties.

Assuming, however, that the transmission of the undulatory

movement of light takes place by the vibration of the particles

of the body, the effect of the alteration of temperature is very
natural, and, in fact, is just what would bo ex[)ected. The
increased oscillation of the particles by a rise in the tem-
perature causes an alteration of a certain kind to occur in the

mode of vibration })Ossible to those particles. It is unneces-

sary for us to inquii'e what the precise nature of this altera-

tion is, as it is easily seen that an alteration is possible. The
change may be analogous to the change in the clang-tint of a

note produced by the admixture of different harmonics with

the same fundamental.

Secondly, the researches of Brewster have shown that some
crystals possess two axes for light of one colour, but only one for

light of another. Thus Glauberite possesses two axes inclined to

each other at an anole of 5°for red lio;lit, but only one for violet.

These experiments may therefore be taken to prove that for red

light the molecules of the crystal are symmetrically arranged
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around two lines in the crystal, while for violet light the ar-

rangement is only around one such line. (It does not make any
difference, so far as this is concerned, whether we consider the

aether or the molecules concerned in the transmission of the

light.) Now we are thus brought fiice to face with one of

two things, viz. either the different vibrations of the two kinds

of light produce differences in the molecular arrangement of

the crystal, or the molecular arrangement itself is different for

red to what it is for violet light. That a change takes place

in the arrangement of the molecules when the different kinds

of light fall on the crystal is most unlikely; and thus we are

left with the second alternative. The intermolecular aether,

then, must be so constituted in these crystals as to be capable

of vibration for long waves (red light) in one way, and for

short waves (violet light) in another. How is this constraint

brought about ? TTe are told by the presence of the mole-
cules of mundane substance whose molecules are scattered

about in this gether just as the stars are in space. It is con-

trary to our notions of nature to imagine that the mere pre-

sence of the molecules is going to affect the elasticity of the

substance in this complicated manner. If, however, we ima-
gine the molecules of the crystal concerned in the propagation

of light through it, we must make a slight additional assump-
tion, viz. that different groups of molecules are concerned in

the transmission of different kinds of light. Then we have
that the groups concerned in the transmission of the red waves
are differently arranged from those which transmit the violet.

Thus in the case of the crystal cited we have that the groups
of molecules transmitting the red are symmetrically arranged
around two axes, while those transmitting the violet are thus

arranged around one axis only.

Thirdly. We take the experiments of Herschel by which he
proved that the axes are inclined to each other at diftVrent

angles for light of different refrangibilities. Thus in Rochelle

salt the axes for violet light are inclined to each other at 56°,

and for red light at 76°. In explanation of this, Herschel savs:

—

" The directions within the crystal of the two axes of double
refraction, or the ' optic axes,' stand in no abstract geometrical

relation to those of the angles and edges of its ' primitive

form,' or to its axes of symmetry. They are resultant lines

determined by the law of elasticity of the luminiferous aether

Mithiu its substance as related to its crystalline form, and to the

icave-length of the particular coloured ray transmitted "*. In
reference to this, it is only necessary to remark that here we
have to make an additional assumption with regard to the

* Herschel, * Familiar Lectures,' p. 398.
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action of the molecules of material bodies upon the ajther, an
addition which makes a greater strain upon the imagination.

It is necessary not only to assume that the pro.vimif!/ of the

sether-particles to those of the crystal causes a ditference in

the elasticity of the aether, but also that there is no " abstract

geometrical relation " between the shape of the crystal and
the axes of elasticity produced by it in the aether. Now,
as it is certain that the arrangement of the molecules of the

crystal in the particular shape gaye rise to the axes of elasti-

city in the aather, we are shown a body whose shape produces

a certain result, which result bears no relation to the shape

that produced it. If the imprisonment of the aether between

the molecules of a body produces axes of elasticity in that

aether, then surely these axes must bear some close geome-
trical relation to the shape in Avhich the molecules are

arranged.

3. Ojjtical Properties of Carbon Compounds.

The researches of Gladstone and Dale, of Landolt, and, more
recently, of Briihl, have opened up a tield of inquiry which
cannot but be productiye of important results. The influences

exerted by organic compounds upon light which passes through

them are of two kinds, yiz. (1) simple refraction of a ray, and

(2) the turning of the plane of polarization. Let us briefly

examine these separately.

1. Refraction of Organic Compounds.—From a scries of

obseryations made by Dulong it has been shown that not only

does the density of a body change with the temperature, but

also that the refractiye index changes. The nature of this

n—

1

change is such that the expression —-j— , called the " specific

refractiye power,^' where n is the refractiye index and d the

density, is approximately constant for different temperatures.

Now, if we take the molecular weight of the body and multiply

it by this constant quantity, we obtain a number which is called

the molecular refracting-power of the body. Since the mole-

cular weight depends on the chemical constitution, it follows

that the molecular refracting-power de2:)ends on the chemical

constitution also. From numerous experiments it has been

found that :

—

(rt) Isomerides and metamerides haye the same molecular

refracting-power.

(Jj)
In a series of compounds which differ by H2, the mole-

cular refracting-power differs by 2''o.

(c) In homologous series the molecular refracting-power in-

creases 7*6.
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(f?) The molecular refracting-power of the acids of the fatty

series is 7'6« + 6, Avhere n is the number of atoms of carbou

in the acid. But if the increase in molecular refracting-

power for H2 is equal to 2* (5, that for H will equal 1"3. Thus

we get a number which gives us the atomic refracting-power of

one atom of H in these compounds. In the same way the

atomic refracting-power of carbon is found to be 5, and that

of oxvgen 3. Knowing these numbers, the molecular refract-

ing-power of a body of known composition can be calculated.

For example, take ethjlic acetate, C4 Hg O2: by calculation we

have 4 X 5 + 8 X l'3 + 2 X 3 = o6*4 for the value of

—

y-^^-
a

By actual experiment d is found to be '8917, ?i= l"3715, and

M= 88; thus again giving 36"4. These results have been

obtained from the researches of Gladstone and Dale and

Landolt. Recently the subject has been taken up with

marked success by Brlihl {Annalen, vols. cc. and cciii., BericJife,

vol. xiii.) He has corrected the values given above for the

atomic refracting-powers of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and

has determined others. (Gladstone has also given a very

complete list.) Briihl has deduced the following conclu-

sions :

—

(1) The atomic refraction of monad elements is constant.

(2) When an organic body loses two atoms of H, forming

a compound in which two of the carbon atoms are linked

together by a double affinity, the specific gravity increases by
•04, the coefficient of refraction by '02; and the dispersion is

also greater.

(3) Variations in atomic refraction occur in the case of

multivalent elements.

Is^ow here we have a mass of facts deduced from a large

number of experiments plainly showing the very close re-

lation that exists between the atomic structure of pure che-

mical compounds and the transmission of light through them.

The relationship is in fact so close that the deduction even

forces itself upon us, that the molecules of bodies are themselves

the vehicles of liorht-motion. Assumiuor the existence of the

luminiferous jfither between the molecules of bodies, and also as-

suming that the wave-motion is ti-ansmitted by the aether, how
are these results explained ? Examined in whatever way we
please, they will still remain inexplicable. Let us consider (as

an example of the whole) the first of the rules, viz. isomeric and
metameric bodies have the same refractive power. As iso-

meric and metameric bodies have the same percentage compo-
sition and the same number of atoms of each element, if we
consider the molecules of bodies themselves concerned in the
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transmission of lifjht through them, then it is a natural result
that the refractive powers of such bodies should be the same.
But if, on the contrary, we consider the aether which fills the
spaces between these molecules as the medium which trans-
mits the light-waves, then there is no simple connexion be-
tween the two. We have, if we wish to establish any con-
nexion whatever, to make two additional assumptions, which
it is easy to show are not justified by facts. These assump-
tions are, first, that the spaces between the molecules of these
bodies are of equal size; and, secondly, that the shape of the
spaces is the same in all bodies, or else the freedom of the aether

filling these spaces to vibrate would be different. It is evi-

dent that these assumptions are necessary; for if in one body
the spaces filled by the jether are larger than in another, then
we should have that the freedom of the tether to vibrate is

greater in one case than in another, and therefore that the
refractive powers are different. Now we know from experi-

ments upon isomeric and metameric bodies, that the specific

gravity of these bodies is not constant. It varies considerably
in some cases. For example, the specific gravity of allylic

alcohol is '8709 at 0° C, and that of acetone, isomeric with it,

is '792. But since the molecules are made up of the same
chemical elements united in the same proportions, these mole-
cules have the same density. The difference in density must
therefore arise from a difference in the mean distances apart
of these molecules; and thus the spaces enclosed by the mole-
cules must be of different size. Again, are the spaces of the

same shape? The constitutional form ulse of chemical com-
pounds are deduced from the way these compounds behave
when treated with chemical agents. Although no chemist
Avould be found to say that it was a matter of absolute truth that

the atoms Avere arranoed in the molecule in the manner shown
by Its constitutional formula, yet in very many organic com-
pounds the abundance of accumulated evidence is so vast that

it is a matter of great probability that such is the case. Thus
we gain an insight into the shape of the molecules imbedded
in the aether, and therefore also of the shape of the spaces

between these molecules. Tl>e constitutional formulae of iso-

meric and metameric bodies are, as is well known, very various.

In fact, isomeric bodies are distinguished in chemical formulae

by the difi'erence in their constitutional formulai. There can be
no doubt, therefore, that the spaces between the molecules are

not of the same shape; and thus the assumj)tion is incorrect.

The investigation of the first law of Gladstone and Dale thus

reveals insuperable difficulties in the assumption of the inter-

molecular existence of the sether. All the remaining laws are
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equally difficult of explanation on the tether theory, but are

natural consequences of the molecular theory. All sho'.v

either that the addition of more atoms to the molecule or the

arrangement of the atoms in diiFerent ways causes a difference

in the ability of those molecules to oscillate, and therefore

causes a difference in the refractiye powers.

2. Colourof Organic Compounds.—Most organic compounds
are colourless, as is well known; but those which are

coloured are neither few nor unimportant. The connexion
between the chemical constitution and the colour of the

carbon-compounds has not been well worked out. It is,

howeyer, a most remarkable fact that most, if not all, of these

coloured bodies contain certain elements (as, for example,
nitrogen and oxygen) united in a peculiar manner. Kow that

there should be the remotest connexion between the colour of

a body and the atoms of which that body is made up is a cir-

cumstance that cannot be explained upon the asther theory.

The presence of the atoms is only important on this theory in

so far as they affect the aether which occupies the spaces be-

tween them. Why the presence of particular atoms should

affect this sether more than others is not clear. But if we
assume that the molecules take up and transmit the yibrations

of the light-wayes, then it is eyident that these molecules must
be made different by the presence of different elements; and
this difference giyes rise to the colours of the substances.

3. Circular Polarization.—The relation between the chemi-
cal composition of substances and their rotary power has re-

cently been studied by Landolt. In his paper upon the sub-

ject (Liebig's Annalen, clxxxix. pp. 241-337) he divides active

bodies into three classes:

—

(1) Those active only when in the crystalline form.

(2) Those active only when in solution or when fused.

(3) Those active when crystalline as well as when in

solution.

The bodies belonging to the first class we have already con-
sidered. Only two bodies are known belonging to the third

class. The second is therefore the most important. Con-
cerning the second class, Landolt considers it proved beyond
doubt that the activity of these bodies is a property of the

molecules, and depends on the arrangement of the atoms in

those molecules. In support of this latter statement he quotes
the experiments of Biot on camphor and turpentine-oil {Md-
moires de VAcad. vol. ii. p. 114). In fact, Biot has applied to

the rotation produced by these bodies the term " molecular
rotation," to distinguish it from crystalline rotation. Again,
Van t^Hoff has found, from a comparison of all known active
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and many inactive bodies, that all tlie former possess one or

more asymmetrical carbon-atoms—an asymmetrical carbon-
atom being one ^iiich is united witb unlike simple or com-
pound radicals. Hero, then, Ave have a mass of evidence
which unquestionably shows that optical rotation depends
upon the molecules of which the bodies are built up. But this

rotation is produced by the passage of a ray of light through
the body. Therefore the passage of a ray of light through a
body depends upon, and is aft'ected by, the structure of the

molecules of that body. Hence the molecules of the body are

the vehicles which transmit the light. Assuminfj the inter-

molecular existence of the luminiferous a}ther, these experi-

ments upon optical rotation cannot be explained without

making assumptions which are unreasonable. If this aether

does transmit the vibrations of light, then the above conclu-

sions regarding the molecules and atoms are not just, because

we now have to deal, not with the molecules, but with the

spaces betAveen those molecules. It would thus appear that

the study of optical rotation offers Aory strong evidence in

favour of the molecular theory of Aibration, Avhile it throAvs

great difficulty in the acceptance of the asther theory.

4. The Photophone.

The difficulty in explaining the decrease in the electrical

resistance of selenium on exposure to light Avas briefly noticed

in niA' previous paper. Since that time, hoAvever, the brilliant

success Avhich has attended the experiments of Prof. Graham
Bell and Mr. Sumner Tainter has giA'cu the subject fresh

interest. From being an interesting scientific curiosity, these

researches haA-e shoAvn it to be but a result of a general laAv.

It Avill therefore be of adA'antage to notice briefly the chief

results which the various investigators have obtained in this

particular subject.

In addition to the discoA'ery of the fundamental fact, Mr.

TVilloughby Smith* proved that solar light has a much more
poAverful effect upon selenium than light from any other source.

Lieutenant Salej, who Avas the next investigator to publish

his results, came to the conclusion that the effect is not due to

an A- change in the temperature of the selenium bar, and also

that the effect is produced instantaneously. He concluded that

there exists a poAver in rays nearly coincident with the heat-

rays of loAv refrangibility " of altering instantaneously the

* Journal of tlie Society of TelogTaph Engineers, vol. vi.

t Free. Roy, Soc. vol. xxi. p. 283.
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molecular condition of the substance selenium." Lord Rosse*

instituted some experiments to determine whether the effect

is to be attributed to heat or to light. He concludes that the

eflfect is due to the action of light and not to that of heat, and

that the variation of the resistance is proportional rather to

the square root of the intensity of illumination than to the in-

tensity simply ; but no definite law of this kind could be

deduced. Dr.Werner Siemens confirmed Lord Rosse's results,

and, in addition, proved that the electrical properties are modi-

fied by the temperature at which the selenium has been pro-

duced!. His experiments lead him to the conclusion that the

effect of the light upon the selenium is to produce a change

in the molecular condition of the substance near its surface, by
which it is more or less converted from an electrolytic con-

ductor into a metallic conductor, involving a liberation of spe-

cific heat upon that surface which is exposed to the light-rays.

The exhaustive experiments of Prof. W. Gr. Adams and Mr.

R. E. Day led the former to propound two possible hypo-

theses by which the action of light on selenium may be ex-

plained:— (1) that the light falling on the selenium causes an

electromotive force in it, which opposes a battery-current pass-

ing through it, the effect being similar to the effect due to

polarization in an electrolyte; and (2) that the effect of light

is to cause a change on the surface analogous to the change

which it produces on the surface of a phosphorescent body,

and that in consequence of this change the electric current

is enabled to pass more readily over the surface of the sele-

nium |. These experimenters proved, among other things, that

the effect was directly proportional to the square root of the

intensity of the illumination, and also that an electric current

was produced in a piece of crystalline selenium when suddenly

exposed to light. One of the conclusions to which they were

led is significant. They consider that the first current sent

through the selenium causes a more or less permanent " set
"

of the molecules, in consequence of which the passage of the

succeeding currents is more resisted in that direction than it

is in the opposite one. They also proved that this eflfect was
considerably modified if the bar was exposed to light, thus

conclusively showing that the waves of light impinging on the

material molecules of the selenium affected those molecules in

in such a manner as to cause them to be less affected by the

passage of an electric current through them. The subject

* Phil. Mag. vol. xlvii. No. 311.

t Monatsbericht der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1875, p. 80,

and January 187G.

X Proc. Roy. See. vol. xxiii. p. 535.
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was in this condition whon it was taken up hv Graham Bell and
Sumner Tainter. These gentlemen made a departure from
the mode of experimenting adopted by all previous investiga-
tors in that they employed the telephone instead of the galva-
nometer as an indicator of the existence of the electric cur-
rents. This change Avas of advantage from a qualitative point
of view, but not from a quantitative one. AVo consequently
tind that the advances which these gentlemen have made are

of the nature of advancing the bounds of the subject rather
than of giving us a more exact knowledge of the facts we
already possess. Their chief results, considered theoretically,

are:

—

1st. That the molecular vibrations of a mirror are able

to affect light-waves which fall upon it, in such a manner that
when these waves fall upon a second mirror they are able to

reproduce in that second mirror the Aabrations of the first.

2nd. That several bodies are capable of transmuting lumi-
nous undulations into sonorous ones.

We may take this rapid sketch as giving the chief results

which have been obtained up to the present time. I have
omitted from consideration the question whether the effects

are due to heat or to light, because this is a point which is not
of any importance to us. The difference between the waves of
radiant heat and those of light is a difference which is one of
degree only and not of kind. A particle of matter oscillating

four hundred billion times a second will produce a wave of

non-luminous heat; while if the same particle be caused to

oscillate six hundred billion times a second, it will emit a wave
of light. It is therefore in the highest degree probable that the

self-same medium takes up and transmits the undulations of

both radiant heat and light ; in fact the supporters of the aether

theory themselves make this assumption. Now, looking at the

results of all these investigators, from Willoughby Smith to

Graham Bell, it is utterly impossible to avoid coming to the

conclusion, that the leaves ivliich, falling on the retina, produce

the sensation of light, also produce vihrat{o7is in the molecides of
other bodies upon ichich they impinge', and also that the vibra-

tions of molecides of bodies affect the luminous undulations

tchich fall upon them. Here we have results which are obvious

deductions from the theory of the molecular transmission of

light-waves which I have endeavoured to establish, but which
are utterly inexplicable on the aether theory. ^Yhy should

the vibrations of the elastic fether affect the molecules of

bodies in this particular manner ? and, conversely, why should

the oscillations of the molecules affect the vibrations of the

aether ? The experiments plainly show that there is no breach
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in continuity from the comparatively gross oscillations which
produce sound up to those which give rise to radiant heat and
light. Why, then, should our tether theory produce a break ?

Yet this is what the sether theory does, because all suppose

that sound is transmitted by the vibrations of the molecules

of matter itself. If, then, we imagine heat and light to be

transmitted by the undulations of particles of sether, at some
point which we do not know we must have that the trans-

mission of the vibratory movement by matter ceases, and its

propagation by aether begins. It is unnecessary to say that

there is no experimental evidence whatever of the existence

of this point. The close relationship between the waves pro-

ducing radiant heat and those producing sound is also fully

shown in a communication recently made to the Eoyal Society

by Prof. Tyndall*. In this paper it is shown that, like solids,

gases and vapours are capable of producing the degradation

of waves of light and heat, and converting them into sound f.

This view of the phenomenon is also held by Prof. Tyndall,

who speaks of the rays transmitted by iodine as being " con-

verted into sound."

In the foregoing pages w'e have considered some of the de-

ductions to be drawn from recent researches. These deduc-

tions, one and all, lend support to the molecular theory, while

they give to the sether theory a great degree of improbability,

this improbability in some cases amounting to almost an abso-

lute proof of its non-existence. Into the much discussed

question of action at a distance it is not necessary to enter.

Whether action at a distance does or does not take place, so

far as our present purpose is concerned, is beside the ques-

tion. All that it has been the object of the author to show is,

that the phenomena of light can be explained simply and com-
pletely without calling into existence a hypothetical substance.

In conclusion, the chief results of this inquiry are briefly

stated as follows:

—

(a) The action of the radiometer, depending, as it does,

upon the movements of the residual gas, is unaffected by the

presence of the sether.

(/3) The action of heat upon crystalline bodies, whereby
their optical properties are changed, is difficult of explanation,

unless we assume that the same molecules are concerned in

the oscillations which produce heat and also those which pro-

pagate light.

* "Action of an Intermittent Beam of Radiant Heat upon Gaseous
Matter." Read before the Royal Society, Jan. 13, 1881.

t May not the term " sonorescence " be applied to this phenomenon?
See paper in the May Number of this Journal.
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(y) Tho refraction-equivalents of organic compounds so

closely depending on the chemical constitution of those bodies

shows the very close relation which exists between the par-

ticles which transmit light and the elements of the body.

(8) The study of optical rotation affords an insight into the

close relationship between matter and light.

(e) The action of light in altering the electrical resistance

of bodies and also in producing sound shows that there is no
break in continuity between sound and light.

LXY. On the Beats of Consonances of the Form h : 1.

By R. H. M. Bosanquet.

[Concluded from p, 435.]

Combination-Tones arisingfrom Terms of Orders higher than

the first, in the Transforming-structure of the Ear.

57. TTELMHOLTZ pointed out the way in which the

-EL hypothesis of asymmetry in the transmitting

mechanism of the ear gives rise to the combination-tone of

the first order, which he called the difterence-tone. This

asymmetry Avas represented in his investigation by a term

of the second order in the force called into play by a given

displacement. Helmholtz further indicated the tones to

which the existence of terms of the third order gives rise,

and pointed out that tones of the fourth order &c. would give

rise to other combination-tones not further specified.

58. In specifying those combination-tones which arise from

the terms of the third order, Helmholtz pointed out that one

of them was a combination-tone of the second order " in the

sense indicated by Hallstrom." This is also the sense in

which the expression " combination-tone of the second order
"

is used by Helmholtz himself in the text of his work ; and it

means a])parently a combination-tone which arises from a

combination-tone or combination-tones of the first order when
combined with any other notes present, or with each other,

according to the law of combination-tones of the first order.

59. It is clear, however, that the principal combination-

tones which arise from the terms of higher orders in the trans-

mitting mechanism of the ear, are derived directly from the

primary tones, and are not materially influenced b}- the second-

ary series of tones. This is obvious, on the one hand, since

all the resultant tones, according to the principles of their

origin, are of the nature of small quantities compared with the

primary tones, and, on the other hand, because the tones

derived from the terms of higher orders are in fact produced
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with the greatest intensity when the tones derived from terms
of lower orders are weak or evanescent. This fact has been
used by Konig as one of the most powerful objections to the
theory of combination-tones as hitherto expounded; and
indeed, the objectionable character of some of thehvpothetical
derivations by combination given by Helmholtz* must have
struck many readers independently.

60. I shall now examine Helmholtz's hvpothesis of asym-
metry in a little more detail ; and I think it will appear that
it leads, by tolerably simple mathematical treatment, to the
development of the combination-tones of the hio-her orders
under the circumstances under which they actually exist and
independently of the combination-tones of the lower orders.

61. Let represent the position of rest of a point free to

move along the line .r between the points A and B, subject

to certain forces in that line. Suppose that these forces are of

the nature of springs tending to resist the dej^arture from 0,

and that on arrival at the points A, B, at distances a, h, from

on either side, the springs ultimately go up against dead

w^alls, so that further displacement is resisted with an infinite

force. If we set off the forces as ordinates, they may be repre-

sented as in the figure ; and analytically they may be ex-

pressed by such an assumption as

Expanding this function in a series proceeding by powers of

• Tonempfi7idungen, 4tli ed. p. 329; also p. 327, wlicre the combina-
tions are supposed to be formed with the partials of the primaries as well.

Phil. Mag, S. 5. Xo. 71. Suppl Vol. 11. 2N
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.r, wo have an example of a law of force ex[)rcssed by such a

series, which for small displacements coincides with the pen-
dulum law, while for displacements of but moderate extent the

higher terms rapidly become prominent.

(52. Assuming the existence of a law of this kind in the

iransmittin^C mechanism of the car, we should have for the

Ibrce corresponding to displacement u such an expression as

— [irn + «?r + (3n^ + 'yn^ + ...).

Suppose the system acted upon by two harmonic forces,

E cos2)t, F cos {qt— e),

and the mass = unity, or included in the coefficients ; the equa-

tion of motion is

—^ +n'H= —air— ^ir—yii^. . . + E cospt F cos (qt— e)

(following the notation of Lord Rayleigh on Sound, i. p. 65).

For the first approximation we neglect powers of it above
the first ; then

u= e cos pt +/cos {qt— e)

,

where
E ,_ F

" 11?—p"^^ ^~ n^— <f-

G3. We may here mention that, in the present case, n is

negligible. This is easily seen, since, if n had any value

corresponding to a frequency within the limits of the ordinary

range of hearino;, there would be a series of notes strengthened

by the correspondence. But the only notes thus strengthened

are those which are supposed to correspond to the ear-cavity.

They are so high in the scale that the connexions of the

internal ear would require to be nearly as rigid as brass or

steel to produce them. A further reason for n not being largo

will be arrived at in spjeaking of combination-tones. And wo
shall assume that n is smaller than any values of ^^ or q which
occur in practice.

64. The first approximations to the subsequent terms may
be now all made by substituting in them the value of u above

obtained. The process to be followed for ?r coincides with

that commonly adopted ; and the result is given in Lord Ray-
leigh^s book, i. p. ^'^.

In the cases of \^ and higher powers the process is simpler

than that which has been previously indicated.
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65. In virtue, however, of the preceding considerations

concerning the vakie of n, we may materially simplify the

whole process for our present purpose by neglecting the term

n-u altogether. The original equation then assumes the form

dj'u
-Tfi
=— («;r + /3<t'' + . . .) + E co3j:>^ + Fco5 (qt— e).

First approximation,

ii= 'D'-(Ecos2)t + Fcos(qt— e)')

/E F , ,\
^ ~V ^°^^^^ "^ 7 ^^^ ~ /

= — (j; cosjyt +/cos (<jt— e)^ say.

Substituting this in the remaining terms, we get

72

~z-^ =E COS pt + F cos {qt— e)

—a('e'^cos^2^^ +f^cos^(qt— €) + 2efcos,pt cos {qt—e))

— ^(e^cosqyt +/^ cos^ (qt— e) + 3<?ycos^^:)< cos (qt— e)

+ '6ef- cosqyt cos- (qt— e)^

—
'y(J^

cos'*2)i +/* cos*(gi~ + 4:eycos,^pt cos (qt— e)

+ Ge^f^cos^pt cos (g^— e) + 4<'/^ cosp< cos (fi^— e)^)

and t^ is, to this first approximation with respect to all terms,

the integral taken twice with respect to t of the right-hand side

of the above equation.

66. There is, no doubt, a difficulty as to the absolute neglect

of the term iv^n. The effect is to make the vibrating-point

apparently rest in a position which is not one of equilibrium.

Nevertheless the application of the facts to Helmholtz's hypo-
thesis requires this proceeding; and it makes no difference

whether it is done finally or at first. I think it very probable

that damping terms, depending on the second and higher

powers of the velocity, play an important part in the real ex-

planation. The source of the terms, however, is of secondary
importance in the present state of the question. The point is

to show that those resultant sounds Avhich depend on terms of

higher orders can become great independently of those which
depend on terms of lower orders.

67. Collecting the terms up to the fourth order, transform-

2N2
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ing them into multiple arcs, and writing pt= 9, qt— €=(f>, the

equation becomes

-j-^ =Ecos^ + Fcos(^
dt

- «^.2
^(^+f) + ^7(/+f + ^^f)L2

+ 1/3
{
{e- + 2f-)e cos 6 + {•2e' +/-^)/cos

J

+ |-V + 'y(^'' + ^/'')} cos 2^+'^" {« + 7(3<^' +/')! cos 2</>

+ |(t^3cos36'+/3cos3</))

+ |(e*cos46' + rcos4</))

+ ff{o^ + M^''+f')} (cos (^ + <^) + cos (0-(f>))

+ ^^ey\cos(-20 + 4>)+cos{2e-(f))\

+ i^ef \cos (6 + 2(f>)+ cos (6 -2(f>)\

+ iye-
f-{cos 2 {6+ (fi)+ cos 2(6 -(f>)\

+ 7^{cos(3^ + ^)+ cos{Se-(f>)\

+7^|cos(^ + 3</))+cos(6>-30)[].

G8. On performing the double integration, we shall find the

constant term in the above multiplied by t"^, an inadmissible

result. It is only necessary to look back to the result of the

complete process, "svhen Ave find that the term in question is

, „ . , . , constant , o • ,-, n
represented after mtegration by ——^2""

> where w is the small

coefficient of the term we have neglected. This indicates that

the position of equilibrium is indeed displaced, but through a

finite amount ; as this does not affect our results, avc omit the

term in question.

69. Eemembering that 6=^pt and <l>=gt— €,

E . F

the remainder of the equation becomes
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u= — ecos ^—/cos0

+ j(|2cos3«+^cos3^)

1 /( I ^ / ">
I r^\) /cos (0 + 6) ,

cos (0—(f>) \

, .^,2 /•/ cos (2^+ <^) COS (2^-0) )

, 3^,/^ / cos (^ + 2c/)) cos (^-2(^) 1
^^''•^1

0^ + 2ry)^ "" 0.-2?)^ j

rcos2(^+^ cos2(^-0)|
+ 47^/ 1 40^ + <7)' 4(p-^y J

</ r cos(dd + <f>)
cos(3(9-(/))

I

ePf cos(e + d(}}) cos(e-S
<f>) \

so that there are six summation-tones and six difFerence-tones

produced by direct transformation of the primaries, when the

effect of terms up to the fourth order is considered.

70. The effect of the neglect of n^ in the denominators of

all these terms, is to place the principal development of any
term such as the difference-tone p— q at the point where

p— g= 0, whereas if the complete solution were retained the

condition for the principal development would be

n^— (p—gy= 0.

No known phenomenon enables us to distinguish between

these two cases. Every thing happens, so far as Ave knoAv,

precisely as if the simpler condition were that which is really

important.

71. If we proceed to terms of higher orders in the same

way, we shall always have, in the result of terms of the n-H ith

order, the two following terms representing ?ith difFerence-

tones, which alone are important for our present purpose
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{otn+i is the 7i + lth coefficient),

fcos(ne-(f>) cf" cos (d-n(f)) 1

{np-qf {p-nq? J

besides other terms analogous to those shown above.

72. In the neifThboiirhood of any consonance of the form
/i : 1, the terms having the denominators (Jijo—qY become
large ; this is Helmholtz's explanation of the origin of differ-

ence-tones, generalized.

73. As the argument from the analytical expressions fails

to give perfect satisfaction unless the nature of the causes

involved be more directly demonstrated, I shall try to show
more simply how it is that this comes about.

In periodic functions such as cospt, cos (qt— e), the quan-
tities p, q are such that, if t, t' be the periodic times,

, T 27r 27r
pT= qT'= 27r, or /'= y, 1= -y'

If, then,

Mt=1,
Nt'= 1,

M, N are the frequencies of the primaries, and

p= 27rM, ^= 27rN.

In the case of a mistuned consonance of the form A : 1, the

denominator of the h difference-tone term in the above expres-

sion will be 47r-(/(M-N)"-*. And //M-N is the frequency of

the beat which gives rise to the transformation according to

all theories (putting ^= 1 in the more general formula /<M— /:N).

•"• TTf

—

s:t is fliG time of duration of the beat of the result-

ant form, whether we call it the Smith's beat, or the bow of

the pendulum curves. As the denominator diminishes, the

time or duration of the beat increases.

74. What happens, then, is that a force is developed, by

the influence of the higher terms in question, which acts for

a time corresponding to the duration of the beat. And it is

matter of ordinary mechanical knowledge that, under these

circumstances, the space traversed is proportional to the square

of the time during which the action lasts ; so that when

the beat is lengthened the effect of the transformation is

strengthened.

75. It is possible to found an independent treatment of the

subject on these considerations, the course of which would be

somewhat as follows.

In mistuned consonances of the form h : 1 there are alter-
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nate increases and diminutions of the maximum resultant dis-

placement, the duration of which can be arrived at by the

considerations employed by Smith in determining the duration

of beats. The duration of one such increase and diminution

can be shown by the known formula to be 7Tir_-NT
'

Assume that the transmitting mechanism of the ear pos-

sesses such powers of transformation that any regular sequence

of increases and diminutions of maximum resultant displace-

ment is capable of giving rise, by transformation, to a subjec-

tive note having the same period as that of one increase and

diminution. This assumption only differs from that made

above in definiteness of form ; for the algebraic series which

is above proved to give rise to transformations of this de-

scription, is itself an assumption.

It immediately follows, by considerations differing little

from those made use of in the ordinary investigation of the

motion of a particle under the action of a uniform force, that

the coefficient of the term in question will contain the square

1
of the periodic time—that is to say, the coefficient 7TWZIW\2>

and this is the essential point proved by the more complete

analytical investigation above given.

76. Though perhaps defective as a complete demonstration

of the rationale of the origin of diffin-ence-tones, these consi-

derations render the general meaning of the coefficients of the

difference-tone terms in the above equations tolerably clear.

And we have thus sketched a method, in which the doctrine of

transformation arising out of the Smith's beats, as the resultant

forms pass through the transmitting mechanism of the ear,

forms the basis for the further explanation of the phenomena

of beats as we find them.

The Resultant Wave-forms of Mistimed Consonances.

11. I am principally acquainted with these forms as drawn

by means of Donkin^s harmonograph. The curves (Plates

iV.-VII.) that accompany this paper exhibit all the points

on Avhich it will be necessary to touch.

78. It is hardly possible to be acquainted with these curves

without seeing that the figures formed by the vertices which

occur in the curves are in some way related to the phenomena
of the niistuned consonances. And as I had myself consider-

able difficulty iu coming to definite conclusions as to the real

nature of this relation, and do not know of any published dis-

cussion of the subject, I add this article dealing with the relit-
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tion in question so for as it is connected with the subject of

the paper.

79. The curves are referred to an axis of ,v, alon^ which the

wave-lengths are measured, and an axis of ?/ parallel to which
the displacements are measured. X and V are the wave-
lengths on the paper of the two primary curves. If it is

required to consider a question of frequency, the paper must
be supposed to be drawn past the observer with velocity v,

V V
when the frequencies will be -, --, respectively.

A, A.

80. The tangent of the inclination of a curve to the .r-axis

will be spoken of shortly as the "slope."

It is assumed that q\/=-p\+ 8, Avherc p, q are integers,

q>p, and 8 is small.

81. The equation of the resultant of two jirimary curves

may then be written

.V 27r
?/=E cos27r - + Fcos -j-(.v—a).

A, A,

The slopes of the two single curves are

— — Esm27r-, —^ t sm^(.c— a).

The ratio of the coefficients is

VE »E ,^=^ nearly.

When this ratio is much greater than unity, the resultant

slope is nearly that of the first term. When it is much less

than unity, the resultant slope is nearly that of the last term.

82. The general expression for the resultant slope is given by

df/ 27r „ . ^ .r 27r„ . 27r. .

<1X.
= - X ^ ^'"

^''x
- V ^ ^° V (•^-'">-

The vertices oT the resultant curve are obtained by equating

-r- to zero, whence
dx

E . 27r.r F . 27r . \ ,^_sm-^+-,sm^(..-«) = 0.

83. Case I., where F is great, and the first term negligible

VE
compared with the second (r-^ small).

Here the vertices are those of the second component of the

curve. Consequently, in every cycle ofp and q vibrations of

X, and X' respectively, the q vertices of X' apj ear, those of X
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being smoothed out. The sole effect of the term involving X
is in this case to modify slightly the positions of the vertices.

84. If, then, p\ were exactly =qX', then after a certain dis-

tance, which may be called a short cycle, the vertices Avould

recur for precisely the same values of y. And the correspond-

ing vertices in successive short cycles would lie on g straight

lines, or on 2q straight lines if the lo^'er vertices be included.

This short cycle is obviously 2yX= gX' in duration.

85. Since, however, in our general case p\ + S= q\^, the

coincidence after the short cycle is not exact ; but the vertex

determined by equating the second term of the inclination to

zero has, in the first term, a different correction to the value

of y from that which existed before the short cycle.

S6. At the vertex before the short cycle let x= a, so that

the second term of the inclination vanishes ; then, before the

short cycle,

T, 27ra -nyo=Ecos -^ + F;

after one short cycle, .v= q\^ + a.=zpX + 8 + a,

?/i=Ecos^(a + 8) + F;

after two short cycles, ic=2q\' -{ ot= 2(j3X + 8) + u,

3/2=Ecos^(«4-2S) + F;

and so on, till after 71 short cycles, where iiS= X, nearly or

exactly,

-r, 27ra T-i

?/„=Ecos— + F;

and the ordinate of the vertex in question has gone through
a complete period of a pendulum-curve in the space

nqX'=:7i(pX + B)

= 7ixlp+ -j, since ii8=X

= X(7ip + l).

87. Now we have seen that there are q of these vertices,

each of m hich gives rise to one of these curves. Consequently
this space, (7ip + l)X= nqX', presents, both above and below,

q projecting bows, and each bow is of length

np + 1— X or iiX\
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This is the length of Smith^s beat, or of the beat as given
by a well-known formula. This is easily verified as follows:

—

88. Let r bo the velocity of sound corresponding to wave-
lengths \ and Vj and M, N the corresponding frequencies

;

and q\'=2)\-\-8 becomes (nS= \),

1-P -1. _L .

N ~ M "^ nU '

AT -nr
N ^'.•.pN-(,M=- = ^;

Avhich connects the expression above obtained with the ordi-

nary formula for the frequency of the beat. Hence the Smith's

beat in this case corresponds in period to the projecting bow

formed by the -th part of the whole periodic curve of slow

disturbance of one of the vertices.

E F
89. Case IL, where .- = —„ so that the condition for a ver-

tex reduces to

sm -r^ h sni —J- (.C- — «) = ().

A/ A,

This condition irives the ibllowino- series of values:

—

X —X + a aX

A. A. A -|- A,

__ — A' +V + a _(a + V)\

until

and if

cjK! =p^,

P + (J

P
Where this is not a whole number, the condition will bo
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v-Z- P^^-
V= K .

—

»

p
and ifp : q is in its lowest terms^

k=2), and v=p + q,

p + g is therefore the number of independent vertices arising

from these terms.

90. Another series of values satisfies the condition ; these

are as follows (since sin .v= sin (tt— .r) <i:c.):

—

.1" _ 1 ,v— a _ V— 2a

3 A'— a 3X,'— 2a
~ 2

"^
"TV"' ~ 2(V-X) •

'

until

_ 2v-l .r-g _ (2v-l)V-2a
~ 2 "^ V ' ~ 2(V-X) • '

(2v)V=2(\-V),

X'-\

P
And if this be not a whole number,

{2v)y= 2k{X-\'),

v=^(p-&>

and if 7:> : ^ is in its lowest terms,

k=p, v=p— q, or q—p>j since 5 >^;

q—p is therefore the number of independent vertices arising

from these terms.

01. The relation of these different sets of vertices maybe
otherwise exhibited by putting the expression for the inclina-

tion into the form

. 27r.r
,

. 27r , ,

sm-^+sm^O';-a)
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Tlio zero values of the sine give the p + q vertices of tlic first

set; and the values Avbich make the cosine vanish give the

q—p vertices of the other set.

92. Each of these vertices occupies, as in the former case,

its special position in the short cycle q\'=2)\, and lies always
on a straight line y = constant when such an exact relation

holds.

93. Also, as before, when the above relation is changed into

g\'=pX + 8, it may be shown, by examining the successive

arguments of the vertices, that they shift their position in

successive short cycles, so that they lie on pendulum-curves of

long period ; also that the period of these curves is, for the

2^ + q system, p + q times that of the Smith's beat, and for the

r~Q system, iJ— g' times that of the Smith's beat.

94. The curves of both these systems, with the Smith's beats

which form part of them, are readily recognized in all those

of the pendulum-curve illustrationswhich approximately satisfy

the condition

p'E= qY or VE= \F.

lu the case of the major third, where there are many ver-

tices in each short cycle, and the figure of the short cycle is

itself complicated, these curves arc not easily recognized. It

is necessaiy to mark a set of corresponding vertices in order

to recognize the curve in this case. By the time we arrive at

the fifth the curves are quite plain.

The curves of the^' + 9 system are large and bold, extending

completely from top to bottom of the illustrations ; each curve

comprises the bow of a Smith's beat both above and bcloAv.

These may be spoken of as the external system.

The curves of the q—p> system are smaller, and lie nearer

the axial line of the illustrations. These may be spoken of as

the internal system. In the particular case where §'—/>= 1,

such as <?= 2, ^^=1, the internal system exhibits complete

periodic curves having the period of the Smith's beat.

95. Case III., where F is so small that ^F is small compared
with /lE. This would fall under the argument of the first case,

with the signification of the letters reversed. But as we
made the convention q >p, there arise some special points of

difference.

96. "Where q is much greater than p, as is the case of high

harmonics combined with a fundamental, F has to be very

small indeed in order that^F may be small compared with ^E.
In this case, unless F is almost evanescent, it is not generally

true that the only vertices are those of E (the fundamental);

for in these cases the vertex of the fundamental curve becomes
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almost a straight line in the short space occupied by a wave
of the higher curve ; and under these circumstances the ver-

tices of the higher curve continue to be visible wherever they

come upon the vertex of the lower, especially where the two
vertices are turned opposite ways.

The conditions of case I. not being strictly fulfilled, the

consequences there deduced do not strictly follow. The con-

siderations as to the number of different vertices which develop

curves are not materially affected. And it remains true that

there are always p curves (in case I. q curves) actually deve-

loped ; but it is not true that there are no traces of any of the

other q curves of the entire external set of jo + g of case II.

On the contrary, it is seen in several of the illustrations, where
for the most part 7) = !, that, instead of the outline being one
pendulum-curve embracing the outlines of all the Smith's beats,

the internal vertices of the long curves present traces of the

crossing of two pendulum-curves of longer period—an effect

which is seen to survive from the more general cases, on com-
paring the illustrations to case II. As the amplitude of the

higher note diminishes, this curve assumes a trochoidal form,

the external vertices being less sharp than the internal, where
there is the survival from the crossing. Ultimately, no doubt,

the outline would become theoretically a pendulum-curve.

But, in the case of indefinite diminution of the coefficient ^,
where - is great, ^ is of the order of the product of two small

quantities ; consequently the effects on the displacements, or

the curves we are examining, would themselves tend to become
evanescent before their peculiarities ; consequently the curve

enveloping the Smith's beats would never in this way be

reduced to a pendulum-curve having the period of those beats.

In the application of these considerations we have, further,

to remember that the resultant tones Avhich present pendulum-
curves having the periods of Smith's beats arc only heard

when both notes are pretty loud ; and under these circum-

stances the indefinite diminution of the ratio above supposed

is not admissible. The only case, therefore, in which a locus

of vertices is a pendulum-curve of the same complete period

as the period of Smithes beat, is that of an internal system

under case II., where q—p^=\. As the existence of this

system depends on the accurate adjustment of the coefficients

to the law7;E = 5'F, it cannot be referred to even as an illus-

tration of a phenomenon of general occurrence.

97. We conclude, in conformity with the explanation at the

end of the former part, (1) that the forms exhibited by the
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resultant of two pendulum-curves do not, as a rule, exhibit

any appearances corresponding to pendulum-curves having
the period of the Smith's beat, except in a very small number
of cases, the conditions for which can only be fulfilled by acci-

dent
; (2) that the increases and diminutions of the maximum

displacement which form what wo have called the bows of the

harmonic curves, correspond in duration with the Smith's
beat, but not in the period of the harmonic curves of which
they form part.

i*8. We infer from the previous parts of this paper :

—

(3) that the variations of maximum displacement which are

represented in these figures by the bows of the harmonic
curves, give rise by transformation to pendulum-vibrations
having the same frequency as those variations—these being
the notes which Konig calls beat-notes, and Helmholtz difier-

encc-tones of various orders ; and (4) that the actual beats

of mistuned consonances of the form A : 1, as heard by the ear,

are given rise to by the interference of these beat-notes or

difference-tones with the lower note of the combination.

99. The upper numbers prefixed to the Plates of curves are

the ratios of the wave-lengths ; the lower ones the ratios of the

amplitudes.

Typical curve of case I. . §^

9: 8

Typical curve of case II. . |^

3:1

Typical curve of case III. f^, or rather J! x^%

9:2 10 : 1

PosTSCEiPT.—The curves shown in tlie Plates are all illustrations

of the subject of this paper, with the exception of three sets

;

namely, tlie conibiiuitions of vibrations whose wave-lengths are

nearly as 4 : 5, as 2:3, and as 2 : 5. These have been given for

the sake of completeness in the collection of curves, and that

readei's may have the opportunity of seeing the nature of the dif-

ference between such curves as these, Avhich may be said to belong

to mistuned consonances of the form h : A-, and our normal forms

which belong to mistuned consonances of the form 7t : 1.
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LXYI. Note on Stereoscopic Vision.

By Professor Helmholtz*.

rT"lHE motives by which we judge the distance of the objects

-L before us with one eve are the following :

—

1. The outlines of the more distant objects are covered by
those of the nearer, where they meet. It is this circumstance
which causes the difficulty we have in recognizing the fact

that the image projected by a convex lens or a concave mirror

is nearer to the observer than the lens or the mirror.

2. The object which throws a projected shadow upon any
surface is situated always before that surface. These first

two motives are very rarely overpowered by any other ones

—as, for instance, by stereoscopic combination. ITiis is easily

demonstrated by Dove's pseudoscope, an instrument contain-

ing two rectangular prisms, and showing to each eye a reflected

image inverted from right to left. It produces an inverted

stereoscopic effect if there are no projected shadows, and no
outline covered by the outline of a nearer body.

3. If the head is moved to the right or the left, upwards or

downwards, the direction of the eyes remains steady if the

object observed is infinitely distant, but is altered the more the

nearer the object is. If the head is brought nearer to the

object, the convergence of the eyes increases ; if it is moved
backwards, the convergence diminishes.

"We may call the peculiarity of the eye producing these

phenomena the parallax for motion of the head. At the same
time the relative situation of objects of different distance in

the field of vision is altered. Distant objects apparently go
with the observer, nearer objects in opposite directions. Also
this overpowers stereoscopic combination. In Brewster's
stereoscope the two images are brought together with a mo-
derate convergence of the eyes, but are nearly in the focus
of the lenses, so that these project images at an infinite dis-

tance. The instrument is adapted to presbyopic vision. But
if it is fastened to a table and the head of the observer is moved,
the objects appear to be far more distant than the point of
convergence.

I concluded from this and similar observations that the per-
ception of the absolute convergence of our eyes is very in-

distinct, and that only differences of convergence, related to

apparently near or distant objects, produce the stereoscopic

effect. But lateh- I have observed that certain apparent mo-
tions of binocular objects may be observed, which prove that

* Communicated by the Physical Society, having been read at the
Meeting on April 9. "

"
•
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the inconprruence between the decrree of convergence and the

parallax of motion is perceived with great accuracy.

The easiest -way to sec them is the following :—Look to a

papered wall, the pattern of which is regularly repeated at

distances not much greater than thedistance between your eyes

(between GO and 70 millim.). You know that it is possible

to make your eyes converge either to a nearer or to a more
distant point than the surface of the paper ; so that in your
binocular field of vision two images get corresponding posi-

tion, which do not belong to the same part of the paper, but

to two different copies of the pattern. You see, then, a ste-

reoscopic image of the pattern, either more distant and of

greater apparent size, if you diverge your eyes, or nearer and
smaller, if you converge. But the appreciation of the appa-

rent distance of this pattern is not very precise. If you
try to bring a pencil to the apparent place of the nearer pat-

tern, you will find that the point of convergence is far nearer

than the apparent place of the pattern.

When you now move your head the pattern moves also.

If you have increased the convergence of the eyes, the pattern

moves with the eyes, 'as well to the left and the right as up
and down and forwards and backwards. If you diverge, it

goes in opposite direction to your head.

LXVII. Note on Thermal Electrolysis.

By J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S., and Alfred Tribe*.

DURING the course of our experiments on metallic re-

placements we noticed that some sheet silver, immersed

in fused silver chloride, became quickly studded with crystals

of metal. A replacement of a metal by itself seemed so

anomalous, that our first idea was that the silver employed

contained certain impurities; but we found that the action

took place just as well with the purest silver we could ob-

tain, and that it was not restricted to the substances above

mentioned. Not only might the iodide of silver be substi-

tuted for the chloride with the same result, though not so

rapidly effected, but other metals might be employed. Thus,

when copper was immersed in fused cuprous chloride, crystals

of that metal separated ; and similar exchanges took place

when zinc was placed in melted zinc chloride, or iron in ferrous

chloride in a molten condition.

It was then thought that a different physical condition

* Communicated by the Physical Society, having been read ut the

Meeting on April 9,
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of the rolled metals might give rise to the action ; but this

was disproved by the following experiments :

—

Some crystals of silver prepared by electrolysis were placed

in the open end of a piece of glass tubing slightly constricted,

and then immersed in silver chloride heated in a crucible by
a Bunsen lamp. In about half an hour the crystals were

found to have grown in a net^like mass from their original

position to a point about half an inch higher in the tube.

This experiment was repeated with crystals of silver which
had themselves been deposited from the fused chloride by
means of metallic silver. A similar i-esult was obtained.

We were then led to the conclusion that the change de-

pended upon the unequal heating of different parts of the im-

mersed metal, or rather of the salt in which it was immersed.

It is evident that upon the contact theory of voltaic action,

there will be a ditference of potential between the metal and

the liquid chloride with which it is in contact; and it is in

accordance with analogy to suppose that this difference of

potential will vary according to the temperature. Now, under

the conditions of the experiment, it canuot be supposed that

all parts of the fused chloride in contact with the immersed
metal were always equally heated; and we have therefore the

possibility of a current being established with the consequent

electrolysis of the salt.

In order to test this view, some silver chloride was fused in

a hard glass tube and a rod of silver placed in the liquid.

On heating the underside of the loAver end for 10 minutes,

we found a considerable crop of silver crystals in the compa-
ratively cool part of the fluid.

In another experiment some silver chloride was fused in a

crucible, and one side of the vessel was more strongly heated

than the other. Two long rods of silver were connected with

a galvanometer and placed, one in the hotter, the other in the

colder part of the chloride. The latter was found studded

with crystals at the end of 15 minutes, whilst the former was
quite clean. On repeating this experiment, it was always

found that the galvanometer gave a larger deflection the

greater the difference of temperature between the portions

of the fused mass penetrated by the silver wires, and that

the current was reversed with a reversal of the rods. Copper
wires in cuprous chloride gave similar results.

In an experiment with an electrometer we obtained a clear

indication of a difference of potential between silver rods in

hotter and colder parts of silver chloride fused in a small cru-

cible, the deflection showing a difterence of possibly ^^ of a
- Pliil. Mag. S. 5. No. 71. Suiipl. Vol. 11. 2
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volt. Tlie reversal of tlie rods again produced a reversal of

tho deflection.

In corroboration of tho theory above stated, it should be

borne in mind that the chlorides of silver, copper, zinc, and
iron, when fused, are electrolytes. The liquid chloride of tin

is not an electrolyte ; and it was found that on innncrsin«T tin

in this liquid no deposition of crystals was o])served when it

was so arranged that one part of the liquid was kept at the

boat of boiling water and another at tho ordinary temperature

for two days ; nor was there the least action on a galvanometer

when arrangements were made for testing by that instrument.

These experiments form a good lecture-table illustration of

the conversion of heat into electricity and chemical force.

They also seem to have a bearing on the theory of voltaic

action, since, from the nature of tlie sul^stances employed, it

is difficult to imagine that chemical action in any way initiates

the current.

LXYIII. Upon the Production of Sound hy Radiant Energy.

By Alexander Graham Bell *.

[Plates X. & XI.]

IN a paper read before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science last August, I described certain

experiments made by Mr. Sumner Taintcr and myself which
had resulted in the construction of a " Photophone,"" or ap-

paratus for the production of sound by light f ; and it will be

my object today to describe the progress we have made in the

investigation of photophonic phenomena since the date of this

communication.
In my Boston paper the discovery Avas announced that thin

disks of very many different substances emitted sounds when
exposed to the action of a rapidly-interrupted beam of sunlight

The great variety of material used in these experiments k'd me
to believe that sonorousness under such circumstances would

be found to be a general property of all matter.

At that time we had failed to obtain audible effects from

masses of the various substances which became sonorous in the

condition of thin diaphragms ; but this fiulure was explained

* From advance proofs of a paper read before the National Academy
of Arts and Sciences, April 21, 1881, communicated by the Author.

t Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, August 27th, 1880; see, also, American Journal ofScience,vol. xx.

p. 305 ; Journal of the American Electrical Society, vol. iii. p. 3 ; Journal

of the Society of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians, vol. ix. p. 404

;

Annales de Chimie et de Physique, vol. xxi.
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upon the supposition that the molecular disturbance produced
by the light was chiefly a surface action, and that under the

circumstances of the experiments the vibration had to be trans-

mitted through the mass of the substance in order to affect the

ear. It was therefore supposed that, if we could lead to the ear

air that was directly in contact with the illuminated surface,

louder sounds might be obtained, and solid masses be found to

be as sonorous as thin diaphragms. The first experiments made
to verify this hypothesis pointed towards success. A beam of

sunlight was focused into one end of an open tube, the ear

being placed at the other end. Upon interrupting the beam,
a clear, musical tone vras heard, the pitch of which depended
upon the frequency of the interruption of the light, and the

loudness upon the material composing the tube.

At this stage our experiments were interrupted, as circum-
stances called me to Europe.
While in Paris a new form of the experiment occurred to

my mind, which would not only enable us to investigate the

sounds produced by masses, but would also permit us to test

the more general proposition, that sonorousness, under the in-

Jluence of intermittent light, is a j^roperty common to all matter.

The substance to be tested was to be placed in the interior

of a transparent Aessel, made of some material which (hke
glass) is transparent to light, but practically opaque to sound.
Under such circumstances the light could get in, but the

sound produced by the vibration of the substance could not
get out. The audible effects could be studied by placing the
ear in communication with the interior of the vessel by means
of a hearing-tube.

Some preliminary experiments were made in Paris to

test this idea ; and the results were so promising that they
were communicated to the French Academy on the 11th of
October, 1880, in a note read for me by M. Antoine Breguet*.
Shortlv afterwards I wrote to Mr. Tainter, su oro-estincr that he111' 1 • •• ?C?C)C5
should carry on the investigation in America, as circumstances
prevented me from doing so myself in Europe. As these ex-
periments seem to have formed the common starting-point for

a series of independent researches of the most important
character, carried on simultaneously, in America by Mr.
Tainter, and in Europe by M. Mercadierf, Prof. Tyudall |,

* Comptes Hejichis, vol. xcl. p. 595.

t "Notes on Eadiopbonv," Compter Bendm, Dec. 6 and 13, 1880, and
Feb. 21 and 28, 1881 ; Phil. Mag. Jan. 1881, p. 78. See also Journal de
PJii/sique, vol. X. p. 53.

X " Action of an Intermittent Beam of Radiant Heat upon Gaseous
Matter," Proc. Royal Society-, Jan. 13, 1881, vol. sxxi. p. 307.
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W. C. Rontgen *, and W. H. Preece f, I may be permitted
to quote from my letter to Mr. Tainter the passage describing

the experiments referred to :

—

" Metropolitan Hotel,

Rue Cambon, Paris,

Nov. 2, 1880.

" Dear Mr. Tainter,— .... I have devised a method of

producing sounds by the action of an intermittent beam of

light from substances that cannot be obtained in the shape
of thin diaphragms or in the tubular form ; indeed, the method
is specially adapted to testing the generality of the phe-

nomenon we have discovered, as it can be adapted to solids,

liquids, and gases.
" Place the substance to be experimented with in a glass

test-tube, connnect a rubber tube with the mouth of the test-

tube, placing the other end of the pipe to the ear. Then
focus the intermittent beam upon the substance in the tube.

I have tried a large number of substances in this way with

great success, although it is extremely difhcult to get a glimpse

of the sun here, and when it docs shine the intensity of the

light is not to be compared with that to be obtained in

Washington. I got splendid effects from crystals of bichro-

mate of potash, crystals of sulphate of copper, and from

tobacco-smoke. A whole cigar placed in the test-tube pro-

duced a very loud sound. I could not hear any thing from

plain water ; but when the water was discolored with ink a

feeble sound was heard. I would suggest that you might
repeat these experiments and extend the results," &c. &c.

Upon my return to Washington in the early part ofJanuary |,

Mr, Tainter communicated to me the results of the experiments

he had made in my laboratory during my absence in Europe.

He had commenced by examining the sonorous properties

of a vast number of substances enclosed in test-tubes in a

simple empirical search for loud eflects. He was thus led

gradually to the discovery that cotton-wool, worsted, silk, and
fibrous materials generally, produced much louder sounds than

hard rigid bodies like crystals, or diaphragms such as we had
hitherto used.

In order to study the eflfects under better circumstances, he

enclosed his materials in a conical cavity in a piece of brass

* " On the Tones which ai'ise from the intermittent illumination of a

gas," see A^inalen der Phys. loid Chemie, Jan. 1881, ISo. 1, p. 155 ; Phil.

Mag. April 1881, p. 308.

t " On the Conversion of Eadiant Energy into Sonorous Vibrations,'

Proc. Eoyal Society, March 10, 1881, vol. xxxi. p. 500.

X On the 7th of January.
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closed by a flat plate of glass. A brass tube leading into the

cavity served for connexion with the hearing-tube. When
this conical cavity was stufFed with worsted or other fibrous

materials, the sounds produced were much louder than when
a test-tube was employed. This form of receiver is shown in

figure 1.

Mr. Tainter next collected silks and worsteds of different

colours, and speedily found that the darkest shades produced
the best effects. Black worsted especially gave an extremely

loud sound.

As white cotton-wool had proved itself equal, if not superior,

to any other white fibrous material before tried, he was anxious

to obtain coloured specimens for comparison. Not having
any at hand, however, he tried the effect of darkening some
cotton-wool with lampblack. Such a marked reinforcement

of the sound resulted that he was induced to try lampblack

alone.

About a teaspoonful of lampblack was placed in a test-

tube and exposed to an intermittent beam of sunlight. The
sound produced was much louder than any heard before.

Upon smoking a piece of plate-glass, and holding it in the

intermittent beam with the lampblack surface towards the

sun, the sound produced was loud enough to be heard, with

attention, in any part of the room. With the lampblack
surface turned from the sun, the sound was much feebler.

Mr. Tainter repeated these experiments for me immediately
upon my return to Washington, so that I might verify his

results.

Upon smoking the interior of the conical cavity shown in

figure 1, and then exposing it to the intermittent beam, Avith

the glass lid in position as shown, the effect was perfectly

startling. The sound was so loud as to be actually painful to

an ear placed closely against the end of the hearing-tube.

The sounds, however, were sensibly louder when we placed

some smoked wire gauze in the receiver, as illustrated in the

drawing, figure 1.

When the beam was thrown into a resonator, the interior

of which had been smoked over a lamp, most curious alter-

nations of sound and silence were observed. The interrupting

disk was set rotating at a high rate of speed, and was then
allowed to come gradually to rest. An extremely feeble

musical tone was at first heard, which gradually fell in pitch

as the rate of interruption grew less. The loudness of the

sound produced varied in the most interesting manner. Minor
reinforcements were constantly occurring, which became more
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and more marked as the true pitch of the resonator was
neared. When at last the frequency of interruption cor-

responded to the frequency of the fundamental of the resonator,

the sound produced was so loud that it might have been
heard by an audience of hundreds of people.

The eftects produced by lampblack seemed to mo be very
extraordinary, especially as I had a distinct recollection of ex-

periments made in the summer of 1880 with smoked dia-

phragms, in Avhich no such reinforcement was noticed.

Upon examining the records of our past photophonic ex-

periments, we found in vol. vii. p. 57, the following note :

—

" Experiment V.—Mica diaphragm covered with lamp-

black on side exposed to light.

" Result : distinct sound about same as A^nithout lamp-

black.—.1. G. B., July ISth, 1880.
" Yeritied the above, but think it somewhat louder than

when used without lampblack.

—

S. T., July ISth, 1880."

Upon repeating this old experiment we arrived at the same
result as that noted. Little if any augmentation of sound re-

sulted from smoking the mica. In this experiment the etfect

was observed by placing the mica diaphragm against the ear,

and also by listening through a hearing-tube, one end of

which was closed by the diaphragm. The sound was found

to be more audible through the free air when the ear was
placed as near to the lampblack surface as it could be brought

without shading it.

At the time of my communication to the American Asso-

ciation I had been unable to satisfN' myself that the substances

which had become sonorous under the direct influence of inter-

mittent sunlight were capable of reproducing the sounds of

articulate speech under the action of an undulatory beam from
our photophonic transmitter. The difficulty in ascertaining

this will be understood by considering that the sound emitted

by thin diaphragms and tubes were so feeble that it was im-

practicable to produce audible efi^ects from substances in these

conditions at any considerable distance away from the trans-

mitter ; but it was equally impossible to judge of the effects

produced by our articulate transmitter at a short distance away,

because the speaker's voice was directly audible through the

air. The extremely loud sounds produced from lampblack

have enabled us to demonstrate the feasibility of using this

substance in an articulating photophonc in place of the elec-

trical receiver formerly employed.

The drawing, fig. 2, illustrates the mode in which the ex-

periment was conducted. Tlie diaphragm of the transmitter

(A) was only 5 centimetres in diameter; the diameter of the
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receiver (B) was also 5 centimetres; and tlie distance between

the two was 40 metres, or 800 times the diameter of the trans-

mitting diaphragm. We were unable to experiment at greater

distances without a heliostat, on account of the difficulty of

keeping the light steadily directed on the receiver. Words
and sentences spoken into the transmitter in a low tone of

voice were audibly reproduced by the lampblack receiver.

In fig. 3 is shown a mode of interrupting a beam of sunlight

for producing distant effects without the use of lenses. Two
similarly-perforated disks are employed, one of which is set in

rapid rotation, while the other remains stationary. This form

of interrupter is also admirably adapted for work with artificial

light. The receiver illustrated in the drawing consists of a

parabolic reflector, in the focus of which is placed a glass

vessel (A) containing lampblack or other sensitive substance,

and connected with a hearing-tube. The beam of light is inter-

rupted by its passage through the two slotted disks shown at

B; and in operating the instrument, musical signals like the

dots and dashes of the Morse alphabet are produced from the

sensitive receiver (A) by slight motions of the mirror (C)

about its axis (D).

In place of the parabolic reflector shown in the figure, a

conical reflector like that recommended by Prof. Silvanus

Thompson * can be used, in which case a cylindrical glass

vessel would be preferable to the flask (A) shown in the

figure.

In regard to the sensitive materials that can be employed,

our experiments indicate that in the case of solids the physical

condition and the colour are two conditions that markedly

influence the intensity of the sonorous effects. Tlie loudest

sounds are produced from substances in a loose, j^oroits, spongy

condition, andfrom those that have the darkest or most absorbent

colours.

The materials from which the best effects have been pro-

duced are cotton-wool, worsted, fibrous materials generally,

cork, sponge, platinum and other metals in a spongy condition,

and lampblack.

The loud sounds produced from such substances may perhaps

be explained in the following manner. Let us consider, for

example, the case of lampblack—a substance which becomes

heated by exposure to rays of all refrangibilities. I look upon
a mass of this substance as a sort of sponge, with its pores

filled with air instead of water. When a beam of sunlight

falls upon this mass, the particles of lampblack are heated,

* PLU. Mag. April 1S81, vol. xi. p. 286.
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and consequently expand, causing a contraction of the air-

spaces or ])ores among them.

Under these circumstances a pulse of air should be expelled,

just as we would squeeze out water from a sponge.

The force with which the air is expelled must be greatly

increased by the expansion of the air itself, due to contact

with the heated particles of lampbhick. AVhen the light is

cut otf, the converse process takes place. The lampblack
particles cool and contract, thus enlarging the air-spaces

among them, and the enclosed air also becomes cool. Under
these circumstances a partial vacuum should be formed among
the particles, and the outside air would then be absorbed, as

water is by a sponge when the pressure of the hand is removed.

I imagine that in some such manner as this a wave of con-

densation is started in the atmosphere each time a beam of sun-

light falls upon the lampblack, and a wave of rareftiction is ori-

ginated when the light is cut otf. We can thus understand hoio

it is that a substance like lamjjblack produces intense sonorous

vibrations in the surrounding air, xvhile at the same time it com-
iminicates a very feeble vibration to the diaphragm or solid bed

upon ichich it rests.

This curious fact was independently observed in England
by Mr. Preece; and it led him to question whether, in our ex-

periments with thin diaphragms, the sound heard Avas due to

the vibration of the disk, or (as Prof. Hughes had suggested)

to the expansion and contraction of the air in contact with

the disk confined in the cavity behind the diaphragm. In his

paper read before the Royal Society on the rUth of March,
Mr. Preece describes experiments from which he claims to

have proved that the effects are wholly due to the vibrations

of the confined air, and that the disks do not vibrate at all.

I shall briefly state my reasons for disagreeing with him in

this conclusion.

1, When an intermittent beam of sunlight is focused upon
a sheet of hard rubber or other material, a musical tone can

be heard, not only by placing the ear immediately behind the

part receiving the beam, but by placing it against any portion

of the sheet, even though this may be a foot or more from the

place acted upon by the light.

2. When the beam is thrown upon the diaphragm of a
" Blake transmitter," a loud musical tone is produced by a

telephone connected in the same galvanic circuit with the

carbon button (A), fig. 4. Good effects are also produced

when the carbon button (A) forms, with the battery (B), a

portion of the primary circuit of an induction-coil, the tele-

phone (C) being placed in the secondary circuit.
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In these cases the wooden box and mouth-piece of the

transmitter should be removed, so that no air-cavities may be
left on either side of the diaphragm.

It is evident, therefore, that in the case of thin disks a real

vibration of the diaphragm is cansed hy the action of the inter-

mittent beam, independently of any expansion and contraction

of the air confined in the cavity behind the diaphragm.
Lord Eayleigh has shown mathematically that a to-and-fro

vibration, of sufficient amplitude to produce an audible sound,
would result from a periodical communication and abstraction

of heat ; and he says :
—" TTe may conclude, I think, that

there is at presemt no reason for discarding the ob^'ious ex-

planation that the sounds in question are due to the bending
of the plates under unequal heating " (' Nature,' xxiii.

p. 274). Mr. Preece, however, seeks to prove that the

sonorous effects cannot be exj^lained upon this supposition ;

but his experimental proof is inadequate to support his con-
clusion. Mr. Preece expected that if Lord Kayleigh's ex-

planation was correct, the expansion and contraction of a thin

strip under the influence of an intermittent beam could be
caused to open and close a galvanic circuit so as to produce a

musical tone from a telephone in the circuit. But this was
an inadequate way to test the point at issue ; for Lord
Rayleigh has shown (Proc. of Roy. Soc. 1877) that an
audible sound can be produced by a vibration whose ampli-

tude is less than a ten-millionth of a centimetre; and cer-

tainly such a vibration as that would not have sufficed to

operate a " make-aud-break contact " like that used by Mr.
Preece. The negative results obtained by him cannot, there-

fore, be considered conclusive.

The following experiments (devised by Mr. Tainter) have

given results decidedly more favourable to the theory of Lord
Eayleigh than to that of Mr. Preece :

—

1. A strip (A) similar to that used in Mr. Preece's experi-

ment was attached firmly to the centre of an iron diaphragm

(B), as shown in figure 5, and was then pulled taut at right

angles to the plane of the diaphragm, "^'hen the intermit-

tent beam was focused upon the strip (A), a clear musical

tone could be heard by applying the ear to the hearing-tube

This seemed to indicate a rapid expansion and contraction of
the substance xinder trial.

But a vibration of the diaphragm (B) would also have re-

sulted if the thin strip (A) had acquired a to-and-fro motion,

due either to the direct impact of the beam or to the sudden
expansion of the air in contact with the strip.
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2. To test whether this had been the case, an additional strip

(D) was attached by its central point only to the strip under
trial, and was then submitted to the action of the beam, as

shown in fig. 6.

It was presumed that, if the vibration of the diaphragm (B)

had been due to a pnshing force acting on the strip (A),

the addition of the strip (D) would not interfere with the

effect ; but if, on the other hand, it had been due to the

longitudinal expansion and contraction of the strip (A), the

sound would cease, or at least be reduced. The beam of light

falling upon strip (D) was now interrupted as before by the

rapid rotation of a perforated disk, which was allowed to come
gradually to rest.

No sound was hoard excepting at a certain speed of rotation,

when a feeble musical tone became audible.

This result is confirmatory of the first.

The audibility of the effect at a particular rate of interrup-

tion suggests the explanation that the strip D had a normal
rate of vibration of its own. "When the frequency of the in-

terruption of the light corresponded to this, the strip was
probably thrown into vibration after the manner of a tuning-

fork, in which case a to-and-fro vibration would be propagated
down its stem or central support to the strip (A).

This indirectly proves the value of the experiment.

The list of solid substances that have been submitted to ex-

periment in my laboratory is too long to be quoted hero; and
I shall merely say that we have not yet found one solid body
that has failed to become sonorous under proper conditions of

experiment*.

Experiments icitli Liquids.

The sounds produced by liquids are much more difficult to

observe than those produced by solids. The high absorptive

power possessed by most liquids would lead one to expect in-

tense vibrations from the action of intermittent light; but the

number of sonorous liquids that have so f;ir been found is ex-

tremely limited, and the sounds produced are so feeble as to

be heard only by the greatest attention and under the best

circumstances of experiment. In the experiments made in

my laboratory, a very long test-tube was filled with the

liquid under examination, and a flexible-rubber tube was

* Carbon and thin microscope glass are mentioned in my Boston

paper as non-respousive, and powdered chlorate of potash in the coni-

muuication to the French Academy ( Cnmptcs Benclm, \ol. xcl.

p. 505). All these substances have since yielded sounds under more
careful conditions of experiment.
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slipped over the mouth far enough down to prevent the

possibility of any light reaching the vapour above the surface.

Precautions were also taken to prevent reflection from the

bottom of the test-tube. An intermittent beam of sunlight

was then focused upon the liquid in the middle portion of the

test-tube bj means of a lens of large diameter.

JResxdts.

Clear water No sound audible.

Water discoloured by ink ... Feeble sound.

Mercury Xo sound heard.

Sulphuric ether* Feeble but distinct sound.

Ammonia „ „ „ „
Ammonio-sulphate of copper „ „ „ „
Writing-ink „ „ „ „
Indigo in sulphuric acid ... „ „ „ „
Chloride of copper * „ „ „ „

The liquids distinguished by an asterisk gave the best

sounds.

Acoustic vibrations are always much enfeebled in passing

from liquids to gases ; and it is probable that a form of experi-

ment may be devised which will yield better results, by com-
municating the vibrations of the liquid to the ear through the

medium of a solid rod.

EA'periments icith Gaseous Matter.

On the 29th of November, 1880, I had the pleasure of

showing to Prof. Tyndall, in the laboratory of the Royal Insti-

tution, the experiments described in the letter to Mr. Tainter,

from which I have quoted above; and Prof. Tyndall at once

expressed the opinion that the sounds were due to rapid

changes of temperature in the body submitted to the action

of the beam. Finding that no experiments had been made
at that time to test the sonorous properties of different gases,

he suggested tilling one test-tube with the vapour of sulphuric

ether (a good absorbent of heat), and another with the vapour

of bisulphide of carbon (a poor absorbent); and he predicted

that, if any sound was heard, it would be louder in the former

case than in the latter.

The experiment was immediately made; and the result veri-

fied the prediction.

Since the publication of the memoirs of Pontgen f and
Tyndall + we have repeated these experiments, and have ex-

t Ann. der Phys. tmd Chem. 18S1, Xo. 1, p. 155.

X Proc. Roy. Soc. vol. xxsi. p. 307.
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tended the inquiry to a number of other gaseous bodies^ ob-

taininfT in every case similar results to those noted in the

memoirs referred to.

The vapours of the following substances were found to be

highly sonorous in the intermittent beam— water vapour,

coal-gas, suli)huric ether, alcohol, ammonia, amylene, etbyl

bromide, dicthylamine, mercury, iodine, and peroxide of

nitrogen. The loudest sounds were obtained from iodine and

peroxide of nitrogen.

I have now shown that sounds are produced by the direct

action of intermittent sunlight from substances in every physi-

cal condition (solid, liquid, and gaseous); and the probability

is therefore very greatly increased that sonorousness under

such circumstances Avill be found to be a universal property

of matter.

Upon Substitutes for Selenium in Electrical Receivers.

At the time of my communication to the American Asso-

ciation, the loudest effects obtained were produced by the use

of selenium, arranged in a cell of suitable construction, and

placed in a galvanic circuit with a tele})hone. Upon allowing

an intermittent beam of sunlight to fall upon the selenium, a

musical tone of great intensity was produced from the tele-

phone connected with it.

But the selenium was very inconstant in its action. It

was rarely, if ever, found to be the case that two pieces of

selenium (even of the same stick) yielded the same results

under identical circumstances of anneahng &c. While in

Europe last autumn. Dr. Chichester Bell, of University Col-

lege, London, suggested to me that this inconstancy of result

might be due to chemical impurities in the selenium used.

Dr. Bell has since visited my laboratory in Washington, and

has made a chemical examination of the various samples of

selenium I had collected from ditferent parts of the world.

As I understand it to be his intention to publish the results

of this analysis very soon, I shall make no further mention of

his investigation ttian to state that he has found sulphur, iron,

lead, and arsenic in the so-called " selenium," with traces of

organic matter, that a quantitative examination has revealed

the fact that sulphur constitutes nearly one per cent, of the

whole mass, and that w^hen these impurities are eliminated,

the selenium appears to be more constant in its action and

more sensitive to light.

Prof. W. Gr. Adams * has shown that tellurium, hkc sele-

* Proc. Roy. Sue. vol. xxiv. p. 1G3.
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nium, has its electrical resistance affected by light; and we
have attempted to utilize this substance in place of selenium.

The arrangement of cell shown in fig. 7 was constructed for

this purpose in the early part of 1880 ; but we failed at that

time to obtain anv indications of sensitiveness with a reflecting

galvanometer. AYe have since found, however, that when
this tellurium spiral is connected in circuit with a galvanic

battery and telephone, and exposed to the action of an inter-

mittent beam of sunlight, a distinct musical tone is produced

by the telephone. The audible eflect is much increased by
placing the tellurium-cell with the battery in the primary

circuit of an induction-coil, and placing the telephone in the

secondary circuit.

The enormously high resistance of selenium and the ex-

tremely low resistance of tellurium suggested the thought

that an alloy of these two substances might possess inter-

mediate electrical properties. We have accordingly mixed
together selenium and tehurium in difierent proportions; and
while we do not feel warranted at the present time in making
definite statements concerning the results, I may say that such

alloys have proved to be sensitive to the action of light.

It occurred to Mr. Tainter, before my return to Washington
last January, that the very great molecular disturbance pro-

duced in lampblack by the action of intermittent sunlight

should produce a corresponding disturbance in an electric

current passed through it, in which case lampblack could be

employed in place of selenium in an electrical receiver. This

has turned out to be the case ; and the importance of the dis-

covery is very great, especially when we consider the expense

of such rare substances as selenium and tellurium.

The form of lampblack-cell we have found most effective

is shown in fig. 8. Silver is deposited upon a plate of

glass : and a zigzag line is then scratched through the film, as

shown, dividing the silver surface into two portions insulated

from one another, having the form of two combs with inter-

locking teeth.

Each comb is attached to a screw-cup, so that the cell can

be placed in an electrical circuit when required. The surface

is then smoked until a good film of lampblack is obtained,

filling the interstices between the teeth of the silver combs.

When the lampblack-cell is connected with a telephone and
galvanic battery, and exposed to the influence of an inter-

mittent beam of sunlight, a loud musical tone is produced by
the telephone. This result seems to be due rather to the

physical condition than to the nature of the conducting

material employed, as metals in a spongy condition produce
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similar effects. For instance, when an electrical current is

passed through sponoy platinum while it is exposed to inter-

mittent sunlight, a distinct musical sound is produced by a

telephone in the same circuit. In all such cases the effect is

increased by the use of an induction-coil ; and the sensitive

cells can be employed for the reproduction of articulate speech
as well as for the production of musical sounds.

AVe have also found that loud sounds are produced from
lampblack by passing throuoh it an intermittent electrical

current, and that it can be used as a telej)honic receiver for

the reproduction of articular speech by electrical means.

A convenient mode of arranging a lampblack cell for ex-

perimental purposes is shown in fig. 9. When an intermittent

current is passed through the lampblack (A), or when an in-

termittent beam of sunlight falls upon it through the glass

plate B, a loud musical tone can be heard by applying the ear

to the hearing-tube C. When the light and the electrical cur-

rent act simultaneously, two musical tones are perceived, which
produce beats when nearly of the same pitch. By proper ar-

rangements a complete interference of sound can undoubtedly
be produced.

Upon the Measurement of the Sonorous Effects produced hy

Different Substances.

We have observed that different substances produce sounds

of very different intensities under similar circumstances of ex-

periment ; and it has appeared to us that very valuable infor-

mation might be obtained if we could measure the audible

effects produced. For this purpose we have constructed

several different forms of apparatus for studying the effects ;

but as our researches are not yet complete, I shall confine

myself to a simple description of some of the forms of appa-

ratus we have devised.

When a beam of light is brought to a focus by means of a

lens, the beam diverging from the focal point becomes weaker

as the distance increases, in a calculable degree. Hence, if

we can determine the distances from the focal point at which

two different substances emit sounds of equal intensity, we
can calculate their relative sonorous powers.

Preliminary experiments were made by Mr. Tainter during

my absence in Europe, to ascertain the distance from the focal

point of a lens at which the sound produced by a substance

became inaudible. A few of the results obtained will show
the enormous differences existing between different substances

in this respect.
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Distance from Focal Point of Lens at tcliich Sounds become
Inaxidible icith Different Substances.

millim.

Zinc diapliragra (polislied) 1-51

Hard-rubber diaphragm 1-90

Tin-foil „ 2-00

Telephone „ (japanned iron) 2"15

Zinc „ (unpolished) 2'15

White silk (in receiver sho-\^Ti in fig. 1) 3"10

"White worsted „ „ „ 4"01

Yellow worsted „ ,, „ 4"06

Yellow silk „ „ ,,
4-13

White cotton-wool „ „ „ 4"38

Green silk „ „ „ 4-52

Blue worsted „ „ „ 4*69

Purple silk „ „ „ 4*82

Brown silk „ „ „ 5 '02

Black silk „ „ „ 5*21

Bed silk „ „ „ 5*24

Black worsted „ „ ,, G"50

Lampblack. In receiver the limit of audibility could

not be determined on account of want of space.

Sound perfectly audible at a distance of .- 10*00

Mr. Tainter was convinced from these experiments that this

field of research promised valuable results ; and he at once de-

vised an apparatus for studj-ing the effects, which he described

to me upon my return from Europe. The apparatus has since

been constructed ; and I take great pleasure in showing it to

you today.

(1) A beam of light is received by two similar lenses (A, B,
fig. 10*), which bring the light to a focus on either side of
the interrupting-disk (C). The two substances Avhose sonorous
powers are to be compared are placed in the receinng vessels

(D, E) (so arranged as to expose equal surfaces to the action

of the beam) which communicate by flexible tubes (F, G), of
equal length, with the common hearing-tube (H). The re-

ceivers (D, E) are placed upon slides, which can be moved
along the graduated supports (I, K). The beams of light pass-

ing through the interrupting-disk (C) are alternately cut off by
the swinging of a pendulum (L). Thus a musical sound is

produced alternately from the substance in D and from that

in E. One of the receivers is kept at a constant point upon
its scale : and the other receiver is moved towards or from the
focus of its beam until the ear decides that the sounds pro-

[* The letters in this figm-e were omitted by the author, and the omission
unfortunately was not detected until after the Plate was printed ; the
reader can easily supply them.

—

Ed. Phil. Mag.']
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duced from D and E are of equal intensity. The relative

positions of tlie receivers are then noted.

(2) Another method of investigation is based upon the pro-
duction of an interference of sound ; and the apparatus em-
ployed is shown in fig. 11. The interrupter consists of a
tuning-fork (A), which is kept in continuous vibration by
means of an electromagnet (B).

A powerful beam of light is brought to a focus between the

prongs of the tuning-fork (A) ; and the passage of the beam
is more or less obstructed by the vibration of the opaque
screens (C, D) carried by the prongs of the fork.

As the tuning-fork (A) produces a sound by its own vilira-

tion, it is placed at a sufficient distance away to be inaudible

through the air ; and a system of lenses is employed for the

purpose of bringing the undulating beam of light to the re-

ceiving lens (E) with as little loss as possible. The two re-

ceivers (F, G) are attached to slides (H, I), which move upon
opposite sides of the axis of the beam ; and the receivers are

connected by flexible tubes of unequal length (K, L) commu-
nicating with the common hearing-tube (M).

The length of the tube (K) is such that the sonorous vibra-

tions from the receivers (F, G) reach the conunon hearing-
tube (M) in opposite phases. Under these circumstances

silence is produced when the vibrations in the receivers (F, G)
are of equal intensity. When the intensities are unequal, a
residual effect is perceived. In operating the instrument the

position of the receiver (G) remains constant, and the re-

ceiver (F) is moved to or from the focus of the beam until

complete silence is produced. The relative positions of the

two receivers are then noted.

(3) Another mode is as follows:—The loudness of a musical

tone produced by the action of light is compared with the

loudness of a tone of similar pitch produced by electrical

means. A rheostat introduced into the circuit enables us to

measure the amount of resistance required to render the elec-

trical sound equal in intensity to the other.

(4) If the tuning-fork (A) in fig. 11 is thrown into vibra-

tion by an uudulatory instead of an intermittent current passed

through the electromagnet (B), it is probable that a nmsical

tone, electrically produced in the receiver (F) by the action

of the same current, would be found capable of extinguishing

the effect produced in the receiver (G) by the action of the

uudulatory beam of light, in Avhich case it should be possible

to establish an acoustic balance between the effects produced
by light and electricity, by introducing sufficient resistance

into the electric circuit.
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Upon the Nature of the Rays that produce Sonorous Effects

in Different Substances.

In my paper read before the American Association last

August, and in the present paper, I have used the word " hght

"

in its usual rather than its scientific sense ; and I have not

hitherto attempted to discriminate the effects produced by the

different constituents of ordinary light—the thermal, luminous,

and actinic rays. I find, however, that the adoption of the

word "photophone" by Mr. Tainterand myself has led to the

assumption that we believed the audible effects discovered by
us to be due entirely to the action of luminous rays. The
meaning we have uniformly attached to the words " photo-

phone " and " light '' will be obvious from the following pas-

sage, quoted from my Boston paper :

—

"Although effects are produced as above shown by forms of

radiant energy which are invisible, we have named the appa-

ratus for the production and reproduction of sound in this way
the ' photophone,' because an ordinary beam of light contains

the rays tchieh are ojyerative.^^

To avoid in future any misunderstandings upon this point,

we have decided to adopt the term "radiophone^''' proposed by
M. Mercadier, as a general term signifying an apparatus for

the production of sound by any form of radiant energy, limit-

ing the words thermopho7ie, photophone, and aciinophone to

apparatus for the production of sound by thermal, luminous
or actinic rays respectively.

M. Mercadiei-, in the course of his researches in radiophony,

passed an intermittent beam from an electric lamp through
a prism, and then examined the audible effects produced in

different parts of the spectrum (^Comptes Rendus, Dec. 6th,

1880).

We have repeated this experiment, using the sun as our
source of radiation, and have obtained results somewhat dif-

ferent from those noted by M. Mercadier.

(1) A beam of sunlight was reflected from a heliostat (A,
fig. 12) through an achromatic lens (B), so as to form an image
of the sun upon the slit (C).

The beam then passed through another achromatic lens (D)
and through a bisulphide-of-carbon prism (E), forming a spec-

trum of great intensity, which, when focused upon a screen,

was found to be sufficiently pure to show the principal absorp-

tion-lines of the solar spectrum.

The disk interrupter (F) was then turned with sufficient ra-

pidity to produce from five to six hundred interruptions of the

light per second, and the spectrum was explored Avith the

Fhil. Mag. S. 5. No. 71. Suppl. Vol. 11. 2P
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receiver (G), which was so arranged that the lampblack surface

ex})osed was limited by a slit, as shown.

Under these circumstances sounds were obtained in every

part of the visible spectrum, excepting the extreme half of the

violet, as well as in the ultra-red. A continuous increase in

the loudness of the sound was observed upon moving the re-

ceiver (G) gradually from the violet into the ultra-red. The
point of maximum sound lay very liir out in the ultra-red. Be-
yond this point the sound began to decrease, and then stopped

so suddenly that a very slight motion of the receiver (G) made
all the difference between almost maximum sound and complete

silence.

(2) The lampblacked wire gauze was then removed, and
the interior of the receiver (G) was filled Avith red worsted.

Upon exploring the spectrum as before, entirely different re-

sults Avere obtained. The maximum effect was produced in

the green, at that part where the red worsted appeared to be

black. On either side of this point the sound gradually died

away, becoming iiiaudible on the one side in the middle of

the indigo, and on the other at a short distance outside the

edge of the red.

(3) Upon substituting green silk for red worsted, the

limits of audition appeared to be the middle of the blue and
a point a short distance out in the ultra-red. Maximum in

the red.

(4) Some hard-rubber shavings Avere now placed in the re-

ceiver (G) . The limits of audibility appeared to be, on the one

hand, the junction of the green and blue, and, on the other, the

outside edge of the red. Maximum in the yellow. Mr. Tainter

thought he could hear a little Avay into the ultra-red ; and to

his ear the maximum was about the junction of the red and

orange.

(5) A test-tube containing the vapour of sulphuric ether

was then substituted for the receiver (G). Commencing at

the violet end, the test-tube was gradually moved doAvn the

spectrum, and out into the ultra-red, without audible effect

;

but when a certain point for out in the ultra-red was reached

a distinct musical tone suddenly made its appearance, Avhich

disappeared as suddenly on moving the test-tube a very little

further on.

(6) Upon exploring the spectrum with a test-tube contain-

ing the vapour of iodine, the limits of audibility appeared to

be the middle of the red and the junction of the blue and

indigo. Maximum in the green.

(7) A test-tube containing peroxide of nitrogen Avas substi-

tuted for that containing iodine. Distinct sounds A\'ere ob-
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tained in all parts of the visible spectrum, but no sounds were

observed in the ultra-red.

The maximum effect seemed to me to be in the blue. The
sounds were well-marked in all parts of the violet ; and I even

fancied that the audible effect extended a little way into the

ultra-violet; but of this I cannot be certain. Upon examining
the absorption-spectrum of peroxide of nitrogen, it was at once

observed that the maximum sound was produced in that part

of the spectrum where the greatest number of absorption-lines

made their appearance.

(8) The spectrum was now explored by a selenium-cell

;

and the audible effects Avere observed by means of a telephone

in the same galvanic circuit with the cell. The maximum
effect was produced in the red. The audible cfteet extended
a little way into the ultra-red, on the one hand, and up as high
as the middle of the violet, on the other.

Although the experiments so far made can only be considered

as preliminary to others of a more refined nature, I think we
are warranted in concluding that the nature of the rays that

produce sonorous effects in dfferent sidjsianccs depends iq^on

the nature of the suhstances that are exposed to the Leant, and
that the sounds are in every case due to those rays of the spec-

trum that are ahsorhed hy the body.

The Spectrophone.

Our experiments upon the range of audibility of differen

substances in the spectrum have led us to the construction of a
new instrument for use in spectrum analysis, which was de-

scribed and exhibited to the Philosophical Society ofWashing-
ton last Saturday *. The eye-piece of a spectroscope is re-

moved ; and sensitive substances are placed in the focal point

of the instrument, behind an opaque diaphragm containing a
slit. These substances are put in communication with the ear

by means of a hearing-tube ; and thus the instrument is con-

verted into a veritable "spectrophone," like that shown in

fig. 13.

Suppose we smoke the interior of our spectrophonic receiver,

and fill the cavity with peroxide of nitrogen gas. We have
tlieu a combination that gives us good sounds in all parts of

the spectrum (visible and invisible), except the ultra-violet.

Now pass a rapidlj'-interrupted beam of light through some
substances whose absorption-spectrum is to be investigated, and
bands of sound and silence are observed upon exploring the

spectrum, the silent positions corresponding to the absorption-

* Proc. of Phil. Soc. of Washington, April 16, 1881.

2P2
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bands. Of course, the car cannot for one moment compete
with the oyo in the examination of tlie visible part of the spec-

trum ; but in the invisible part beyond the red, where the eye

is useless, the ear is invaluable. In "working in this region of

the spectrum, lampblack alone may bo used in the spcctro-

phonic receiver. Indeed the sounds })roduccd by this sub-

stance in the ultra-red are so well-marked as to constitute

our instrument a most reliable and convenient substitute for

the thermopile. A few experiments that have been made
may be interesting.

(1) The interrupted beam was filtered through a saturated

solution of alum.

Result. The range of audibility in the ultra-red was slightly-

reduced by the absorption of a narrow band of the rays of

lowest refrangibility. The sounds in the visible part of the

spectrum seemed to be unaffected.

(2) A thin sheet of hard rubber was interposed in the path

of the beam.
Resxdt. Well-marked sounds in every part of the ultra-red.

No sounds in the visible part of the spectrum, excepting the

extreme half of the red.

These experiments reveal the cause of the curious fact al-

luded to in my paper read before the American Association

last August—that sounds were heard from selenium when the

beam was filtered through both hard rubber and alum at the

same time. (See table of results in fig. 14.)

(3) A solution of ammonia-sulphate of copper was tried.

Result. When placed in the path of the beam the spectrum

disappeared, with the exception of the blue and violet end. To

the eye the spectrum was thus reduced to a single broad band

of blue-violet light. To the ear, however, the spectrum re-

vealed itself as two bands of sound with a broad space of

silence between. The invisible rays transmitted constituted

a narrow band just outside the red.

I think I have said enough to convince you of the value of

this new method of examination ; but I do not wish you to

understand that Ave look upon our results as by any means
complete. It is often more interesting to observe the first

totterings of a child than to watch the firm tread of a full-

grown man ; and I feel that our first footsteps in this new field

of science may have more of interest to you than the fuller

results of mature research. This must be my excuse for having

dwelt so long upon the details of incomplete experiments.

I recognize the fact that the spectroidione must ever remain

a mere adjunct to the spectroscope : but I anticipate that it has

a wide and independent field of usefulness in the investigation

of absorption-spectra in the ultra-red.
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LXIX. On Action at a Distance, and the Conservation of
Energy. By Oliver J. Lodge, D.Sc*

MR. BROWXE'S letter of last month scarcely calls for a

reply ; but it may be well, -without opening up any
fresh points of controversy, to indicate the errors in his state-

ments quite briefly; and I trust that he will acquit me of

any desire to import personal animus into the controversy.

If I criticise his remarks in an unceremonious manner, it is

partly for the sake of conciseness, and also because, notwith-

standing all personal respect, I feel so strongly that his

reasoning is utterly wrong, that I should be conveying a

wrong impression if I used the language of compliment and
ceremony in attacking it.

IMr. Browne first quotes my argument, by which as he
says I do solemnly imagine that I have " disposed for ever

of the idea of action at a distance," and then gives four fresh

confutations of it, which he labels a, h, c, and cJ. Let us

refer to them on page 380, and take them in order.

(a) In the fifth and sixth lines of this paragraph it is

necessary to replace the word "of" by the words " generated

by this force in," to make it agree with the statement (in the

first two lines) of how force is measured. The concluding

three lines from " Hence '' to the end may then be omitted.

(b) Energy is undoubtedly a positive quantity; but yain
of energy may be either positive or negative. To be consis-

tent Mr. Browne ought to deny that distance travelled could

ever be reckoned negative, because the distance between two
places is an essentially positive quantity. But it looks child-

ish to have to point this out.

(c) Two equal particles of finite mass impinging on one
another with equal opposite velocities of course exert an infi-

nite stress and stop instantaneously ; so there is no difficulty

Avith them.

If Mr. Browne had chosen to consider the impact of two
finite bodies he would have been more troublesome, because

their action is complex : the particles which first touch stop

dead ; but the others are gradually stopped by actions trans-

mitted from particle to particle in a manner not by any means
yet precisely understood.

But direct impact is an unfortunate example to fly to in

order to support action at a distance.

((/) Here we come to the gist of the matter, and to the

"real and intrinsic vice ^' of my argument. He is getting

near the scent now when he implies that my statement of tho

* Communicated by the Author.
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conservation of energy is not identical with that given in the
text-books ; but ho goes oft' it again. I assure him that I

really do not assume that conservation is true of potential

energy only, and forget to take account of kinetic : I should
be rather mad if I did.

A case is then put " in mathematical form;" and by tho

ingenious^ but rather cheap, device of Avriting r dv in the shape

dx d / dx \

~dtdt\ diJ
ot

and then mixing together the energy-equations for two distinct

2)arlicles into one equation, an expression intended to be
alarming is manufactured. But, unfortunately, Mr. Browne
starts by saying that I " suppose two particles moving with

different velocities v and v', and acting on each other with equal

and opposite moving forces F." Now, with all due deference,

this is exactly what I do not suppose. For as long as two
particles are moving with different velocities they cannot be

in contact ; and my case is, that two bodies not in contact

arc ipso facto incompetent to act directly on each other ; it is

only when they touch and during the period of contact (that

is, while they are both moving at the same rate in the same
direction) that any immediate action can take place between
them.

But now that we have come so near to the real peculiarity

in my argument, perhaps we had better have it out, not for

the sake of prolonging the present controversy, nor, indeed,

with any reference to it, but because I do undoubtedly attach

importance to the matter, and distinctly believe that it proves

direct action at a distance to be impossible. Moreover, I am
of the opinion that this is not a metaphysical or trivial ques-

tion, but an essentially physical one, and one that is by no
means unimportant just now, when opposition theories of

electricity—tho medium-theory of Maxwell and Faraday, and
the action-at-a-distance theories of Weber, Gauss, Neumann,
and others—are in the field against each other.

Theories of physical phenomena Avorked out on the hypo-
thesis of direct forces across intervening space are, at certain

stages of our knowledge, an immense help and of great im-

portance—notably the gravitation theory of Newton and the

electrical theories of Coulomb and Ampere ; but if it can

once be distinctly proved and clearly recognized that they

can only be provisional, and must necessarily be replaced by
medium theories as the science progresses, a useful step will

have been made ; and one result will be that there can be no
further question as to which of the rival electrical theories
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(MaxwelPs or those of the Germans) enters most closely into

the actual nature of the phenomena, and is the nearest ap-

proach towards the ultimate solution of the problem.

Now, my first contention is this, that any one who admits

my statement of the conservation of energy*, and also tho

ordinary statement of the equality of action and reaction, is

bound to admit my conclusion.

And my second contention is that, whether my statement

is identical with that of the " text-books " or not, it is a

reasonable and true statement, that it is just as axiomatic as

any other, and that it ought to be accepted.

This second contention, however, is distinctly open to dis-

cussion.

Now, I have pointed out in section 84 of my little book on

Mechanics, and on page 280 of the Phil. Mag. for 1879, that

the two fundamental forms of energy correspond to the two

factors in the product icork. A body exerting force pos-

sesses energy, and a body moving through space possesses

energy, the first form being called potential, or dynamic, or

static, the second being called kinetic ; but a body is not

doing work unless it is butli exerting force and moving through

space ; and in this case it is losing energy and transferring

it to the body upon which the work is being done, the energy

at the same time being always transformed from kinetic to

potential, or vice versa.

Consider, for instance, the earth and a stone (or any other
'' attracting " bodies) supposed at rest in space, and separated

from each other against whatever it be that is called their

mutual attraction. A common mode of stating the condition

of affairs is to state that the stone possesses potential or pos-

sible energy, which will become actual when it is allowed to

fall, the sum of the possible and actual energies remaining
constant during the whole time of fall, until, in fact, they are

knocked out of the body by the blow. This, however, is the

very commonest mode of stating the matter ; and I suppose

nearly every one will agree that the phrases actual and possible

energy are little better than nonsense, or, at any rate, that

any law of conservation of energy founded upon such notions

must be utterly meaningless.

* Pliil. Ma^. Jan. 1881, p. 3G, and Oct. 1870, p. 278. It may be re-

peated for convenience—The energy of a body is increased whenever work
is done upon it, and diminished whenever work is done hy it, by an
amount in each case numerically equal to the work done ; but whenever
two bodies act on each other the work done by the one is identical with
that done upon the other ; in other words, energy is never generated or

destroyed by such actions, but is simply transferred from one body to the
other.
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Another mode of expressing the matter is to say that the

stone possesses potential energy by virtue of its position, just

as a bullet possesses energy of position when placed inside a

loaded gun, or as an arrow possesses it when strung on a bent

bow. But one has carefully to shut one's eyes and think

Aaguely if one is to maintain this ground with any degree of

comfort ; for it will be soon perceived that it is not the bullet

nor the arrow which really possesses the energy before firing,

but the powder and the bow, and that it is difHcult to see

how a passive stone at rest in its ordinary condition, notwith-

standing that it is in an ele-sated position, can properly bo

said to possess any energy at all.

The difficulty of supposing that the potential energy belongs

to the stone any more than to the earth having been felt, the

fact was denied ; and it is now orthodox to say that the

energy belongs neither to the stone nor to the earth (neither

to the bullet nor to the gun), but to the system in virtue of its

configuration.

Now this is undoubtedly true, and as a mere abstract and

mathematical way of stating the facts it is sufficient ; but on

examining it more closely one perceives that it is only u

mystical way of saying that the energy really belongs to the

medium which is driving the two bodies together (or apart)

—

the strained aither (as I believe), or Le Sage's corpuscles, or

Mr. Tolver Preston's gravity-gas, or whatever it may be.

The energy must be possessed by something, unless we go

back and say it is only possible energy (which is the most

barefaced denial of its conservation); and, according to my
view, potential energy can only be possessed by a body

exerting force ; so what is there, then, that can possess the

enerov but the medium which surrounds the two bodies and

which is pressing them together?

This is what is exerting the force; and when the stone is

allowed to fall, this is what does the work and transfers its

energy both to the stone and earth, though practically all to

the stone ; so that, just before the blow takes place, the stone

is found to possess the whole of the energy in the kinetic

form, work having been done upon it during the whole time

of fall.

This statement is not identical with that generally accep-

ted ; but I maintain strongly that it is the only one which is

clear and accurate and devoid of vagueness.

The equation mr/h= hnv' is commonly interpreted to mean
that the energy of the stone merely changes its form during

the fall, no work being done unless the motion is resisted.

But I deny that energy can ever change its form without
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being at the same time transferred from one body to another

by an act of work.

The fact is, that the conservation of energy has no real

physical meaning if potential energy is to be regarded solely as

a mathematically convenient abstraction, or '^force-function."

It is useful enough in that capacity ; but when one comes to

think of things physically, one perceives that it must be a

good deal more.

Dr. Schuster first remarked to me that my statement of the

conservation of energy, though possibly correct, was not iden-

tical with that currently accepted and expressed in familiar

equations, but was a slight (very slight) extension of it. I

think this is probably so ; but I believe it to be fully as axio-

matic as the other ; indeed I believe it to express the real

physical facts which give to those equations the whole of their

validity.

The essential points on which I wish to lay stress are

these :

—

1st. That it is impossible to have a force without a body
which is exerting that force, and also without another body
on which the force is exerted, and which is exerting an equal

counter force.

2nd. That it is not iha force which does work, but the body
which is exerting the force that does it.

3rd. That the thing which does the work must possess the

energy, and, hence, that energy, if existent at all, must be
possessed b}' a body.

4th. That work is always done hy one body vpon another,

the second body gaining the energy which the first loses
;

whence, since they exert on each other equal opposite forces,

they must both move together over the same distance, i. e.

they must touch during the action.

5th. That this latter argument may be worked with greater

ease conversely, and instead of proving that universal contact-

action holds wherever energy is conserved, one may prove
the conservation of energy by assuming universal contact-

action.

• [This is what I did in the paper in Oct. 1879. The argu-
ment is simpler in this form, merely because one thus arrives

at the conservation of energy in its (as 1 believe) true and
complete form, while the data assumed are simple and defi-

nite ; whereas the converse argument, though equally
conclusive in itself, may be eluded by denying the universal
applicability of the conservation statement.]

6th. That energy can only be transferred from one body
to another by work being done by the first body upon the
second.
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7tb. Tliat whonever energy is transferred from one body to

another it is also always transformed from the potential to tho

kinetic form, or vice versa.

8tli. That energy never changes its form without at tho

same time being transferred from one body to another by an
act of -work.

9th (and most important). That the term " body " includes

every material thing, whether visible or ponderable or other-

wise, and that a piece of matter is to be regarded as a

different "/Wy" from the ultimate particles of which it is

composed ; so that when a bullet strikes a target one may
say that part of the energy of the bullet is transferred to its

particles; and when a spring uncoils suddenly, that the

energy of the strained particles is transferred to the mass of

the spring—just as easily as one may say that, when a pendu-
lum swings, energy is transferred from one " l>od>f,''' tho

gravitation medium, to another, the bob of the pendulum, or

vice versa, at eveiy quarter swing.

LXX. On some neio Ajmi'attis for use in Gas-analysis.

B>/ J. Alfred W^vxklyn and W. J. CoorER*.

ri"^HE analysis of gases by means of measurements over
-L mercury has been brought to a state of great perfection,

and is admirably adapted for many purposes. Still there are

instances in which this method of procedure is inapplicable.

Such instances are found in those cases where the con-

stituent is very small in amount, or where the gas attacks

mercury. There is a very familiar example in the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere. Ten thousand volumes of air contain

about four volumes of carbonic acid. If the chemist makes
a measurement of air confined over mercury, and then ab-

sorbs the carbonic acid by potash, and then measures the air

freed from carbonic acid, he obtains data from which he
might propose to calculate the amount of carbonic acid in tho

air. But, as has been pointed out on various occasions by
ditterent chemists, these data lose their value because the

experimental error is almost as large as the difference between
the two gas-measurements. Determinations of the carbonic

acid in atmospheric air carried out by this method are illusory;

and long ago (so long ago as the beginning of the century)

another method was resorted to.

The other method consists in exposing a known volume of

air to the action of lime-water or baryta-water, and in noting

* Commimicated by the Authors.
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the amount of change suffered by the lime- or baryta-water.

Sometimes the amount of the insoluble carbonate is weighed,
and sometimes the diminution of alkalinity is noted ; and the

characteristic of this method is that the point to be observed
is the change in the reagent, and not in the volume of the gas.

In carrying out these measurements of the carbonic acid in

the air the manipulation is of the simplest description. Tlio

air is contained in a large stoppered flask or bottle, the capa-
city of which has been measured. The stopper is taken out,

the baryta-water is poured in, and the stopper is replaced.

Then the bottle is shaken up for a sufficient length of time;
and ultimately the operator takes the stopper out, and deals

with the carbonate of baryta or the baryta-water in the well-

known manner.
JSTow let us suppose that the chemist had to measure the

carbonic acid in a gas lighter than air. He has his bottle

filled with, for example, coal-gas.

It will l3e apparent that when he tries to pour the bai-^-ta-

water into the gas he will meet with difficulties. If the
mouth of the bottle be held upwards, the gas will escape when
the stopper is removed ; and, if the mouth be directed down-
wards, the operator will not be able to pour the baryta-water
into the bottle.

Our new apparatus is designed to enable the operator to
overcome this difficulty. We make the stopper hollow, and
place the reagent in the stopper. Instead of a solid stopper
we use a flask of thick glass, the neck of which is ground so
as to fit into the neck of the gas-bottle.

The following examples will servo to illustrate our method
of operating :

—

We had occasion to measure the carbonic acid, sulphu-
retted hydrogen, and ammonia in crude coal-gas—that is to
say, in coal-gas from which the tar and water distillino- with
the tar had been removed, but which had not been further
purified.

The gas in question was collected by displacement in a
bottle holding 2750 cubic centim. ; and about 50 cubic centim.
of strong baryta-water was placed in the little flask which
was employed instead of a stopper to close the bottle con-
taining the gas. The apparatus was then shaken, and the
resulting carbonate of baryta collected on a filter, washed
ignited, and weighed. From the amount of carbonate the
amount of carbonic acid was calculated. In another experi-
ment the sulphuretted hydrogen was measured by usino- a
solution of acetate of lead, the sulphuret of lead be'ino- subse-
quently converted into sulphate of lead, and weighed. In a
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tliird experiment the ammonia Avas ascertained by the use of
dilute standard acid.

The re:?ults arc as follows :—In 1000 vols, of crude coal-

vuls.

Carbonic acid 15"U

Sulpliurcttod hydrogen 12'1

Ammonia o"6

The apparatus possesses many practical advantages, which
reveal themselves when the operator begins to use it. Thus,

the reagent may be drained into the flask, removed from the

gas, and a fresh quantity of reagent employed. Successive

treatment is even practicable to a certain extent.

LXXI. Notices respecting New Books.

Miscellaneoiis Scientific Papers by W. J. Macquorn Eanldue, C.E.,

LL.D., F.R.S., late Regius Professor of Civil Engineering and
Mechanics in the Univerntg of Glasgow. From the Transactions

and Proceedings of the lloyal and other Scientijic and. Philosophical

Societies, and the Scientijic Journals. With a Memoir of the Author
hg P. G. Tait, M.A. Edited hg ^Y . J. Millar, 'C.E. With
Portrait^ Plates, and Diaqrams. London : Charles GrifRn and
Co., 1881. (Pp. xxxvi and 567.)

4 PTER a considerable lapseof time (Eankine diedDecember 24th,
-^^ 1872) these papers are now issued iu a collected form. It is

hard to account for so long a delay, seemg that the papers have all

been published before, and we cannot suppose any liindrance was
interposed by the goveruuig bodies of the Scientific Societies and
Journals to whom the papers were originally intrusted by the

author. It is suflicieut now for us to indicate how many and, to

a certain extent, A^hich of the 150 and more papers {cf. Poyal

Society Catalogue of Scientific Papers) are here submitted as worthy

of fitly repi'esenting Eankuie's coutributious to science. Their

number is thu-ty-seven, classed under three heads. The first group

embraces those papers which relate to Temperatm-e, Elasticity, and
Expansion of Vapours, Liquids, and Solids. Of the nine papers,

three first saw the light in our pages, viz. :—iii. "On the Centrifugal

Theory of Elasticity, as applied to Gases and Vapours" (Dec. 1851);

vii. "On the Vibrations of Plane-polarized Light" (June 1851);

viii. " General A'iew of an Oscillatory Theory of Light " (Dec. 1853),

The longest paper (read before the British Association, August
1850, and published in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical

Joui'nal, May 1851) is on the "Laws of the Elasticity of Solid

Bodies."' The second group contains ])apers relatiug to Energy

and its Transformations, Thermodynamics, Mechanical Action of

Heat hi the Steam-engine, &c. ; they are nineteen in number. In this

group also are three Phil. Mag, papers :—x. the remarkable paper
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" On the Eeconcentration of the Mechanical Energy of the Uni-
verse" (Xov. 1S52): xxi. " On Formulae for the Maximum Pressiu-e

and Latent Heat of Vapours ;" xxiii. "On the Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics." Here we find grouped a number of the most valuable

contributions, as:—xii. "Outlines of the Science of Energetics;"

xxiii. " On the Phrase ' Potential Energy,' and on the Definitions of

Physical Quantities ;" xiv. " On the Mechanical Action of Heat,
especially in Gases and Vapours ;"' xix. "On the Mechanical Action
of Heat ;'' xx. " On the Geometrical Eepresentation of the Expan-
sive Action of Heat, and the Theory of Thermodynamic Engines.''

The concluding nine papers are on AVave-forms, Propulsion of

Vessels, Stability of Structures, &c. In this cluster our Magazine
claims two notelets—xxxv. " On the application of Barycentric Per-
spective to the Transformation of Structures " (Xov. 1853), xxxvi.
'• Principle of the Equilibrium of Polyhedral Erames " (Feb. lS6-i).

Xaturally in this division we find, xxix. " On the exact Eonn of

Waves near the Surface of Deep "Water," xxx. " On Plane Water-
lines intwo Dimensions ," xxxi. '

' Elementary Demonstrations of Prin-
ciples relating to Stream-Lines;" but we do not meet with "On Stream-
lines" (Phil. Mag. 1SG5), nor "On the Mathematical Theory of

Stream-lines " (Phil. Trans. 1S71). We have not ventured to take up
space with any detailed analysis of Eankine's work, as this has been

already admirably done by Clerk-Maxwell (' Xature,' vol. xvii. p. 257),

Prof. Tait, and Prof. Osborne Eeynolds. The editor informs us that

his aim has been to print " such papers as are most characteristic

of their author in his capacity of a scientific and mathematical

inquirer." He truly remarks that our author was not a popular

writer ; but " all his writings are marked by a power of statement

so clear and logical, that the reader, even should he fail entirely to

follow the demonstrations, cannot but be benefited in the attempt

to master them." Eankine takes a place amongst the three
" mighties " who may be said to have been the creators of the

science of thermodynamics. " Thomson had the start
;
[it] was neck

and neck between Eankine and Clausius. But, from the practical

point of view, Eankine was alone. Ajid in this respect these

papers, as indeed all his others, have a value both intrinsic and as

examples of method which even transcends their philosophical

value" (Prof. O. Reynolds, 'Xature,' Xo. 595). Prof. Tait's me-
moir, though somewhat brief, gi\es us a very good presentment of

the man and the writer, and further tells the story without giving

utterance to the "amari aliquid'' which sometimes mars his wri-

ting. The work is well printed ; and we have detected tvpogra-
phical errors at very rare intervals.

[When we drew up the preceding Xotice, we omitted to consult
the " List of Professor Macquorn Eankine's Papers " issued (Xov.
1S7S) by his friend the Late J. E. Xapier. From this hst we find

that 42 communications were made to the Philosophical Magazine.
We learn also the reasons for the delay in the appearance of the
" Miscellaneous Scientific Papers." Mr. Lewis D. B, Gordon, the
originally proposed chief editor, died " more than two and a half
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years " before the above-cited date ; and Mr. Napier's illness and
subsequent death induced a still further delay. This statement is

due to Mr. Millar, who has been looked upon as I'csponsible for the

delay referred to in our opening remarks.]

LXXII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Coutiuued from p. 152.]

Fcbruarj' 23, ISSl.—llobert Etheridge, Esq., F.li.S., President,

in the Chair.

^IIE following communications "were read :

—

J- 1. A Letter from Dr. John Kirk on an Earthquake shock in

the island of Zanzibar.

2. "The Permian, Triassic, and Liassic Eocks of the Carlisle

Basin." Ey T. Y. Holmes, Esq., E.G.S.

The district discussed in the author's paper was worked over by
him when engaged on the Geological Survey, and consists of those

parts of Cumberland and Dumfriesshire which adjoin the Solwa)'.

Its southern boundary is, approximately, a line ranging from Mary-
port to Rose Castle on the river Caldew, and touching the Eden
about two miles above AVotheral. On the cast and north-east its

limits are the immediate neighbourhoods of the jmiction of the

rivers Eden and Irthing, IIethcr:^gill on the Hethcr Burn, Bracken-

hill Tower on the Lino, and the Border boundary on the rivers

Esk and Sark ; and in Dumfriesshire the small tract south of a line

ranging from the junction of Scots Dyke with the Sark on the north-

east, to Cummertrccs on the south-west.

The lowest bed in this area is the great Upper Permian or St.-

Bees Sandstone, which occupies a belt of country in the neighbour-

hood of the outer boundary. Directly above St.-Bees Sandstone, in

the west of the district, lies a formation consisting of shales with

gypsum, which, though TOO feet thick in the neighbourhood of

Abbey Town, is nowhere visible, but is known solely from borings

—

the country west of the Caldew, and of the Eden below the junction

of the two streams, being thickly drift-covered and almost section-

less. In the cast of the district the St.-Bees Sandstone is overlain

directly by a soft, red, false-bedded sandstone, called by the author

Kirklinton Sandstone, from the locality in which the rock is best

seen, as well as its relations to the under- and overlying beds.

But while there is no evidence of any unconformity between the

St.-Bees Sandstone and the overlying Gypseous Shales in the west,

there is evidence of a decided unconformity between the St.-

Bees and Kirklinton Sandstones in the cast. In Carwinley Burn

(for example), which runs into the Esk at Nethcrby, oidy from

200 to 300 feet of St.-Bees stone was seen below the outcrop of

the Kirklinton, instead of the 1000 to loOO feet which probably

exist about Brampton on the one hand and in Dumfriesshire on the

other. Yet Carwinley Burn affords an almost continuous scries of

sections, from the (non-faulted) Permian-Carboniferous junction to
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some distance above the outcrop of the Kirklinton Saudstoue. As,

in addition, the shales nuderlying the St.-Bees Sandstone are

gj'pseous, hoth near Carlisle and at Barrowmouth, close to St. Bees

Head, the author classed the (Upper) Gypseous Shales as Permian,

and the Kirklinton Sandstone as Bunter, Besting unconformably

on the Kirklinton Sandstone, in the district between Carlisle and
Kirklinton, are the Marls seen on the Eden between Stanwix and
Beaumont, and on the Line between Westlinton and CHff Bridge,

Kirklinton. Their unconformity is shown by the fact that on the

Line they rest on the lower, or red, beds, and between Stanwix and
Beaumont on the upper, or white, beds of the Kirklinton Sandstone.

The Marls have therefore been classed as Kcuper. So far as the

evidence goes, they appear to be very thin and to extend but a very

small distance south of the Eden, Lastly, the Lias appeared to the

author to be unconformable to all the beds below, and to rest

partly on the Gypseous Shales, partly on the Kirklinton Sandstone,

and partly on the Keuper Marls. Of the existence of Ehsetic beds

there was no evidence, aU fossils hitherto found having been de-

termined by Mr. Etheridge (our President) to be Lower-Lias forms.

But the Lias-sections are so small and few in number, and the

ground so persistently drift-covered, that only a boring could settle

the question.

3. On Astroconia Granti, a new Lyssakine Hexactinellid from
the Silxirian Formation of Canada." By Prof. W. J. Sollas, M.A.,

F.G.S.

March 9.—Eobert Etheridge, Esq., F.E.S., President,

in the Chair.

The foUowiag communications were read :

—

1. " Description of Parts of the Skeleton of an Anomodont Eeptile

{Platiipodosaurus rohustus, Ow.).—Part 11. The Pelvis." By Prof.

Owen, C.B., F.E.S., F.G.S., &c.

2. " On the Order Theriodontia, with a Description of a new
Genus and Species {^Jurosaurus felinus, Ow.)." By Prof. Owen,
C.B., F.E.S., F.G.S.

3. " Additional Observations on the Superficial Geology of British

Columbia and its adjacent regions." By G. M. Dawson, Esq., D.Sc,
F.G.S.

This paper is in continuation of two already published in the

Society's Journal (vol. xxxi. p. 603, and vol. xxxiv. p. S9). In sub-

sequent examinations of the southern part of the interior of British

Columbia the author has been able to find traces of glaciation in a

N, to S. direction as far as or even beyond the -iOth parallel. Iron
Mountain, for instance, 3500 feet above the neighbouring valleys,

5280 feet above the sea, has its summit strongly ice-worn in direc-

tion IS". 29° W.-S. 29° E. Other remarkable instances are given

which can hardly be explained by local glaciers. Boulder-clay is

spread over the entire district ; terraces are cut in the rearranged
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material of this, bordering the river-valleys, and at greater eleva-

tions expanding over the higher parts of the plateau and moun-
tains. At Mount It-ga-chuz they are 5270 feet above the sea. The
author considers that the higher terraces can only be explained by a
general flooding of the district. .Some of the wide trough-like

valleys of the plateau contain a silty material which the author
regards as a glacial mud.

North of the r)4th parallel and west of the Rocky Mountains
similar evidence of glaciation is obtained ; erratics are found in the

Peace and Athabasca basins. The fjords of British Columbia are

extremely glaciated, the marls being generally in conformity with
the local features ; terraces are scarce and at low levels. The Strait

of Georgia was filled by a glacier which overrode the S.E. part of

Vancouver's Island ; evidence is given to show that this ice came
from the neighbouring mountainous country. Queen Charlotte's

Island shows evidence of local glaciation. Boulder-clays and strati-

fied drifts are found, with occasional arctic shells.

The author considers that the most probable explanation of the

phenomena of the whole region is to suppose the former existence

of a great glacier mass resembling the inland ice of Greenland, and
that the Glacial period was closed by a general submergence, during
which the drifts were deposited, and at its close the terraces cut.

March 23.—Eobert Etheridge, Esq., F.E.S., Tresident,

in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. "The Upper Greensands and Chloritic Marl of the Isle of

Wight." By C. Parkinson, Esq., E.G.S.

In this paper the author described the Upper Greensand as ex-

posed at St. Lawrence and along the Underclitf. At the base of the

St.-Lawrence cliff there are hard bands of blue chert from which
Astaciform Crustacea have^been obtained; and quite recently, in a

large boulder of the same material lying on the beach, there were
found the remains of a Chelonian, referred by Prof. Owen to the

family Paludinosa, and named by him Plastremys lata. The pre-

sence of these freshwater organisms was thought to imply a connex-

ion with the Wealdeu continent. The chert-bed, 2 feet thick,

was regarded by the author as marking the boundary between the

Gault and the Greensand. Above it the author described 56 feet of

compact red and yellow sands, of which the first 20 feet are un-

fossiliferous, the upper 32 feet show traces of organic remains

;

between them there is a fossiliferous zone 4 feet in thickness, con-

taining Ammonites injiatus, A. oiiritiis, and species of Panopcea^

Cnndlcea, Area, and Trir/onia, and immediately below this a separate

band containing an undetermined species of Ammonite. These sands

arc followed by 38 feet of alternate beds of hard chert and coarse

greensands, having at the bottom 6 feet of inferior building-stone,

sunnounted by 5 feet of freestone. The latter contains Ammonites

rostratus, and the cherts various fossils, chiefly bivalves. Clathraria
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LyeUi also occurs at this level. Above the greensands come 6 feet of

chloritic marl :—the upper 3| feet fossiliferous, with a base of hard

phosphatic nodules containing crushed specimens of Pectcn asper;

the lower 2k feet compact, with darker grains and few fossils. The
author compared the sections of this scries given by Capt. Ibbetson

and Dr. Barrois ; his own views closely correspond with those of the

latter writer.

2. '* On the Flow of an Ice-sheet, and its Connexion with
Glacial Phenomena." By Clement Eeid, Esq., F.G.S.

The author considers that the Boulder- clays have been formed
beneath an ice-sheet, and consequently there must have been
formerly a huge mass of ice, which would have to flow 500 miles

on a nearly level surface, and then to ascend a gentle slope for nearly

another 100 miles. He does not think a great piling up of the ice

at the north pole can be assumed to account for this motion. This

he explains by the gradual passage of the earth's heat through the

mass of ice raising the temperature of the whole instead of lique-

fying the surface-layer. As the heat passes upwards it raises the

temperature of a particular layer, causes it to expand, and so to put
a strain upon the layer above, and then to rxipture it. The broken
part spreads out, reunites by regelation, and then, receiving the heat

from the layer below, again expands, and ruptures the layer next
above. Thus the movement is from the base upwards, rather than
from the surface downwards.

The author estimates that the ice-sheet in ^Norfolk was only about

400 feet thick, because Boulder-clay does not appear above that

level, but only coarse Boulder-gravel ; in North Yorkshire it extends

up to about 900 feet. The author considers that the shell-beds of

Moel Tryfaen were not deposited under water, but thrust up hill by
this advancing ice-sheet.

3. " Soil-cap Motion." By R. W. Coppinger, Esq.

The author described numerous cases in Patagonia where the

stumps &c. of trees are to be seen in the marginal waters of the sea

and of lakes. These, together with stones and rocks, sometimes
simulating perched blocks, he considers to have been brought down
by the motion of the soil-cap—a thick spongy mass resting upon
rock often worn smooth by the action of ice, and so sliding down
the more easily under the influence of vegetation. The appearances

are not unlike those due to subsidence ; but he points out that aU
the evidence is in favour of recent upheaval, instead of subsidence.

LXXIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON THE INTERNAL DISCHARGES OF ELECTRICAL CONDENSERS.
BY E. YILLARI*.

TyHEX a strongly charged batterj^ is discharged, a characteristic
'

' rumbling noise is produced in its interior ; the glass of the

jars becomes brightly luminous at the edges of the coatings ; and

* Atti deW Ace. della Soc. di Bologna, 11 Nov. 1880, ser. 4, vol. ii. 1881.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. No. 71. Suppl. Vol. 11. 2 Q
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heat is evolved, as I have ascertained by introducing one of the

jars into an air-thermometer suitably arranged.

Therefore, besides the ordinani external discharge of the jar,

there is another in its interior, which I will call Internal, to distin-

guish it from the former. It takes place along the sides of the

condenser where they are destitute of coating ; and it is appreciable

by the light and heat which accompany it. On measuring the in-

ternal discharge by the tliermometric dilatations which it produces,

we arrive at the following conclusions :

—

1. The heat evolved by the internal discharge can be neglected

with feeble discharges ; beyond certain limits, however, it manifests

itself, and increases very rapidly with the discharges themselves

;

thus a principal means for augmenting this internal heat is to em-
ploy jars charged to a Aery high potential.

2. The internal discharge increases sensibly if the external spark

is produced betweu two balls from 10 to 30 millim. in diameter

;

it is diminished, on the contrary, by almost the half, if the spark is

called forth between a point and one of the balls. " It is the reverse

for the heat produced by the external exciting spark,

3. The internal discharge increases, for a given charge, if the

internal coating of the jar be diminished ; it diminishes if we
augment the coating until it meets the outer coating. From this

point it remains almost independent of the extent of the coating

within the limits in which I have operated. The reason of these

phenomena is complex : they depend in part on the variation under-

gone by the potential of the discharge with the extension of the

coating, and partly on the influence exercised by the different ex-

tents of the two coatings upon the number and size of the sparks.

4. The internal discharge is the same with an ordinary as with

a spai'k-discharging jar.

5. The internal discharge falls to zero when the resistance of the

external circuit is much increased.

6. The internal discharge appears, cceteris parihus, a little stronger

with an internal coating of mercui'y. AVith this exception, the

jar behaves like an ordinary phial with a coating of tinfoil.

The foregoing conclusions, deduced from the thermometric dila-

tations, are completely confirmed by the luminous phenomena ex-

hibited in the jars, since the brightness and size of the internal

sparks constantly correspond almost exactly with the extent of the

thermometric dilatations.

7. The internal discharges depend, in my opinion, on this—that

each coating induces or excites in the insulating slip a zone charged

with opposite electricity to its own, the zones induced by the tv\o

coatings being separated by another zone of glass in the natural

state. At the moment of the discharge a part of the electricity of

the coating and of the electrified zone neutralize each other with

production of sparks and heat ; hence the internal discharge.

8. The existence of these electrified zones can be demonstrated

by the electric figures obtained on projecting upon a Franklin's

square of varnished glass, or, better, of ebonite, or on a charged
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Leyden jar, the well-known mixture of sulphur and minium.
After the discharge of the condensers those figures can no longer be

distinguished ; for the electrified zones more or less completely de-

stroy one another at the very instant.

9. When the Franklin's square has its coatings unequal, the

neutral zone on the side of the smaller coating, as well as the

electrified zone, increases in extent at the moment of the discharge,

at least in certain cases.

10. In studying by this method some squares of glass with un-
equal coatings, or, better of ebonite, with coatings unequal or equal,

I have observed that after they had been discharged as usual, the
coatings were found to be charged with the opposite electricity to

that which they had originally.

Perhaps this method of investigation, modified and extended, may
in the future offer us useful indications respecting the inversion of

discharges, the influence of the insulators and varnishes made use
of in condensers, and the different ways in which the two electri-

cities spread over the insulators—questions to all of which I hope,
some dav, to return.

—

Comptes Rendus de VAcademie des Sciences,

AprH 4," 18S1, t. xcii. pp. 872-874.

THE SECULAR INEQUALITIES IN TERRESTEIAL CLIMATES DE-
PENDING ON THE PERIHELION LONGITUDE AND ECCENTRICITY
OF THE earth's ORBIT.

A paper on this subject, by the Eev. Dr. Haughton, of Trinity
College, Dublin, was read before the Eoyal Society on February 24
last. Dr. Haughton shows that the two inequalities in question
depend upon terrestrial radiation only, and in no way upon sun-
heat.

Having noticed that the hottest and coldest time of day follows

noon and midnight by an interval often considerable, and in like

manner that the hottest and coldest days in the year follow mid-
summer and midwinter * by an interval often of many days. Dr.
Haughton saw in these facts a close analogy with the diurnal tides,

which follow the sun or moon's meridian passage by an interval of
some hours.

Dr. Haughton was thus led to solve the differential equation on
which the problem depends, by assuming an expression similar to
those so well known and so long employed in the mathematical
discussion of the tides of the ocean.

The result fully justified the assumption of expressions similar to
diurnal tidal expressions ; for when the differential equation is in-
tegrated for a day and summed for a year, all the periodic terms
disappear, and nothing is left but terms depending on the perihe-
lion longitude and eccentricity, which represent the exact mathe-
matical expression of the two inequahties first noticed by Adhemar
and CroU.

* In tbe British Islands January 15 is reckoned the time of maximum
cold, which is twenty-four days after midwinter.
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Tlie final result takes the form

—

Mean annual temperature

=''^^((0o+«)±(a, cos w+/3i8inuj)e), (1)

where
k = constant,

60= mean annual temperature of place,

a = " control "* temperature of atmosphere at place,

a, and /3j are defined by the following equations :

—

2v'a/+/3i^= range of annual temperature
;

^ _ J tangent of the arc m hich represents the retarda-

^ ~
\ tion of the maximum and minimum temperature

;

w = longitude of earth's perihelion ;

e = eccentricity of earth's orbit.

Using Ferrel's temperature-tables, Dr. llaughton finds the fol-

lowing maximum secular ranges of mean annual temperature :

—

Maximum Secular Itange.

Latitude. ,
Northern Southern

nemispliere. liemispuere.

0° 0-185 F. 6-185 F.
10 0-375 „ 0-585 „
20 1-100 „ 0-875 „
30 2-065 „ 1-110 „
40 2-750 „ 0-985 „
50 3-685 „ 0-710 „
60 4-610,, 0-540,,
70 4-985 „
80 4-925 „

This table shows that the average maximum effect of the astro-

nomical causes involved in perihelion longitude and eccentricity

never can exceed 5° F. in the northern hemisphere, and barely ex-
ceeds 1° F. in the southern. At particular localities, where there

is a great range of annual temperature, the effect may be somewhat
greater. For example, at iS orth Grinnell Land the range becomes
6°-5 F. It will be seen how little benefit this would confer upon
that locality, when it is remembered that the present mean annual
temperature of North Grrinnell Land is, 2°*42 F. helow zero, and
that by the secular range it could be raised to 0°'21 F. above zero,

or depressed to G°-20 heloiv zero.

At Discovery Harbour, Tertiary plant-beds were found by the
Arctic explorers, which indicate a July temjyerature greater than
63°-7 F. ; the present July temperature of Discovery Harbour is

37°'2 F. above zero, or onlg Jive degrees above the freezing-iwint of
tvater. How is this remarkable change in climate to be accounted
for ? Geologists cannot much longer evade answering such ques-
tions as these.

* By this is meant the temperature of the upper layers of the atmo-
sphere of place, which controls the radiation ; this temperature varies

with the latitude, and is probably always below zero Fahrenheit.
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